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FREFACE

- This "historical evaluation" of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (iRPA) as an R&D management institution was commissioned by
ARPA in recognition of the fact that remarkably little
in the way of
2n official record or institutional memory had been established during its seventeen year lifetime.
From Agency Diretztors to program
managers, the turnover in its leadership has been rapid by most
bureaucratic standards, thus erodirg fi.rst hand knowledge o' ARPA's
role and activities rather quick.ly.
Conceived as a unique management organization chartered to concentrate on 'dvanced
research'.
within the Department of Defense, this very uniqueness has frequently
been questioned.
Virtually every ARPA Director, and mcat ARPA
personnel at all levels, have encountered friendly and not-sofriendly ",Twy ARPA?• and "what is ARPA?" questions throughout its
history. This report seeks to explain some of the•-,&ys7 and *whats."

For the most part,ý the studiy ends in 1972 when ARPA was designated'a Defense Agency.
This date was arbitrarily chosen. In instances where events or programs started in earlier periods extend
beyond 1972, they have been pursued a bit further for sake of completeness, but not past 1974.,- In particular, no attempt has been
made to describe currently active ARPA projects in any detail.
Readers interested in such information are referred to the extensive
ARPA Congressional testimony and supplementary submissions in recent years.
Although this study does not purpoit to be a strictly chronological day-by-day sort Of history, it has been necessary to include a
substantial amount of such descriptive information because in many
instances no ready reference material exists and the rei.der simiply
must have the information if events are to be understood.
It should
also be noted this this study is not, nor was it intended to be, an
independent technical assessment of the scientific content of ARPA
work in particular fields of research.
While every attempt has been made to be cemprehensive as to
major developments in ARPA's historyy some events undoubtedly have
been missed or barely touched upon. Others may be treated here in
distorted or even inzorrect fashion despite best eifort.a to be
accurate.
Such. errors are unavoidable given the -Incomplete record.
available for use. Corrective material wi.2 be welcomed..
The range of activities that ARPA has been

involvde

in

since

1958 is truly staggering. Discussion of individual programs or
projects alone could easily match or exceed the length of this

volume; indeed, a few such reports exist. Nor was it possible to
cover all the programs.
The sample selected is believed to repre-

_.

.,,.

...

sent a reasonable profile. Apologies are offered in advance to those
•ho feel that something significant has been omitted or dealt with
in too cursory a fashion.
The research effort has included rigoro-us examination of ARPA
files and records, other Federal agency files, publtshed literature,
and interviews and discussions with key individuals who have worked
in ARPA over the years or who haave been connected with it.
Since
there are immense gaps in the Agency's files, especially up to 1967,
and only spotty coverage in the records of other agencies and in
the open literature, this work relies very heavily on discussions
with ARPA Directors, Deputy Directors, Chief Scientists, office
directors, and program managers, and other informed persons
In particular, all of the survivng Directors of ARPA (the first,
Roy W. Johnson, is dead) gave unstintingly of their time and made
major contributions to the research. A special, word of thanks is
also owed to Dr. James R. Killian, Jr.,; Dr. Herbert F. York; Admiral
John E. Clark, USN (Ret.); Mr. L. P. (1ise; ýr. William H. Godel;
Brigadier General C. M. Young, Jr. USA (Ret.), and Colonel Dent Lay,
LZSAF (Ret.) for their assistance in reconstructing the events
surrounding the creation of ARPA and its early months of operation.
The report is organized generally on the basis of chronological
periods which reflect important changes in ARPA's evolution. The
"break points" are relatively easy to identify and follow. Most of
them coincide with the tenures of particular Directors of ARPA;
all rather faithfu2.ly reflect the broader organizational and policy
setting within which ARPA has :fnctioned.
Use of underlined words or phrases in quotations taken from
interviews are intended to reflect emphases made by the speakers.
Source footnotes are placed at the end of each chapter for ease of
reference.
The report was prepared under the direction of Lee W. Huff and
Richard G. Sharp. Approximately two and one-half man years of effort
were provided for the research.
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CHAPTER I

:RPA:

PERSPECTIVE!, AID SETTING

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of
Defense was seventeen years old in 1975.
This chronological period
spans a n'anber of pronounced ups and downs, inclluding both first
hand
relationships with Presidents and serious tnreats to the Agency's continued existence. ARPA's story is an amalgam of choices of' its own
making, pressures exerted on it within the DOD, and the influence of
broader external forces.
As is so often the case, the "broader" the
force, the less its impact is recognized by those cau,ht up in the
day-to-day problems of running a particular project, program or agency.
Accordingly a serious attempt is made throughout this report to relate
ARPA' s actions and activities to the changing environments within which
it
has operated.
To place ARPA in cohtext'quicklv, this chapter pre4
sents four snapshot views of the Agancy and its s-.croundings:
(1) its
general bud3et history, (2)' the general P&D environment in the United
States and ARPA's relationship tc it,
(3) ARPA's leadership profile,
and (4) an overview of the Agency as developed in this report.
Budgetary/Administrative History
A capsule history of the ARPA budget, along with trends in contracts and professional personnel levels, is shown in Figure I-1.
Begun in an ,atmosphere of urgency in Februrry 1958, the Agency was
carried through the end of Fiscal Year 1958 with a small budget primarily drawn from DOD Emergency Fund- though it gained iimediate supervisory control 'over a considerably larger program for which xfunds had
already been programmed in existing Service budgets.
With the beginning
of FY 1959 some of these programs and ,thers, dominated by civilian
and military space projects, were incorporated into the ARPA budget.
The FY 1959 budget -- the highest in ARPA's history -- was half a
billion dollars. Over the, next two years most of 'the space projects
were transferred to NASA and the Services, thereby reducing the ARPA
budget to just over' $200 million b'y FY 1961. The residual program,
a multi-faceted advanced research effort with'ballistic missile defense

research as its most prominant task, rose to nearly $300 million in
the mid-1960's, then declined to a level just over $200 million in the
early 1970's.
Since about 19613, total budgetaxr; levels have been
relatively stable, remaining at approximately $200 million as late as
FY 1976. All of the 'figures, of course, are given in current dollars.
Tt is obvtous then that the ARPA budget in real or constant dollars
has fallen even more over time.
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In ter-s Cf nrcfeSsional personnel, A•?-A develoned a headquarters
staff of apprcx!tely seventy persons by June 1959, and rarely deviated
4r=m tnis level in sus ecu=nt years.
In the 7id-1960's additional
staff Drofessio•nls were required f.Dr overseas operations, notably Ln
y.e sf
al numbern
oselyo exx
Southeast Asia. but the total --- ber of
staff
positionsprha=ýs
has'seldom
ceeded one hundred.
Of this relatively strll
number, perMaps only
about fifty on the average have had substantive project manazement
responsibilities -- eacL such individual thus being responnible for
perhaps $4-5 million of research arnually. Reliance on Service e-<cutive agents to zrovide procurement and detailed technical review services
has contributed to ARIA's low msann-ng levels'.
A final si-ary
characteristic of ARPA's workload is that the number
of contracts supporte'l grew steadily throughout the e~rly- to ml
96's
befcre dropping slightly and then stabilizing in 1968.
Mhe growth in
numbers of ccntz->.ts reflects both increases in funding in the early
1C0's' and a shift of emphasis a-way from larger-scale developm.ent pro,
jects (such as were contained in the space, bali~stic missile defense
and nuclear test detection projects) to more snall-scale contracts.
he ov~erall picture of ARPA, aside frcm its very abxapt creation
and rapid acquisition and brief management of si ice-related programs
1958-1959, is one of rather gradual evolution with a stabilization in the
mid- to latc-19GO's, followed by some significant changes in program mix
about 1969-1970 and a "settlirg in" at a budget level near the $200
million =ark.
:he General R&D Z.vir.crent
ARPA's research and development budget, an,. its history in general,
have been greatly affected by the external forces that have influenced
total U. S. FAD effort oytc the years, particulazly that segment of R&D
related to national security and international competition.
A-RPA's
development occurred during the great boom in F&D expenditures in he
early 1960's and the cry :-.tion of its growth in the mid-1960's co.. es-.
ponds closely to the zlo--dcwn in national R&D funding which took Ilace
at that time.
In,
'oader sense, national trends in -.kb have con ributed
in which ARPA work has been conducted thtough
to the atchere
gatle

-lie years.

,

.

To illustrate, Figure I-2* presents a long-term,view of develo ment

in federal 'R&D funding o;'er a 34 year-period.
*

As can be seen, these were

hMis and, the following four figures are derived from the followig
sources: (1) Nlational Science'Fzundation, National P!tterns of kuD
Resources, 1953-73' ANSF 74-303; (2) National Science Foudation,
Vederal un•-!r, for Rezearch,. Developmient asd Other Scientific Act vities,
Fizca2l Years 1i'2,
1r
It"; indNi
Volume )alII, NSF 714-5O0, and p evious
volumes of the same publication; (3) Speclil Analynes, Budget of the
United States ooverrment; and (4) ARPA budgetdata presented to he,
House Appropriations Committee over the period covered.,
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FIGURE 1-2
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three periods of aational crisis during which P&D funding grew at a more
substantial rate than could be supported over the lcng term: World
War II, the Korean War and the post-Sputnik period. ARPA w-as created
precisely at the beginning of this latter period and Figure 1-2 illuThe acceleration in R&D
strates what an exceptional era that was.
spending in that period was both sharper and more sustained than during
the two wartime periods and it stimulated an outlook on the future of
-D, and its role in defense and other government activities, which
greatly conditioned the behavior of federal agencies.

The special mid-1960's set of attitudes towards the role and importance of P&D is well illustrated by a 1968 OECD study of science
policy in the United States.[l] An objective, in-depth study by foreign
observers, it is nonetheless highly colored by optimimn about the function
The
and anticipated performance of PR&Din industrialized countries.
.fact that U. S. R&D expenditures in this period reached three per 2ent
of GTTP, for example, is treated as a desirable threshold level which once
This three per cent figure became
passed would continue to be exceeded.
In fact,
both a sumbol of' progress and a target for other countries.
however, the R&D component of U. S. GNP had dropped from three per cent
in the mid-1960's to 2.3 per cent in 1973 and shows no sign of rising
Thus OECD's "magic" three per cent figure was extremely
substantially.
shortlived. *
the OECD cited,
As a further example of the optimism of the 1960'1,
as an alleged conservative estimate of future growth of R&D through 1980,
a McGraw Hill survey forecasting a slowing down of P&D growth rates
with expenditures anticipated to reach a level of $46 billion in 1960.[21
The actual decline in P&D growth has been much sharper. In 1972, for
instance, RID expenditures totalled only $28 billion and were growing
.at a 4 per cent annual rate, roughly equivalent to growth in GNP.
Xf
these rates continued R&D iould total only $38 billion by 1980.
Many other distinguishing features of U. S. R&D in the heyday of
In 1965, for instance, 64 per cent of
the mid-1960's have also changed.
U. S. R&D was supported by public funds, a figure exceeding France (63%),
the United Kingdom (57"), Sweden'(48%), and numerous other countries
By 1972, however, U. S. public support had
with lower support levels.
dropped-to 54 per cent.[3] Similarly, in the mid-1960's 60 per cent of
According to the latest OECD calculations, U. S. R&D spending is
2.2 per cent of total public and private "yearly expenditures," .
The U. S& is the only country to
term which is equivalent, to GNP.
Germany now
have reached as high as 2.5 per cent in the last decade.
has the highest rate, 2.3 per cent. Slightly reminiscent of themes
common in the i950's, OECD notes "the disturbing possibility .. , that
the real science potential of some OECD member countries may be declining."
(Cited in Wall Street Journal, October 13, 1975.)
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all U. S. P&D was defense arn space related, much higher than France
(45s), the United Kingdom (33%) and numerous others in the 20 per cent
range. By 1972, however, only 41 per cent of all U. S. R&D was spent
by DOD, NASA and the AEC, i.e., the gap was considerably narnowcd.
The domination of DOD, NASA and AEC in federal R&D funding was also
sharply reduced, from 92 per cent in 1960 to 76 per~cent in 1972, a
chane which directly affects ARPA as a DOD agency.
ARPA's establi s.hment thus coincided with what many regard as the
"golden era" of %upport for R&D, particularly of federal support by
those agencies whose missions were directly related to perceived national
This "golden era" is easily pinthreats or the "external challenge."
pointed as the period between 1959 and 1964 when the "external challenge"
W budget rose from a level of under $5 billion per year to over
$13 billion. To illustrate how dramatic this change was, Figure 1-3
compares the increase with what could have been projected on the
basis of a straight-line extension of trends in the 1955-1959 period.
As the Figure shows, if the trend in the Eisenhower years had continued, the "external challenge" R&D budget in 1964 would have been
roughly $6 billion. In other words, the R&D response to perceived
external threats doubled what would have beer% a highly reasonable'
projection in the late 1950's.
The great increases in military, nuclear and space research and
development were, of course, directly related to the launching of Sputnik
in late 1957 and the associated identification of apparent "gaps" in
strategic missiles and diverse other areas of technology directly or indirectly related to national security (e.g., university output of scienBy FY 1959 the
tists and engineers, foreign language training, etc.).
response to these events was beginning to show up in R&D budgets and
the "boom" continued for some five years.
Sputnik also led to the creation of ARPA in early 1958 as the temARPA
porary holding agent for civilian and military space programs.
funding for these programs in 1958 and 1959, however, represented in
part transfers of existing funds rather than a massive new effort, i.e.,
it preceded the build-up in A&D funding levels which came after Eisenhower
Administration policy was reoriented and Congressional support for a substantial increase in R&D was reflected in legislation. The influence of
the R&D boom on ARPA is better seen in the development of its non-space
Referring to .Figure 1-3, it can be
programs in the post-1959 period.
seen that ARPA budgets increased at a rate as great or greater than that

experienced by "defense-space" R&D in the late 1950's, but not nearly so
drematically as such RLD grew in the early 1960's. 1 !ciuse so much of
the general boom was oriented to overcoming what wan perceived to be
imminent or existing gaps in defense systems and space, the lower
growth rate in ARPA's "high risk" next-generation-oriented R&D •i.
The greatest increases also took place in
hardly surprising.
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,
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"development" as opposed to "research" funding, and much ARPA work was
in the research category. ARPA's growth in the early 1960's thus appears
controlled by larger trends; it certainly did not set the pace.
The development of R&D trends in the latter half of the 1960's is
also revealing as to the atmosphere in which ARPA research was conducted.
Figure 1-4 shows that a straight-line pr6jection of "external challenge"
research trends in the early 1960's would have led to a DOD-NASA-AEC
In fact, however, there was
outlay of almost $21 billion by FY 1969.
very little
growth over 1964 levels, with this component of R&D stabilizing

around the $13--14 billion level. Factors influencing this stagnation included the failure of NASA to establish a major post-Apollo mission, the
lessening tc some degree of "cold war" competition with the Soviet Union,
and the extended budgetary crunch created by the Vietnam War.
Referring to the ARPA budgetary developments also contained in
Figure 1-4, it can be' seen that ARPA again reflects the overall trend.
Whereas a straight-line projection from the early 1960' s would have led
to an ARPA budget of around $500 million by 1969, there was in fact a
decline from a peak of nearly $300 million in 1965 to under $250 million
in 1969. The fact that ARPA budgets declined while general "external
challenge" R&D rose slightly may again well be attributable to a reduced
sense of immediacy associated with ARPA work.
Figure 1-5 continues the series of portraits of defense-space related R&D budgets through 1975. As can be seen, .this category of expenditure has continued to stagnate, with actual budgets falling slightly
below even the modest growth trend which might have been projected from
the late 1 9 6 0 1s. ARPA's budget reflects this general stagnation, with
a gradual drop of expenditure levels to the $200 million prwvaiously cited.
In summary, ARPA's performance has been closely related to that of
the "external challenge" sector as a whole, with an increasing budget up
to the mid-1960's and a steady decline thereafter. The Agency was born
in the most dynamic period of growth in research and development relating
to national security and internatioral competition and its subsequent

decline and stabilization, in budgetary terms, directly reflects the
end of the general R&D boom.
ARPA Leadership
The successive Directors of ARPA have had a major effect on the
course of the Agency's history -- perhaps unusally great for an established
government agency. The reasons for this strong influence of individual
personalities traces to several factors, e.g., the Small size of the
Agency, the flexibility inherent in determining priorities for high risk

advanced research, the lack of concise definition of ARPA's role within
the DOD, and the Agency's rather loose, non-bureaucratic management
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structure.
Each of the' ARPA Directors has, in any case, placed his
personal stamp upon the agency and the historical account which follows
is largely organized around the successive tenures of ARPA Directors.
Figure 1-6 summarizes a number of salient facts about the ARPA
Directors, including dates of tenure. Note that aside from Dr. S. J.
Lukasik', who was Director during the early 1970'%the terms of ARPA
Directors have been relatively short. Lukasik, listed as having served
four years as ARPA Director, actually performed a number of Director's
functions for another year while his predecessor (Dr. Rechtin) was serving
in the additional capacity of Principal Deputy to the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering.
If the last year of Rechtin's term is deducted
from his tenure, none of the ARPA Directors through 1970 have served
actively in that role for more than two and a half years. Each of the
ARPA Directors, therefore, may have been able to initiate new research
directions, but until 1970 they enjoyed very little
opportunity to preside over the fruits of those initiatives (especially given the inevitable
lag between developing a concept anid funding specific research projects).
Ax.other interesting feature of the ARPA Directors is that except for
the first
Director, who was a business executive with no technical background, all ARPA Directors have been physicists or engineers and have had
extensive prior experience in research and development activities. From
1961 through 1974, moreover, all of the ARPA Directors have had at least
some professional connection with universities.
The ARPA leadership
has thus had a strong technical/scientific orientation over most of its
history.
In terms of their routes to the ARPA Directorship, three Directors
were elevated from within ARPA (Herzfeld, Lukasik and Acting Director
Franken),* three came from the Office of the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering (Be.-ts, Ruina and Heilmeier, the current Director), and
three came from outside the Defense Department (Johnson, Sproull and
Rechtin).
Only two of the Directors (Betts and Herzfeld) had no prior
professional experience outside the government; Betts is the only one to
continue a government career following his tenure as ARPA Director.
As
a rtule, therefore, ARPA has not been'headed by a career government professional, a factor which has enhanced the non-bureaucratic character of
the agency over the years.

*

Major-General D. Ostrander served for a few weeks in

an Acting Director

capacity and is not included in this accounting. Dr. Franken's service
in a similar capacity amounted to about eight months.
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A Chronological Overview
As one of our respondents expressed it, with reference to ARPA's
extraordinarily broad and varied involvement in defense R&D, ARPA is "a
many spleiadored thing." To set the stage for the detailed historical
account to follow, and to serve as a guide to the organization of the
remainder of this report, the following summarj outline of ARPA's history
by chronological period is presented:

*

*

October 1957-January 1958: The Gestation Pericd. Sputnik was the
trigger for establishing ARPA. The new agency was merely a part of the
rather elaborate new national security-oriented restructuring of the
manner in which government was to deal with science and technology which
the Sputnik event forced upon the Eisenhower Administration. While there
had been constant pressure building in the 1950's to refurbish the Def.nse
Department's organization for R&D, reflected in warnings from the science
community that the nation was in danger of "falling behind" in key areas
of advanced technology, the Russian satellite prcvided the final impetus.
Secretary McElroy, sworn in just five days afte5 Sputnik, took'a
highly personal hand in establishing ARPA and ultimately selected Mr. Roy
W. Johnson as its first Director. The Secretary viewed ARPA primarily
as a device for preventing uncontrolled inter-Service competition in
space mad ballistic missile defense R&D, whi.ch in turn was a thinly veiled
surrogate for their highly emotional struggle tor the unassigned military
roles and missions of th3 future. These were expected to flow from continued dramatic advances in missile, space, nuclear, and other technologies.
Te perceptions and attitudes of the key prinicipals involved in ARPA's
creation and start in life -- McElroy, Quarles, Ki-llian, Johnson, and
York, among others -- had a significant effect on what it was to become.
Also important, however, were the views of the three Services and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. The specter of a new control mechanism for ad"vanced RP&D in the Office of the Secretary of Defense caused great consternation among them and generated bitter debate over the new :Jency's
charter. The compromise growing out of this debate produced many of
ARPA's lasting characteristics namely, commitments to remain small, to
rely, oi Service contracting resources, and to avoid creation of separate
laboratories,,
19258-i59: Roy W. Johnson, Director'. ARPA was given jurisdiction
over all U. S. space programs and over all advanced ballistic missile,
defense remearch (including, briefly, NI13-ZEUS).
It started life with
a $520 millioni appropriation and 'ormulated. a two billion dollar budget
plan. Its space projects had explicit Presidential approval. Within a
year, however, many of the irmportant space programs were unexpectedly
selected for transfer to the new NASA and the ground was laid for returning most of the remainder to the Services, which had remained hostile
to the Agency and often urged its abolition. Despite vigorous attempts
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to justify a major U. S. military space mission and to maintain ARPA
as the DOD's "Space Agency," most of the space programs were gone by
1960. A&PA's initial role as a device for controlling inter-service
rivalry in space and other high technology areas was further reduced
with the creation of DDR&E, although ARPA continued to represent DOD
on intergovernmental groups dealing with outer space policy.
ARPA in this period was staffed primarily by IDA personnel, quickly
recruited from industry for that purpose; the IDA group was the dominant
programmatic influence within ARPA. ARPA and its IDA staff made a large
number of contributions to the emerging national space program. during
this brief period, affecting for example, the organization and content of
the space booster programs, reconnaissance and weather satellites, the
national satellite tracking system, and even early man-in-space efforts.
Its contributions were, however, to be largely ignored in the annals of
U. S. space history.
Tensions with. the White House grew as Roy Johnson failed. to satisfy
the expectations of, the President's Science Advisor cr the President's
Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) and President Eisenhower came to
resent his outspoken championing of military space activity. McElroy's
departure, the death of Deputy Secretary Quarles, and Dr. Herbert York's
elevation from Chief Scientist of ARPA to become the !irst Director of
Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) had the effect, symbolically
and otherwise, of isolating and downgrading ARPA relative to the image
projected at its creation. Roy Johnson left the Agency a disillusioned
man in late 1959. Yet despite the space- struggles and ARPA's ultimate
defeat in that area, the Agency survived and prospered. Although
Johnson personally had paid relatively little attention to them, the
Agency received assignments in solid propellant chemistry, the materials
sciences and nuclear test detection during his tenure, each with links
of some sort to the President, PSAC, or the Federal Council on Science
and Technology. These together with the ballistic missile defense effort,
were to form the core of the ARPA program for the next decade.
1960: Austin W. Betts, Director. Ballistic missile defense R&D
emerged as ARPA's largest program following the space era, followed 'by
the substantial assignments of -the' late Johnson period in nuclear test
detection and materials sciences. In the face of the severe reductions
in budget and status which attended the space program transfer process,
and the creation of -both NASA and DDR&E, ARPA adapte& to 'the new situation.
It undertook numerous smaller assignments, mostly short-lived,, 'from the
DDP&E and cohcentrated on establishing that it could be a useful and
responsive mechanism within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. The
adjustmencs made 14 this period enabled a vigorous ARPA to be rebuilt
in subsequent years.
Brigadier General A. W. Betts, appointed to ARPA from a DDPE post,
accepted and facilitated these adjustments. Xn his one year as Director,
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Betts sought to heal the wounds of thie past and to modify the style
and organization of the Agency, particularly through undertaking DDR&Eapproved projects which had mv .ti-seriice implications or which did
not fall within any given Services' mission. As part of the Betts reorganization and general "normalization" of Agency activities, the IDA
staff was displaced by the development of a more conventional staffing
pattern using military officers and Civil Service personnel. Under
Betts, the uigency of many ARPA %issignmentsbegan to decline and much of
the work takes on the flavor of !oihg-term basic research. Support of
such research became both a strength and a vulnerability of the Agency
for many years to come.
1961-1966: Jack P. Ruina, Robert L. Sgroull and Charles M.
Herzfeld, Directors. From 1961 through 1966 ARPA built on the many
program "charters" generated earlier. It was an era of expanding R&D
activity for the Agency. The budgat grew considerably beyond its postspace transfer low of $186 million, but did not match itz original half
billion dollar apogee; it peaked -.t just under $300 million. Thc. increased funding closely tracked national trends in the growth of military
and.NASA R&D. This was, as previously noted, the "golden age" of R&D
and technology. ARPA shared in the largesse.
While the overall 1961-1966 peiiod was one of relative ARPA affluence,
acceptance and stability, the tenures of each of the three above-mentioned
Directors did have its oin distinctive characteristics.
Dr. Ruina's directorship (1961-1963) was a time of investment. Like
Betts, a York appointee from the DDR&E staff, Ruiana placed great emphasis
on quality of personnel and programs, believed in the value of a strong,
high quality, basic research effort and turned his personal interests to
ARPA's major "Presidential issue" assignments -- ballistic missile defense
(DEFENDER) and nuclear test detection ("•ELA), both related to subjects of
vigorous national debate. Ruina ranked scientific quality above military
relevance and did much to strengthen ARPA's image as a highly capable
'technical organizat:Lon willing to place 3ubstantial support behind potentially important, R&D programs frequently of a high-risk character.
Dr. Sproull's tenure (1963-1965) was a period of spectacular successes
and great continuity, a period marking the peak of ARPA'- acceptance and
impact. Throughout the ARPA program, R&D investments
during Dr.
Ruina's period and in earlier years began to pay off and ARPA accomplishments began to be widely recognized. Sproull, who had come to ARPA from
a university environment but was rather sensitive and attentive to issues
of Defense relevance, sought to reconcile ARPA's divergent efforts in
basic gesearch and in highly applied military problems. Sproull's ARPA
witnessed many achievements in both areas and drew relatively little
criticism from within DOD or from the Congress.
.
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Dr. Herzfeld's period (1965-1967) is perhaps best described as a
period of Agency maturity. Herzfeld's ARPA had mary ---lidly "established"
programs. They produced a continuing flcw of accomplishments, but without quite the same impact overall as earlier achievements in what were
considered to be fresh new probl•n areas. Herzfeld, promoted to the
directorship from within ARPA, was a proponent of a strong continuing
ARPA role in its chosen fields, especialUy those relating to Presidential
J•ssues. Before his departure, however, pressures for change in a Defense.
Department beset with growing Vietnam problems led ARPA to the brink of
severe crisis.
Looking at APPA's programs throughcut 1961-1966, DEFENDER work
normally accounted for about -40-50 per cent of the total budget and was
generally well-received in DOD, the White House, and the Congress. DEFENDER
was credited with major contributions to ballistic missile defense and
strategic offensive system developments, notably in the areas of radar,
reentry measurements and penetration aids development., Several major
ARPA-sponsored studies examining the interplay of strategic offensive
capabilities and opposing defensive systems had major impact. A DEFENDEr
"technical commnnity" 'was developed and nurtured, and it became extremely
influential on missile defense matters quite independent of specific ARPA
programs. DEFENDER has been attributed with a major role in influencing
the course of ballistic' missile defense decisions from =IKE-ZEUS, through
NIKE-X, to SENTINAL/SAFEGUAUD, and with a significant impact .on the evolution of thae strategic deterrent in general.
The nuclear test detection research program was closely intertwined
with the negotiations that: (a) produced the Limited Test Ban Treaty,
and (b) failed to produce a comprehensive test ban ag.°eement. The Agency's
visibility in high policy councils was relatively high in this field.
Counterinsurgency resear'-h (Project AGILE) grew from a small program
(initiated from within the AltA staff, but acquiring White' House sanction)
to a major effort, including estabiishment of large field units in VietSnam and Thailand and the placement of small offices in Lebanon and
Panama. Difficult staffingi, management, planning, and programming problems emerged in AGILE, but were relatively' controlled throughout the
early 1960's.
Considerable emphasis was placed on ARPA's support of basic research
throughout the period. A major role in the computer sciences w•as deve.loped
and expanded. A small behavioral sciences effort was initiated. The
Interdisciplinary Materials Science Laboratories. and other materials
science work reached an annual funding level approaching $30 million.
Basic research in seismology, atmospheric physics and~many other fields
was strongly supported within VELA and DEFENDERL

Compared to 1,958-1960, the Agency seemed to have established a "steady

state" condition, Service bureaucratic snipirg was reduced, and work
on the "-res~de._al- issues" -- nissile defense, nuclear test detection,
penietation aids, and counterimsurgency -- stretched the Agency, alongside
major basic research efforts enjoying the suppcrt of large parts of the
scientific community.
Mhe enormous demands of
l'7-l197: Therhardt Rechtin, Director.
the Vietnam War and general budgetary pressures, combined with a grow-ing
general disillusiorment with the ability of science and technologr to
solve major problems (both military and non-military), resulted in a
halt in AiRPA's budgetar-y and programmatic growth. Major missile defense
pol-cy, decisiors in 1967, resulting in a co'mitment to deploy a light
B-O s*stem, led to the transfer of the core of the DE-EENDER program to
the Air. in 1968, prizarily to upgrade the Ar--z's advanced RD capabilities.
Tis
was the 'first
major program transfer since the military space transfers of 1959. AGIT' and AIRPA's behavioral sciences program came under
increasing attack in DOD and especially in Congress as Vietnam frustrations grew.
Mhe breadth and scope almost all of military-sponsored research was seriously questioned.
Me M.aterials Science program, particularly its sponsorship of university laboratories, was severely
criticized as definitions of militarily relevant research were narrowed,
leading to eventual transfer of the laboratories to NSF. luclear test
detection7 research declined in prominance with lessening .nterest in a
comprehensive test ban.
The M.ansfield Amp',nent was passed, reflecting
Ccrgressional skepticism about the purposes and management of Defense
research, some of it explicitly ARPA-sponsored; the Amendment calling,
again, for much stricter criteria of relevance.
Lhe incumbent DDP&E,
Dr. J. Foster, under attack from all sides, determined that ARPA had to
be reformed to adjust to these new realities and appointed Dr. Eberhardt
Rechtin to accomplish this task.
Under RechtLn ARFA erdeavored to charge, in part by moving'toward
closer linkages with specific Service and DDR&E riequirements, and survived the period with an uncertain mix of old programs and new initiatives
and a somewhat reduced, budget.
Throughout Dr. RechtLi felt handicapped
by an "idea poor" R&D environment.

l q7 l-l 9 T&:

Sterheh J. Lukasiki Director.

Adjustments forced by

events in the preceding period cutlminated in considerable internal reorganization of ARPA, bureaucrstically ar.d substantively.
Copunterinsurgency
research was a&andoned.
Several segments of DEFENDER work left behind
by the transfer were in, the process of forming the basis for a new Strategic Technology program.
ARPA contemplated p1Lacin-out nuclear test
detection research; indeed, complete transfer of the program to the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) was debated on the floor of the
Senate in response to an incident arising out of a technical meeting at
Woods Hole.
The outcome ,as neither phase-out nor transfer, but relatively
low level continuation amidst'recognition that the program's political
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salience
original
work for
assignied

Ln essence, the door was closed on the
wa6 decidedly reduced.
"Presidential issues" that had been the foundation of ARPA's
a decade.
1To comparable .aandates on broad new issues were
to the Agency.

On the other hand, a number of new assignments were generated in
specific Defense problem areas, frequently in the context of joint
The style of APPA R&D management appeared to
Service-ARPA projects.
change from one of great flexibility within fairly general mission categories, to a much more focussed management approach combined with a
more cle.irly defined user orientation.
Internally, three offices were combined in mid-1972 to form. the
current Tactical Technology Office. Behavioral science research was reoriented to less controversial areas and the cognizant ARPA office purposely renamled.
The Strategic Technology and liformation Processing
programs, together with '&: emerging tactical research effort, became
the core ARPA programs.
As noted, the Agency further sought to accommodate and adjus-, to the conflicts of the late sixties by emphasizing
applied exploratory development tasks rather than basic research (a
change -especially noticeable in the information processing, human resources and materials areas); by becoming increasingly involved in joint
undertakings with the Services (including joint funding, committee coordination and highly specific divisions of tasks);and by stressing specialized high 'technology undertakings that were important, but of a less
controversial or high visibility nature than many earlier programs.
"Relevance," "problem-orientation," and "trarsfer" to the Services beThe period appeared to be more "idea
came the modern ARPA's watchwords.
rich" than its immediate predecessor, perhaps due to the deferral of
many high technology problems during the Vietnam War era, but no dominant
"central program themes" emerged on. the model of earlier "Presidential
issue" assignments.
ARPA's workload was characterized by rather discrete
"program elements" and projects.
The ARPA budget stabilized at around $200 million per year. The
Secretary's Blue Ribbon Panel reconmendations to abolish DDR&E and to
expand APPA into the central repository for all 6.1 and 6.2 IR&D in DOD

were debated and rejected. ARPA was designated a Defense Agency, returning it, at least in a formal sense, to a, more direct relationship
with the Secretary of Defense.

'SPTI
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The Summer off '.57
In retrospect, the environment of the late 1950's within which ARPA
was created was perhaps more unique than the Agency itself. Issues were
readily separated into black and white categories with little scope for
and convictions were expressed in extreme forms. On the
"gray ar, -
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one hand, fcr instance, communism was seen as a physical and immediate
threat to national security. On the other hand, it was generally believed
that science and technolbgy could do anything and that the U. S. had a
monopoly on these keys to progress. When the Soviet Union demonstrated
apparently ecau'ivalent or perhaps better skill in technical areas, the
American perception of the threat and the belief in science were- married
to produce genuine fear.
By the summer of 1957, just prior to the Sputnik event," the great
The United
hopes for peace after World War II had long since vanished.
States and the Soviet Union were obsessed with the Cold War, which had
been enormously heightened by both the 1956 Soviet suppression of the
Hungarian uprising and the Anglo-French Suez invasion. It is very hard
to over-exaggerate the depth of feeling and bitterness which the-i prev-ailed.
As President Eisenhcwer put it, destruction of "democracy in
general and ... the United States in particular" was the primary obNobody challenged that assessment.
Injective of the Soviet camp.[41
deed the only serious argument arose over how well prepared the United
States was to defend itself.
Eisenhower, overwhelmingly reelected in the 1956 crisis atmosphere,
still
perceived the Soviet threat in long range terms. He believed they
would not be able to challenge our nuclear superiority directly for some
years. He worried that in the short run it would be Soviet strategy to
weaken us economically by means of sti--•ulating recurring crisis events
to which we would overreact with high military budgets.
Hence he postulated a New Look defense policy -which called for slimmed down military
forces, principally reliant on the retaliatory striking power of SAC.
On the other hand, there were a few vwices, m.ny of them scientists,
with a decidedly different opirnion about So:viet capability to develop
and exploit modern weapons technology in the near term.
They were later
in a position to enjoy "I told you so" status and considerable influence
was conferred upon them almost instantly when Sputnik was launched.
Commencing in the early 1950's, various intragcvernmental committees
and advisory groups began to sound notes of warning, predicting that
the Soviets did have the capacity to attack us with nuclear weapons,
that they were ahead in ICBM development and that we were falling behind in preparing adequate air and missile defense systems.
The National
Security Council Planning Board (1952), the von Neumann Committee (1954),
the Technological Capabilities Panel or Killian Committee (1955), and

the Gaither Committee (1957) were among these groups and names such as
James Killian, George Kistiakowsky, Jerome Wiesner, Horbert York,
I. I. Rabi, Ernest 0. Lawrence, and Donald Quarles were associated with
them in one capacity or another. Usually their views were expressed in
highly classified surroundings, but occasionally the debate would break
out in public forums, the Symington Air Power hearings of 1936 being a
notable example.
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James R. Killian was a foremost exponent of the view that the
United States was seriously underestimating the Soviets and failing
Testifying at length
to move decisively to reduce vulnerabilities.
before the Symington Committee in June 1956, Killian articulated the
problem in terms which were to become comm6n currency in the months
ahead. "The kind of armaments race in which we are now involved" he
stated, is largely a race in military technology."[5]
And to his
mind, and that of an important segment of the scientific world whose
opinions he reflected, the Soviets vere committed to that race.
Killian stressed that they were producing more machine tools than
the U. S., training more scientists and engineers, and moving more
quickly from basic ideas to pieces of military hardware. He advised

the Congress to commission an in-depth study of what he called "Survival
in the Age of Technological Contest," the outcome of which would be a
comprehensive strategy for maintaining U. S. technological supremacy.[6]
This notion of a technological race with the Soviets began to take on
a quasi-mystical quality, partially captured in Killian's stmmation
that "I cannot escape the feeling that events of the technological age
are moving faster than our perception of their meaning ....

and that we

need more careful.Jy to tune in our receivers to pick up the changes
that lie ahead."[7]
The President was very reluctant to accept these warnings, although
he did act on the von Neumann Committee recommendation that development
of an ICBM, utilizing recent breakthroughs in nuclear warhead size, be
accelerated. Unfortunately for the President, this work proceeded in
great secrecy, thereby creating a large void in the public mind against
which subsequent Soviet successes appeared somewhat larger thani life;
however, Eisenhower was deeply committed to the notion that the U. S.
should go to great lengths to avoid unnecessary "saber-rattling," a
behavior he felt was a dangerous stimulus to the arms race and to
belligerent acts on the part of the communist side. One immediate
effect of the green light on missile development, however-, was creAtion of entirely new, streamlined ýpecial purpose R&D agencies within
each of the Services: the Air Force Western Development Division, later
Ballistic Missile Division (1954-55), the Navy's Special Projects Office
,(1955) and the A:Lr Ballistic Missile Agency. (1956). Each was designed
to eliminate red tape and carry out top priority missile R&D projects

under severe time pressures.

Thus the impulse to set up ARPA in response

to the ýatellite threat had organizational antecedents.
In mid-1957, a second factor served to reinforce and give great
credibility to the growing fear of Soviet power and intentions. This
was an equally intense conviction that science could do anything. The
very weapons that inspired fear -- atomic, thermontuclear, missiles and
satellites -- were representative of a period in which scientific and

technical progress seemed to-materialize in cascades. The potentialities
of the atom and outer space were genuinely felt to be laitless. The.

~
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feasibility of almost any technical idea was a foregone conclusion -the only problem seemed to oe "getting around to doing it." The whole
process of transforming scientific prcgress into innovaticn war assLmed
to be automatic. Vannevar Bush had spoken of the endless scientific
horizon in 1946 and events since had seemed to confirm his vision and
perhaps moved beyond it in some respects.* Scientists, engineers and
decision-makers alike: [8]
...

had come to believe that the normal

technological state of affairs was one of
a continuing flow of ever new scientific
discoveries automatically leading to even
more exotic applications in turn inevitably
producing great new political and strategic
advantages for whoever got there first....
The breakthrough, or the 'quantum jump,'
became not only the expected nom, but also
the desideratum.
Mostly, of course, it was assumed that the U. S. would always be first.
The chilling aspect of the Xadually accumulating Soviet successes was
that they all "appeared much faster than even the most pessimistic
American scientists had anticipated," and that in itself served powerfully to coiLfirm the science-can-do-anything conviction.[9]
Acceptance of the communist threat and belief in rapid scientific
change began to feed on one ano.her. In the spring of 1957, following
a personal interview with -Arushchev, Joseph Alsop predicted that the Soviets
would soon seek to frighten the West by demonstrating some fearful new
weapons.[10] On August 27, 1957 (six weeks before Sputnik) the Russians
announced the successful test of an ICBM. Even so, many discounted it'
as propaganda. The Sputnik launch on October 4., 1957 was to demonstrate
clearly, however, that the Soviet Union did possess a rocket capable of
sending warheads intercontinental distances, and the orbiting satellite
served as evidence that Soviet technology could yield completely unanticipated surprises.
7- Bush had called the notion of a continent-to-continenet "3000 mile
high-angle rocket shot," carrying a nuclear bomb, impossible.
Similarly, the imaginative Theodore voft Karman ignored, earth
satellites in his visions of the future. Their skepticism was
felt to have helped impede those within the Services who sought to
develop missiles and satellites in the 194 0's and 1950's.
(See
R. Cargill Hall, "Early U. S. Satellite Proposals" in Eugene M.
Emme (ed.) r2h History of Rocket Technolo• (Detroit: Wayne State,
1964) 68 and Constance M. Green and Milton Lomask, Vangmard: A
History (Wa'shington: Smithsonian, 1971) 8.)
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By late summer, 1957, premonitions were growing that the USSR was
capable of matching, perhaps exceeding, U. S. prowess in military
science and technrlogy. The dramatic launching of Sputnik in, early
fall confirmed tl :m. Soviet detonation of nuclear and thermonuclear
devices, success: .Ll launching of ICBM's and finally the Sputnik successes,
all "ahead of schLdule," literally induced an element of fear into the
situation.* It is extremely difficult today to re-create the intensity
with -which this was felt and expressed. It is no exaggeration, however,
to say that it siaply dominated American political life andi defense and
foreign policy thinking. As President Eisenhower put it, "Americans
realized that, as never before in history, they •m~st thenceforth live
under the specter of wholesale destruction."[ll]
Sputnik:

Fear and Consternation

The Sputnik events, especially the 184 lb. Sputitik I on October 4,
1957 and the Il20 lb. Sputnik II, containing the dog Laika, in. November
mesmerized the country and the world.' Shock and fear were universal.
Although there was considerable confusion in the public mind about the
significance of space and satellites on the one hand and large rockets
and missiles on the other, the net effect was genuine worry. Many feared
some sort of orbiting space platform containing a nuclear weapon, or
something worse. No one could be absolutely sure of what the Sputniks
actually were capable of doing. Those inside government could see
clearly that the Sputnik successes provided smashing confirmation of the
Soviet's August claim to having an G7B... Sputnik III, orbited in May
1958, weighed 7000 lbs. It demonstrated that they had both the booster
and guidance capability to send ICBM's to the United States. Very soon
the notion of the "missile gap" was launched and rapidly politicized,
along with a series of "ornate horror stories about immixlentý threats to
our very existence as a nation."[12] Above all there was a lingering
fear that if the Soviets could achieve, such magnificL-nt scientific and
technological feats in missilry and space flight, what else might they
do? American superiority, so long taken for granted, was in tatters.
Even the sufficiency of our deterrent forces was in question.
Accordingly American prestige around the world was threatened.
Prestige was seen to be a function of military power whicb, as noted above,
was increasingly seen to be a function of science and technology. Performance in outer space rapidly became the short hand index of a Great
The Soviet Union tested its first nuclear device in September 1949,
three years ahead of intelligence estimates, and its first thermonuclear device in August 1953. A Soviet ICBM flew successfully
August 27, 1957. Sputnik I was launched October 4, 1957; Sputnik II
or' November 3, 1957 and. Sputnik III on May 15, 1958.

It was presumed that nations would "choose up sides"
Power's standing.
the
USSR on the basis of their respective scorecards
U.
S.
or
with the
Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs
the
Indeed
in space.
testified that other nations construed space achievements as symbols of
national capabilities and effectiveness across the board. Preoccupation
with prestige and its measurement became a characteristic of the late
Demands for rapid evidence of progress were
1 9 5 0's and early 1960's.
made everywhere and the U. S. began to endure:[13]
a period of mental turmoil and vocal soulsearching ... that -an scarcely be described as
dignified.
In retrospect it is easy to smile at
some of the exaggerated alarms and groundless assumptions that filled newspaper columns and trmnpeted from
public platforms as the significance of the Soviet feat
became apparent.
The smug chuckle of hindsight however, cannot efface either the importance of the event
or the intensity of the change it wrought in American
thinking....
[Sputnik's] two transmitters would fail
twenty-three days after launch -- but their arrogant
beeping would continue to sound in the American memory
Gone forever in this country
for years to come....
was the myth of American superiority in all things
technical and scientific.
"Insiders" and scientists felt much the same way.

For better or for

"worse, Sputnik became a very definite watershed in American public life.
ARPA Chief
A composite cf the recollections of Dr. Herbert York, first
Scientist and the z.rzt Director of Defense Research and Engineering,
serves as a valid cniarization of virtually every observer's assessment
of Sputnik's impact, to this day:[14]
It became the crucial psychological landmark in
the course of post-war arms development, affecting
A
almost every frcet of defense operatiors....
wave of shock and consternation swept the United
States and most of the rest of the world
everyone was shocked and the reactions of the
sophisticated and the unsophisticated. differed
only in degree ... general consternation ... pervaded all levels of American society and government.
The press, the public and the Congress, regardless of party, were almost
frantic.
Senators such as Henry Jackson, Stuart Symington and Lyndon
Johnson directed a steady stream of criticism at the Administration for
The aerospace trade press
indecisiveness, confusion and lack of urgency.
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was vitriolic. The President 's relatively bland public posture generated
even greater attack on his policies. Writing his memoirs yeers later he
said that the intensity of public ccacern was the most surprising aspect
of Sputnik to him and he conceded in retrospect that "there was ample
stimulus for public uncertainty."[15] He argued at the time, however,
that the Sputnrik launch had not changed our national security "one iota"
and professed not to understand all the uproar. His Special Assistant,
Sher:= Adams, moreover ridiculed the notion of keeping score in a
celestial basketballI game. [16] And Deputy Secretary of Defense Quarles
testified in November 1957 that:[17]
I find in the existence of the first satellites
no cause foz national alarm. In this respect I
am disagreeing with many people who have been
saying 'Let's beat them'; 'Let's put up a bigger
satellite'; Let's hit the moon with a rocket....
We must not be talked into 'hitting the moon with
a rocket' just to be first, unless by so Qoing we
stand to gain something of real scientific or
military bignificance. '"
It was a "no sell" proposition. As tempers and a public clamour that
"Usomething be done" mounted, the White Housi laid plans to react.
Science was unavoidably joined with Soviet imperialism in the minds
of men who had not too long before wondered what would have happened if
Hitler had gained access first to atomic weapons. 1957 was indeed a
fateful year: Sputnik flew and the Soviet Union threatened nuclear
attacks on Norway, Denmark and Turkey. A report prepared under the
direction of Henry Kissinger, and published JanuaTy 6, 1958, su=med it

all up:[18]
Mankind ...

is

faced by two somber threats:

the Communist thrust to achieve world domination
that seeks, to exploit all cissatisfactions and to
magnify all tensions; and the'new weapons tech-

nology capable of obliterating civilization....
Looking at tie world from the perspective of
our past isolation and recent nuclear supremacy,.
perhaps the most difficult thing for us is to accept
the reality of our peril. Other more exposed nations
have had to learn to live over a period of centuries
with the awareness, that their -existence might be
imperiled by foreign attack. It is a new experience
for Americans.
A new 'technology of unprecedented power and
destructiveness has placed all nations of the world
in dire peril....

_

.,
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What gives this weapons technology its ominous
quality is that it is in the hands of a Communist
movement which has proclaimed for cver a generation
now -- the last time in the Moscow declaration of
all Communist states on November 16, 1957 -- the

irreconcilability of its system with that of the
free world....
Should we ever allow the U.S.S.R.
and Comnmnist China to attain strategic superiority,
we can be certain that subsequent events will be
brutal. And the power of these states, particularly
the U.S.S.R., has been growing both absolutely and
relative to the United States until today it constitutes a grave threat.
Fortunately, the fervent belief in unending scientific progress
offered a way out. The U. S. could readily mobilize itself to catch up
with and beat the Soviets, given the will. The issue was not "whether,"
but simply "how fast?" As the President himself said in a radio-TV
address a month after Sputnik: "The world will witness future discoveries even more startling than that of nuclear fission. The question
is: Will we be the ones to make them?"[9] The 'United States proceeded
at first gradually, then with growing speed, to insure that it came
out on top, mounting in the end a prodigious effort to secure technological supremacy. ARPA was among the earliest results of this process.
Mhe Eisenhower Response
Although ARPA has often been referred to as the organizational response to Sputnik, it was actually one among several. The first .nd
most important were creation of the post of Special Assistant to the
President for Science & Technology* and the President's Science Advisory
Committee (PSAC).
In parallel with' the President's moves to instituiona-'
lize science in the White House, the Secretary of Defense commenced some
organizational shuffling of his own, ultimately resulting in ARPA. The
record indicates that these Defense Department initiatives were dependent
upon very stiong Presidential support.
Despite the bland public facade initiaJlly shown by the Administration
after, Sputnik, conditions inside the White.H6use were in a state of tur-

moil:,[20]
That week after the first Sputnik was one
prolonged nightmare. Any number of people
... were dashing in and out of the Preb.Ldent's
*

For ease of reference hereafter referred to as the President's
Science Advq.ser.
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office. Each new visitor had a longer face
than the one before.
Many of those faces were also red, since both the Sputnik event and
its likely impact on world opinion had been foreseen.
Indeed a Project
RAND report entit).ed "Preliminary Design of an Experimental WorldCircling Spaceship," which found the satellite concept feasible, concl;.ded in May 1.946 that:[21]
The achievement of a satellite craft by the.
United States would inflame the imagination
of mankind, and would probably produce repercussions in the world comparable to the explosion
of the atomic bomb....
Since mastery of the
elements is a reliable index of material progress, the nation which first
makes significant
achievements in space travel will be acknowledged as the world leader in both military\4
and scientific techniques.
To visualize the "impact on the world, one can imagine the consternation and admiration that would be felt'
here if the U. S. were to discover suddenly
that some other nation had already put up
a successful 'satellite.*

N.

While that early report probably had few readers, prominent officials
had echoed its findings in the two years before Sputnik. Donald Quarles,
who made the decision to select Vanguard as the U. S. satellite project
for the International Geophysical Year, told the President in May 1955
that' the first
country to orbit a satellite would accrue "considerable
prestige and psychological benefits" for itself because demonstration of
such an advanced technology and "its unuistakeable relationship to
intercontinental ballistic missile technology might have important repercussions on the political determination of free world countries to resist
Communist threats•"[32]
The President's Special Assistant, Nelson Rockefeller, was even more explicit in forwarding the' Quarles paper to the NSC:

[23],

*

This was Project RAND's first Air Force assigment.

Symbolically, it

arose because the Air Force had heard that the Navy was doing a
satellite study. Project RAND (then at Douglas Aircraft) was instructed
to put together something for the Air Force to say on the subject, on
a very tight time schedule.
(Discussion with J. R. Goldstein, retired
RAND Vice President, July 9, 1975.)
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I am impressed by the costly consequences of
allowing the Russian initiative to outrun outrs
through an achievement that will symbolize
scientific and technological advarzcement to
The stake of prestige that
people everywhere.
this
a race that we Cannot
makes
is involved
afford to lose.
As early as November 1956 the President received intelligence estimating
that the Soviet Union would be capable of launchi:±g a satellite after
November 1957. [24]
The Vanguard decision had been highly controversial. Sputnik immediately re-f' aeled that argument and the Army insisted that had the
Redstone rocket been selected instead of Vanguard, the United States would
have been in space ahead of the Russians. On October 8, the day after
Sputnik was launched, the President called in at various times the Vanguard program director, Dr. Hagen;, DOD's Special Assistant for Guided
Missiles, William Holaday; Deputy Secretary Quarles; and the President
of the National Academy, D. W. Bronk. Before the day was over he had
ordered Secretary Wilson to prepare the Redstonefor use.[25] It was
this rocket that lifted the 23 lb. Explorer I into orbit on January 31,
1958, about a week before the formal establishment of ARPA.*
The President also sought advice from scientists outside government.
Many of them shared his skepbicism about the limited significance of
Sputnik I itself, but insisted passionately that the Soviets intended to,
and could, achieve scientific and technological superiority in the next
They stressed an alleged "gap" in science education and
10-20 years.
the elevation of scientists to elite positions in Soviet society; they
urged that new arrangements were needed in the U. S. to bring science
The President was forced to deal increasingly with
into government.
scientific and technical subject matter without '-isfble staff help. At
best, science got called in after the fact and there certainly was' no
continuity to the process. Establishment of a Presidential science adviser, supported by an adviivory group of eminent scientists, was proposed.
According to an attendee at one of the key sessions, "The President said that he had felt a need for such assistance time and again.."[26]

*

Shortly
The Army, of course, publicized this success 'wth !geat glee.
after the triumph a large book of congratulatory telegrams, received
after the Explorer I launch, was published in a fashion which was an
obvious slap in the face to the highly troubled Vanguard program.
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In particular, the President held a number of serious discussions
with members of the Science Advisory Committee of the Office of Defense
Mobilization (ODM) :[27]
With great enthusiasm and determination the
President wanted the scientists to tell him
where scientific research belonged in the
structure of the Federal government, how the
output of our colleges and universities was
to be increased and how we were going to
meet the competition during the next ten
years.
They did. Within a month the Science Adviser and the President's Scieice.
Advisory Committee (PSAC) emerged as the first organizational responses
to Sputnik. They were the initial building-blocks in a rather 'elaborate
mechanism for institutionalizing science in government that survived into
the Nixon presidency.
In a major policy address to the nation on "'Science in National
Security" (November 7, 1957) -the President spoke somberly about the
future:
I must say to you, in gravity, that, in spite
of both the present over-all strength and the
forward momentum of our defense, it is entirely
possible that in the years ahead we could fall
behind. I repeat: We could fall behind -- unless
we now face up to certain pressing requirements
and set out to meet them at once.
He announced the post of Special Assistant for Science and Technology,
and named Killian to it, to "follow through on the scientific improvement' of our defense," and to insure that "the entire program is' carried
forward in closely integrated fashion, and that such things as alleged
interservice competition ... shall not be 'allowed to create even the
suspicion of harm to our scientific and development program." Military
and space research and technology thus were the primary motivating for-es
for creation of the Science Adviser ani PSAC. They were to exercise
great influence in these fields, a matter of, some importance to the rs
yet unborn ARPA.
In the same address, the President up-graded Holaday to Director
for Guided Missiles in DOD, a cosmetic move (also aimed at overcoming
"interservice blocks") which had no lasting effect, and stated that he
and the Secretary had agreed that "any new missile or related program
hereafter originated will, wihenever practicable be put u=der a single
manager and administered without regard to the sepeaate service." The
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latter definitely foreshadowed an ARPA. Two weeks later McElroy announ ,ed
his intention to set up a single manager for space and mi.5sile defense
programs. Centralization and control were in the air.*
The Scientists
As noted above, the views of the science advisers on the organization of military science ard technology definitely influenct-d Eisenhower's
personal 'judgments. A.cng with their philosophy of the substance and,
ccnduct of mil.ttary R&D, these views wiarrant careful examination because
directly aaid indirectly they shaped ARPA's future for a decade. Given
thir .lasting influence, a more detailed accdunt of the perspectives of
the Eisenhower science advisers is in order before proceeding to the
.rganizational changes in the Defense Department leading to ARPA.
The pivotal figure is Killian, a non-scientist who had the ability to
absorb, shape and reflect in a highly articulate way the views of a large
segment of American scientists. He appeared to be a near unanimou.• choice
as the spokesman of science and his selection by Eisenhower as the first
Special Assistant for Science and Technology was greeted with great
favor. Seldom has a man so successfully served as the spokesman of a
class and we use him here in that role.
'In a remarkable piece of testimony at the Symington Air Power Hearings in June 1956, almost a year and a half before Sputnik, Killian
developed a number of issues and positions which were to become the bellweathers of American R&D policy in the post-Sputnik era. These ideas
were shaped throughout the early 1950's, largely by a group of scientists
who had come to fear that government either misused gr misunderstood
modern science and technology. They had been workin in. consultative
casionally the
and "summer study" capacities for the AEC, :DOD, and
White House. When the bell rang --ý Sputnik -- they ere ready with a
ch of, their earliex
rather complete agenda and prc.-eeded to act on it.
*

In addition to the organizational changes, Sputni
array' of decisions in late 1957 and'--arly 1958. F
on Atlas-, Titan and Polaris was accelerated. Inst
tween the Thor and Jupiter IRBM's, both were appro
SAC was dispersed and put on alert to reduce its
installertion of the DEW line and full scale develo
ZEUS BMD system were authorized. In response to a
from Prime Minister Macmillan, the President obtai
sanction to relax previous prohibitions on the sha
and materials. Development and testing of tactic
and plans for integrating them into NATO forces,
Urgency was the keynote. Clearly ARPA was ushered
active and aggressive Pentagon environment.

induced an incredible
r instance, spending
ad of choosing beed for production.
erability. Rapid
meat of
eini
the
personal visit
ed Congressional
iug of nuclear data
nuclear weapons,
re-speeded-up.
irito a frantically
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preaching in the wilderness was redeemed by the Soviet scientific
spectaculars -- it now took on the aura of revealed truth.
On the organizational side, Killian firmly believed that che traditional Service roles and missions had been outmoded by science an- technology. Global weapons systens, such as air defense or ICBM systems,
required new organizational patterns if they were to be developed without waste of men and resources and properly managed in terms of "their
wholeness as systems:"[281
So fPr we have not been able, in the definition
of the roles and missions of the Services, 'o keep
pace with evolving weapons-systems technology and
as a consaquence we lengthen our lead time, we
needlessly increase costs, and we find it' difficult
to avoid friction and duplication of effort.
a revolution is upon us as a result of
technological advance and ...

the inevitable logic

of present-day weapons tec.hnology, as well as nonmilitary technology,

is

to force new patterns of

organization affecting traditional departmental
boundaries and even political concepts.
The military also lacked enough men with "the capacity to visualize and'
direct the integration of complicated technological systems."
The.ýe were themes *ftruck two years earlier (June '1954) by Killian
during the Riehlman Cotmiittee investigation of the organization and
administration of military P&D programs. ' He noted then that there was
a tendency for the military to keep &D ,.t arm's legth and to ignore it.
in defense planning, largely because they failed to understand it.
He
explained that many of the. great technological successes in World War 11
-- radar, the proximity fuse, and nuclear weapons were due to:[29]

*fT]he free-wheeling

methods of outstanding
academic scientists and engineers vho had
always been free of any inhibiting regimentation and organization. Every great research
laboratory mtlst strive to have men of thiz
kind and to provide an environment analogcU
to that of the educational institution if %.
is to be really creative. The industrial
companies that undertake ;ure research have
found ways of doing this with great effectiveness.

The Services were sufficiently insersitive to F&0 that even in 1954 he
argued 'chat significant technological' advances were "riling up ... because
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our nor=al pl-mi.ing and decision-mak-_ing processes cannot resrond and
make use of the= as they become available."[30]
Mhus the Services
were igoring or driving away czeative people and even when innovations
did appear, they were soldom recognized or exploited.
During, the Air Ibwer hearings Killian was more explicit.
He cuoted
the Hoover Comission conclusion* that the Services 'have not distinguished
themselves in the initiation of radically new approaches or weapons systems' and explained it as follows: "[i]t
could hardly be expected that
the really radical approaches would come from within the Services. They
must originate in the creative basic research that takes place in t*huniversities and other institutions where the funadamental new ideas are
most likely to be generated."[31]
(Underline added.)
The idealization of basic research as the source of radical new
ideas of military significance was virtually to become doctrine, incessantly repeated.
There should be more basic research (fundamental ideas)
and development (hardware).
Killian defined basic research and its rele-

vance to the militari as follows:[32]
itm talk-ing about the kind of research that
in general is directed toward new concepts, new principles, rather than producing a piece of hard-ware.
It is the yet unanticipated, unconceived discoveries
which may deternine our military strergth tomorrow,
and we must provide the environment from which such
discoveries are most likely to come.
If there are
to be yet unizagined weapons affect!ng the balance of
military power tomorrow, we want to have the 'men and
the means to imagine. them first.
*

The Second. Hoover Con-ission on Organization of the Executive Branch
reported in April 1955 that the Services were still
living off contributions made by 0SRD scientists during World War II and that the little
they had done since was largely inspired informally by civilian scientists and techrnologists..
he Commission believed, the Secretary of
Defense should take responsibility for insuring that radical new
approaches to weapons systems were initiated and felt that he lacked
a practical organizational framework for doing so.
It recommended
creation of a defense science board.
(See Hoover Commission, Subcommittee Report, on Research Activities in the Department of Defense
and Defense Related Ageincies, Task Force Report No. 11, April 1955,
82).
Tu'oughout the several organizational changes in DOD from 19471957, the evolution of approaches to FAD comprised a complicated set
of modest moves from coordinarlii cC--ttee, through boards, staff
organizations, etc., that need not be traced here, other than to state
that by and large they were uhsatisfacfory.
*
It *ook Sputnik to uncork

ARPA and, shortly thereafter, the Dire.~tcor or Defense Research and
rFngineering.
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Killian noted that the Soviet Union was expanding its basic research
and had "a great drive and determination, as a matter of national pride,
to be champions in basic science as in other fields."

t

To beat the Scoviets in the race for scientif•'c and technological
supremacy, it -was necessary to train more scientists and en-ineers,
achieve a higher degree of scientific literacy among the popuulation,
education
The key to trainir:,
and. improve the quality of our science.
In addition basic- research. was the
end quality lay in basic research.
wellspring of advanced ideas.
Thus the grossly inadequate level of
support for this work needed to be increased.' There was no compromising
this view: [33]
The fu-6.are of the United States, to an extraordinary degree, is in the hands of those who
probe the iysteries of the atom, the cell and
the stars, ' Especially is this true of th/.t

tiny part of our creative effort which w~e
inadequately term basic research ....
Such 'a
serious imbalance [in support for basic research].
is a hazara to the economy, the safety, and the

health of this country. If we are to continue to
mai:rtain an overall defense strengeh second to
none, if we are to prevent Sputnik surprises in
the future, we must augment this effort.

A

Thus '7N, was to be spawned in an environment which equated basic researc:. ith military security. Indeed, to do basic research was to be
militarily "relevant." The President accepted this rationale and promoted it aggressively, starting with his policy address on "Our Future
Security" a week after Killian's appointment.
The result proved to
be what Harvey Brooks later called, referring to the early 196E0's, "The
golden age of academic and basic research."[34] Above all, the, Congress
was very receptive to the linkage of basic research and national security.
In. 1954 'the prestigious Riebhan Committee had in fact invented an "ARPA,"
on paper, to serve precisely that purpose. Its formal recommendatiorn,
after hearing a broad range of testimony from people such as Quarles,
'Trevor Gardner, Cyrus Eaton, von Neumann, A. D. Hill, Killian, and.
Vannea.r Bush merits quotation in fulU:33]3
L%6 subc6mmittee notes that there is a serious
need for the Department of Defense.to support a
systematic program of basic research in the physical
sciences.
Such a program right involve-projects not
particularly applicable to any immediately known
military needs, or for that matter, to the needs of
any of the service departments. Such a program might
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supply the basic .a'.cwredge upon which future
weanons and weapons systems could be brought
into being.
The subcommittee is aware of the concept and
policy adopted by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense to keep that office from becoming an
operating organization. It believes, however,
that an exception to the rule is warranted by
the great need for this type of support of basic
research over and beyond that being provided and
supported by the universities and the National
Science Foundation.
The subcommittee therefore recommends to the
Secretary of Defense the advisability of initiating
and supporting a systematic program of basic research directly t1hrough the Office of the Secretary
of Defense with funds authorized for expenditure
by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research
and Development.
The subcommittee has no preconceived ideas as to
whether any or all of this work shall be carried
out within the military departments for this
Office. It is to be emphasized that these funds
would be used for basic research not ordinarily
initiated by the military departments; rather,
they would supplement the work of the national
Science Foundation.
Testigying before the Rieh]man Committee, Killian opposed creation
of a single civilian M&D organization in DOD because he felt it would
never attract the apwpropriate leadership.
Instead he proposed a great
deal more contracting out of R&D wurk to civilian organizations that
could attract high quality personnel. At the Airpower hearings in 1956
Killian ,endorsed the Hoover Commisr'on recommendation that Assistant
Secretaries for RWD be authorized in each Service, applauded the recently
instituted IDA/WSEG arrangement (which' he helped to create), and urged
continued use' of the OM Science Advisory Committee by the National
Security Council.

He also said that it "das-'

of very great importance that we have a
research and development organization that
can strike deep roots into our civilian
scientific community and can tap our most
basic and advanced research so that 'we are
making available to military research and
development with great rapidity the new
developments which may be profoundly in-

|
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fluential in new weapon technology.
Killian did not specify further what he meant by this remark and subsequently said that he could not claim to have had an embryo ARFA in

mind. [361
Killian's Air Power testimony deve~zped other points of significance
to the post-Sputnik perifod.
The constant drumbeat of achieving excellence in science was soon elaborated into the "centers of excellence"
concept.
An argument was made for "flexible fzunding" in order to take
advantage of new opportunities as they arose and to encourage innovation,
both of which were alleged to be stymied in rigid military bureaucracies
dominated by non-technical people.
"Failures" were to be accepted as
normal. in R&D almost by definition.
Z.e need fot long-term funding was
emphasized, with specific reference to five-year programs in order to
provide assurance of stable support.
Even specific suggestions as to
technical areas most urgently in need of support, e.g., materials and
propellants, were to emerge later in the ARPA context.
Thus well before the Sputnik event, a rather coherent scenario had
been constructed to explain it.
The Soviets were making super progress
in science and technology; training more scientists and engineers; supporting 'basic research heavily; innovating at accelerated speeds, in part
because of the alleged benefits of a "monolithic organization;" and dedicating themselves to excellence in all things technical.
Me U. S. was
deficient in trained people; on the verge of "mathematical illiteracy;"
unappreciative of basic research; and ill-organized to deal with science
and technology.
The remedies were a massive commitment to education
in general and scientific education in partictilar throughout the American
school system; rapid elevation of basic research, in,status and in level
of support; recognition of the link between basic research and modern
advanced weapons systems; overhaul of our organizational structure for
conducting R&D, coupling R&D and technology with defense planning, and
integrating science and technology into the mainstream of public policy;
and a major voice fbr scientists in national life.
Of significance to ARPA, the President adopted virtually all the
ideas on the scientists' agenda for action and articulated them in his
major policy addresses in. the itmediate post-Sputnik period. Bronk
observed that Eisenhower "liked to think of himself as one of us."[37)

The Age of Science and Technology had arrived. Professionals who flew
those colors "were treated with unusual deference by Congressional
,ccmmittees" as well and "were regarded with awe by public officials
who proteseed ignorance in dealing withi the technologically sophisticated
problems."[38)
Their influence was per'sasive.

AL
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The prevailing mood at the White House was obvious.
In general,
the Services were felt to be idea-resistent, bureaucratic, wasteful,
parochial, and basically incapable of "moving out." The President might
have liked to wait a bit longer -- NASA, the Defense Reorganization Act
amd establishment of the post of Director of Defense Research and Engineering were to appear within a matter of months -- but "right now,"
it was essential to crack heads (or give the appearance of doing so)
and provide almost instant evidence that the DOD was capable of managing
itself and the nation's future effectively. The chosen instrument: an
Advanced Research Projects Agency. 'In theory, at least, ARPA was seen
"as a means and a willingness to take chances in a way that DOD had not
been abla or willing to do before."[39]
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Chapter II

THE DOD MOBILIZES
TOWARD A "SPECIAL PROJECTS AGENCY"
Sputnik occurred at a time when the DOD was undergoing a changing of
the guard. Secretary Wilson, a consistent opponent of satellite programs
as "scientific boondoggles,"* had recently resigned. His replacement,
Neil McElroy, was sworn in on October 9, 1957, just five days after Sputnik.
Indeed on the very day Sputnik was launched the Secretary-designate was
visiting ABMA at Huntsville as part of a routine familiarization tour of
military facilities before taking office. Wernher von Braun, Army Secretary
Brucker and Generals Gavin and Medaris used the occasion to make a dramatic
appeal for unleashing the Army in space.[l
Clearly outer space was at the
forefront of the new man's thinking in his earliest days on the job -- there
was no way to escape it.
An experienced corporate executive with a strong sales and public relations background, McElroy was a novice in government.
The Pentagon ias extremely tense when he arrived. Largely as a result of the scientific breakthroughs in weapons syst'-ms, unsettled Service roles and missions disputes
were at fever pitch. Wilson, for instance, had left unresolved the question
of whether the Air Force 'Thor or the Army Jupiter intermediate range ballistic missile (IRBM) should be approved for production. The new vistas
opened up by the advent of space further exacerbated Service rivalries.
The Services felt that nothing less than access to the weapons systems of
the future was at stake, i.e., their very survival. To be left out, especially given Eisenhower's budget stringency, could mean permanent degradation. In the absence of decisions about ultimate assignment of missions and
advanced systems, each Service fought to develop such systems in its R&D
program in hopes that the successful "inventor" might have the inside track
for designation as ultimate user. The in-fighting was fierce, its intensity
matched only by Eisenhower's anger over the Services' inability to overcome
their mutual suspicions.
McElroy Debates the Alternatives
McElroy invited the Services and some senior staff to advise him on
.how best to cope with the new dimension of outer space.
The Air Force and
Army each staked out a v•uilateral claim to 'the space mission. Aii Force

"- ---

'ii-ist-ý-le---~,'tzn'-~eýAer
pc Force. Th a Navy considered
outer space over the oceans a natural extensior of the ocean underwater,
surface and air regime' in which it operated. Arny proponents spoke earnestly
*

Wilson practiced the doctrine of "relevance" in a pure'form.

R&D budgets

were starved during his stewardship because research projects'had to be

shown to be directly .:elevant to a military mission in a very strict sense..
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of the moon as "the high ground" and felt that the Arny should be commisThe Secretary thus soon realized that he could not
sicned to "take it."
readily choose between the contending Services.
The Navy, having no chance at the whole pie, argued diplomatically
for a new tri-Service enterprise analogous to the Aimed Forces Special
Weapons Project (AFSWP), that would report to the JCS* (this agency had
conducted the military nuclear weapons program, using the system of rotating
Service appointees as directors).
While the Navy's proposal was interesting,
the AFSWP experience was not appealing because there had always been Service
bickering within it.
With Service roles and missions unsettled, such an
organization would not be able to develop a coherent, single space program.
William H. Holaday, making a bid on behalf of his Directorate for
Guided Missiles, endorsed the Navy's tri-Service approach in principle,
but suggpsted that the name be changed to Armed Forces Missiles Projects
Group and that it repcrý to him through a Special Deputy. Referencing the
President's November 7 speech, which had instructed the Secretary to make
certain that the Director for Guided Missiles be "clothed with all the
authority that the Secretary himself possesses" in the missile field, Holaday
specifically recommended that the Secretary create the new organization:[2]
... to handle two new projects of importance at
the present time.
These are the anti-intercontinental ballistic missile and the reconnaissance
satellite.
Since both of these projects cut
across the interest of all three Services and the
current approaches are causing duplication, it
appears that these programs must be directed in
such a manner to use the best talents of the
three Services and industry.
The organization he foresaw would initially use money in Service budgets
until a separate, appropriation could be secured and plan and coordinate
work that would be carried out by the Services and industrial contractors.
Its modus operandi would be similar to AFSWP's.
The. Holaday solution, like the Navy s approach, had.appeal but faltered
on past organizational experience.
The various special assistants for guided
missile work had never been able to do more than roughly coordinate Service
* Each Service presented its case to the Secretary at a meeting of the Armed

Forces Policy Council (AFPC) on November 5, 1957. Admiral John E. Clark,
who was to become the first Deputy Director of ARPA three months later,
gave the Navy's presentation. The Navy approach was of sufficient interest to the Secretary that all AFPC members were asked to comment on it.
Admiral Clark maintains that all the Service approaches were sent to the
President, who liked the Navy's idea the best, although not the reporting
line to the JCS.
(Discussion with Admiral Clark, July 8, 1975.)
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missile activity, and Holaday personally was not considered strong enough
for the job. The same view was held of the Assistant Secretary for Research
and Engineering. One of the previous incumbents of the latter office testified that his
"authority was denied and opposed principally by one of the
military deptrtments, and my activities were impeded by the refusal by the
military departments to furnish pqrtinent information about individual development projects."[3] The Defense Science Board had rebelled against the
inadequacies of another Assistant Secretary.[4] Traditional OSD staff
offices simply appeared unable to cope with the Services.
Numerous suggestions were being made in other quarters. The Atomic
Energy Commission, promoting nuclear propulsion systems, lobbied very hard
to get the space mission away from Defense, and the Chairman and Deputy
Chairman of the Joint Atomic Energy Committee moved quickly to .ntroduc,
bills to establish by law an Outer Space Division within the CoxmtissiCeu.[5]
Some scientists suggested recreating the World War II Office of S~ici•tific
Research and Development.
Others revived the Manhattan Proje.ct concept,
a recurring and popular idea whenever emergency situations arose. Charles
Thomas, the President of Monsanto Chemical, and the eminent nuclear physicist Ernest'O. Lawrence discussed this option for space directly with McElroy,
but he rejected it as infeasible in peacetime.
Thomas and Lawrence visited McElroy to urge him to adopt some radical
new measures to organize the Department to meet the Sputnik challenge, and
to cope better with problems of science and technology in the Defense
Establishment. The three men went over a wide array of possibilities in
the course of a several hour meeting.[6] During that session, the concept
of a strong advanced R&D agency reporting to the Secretary emerged and
Thomas and Lawrence urged it strongly on the Secretary. McElroy was enthusiastic
about it.
Thomas says that he does not know for sure if he and Lawrence
were the first or the only people to make the suggestion, but they did make
it.
Perhaps they merely confirmed McElroy's own predilections. Roy Johnson
said on several occasions that McElroy had set up a small research group
reporting directly to him at Proctor and Gamble that did "blue-slq research."[73
SApparently this group had come up with some good money-makers for the company,
especially in the packaging area, and he was comfortable with such an organization. This experience could very well have been the ultimate source of
the ARPA idea or helped shape. it.
Throughout this period McElrcy consulted frequently with the President
and with Killian, whom he had known previovly when, both served on a national1
advisory group concerned with education., The '%resident was so taken with
the views expressed by Killian and other Office of Defense Mobilization
Science' Advisory Committee scientists at the October 15 meeting noted in
the preceding chapter that he dispatched them that very day to repeat their
story to McElroy, Quarles, JCS Chairman Twining, and other senior personnel
at the Pentagon, where they "added some very pointed comments on the desirability of a more sophisticated relationship, between the military and 4cience."[8
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This was a theme long espoused by Killian, as noted earlier, but was now
receiving explicit Presidential endorsement. Pressure continued to mounU on
the White House to "do something," especially after Sputnik II (1120 lbs.)
was plp.zed in orbit on November 3, and the White House in turn leaned hard
on the new Secretary. Killian confirms that neither he nor anyone else at
the White House "invented" ARPA; however, when McElroy broached the idea,
the Wdhite House gave it every encouragement.[9]
The Secretary Decides
On November 6, 1957 -- the day following the Service presentations to
the Armed Forces Policy Council -- McElroy asked his General Counsel (Robert
Dechert) for answers to four critical questions which eventually served as
the benchmarks for ARPA's creation. The subject of the General Counsel's
memorandum, "Central Control of Anti-Missile Weapons and Satellites," makes
it clear that the Secretary had already decided what the new organization
would do, if he could establish it.
The Secretary's questions, which show
that he was thinking beyond conventional approaches, were:[10]
1.

Does the Secretary of Defense have legal authority
by transfer of functions to establish, in his
office under an Assistant to the Secretary, a new
unit which would centralize control of activities
in the field of anti-missile weapons and satellites?

2.

Are there any immediate steps with respect 'to
theCongress to be taken in connection with the
directive which would carry out the foregoing?

3.

Can appropriations to the military services be
made available for expenditure under the direction
of your Assistant who is placed in charge of the
field referred to above?

4.

Does this newly, created organization have to be
completely self-contained or may it call on the
military departments to perform administrative
functions such as the preparation and'signing of
contracts, disbursement of funds, and other support activities?

Dechert's responses were positive. The Secretary did have authority to
set up such a special unit; he would have to notify the Chairmen of the,
Armed Services Committees in accordance with a provision of the National
Security Act of 1947, but no legislation was necessarr; several methods
existed for making Service appropriations available for expenditure under
the Secretary's direction (indeed the $34 million -Y&1958 Vanguard budget
was already subject to his direct control); and there was ample authority
and precedent for having the Services perform administrative functions
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for the new organization, subject to, its control. McElroy ordered that
a letter for the two Committee chairmen be drafted under Dechert's guidance. He, had decided to move ahead.
On November 20, McElroy testified on the Hill for the first time 'as
Secretary. Although the main purpose of the hearing was a ballistic
missile investigation, the Secretary disclcsed that he was about to set
up a new "single manager" to do tne R&D on future weapons systems, beyond
the guided missile. He called it the Special Projects Agency (SPA):[lll
We plan to establish in the Department of Defense
a special agency to handle our satellite and space
research and developirent projects. Tentatively we
are thinking of calling this -- and this has not
bee:- announced -- the Special Projects Agency of

the Depsrtment of Defense. We plan to assign to
this agency all of our effort in the satellite and
space research field. In addition, it appears that
we might wish to have this agency direct and manage
the Department of Defense program in the antiballistic
missile field. Other projects and programs may also
be assigned from time to time. What we have in mind
for that agency is that the vast weapon systems of
the future in our judgment need to be the responsibility of a separate part of the Defense Department
that has a responsibility that is inescapable in
order to follow these various will-of-the-wisps if they are originally in that kind of state -- and
carry them through to a Point where there can at
least be a determination of their feasibility and
what their probable cost might be. So we are thinking of this Special Projects Agency as having a
function that extends beyond the immediate foreseeable weapons systems of the current or near future.
(Underline added.)
.The next day McElroy circulated to the Services and JCS a proposed, charter
for the SPA. It was to Pe headed by a director reporting directly to the
Secretary and staffed by civilian and military personnel as he saw fit.
'The Services were adamantly opposed to the idea. Quarles was not
enthusiastic about it either.[121 As the former Assistant Secretary for
R&D and overseer of Vanguard, he could be expected to be defensive about
changing the direction of satellite programs au to oppose additional
fracturing of the OSD R&D apparatus. The suggestion to create an ARPA
was more than just an implied criticism of the existing structure.
Apparently another key figure in OSD, Comptroller Wilfrid McNeil, was
aJso opposed, but he iemained relatively silent on the issue out of
recognition that Eisenhower's personal anguish over interservice rivalries
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was bound to result in some sort of a new cenubraliz3d ýs.'ncy.[133 In
brief, McElroy found remarkably little support inside -Do for his Special
Projects Agency.
In order to appreciate the significar--2 of the mere act of creating
an ARPA, it is necessary to recall the state of defense organization and
behavior which prevailed at the timt., Many of the concepts or phrases
used to justify ARPA -- prevention of wasteful duplication, parochialism,
inefficiency, Service rivalry, disunity, failure to coordinate, overlapping jurisdiction, etc. -- were in fact familiar terms in a debate over
the, most effective crganization of the defense establishment that had
persisted from the er.d of World War II.
The 1940's and 1950's were suffused with such argunrents. Given a background of vivid wartime experiences,
growing 'Cold War tension and the "balance of terror" aspects of nuclear
weapons, it is not surprising that the Congress, the President, and concerned Executive Branch agencies devoted a great deal of attention to
defense organization. The Department of Defense itself was created only
in 1947. Major reorganizations were negotiated by Congress and the President in 1949, 1953 and 1958, each designed to strengthen Secretarial control
vis-i-vis the military departments.
The latter resisted tenaciously.
Attempts at organizing properly for research and development were included,
but were by no means central issues prior to 1958. Service challenges to
the Secretary's aut-.3rity were frequent and1 the Office of the Secretary
was a relatively weak collection of staff offices. While Sputnik was a
completely new phenomenon, the notion' of consolidating control in the
Secretary's hands was not., Hence McElroy's initiative aroused instinctive
opposition.
McElroy's trump card was the President. General Eisenhower came out
of World War II with deep convictions about the value of a unified military.
In the emotional debate which preceded passage of the National Security Act
of 1947 he had recommended creation of a single Service. Upon assuming
the Presidency he became a crusader against waste and duplication in the
military. Eisenhower wras greatly annoyed by Service competition for
mWssiles and access to nuclear materials, which invariably resulted in
huge budget requests. The Army and Air Force "race" to build almost duplicate iBM's incensed him. Sherman Adams has said that the President
actually favored putting all R&D proj e s under the Secretary of Defense.[14]
Exactly that recommendation was made by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to
the House Appropriations Committee in May 1957, and the press speculated
subsequently that it had been promoted at the White House and played a

role in the decision to establish an ARPA.[151. The President also was.
irate over Service end-runs to the Congress in order to promote higher
budgets. His. temper often flared on these issues, and he caused an absolute furor in the Pentagon by demanding that the three Services merge
their highly promotional information offices 'into one.t16] According to
Killian, fragmentation of R&D in DOD and the severe tri-Service conflicts
were "one of the things that troubled Ike most during his Presidency ...
he was always indignant about the internecine struggles in DOD."[172

Wen the s-pace race began, Eisenahcwer was deternined tc prevent
ThIis raid3.y became
duplicate or tripicaze military snace rogramcs.
accented as an article of faith azong the men engaged in organizing for

space and the President's nerscnal st=- seems to be on most of them.
As noted above, minimization of interservice rivalry was given in his
November 7 speech -o the nation as a basic criterion for creating Killian's
position, attempting to upgrade the Holadsy office and announcirng that
"In
future missile and space projects wculd be "separately -•;d
another major policy address to the nation a week later, the President
projects
.ace
discussed satellites and their cost, noted that military s
and
projects,
defense
co=peting
would be judged against the value of
program
obsolete
or
duplication
needless
"no
pledged that there would be

or facilities."[ i3]

Buttressed by strcrg Presidential support, McElroy's draft Special
Projects Agency charter thus promised to strengthen enormously CSD's role
The Secretary's proposal included the
in research and development,
following: (Underlines added. )[19]1
1. SPA's 1pu-rpcse was to provide "unified direction
and management of certain research and develonment orojects."
2.

It would "direct, manage, enter into contracts
te -uch projects" as the Secretary
for, or
designated.

3.

It would be authorized to perform work in its own
facilities (laboratories) and let contracts,

as

well as arr-ange to have work done in its behalf
by the Services an, other agencies,

"within the

limits of appropriations available.",
4.

The CSD Comptroller would "make arrangements for
funding the operations of the Agency."

5.

SPA would develop its assigned programs "to the
point of operational use," where'upon "they would
be phased into the oDerationnof one or more of the
military department'•.

The Secretary's testimony before the Mahon Subcommittee gave the Services
additional context within which to consider his proposal. It left no
doubt that hic thinking was verr expansive, and hence very threatening.
As noted above, he stated 'that SPA would be assigned responsibilitl for
"the vast weapons systems of the future." 'Flrther questioning elicited
the opinion that he planned, in SPA:[20]

to centralize the research and development of a
we-apons system or group of weapons systems w-ich

do not have arn obvious aervice connectio intheir inception. We plan to use this agency for
the purpose of carryir.r those weapons through
the research and devel,-dent stage. That me-nz
quite far down the road, including testing.
Missiles aside, he was prepared to put "any further things of an upstream
nature," and "t-hings in general," in SPA. He asserted that a ne'-r man
from outside DOD wculd be brought+ in to head it.
Putting the research,
develonment and test of dramatic,. new, adva'inced weapons systems -- which
everyone assumed would be forthcoming -- in the hands of an CSD level
agency was anathema to the Services. Among other things it had tremendous 9fuiding i.mlicaticns, especially giver Eisenhower's demonstrated
insistence o- hold-the-line budgets: whatever SPA received meant less
money for the Services an.d perhaps their contractors, and as work proceeded through develcpment to test these sums became iense. And it
suggested that Service ornortunities to influence the assignment 6f roles
and _issions -- decisions that c6ntrolled which of them woujld have access
to the most modern weapon. systems -- would be greatly weakened. One
could scarcely make a more threatening gesture.
The Cotnterattgck
When the Secretaxy of the Air Force replied to McFlroy's request for
ccents on the proposed Special Projects Agency he ackno-ledged forthrightly that:r21]
The Air Force appreciates that the subject proposals are suggestions and implementation of Presidential policies for better and improved directional

management in relation to 7ertain areas of research
and development.
The ressage had been recel.'ed, but still was not accepted by the Services.
They chose to fight.
The Services and JCS had their responses to the draft SIFA charter*

back to McElroy in two days. Aviation Week predicted "violent protests"
from the Services and reported, that industrial contrciors, were apprehe-usive, fearing that SPA might set up in-houre laboratories --

"Ersenar"

the

system -- which they opposed for obvious comercial reasons.J211

A.iation Week's .Drotest estimate was accurate.

The Services were not happy with the SPA idea or the draft charter,
')ut with the President's outlook comnon knowledge and the Secretary
* Two documents were circulated, a draft DOD Directive and a draft letter

to Armed Services Committee Chairmen Russell and Vinson.
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discussing his intentions publicly, their first gambit was to try to constrain it or cut it back. Their charter comments reflect this.
With respect to SPA's purpose, the Ar:y, NaNy and JCS proposed in
their comments to the Secretary that it be limited to unified direction
of the satellite and anti-ICBM projects only and they deleted all referIn fact, Navy recomence to the possibility of other future assignments.
mended re-naming the agency the "Space Vehicle and Ballistic Missile Defense
Agency" to emphasize the limitation. Cnly the Air Force was prepared to
concede that in the future the Secretary might assign SPA "appropriate
projects which this Agency can perform more expeditiously than under present
procedures."
Seccnd, the three Services and JCS went to great pains to delete all
use of the words "management" and "operate" or "operation." It was all
right for SPA to "direct"' a program, but management and, above all, operation implied a function that carried too far beyond the conventi6nal staff
The notion of an executive agency in OSD was most, unacceptrole of CSD.
able, especially one that might monopolize entree to the modern weapons
As far as the military departments were concerned,
systems of the future.
Even the referthey were the only authorized operating agencies in DOD.
ences to SPA taking projects up to the "point of operational use" and then
Navy
phasing them into the Services were deleted or heavily conditioned.
suggested saying instead that "as military equipment evolves from the
programs it will be incorporated in weapons systems." JCS and Army said
that SPA programs:
will be developed in coordination with the approThis will ensure that
priate military Services.
the long lead time connected with training, procurement of ground handling equipment, bases, etc.,
is coordinated with the development effort so as
to phase new weaDons into the operation of one or
more of the Services....
Army, Air Force and JCS also sought to introduce language in the charter
which avoided mention of SPA-owned facilities and all four respondents proposed changing SPA direct contracting authority to merely an authorization
In addition, the JCS and Aray were very
to contract through the Services.
alert to the imprecision in the Secretary's charter language about the
They wanted
source of funds for SPA (see items 4 and 5 above, p. 11-7).
to change "within the limits of appropriated funds" to "assigned funds,"
i.e., SPA was to get its own money, and JCS, Arny and Navy sought to redirect
tha ComptroUler's 1znction from "raking arrangements for funding the operations" of SPA to simply supervising the fiscal policies and management of
the Agency's activities.
All but one of the respondents made textual deletions, additions and
Air Force Secretary Douglas was the
modifications without explanation.
exception, and. he provided a succinct statement ofthe Service case:

.. ...
..... • ,

(, 3

aeS,
.L
Inc.

[I]t would seem that the proposed directive itself
has a breadth which does not correspond to present
intentions. Through its inclusion of direct authority to "enter into contracts" and to "operate" it
would seem to provide for what would virtual>'n .:_,-at
to an operating development agency involved n prG curement and operation of laboratory and other fscilities. This would constitute a step towards a selfcontained research and development agency without
the close association with prospective users that
is so important. We believe that any such step
should be further appraised in view of its possible
ultimate consequences and that initially the directive not be so broadly designed.
The Service/JCS objections to the initial SPA draft were considered
in CSD, but for the most part rejected. Assistant Secretary for Research
and Engineering, Paul Foote, reconfirmed, in opposition to Douglas' remarks,
that McElroy's directive did correspond to present intentions and, said that
he viewed SPA "as a step toward a centralized research department 1.L' the
same manner that many corporations utilize a centralized research department reporting directly to the President on problems of interest to the
Corporation as a whole," while at the same time permitting other departments to have their own R&D mAuits -- precisely what the Services hoped to
head of±•[22]
Sometime during the period November 21 to November 29, the "Special
Projects Agency" was rechristened the "Advanced Research Projects Agency."*
That !m=e appeared in a revised version of the charter which the Secretary's
Military Assistant, BG C. M. Randall, USIMC, sent to the Services and JCS on
November 29 in anticipation of a meeting with the Secretary. Written comments were not requested, but JCS, Navy and Air Force felt strongly enough
to submit them anyway.
The revision conceded some points to the Services, but the Secretary
was adamant on two issues:J23]

• Rep.,Scrivner objected to "Special Projects Agency" because it was easy
to confuse with other agencies (e.g., OSD Office of Special. Operations
and the Armed Forces Special WeaponsProject),and McElroy promised he
would select a better one: "We are trying to make it broad: enough in
terminology so that the tent can cover additional projects as they come
along and give evidence of some future potential." (House Appropriations
Subcommittee on Defense Appropriations, "The Ballistic Missile Program,"
Hearings, November 20-21, 1957, 25.) L. P. Gise believes that Lt. Col.
George Brown, USAF, a military assistant in, Holaday's office, actl,'.lly
came up with the name ARPA.
(Discussionr with L. P. Gise. April T', 1975.)
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The Secretary of Defense wishes to make it

clear

that while the Agency will nc -ally contract for
research and development thrc-,e'
+.he existing channels within the Military Departments, he intends to
authorize the Director of the Agency to have contracting authority to the extent required and where
direct contracting would better serve the purposes
of the Agency.
The Secretary also wishes to have
it understood that additional projects other than
satellite applications and antiballistic missiles
programs may be assigned to the Agency in thE f)ture.
The Secretary dropped virtually all use of the word "operate," in deference to Service sensibilities, and replaced it with "manage. "* He also
made no reference. to how the Agency would be fimded. Navy fought a rearguard action by proposing the charter say that ARPA's R&D work would "not
infringe upon the existing research responsibilities" of the Services and
would be "restricted to those areas novel in nature and not normally conducted by the military departments," i.e., to as little
as possible.[241
Navy also called for languiage directing ARPA to do both its contracting
and its laboratory work through the Services "to the maximum extent possible,"
in preference to setting up "new or separate facilities."
JCS was so embittered that it registered a formal written nonconcurrence on December 6, 1957. The Chairman, General Twining, complained that
since the drafts still
contained "seme basic provisions" which the Chiefs
considered "inadvisable," he wanted the Secretary to remove any indication
of JCS concurrence in the establishment of ARPA from the letter to the two
Armed Services Committee chairmen.[25]
The Air'Force also took a very harsh line.
Secretary Douglas protested
that it was neither necessary nor desirable for ARPA to have contracting'
authority because the Agency would establish a new administrative organization and confuse existing relationships between DOD and industry.
Douglas
promisad that Air Force would "simplify its own lines of authority for
projects under the Agency's direction," to include eliminating intermediate
echelons of authority between the project officer and the Chief of Staff.[261
He recommended that the Secretary eliminate the ARPA Director's authority
"to contract or directly oparate through his own personnel research and,
development projects."
Next, Douglas gave a ringing endorsement of the Air Force doctrine
of concurrencf, namely, that the Service which is to use a weapons system
should be in charge of its development from the very inception of the
system. In any multi-user situations, he insisted that "the potential
users must be staffed to express'their requirements and present their

"* "Manage" was a word used by Chairman Vinson of the House Armed Services
Committee to define the meaning of the Secretary's "control" over DOD

Sduring a 199. debate on the National Security Act.
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development in close identity with
suggestions during development ...
Accordingly, it was suggested that
the user or users is a necessity."
the ARPA Directive be modified so as to identify the user of a weapon
placed under ARPA direction and to "permit the user a subordinate control
of the project or, if more than one user be involved, one user or the
users jointly carry on the project as the Director may deterrine under
his continuing direction."
Third, the Douglas memorcndum fumed about the proliferation of overseers at the OSD level and foretold a future in which the Director of
Guided Missiles, Assistant Secretary for Research and Engineering and
Director of ARPA would all be issuing instructions on the same project to
a harassed military department.
It was observed that "administrative
efficiency and decision making would be much further advanced if the
Director of the Agency were given exclusive authority in whatever area
is finally determined" and the Secretary was lectured to include in the
ARPA directive language making clear that "within such area of direction
and authority as ..s granted [to the ARPA Director], other members of your
staff
be excluded from the authority of direction that they increasingly
exercise."
Finally, the Secretary was informed that he could not legally endow
ARPA with the right to let contracts or to establish laboratories because
he lacked the power.
In Air Force eyes, the proposed action was Secretarial interference in a preserve statutorily reserved for the Services
alone.
The Air Force opinion proceeded to tell
the Secretajr what he
could and could not do:
If the new office establishes laboratories or
contracts itself for research services, essential
operating functions of the military department s
would be transferred for the first time to a separate agency in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense.
This would seem to be contrary to the,
intention of Congress as expressed in the-National,
Security Act and other legislation. That intention
clearlýy appears to -have been that t.e O&fice of the
Secretary of Defense make poli;y and provide authoritative coordination and unified direction of the
Armed Services, and that the military departments
be the operating agencies of the Department of
Defense.
The Secretary of Defense has been directed by Congress to "coordinate research and development among the military departments and allocate
responsibility for specific programs among the
Departments;" but only the military departments
have been specifically vested by statute with
authority to conduct and participate in research
and development programs relating to the Armed
Forces and to undertake procurement actions in
connection therewith.
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The Air Force advised the Secretary to withhold assigning such powers to
the ARPA Director until the matter could be resolved "by clear legislative
authority."
Recognizing that McElroy was digging his heels in, the military rolled
out their siege guns in December. While the Secretary Was in Europe attending a NATO Council meeting and touring military bases, the Air Force set up
a new Directorate of Astronautics and transferred to it all Air Force missile defense work, the Air Force satellite projects collectively known as
Weapons System 117L, Air Staff management of Lincoln Laboratories, some
research sate.-lites, boost glide vehicle research, and special reconnaissance
aircraft. It was a bold move to put a mini-ARPA, emphasizing space and
missile defense, on the street before McElroy could act. When Quarles heard
about it. he ordered that public announcement be held up, but the Pill story
was leaked quickly to the press. General Gavin and other Army officers
chimed in with strong statements .bout the importance of space control to
the Army's land mission. The ARPA concept was ridiculed in the press as a
"?'paper-bound idea" and news about Service opposition to the draft charter
was disseminated rapidly.[27] Former Navy Secretary Dan Kimball, speaking
as President of Aerojet-General Corp., launched a bitter attack on McElroy's
portrayal of ARPA, arguing that such "double management" would result in
duplication of effort and cost, delays, and inferior end products.[28] Air
Force Secretary Douglas and his senior military R&D officers then publicly
opposed creation of ARPA in testimony before the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee, immediately after McElroy forced them to withdraw establishment
of the Astronautics Directorate. Douglas was prepared to concede ARPA a
role in basic research, but "once you move over the poorly defined line to
applied research, I would object."[29] The Air Force generals were even
less kind, opposing the creation of more committees, czars and directors,
and specifically ARPA. General Schriever, a consistent APPA opponent for
years to come, told the Subcommittee that he wanted to register "a strong
negative against ARPA. This would be a very great mistake."[30]
The ARPA Concept is Validated
The December onslaught failed. As Admiral Clark observed, "The fact
they didn't want an ARPA is one reason Ike did."(31] Cn January 7, 1953
the President sent a message to Congress forwarding a request for $10 mil,lion in FY 1958 funds':[32]
For expenses necessary for the Advanced Research
Projects Agency, including acquisition and construction of such research, development, and test
facilities, and equipment, as may be authorized by
the Secretary of Defense, to remain available until
expended.
Then the President drove his point home in the State of the Union Message,
January 9, 1958. The advent of revolutionary new devices, he said,- was

------ --- -
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causing defense problems at least as significant as those created by
Livention of the airplane fifty years previously'Some of the important new weapons which technology has produced do not fit into any existing
service pattern. They cut across all services,
involve all services, and transcend all services,
at every stage from development to operation. In
some instances they defy classification according
to branch of service.
Uhfortunately, the uncertainties resulting from
such a situation, and the jurisdictional disputes
attending upon it, tend. to bewilder and confuse
the public and create the impression that service
differences are damaging the national interest....
I am not attempting today to pass judgment on the
charge of harmful service rivalries. But one
thing is sure. Whatever they are, America wants
them stopped.
The President added that he would shortly suomit' to Congress mhjor reform
legislation intended to achieve "'real unity in the Defense establishment
in all the principal features of military activities." Ia the interim,
he was prepared to take some immediate steps to obtain better integration
of resources applied to the newer weapons.
One such. step was to state
that:
In recognition of the need for single control
i-n some of our most advanced development projects,
the Secretary of Defense has already decided to
concentrate into one organization all the antimissile and satellite technology undertaken within
the Department of Defense.
This affirmation of McElroy's decision to establish ABPA was accompanied
by a ctern Presidential warning to the Services to stop the open warfare:
"Another requirement of, military organization is a clear subordination
of the military serviceA to duly constituted civilian Authority. This
control must be real; not merely on the surface."
A second step taken by the President was acceleration of effort in
"particular areas affected by the fast pace' cf scientific and technological advance." He listed seven such areas, including the charge to "be
forward-looking in our research and development to anticipate and achieve
the unimagined weapons of the ftture."
In the event the President needed any additional support for these
views, the Rockefeller Brothers Report on International .Security: The
Military Aspect was released the same day as the State of the Union
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Message. It also found the Services' roles and missions inconsistent
with modern technology and argued forcefully that the Secretary spent
most of his time serving passively as referee and arbitrator for interservice disputes at a time when conditions warranted activitist Secretarial leadership and direction. As part of a series, of recommendations
designed to transform the Secretary into a more aggressive posture as
initiator and controller of events, the Report proposed assigning the
Secretary: (1) direct authority ovrer all R&D and procurement, (2) right
of cancellation and transfer of Serv'ice programs and their appropriations,
and (3) "a direct appropriation for The conduct of research and develop.ment programs at the Defense Departmert level."[33] The last, of course,
was interpreted as a direct endorsement of ARPA, and the Report's rationale
for making all these recommendations couj.d have served as the Agency"s motto:
Where so much depends on keeping up and staying
ahead in the technological race, it is essential
that our weapons development reflect a clear sense
of direction and not a series. of compromises.
The day after the State of the Union Message General Schriever returned to the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee to assail the plan to
establish ARPA. In what New York Times Pentagon reporter Jack Raymoxid
called "a puzzling departure from usual practice," the Air Force released
his testimony the next day rather than wait for the Subcommittee to do
so.[34] Schriever's theme again was that ARPA would simply waste money
duplicating work that had already been done elsewhere.
Undeterred, the President followed up with explicit reference in
his FY 1959 Budget Message (January 13, 1958) to the provision of funds
for "an expanded research and development effort on military satellites
and. other outer space vehicles, and on antimissile missile systems, to
be carried out directly under the Secretary of Defense."
The Legal Niceties
Despite the President's firm support of ARPA, neither the Directive
nor the Agency itself materialized in December or January. This was due
to a tug-of-war between the Department and Chairman Vinson over the Secretary's authority to establish an operating agency-independent of •the
Services without specific new legislation, a situation exacerbated by
Departmental insensitivity to the Vinson Committee's legislative prerogatives. 'Thus the dispute was a mixture'of principle, Executive-Legislative
Branch etiquette, and the Armed Services Committee's ever-solicitous
attentiveness to the views of the military. There was some correspondence
between the Committee's objections and the Air Force's challenge to McElroy's
legal authority, but the tenor of the Vinson complaints seemed less due to
a desire to kill ARPA than pique that the Administration was trying to
ride roughshod over the Committee. In any event, the' record indicates' that
there was considerable apprehension in OSD for 'awhile that the invincible
Chairman might kill the whole-idea.
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As noted earlier, the President sent an appropriations request to
the Hill on January 7, 1958 for funds to cover ARPA expenses, including
acquisition and construction of such R&D facilities as the Secretary
authorized. The latter phrase proved to be a bone in the throat Qf the
Armed Services Committee. McElroy testified on the bill. before the House
Appropriations Committee the next day. Since it vas the DOD view that
the Secretary could establish ARPA under existing authority, and endow it
with contracting authority and the right to acquire facilities, no thought
was given to the need for special authorizing legislation. The House
Armed Services Committee saw it differently and was especially annoyed
that unless it acted, the appropriations bill would de facto serve as
authorization both for ARPA and for ARPA spending on construction. In
other words, they were incensed at the apparent attempt to. finesse the
Committee's rightful authority. Robert Smart of the Committee staff
stated the Committee's particular concern tartly:[35]
We have in this supplemental appropriation bill,
language which in my judgment,, in the absence of
any other authority of law, will give them the
authority to engage in this kind of construnction.
This is a point which has always been an extremely
sore point with this committee and other legislative bill. And the urgency of the moment, with
reference to this Agency, does not alter in any
manner the character of that situation.
So I think the committee has to face this
point: are we going to stand by and have the
Appropriations Committee report a bill containing
the sole authority at law to build these defense
research ant testing facilities, or is this comrmittee, in The discharge of its legislative responsibiflty going to insist that this committee.
handle .The legislation which would confer this
authority?
Aggravation over this apparent challenge to the inherent privileges of
an authorizing committee probably had more to do with the Committee's
displeasure than any broader philosophical concerns about Secretarial
authority vis-a-vis the military departments. The Armed Services Committee simply was adamant that McElroy not obtain funds from the Appropriatious Committee that he might then use on unspecified construction
projects that had not been specifically ble-sed by it.
Nor was the Committee prepared to consider the ARPA request a routine
matter. Smart reminded McElroy that this was the first instance in the
eleven year, period since enactment of the National Security Act that DOD
had "ever proposed to go beyond policy, direction,. guidance and control,
and enter into the operational field."[36] They were not about to be
snowballed.
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Thus the Vinson challenge focused on t-wo assertions: (1) that the
Secretary lacked legal authority to create an ARPA at all, and (2) that
he lacked legal authority to build facilities for ARPA, unless he succeeded in cadging such authority indirectly by his apparent end-run to
the Appropriations Committee. With respect to the first point McElroy
and Dechert 3rgued that the Secretary had complete authority under the
National Security Act, as amended, to establish ARPA.[37] Dechert even
quoted liberally from Chairman Vinson's remarks during past debates over
the National Security Act, including the following definition of the
Secretary's legal power to "control" DOD made by Vinson in 1949:[38]
"'Control' means power or authority to ranage, direct, superintend, restriut, regulate ... govern, administer, or iversee." Dechert also relied
heavily, in a lengthy brief prepared for the Secretary, on the conclusions of the Counsel to the Committee on DOD Organization (Rockefeller
Committee) which were part of the legislative history of Reorganization
Plan No. 6(1953). Speaking of the Secretary's authority under the National
Security Act, as amended, the Counsel had said:[39]
the power and authority of the Secretary of
Defense is complete and supreme. It blankets all
agencies and all organizations with the Department;
it is superior to the power of all other officers
thereof; it extends to all affairs and all activities of the Department; and all other authorities
and responsibilities must be exercised in conso-.
nence therewith..
Discussion about the Secretary's right to give ARPA authority to acquire
facilities became exceedingly convoluted, and Dechert's defense was
especiaJ.ly lame,* but it appears that both sides finally concluded that
any ARPA construction would have to be specifically requested in a military construction authorization bill.
No such agreement was reached on the broader issue of the Secretary's
power to create ARPA and on January 15 Vinson sponsored an amendment to
the authorization bill that specifically authorizei the Secretary to
establish ARPA, appoint a director, engage in R&D, and enter into contracts. Nothing was said about acquisition of facilities. The R&D work
was to be done "for the military departments" in fields "not under the
immediate jurisdiction of any military department.'"[40] The House passed
the bill with this amendment. The Department protested to Senator Stennis,
Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Subcommittee on Military Construc.
tion, and sent him Dechert's lengthy opinion in support of the Secretary's
positio.f.[41] The Senate Committee deleted Vinson's amendment in their
version and sai". nothing about the issue of the Secretary's authority on
the ground that it was a matter more germane to the forthcoming debate
Dechert argued that in seeking money for ARPA to "acquire" facilities,
DOD was thinking of funds to pay rent or the 'op rating expenses of
facilities that might be offered "free" by a university. He conceded
that new constradct16n would have to follov the lattern that applied to
all military construction.
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on overall DOD reorganization. Dechert worked w.rith House Committee staff
to find some acceptable language for a compromise at the House-Senate
ccnference level. Actually Dechert was not really opposed to specific
mention of ARPA -.n the bill, but he did not want to leave even a trace
of a suggestion 'rhat it was necessary for the Secretary to have such
authcrization.[42] The House and Senate conferees resolved their dif'ferences by retaining some of Vinson's language and by agreeing to delete
all specific reference to ARPA. Vinson was mollified and gave his approval
to have McElroy setup the Agency inte'nally. It had been touch and go.
L. P. Gise recalls that when Wilfrid McNeil offered him the top administrative job in ARPA, the Vinson threat was so real that McNeil assured
him another job would be found for him in OSD if APA could not be set
up:[43]
So the Agency was controversial even before it
was formed. My deal -with McNeil was that I would
come over and handle the administrative' end of the
business, with the assurance that if the Agency
went up in blue smoke that he would absorb me in
his immediate office, and he had a 'job set up for
-that purpose. But it was that tenuous back in
those days.
DOD was even worried about when to send up the formal letters to Vinson
and Russell announcing ARPA, as required by the National Security Act,
fearing that premature filing would generate opposition. Dechert's words
on January 31 to two of McElroy's aides are illustrative:[44]
W2 are, of course, temporarily waiting with the
matter of' giving notice of the proposed actiQn to
Messrs. Vinson and Russell in order to have as
much guidance as possible on the right course of
action which is to result. It ts a matter of
delicate balance to determine how long we dare
wait before giving that notice..
The letters finally were' sent on February 4, enclosing the draft DOD
directive. It was formally promulgated, along with the announcement of
Roy Johnson's appointment as Director of ARPA, on February 7, 1958.
The appropriation bill's progress was smoother,' but not unaffected
by the turmoil surrounding the authorization.' The House Appropriations
Committee supported the transfer of funds to ARPA in strong terms:[45]
If it is to be successful the Advanced Research
Projects Agency must not be allowed to become just
another layer of paper work in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. It must be clothed with
the a'uthority and the control of ftnds necessary
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to conceive, coordinate, and implement research
and development of essential progr-ams of advanced
science. If this is done, it cculd assist in
large measure in bringing order and efficiency
out of the chaos which has characterized efforts
in this area in the past.
But in recognition of the Armed Services Committee's views, the Appropriations Committee wrote into the bill that the appropriations should
be made to ARPA, "as authorized by law," i.e., contingent upon passage
of an'autherization act.[46]
When the bill reached the Senate, the Senate Appropriations Committee removed the "as authorized by law" clause'on the advice of the Comptroller-General who said that without the clause the act of Congress
appropriating the money would suffice both to recognize and approve the
existence of ARPA. The Senate Committee also decided to delete all reference to ARPA, and simply appropriated the money to the Secretary, or his
designee, to use as he saw fit. The Committee felt that too little study
had been given to what the Agency would be and hence preferred neither to
endorse nor to reject it.[471 The Senate passed the bill and the House
concurred.
The authorization act (see Figure 11-1) also addressed the issue of
contracting authority and indicated that the Secretary or his designee
could contract "through one or more of the military departments." OSD
chose to ignore this language, feeling that the Secretary clearly had
the authority to contract directly.
The defenders of Secretarial prerogative had scored an important
victory. The Secretary had succeeded in establishing ARPA as an operating
agency in CSD by internal directive and endowed it with the right to
contract. On the other hand, ARPA was nowhere mentioned in legislaticn.
Some of the Agency's leadership were subsequently to feel threatened by
this lack of explicit legal sanction and to fret about the absence of
authority to acquire facilities, fearful that without such sanction it
would be disadvantaged in disputes with the Services and in a weak posi-.
tion to argue for adequate budgets. The ebullient Roy Johnson did not
share those, qualms.
ARPA is Created
The final versicn of the ARPA Directive (see Figure I1-2) varied
little from the November 29 draft. Words were added to underscore the
fact that ARPA was only to work on individual prcje.ts or categories of
work designated by the Secretary, and ever since his testimony to the
House Appropriations Committee on January 8 he had been saying that it
was not his .tention ordina:ily to have ARPA take over the R&D of

..weapons systems that fell cl-arly within Service missions.

ARPA was
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Figure II-!
AUTHORIZATION FOR ARPA
(Tak-n from Public Law 85-325 of February 12, 1958, " Act to authorize
the Secretary of the Air Force to establish and develop certain installations for the national security, and to confer authority on the Secretary of Defense, and for other purposes.")

Sec. 7. The Secretary of Defense or his designee
is authorized to engage in such advanced projects
essential to the Defense Department's responsib-lities
in the field of basic and applied research and levelopment which pertain to weapons systems and military
requirements as the Secretary of Defense may determine
after consideration with the Joint Chiefs of Staff;
and for a period of one year from the effective date
of this Act, the Secretary of Defense or his designee
is further authorized to engage in such advanced space
projects as may be designated by the President.
Nothing in this provision of law shall preclude
the Secretary of Defense from assigning to the military departments the duty of.-engaging in research and
development of weapons systems necessary to fulfill
the combatant functions assigned by law to such military departments.
The Secretary or his designee is authorized to perform assigned research and development projects: by
contract with private business entities, educational
or research institutions, or other agencies of the
Government, through one or more of t;Ae military departments, or by utilizing employees and consultants of the
Department of Defense.
The Secretary of Defense shall assign any weapons
systems developed to such military department or departments for production and operational control as
he may determine.

Figure 11-2
TEXT OF DOD DLMZCTr- 17-.•BER 5105.15, F•RUAFY 7, 1958
(EstablishIng AU.A)

I.

PUPSE,

The purposeof this directive is to provide within the Dea--trent of
Defense an agency for the direction ar.1 perfcr--ance of cert.,'in advanced research and devecpren: projects.

II.

1PC-"SPO,.=~7ZD
A.

L•g

Establishnent:•

In accordance with the orovisions of the :atooral Security A21t
of 1947, as a-ended, ý.nd Peor•---nization
'laN
o. ra of 1.53, there is
established in the Office of the Secreta-j of Defense the De0artzent
of Defense .A'ranced Researc-h Prcects .ýency. 2,e* Agenc- ",'ill be .-.ier
the direction of the Director of Advinced Research P-ojezts.

B.

Rerncnsibidit.-:

ThE Agency shall be responsible for"zhe direction or perf*.)rance
of such advanced ;rojecz-, in the fie-'
of research and levelcrnen.
az the Secreta.-y of Defense shill,' fr'- tine to tise, desi-r.:tt by
in•ividual project cr by categ,,ry.
C.

Authority
Sub ect to the direztion 'and ccntrol of the Director:
1. The Agency is
to
-u.crizeI
direst.2;h
research developr.ent ;roez--z beinc perfc.-ed within the 2erart-ent

of Defense as the Zecretary of Defense may designate.
2.' 'he A.?tncy iz a.uthorized to arrw.se for the perfcr7..an-c
of research .ind
by other 7ences of
Government, inc-udn. the rili
ar, depart-entc, a: may be
necessa•r- to acco--lish it.-=Lzsion in relation to ;:rcfect-

assigned.
3.
The Agency is
-aithorized to' enter into ccnt--ctc 3-nl
areements with
..- i'.uatl:, pri-t:e buoines: entitilec,
educational, research or scientif.•- "stitutiona inc"lu!•r..:
federal or state institutions.
4.
The Agency is authorize. to a: .ire or conztruct such

research, develornent and tont facilities
-'-.Licent and
a:
may be approved by the Secretar-y of Defense, in accordanzc
with applicab2.:

statutes.

However, exi.tir.- facilities of

the Department of Defense ahall, be utilized to tae =.-.i.-m
extent practicable.

III.'

E/IAT:
A. The Direc or of lvnnced Research Projects s-hal report to
the Secretary, of Defense.
B.
123e Depart-net of Defense Adva.ced Ptese.rch Projects Agency

shall be prcvided cuch personnel and administrative support as may
be approved by the Secretary of Defense.

C. Other officer: w-4 arencles of the Offtce of the Secretary or
LDefense within their respective areas'of responsibility shall prokvide
support to the Director of the Advanced Recei-rch Projects Agency as
may be necessary, for him to carry out his azs•ined function-.
IV.

EFFFCTIVW DATE
7his directive is effective imediately.

A-

AM
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authorized to enter into contracts, but the Secretary had said in the
Nov•ero"e± 29 R-andall memo that normally he expected ARPA to contract through
The Directive also retained authorization to build or acquire
the Services.
R&D and test facilities, "subject to applicable statutes," ,but s•ecifically
stated that as a matter of policy existing DOD facilities would be used to
No budget references were made. Loftis
the maximum extent practicable.
has said that McElroy was very keen on wanting to use Service funds for
ARPA projects, in rart to establish the principle that a Secretary. could
do so; but the Services made 'it clear in the early months of AP2A's existence that they would not reorder their priorities for funds that had been
apprcpriated to them,[431 ARPA wa. soon totally funded by its own
apprcpriation.
Thus ARPA started life by means of a DOD Directive issued by the
Secretary.on February 4, 1958; a xapplemental Air Force appropriations
.enactedon February 11; and Congressionial authorization in a section
bill
nnacted on February 12. The cart was a
of a military constraction bill
W'ithout Eisenhower's
little
bit before the horse, but ARPA -as in business.
determined support, it is exceedingly doubtful that .Mc•Lroy, or 'any Secretary,
coudld have pulled it off.
McElroy's hopes for the new agency, as he personally explained them
(1) eliminating duplicate space
to Loftis and York, were relatively clear:
,
R• ScD
projects to prevent waste and controlling Service systems ambitions,
the option of having. a vehicle for conducting
and (2) reserving for hself
certain lines of research that the Services were not' interested in doing,
or did not -want done.[491 His mood vis-a-vi. the new ARPA was expa.asive.
While offeri~ng Dr. York the job of ARPA Chief Scientist, for instance, he
said that ARPA was going to take over all the militar-y space work and "it
ous.t. might, possibly, run the national space program." York also parapDhrases the Secretary as saying, on many occasions, 'I want an agency that
-akes sure no important thing remains undone that does not fit somebody's
ARPA's future appeared limitless.
mission.'
ARPA:

OPEING THE DOCRS

ARPA's first two years were absolutely stormy, by any'measure.
The
Agency probably hit its all-time "high" and "low" during this brief period.
But somehow or other its basic course and characteristics for the next
A group of. major program assigndecade were essentially set in 1958-59.
ments was acquired that carried ARPA through the 1960's and a management/
modus operandi was established, some of' which remains in
-administrative
place today. Beset by enemies internally, subjected to critical pressures
externally, and starting from scratch in a novel area of endeavor, ARPA
was a tumultuous and exciting place to be. Consistent with the tirnes., the
Agency was presented with a controversial leader.

-
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Roy W. Johnson
McElroy, as previously noted, arrived in office five days after Sputnik.
In a sense it became "his" problem and his actions suggest that, as the new
boy on the block in Defense, he was determined to make a major contribution
to solving it.
According to Killian, McElroy talked to him and to many
others not only about the ARPA concept, but also about getting somebody to
head it up.[50] The OSD Administrative Officer, J. Robert, Loftis, who was
responsible for taking the initial actions necessary to set up ARPA as a
going concern, recalls that McElroy handled just about every aspect of the
ARPA matter personally, up to the point that he brought Roy jolhnson into
the building and introduced him.[51] At that stage, Johnson took over and
McE•Iroy turned his attention elsewhere.*
Roy Johnson was McElroy's personal selection. The two men had known
each other in business. Like McElroy, johnson was a successful corporate
executive and brand new to government.
He proved to be a truly enigmatic
character.
Nobody knew Johnson when he arrived and nobody really claimed
to know him when he left. He was an intensely private man, very religious,
an amateur artist, and deeply committed to urban beautification and what
later became known popularly as urban renewal. At age 52, he was an utterly
confident, calm, strikingly handsome individual who looked every inch like
a Fortune cover tycoon.
There was a certain rystique about his corporate career (which he did
nothing to dispel).
He was vaguely described as GE's ace troubleshooter
or hatchet man, someone who was sent to hot spots, set up a small unit to
deal with the problem, then phased it and himself completely out of existence once the problem was corrected.
General C. M. Young, Jr. believes
that such experience serves initially as a model for ARPA in Johnson's mind
and that he had every intention of "finishing" the space development Job
and closing out ARPA in about two years time.[523
Philip Graham of the
Washington Post wrote to Deputy Secretary Quarles, praising Johnson in
glowing terms:
"You are a genius to have grabbed him. "[ 531 A protege of
GE President Ralph Cordiner,'it was also suggested that his days were
numbered following the price-fixing scandals that severely tainted the
Cordiner regime in the mid-1950's.
Johnson, however, was never implicated.
He remarked on one occasion that he decided to leave GE because'his super,iors had failed to face-up directly to the price-fixing problem.[54]
*

The general impression we draw from the group of our informants whc vez,
involved in the McElroy p'ýiod is that he was an amiable, but re a.tirelN
weak Oecretary.
Considered to be a "shore-timer,"
'I .. rently he was net
taken too seriously in the Pentagon.
In the ARPA .4..no,
however, he
emerges as a rather decisive, somewhat couragec,.l' decision-maker.
Thir
seems consistent with Charles Murphy's observation that t'_.
Secritazy'..
performance in the immediate post-Sputnik crisis was cf.n:idered "a tour.
de force that established McElroy as one of the star performers in the
Eisenhower Cabinet."
(Charles J. V. Murphy, "The Embattled Mr. McElroy,"

Fortune, April 1959, 149.)

o
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Johnson was also a very wealthy man, leaving a $158,000 job to accept
For tax reasons, he took the ARPA job on condition
an $18,000 post at ARPA.
that he would be permitted to be physically present in Cdnnecticut for a
This meant he usually left Washington on: Friday
minimal number of days.
He frequently used a private plane. The
and returned Monday or Tuesday.
Secretary accorded him a high protocol ranking in the Department., Newcomers
to the IDA and ARPA staff recall a cocktail party at which each was introduced by Roy Jornson to the Secretary and other notables. All this contributed to the mystique as well and there were many rumors that he had
other special privileges, a government aircraft for personal use,. a special
personal relationship with the White House, and even an unders-nanding that
Some thought that the only reason
he reported directly to the President.
the directorship of ARPA was not a statutory position, subject to Presidential nomination and Senate confirtration, was in deference to Johnson's
wish to avoid argument about divestiture of his investments.* This was
not cited in a derogatory vein, but rather in the context of a certain awe
None of these assertions was correct,
towards such a powerful person.
House
connections.
Indeed, as we shall see,
most notably the special White
the White House was to hold Johnson in rather low esteem, if not contempt,
and this situation was to affect him and ARPA greatly.

When he took the job, Johnson said that he planned-to stay 18 months
to two years. He was said to be happiest when "building something," but
In the ARPA case, he left after
lost interest when the job was done.[55]
:Ne had in fact built something, but this was not apparent to
2 mo.nths.
him at the time. He departed a somewhat disillusioned man.
Johnson had been a Vice President of GE since 1948 and had directed
His reputation was built
GE's electronics business for about six years.
on management skill. He had no technical background, which was considered
Killian and his group believed the
a great weakness in the White House.
times called for someone versed in science and technology and the~y were

"much troublea" by his appointment.[561] Hence Johnson started off with one
or two strikes agai st him in that quarter. McElroy, on the other hand,
conceived the probl m primarily in management terms. DOD had failed to
organize and direct its resources properly; hence a hard-hitting business
manager was needed. McElroy simply lacked confidence in the ability of a
research man to tak- charge of organizing and managing a high priority
program.[57] This -. s a view shared by Johnson, who often said with respect
to scientists that 'no one of them can ever run another one."[58] Killian
confirms that "McE loy seemed to feel that Roy Johnson mould bring management talents to thi enterprise that are not normally found'in DOD. 1[59]
*

By letter of Feb r 11.i, 1958, the Secretary laid out the ground rules
under which Johns n was to refrain from transacting business with GE,
to the Deputy Secretary or Secretary. As a practical
namely, by refe
matter, the Deput Director of ARPA handled any such business.
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Johnson was a man of many contrasts and he defies simple pigeonholing;
however, he had one overwhelming attribute: complete frankness, whatever
the consequences.
He simply said what he believed. Virtually all of his
staff --

military,

civil service and IDA -- worshipped him.

One outside

observer confirms that "he had a great sense of relation to and communication with his emplcyees."[60]
It shows through in their comments: "a
fine gentleman," "the best boss I ever worked for," "a real leader," even
"I adored the-hell out of him." Johnson is remembered with genuine affection. One of the first IDA professionals to join the staff sumed up the
Johnson style this way:[61]
He said three things to the staff that endeared
him instantly: (;)we'll hang together or we'll
hang separately, so there will be no barriers in
exchange of information, (2). my doo'r is always
open, no problem is toc trivial, and (3) I know
nothing about science, but I do know management.
Despite being somewhat aloof as an individual', almost everyone recalls
that he did practice an open door policy, encouraged and got a wide variety
of opinions, relied heavily on his staff, consistently shared credit for
successes with them, and continually backed his people. May-.former
ARPA. staffers cite with obvious pride examples of decisions they made, with
Jolhnson's support, despite considerable opposition. They marvelled at a
photographic memory which enabled him to recite technical information,
including all the numbers, without a note -- even though he might not be
able to explain it.
Criticism or "heat" never phased him, if he thought
he was right. The whole tenor of the times was to do anything necessary
to "get that edge" on the Soviets. He was prepared to do that and his'
staff, especially the IDA group filled with exciting ideas, took their cue
accordingly.
By the same token, Johnson aggravated many outsiders. He became quite
controversial because of 'his vigorous arguments with the Services. He took
them on and was not the least bit intimidated by rooms fall o' Generals and
Admirals.
To some extent he surprised and annoyed them because "he didn't
lay down and play dead.' He felt that he had the power of the Secretary of
Defense and he used it against his enemies."[62]
As noted, the outspoken Johnson also soon alienated the Killian group.
Already suspect, as a non-scientist, Johnson became a serious, advocate of
a strong military role in outer' space. Killian, PSAC, the President, and
to some extent Senator Lyndon Johnson, were of a different persuasion.
This earned him the lasting enmity of an influential group that otherwise
could have been a powerful ally. There was, says Killian, "no meeting of
the minds between PSAC and Roy Johnson."[63] But McElroy was nn record
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that Killian had little
to do with defense matters* and Johnson -- if
nothing, at least decisive -- promptly set out to insnre U.S. superiority
This was, under the circumstances, more or less what one would
in space.
expect the first Director of ARPA to consider aa his first obligation.
It was
McElroy had painted the new Agency in very brilliant colors.
to seek out the advanced and unimagined weapons systems of the future,
cut out waste, duplication and delay in space and ABM R&D, and accelerate
the rate of progress by operating, rather than coordinating and papershuffling. The Secretary made his intentions quite clear in requesting a
budget for the Agency:[641
It is
It [ARPA] carries out its own functions.
responsible only to the Secretary of Defense.
I
believe this is the first
time there has been built
up in the Office of the Secretary ... an actual
operating agency.
I would like this committee [House Appropriations] to think with me in terms of this being
really a very promising part of the speeding up
of all important actions in the defense area. We
did not do this lightly at all. We believe that
the projects of the future, which perhaps none of
us except the best dreamers of the future can
visualize will come to operational status much
faster because of the directness of action which
can be taken by this Agency.
Johnson believed that he had personally been given unlimited authority by
the Secretary to produce results.
He really thought that he was supposed
to be the czar of the space program.
He used to liken ARPA to a "fburth
Service" in R&D, an analogy that continually gave the Services fits.[65]
McElroy, however, had used it privately with Johnson and publicly before
Congress in explaining the Agency's status.[ 6 6 ] "We think of that [ARPA]
as simply being a fourth agency for doing research and engineering as the
Army, Navy and Air Force are agencies for doing research and engineering."
The entire rationale for having ARPA was to do something and Johnson was
determined to carry out his mandate.
As one of his associates has said,
speaking of the early months. [67]
We had all the power that it is possible to generate in government -- money, status, everything.
*

McElroy told the House Subcommittee on DOD Appropriations:
"With respect
to Dr. Killian ... I think there was a considerable emount of misunderstanding when the position was announced.
I do not think the President
ever had in mind that Dr. Killian was going to have any active connection
with the Defense Department."
(House Subcommittee on DOD Appropriations,
Supplemental Defense Appropriations for 1958, Hearings, 85th Cong., 2nd
Sess., January b, 1956, 62.)
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We were living down World War II, the Cold War, the
sinister technical competition, etc. Everyone felt
that the scientific world had answers to all the
prcblems, and as a matter of fact, that by obstructing them [the scientists] we had failed to go into
space.
It is very hard to recreate on paper the head; atmosphere that prevailed in the United States generally and in ARPA specifically, but one
small example may be helpful. Washington Junior High School in Toledo took
up a "Moon Money" collection of $224.46 and sent it to the Treasury to be
used in the U.S. space program. Treasury passed the check to ARPA, which
had the money credited to its account. Roy Johnson wrote a letter of
thanks and promised to try and enclose a copy of the school's letter in a
space shot. Such was the outpouring of support for the nation's space
effort.
ARPA Organization
Despite all the lofty talk, when Johnson arrived in the Pentagon on
February 7 he was literally the first professional on board. There was no
organizaticn or staff. He started out with an office, a secretary, McElroy's
hard-earned charter, and the temporary services of the Secretary's Administrative Officer, whom Admiral Clark recalls gave invaluable help to Johnson
in getting ARPA under way. Even then it was not until April that Johnson
was completely disengaged from GE.
The first order of business was staff. Johnson was instructed to
select a military flag officer as his deputy. The Services each nominated
a candidate anad Johnson eventually selected Admiral John E. Clark. He was
just completing a three year assignment as Director of Guided Missiles for
the Chief of Naval Operations and wanted to go to sea. Clark, who was
later to command U.S. naval forces at the Bay of Pigs, recalls accepting
the ARPA assignment with considerable reluctance. But helping to create
ARPA proved to be a rewarding task. "There were no charts and no soundings"
and plenty of excitement.[68]
McElroy had also promised to bring in an outstanding scientist to comthe Agency's leadership.
Splete For awhile Wernher von Braun appeared to
have the job, but to get him it was necessary to take his 10-15 man package
of associates and that was not acceptable.(69] K4llian was keen on Dr.
Herbert York, who had recently joined PSAC on a full time basis from his
position as Director of the Livermore Radiation Labs and he was finally
*selected by McElroy. York has described the selection process:[7O]
[Tihere is no doubt that Killian greatly influenced what was going on and that Killian was interested in having people over there who woul-! be
compatible with the whole scientific structure that
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was being created. And it's no accident, then,
that I went from membership on the President's
Scientific Advisory Committee to be Chief Scientist of ARPA. Now, that's not simply, though,
Killian trying to get one of his people over there.
I was not a long time associate of Killian.... I
was somebody that Killian thought knew what was
necessary, could contribute effectively, and was
available --

I was all of those things.

York was also enthusiastic about space. One of the first things he did as
Chief Scientist was hang a large picture of the moon on his wall next to
an empty picture frame which, he felt, was "soon" to receive the first picture of the backside of the moon.
Clark and York joined ARPA in late March 1958. Clark began to assemble
a small staff of technically-oriented military officers. Wilfrid Mcheil,
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), recruited Lawrence P. Gise
from the AEC to handle the Agency's financial management activity. William
H. Godel, 'a senior member of the OSD Office of Special Operations, moved
in to become Director of an Office of Foreign Developments. He was soon to
take over responsibility for policy and planning activity in the Agency,
later became a Deputy Director of ARPA, and emerged in the'early 1960's as
the protagonist for ARPA's most controversial major project assignment
(AGIILE)•
ARPA was in desperate need of top-flight technical talent. There were
few such people in the Civil Service and the best of then were already enOutsiders were repelled by low salary
gaged on high priority projects.
levels. The "obvious" solution to men like Quarles and Killian was the
They had been instrumental in setting
Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA).
Uip IDA in 1956 to infuse fresh scientific talent into the DOD Weapons System
Evaluation Group (WSEG), which had foundered badly with Civil Service staffing. In a remarkably short time Johnson, and General James McCormick and
Dr.,A. V. Hill of IDA (respectively, President and Vice President of IDA
and both former MIT colleagues of Killian) reached agreement on -aconcept
under which IDA would establish a new AP.A Division to work exclusively on
ARPA problems, with Dr. York serving in a dual capacity as its Director as
well as the Chief Scientist of ARPA. York and the other scientists could
be paid much higher salaries,* recruitment could proceed at once, and hopefully top-flight people would be willing to come in for 1-2 year tours of
duty. Johnson and McCormick had settled thiL matter in principle by February 28 and McElroy formally proposed it to the IDA Board of Trustees on
March l: 711
*

York served as ARPA Chief Scientist on a Without. Compensation (WOC)

basis.
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...
we submit for consideration ... a proposal that
the Institute for Defense Analyses engage the services of Dr. Herbert .York and back him up with a
small group of the best scientific talent available
for the purpose of taking on thiis work in support
of ARPA.
We would also propose that Dr. York serve
as the Chief Scientist for ARPA.

The IDA Board responded favorably on March 15, Dr. York accepted ...
ý.'s
offer effective Sunday, March 16, and the Loftis office commence', immediate negotiation of a contract.[72]
By May 1, 1958 eight IDA staff were at work and nine others were committed to join by June 15.
Virtually all came from indvstry -- Lockheed,
Rhom and Haas, Philco, GE, Union Carbide, Convair, Allied Research Associates, Douglas Aircraft, Aeroneutronics, Raytheon, R.CA, RAND, and two from
Kimball's Aerojet-General.[73]
Three others had been in government positions.
To say that this arrangement was unusual is an understatement.
Johnson even
wrote letters to major corporations requesting permission for IDA to talk
to named individuals in those firms about joining the ARPA Division of IDA;C74]
one new man who was asked to come to work "for the Secretary" did not know
until he arrived in the Pentagon that he was in fact working for IDA.[ 75]
Deputy Secretary Quarles insisted on personally approving every individual.
in the Division that was to be paid over $25,000 by IDA.[761
IDA and ARPA
agreed on an informal ceiling of twenty-five individuals, most of them
employed on a one-year basis under contracts arranged with their employers.
These men sat physically in ARPA and for many months were the ARPA
technical staff. They often attended and/or chaired interdepartmental
meetings as the ARPA representative.
Gradually Civil Service and military
technical counterparts were added to serve as responsible government officials on projects, but the IDA group dominated.
Ostensibly York reported
to the President of IDA, but that was "pure formalism." York in no sense
considered' that he was reporting to IDA; he worked for ARPA.
Despite wellworded denials, IDA in effect became a "hiring hall" for ARPA.[77]
Assembling, such a relatively high-powered group on such short notice-- a matter
of weeks -- testifies to the fact that the feelings of "threat" and urgency
were deeply felt and widely shared around the country.
The IDA arrangement
began to draw criticism, on ground of propriety, almost from the day it
began to function (discussed below), but it served its, purpose well in the
launching of ARPA.

Organizational Structure
ARPA's first
organizational framework was very straight-forward.
The
Director's Office consisted simply of Johnson and the Chief Scientist (York),
a special assistant 'for each of them, the Deputy Director (Admiral Clark)
and three military officers reporting to him. ARPA attracted arid/or the
Services had the presence of mind to assign first
rate officers to the

4
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Agency in 1958-59. Some of them even got into trouble, e.g., Col. Dent Lay
was personally bawled out by the Air Force Chief of Staff, Gen. Lemay, for
failing to look out for the Air Force's interests.[7 8 ]
An office of Program Control and Administration (headed by L. P. Gise)
consisting of seven civilian professionals, was set up to handle budgetary
control and, assignment of funds to Service agents for contracting (through
what became formalized as the "ARPA Order" system), management reporting
systems, and internal ARPA administration. A three-man Office of Foreign
Developments (under WVH. Godel) initially contained the functions of review of foreign scientific developments, liaison with the intelligence community (a matter of some importance because of the reconnaissance satellite
and tracking programs), security review, and liaison with the OSD public
affairs office. This office soon handled anything with an international
flavor, including efforts to fund research contracts in other countries,
negotiating tracking station rights (e.g., in Australia and Spain), and
lining up data exchanges with Canada and other NATO allies.
The largest and most important "division," however, was the Advanced
Research Projects Division of IDA (ARPD/IDA) directed by Dr. York. It's
functions were defined as follows:[79]
Studies, reports and technical assistance in
(a) space science and technology, (b) ballistic
missile defense, and (c) other advanced research
and development as may, be assigned, to include
the following:
1.

Research, analysis and experimentation,
including systems, equipment, components and
facilities.

2.

Systems engineering.

3.

Analysis and evaluation of scientific 'and
technical capabilities for research and
development to achieve military and scientific objectives.-

4.

Interpretation and evaluation of the scientific data derived from tests and experiments.

5.

Development of new programs.-

6.

Surveys and analyses of the effectiveness of
various proposals and systems.

7.

Evaluation of' new equipment in the light of
DOD needs.
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8.

Evaluation and analyses of military problems
to predict the operational behavior of new
material and equipment.

9.

Development of proposed new military opportunities to Lieet changing requirements.

The IDA staff determined the substance of the first group of ARPA projects,
planned those that should be considered for the future, and made the budget
estimates for both. They were relied on to evaluate proposals and were
the dominant voice in contractor selection. The IDA mechanism -- borrowing
technical expertise from industry on 1-2 year assignment, with turnover
to match ARPA program needs -- became a symbol of what ARPA came to hold
as a self-image: urgency, excellence and flexibility.
This organizational structure was in place by May, 1958, and remained
the basic framework for most of the year. As of mid-1958 IDA supplied a
staff of approximately twenty-five scientists and engineers through its
ARPA division, thus dwarfing the other elements of the organization.
The only major organizational .change before December 1958, was the
addition of an internal Contract Advisory Board in October to insure a
more formal government review of research proposals, a problem created
by the' heavy reliance on IDA contract support. Undeniably, "there was a
natural tension between the Pentagon people who in principle had the authority to make decisions and the IDA people with the technical know-how. "[80]
This issue persisted. The Board focussed primarily on structuring the
nascent solid propellants program during its short life, being replaced'
by a more structured revi ew mechanism called the ARPA Program Council in
February 1959.
The first major restructuring of ARPA organization occurred in the
period, between December 1958 and February 1959. First, Johnson created a
Technical Division (later Technical Operations Division, or TOD) explicitly
to reduce IDA influence in policy plarning, budget preparation, contract
selection, and program management, i.e., those "duties ... of a type that
should be performed by career service government employees."[81] TOD was
planned to acquire a ,staff of about fifteen professionals and was simply
added'to the previously' existing organizational structure. ARPD/IDA, however, was henceforth referred to with decreasing frequency as an integral
part of the ARPA organization.
Almost immediately following the decision to create TOD, a further
reorganization took place (January 1959).[82] It elevated L. P, Gise to
the position of Assistant Director for Administration. He 'retained broad
program administration functions; detailed budgetary, scheduling, ARPA
Order preparation, and reporting system activities were put in a re-named
Financial Management and Reports Division, headed by W. W. Bolton. The
second facet of the reorganization was redesignation of W. H. Godel's
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Its original functions of
office as the Policy and Planning Division.
reviewing foreign research developments and maintaining liaison with intelIn addition to these
ligence sources were retained, but deemphasized.
activities, Policy an--' Planning was given b.'ad responsibility for liaison
with other federal agencies on policy matters, review of military requirements related to R&D, development of long-range program goals to guide
fiscal and technical planning, and coordination and development of new
work assignments in cooperation with the Technical Operations Division.
The intent of the reorganization appears to have been to tighten ARPA
managerial control over all aspects of the program. The reorganization
was accompanied by a significant increase in ARPA staff, both Civil Service
and military.
Creation of the Program Council capped this flurry of reorganization
The Council, to be chaired by the Deputy Director, included
activity.
as members the Assistant Director (Administration) and his deputy, the
Chief Scientist, the heads of the three ARPA divisions (other than ARPD),
The function of the Council,
and a representative from OSD General Counsel.
like that of TOD, was to insure tighter governmental control over the
heavily contractor-influenced ARPA program. Its specific tasks were to: [831
1.

Review for the Director and recommend to him a
management position on IDA Technical Evaluations,
and review to include program content and its
relation to cost, policy and operational
considerations.

2.

Review and/or recommend arrangements by which WRPA
projects will be carried out, to include contractor
selection and negotiation where appropriate.

3.

Review and make recommendation on other contract
and procurement matters requiring ARPA decisions.

4. Review Development and Funding Plans for approve-d
projects submitted pursuant to ARPA orders and
make recommendations thereon.
5.

Perform such other functions as may be assigned.

As dry as this recitation of tasks reads, Council members shared ,. sense
D. K. Hess says that the primary, reason for setting it up was
of purpose.
to cope with the incredible flow of competing ideas which wcame in by the
1
] Codel's recollection is similar: "There was this great mass
bushel."[84
of pent-up pressure and all ARPA had to do was the management job of selectIn essence, Roy Johnson [as Director] arbitrated
ing the best of the ideas.
among all the proposals. "[85] The Council was intended to help make the
choices, determine "why we did- something," test the ideas proposed to insure
that no "winner" lost out or that less worthwhile ideas got through, look
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at the pcssible future implications of -iiat ARPA proposed to do, arrange
coordination, consider management approaches, etc. Hess expanded on what
he meant by "future implications:"[86]
There was recognition that projects which we
funded had some profound implications and that
everybody who was alive had to appteciate what
those implications meant for the future.
These remarks illustrate both the concerns of the time, namely, that no
idea be ignored (no matter how hair-brained it might appear) and the
feeling that ARPA staff .had about the serious-nature of their enterprise.
Program Council procedures were to become highly formalized and were repeatedly amended and revised throughout its existence.
The Management Style
Roy Johnson is commonly associated with establishing a set of manage-ment principles for ARPA -- particularly the idea of a very small staff,
contracting through the Services and using existing laboratories rather
than ARPA facilities. The usual impression is that Johnson arrived on
the scene with this model in hand and promptly acted on it.
Actually,
as disclosed in Chapter I, it was McElroy who laid out these basic ARPA
attributes, as early as November 1957. The Services, for example~were
reassured well before Johnson's appointmeht that ARPA would primarily use
their contracting mechanisms and R&D facilities. While it is quite true
that McElroy insisted on ARPA's right to contract directly and to acquire
facilities, this seems to' have been more of a "guard against all possible
contingencies" measui-e and perhaps the result of a feeling that he could not
afford to back down completely in the face of bitter Service opposition to
the idea. The dominant thrust of the McElroy concept, confirmed by the
process of developing the Agency's charter, was clearly away from building
another bureaucratic empire. Undoubtedly Johnson was sympathetic with
this approach, but it 'was also soon clear that he was stuck with it.
ARPA Laboratories. The most frequently cited and most misunderstood
of the management issues pertains to ARPA laboratories. Johnson testified
that when he arrived he was "offered" two laboratories, ABMA (and the von
Braun team) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),* but turned them down
during his first month on the job.[87] The ARPA files even include a draft
DOD Directive for' the transfer of ABMA., proposing that it be called the
Defense Advanced Research Center, and a similar document for JPL.[88J
*

Of all the Service "labs" these would be the most logical for'ARPA to
take over because there was growing realization in the Secretary's
office that the only way to keep the Army from devoting resources to
space work-was to remove these prople and facilities, physically, from
the Army. Strictly, speaking, JPL was a contractor .to the, Army.
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There apparently was lengthy discussion of acquiring the Naval Research
Laboratories as well.[89] Johnson personally visited A-BA and JF•L and
other facilities. His top management adviser, L. P. Gise, argued strongly
against taking them, or creating an _ARPA procurement structure, because
the administrative burden would ultimately drag ARPA down.J90] Loftis was
als~o a strong proponent of farming work out to the Services and taking a
'use it rather than control it' appzroach to the laboratories issues. This,
of course, was a faithful reflection of the notion sketched out in McElroy's
November 6,. 1957 preview of the Special Projects Agency. Gise had considerable experience with the management of AEC's network of field installations and Johnson plr~ced a high value on his judgment. Johnson cited the
"administrative burden" theory publicly whenever asked about the issue and.
the notion of a streamlined, hard-hitting ARPA shunning ownership of laboratories and utilizing the faeilities of others became part of the established
folklore in the Agency. Gise seemed to be most influential in rejecting
ABMA and Johnson reacted so negatively to the Director of JPL, personally,
that there was never any doubt tha~t he would stay clear of it.
There is, however, another side to the story. Apparently when Johnson arrived he had no strong views on the laboratory question, and some of
his advisos argued forcefully in favor of ARPA facilities. In his very
first meeting with Johnson --

the job interview --

Clark urged Johnson to

acquire field facilities. The Admiral felt very strongly that if ARPA were
to succeed it would need such facilities and repts. -'v pressed the point:[91]
I told Roy that
what we have to do,
tion like Redstone,
who protect them.
needed too.

if we're going ...
_ .plish
we'll need a
I..nstallaand we'll be the •i)icy-maktrs
Roy agreed a field agency was

The Clark notion was that ideally AR-PA would be composed of "a small tight
knit group in Washington and a large one in the field, with the former
making policy decisions and protecting the best interests of the latter."
W. H. Godel also favored acquisition of facilities On the theory'that "if
you own real estate, they can't kill you.'"[92] Godel gradually came to
believe that the "farming out" theory of. coritracting wis more of-a burden
than a blessing and clearly preferred to have ARPA own some assets of its
own. He believes that Johnson was never futlly convinced that having labs

was a bad idea.
Admiral Clark states that Johnson actually did decide (some time after
the rejection of ABMA in his first weeks) that it was necessary for ARPA to.
have facilities independent of the Services and discussed the issue with
the Secretary directly:[931
Roy went to McElroy to talk about a number of
things, including laboratories, ad when he came

back it was dead ind never mentioned again.

-Clark is very assertive about this and recalls that he interpreted it at
it signalled to him that AR:PA right be
the time as a significant event.
zn difficulty:
"McEiroy must have stressed that A.RPA ias only a dam, or
a finger in the dike, juot until we got oriented [in spacel."
A secrnd major feature of AP.PA management
The Executive Agent System.
style that was established prior to jolnson's arrival was reliance on Service ccntracting mechanisms and. other adminniztrative services.
The first
Secretarj of Defense, James Forrestal, instit4ted the policy of using
existing military ddepartment services and facilities to the aizum extent
possible in lieu of dunlicating them in his new OffiCe of the Secretary.
By the time APPA was created, this was routine practice i-n CSD.
A variety
of arrangements had been worked out for budgeting, funding, accounting,
audit, reporting, disbursing, personnel, payroL, travel, procurzment,
contracting and contract adninistration, etc. for CSD. As a rule, the
Most of this was
Services were reimbursei for all costs except overhead.
"small potatoes" both as to the sums of money involved and the worklcad

becae C'SD's staff offices had modest dermands.
As OSD's first operating arm ARPA could use these arrangements, but
some of its needs went -,ell beyond them and the scope and magnitude of
A.RPA'S activities were considerably different. The "executive agent" technique was knowni, but ARPA was probably the prime mover in developing its
notential. Under this ccncept, ARPA selected a Service procurement agency
to negotiate and ado-.inister contracts, and often to monitor technical perforrmance on its behalf in accordance with instructions received from ARLA
via an ;3RPA Order. The Service was not responsible for justifying either
the project or its budget, it simply carried out the procurement action
according to law. ARPA was authorized to deal directly with the Service
action agency concerned; that is, it did not have to co..nmunicate via the
regular channeli, from the Secretarr of Defense to the Secretary of the
.-ilitarj
department, from him to the Chief of Staff, and on down. J. Robert
Loftis was busy formaizing this system even before Roy Johnson's arrival.
He "refereed" a number of meetings ("chairing," he said, "is too delicate
a word") with the Services to lay out the ground rules for the levying of
ARPA tasks.[94] He recalls spending a week at the Air Force Ballistic
Missile Commiand ncgotiating and ultimately "dictating" an agreement with
thc Air Force. The Service attitude, of course, was 'give us the money
ani we'll do it.' They fowtxht the notion that ARPA would •,ive direction,
ncnitor progress and evaluate what wa.s done on its own terms.
Arr•nging direct access to thi military field agencies was a major
achievment:[95]
We did establish, with difficulty, the principle
of cutting out the higher echelons at Service
h-adT,1arte-s, both for assigrnments of and reports
about AlPA projects.
It was anathema to the Services for a lower headquarters to deal directly
with the Oecretar-of Defense'zs staff.
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:Tormally,

"channels" were rigorously ollcwed.. But Mc-lroy's ins.ste.ce
on streamlined oneration of the new agency make the' somewhat revolutionar7

idea of having ARPA conlnicate directly with whomever was doing the work
stick. This was a point frequently remarked upon in the aerospace trade
press throughout 1958. While there were many kinks to be ironed out in
l•king this system -work,6 Gise recalls that most of the groundwork had been
laid when he arrived.[9 1
Turning to more general craesticns of
Cther Aspects of Yanagement.
management style, A;]?A did not try deliberately to be a "pioneerirg" agency
on the administrative side, despite all the talk about it being an innovative organization. Its main concern was finding an expeditious way to
"get the job done," given the numerical constraints on ARPA's staff size.
ARPA did not, for instance, attempt to promote new management tednmiques
after the fashion of the Na,-ry's Special Projects Office.[971 Indeed ARPA.
mA-agement staff were decidedly skentical about the value of the latter's
P-TT system or any of the other maragement systems that passed in and out
of vogue in the late 1950's and early 1960's. ARPA also naid no attention
to the heated disputes of a philosophical nature that arose regarding the
conduct of research and development and the "weapons acquisiticn process"
in general, e.g., the in-house arsenal system vs. widespread use of private
contractors; sequential evolution from research through deyelopnment to
vs. the doctrine of "concurrency," which
"eplcjent
test, production and '
tended to telescope these functions under a single authority; and multiple
8
sources of research (decentralization) vs. centralized control of R&D.[9 ]

Conceivably, ARPA could have been in the thick of these debates, but
it was not. General Schriever did use "concurrency" among his many arguments for abolishing ARA, i.e., the Service that is to use the weapons
iystems should be permitted to research and develop it and to carry on R&D,
production, training, logistics and other functions related to it, concurrently; however, it would be difficult to claim that it played a cruciJal
role in the minds of the Pentagon's leadership insofar as ARPA was concerned.
Jchnson described it after he
Mcst ARTA staff considered it fallacious.
left government as a "brute force approach" in which "lack of planning ind..
mista.kes are simply bulldozed unt-er by more manpower and by more money.'[99]
Dr. G. W. Clever., a retired Air Force Colonel who worked for both Schriever
of bznk.. All it meant- was to
and R2PA, also considered con&,urre:1cy "a lot the
thing until you get it."[iCO]
kee- spending a lot of money and rebuilding
ARPA also could easily have been caught up in the centralization vs.
decentrralization debate that so troubled intellectuals such as Carl Kays~n,
James Schlesinger, Charles Hitch, and Roland McKean.[lC1] Most of them
were convinced that multiple approadhes to R&D were superior, therefore
any moves t.oward centralized control were dangerous for scientific progress.
Creation of ARPA appeared to be just such a move; however, while AR]YA was
a "central" agency, it was to diztinguish itself over the long term by
encouraging support of alternative research approaches and ideas that
operationally-oriented agencies- tended to ignore or neglect. Thus ARPA
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was rarely accnised of restricting R&D opportunities by exercising some form
of dictatorial control.*
Although these few words hardly do justice to the endless hours spent
in making the executive agent system work, ARFA's small financial management staff and their Service couxternarts evolved a system by which ARPA
could levy a procurement requirement on a specific Service agency; instruct
it as to the objectives of the work, and the nature of the procurement
approach to be used (sole source, limited bid, competiti --bid); specify
the role ARPA wished to play, if any, in the final selection decision;
determine milestones and r: -orting requirements and the nature of the
technical monitoring of the work that was to be d6ne; and deal with the
myriad details surrounding appropriations citations, the cycle of allocation/obligation/comitment/expenditure of funds, etc. it was an imperfect
system, but it wor- I. There was a premium on "can do" attitudes by the
personnel on both s -!s, in part because so many new problems kept arising
and in part because .t higher levels the roles and missions feuding between
the Services and ARPA was extremely bitter.
There was a great deal of Service worry, initially, that ARPA would
stack the deck vis-a;vis assignment of operating authority over new systems
by means of its choice of Service agent for the R&D phases of the work.
This proved to be less divisive an issue than originally thought because
ARPA =ade some obvious assignments such as navigation to the Navy and
reconnaissance and missile warning satellites to the Air Force; ARPA someti-es succeeded in getting =alti-Service iiolvement in the same project;
and ALPA exited the snace field and important roles and missions decisions
wer# m.ade sooner than anticipated (within two years).
ARPA's Cbjectives
Johnson perceived thhat ARPA's job was to put up satellites. The sTace
program became his principal interest. He paid little attention to ballistic missile defense or to other assignxents received by the Agency. He
did espouse, very early, a general rationale Ior what ARPA would do that
was in many respects an excellent response-to those critics, like Killian.
who had been assailing military R&D for lack of inventiveness and undue
rigidity: 102]
It [ARPAJ is in business to provide for the Department of Defense expedited and forward-looking research programs which in the past have been retarded
by the necessity for a .ormal military requirement.
The fact must be rec..gnized and squarely faced that
if an end require,.nt, be it military or any other,
must be establ" ;hed before we embark on research,
then by def5nititn it is no longer research. It is
our purpose to ac.celerate the national technological
*

Amq

Zome feit ARPA in fact encouraged too many crackpot ideas.

V
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status by sponsoring research without having to
prove an ultimate specific application before we

embark.
In addition, ARPA will place emphasis on those
research and development projects which are of
immediate national interest and importance.
ARPA
is the manager and expediter of these very important projects.
The first ARPA program, which was long on rhetoric and short on specifics,
fit well into this framework.
Although he 4aew nothing about space wLen he arrived, Johnson rapidly
became a leading 'space cadet."* Some of this undoubtedly was absorbed
from the spa(.- enthusiasts in the IDA entourage, several of whom were
clearly wild, c., as York put it, "mad, in a friendly way."[103]
Others
have suggested that he absorbed it in part from enthusiasts in the Service
like von Braun, Navy Captain Robert Truax, Schriever, and Medaris,•. ith
whom he regularly talked. [104]
In any event, Johnson rapidly became the
exponent of an aggressive military space program.
The core of his position is best expressed in a paper written for him
by two members of Yczk's IDA group in July 1958, which he particularly urged
McElroy to read prior to spaci- policy discussions with Killian and Eisenhower,[1C5] and which was frequently reflected in his later communications
to McElroy and Quarles, speeches and policy positions. The paper assumes
rapid acquisition of scientific knowledge about space and a matching expansion of technology leading, inevitably, to latent military applications.
Man, as in the past, would underestimate the potential-rate of growth of
knowledge, technology and applications:[2106]
With the scientific-military aggressiveness the
USSR has already demonstrated, it would be a fatal
mistake to underestimate the military importance
of space operations.
As a nation, we are in deadly
contest, for our survival with Rassia. Thus the
major purposes of space vehicle4 will be shaped by
their military requ!.rements.
Johnzon genuinely came to believe this, as did many others, and the following extracts from the paper provide as succinct a summary of the frame of
reference which infused Roy Johnson's ARPA as one could wish:[107]

*W.

Ak\-N*

H. Godel recalls that Johnson actually tried to prevent ARPA from
becoming identified as a group'of unallcyed "space cadets' and constantly
reminded the staff that 'de don't have printing presses for money.'
(Discussion with W. H. Godel, June 18, 1975.)
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As a matter of comon sense, the United States
cannot permit, from both a military and national
standpoint, the USSR or any other nation to control
space, operate exclusively in space or "take over"
exclusively the moon or any other planet for exploitation beyond those specific areas our current limited visions [sic] can presently define. A strong
military research and development program that will
lead to manned and unmanned space orbiting weapons
systems and space flight vehicles to permit military operations in space can be the key to future
national survival. Important military operations
in space will initially fall into the following
four major areas:
1.

Defensive Missions: where space systems are
used in part or entirely to defend the U.S.
and its holdings against vehicles such as
ICBM's, IRBM's, satellite weapon carriers,
etc.

2.

Offensive Mission: where space systems are
used in part or entirely to carry out the
role of deterrence and strategic weapon
delivery.

3.

Information Missions: where space systems
are used in part or entirely to carry out
surveillance, communications, weather observations and space traffic control.

,

Military Space Bases and Logistics Miss.on:
the utilization of space bases, man-made
platforms, and the moon, to support, supply
and help carry out the military missions in
space as an important part of developing
the required military capability to effectively operate in space.

Important military space vehicles and base support
to carry out 'these four major missions will include
the following:
Global Surveillan':e vehicles
Satellite space defense interceptor vehicles
Strategic orbital weapon delivery vehicles
"24-hour" stationary satellite vehicles
"Man-made" space platforms used for emergency
supply
S(f) Moon base
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

j
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For purposes of this paper, our definition of
Strategic Space Force is the capability to carry
out the four T.< litary missions discussed with the
types of space vehicles and bases mentioned....
In sumary, it is well to keep in mind that man's
vision in totally new areas has been and will prob-:
ably continue to be limited. The Russians are well
down the space road and will continue to uncover
many new and vital facts before us if we do not
change our pace. We cannot continue to follow the
usual "safe", conservative and critical line of
approach which leads to a slow, "safe", and noncontroversial course to progress.
It has been
demonstrated time and time again in the past that
this conservatism and reluctance to engage in
imaginative thought and advanced "state-of-the-art"
change leads only to failure in the appreciation
of useful applications for military-scientific principles and lessens or makes more expensive the pace
of technical development when one tries to "catch-up".
The best recent example of this involved both the
ICBM's control and nuclear warhead.
It was argued
that the ICBM had little
meaning because of guidance
errors and heavy nuclear warhead weights. This subject was still
under debate as recently as 1955.
In a little
less than three years the arguments and
solutions involving both the ICBM guidance and control and its nuclear warhead weight have been resolved. We lost as a nation at least five years
of ICBM research and development background because
of this attitude.
We cannot afford to follow this
approach to future problerns in the space age if we'
are to survive as a free nation.
And who was to deny unequivocally that "estab lishing a strategic space
force may very well be the key to future nation.l -survival"?
Johnson per-iodically spoke of such things as brbiting nuclear weapons
systems, death rays, and the like, although in fairness to him, more often
than not he was using such examples in the context of doing sufficient
research to guard against another Sputnik surprise in spade, not as a flat
Nonetheless Johnson Was a
prediction that they were actually at hand.
missionary for space, a zealot, as-reflected in these remarks in a speech
to the New York State Bar Association on January 30, 1959:[1031
We are, it seems to me, in the early years of
another renaissance.
In creating and encouraging
this renaissance, we are integrating the talents
of government, science,- industry, education,
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religion and law into an endeavor so potentially
magnificent it can only be -upstaged by the goal
it strives to attain.-- a goal that involves not
only a just and lasting peace here on earth, but,
in a deeper sense, the moral extension of man's
dominion in the universe.
Johnson tended to leave the substance of the space program to technical
subordinates.
Establishment of "Natural" Limits on ARPA's Growth
Before discussing the content of the ARPA program, it is importaht to
highlight two forces which were gathering momentum even as Roy Johnson
was opening the Agency's doors and were shortly to alter its future
completely. These were the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E).
Five days before Johnson's appointment was announced, the President
directed Killian to formulate a national space exploration pr6gram and to
The
recommend the appropriate organization, military or civil, for it.
new ARPA Director was informed about this several days after his arrival.[109]
By mid-mohth, the President was discussing the Killian assignment publicly.
Indeed he was in a "race " with Lyndon Johnson because the Senator had'
already decided that 'I'm not going to let the generals get control of outer
The Senate-House Armed Services Committee conferees had added
space.'[(llO1
a sentence to the ARPA authorization bill stating that the Secretary, or
his designee, Was authorized "to engage in such advanced space projects
as may be designated by the President," for a period of one year. The
reason for the limitation was to leave open the questions of the ultimate
Killian says
control of outer space and the organization to exercise it.
have
actually
may
and
proviso
that the White House was agreeable to this
expediency'
'a
temporary
"was
Johnson,
Senator
promoted it.[lll] ARPA, said
-- a means of keeping the momentum alive in our space and missile programs
without foreclosing the futare."[ll21 *The Senator quickly jammed a resolution through the 'Senate establishing a bipartisan committee to determine
.space policy..
On.March 243, 1958 the President formally approved ARPA2s first set of
"advanced space projects," but he conditioned the approval as follows:[113]
I do so with the understanding that when and if a
civilian space agency is created, these projects
will be subject to review to determine which would
be under the cognizance of the Department of Defense and which under the cognizance of the new
agency.
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At his news conference two days later, the President announced that he
would shortly submit legislation "providing for civilian control and
direction of governmental activities incident to civilian spp.ce programs."
He also released PSAC's "Introduction to Oiter. Space" Report, which strongly
endorsed a civilian and "peaceful uses of outer space" approach. On April 2
he forwarded a "Special Message on Space Science and Exploration" and the
NASA bill to Congress and sent a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense and
the Chairman of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA)
directing them to determine which DOD space programs, including those he
had just assigned the week before, should be transferred to the new agency.[l1L.]
Thus even before Roy Johnson had settled into his-post as ARPA Director on
a full time basis, part of his original inheritance was a matter of debate.
Among other things, this complicated Johnson and York's staff recruitment
problem because they could not flatly guararty that ARPA would be the space
agency.
In addition to his interest in a civilian space agency, President
Eisenhower referred to a major study of defense organization in his State
of the Union Message. It materialized on April 3, 1958 in the form'of a
major message and legislation for additional organizational reform. The
Killian themes pla~yed a dominant role and the President's language was very
strong: separate air, sea and land warfare was "gone fore'-er;" modern
science and technology had rendered classical military organization obsolete;
the Secretary of Defense required clear and direct authority and funding
flexibility, especially for new weapons development; and Service rivalries
were going to be stopped cold:[115]
Confronted by such urgent needs, we cannot allow
differing service viewpoints to determine the chasracter of our defenses --

either as to operational

planning and control, or as to the development, production and use of newer weapons.
To sanction
administrative confusion and inter-service debate
is, in these times, to'court disaster.' I cannot
overemphasize my conviction that our country's
security requirements must, not be subordinated to
outmoded or single-service concepts of war.
The President argued that the Secretary of Defense was hamstrung by excessive statutory restraints because of well-meant attempts to protect the
traditions and prerogatives of the' Services,, but at a cost to the nation of
"imnaired civilian authority and [denying] ourselves a fully effective
defense..'.. We must free ourselves of emotional attachments to service
systems of an era that is no more." The conspicuous rivalries for weapons,
funds and publicity were to be ended.
This 'sort ofargument had been used 'in the course of decid.ng to establish ARPA. This time, nowever, Eisenhower, went well beyond that concept,
with strong urging from Killian, to create' the position of Director of
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Defense Research and Engineering. The President did say that the Secretary needed authority to centralize R&D projects "under his direct control
in organizations that may be outside the military departments," an apparent
confirmation of ARPA., although most R&D work would continue inside the
Services.Ill6] To give the Secretary the means to control DOD R&D, the
DDR&E was recommended, ranking at a level below the Service Secretaries but
higher than Assistant Secretaries of Defense and the Director of ,LRPA. His
duties were to include supervision of all research and engineering activities in DOD, "including those of the Advanced Research Projects Agency."
The President anticipated plenty, of political beat on this recommendation,
but was determined to get his way. The Defense Reorganization proposals
were vintage Eisenhower; indeed, he went to the unusual extreme of personally drafting the reorganization bill, almost word for word.[1171
ARPA opened its doors, then, with an urgent top priority mission but
also in the midst of continuing debate over the creation of two new organizations that conceivably could threaten or supercede it.
By the late
summer of 1958 both NASA and DDR&E had been enacted into law. IASA, based
on the NACA organization, had to be dealt with immediately. The search
for a man to serve as the DDR&E took about six months, so the nill impact
of that event was deferred until, early 1959.

--
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Chapter III
TH

"SPACE" AGENCY:

1958-1959

ARPA received five important program assignments in the Johnson
era: outer space, ballistic missile defense, solid propellent chemistry,
materials science, and nuclear test detection. Each had. a direct White
House connection and the space, BMD and nuclear test detection projects
were later to be called "Presidential issues." With the exception of a
critical addition to the BMD program in 1961; Project AG=IE., which more
or less insinuated itself into the White House the same year,, and a
couple of highly specialized tasks (e.g.., improving the safety of the
Presidential automobile following the Kennedy assassination), ARPA was
never again to receive or engage in other White House or Pr_ sidential
issue assignments.
The outer space and ballistic missile defense assignments had been
approved by the President about two weeks before ARP•A was established.
At the National Security Council meeting on January 22, 1958 he accepted
a series of recommendations from McElroy and Killian. azcording highest
national priority to certain projects from research ard development
through operational readiness. Among them was ballistic missile defense,
the IGY scientific satellites (Vanguard and Explorer), and such satellite programs other than Vanguard and Explorer that the Secretary of
Defenze determined to have "key political, scientific, psychological or
military impacts."[1]
Me solid propellant chemistry assignment was
virtually on ARPA's doorstep, generated by PSAC, when the Agency opened
its doors. There was already PSAC momentum at that time behind what
proved to be the materials sciences task. Nuclear test detection became a dominant White House concern later in 1958-1959 and the Ft-D
aspects of that problem were brought to ARPA toward the. end of Johnson's
tenure.
THE SPACE PROGRAM
Assignments, were the easy part; establishing a program was something else. Just at Johnson had no fixed blueprint for organization, he
had none for a program. In fact, "he didn't have the faintest idea how
to start a program."[2] But he did have a flair for motivating people.
Accordingly he turned to his staff and said, in effect, "You people are
the experts -_ you tell me and I'll
do it."[31 It was a tall order because, as Admiral Clark observed, "we were all barely educated from a
technical point of view."( ] They worked endless hours.

--

-

-

.
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The ARPA Budget
Johnson, Clark and York had barely been on' the job for a month,
ftll time, when they were required to present a program and a budget
for FY 1959. A rather remarkable "program" was produced and the magic
number of $500 million was literally pulled out of the air for a startup budget. Johnson and York performed brilliantly on the Hill. Newspapers and even the hostile Aviation Week applauded the Agency and reported that Congress and the Services were impressed:[5]
Johnson's testimony and that of the ARPA leaders
drew considerable praise from the House Defense
Appropriations Subcommittee members.
They voiced
the conviction that as presently conceived, ARPA
would maintain and make use of the broad base of
independent investigations taking place in U.S.
laboratories and would expedite the incorporation
of new ideas into weapon systems policy.
Figure III-1 shows the Agency's first formal program categorization.
ARPA s first few months of operation coincided with the last months
of FY 1958. The Agency drew $10 million via supplemental appropriation
and about $40 million from the Secretary's Emergency Fund for that period.
The FY 1959 request of $520 million rolled through the Congress unscathed. Then the Agency's serious forward planning and budgeting began,
pursued mostly by military officers assigned to Godel's office. The
first comprehensive budget total, based almost exclusively on estimates
elicited from the IDA technical staff on the basis of the minimum amounts
they felt they could get by with was $2.5 billion.(6] Johnson considered
that figure about twice as high as he was prepared to go forward with, so
Cols. Sturges and .Young in Godel's office produced a $1.5 billion version.
Analysis of the various estimates showed that each technJcal project
officer had built in a full complement of back-up launch vehicles'as a
hedge against :pvogram disruption. Deletion of excess back-up boosters
accounted for most of the $1 billion reduction. Young believes that
Johnson iheld some tentative discussions of the $1.5 billion figure at
his levea,, e.g., with York and perhaps with.the Secretary, and then
decided t,,at $1 billion was the most that ARPA could hope to get. Another
round of a,:aIysIs produced a $1.003 billion program figure. One large
ARPA Plan spresd sheet printed in July 1959 shows a $646.1 million FY 1960
estimate, $1.C69 billion in FY 1961 and a gradual rise to $1.859 billion
in FY 1966.(7] !. second version moved from $587.6 million in FY 1960, to
$712 million in tY 1961 and gradually on up to $1.071 billion in FY 1964
(where it stopped).[8] The Agency's actual'FY 1960 proposal to the
.Secretary was $738.2. ARPA never came close to reaching any of these
figures.
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Figure III-1

Advanced Research Projects Agency,
Fiscal Year 1959 Program
(In Millions)

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Missile Defense Against ICBM
Military Reconnaissance Satellites
Military Developments For and Applications
of Space Technology
3.1 lan in Space
3.2 Special Engines
3.3 Special Components for Space Systems
3.4 Project ARGUS
3.5 Satellite Tracking and Monitoring
Systems
3.6 Sa-cellite Communications Relay,
Meteorological Reporting,
Navigational Aid Systems
3.7 Bomb-Powered Rocket
3.8 Solid Propellents
Other Advancel Research [the Scientific
Satellite Programs ]
4.1 ABMA/JPL Program
4.2 AFBvD Program
4.3 NOTS Program
4.4 Follow,-Or. Program
Executive Direction*,

$157.4
152.0
138.2

72.0

.4
$520.0

Source:

House Subcommittee on DOD Appropriations., Department of
Defense Appropriations, for 1959, Hearings.
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Johnson did not make a public issue of funds for ARTA,* as he did
with his belief in r; distinct military role in space, but he definitely
believed that a space program (whoever conducted it) could not be
achieved "on the cheap." He told Lyndon Johnson's Zpecial Committee
in May 1958 that it was his personal opinion a comprehensive space program would have to grow to 'the level of $1-2 bi.l.lion per year and perhaps more. (9] York also assumed that a sensible ter-i.\rar program of
space science and exploration would have to average roughly $1 billion
annually.(lO] Johnson formally suggested the necessity of a one billion
d61ar ARPA budget to the Secretary in the summer of 1959:[[11]
I believe the project effort reflected in
the 1961 B request ($712 million) represents an
absolute minimum. To have a pr6gram reflecting
the policy statements of the OCB and the 'NSC pertaining to U.S. space effort, as well as to meet
the military service operational date' requirements, would require a budget more nearly of the
magnitude of one billion dollars for 1961.
If DOD were to seek the lunar capabilities supported by the Services,
it would be necessary to build up to an additional $1 billion per year
by 1964.(12] By the time Johnson testified as a private citizen in the
spring of 1960 he had become convinced that achieving a maneuverable,
recoverable' space vehicle capability and a fully effective defense
against missiles would consume the entire military budget.
These figures were troublesome in DOD and anathema in the White
For instance, Killian and BOB tried to lay a.ceiling of
House and OýM.
$300 million on the total FY 1959 space budget for both ARPA and NASA,
exclusive of reconnaissance satellite funding. Johnson opposed any
ceiling but agr-ed to have York and Hugh Dryden of NASA try to dovelop
a list of priority projects totalling $300 million. He reported the
results to Quarles as follows:f13)
Yesterday afternoon Dr. York and.Dr. Dryden, after
two sessions, advised me that the minimum space
budget they could recommend was $400 million and
At the very end of his tenure he did "go public"1 with a demand for
more funds for the Saturn IB booster prolect, but that was independent
On one occasion,
of whether ARPA or some other agency managed it.
perhaps this one, Johnson was reprimanded by the President for letting
it be known on the Hill that he ,rished there was more money for
military space programs. Of the White House reprimand, said L. P.
It didn't bother him,
Giie, "I know he got a big kick out of it.
obviously." (Discussion with Gise, April 7, 1975.)

_
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thlat it was not practical to attempt a priority
listing. They further stated that this budget
would not, in their opinion, put us on the road
to overtaking the Soviets in the space race.
This position was presented last night by them
at a special meeting of Dr. Killian's Space
Committee.
He may also have taken some comfort in an OMB calculation of a total proposed FY 1960 budget for ARPA, NASA and others equal to $1.061 billion,
which was discussed by Killian, Quarles, Glennan, York and others on
November 13, 1958.[141 He probably did not like thcir decision to make
a tentative cut of almost $200 million, most of which was to be absorbed
by ARPA, and he certainly did not like the final result of that process.
ARPA's $738.2 FY 1960 request (t543.5 million for space) was trimmed to
$480 million ($330 million for space).
The Secretary appealed to the
President for that sum and came away with $455 million ($307 million for
space). Johnson, kciowing that his programs would of necessity grow and
induce new budget demands, could readily see the inconsistency of attempting to manage and exr.and them in the face of a declining*future
budget. His FY 1961 claim for •ver $700 million also failed miserably.
Admiral Clark and others say that Johnson was deeply disturbed by these
events. They seemed completely at odds with the charter he had been
given and raised doubts in his mind regarding the Agency's future.
Figure II-2 provides a budget summar-y for the ARPA programs
du•iung Roy Johnson's tenrre.
ARPA Space Planning
ARPA budgets were, of course, tied to programs and plans fo~r future
programs. The ARPA planning documents of the period are somewhat
striking. In a matter of weeks virtually every plausible outer space
program idea had been identified and as time wore on these were sorted
into priorities. It appears that it was more difficult to decide what
should be civiliai or militazy or civil-miIItary than to determine, technically what could be done. Virtually all of what emerged in the NASA
program of the 1960's was on paper in ARPA by the.summer and fall of
1958, as well as a decided interest in space platforms and recoverable
space vehicles. The ARPA vision of the future was based on the maneuverable, recoverable vehiclea concept, which presupposed development of
a super-thrust vehicle and teaching man hor: to function in space.
ARPA planning also involved attempts to bring the Services into
the process. Special committees and panels were set up to think about
military uses and "requirements" on a multi-Service basis. Individual
staff contacts throughout the military departments were constantly
pursued. In addition to obvious contacts with Service R&D units it was
necessary to try and educate the operationally oriented elements who
controlled the Services to the substantive promis'. and limits of space
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Figure 111-2

Program Budget History During The Johnson Period

($ millions)

FY 2958

FY 1959

FYia6

455

10(l)
83(2)

520(3)
466

276(4)

Space/Satellites
I..afllistic Missile Defeni

1.6

290
157(7)

307(8)
128

Other Advanced Researci ,o)

8.2

Appropriations Request
Actual Budget

43

Comitments to Agents

55

520

Requests By Program: (5)

Propellants

-

Other
Administration

.2

72
-Ji

4.(O)
2

.

Transfer from "Contingencies, Department of Defense," February, 1958.
2 Aiount ;et!,gnated by ARPA as "available for commitment" in the February-

June, 19)"' period through various transfer and adjustments.
3 Included a negative "unobligated balance" of $40 million to cover pre-

FT 1959

FY 1959 approoriation -its
activities and adjust accounts.
later adjusted to $400 million, taking into account transfers to :'SA
and Services.
Low comnitment figure reflects transfers of military space progrsns to
Services in FY 1960.
5 FY 1958 figures do not reflect funds available through several trazsfers and adjustments.
6 Primarily "non-military space technology.-

7

Includes $57 million for ,IKE-ZEUS,

transferred to Army.

8 Approximately $200 million transferred to Services.
9 Previouslyf unded through space/satellite category.
10 Approximately $17 million transferred to Materials and $8 million
to VELA in FY 1966 from otter accounts.

Note- On this and subsequent budget tables, funding levels for
specific programs are indicated by requests rather than "actuals."

ARPA's program offices are not necessarily binding budget categories,
hence there is considerable room for adjustment, reprogrTaming and
allocation of budget cuts following final appropriations to the Agerx.y
as a whole (though Congress occasionally specific cuts in, or ellU,-

nation of, a particular program). Estimates of what was "actually"
ipent in a given year in a given office are frequently adjusted In
absiquent years, a problem complicated by disposition of unobligated

fund..
effort,

Program reqVests generally approximate the actual level of
expended.

Whe ,* tht-re is

an iportant

exception,

ts provided in the textual description of the program.

explanatioM

-*

Fichard J. Eu

,

.Z's
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technology, and the costs involved.
Full-scale briefings on. the major
satellite programs were presented to the JCS, sometimes on a twice
weekly basis.
Senior IDA technical staff usually prepared and delivered
these presentations.
ARPA also worked hard to overcome Service suspicions
•orne of their resentment of ARPA'. creation and M-Elroy's characterization
of it as a "fourth Service" for P&D.
Jealous of each other and decidedly
uncertain about APPA, the Services presented a formidable challenge.
It
was sr•hausting endeavor, in part because Service roles and mission animor.ities werc so intense throughout the period.
Despite its image as an unrestrainted promotional agent for outer
space, ARPA's role vis-a-viz the Services were frequently that of the
nay-sayer.
The Services produced "requirements" for a comprehensive
range of earth-orbiting systems, lunar systems and interplanetary or
"trans-lunar" systems. [15] ARPA refused to consider the interplanetary
category.
It professed willingness to consider some conceptual study
of the lunar regime (but did not), and rejected initiation of lunar
The 'emphasis was to be placed on
projects before the 1967-70 period.
earth-orbiting systems.
A comprehensive list of the Service requirements
and relevant ARPA projects (actual and planned) is shown in Figure 111-3.
While ARPA sought to justify the space program and space budgets on alleged
military requirements and ope;'ational target dates whenever possible, it
spent more time trying to control Service desires than in fomenting them.
(1) spaceThe hard message ARPA tried to drive home was, in essencu:
based systems are in most cases an alternative to achieving a purpose
that canbe satisfied in other ways, (2) the operaticnal costs of spacebased systems will exceed their research and development budgets by
perhaps a factor of ten, and (3) ARPA will fund and test the feasibility
of space systems concepts, but Service budgets will have to fund complete
development, production and deployment, i.e., space systems will compete
with conventional systems, and, they will not necessarily bring additional

funds. ARPA was acutely aware that so long as it funded the work, one
or more of the Services was likely to manufacture a "requirement" to
-

keep- it alivc.
Rapid introduction of a budding space systerm into a
Ser-ice budget, without the money, was a revealing litmas test of the
validity of any "requirement..'
The only official or published long-range ARPA plan. was produced
in the summer of 1959,
The first version of the plan, prepared for submissi=n by the Secretary to the JCS, apparently "blew the mind" of then
Deputy Secretary Gates.
Tle considered it inappropriate and "unfair to
submit the total problem in its present form," and returned the document
to Roy Johnson with this commentary:[16]
You, yourself, have noted that the overall
costs exceed the amounts likely, to be available, and
it is prcbably, inconc-.ivable that all of the projects
could stand up either technically or mi0itarily.

-•
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Figure 111-3
COR.RtATION CH,-RT
ARPA Supporting Projects
by Short Title

Army, Naxvy, Air Force Operational
Requirements
I.

Strategic Surveillance (A)
Combat Surveillance (A)
Signal Intelligence (A)
ECM Reconnaissance (N1)
Recon/Surveillance Sat. Sys.
Reconnaissance System (AF)

)
SAMOS
(N)

)
)

Low'Altitude Space Defense Sys. (A)
High Altitude Space Defense Sys. (A)
Anti Satellite System (N)
Satellite Defense System (AF)
"
Target Satellite (AF)

)
)
)

DEFeDMER

III.

Survey and Geodesy (A, N, AF)

)

MAPPING and GEODESY

iv.

Countermeasures Sat. Sys.

)

SOMIUM

V.

Earth-Orbitinfl Military Logistics
Base (A, AF)
Space Based Surveillam.ce Sys. (A, N, AF)

)
)

SUZANO

VI.

Earth to Earth Orbit Transportation
System (A)
Earth Satellite Offensive Weapon

)

II.

(A, N, AF)

)

System (AF)

Sea Based Manned Maneuverable Int4erceptor Space Craft Weapons Sys. (N)
Space Patrol Vehicle (A)
Space to Earth Weapons Sys. (A)
Advanced Strategic Space Weapon Sys. (AF))
Manned Maneuverable Def. 'uter Space
Vehicles (AF)
VII.

communications Satellite sys.
(High/tow) (AF))
Communications Satellite Relay Sys. (A)
Communications Satellite Sys. (AF)

,VIII. Navigational Satellite Sys. (N)
Unmanned Navigation Sat. (AF)

/V

MRS. V.

)
)
)
)

)

N

).RASIT
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Figure 111-3 (Continued)

ARPA Suprcrting Projects
by Efhort Title

Army, Nay Air Force Operational
Requirements
IX.

X.

XI.
XII.

Earth Based Surveillance and
Control System (A, N, AF)
Space Based Surveillance and
Control System (A, N, AF)

)

S

)

Manned, Detection, Warning and
Reconnaissance (A, N, AF)

)

Y-DAS

Long Range ProI gr'an for Space
Technology (A, N, AF)
Target Satellites (A, N, AF)

)
)

LONGSIGHT
Spent 'Research and
Development Vehicles

)

Space Platform

N, ks)

)

By NASA

Manned Lunar Outpost/Base (A, AF)
Manned Maintenance and Resupply Outer
Space Vehicle (AF)
Interspace Vehicle (A)
Air/Sea Launch for Satellite Payloads (N)
Limar and Cislunar Requirements (A, AFj

)

XIII.

Military Space Logistic Base (A,

XTV.

Meteorological Satellite Sys.

XV.

Source:

ARPA,

(A,

AF)

)
)

No specific action
by ARPA

),

)

"Long range Plan for Advmnced-Aesearch," July 30, 1959.
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I, therefore, suggest that you define the
request somewhat further, particularly from a
technical, practical poin- of view, after which
we will till
be sending too generous a list
of
requirements for the consideration of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
ARPA did so, producing an "Abridged Plan" which Secretary McFlroy stubeeque-ntly forwarded to the JCS.[17]
Me Joint Chiefs in general supported
the trlan, and lamented the fact that some programs were not funded at
the fastest rate permitted by technolgKýr (the essence of APA.'s "abridgement" of the plan had been to reduce budget estimates by stretching out
program developent periods and consequently lengthening estimated operaticnal readiness dates).[181
A few days after Roy Johnsoz, left ARPA, York, speaking as the DDIR&E,
re'ised to honor a Conreszional request for the ARA long razge plan in
rather bluant terms: [19]
A tentative irng Ra.-. Plan .or AIP.'.G
Research and Dcv~lopment Progr-m ;.ras pretpared
some months ago.
However, this plan 'was never
approved or imple-mented and is currently considered obsolete.
As shocking as the total 'budNget implications of the plan were, the estimates
were conservative.
To dc all the things in spac, that were being talked
about -would take a c .c--itment to spend billions .znnually,. York stated
that DOD i.o longer intr-'->d to plan a discrete military space program;
ia-.her all DOD space e frts
were tc. be inteo ated into other military,
programs.
Frepidential A•;rovn.1
The ARPA space assignments were divided Into'two parts, non-military
and military.
L--e former involved the' on-goi:'g scientific satellite prograz.s, which were subject ro the one year time limit and express projectby-project Presidential approval provisos of the A"'A authorization legislatio ,.
The militar; satellite programs were conci.dered to be quite sep,arrjte.
Roy Johnson explained this differenti.tior. to the Congress early
in I." 5 : 20,
1

interret

the 3 st 'part or that clause in
to ror...
to nonmilitary space proPrMj3 as ha-iing only a tv-pora.
lease .f .1 year.
That has been our understanding.
So far us military
progrTams with rdlitary objectives are coacerned, we
do not think the 1 ye•tr appliez.

liblic Law 85-325
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aDuring its brief period as the directing agency for the scientific satellite
program, ARPA received several explicit project assignmenz.s direct from
The ARPA files contain three of.
President Fisenhower via the Secretary.
them: on March 24, 1958 a series of four 'Explorer satellite launches,
three lunar probes, and the development of a mechanical/ground scanning
system for use with the probes; on june 9, 1958, establishment of a
=iinitrack-dcppler fence to detect and locate satellites passing over the
U.S.; and on J•\ly 19, 1958 the large inflatable satellite.[211
The
President also personally approved Project ARRJS, which involved the
Explorer program and a high altitude nuclear detonation, on May 1, 1958.
Later or he persona.ly approved ARPA conduct of Project SCORE, a DOD
project devised by Godel and Johnson and motivated by prestige considerations.
He personally
The President's interest in ARPA was not pro forma.
directed that only ARPA fands would be used for space projects (the
Secretary was to prohibit the Services from adding funds of their own)
and that they were always to be identified as ARPA projects, =ot Service
projects.
TIis was true for both scientific and military sateilites.
The public affairs kspects of this issue are discussed more fully below.
The Presidexit's tenacity is perhaps best illustrated by an incident
involving ARPA's policy toward :;tudy consracts. A11PA's exclusive right
to conduct wor'. in the fields assigned to it, if literally interpreted,
would mean prohibiting even snall exploratory research studies by the
Services.
ARPDA realized that this was counter productive -- it could not,
be responsibLe for all basic and applied research -- and authorized the
Services in the su-er o- 1958 to let contracts for "exploratory studies
or feasibility investigations" in ARPA project areas without prior ARPA,

review, up to a limit of $50O,oob ($50,000 for solid propellants).[22]
In 1:959, ARPA lowered the general limit to $200,000 ($100,000 for solid
propellarts).[23.
Mhe President )-eard about these exclusions, questioned
them, .qnd apparently felt that it was a violation of his ban on Service
space projects.
Re raised it once through General Goodpaster and again
personally with Secretary McElroy.( 24]. It took two lengthy rebuttals,
supplemented by direct conversations between York and Kistiakowsky, to
convince the President that such flexibility was desirable and to assure
him that suffici~nt controls existed to prevent the Services from generating
full-fledged programs out of such studies.
ARPA's staff were intensely aware of the President's interest and
this feeling of closeness'permeated the Agency's small staff and contribut'ed
greatly to its esprit d'corps and sense of mission.
The Scientific Satellites
ARPA's techniral contribution tO the scientific satellite programs -Vanguard, the Explorer series, and the .Army and Air Force lunar probes --
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appears to have been miniimal.* It consisted largely of blessing existing
plan. and working with NACA, NSF, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS),
and the Services to resolve bottlenecks and to put together worthwhile
new project ideas. Initially, r'AS sorted out the priorities among experiments competing for a place in the payloads, NACA and 1F developed
the payloads, and DOD was responsible for integration of the project and
the launching. After Sputnik the compartmentalization of roles was
less precise.
Johnson, for instance, commended the IDA staff for assisting
in the initiation of the lunar probes, a cosmic ray experiment, and inflatable sphere experiments.[25] Godel believes that .n IDA scientist
on the ARPA -taff made an important contribution to solving the problem
of Vanguard blow-ups and an ARPA tazk force did an evaluation of Vanguard
when the Agency inherited that program. We do have evidence that York
and Johnson spearheaded a planning effort in the spring of 1958 designed
to map out a rational continuation of the scientific satellite program.
Lhey solicited both the Services and the concerned civilian agencies
for ideas and began to develop a modus operandi for idgntifying and
coordinating the interest'of all parties, with emphasis on developing
a match between military booster availability and scientific/civilian
payload requirements.
ARPA's vision at this time was broad.
Johnson
and York informed Quarles and Killian in June, for example, that ARPA
was studying (with TACA/NSF/1LAS) the feasibility of both a Mars probe
in the summer oi 1960 and soft lunar, landing vehicles.[26]
ARPA played aLn im-portant role in the major ARGUS experiment in
August 1958 which involved detonation of a 2 kiloton nuclear device
over the South Atlantic in the atmosphere, at about 700 km. altitude, to
determine whether a high energy electron band would form around the earth
and to measure its density.(27] Part of this effort was to insure that
Explorer satellites were in position and equippedto observe the effects
of the experiment.
ARPA succeeded in coordinating the variouc interested
parties in and out of DOD, an achievement that proved to be a forerunner
of the role it was later assigned in the nuclear test detection areaý.
ARPA also argued before a skeptical Deputy Secretary Quarles in
behalf of the NACA/U.S. National Committee for .he IGY proposals to
launch 12 foot and 100 foot inflatable spheres, in part to measure high
altitude air density and in part to gain alleged international politicel
*.

*

Note that in the post-Sputnik furor the U.S. scientific satellite program expanded to include Navy (Vanguard), Axmy (Explorer and lunar
probes), ard Air Force (lunar probes) patrticipation.
Each was ready
with projects "to go" and each used its own boosters and other subsystems, and each had or was planning to have its own tracking system.
The Secretary could easily foresee similar competition for purely
military space projects in the absence of very strong measures at his
level.
,

x\
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dividends.* Since a 100-foot sphere at 500 miles would be 2-1/2 times
brighter than the bri.ghtest star, it was asserted that the U.S. could
recoup some lost pr 4tige by launching such a "star." Mhe Operations
Coordinating Board endorsed the project on these conventional psychological
warfa.ee grounds. quarles succumbed, and requested and received Presidential
approval.[ 8]
Creation of NASA cut short AIRPA's involvement with the sce.entific'
satellite programs. Pursuant to Executive Order 10783,cf October 1, 1958,
ARPA commenced to transfer all of them to NASA. ARPA was .probabwy happy
to see them depart. it had inherited from Holaday the responsibility of
preparing the monthly reports to the President on these progrems and the
news for many months was a sorry string of failures and struggles to
throw up relatively dainty 5-30 lb. objects.[29]

The Military Satellites
ARPA's influence on the military space programs was considerably
greater than it was on the scientific satellite programs. 'Nonetheless it
is virtually impossible to parcel out precise degrees of responsibility
either for successes or failures as between ARPA, its Service agents
and the laboratories, companies and individuals who worked on the projects.
ARPA probably did not "invent" arnything and for the most part. did not
create programs entirely de novo. Virtually all of the satellite programs
had been "thought of" in the sense that papers or studies or actual projects were in existence somenwhere.
The Services seemed to have "requirements" for one of everything, at least on paper, and in many instances
could point to some sort of research work, however preliminary. What
ARPA did do was decide what was to be supported, what did not deserve
support, what might be needed to improve, the quality and viability of
ideas, what was needed to fill gaps in major programs (and between them),
and to serve as a brake on Service and contractor partisans ready to do
almost anything (at any cost) to "fly a bird."
It is ironic that the '4hite House and later York were to associate
ARPA with profligate spendina pnrposacs. -Undoubtedly ARPA looked like a
band of space promoters fxom their vantage point, but from an internal
DOD perspective ARPA did a remarkable job of rejecting wild ideas and/or
supporting others at :.elatively low levels i&til they could be safely
buried. Criticism of the Administration was .'-fe. Everjbody had an
idea. Congressmen were eager to promote such ideas in order to help catch
up with the Soviets. The Services were only too ready to go along. The
Dr. Hugh Dryden, Director of MACA, appealed directly to 'aries in a
letter July 9, 1958 for DOD support of the 100-foot inflatab:- sphere.
Among other things he noted that Killian's space panel had apprm'-.d it
and that John Pierce of Bell Labs had expressed "great interest."
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trade press aimed a steady stream of criticism at the Government for
ineptness and tended to glorify every new weapons system scheme that
came along. ARPA and IDA staff heard all comers and earned a reputation
for both will'ingness to listen and ability to comprehend.
Staff members
recall spending hours daily listening to briefings by contractors and
Service advocates. Written proposals and suggestions arrived continuously.
ARPA also searched for the common threads which linked outer space
research efforts axd sour.ht to prevent expensive and unnecessary duplication., This was most important. with respect to boosters and their upper
stages where there was real danger of competing groups insisting on
unique requirements for ea•ch major payload type. A similar sort of
organizational or management role was discerned and filled by ARPA in
the satellite detection and tracking area.
The ARPA military space program management role quickly separated
into two parts: (1) carrying out c ertain projects that were relatively
near-term, and (2) planning for the future generation of space satellite
projects. The fiJrst focussed on satellite-based reconnaissance, missile
early warning, navigation, weather' observation, and communications.
The second identified and considered man-in-space (MIS), the space platform, maneuverable and recoverable space vehicles, electronic countermeasures satellites, and certain exctic concepts such as propulsion
systems based on controlled nuclear detonations. Spanning both parts
were deveiopment of a family of space vehicles and an integrated national
tracking system.
One could write' volumes on the genesis and evolution of all these
projects. We will merely illustrate by example. It is our clear impression that published materi,%ls on U.S. rocket and, satellite programs definitely. underplay ARPA's role (without reference to whether it was good
or bad), to the point of ignoring it altogether in most instances.
This is probably due ,to the paucity of written material generally available and some carry-over of the tension between the military and civilian'
proponents of space during the period.
Reconnaissance Satellites. Reconnaissance is illustrative' of the
case in which ARPA took over a reasonably well-developed R&D 'program.
The Air Force's Weapons System (WS) ll7L program had roots traceable to
the famous 1946 Project RAND report that concluded earth satellites
were technically feasible.(30) A skeptical militazy funded an intermittent
series of follow-on studies at low levels in the late 19 4 0's and early
1950's in which RAND, and occasion.lly others, argued that such satellites
would be 'useful militarily for reconnaissance purposes, thougiz not for
carrying offensive weapons.
Feasibility studies were authorized in 1951
for critical sub-systems such as television (RCA), attitude control
(North American), and auxilliary power units (Bendix and, Allis Chalmers,
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among others); Early in 1955 the Air F-rce commissioned some design
studies from Lockheed, RCA and Martin Co. and it formally established
the 117L program in October 1956, with Lockheed and MIT as the dominant
hardware development contractors.
RCA, rejected by Air Force, submitted an unsolicited proposal to Wernher von Braun to demonstrate the
feasibility of using television for weather and surveillance purposes.
Von Braun had just been shut out of space by the Quarles decision to
make Vanguard the U.S. IGY program, and ABMA quickly awarded RCA a
feasibility contract (1956) though ýhe justification shifted in emphasis
from RCA's interest in meteorology to Army interest in "target location"
(reconnaissance).
Von Braun planned to launch the satellite with his
Jupiter-C rocket. Early in 1958 ABMA gave RCA a second contract to
develop a full fledged reconnaissance satellite, code-named Janus. A
month after Sputnik the Secretary of Zefense ordered the Air Force to
accelerate the WS-il7L program "at the maximum rate consistent. with
good management." A preliminary opt-rations' plan was preparied in JanuaryFebruiary 1958. At that poiný ARPA stepped in as manager.*
The Air Force was understandably bitter with the Secretary's decision
to remove it from complete authority over the program, especially one
with so much national significance. For a time, ARPA even submitted
quarterly progress reports on it to the President. Many surmised that
Sputnik must have an intelligence fun2tion and the surprise Sputnik event
itself dramatized the need for improving our own intelligence capabilities.
Air Force Secretary Douglas urged McEJroy a few days bef.ire Roy Johnson's
appointment was announced to clarify ARPA's role vis-a-vis 17L.[311
He recommended basically that Air Force continue the projec¢t -u.nder ARPA's
"overall direction." That, in effect, is what happened.
Pespite the show of interest, however, the Air Force program had
not been well-PAnded historically and many senior Air Force officers
were still known to be primarily interested in aircraft, reluctantly beginning to accept missiles, and not particularly enthusiastic about
earth satellites or their military value. Other Services were suspicious
of the Air Force .possibly obtaining a monopoly on the moat advanced
intelligenceL capability and, its information. As we. have seen, Von Braun
already had an'Army competitor underway.
And although WS U17L %as described as an orbiting vehicle capable of collecting and disseminating
intelligence information, the Air Force ,had cranuned into it a multiplicity
of functic:zs: a visual reconnaissAnce mission; an electronic reconnaissance mission to detect, measure and process electronic emiszions in the
electromagnetic spectrum between 50 and 40,000 mc/sec.; an "ICBM attack
alarm"• mission, using infrared equipment to detect and locate missile

*

The official DOD Directive ordering the transfer of al.l military
space projects to ARPA was issued by the Secretary on Februaryl7,
1958.
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launchings to a slant range of 2600 miles; and a "capsule recovery"
mission that envisloned running biomedical experiments with small primates, i.e., a nasczent man-in-space program.[32]
In addition, the
program had to deal with propulsion, auxilliary power, guidance and
control, co~m•mications, and data processing subsystems.
In short,
11TL looked like a completely comprehensive space program in miniature.
ARPA eventually decided that these missions did not necessarily have
equal priority or equal degrees of technical complexity, and that they
co,'.ld be more efficiently programmed, budgeter4 aid pursued, if separated
into discrete projects.
Accordingly, WS 11TL was reorganized into SENTRY,
for primary reconnaissance missions; MIDAS, to deal with ballistic missile
detection; and DISCOVERER, which was described as a technology and techniques-oriented program to experiment with generic problems of satellite
llpmch, orbital injection, stabilization and attitude control in orbit,
capsule recovery, e.,c. that would affect satellite operations in general.
Though heatedly denied at the time, DISCOVERER also had some immediate
intelligence missions attempting to take advantage of capabilities
available then. This was one of the earliest examples of ARPA's close
involvement with the intelligence community in areas of very advanced
and sophisticated technology.
The names WS ll7L and SE1fTY were later
changed to SAMS because of State Department fears about their military
connotations.
In fact for much of 1958 the Air Force and its contractors
were expressly forbidden to make any references to Weapons System 117L,
reconnaissance satellites, SENTRY, or even 'the launching of very large
satellites. '*
There were a variety of 'reasons behind the State Department's position: the desire to minimize the appearance that the U.S.
accepted, or had joined in, a "space race," especially after the giant
Sputnik III was orbited;. delicate international negotiations with the
Sov--"t; and uncertain•t•y..
q.estions off sovereignUty hat might bv
raised by any use of space for alleged warlike purposes.
ARPA4 s role vis-a-vis SANDS, MIDAS and DISCOVERER was complex and
varied. On the one hand it had to cope with the 'desires of Air Force
R&D people to charge ahead with work "to put up a bird," whatever the
cost. On the other hand ARPA had to persuade a sometimes skeptical DOD
front office and an always skeptical BOB (frequentl3y joined by Killian)
that large sums were needed.
Johnson spoke to Schriever, for instance,
about the "often-expressed cor.-iction among certain high Defense Department and Bureau, of the Budget officials that WS-ll7L is becoming excessively
expensive."[33]
ARPA sought to identify intractable technical problems;
ARPA specifically directed that Lockheed cacel a big publicity campaign
based on its WS 11Th. participation.
(Memorandum for the Secretary of
the Air Force from Roy W. Johnson, "Classification of Information on
WS-llTL, May 19, 1958.)
Mhis message was hand delivered to insure
receipt.
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resist tendencies to sacrifice a superior zapability 12 months off in
order to achieve rn inferior capability in 5 months, with a tremendous
Taste in resources; and insure that scientific and technical quality
were not ignored in the pell mell rush to "do something." It appears,
for instance, that ARPA played a major, if somewhat unpopuilar role, in
identifying serious scientific blind.spots in the missile early warning
satellite program, particularly with -..espect to the plysics of infrared technology. When Air Force sought to bal•loon th.e FY 1)59 budget for
WiS 117L from $152 million to $220 million, ARPA. negotiated a wompromise
$185 million program with the Air Fcrce and then argued forcefully for
that figutre with higher authority. Quarles consistently questioned the
ability of complex technical programs to absorb massive infusions of
funds, even for high priority programs like SAMDS. ARPA played an
especially important role in fleshing out the content of the SAMOS,
MIDAS and DISCOVERER prcgrams because simultaneously with the researcl"
work,policy-makers at various levels were evolving their thinking abrut
the purposes and uses of these entirely new devices (still not flown),
and the technical work in turn had to reflect those emerging desireL.
Hence ARPA engaged the Services, Killian, Quarles, the Director of- "A
and others in a continuing balancing act in which the decision-mcalke."z
were being educated and making decisions at almost the same time.
Weather Satellites. ARPA played a mo,ý - direct role than in SPMOS in
creating the Tactical Cloud Cover Satellite program later known as TIROS.
The 19,6 Rand "earthship" Ptudy had included a suggestioa by L.T. Ridenour
for a weather satellite.[34] S. M. Greenfield and W. W. Kellogg prcoduced
a very influential paper for RAND in 1.951 that examined closely the
feasibility of uging satellites to malke systematic cloud cover observations. RCA contributed -Lri this study and, as noted above, also participated in 1~e early stages of what wis to become WS-117L. Kellogg, Fred
Singer and several others pursued the weather satellite idea and some
elementary cloud cover experiments were included in the Vanguard program.
It wa left for ARPA, however, to plan a specific weather R&D
satellite rogTam. Dr. Roger S. Warner of the ARPD/IDA staff was
attracted o the high quality ABMA/RCA Janus technology, which had
been inher ted by ARPA along with all other Service space projects,
for this p
se. The first ARPA budget drafts, prepared by York, included con tnued "laboratory development of RCA recon system" as a line
item, with he specific notation that a decision to fly it would have to
be studied. 352 This line item was retained in subsequent revisions;
however, it became clear that WS-]J7L, ..ot Janus, would form the core of
the reconna ssance satellite program. Warner recommended reorienting
Janus into
weather satllite
and ARPA proceeded to d. so.' Dr. Richard
Chapman had debcribed this event in terms which illustrate beautifully
both the, le el of inter-Service tension which made creation of-an ARPA
almost Ine table and the serendipitous outcome of the particular way•.in
which this ervice feud was controlled:[36]
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The change in mission and the intensity of
inter-service rivalry now led to the astonishing
requirement that the Huntsville-RCA group degrade
the camera resolution of the new, more sophisticated
Janus optical system so that the Air Force would be
satisfied that Janus was not in fact a "disguised"
Army reconnaissance satellite. But the degrading
could not be carried below the level of resolution
required to serve meteorological observation purposes. The result was that Janus could carry"&
simpler, lighter optical system, improving its overall reliability. In addition to its television
cameras, the revised Janus would carry infrared (IR)
sensors to measure water vapor, cloud top temperatures
(or, .in clear areas, surface temperatures), reflected
radiation, &id radiation emanating directly from the
eartb. Spin rockets had to be added to provide a
constant spin rate of ten to twelve revolutions per
minute (rpm) to maintain satellite stability so
that television pictures would not be smearced.
The net technical effect of the constraints imposed by the political compromi.se* ultimately was a satellite that performed remarkably from its
very first launch. That c-=mpromise, of course, merely established some
rather challenging technical goals. Reaching t-em was another matter.
The record suggests that ARFA accomplished this task in model fashion.
The ARPA project officer, Warner, had worked for Vannevar Bush in OSRD
and has shown exceptional skill there in getting scientists and engineers
of diverse backgrounds, temperaments and disciplines to work together.
In ARPA he proceeded to set up an Ad Hoc Committee on Meteorology chaired
by RAMD's highly regarded W. W. Kellogg, with a menbership drawn from all
potential future users and others vho had something to contribute. ONR,
AFBMD, ABMA, RCA, NACA, the Weather Bureau, and the Army Signal Corps
B&D Laboratory were among them. Ostensibly an advisory group, the committee
in fact became intimately involved in developing solutions to a wide range
of problems presented by the challenge of designing the first weather
satellite -- launch vehicles, instrumentation, sensors, even management
and contract issues. "Warner's style permitted the committee members to
that time Von Braun and ABMA were h&.ppy to accept the compromi.se-because the weather satellite mission looked like the only one that
aight be left to the Army. By the fall of 1958, ARPA decided to switch
from the Army Jupiter to the TSAAF Thor to launch the weather satell-ite
and changed from ABMA to Air Force Ballistic Missile Division as
executive agent. The consequences were minimal because Von B.-aun's
group was then headed for NASA.

*"At
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feel a full sense of participation in the cloud cover program without
detracting from his own responsibility as program manager."[37]
To
defuse incipient Service rivalries Warner went to great lengths in
specifying that ARPA's objective was to test the feasilibity of getting
useful weather data, not the design of an operational piece of hardware.
RCA's contract called for only one successf.ul launch, orbit and experimental use of a research satellite. Warner also did a masterful job of
identifying and bringing in competence from all three Services to work
on the pr..ject. For instance, ABMA and later AFBMD were responsible
for launch' facilities and vehicles; NFRL was a technical monitor for the
whole program and for data handling specifically; Air Force Cambridge
Research Center was respon. "ble for the IR equipment and its date. output; and the Army Signal Corps I& Laboratory monitored the saýtellite
vehicle (sensors, power, data storage, and transmission).
The program was a spectacular success. Although it was transfeizred
to NASA (April 1959), the ARPA-planned TTROS I went into orbit and immediately produced usable pictures.
In over two months of activity TIROS I
produced 23,000 pictures of the earth and its cloud cover, 40 per cent of
which could be used.
Thus the R&D satellite was almost operational and
subsequent improvements evolved it iato a highly reliable system.
The
TIROS experience was to be a forerunner if ARPA's subsequent success
with the VitA nuclear test detection re..arch satellites.
The ingredients of success, from the ARPA viewpoint, stand out
clearly: 'a very high quality project officer (Warner); attraction of
recognized outside expertise (e.g., Kellogg), with latitude to have influence; knowledge of the whereabouts of the best ideas, people and
organizations in industry and DOD (the RCA Janus group, etc.); devising
and organizational setting that solicits and uses contributions, rapidly
identifies critical problem areas, and makes necessary decisions or interventions when they are needed; delegation of detailed technical and.
administrative action and monitorship to subordinate groups in the field;
and concentration on scientific and technical goals, i.e., on the
feasibility of concepts. and techniques, rather than the myriad details
of "operationalizing" a full blown "system" for use by troops in the
field. The fact, in this illustration, that the research product virtually
approximated a practical, operational capability was frostizig on the cake.
The weather satellite expericnce is an excellent iUlustration of
what McElroy and Johnson had in mind with 'their vision of a small, high
quality, technically competent, management-oriented organization that
could mobilize talents in and out of Defense to test the feasibility of
attractive, advanced scientific and technical ideas or concepts without
reference to vho might use them or the precise condicions under which
they would be used.

_________

i
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Most ARPA Directors tend to think of the ideal ARPA in these terms
and can recount similar examples. All are aware that ARPA's performance
often did not match the model, and that ARPA does not have an exclusive
patent on R&D success stories. One cannot say categorically that "only"
ARPA can attract good people as staff, or as advisors or consultants,
etc.* It is not even clear that'its batting average is measurably
better than others, such as the Services, although there is some consensus
that AUPA has, historically, tended co excel in mobilizing large numbers
of first class, scientific people in situations where such mobilization is
significant. York, for instance, takes the position that the key to
success stories like the TIOS example inevitably is the quallty of the
individual project officer, not his organization, On that criterion
ARPA may have an advantage in that OSD level agencies and staffs tend to
have better chances at recruiting such individuals due to the more
generous allocation of supergrade positions and their obvious bureaucratic placement "closer to the throne."
Other Satellite Programs. Length limitations preclude serious discussion of the navigation and communications' satellite programs and the
tracking program. The navigation satellite (Transit) was immediately
recognized as a tremendous boon to all-weather navigation, especially
valuiable to Polaris-type systems, and it was moved ahead rapidly.
Communications oecame a tangled subject, for a time a bureaucratic and
political nightmare bec-ause the Services (esepc.ally Air Force and Army)
competed bitterly for a place in the sun. At one time ARPA had four
communications satell.1.te projets -on the books, collectively known as
NOTUS.. Included under that heading were COU)IER and STEER-TACIKLE-DECREE,
the latter threesome usually called ADVENT. ARPA, perhaps unduly influenced by the Service in-fighting, supported the need for interim
capabilities, such as a delayed repeater satellite, Vaile working toward

SIn his case study of the weather satellite program under ARPA and NASA,
Chapman rates ARPA s leadership skill considerably higher. He notes
that NASA's advisory committee, called JMSAC, "was run differently
from the former ARPA coordiziating committee. NASA retained chairman .
snip, and as timwe vent on, some participants wryly observed "iat NASA
tried to evoke formal committee support when it suited NASA, yet generaljr
permitted little sense of real participation.. NASA's proprietary handling of JMSAC L.creasingl'y, limited participation in the NDMUS-TIROS
Sprograms by the po'rential "'user" agencies, DO and the Weather Bureau.
The way the committee was run, and NASA's reliance on it as alsst
the
sole means of exchange of information, led to increasing irritations"
(Chapman, 2p. cit.,i'25). There are plenty of cases in ARPA's history
•here similar criticisms could .be mads, i.e., where it failed to match
* the model..
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a longer term 24-hour instantaneous capability. The former really was
not needed and the latter emerged in plenty of time -- but that is Monday
morning quarterbacking. Many ARPA staff consider ARPA to have been
the'dominant force in identifying the importance of the 24-hour satellite
and insuring that resources were applied to it rapidly.
ARPA's role in satellite detection and tracking, involved stitching
together an elementary net from partial Service capabilities, preventing
the competitors from developing duplicate coverages, integrating the
findings from all sources and insuring proper distribution to all users,
supporting development of the technically 'best approach to a long-te:=n
national system and cutting off those that had no long-term future.
The Agency did an excellent job with this technical task, as well as
with the policy issues inherent in the subject matter, i.e., dealing
with a function and a system that had "civilian scientific," military
and intelligence components.
Launch Vehicles
ARPA made a number of very important decisions relating to the expensive question of launch vehicles for the satellite payloads. It
quickly realized that the proliferation of basic boosters and competing
designs for the second, third and sometimes fourth stages that they required was becoming a significant drain on both money and manpower.
ARPA therefore poured great effort into devising a basic family of
vehicles and vehicle combinations designed to meet the majority of'
plausible payload missions. Among others, Admiral Clark and General
Betts (who was then in the Office of the Special Assistant for Guided
Missiles) recall this as one of ARPA's most significant achievements.
It made for good economics, and because bhe family would undergo more
flight testing, for a given cost, vehicle reliability would be increased.
This sort of thinking was ex:lained succinctly by Roy Jchnsor. to General
Schriever in a letter npting that ARPA might administer -work on an upper
stage for the Atlas booster 'differently than it was handling-the rest of
the Sentry projects:(.38i
ARPA has initiated work on an advanced upper
stage for ArLAS, intended both fur later reconnaissance payloads and for other ARPA programs.
This development will not be managed as part of,
the SENTRY program but will be closely cocrdinated
with it to insure compatibility with SENTY requirements. It is my opinion that the economy of
developing this stage for multiple uses outweighs
the simplicity of management. that would result if
each system were allogwed to develop its own complete
inventory of components.
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ARPA selected the Agena and Centaur upper stages, in particular,
as being the most desirable for mating with Thor and Atlas boosters,
and put its money behind them. Centaur was also foreseen in combination
with future superbhrust boosters. The 'Cenitaur selection was especially
controversial because it was based on an as yet untried liquid hydrogen
technology; but ARPA's judgmen; was later vindicated by the vehicle's
superior performance.* One of ARPA's objectives in moving ahead with
Centaur was to give launch pad tec.-nicians experience with that technology. [39] The Atlas-Centaur would have the capability to put satellites
into 24-hour orbit and lift heavier payloads into other orbit patterns.
Centaur was to be the first restartable engine in space and was designed
to supply a specific impulse 35 per cent greater than that in conventional
rockets. It represented the pracJical optimization of the weight-lifting
potential of ICBM's. York reluctantly transferred Centaur to NASA in
1959. Recognizing its importance to DOD, he insisted on assurances that
NASA would pur'sue the program avidly.
ARPA also decided in its early weeks that a super-thrust booster
(1.0-1.5 milJ.ion pounds) was mandatory for the space needs of the. future.
Its role in choosing and supporting a candidate is discussed in more
detail below.
While not a part of ARPA's recommended vehicle family, the Agency
commenced support in its earliest days of a very "advanced" propuision
concept code-name Project ORION. In essence, it was proposed to send
large payloads (1000 tons) through space by means of a nuclear-bomb'
propelled rocket. Low-yield nuclear devices would be triggered at scheduled
intervals and the energy from the explosions was' to propel the rocke-:.. It
was estimated that about 500 explosions would be needed to accelerate
the vehicle to orbital velocity.[4O] ARPA has, of course, been criticized
for support of such a bizarre idea and the incident deserves some explanation. The AEC lobbied hard for the space mission. A few weeks
after ARPA was created, the Chairman of the AEC forwarded the ORION idea
to Holaday at DOD, noting that the contractor (General Atomic Division%of
General Dynamics) had been authorized access to nuclear data to work on
it.[41]' Before long the Assistant Secretary. for Research & Engineering,
the Secretary's'Special' Assistant for Atomic Ertrgy i. ARPA and Deputy
Secretary Quarles had agreed to have ARPA support a feasibility study.[421j
Quarles also sought and obtained Xillian's endorsement. ARPA working
papers suggest that there was substantial doubt that the concept would
became a "workhorse" booster, wh;ich was t'o
&
:elied upon
well into the 1970'.s
ARPA's investment in What was very highrisk technology in the late 1950's has been repaid many times and
Centaur is cited by some as the greatest technological success
story of the Johnson period.

*Centaur.
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work, but consistent with its charter to look at advanced ideas it was
prepared to support experimental work with conventional high explosives.
ARPA supported this work at low levels for several years.
It probably
served to pacif>- AEC at a time ;;hen it was in DOD's interest to do so
and it probably also prevented AEC or others from making precipitate
moves to spend vast sums on the idea prematurely. ARPA's handling of
this idea, and a number of others, had the advantage of (1) demonstrating
that an idea was being looked at, professionally, and (2) prevention of
unwarranted, expensive systems development.
A•PA's Space Policy Functions
In addition to initiating space programs ARPA immediately became
the focal point in DOD for a wide range of space "policy" responibilities,
including the public affairs, security (classification, review and release), and the international aspects of the subject.
"Outer space" was
so new, so complicated in appearance and content, and endowed with sufficient
rmystique to make most members of the bureaucracy feei uncomfortable
and inadequate in dealing with it.
At the same time it was the hottest
issue in town, making great demands on time and resources.
Consequently
-ARPA fell heir to a whole host of functions normally carried out by other
organizations.
Public Affairs.
Presideht Eisenhower was determined to prevent
Service competition in space, foreclose Service attempts to use space
as a means of augmenting their budgets, and to make space as "peaceful"
a place as possible. As noted, his scientific satellite assignments to
ARPA were conditioned on the premise 'that only ARPA would supply the
funds and that "the identity of these projects as ARPA projects be ma.n.tined throughout. "[43]
The san.-. public affairs policy was to apply to
military satellite programs at well. Especially at the time of satellite
launch, Eisenhower wanted tight 'ARPA control. Thus ARPA, willy-nilly,
was draw-a into the public relations business. Before long, ARPA 'was
preparing the rather elaborate Public Information Plans that were needed
for each 'launch,' in part because it had the only capability in OSD to
deal with the technical' aspects of the subject, in part because --t was
closest to the sensitive international policy implications that were
involved, and in part because it was the space agency with known,' cl
in the Secretary's office.
These "plans" were first-of-a-kind endeavors
and, required great sensitivity because, it was decessary to cope with
both security and policy questions and to be prepared for a variety of
'contingencies, i.e., to explain successes, partial successes and failv -es.
Handled in Godel's office, Rand V. Araskog did a masterful job,'in perfecting this art. Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs,
Murray Snyder, often complained that ARPA was running an independent public
affairs cpecation o- and indeed it was.*
*

On, ce occasion, Snyder called for a showdown on a space public "ifairs
launch p6o.cy 'issue before Secretary Gates. - L.P. Gise azd L.W. Huff
were 'sumoned by Gates to give the ARPA case. ".Snyder• lost. A11PA had

handled the issue exactly in accordance' with Secretarial instructions.
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Security Affairs.
Mhe security ofl space activities presented another
majcr problem. How secret wa" secret?• How much did we -,,ant the. Soviets
to Know about the technical aspects of successes or fz.2iures? In the
rapid exchange world of science and technology, what tr"'y was classified?
And how was one to deal with the accepted presunption that the greater
the exchange of scien'tific in formation, the greater the likelihood of
progress? Nobody in nornmal security review channels in OSD had a grasp
of the highly technicalsubject matter involved. Conseouehtly ARPA
"was inundated with everj speech, article, paper or piece of testimowny
that dealt with or even mentioned outer space or ballistic missi&
:
defense. Flurtherrmore,. ARPA had a quicker and clearer grasp of the
political and policy considerations that were involved in space and could
briig that kntowledge to bear. The working relationship between ARIPA and
OSD Security Review was good, but the burden on ARPA's small staff was
auite severe. Z7e Policy and Plafning Division handled the procedure,
requiring technical staff to review the scientific content and handling
the policy aspects itself. Part of the job was to tone down strident
Serxvice claims, in accordance writh the wishes of the President and the
Secretary. As flamboyant as Roy Johnson himself could sound, he appeared
cnservative next to Service scenarios of the scace wars of the future.
Forein Affairs. The severe crisis of self-doubt which attended the
Sputnik event wns noted earlier. Space achievement became synonymous
with a nation's power and prestige. It was a period .hen USIA took
public opinicn polls globally to see whether we were liked and respected,
and worried about the results. Space was a cormon topic at National
Security Ccrncil (.,OC) and Operations Coordinating Boardi (CCB)'* meetings.
As a rule, ARPA "staffed" or prepared the Secretary and Deputy Secretary
for agenda items dealing with space in both forums, working witn ISA.
ISA looked to ARTA to handle these issues and the system worked well.
ARPA and the JCS provided the DOD representation at' the OCB Working Oroup'
on Outer Space which struggled for months to draft the first U.S. Policy
on Outer Space, for the National Secuarity Council. These ekercises contained a large quota of silliness -- tremendous Rrguments, for instance,
over whether to state that the United States would seek'to be the leader
in space. BOB, for instance, was always an opponent 'of seeking leadership, becauz-e it

cost money.

Nonetheless they served to cIprifDr where

the Sreatest areas of dispute among governmenrt agencic-s lay v,.A
4to tone
down the more extreme views of all the parties. Providing this service for
*

The now-defu•nct OCB was composed of the Under-Secretaries or equivalents
of Departments and agencies represented. at the M-C ard.kcy offices. in
the Executive Office of the President. Itz purpose was to insure that
the responsible departments in fact executed the decisions reached by
the MC. The Board was supported by a small staff.
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DOD reauired countless hcurs of effort in developing'and coodinqating
a DOD V-Lew on major poli-cy issues -- soliciting comments from the
Services, JCS, ISA, and elsewhere, resolving disputes,directing meetings
internally and attending them externally, and numerous direct contacts
with State, BOB, INASA, Treasury, the Science Adviser's office, etc.
Long after it was clear that "technical" expertise w~s not crucial to
these endeavors and long after the decision to transfer space projects
out of ARPA, the Agency was retained in this space policy role. It
Perfozmed the role well, walking the fine lines between national security,
interi'iational, and science and technolog-j policy with considerable skill,
flnctioning in that no-man's land bet-ween hard line militar-y demands
and the basic White House-State Department urge to define space as
peacefuJl and to that end keep the military involvement in it absolutely

*mi.
nimal.

Specific issues often could generate a great deal of heat.. For instance, there was State Department concern about the use of Riesus monkeys
in space bio-capsules, given the sacred status of these animals in India.
Scientists were alaia-ed that the Air Force's Project West Ford, which
involved orbiting a belt of small metal dipoles or "needles," would be
deleterious to the space enviror..ent. The list could be lengthened, but
the point is that there ;as remarkably little precedent to go on, the
cuestions were sensitive and .the need for resolution usually urgent.
Psycholcgical "nerations. Psy Ops or Psy War became a well-developed
art as the Cold War prrcgressed. Outer space added a new dimension. Countless suggestions were made about how best to show-up the, Russans or
recover some of our lost prestige. The CCB coordinated these activities
and ARPA, representing DOD, was a principal. Some of it looks positively
absurd in retrospect. For instance, a quasi-crackpot letter to YcElroy
in Jiiue 1958 from a citizen in the Bronx proposed that the U.S. secretly
install a space vehicle launch pad in the U.K. so that the British could
launch a satellit-e. thereby surprising the Russians and gaining a Free
World propaganda victory. The author received a reply from OSD (Office
of lublic Services), saying that the idea had merit and had been for-warded to ARPA. ARPA sent the letter to the OCB for consideration.
Amazingly, a serious reply c:'ne back from the OCB staff:[46]
As you ,know, the sugdestion for assistance to
the U.K. in launching a satellite is includqd in.
the cirrent policy paper on outer space now under
dizcussion. I think the suggestion (the crackpot
letter] coulk be worked into any Defen=e proposals
w.'hich might be made after the policy paper is
approved.

This episode conv.rys some of the flavor of the times. Serious'men were
seriouz about what in retrospect can only be regarded as nor.nense.
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ARPA's major entry in the Psy War sweepstakes was Project SCORE.
Conceived by Godel and -warmly embraced by Johnson, on purely psychological
operations grounds, SCORE had a positive though short-lived impact.
SCORE was a scheme to place a stripped down Atlas booster weighing
9,000 lbs. and a 100 lb. communications payload in an elliptical orbit
for a period of about 30 days.
The payload was basically a system for
broadcasting tape recorded messages.
Certain technical objectives consistent with the Atlas development program were alleged, but the main
appeal was in the notion that the U.S. could succeed in putting a "heavy
satellite" in 'orbit .in 1958, thus countering Soviet propaganda victories
based on the Sputnik events and serving as a morale-builder at home.
It was defined as a "high risk" project because the hardware involved
in the prototype development stage.
was still
Quarles obtained Killian's agreement and officially sought Eisenhower's
approval in August 1958.[47]
The President approved it, but under verj
There was to be no pre-launch Oiscussion of the
stringent instructions.
project; if there were any leaks, the wnole project would be cancelled;*
if it failed during or after launch, it would be explained as an ordinary
Atlas missile test launch; and, whatever the outcome, it was to be an
ARPA shot, not a Service shot.[48] The White House was adamant about
hav-.Lig no pre-launch publicity because tae President simply would not
tolerate another space failure.
Z-e project ;as carried out on a highly
classified need-to-know basis.
indeed it w,-,s determined that only 88
people did know about it and Roy Johnlson subsequently gave each a certificate of membership ini Club 88.
As was customazry, ARPA prepared press releases for both a "successful" and an "unsuccessful" launch.
To make the latter cover story
legitimate, it -was necessary to call the launch an Air Force missile test.
Since everyone kned ARPA was not in the missile business, that was the'
only logical way to do it.,
General Goodpaster, the President's aide, was
opposed to that because of-Eis&-ower's instructions prohibiting Service
association with spade shots. The issue was brought to the President for
resolution.
In a meeting with Goodpaster and Godel, the President
readily approved the Air Force cover story for the unsuccessfulJ launch contingency.[49]
Then he asked if'the payload was. C.-or voice wnd what
message was in it. Told that a voice message from Ar.-7 Secretary Bruckcr
was to be broadcast, the President said that he .would like to put something in the satellite. With blast-off only hours away, the President
One ARPA staffer believes that at one time everyone in DOD was told
that SCORE had been cancelled, then a few key people were instructed to
continue working on it in strictest confidence.
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recorded a Christmaz message on tape which was hand-carried to Cape
Canaveral. By then the payload was locked and the missile set for
launch. Debate over whether to re-open it was intense because the
project manager felt that if he went back out on the pad, the project's
cover would be des'royed, which in turn would mean cancellation. The
only other option --,as to try erasing tae Biucker message after thae payload was in orbit and transmitting the Eisenhower message to the tape
recorder. Godel seiected the latte'r option, backed by Johnson, and it
worked. As SCORE took off there was some momentary belief that it was
going off course and it was actually within one second of being destroyed
by the range safety officer. Orbit was achieved, the erasure/transmission
accomplished, and the President's message was heard around the uorld onDecember 18, 1958.
Technnically, it -was all a stunt. The weight in orbit was mostly the
bcoster carcass, not usable payload. It was said that this weight
matched or exceeded the weight of the large Sputniks, butMagazine
nobody was
could
favorable publicity'-- Life
'e certain. There was some
permitted an exclusive story which appeared January 5, 1959 -- but the
event was quickly forgotten. The press and some Congressmen, notably
Rep. Moss, were highly critical of the pre-launch secrecy policy and
ARA had to take the flak for adhering to the President's policy.
Johnson, for instance, had to deny publicly that instructions had been
issued to cancel the project if it had become public knowledge prior
to launch. Scientists generally scoffed at SCORE. Internally, York
thought it was a bum idea both technically and on public relations
grounds: [L50]
You see I didn't like SCORE, ever. And that
created problems between me and Roy Johnson because
it wv.s a favorite of his and a favorite of Godel's.
And from their point of view I was just the naive
scientist who didn't understa-d the reality of
public relations. From an point of view it was
hollow. Because they're going to say that it's 'the
biggest satellite and somebody, somewhere is going
to say 'luts, it just isn't. It's a big empty shell
with a 100 lb. Cpayload. ]'
The engineers who put the bird in the air undoubtedly got a shot in the.
arm and ARPA, as in the PARUS experiment, once again demonstrated its
ability to organize and direct a special project.
NASA and the Battle for Space Primacy
At exactly the same time that ARPA was attempting to organize itself
de novo;, bring some order to the stumbling scientific satellite program;
define, clarify and direct an imnediate military research program in the
.space and BMD areas; plan a longer term program for the future; and cope
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with the inense problems of integrating "outer space" into the daily
business of gcvernment, it was plunged directly into the highly charged
political battle over the creation of NASA.
The President's desires to make space a "peaceful place" were well
known.
The White House science. policy apparatus strongly supported that
view and tended to equate "peaceful" ;pace research by civilian scientists.
The State Department felt it very desirable, from a foreign policy perspective, to play the same tune. It wanted the U.S. to comroete with the
Soviets, but subtly, and to avoid all public suggestion that the competition was military in purpose. Many others defined the problem in
strictly military threat terms and dismissed the White House-State position
as verbal posturing at best and more likely a cover-up for Eisenhower's
inadequate defense spending.
The aerospace trade press was merciless in
its attacks throughnout 1958-1959.
As the Administration's NASA bill
circulated on the Hill, debate
focussed on two topics of relevance to the ARPA story. The first concerned definition of civilian and military projects.
DOD witnesses
noted that there was a large gray area of projects of interest to both
agencies, but as time progressed it was felt that these would be sorted
out and that for some of them, joint efforts would be iundertaken.
The
second related to a proviso in the Bill's pruposed statement of policy
section:
The Congress further declares that such
activities should be directed by a civilian agency
exercising control over aeronautical and space
research sponsored by the United States, except
insofar as such activities may be peculiar to or
primarily associated with weapons systems or iiilitary
operations, in which case the agency may act in
cooperation with, or on behalf of, the Department'
of Defense.
(Underline added.)
The underlined clause was subject to varying interpretations, the most
controversial being that Defense would be subject de facto to NASA veto
because it would have.to persuade NASA to cooperate or actually undertake.
work for DOD..
Quarles endorsed the bill
and tried to re-main faithful to the Administratiorfs proposal, while holding out' the prospect of some involvement:t511
[W]e believe that there will always be
advanced research projects in this particular
space area, as well as perhaps in other areas.
There will be projects appropriate for
military control and conduct' and these projects
we would expect to continue to be carried on in
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t1: Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Just where the line will be drawn, and
hc r the collaboration between Defense and the
ne,' NASA will be worked out, I think is the
kel question before us at this time.
About the strongest statement Quarles made was to say that the military
should not be excluded from space.
York, speaking as the ARPA Chief Scientist, was somewhat more forthcoming. He hoped that the law would be interpreted so 6Ls to permit ARPA
to do some space research and development and not be restricted to specific
He made the case that on many occasions scientific
hardware systems.
blush,
developments occurred that had no' conceivable military use at first
but proved later to have very important national security implications.
York's conception of ARPA definitely presupposed considerable license to
%ork in space, or anywhere else:[52]
.
•..
[I]t is vital for us in maintaining our
leadership in the technological area to look as
far into the future as we can and grasp at every
new idea o .see if it has significance in the
military sense.
'The primary purpose of the Advanced Research
Projects Agency is to take this long look ahead for
the Department of Defense on an integrated three
service basis and provide a source of ne•, weapons
technology from which'the weapons systems requirements
The areas
of the military services can be satisfied.
-hiere it is most important to apply this service of
ARPA at the moment are that of space technology and,
in certain aspects of the antiballistic missile' field.

York also made it clear that ARPA was proposing'and' urging a manned space
program because it was "easonable to anticipate a future military requireAlthough'he demurred from entering the dis-,
ment for a man in space.[53]
pute over how, legally, to interpret the language in the NASA bill,
Senator Lyndon Johnson extracted' from York the view that no single agency
should control the entire space program and that, if such an agency were
civilian, it would impede military development.[541, However, York
assumed that ARPA and NASA'would cooperate in the future as DOD and NASA
hd in the past.
All the prancing and pussy-footing around this issue ceased when
He blew the lid off with a strongly stated
Roy Johnson took the stand.
defense of the military role in space and a direct fr•ontal attack on the.

White House position:[55]
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I believe a civilian astronautics agency
should be created with its own funds for use in
pursuing its programs. However, military programs
already demand the use of outer space for many uses
for the protection of our country.
The legislation setting up a civilian group should
not be so worded that it may be construed to mean that
the military uses of space are to be limited by a civilian
agency. This could be disastrous. It behooves the writers
of this legislation to state positively this freedom clearly
and without equivocation.
For example,. if the DCD decides 'it to be militarily
desirable to program for putting man into space, it should
not have to justify this activity to this civilian agency.
It was a complete contradiction of Administration policy: asserting an
immediate military requirement for using outer space, assailing the notion
of a dominant civilian space agency, and demanding that DOD have the right
to determine its own space needs and conduct its own programs, independently;
The mar.-in-space example was probably the most 'inflammable one he could
have selected and Johnson made it abundently clear that he 1had already
decided that the military needed manned space missions. The "writers" of
the bill whom he lectured in absentia were, in essence, Killian and
Eisenhower.
In order to rectify the offending language in the bill, Johnson proposed deleting "peculiar to or prima'ily associated with weapons systems'
or military operations" in favor of "in support of or presumed to lead to
the use for national defense of weapons systems," and substituting for
NASA "may" act, the phrase the 'NASA "is authorized to act 'in cooperation
with or on behalf of the Department of Defense, if so requested by the
Department of Defense." The word changes were a mini-declaration of inde.pendence. Johnson felt theft DOD should not be restricted by law from'
pursilng programs critical to the national security, although legally
mandated coordination of military and civilian programs made sense to him.
The case he madewass imple. Progress in science and technology was
cascadirau taking both the Soviet Union and ourselves into an unknown
future L.aught with all manner of weapon- system implications.
The mili-.
tary had to get there and get there first. Civilians could not be counted.
on to do it:[56]
'
My concern ...

is that a military problem is

a fast-moving one, and whether civilian-oriented
people would be alert to the weapons spectrum
possibilities, to the kind of thing that Russia.
might throw at us 'on a surprise basis. That would
be my concern. I think military-trained people are
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most likely to be exploring the science technology
in the terms of weapons, and probably be ahead of
the Russians if we continue'along the lines we a~re row
going. I would be concerned if a civilian agency,
without military background, were to have such a
capacity.
The requirements for m.ilitary investigation and use, of space could be
quiite different, in content 'and in time frame, than thcse of the scienti*E~ts.
To Johnson space for peace was "spc for fun," and hence an incomplete
recognition of the threat posed by the potential use of space by an enemy
or self-denial on our part:[57)

*
*

I think it ha: to be set up with a mili-tary
connotation, -with a full under~standing on th-e part
of the public that this is a threat. This isn't
som±ething we can sweep under the rug by just saying
that it is civilian and ... by saying it is civilian,
we c in then decide 1,: not a threat. I think we have
to realistically face up to a new threat that has
been presented to us.

Accordingly the military had to be free to explore all areas of research,
even- if they could not specify the ulti~mate military benefit. If the
military is supposed to look 5, 10 or 20 years ahead and endeavor to
foreclose tcechnological surprise of a military nature, then it must be
free to pursue Iciowledge without artificial boundaries.
Johnson's opening shot'took place in the House. Lyndon Johnson
explored the issue wit him in greater detail in the Senate. Irtestimony
the Senator developed' the fascinating fact -that the Director of ARPA &nui
his Chief Scientist had not seen the draft MAA bill until. 214 hours before its submission to the Congress and thus bad beeni effectively pre-;
cluded from commentin' on it. "I -stilldo not quite understand," said
the Senator, "how it happened. or why it Aappenel that one holdin your
responsible place ir, the Government was not consulted about thiý particular
legislation. "[581 Roy Johnson wondered'too, and stated flatly 1hat he
did not endorse the bill -is written. It needed changes and he had proposed
corrective language which was then under consideration in the Admnstration.
In pressing.his views in DOD he found that the leadership had pi esumed. a,
simple e~xtension of t~he old NACA relationship and-had. missed the Johnson
interpretation of the bill' s language and intent. Johnson' s fears were
fed in part by observing the heavy inroads he felt that the nascent NASA,
supported by the Killian group and BOB, were making on military interests
while negotiating the division of space projec-ts and responsibilities
between NASA and ARPA, prusuarit to the President's instructions. The
immediate decision to 1hold important disputed areas in the cate ory of
"Joint projects" pending passage. of the bill also supported, his suspicions.-
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Senator Johnson and his Democratic colleagues, and key Republicans such
as Senators Saltonstali and Bridges, fell in line with Johnson's testimony
Eud roundly criticized the Administration. [591 The Adr'inistration's
si.lent end run around Johnson had added a conspiratorial touch to the
whole affair that enhanced the apparent validity of his point of view.
Killian relates that he accepted the idea to elevate NACA to NASA,
as suggested to him, independently, by General James McCormick and Dr.
James Fisk. He was aware of the keen desires of ARPA, the Air Force
and the AEC to get the space mission, but found that PSAC, BOB and
Rockefeller's Advisory Committee on Government Operations supported the
NASA idea. He, Percival Brundage (BOB) and Rockefeller formally recommended HASA -o,Eisenhower and the President directed BOB to draw up
a bill. Killian concedes that the bill was rushed and that debate on.
it deliberately was not sought by the Administration. McElroy, Johnson
and the Air Force all reacted negatively to the language that pertained
to DOD.[601
After muca pulling and hauling, the Space Act was modifi(i to accommodate Johnson's point unambiguously. According to Killian, York tried
to adjudicate among the conflicting DOD and White House views.. He believed,
and argued, that essential military missions should remain in DOD. "He
[Yorkl was very explicit and lucid in stating these positions, and so was
Quarles." [611 Section 102(b) reads:
[A]ctivities peculiar to or primarily associated
with the development of weapons systems, military
operations, or the defen-e of the United States (including the research and development necessary to make
effective provision for the defense of the United States)
shall be the responsibility of, and shall be directed
by, the Department of Defense....
The new ABPA Director had won a smashing personal victory. Depending on
your point of view, his performance was courageous or foolish, perhaps
some of each. Senator Johnson congratulated him on his independence, and
ne responded:[62]
I understand that even though ve are employed within
the Government that when we testify before this committee,
that-we are supposed to tell what we really think and of
course I do not know whether I will have a job when I
leave here today, but I am saying what I think.
He was not fired, but the victory was costly in many respects. Johnson
had incurred the wrath of the White House. He had broken with the Administration and embarrassed it.
He had also compromised the Secretary and
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Deputy Secretary to some extent (though McElroy publicly backed Johnson's
position). Some of the flavor of the strain placed on the McElroy/
Quarles relationship is reflected in an unusually formal memorandum that
Johnson sent to the Secretary after the battle had raged well into the
siwzler. [63]
The General Counsel has advised you that the
Director of the Advanced Research Projects Agency is
very enthusiastic about the space legislation which
establishes what I believe to be a good mechanism for
instituting and monitoring a national space program.
I understand this will be signed by the President
momentarily. The enabling language permitting the
Department of Defense to work very broadly in the
field of space was very desirable. I believe any
doubts that existed with regard to the Departmeit of
Deferse proceeding with the military program outlined in my letteis to you of JUly 2 and July 9 have
been removed. *
Relations with the Killian group, especially, deteriorated. Johnson, and
thenceforth ARPA, were decidedly suspect in that quarter. It was a difficult burden to bear while trying simultaneously to create,. justify, and
obtain DOD and Administration support for an as yet unformulated ARPA
program. Periodic pro-military outbursts by ARPA and IDA personnel
,were reported in the trade press and served to reconfirm ARPA's apparent
Of greater moment, ARPA was stigmatized as untrustintransigence.[641
worthy in the eyes of the science policy-makers at the White'House who,
theoretically, ought to have been developed as its priority clientele
and source of support. ARPA, as an institution, never fully managed to
throw off this unfortunate image.
Within ARPA., mary staff members resented the creation of NASA,.
especially the ARPDifDA group.

Johnson felt compelled to circulate a

strongly worded two page memorandum to, the staff insisting that the
Space Act and NASA be given every support by ARPA and IDA personnel. [65]
He also sent a copy to McElroy and Quarles, presumably to reassure them
that he was "back on the team."`
The Secretary returned his copy with a handwritten note, dated August 3,
1958: "Mr. Roy Johfison: I believe these questions have now been resolved. Am I right?"• * They returned the memorandum to Johnson with tbt: following notations:
Quarles -- "Agree;" McFlroy -- "Good:" Illustrat.ng continuing strains
between NASA and ARPA, nowever, the memorandum was recirculated among
the ARPA staff as a "reminder" on at l1ast one later occasion.
•

041A
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ARPA's Long-Term Space Program Concept.
Aside from the immediate satellite projects and their requirements
for adequate propulsion and tracking support, ARPA moved to develop a
forward look at outer space. The core features of the ARPA vision of
the future were man-in-space, the super thrust booster, space platforms,
ard the maneuverable, recoverable space vehicle (code named MRS-V).
Obviously, these concepts are central elements of thie NASA program up
to the present day. They appear in the earliest APPA documents and were
rapidly developed into a proposed ARPA program by York, the, IDA staff and
the cadre of officers assigned to ARPA.
Man-in-Space (MIS). The prospect of putting a man in space was at
the forefront of ARPA thinking from the minute it began. The earliest
draft of an ARPA budget that we could locate (pre,.ared by York on March 4,
1958) listed an animal flight and recovery program and $5-20 million to
begin unspecified preparations for manned space flight. A formal program
submission to the Secretary two weeks later 'added a specific Army proposal tben' called the Man Very High Program.[66] Intelligence estimates
at the time anticipated a Soviet manned launch by 1960 (Gagarin's 1 hour
and 48 minLute single orbit flight occurred in kipril 1961). The Services
and their contractors each had manned space proposals to offer and the
contractors concocted some of their own. .Roy Johnson noted that the Agency
seriously reviewed 12-15 manned space proposals in the course of preparing
,the FY 1959 budget estimate alone. ARPA's role as the decision-maker was
confirmed by Quarles in responding to an Army attempt to get direct
Secretarial approval for an MIS scheme in August 1958:[67]
Per conversation with Mr. Roy Johnson: ARPA
will be the Defense Agency for such projects, for
tuadertaking them,' for rejecting them, or for re"ferring them .to the National Space Council foi disposition.
The Navy, assisted by Convair, 'Goodyear, Martin, Boeing. and
Marquardt, promoted two man-in-space pr6jects code-named' MER Pnd FLY-:JP.
The Navy coyly noted that. the Buireau ,of Aeronautics had undertaken these_
projects '"as a contribution to an vnuknown national space agency and now'
with the formation of ARPA siggested that they might properly be taken
under its auspiceb for future development."[68] MER involved boosting'
a man into orbit with a large rocket in 'a collapsible pneumatic glider
which would 'be inflated in oibit and flown down to a water landing. It
was rejected because the booster.requirement was excessive and a special
materials develcoment program was needed both for- the glider fabric and
the wing leading edge. FLY-UP proposed usin- a liquid air cycle engine
as a bdoster.* It bad no appeal to ARPA.
*

Navy l.ater-attempted a quite different FLY-UP Satellite project involving use of a F4D aircraft to launch a rocket containing a small 2
lb. satellite,
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The Army was keen on Project ADAM, a scheme to boost a man in a
recoverable capsule via a Redstone on a ballistic trajectory to a height
of 150 miles md a downrange distance of 150 miles. It was argued that
the U.S. would have a space "first;" valuable bio-medical data would
result, e.g., man would be subjected to a ten minute period of weightlessness; and that ADAM would lead to development of a special transport -apability for sabotage, guerrilla, unconventional warfare, and
messenger-type missions; missions which appeared rather far-fetched
on cost-effectiveness grounds, to say the least.[69] Allan Dulles,
then Director of CIA, also was interested in this technique and
agreed to support any DOD effort to get Presidential approva4l for the
project. ARPA rejected the idea because the "space first" achieve-,
ment was moot (the Soviets had already recovered a dog from a vertical
rocket firing at twice the altitude of ADAM and were displaying the
recovery capsule at the Brussels Trade Fair; with that experience plus
higher performance rockets, it was felt they could recover a man
handily); bio-medical information was anticipated from the X-15 progr=m and DISCOVERER; and ARPA was unconvinced about the alleged
"transport" requirement of interest to the Army and Dulles.
The Air Force approach made the most sense to ARPA. In one of
his very first memoranda, Johnson affirmed that the Air Force had "a
recognized long term development responsibility for manned space flight
capability with the primary objective of accomplished satellite flight
as soon as technology permits."[70] As noted, the DISCOVERER program
included some bio-medical capsule recovery experiments, and in May
1958 Air Force proposed its "Man in Space Soonest" project. In essence,
Air Force would send up a man on an ICBM booster fitted with a suitable
upper stage, observe his capacity to function in space, and recover him
in a ballistic reentry initiated by retro-rockets. A beacon and other
devices would be used to locate him and a parachute would be used to
slow down the capsule to'a safe landing speed.. ARPA eventually adopted
a plan based on this concept, envisioning a progression from small
recoverable capsules through medium-sized packages, to man-carrying
vehicles.[71] The ARPA work was directed by S. M. Batdorf of the IDA
staff, who chaired, a specific Man-in-Space Panel. Prior to NASA's
creation, Batdorf's Panel included a NACA member.
Johnson and York identified man-in-space as a matter of great
interest in their first appearance oefore the House DOD Appropriations
'Subcommittee.
It was listed first in the budget under' the category of
"Military Developments Zor and Applications of Space Technology," although both men acknowledged that the pending NASA legislation placed it
in a gray area and that some people felt it should be a. civilian program.
York was very positive about man in spade and ARPA's authority over it

in DOD. He was vague,about 4.s placement as between ARPA and the as 'yet
uncreated NlASA° York testilied that MIS fit Johnson's criterion for an
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ARPA project perfectly, i.e., the whole subject was in a pre-military
requirements status: [72]
And the reason that we carnot see these requirements, or spell their :--)t in detail, I think
is not because they cO not exist, but just because
we are not smart enough, and neither is anyone else,
to see' wh:at they are. So we are proposing and urging
a •anin space programz on the grounds that we think
it is reasonable to believe there will be a military
requirement sometime for man in space, even though we
cannot spell it out, and it is better to undertake
these t~hings, to have a deliberate prograam now than
it is to have a crash program later when the requirement can in detail be spelled out. We have been
caught before on this matter of uaiting too long
before we got going on it.
York surmised that probably the ultimate justification for sending men
into space would be cost effectiveness, i.e., a point would be reached
at which it would be cheaper to send a man lip to repair orbiting
satellites than to launch new ones. As for lunar and planetary exploration, he believed that machines would never be an adequate 'substitute for man. Thus he supported an aggressive and deliberate MIS
program, but not a crash program.
Toward the end of 1958 York prepared a ten year space forecast,
endorsed by Johnson and Clark, for Congressman John W. McCormick, then
Chairman of the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration.
He predicted the safe orbit and return of a manned capsule iithin a few
years (the first U.S. suborbital flight took place in May 1961); a
space vehicle capable of maneuvering in space, rendezvousing with other
satellites, and maneuvering in the atmosphere by 1968 (the first manned
orbital maneuvers and rendezvous commenced in the Gemini program in
1965); and a manned lunar landing ,n 1968 (Anstrong stepped on the
moon July 16, 1969). The only capal ility not yet achieved is the
maneuverable landing. York said t/at: "The space-pilot, on return,
will be able to lana at an airstril on the earth more or less of his

own choosing. Man will be perform ig merous essential tasks in
connection with the various missio s and applications given below,"
including reconnaissance communications, L!ssile early warning, weather
observation, navigation, environme al studies, etc.[73]
Johnson accepted this rational and became an unyielding advocate
of a military manned space flight p gram. The Cesaro-Youngqu~st paper
also contained an esipecially emotional plea for ;tstrong military space
program, with man at the heart of i . Johnson was soon arguing the
case with McElroy and Quarles for mwned strategic orbital delivery
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systems and manned surveillance systems, and suggesting the possibility
even of luture moon bases:[74]
The Department of Defense must have the
capability to freely exploit the military use o!
space and the attendant research and development
associated with vital potential military systems.
The United States must develop a capability to deny
use of space to potential enemies in the event of
war. The United States cannot afford to hrve USSR
exploit the technical and military aspects of space
operations without doing likewise. Man will be an
important element in the development of space based
operations.
The man-in-space program is a building
block on 4hich the future progress of many of these
programs must rest.
A special effort waz made to convince Killian that a legitimate
military man in space requirement, existed. Discussions were held with
him and-. special paper submitted wvith this cover note:J751
1e have considered this problem very carefully,
and feel that the arguments propounded herein are
valid. A decision to authorize the Defense Department to proceed with work leading to these necessary
developments will, we believe, be in the best interest
of economy and national security.
The ARPA paper sent .to Killian with this note asserted that a manned
capability was needed for virtually eve.y conceivable purpose from
reconnaissance and navigation to "counteroffensive bombardment of both
strategic and tactical ;argets." Humans were determined to be infinitely
superior to machines in detecting, analyzing and observing the enemy and
his activities. Manned operations would prove to be more economical
and would nermit satellite repair and maintenance. Men based on platforms coulu. launch satellites from those platforms to extremely high
altitudes without having to accommodate atmospheric traits or elaborate
ground launch facilities. Interception of enemy satellites mould be
facilitated. The Soviets were going to do all these things and so should
we. In addition 'to this litany of alleged "strategic" cor-iderations
a much more practical set of points was made, revolving -.round DOD's
massive investment in rocket production facilities; ground facilities
(ranges, launching, tracking and telemetry, world wide communications,
recovery ship and aircraft, etc.); and the manpower, organizational
and management capabilities of the military departments.
Unstated in the paper. to Killian, but very much in the forefront of
ABPA, thinking, was the question of competence and sense of uraency. Exper-

-•
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ijece with NACA-tye arran-gements had created the stereotype of a btunch
of well-meaning but short-sighted applied scientists interested in hobby
hcrses, but without suf'ficient techunical breadth, imagihation, aareness of practical (military) applications, and above all drive to ever
finish the job. This stereotype deeply troubled Jthlson and his colleagues.
The appeal to Killian was, in Johnson's terms, a failure.

The

"hite House was absolutely couritted to a peaceful uses of outer space
theme.

The President had released the P2SAC repo.rt "Introduction to
Space-" with a strong personal endorseent on March 26, 1958. S2utet
This "space ri-m-er" downplayed the military value of s.ace and spoke of
it almost entirely in terms of advancing our knowledge of scientific
phenomena, the solar system and, the universe, eventuaillyy le%•ing to
helpful paycfffs in fields such as weather forecasting and co=urliCations.
DXD could accept this rationalization, provided it did not stand in the
"Way of military R&D.
The President's "Special Message to the Congress
Relative to Space Science and Exploration" on April 2, 1958 -- the day
affer Joh.son arrived in AIPA on a P'l. time basis -- made it clear,
,however, that the President was in earnest. He inzisted that a civilian
:%gtcy have the dominant role in space. Roy Johnson wi.s just as adamant
that McElroy had set up ARPA precisely because of the various military
implications suggested by the .Russian presence there, but he was powerless to reverse the decision. The "Introduction to Outer Space" also
said that "It would not Le in the national interest to exploit space
science at the cost of weakening our efforts in other scientific endeavor ."[76]
In the Pentagon this was read as "business as usual"
and was taken to mean that the civilian science cadre was naive and
iasensitive to national secturityj consideratiohs. Johason articulated
this
view in a blistering indictment of the scientists:.(77]

-

I suggest that the Congress should not .lindly
accept all of the advice f'rom eminent sdientists.
Many of these competent men of science are not competent to advis.e our country in inatters 'of national
security, policymaking, or general management.
As
an exampe, I believe we lag in the missile and space
fields because of bad advice give•i over the past
dozen years.
As Killian L.M Kistiskowsky tried to sit on the total space prbgram
budget, the military became firmly convinced that the civilians were
massively resistent to the needs of' the tiLxes. A tremendous hostility,
*urelievedby contact, thus built up. Johnson let his bitterness spill
over in testimony before the House Ccomittee on Science and Astronautics
several months after ht tiad returnc• to private life:[781

-

I
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I believe there is one fairly sinister developmpent
"-hich you could help, perhaps, to oveico.e. There
is a widespread, almost emotional movement to declare
space, like Antartica, a peaceful place.
-2is is as
hopeless of be Lig effective as declaring the groand,
the air or the water exclusiively peaceA.ul....
This
id:-• that there is no purpose for a man in space,
that
s enunciated, I think, as a part of th-e
Presidc-nt'; primer 4that there is no reason to have
a man an space, I have disagreed with that statement,
violently disagreed with that statament. Yet that
statement is constpntly be;ng made.
Mhere again,
eminent scientists continue to talk this way, and
I am greatly concerned why they =ust insist on
this. What is wrong with a =an in uniform being
in space?
The scientific elite was willing to have a man-in-space effort, but on
the basis of a long-term scientific research program.
Moon bases,
manned orbital weaporns systems arnd GI astro-mechanics were dismissed
as asurd. No maried military mispion would be authorized.
On the
othL
'-and, it -was undeniable that military capabilities "were needed to
run a:y meeningful program to put a man in space, -,hatever the timetable, for everything from astronauts to the thousands of men needed to
be deployed globally to get ther, back.
Johnson, seeing an exclusive DOD program. rn'.ed.out, lobbied awhile
for ,a separate DOD program and evertually had to settle for a joint one
with TASA as the senior partner. The record shows a variety of attempts
by, ARPA to control or dominate the "Joint" program, but NIASA could al-

ways muster enough support to narrow down' ARPA's involvement. [791

ARPA

hoped to share the budget burden 50/50 but could not get the money.
By August 1959, responsibility for DOD support of Projecc MERCURY had,
been assigned to the Air Force. ARPA's 'exclusion was sealed by a
Memorandum of Understanding, "Program for a Manned Orbital V-.hicle"
which Glennk.n and Johnson signed on January 20, 1959. Zie key clause:
"y8,000,000 of FY 1959 funds wll be cortributed by ARPA in support of
the program and will be made available by appropriation transfer to NASA.
711SA will budget for and fund all subsequent years' costs."
Histories of the U.S. man-in-space program rarely' mention ARPA,
•m.--h less consider that it had anything to d. with its substance.
ARPA

saw it differently: [50]
The planning for this [man in space] was done
in cooperation with the Air Force, the Office of the
Secretary- of Defense and the National Aer'nautics and
Space Administration.
The NASA, as a matter of fact,
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had not beecn, as yet, created by law-but it -was
anticipated that it would be and that the responsibility for this first phase of man-in-space
would probably be either shared with NASA or transferred to it entirely after the Bill was passed.
NASA was requested to designate a delegate to be
a member of the San-in-Space Panel and participate
in

all deliberations.

By this means,

it

was hoped

that should a shift in responsibility occur, the
mixni~mt change of direction would occur.
At an early meeting of the National Aeronautics
and Space Council, it was decided that the responsibility for the first phase of man-in-space would be
a split one, with NNSA in the senior role. Seventyfive percent of the available budget for this project
was given to MASA and twenty-five percent to ARPA.
.In order to simplify the administrative aspects of
the cooperative effort, Mr. Jc.nson and Dr. Glennan
agreed that the ARPA budget for the first phase would
be transferred to NASA, and that a Joint Working
'Co=ittee would be set up to handle the broad planning.
Mhe project was placed under Mr. Robert Gilruth of
NASA.
In the program that finally emerged, ý2he objectives
remained the sane -- namely, to develop a suitable biocapsule to place a man in orbit, in this capsule, and
to observe his capacity to live and function there,
and to recover the man ant package safely. The development plan changed in come respects. Th.- most notable
change was a decision to do all experimentts with a fullsized capsule. First, dummy capsules would be dropped
from helicopters and aircraft to check landing conditions.
Then capsules would be prooected by a rccket at gradually
increasing speeds through gradually inct.asing range__

always effecting recovery until finally orbit was
achieved, together with recovery from orbit.
Emme's histor-y of space flight merely notes that "the NACA proposal for
a ballistic spacecraft for manned orbital flight" was selected by. NASA
as the basis for Project MNUCURY.(81]
It should be stressed that unhappiness over the loss of Man-inSpace did not cause Johnson to oppose or impede NASA. On the contrary,
he wrote Administrator-Designate Glennan a month before NASA began to
operate, that he was troubled about their joint MIS project because the
two budgets, collectively (ARPA - $10 million and NASA - $30 million) were
too small: [821
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My concern over this project is due (1) to a firm
conviction, backed by i"itelligence briefings, that
the Soviet's next spectacular effort in space will
be to orbit a human, and (2) that the amount of $40
million for FY 1959 is woefully inadequate to compete
with the Russian program. As you know our best estimates (based on some 12 - 15 plans) were $100 to $150
million for an optimum FY 1959 program.
I am convinced that the military and psychological
imvact on the United States and its Allies of a successful Soviet man-in-space "first"
program would be far
reaching and of great consequence.
Because of this deep conviction, I feel. that no
time should be lost in launching an aggressive Man-inSpace program and that we should be prepared if the
situation -warrants, to request supplementa! appropriations
of the Congress in January to pursue the program with the
utmost urgency.
After Glennan kicked off Project MERCURY on October 7, 1958, his first
week in office, Johnson proposed that they seek emergency funds from the
Secretary of Defense.
There were two reasons:
(1) Johnson genuinely
wanted a man in space, regardless of who did it, and (2) he also felt
that Sec. 102(b) of the Space Act gave DOD the right to pursue a separate
program, for its purposes.
1ot a devious man, Johnson clearly had manin-space in mind when he had argued for changes in the space bill's
language: [83:1
I think in writing that particular sentence I had in

"mind the kind of program that would involve getting

man into space. I think that it is very necessary
to have complete coordination with all agencies who
are interested in doing this, but I do believe it is
very important to a-lcw the military agencies to
participate and direct' their interest so that in
the event it becomes necessary militarily to have a
man up there, we have paved the groundwork, and there
may be different environment necessary for a man for
that reason than a man who is exploring space just
for fan.
The very last clause in the last sentence ir the quotation is important:
a science-based program, conducted by scientists on a restricted budget
-would not be adequate. -The military point of view was, quite separate
and deserved to be sup-ported.
While NASk took the "capsule recovery"
route, Johnson told Clennan, DOD would follow the boost glide DYNA-SOAR
approach being promoted by the Air Force.
Johnson was also gearing up
to initiatethe SA2'J1X project, which would give DOD the booster capability
for manned missions.

-
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Super Thrust Boosters.* The key to Soviet success with Sputnik was
its giant booster. Needless to say, analysis of booster requirements
was a topic of great interest throughout DOD. As thinking about outer
space crystallized, it became apparent that' a super thrust engine might
be needed, especially for manned space missions. ARPA lobbied for the
assignment and received it on June 23, 1958.[841
[R]esponsibility for advanced research and
development on new super-thrust rocket engines
(including the currently conceived "willion pound
thrust" engine) is assigned to the Director of the
Advanced Research Projects Agency. This assignment
includes feasibility studies, design and prototype
of the engine, consideration and possible development
of new propellants, and consideration of the interrelationship of the engine and the vehicles to be
carried by it.
ARPA was aware of an Air Force'research study effort to design a single
chamber one million pound thrust engine but concluded that it was a long
term project. Feeling that a super thrust capability would be needed
much sooner if the U.S. was to catch up and keep pace with the Soviets,
ARPA began to search for alternatives. This led to conceotualization of
the SATURN project' one of the most controversial in ARPArs history.

--

From the ARPA vantage point, ARPA staff (specifically David A. Young
and 'Richard Canright of IDA) conceived the notion of clustering 7-9
available IRBM-type engines to yield a 1.5 million lb. thrust boo-ter. **
With Johnson's approval, Young approach Von Braun and others at ABMA
about the idea. They were lukewarm initially, apparently for budgetary
rather than technical reasons. 'Von Braun countered with the results of an
*

*

The information in this section is drawn primarily from the testimony
of Rqy W. Johnson before the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, March 30, 1960. Johnson's testimony on that occasion took
the form of a highly detailed chronology of the SATURN project based
on his private notes' and diary. The reader thus sees the super thrust
booster issue through ARPA eyes.
Rocket histories' usually attribute this idea to the Von Braun team
which, at the least, definitely was studying the concept of clustering.
Senior ARPA staff from the 1958 period, such as Clark and Lay, cannot
absolutely confirm that the ARPD/IDA staff literally invented the 7-9
rocket cluster notion, but are inclined to think that they did. Whatever its ancestry', ARPA fought incessantly for' the project.' (Cf.
Wernher fon Braun, "The Redstone, Jupiter and Juno," in Eugene M. Epme
(ed.), the History of Focket Technology (Detroit: Wayne State, 1964)
119 ff.
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ABMA study for a cluster of four engines, but these engines were still in
the development process. He liked the eight-engine cluster idea because
one engine could fail and the booster would still function. Von Braun
accepted the ARPA proposal and ARPA issued ARPA Oxder 14-59 to ABMA on
August 15,.1958 to move ahead with it. The first draft of ARPA's FY 1960
budget request contained $40 million for Saturn and $14 million for its
guidance system.
Johnson saw this booster, soon known as the SATURN IB, as essential
to man-in-space, but most of the paper Justification was based on an
alleged initial military use for placing a heavy (8-10,000 lb.) communications satellite package in a stationary, 22,000 mile or 24-hour orbit,
followed by mention of other "identified military requirements for placing
large payloads in orbit at ine earliest possible date," namely, advanced
reconnaissance systems, satellite control systems, satellite-based BMD
warning and attack systems, space platforms, maneuverable, recoverable
8
space vehicles, and advanced strategic space weapon systems.[ 5] During
part of the SATURN project's lifetime, ARPA staff recall that it was
seriously affected by the President's "peaceful use of outer space"
campaign. Incensed at continual DOD discussion of military man-in-space,
the- indicate that for a time DOD was forbidden even to mention the phrase
"Man-in-space."[86] The trade press insistel that the Administration had
drawn a line at 600 miles, beyond which the military could not go, thereby defining away military justification for projects like the SATURN:
"From 600 miles out, space belongs to NASA and the Russians."[ 8 7] In
any event, the MIS curb meant that the presumed "real" need for SATURN,
putting man in space and on the moon, could not be used. The "24 hour
orbit heavy payload" requirement, while probably generated in good faith
initially, was carried on the books long after it was clear in ARPA
th t it really was not valid. [861 There is even some lingering suspicion
th t this "requirement" for SATURN was fabricated from the beginning.
During this period -- summer and fall of 1958 -- ooth NASA and a
na ional space program were being established. NASA indicated an interest
in acquiring SATJRN. In the course of a key t adget review meeting in
November -- attended by Killian, Quarles, Glennan, Dryden, York, Gise,
anL David Young, but not Johnson -- all money for SATURN was deleted
from the budget and the question of perhaps transferring such responsib: ty to NASA was raised. The transfer idea was opposed by ARPA and,
aci ording to Johnson, was not urged by Glennan on this occasion. No
action was taken. Johnson capaigned hard for restoration of funds
arL his persistence overcame Quarles, who reinstated the money. ARPA
alo urged Schriever to explore the possibility of wedding WS-1l7L paylo s-to SATURN, a marriage that never was consummated.

Nonetheless, Joh,2son was on a downhill slide with SATURN . His case
a years to have had three parts. First, a sincere belief that rapid
achievement of manned space flight depended on a large booster, matched

-
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by a feeling that NASA would take too long to develop one like it.
The
latter feeling probably was intensified when NASA decided to develop
the single chamber super thrust booster concept called NOVA, i.e., the
longer term alternative. Second, a decision, perhaps implicitly arrived
at, to consider the SATURN case as a symbol of the civilian vs. military
uses of outer space dispute. It was customary for Johnson to appeal
directly to Section 102(b) of the National Aeronautics and Space Act,
which authorized a military role in space, in arguing for SA"URN: [89]
It is ARPA's position that this program to
develop a 1.5 million pound clustered booster is
authorized by'the act since it is required to
fulfill early military requirements. Examples
of such requirements are the large, high altitude
communications satellite and the manned reusable
space vehicle.
He wanted to win a clear cut victory for DOD on a major disputed project
in order to make sure that the Sec. 102(b) language had meaning. And third,
a genuine feeling that an immediate super thrust capability was urgently
needed and that the Saturn concept wvs the most economical and practical
way to achieve it.
ARPA argued that compared to the single chamber engine,
SATURN was preferable because: (1) it represented a simple extension of
the state of the art, (2) used reliable and ava...able components, (3)
could be available two or three years ahead of the single chamber model,
and (4) utilized existing competence at ABMA.[90] This argument was
Johnson's best, provided the "urgency" assumption was correct. The comparison of SATUR1N and NOVA had been very carefully done in ARPA. Indeed
the conclusions were shared by Rocketdyne which was wci,4ng on both
rockets. 'Rocketdyne considered that SATURN would be available sooner
and would initially be cheaper, whereas NOVA wuld be a higher performance
vehicle and ultimately more reliable..[91]. In support of his position,
Johnson noted that the Chairman of the DOD-NASA Civilian Military Liaison
Committee (Holaday) had reaffirmed both the original decision to proceed
with SATURN IB and the recommendation of the SATURN, NOVA, DYNA-SOAR/
TITAN Ad Hoc Booster Committee to give SATURN a higher priority than
IU3VA.(92] In brief, SATURN was of "the utmost national importance" to
Johnson because he felt thaT it alone had the potential to meet DOD
and NASA heavy payload requirements in the period 1963-1968 and to
demonstrate a propulsion achievement comparable to the Soviets. He
was not the only believer, and certainly not the most outspoken as
illustrated by the following trade press commentcary':[93]
The date of the transfer of the SATURN program from the Pentagon to NASA may go down in history
as the point when the United States' firmly committed
itself to being a second-class military space power,....
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It also will mark the end of the frustrating
saga of a Pentagon attempt to make the United States
a first-class military space power despite the
hobbling restrictions placed on it by the Administration....
Without question, the acrid smell in Pentagon
corridors these days is caused by the smoke frcm the
burning of the military bridge to the moon and space.
Accordingly, this article concluded, the Soviets would dominate "the moon
and most of cislunar space."
Johnson fought a strong rearguard action throughout 1959. Inside
DOD, York (and others) opposed SATUF.I'IB because he felt that there were
no military requirements* for it and that the single thrust engine would
appear in sufficient time to accommodate the man in space program. PSAC
felt the same way and BOB was always suspicious of military urgency as
a justification. York was, of course, proven by events to be absolutely
correct. As the DDR&E he actually cancelled SATURN IB once, then reinstated it.
Johnson gave this view of York's cancellation decision:[94]The views of Dr.Kistiakowsky, Ralph Clark, and
others that the military communications requirements
of the Defense Department could better be satisfied
by the launching of a substantial series of smaller
24-hour' vehicles' con-,inced Dr. York that SATURN, per
se, wat not required by the Defense Department for
the accommodation of its military requirements.
SATUJRN has been primarily defended since the establishment of NASA as a military vehicle required for the
communications mission.'
Dr. York has never concurred with the proposition
that SATJURN is necessary because he does not believe
space platforms and MMS-V have military applications.

ie Services, encouraged by ARPA and' supported by JCS, manufactured
oodles of "requirements" for space platforms, space patrol air
defense systems and countless other things, all of which "needed"
super boosters, but making them stick in a budget -- the ultimate
t .it of validity -- was a much harder proposition. '(For example,
MK;Orandum for the Acting Secretary of Defense from Col. Edwin ,E.
Black, Military Assistant, "Requirements for Large Boosters,"
Jeanuary 9, 1959.)
It seems fair to say that A.RPA was neither helped
ior hindered by the presence or absence of such "requirements."
*

\

________________________________________

.
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Whatever the merit of the Kistiakowsky-Clark attribution, this is -n
accurate statement of York's position. York's official cancellation
notice to Johnson said that SATURN had no existing military justification,
that any future military requirement could be met by the proposed USAF
Titan-C, and that "by the cancel].%tion the Defense Department will be in
a position to terminate the costly operation being conducted at ABMA."
Johnson said that if York had his facts right about Titan-C, he would
have to support the decision and in turn suggested transferring SATURN
and the Von Braun team' to the Air Force. There was a great hullabaloo
raised about York's transfer decision in the world populated by scientists
and space technology people in the Services, NASA, industry, and elsewhere. Under pressure, York agreed to a 'ful-fledged technical review
of the TITAN C, SATURN and NOVA.* ARPA provided office space for the
reviewers. Presentations were heard from many interested parties including ARPA, NASA, Air Force, and Army. After the review, York reversed
himself and approved SATURN. Ac.ording to Johnson, he did this on the
basis of ARPA testimony. 'Shortly thereafter, however, York negotiated
the transfer of SATURN to NIASA, albeit insisting throughout that there
must be a firm Presidential commitment to fund SATURN. Johnson said
that both he and Deputy Secretary Gates were perplexed by the apparent
conflict between the positions that: (a) there was no military requirement for SATURN, but (b) SATURN must be funded before DOD would let it

go.[95)
Looking back on this matter sixteen years later, York explained his
decision essentially in terms of political feasibility:[96]
I waz always very much in fa.or of what we call
SATURN
today, but then we called it the NOVA.
the
I came to favor a program that would include a bigger
type as the next step, actually a four barrel type
which is very similar, not identical but similar, to
what 'is now the TITAN III.... At the same time I was
in favor of transferring all of the responsibility for
those big rockets to NASA and I was in favor of transferring Von Braun to NASA. Now, I soon came to realize
'that I couldn't achieve all of those, and so I gave up'
on the particular technological detail of having the
TITAN III istead of the SATURN IB because the other
two were ir my mind much more important. I talked
with Wernhei himself about that, and it became evident
at that tima that I might' be able to get any two of
the thiree, but I sure couldn't get 'em all, so I
gave up on the unimportant one."
The SATUmN transfer d ecision, taking it out of ARPA and out of DOD,
was a crushing blow to Johnson. and to many within the Agency. It 'was
York and Dryden were co-chairen of the .review committee..
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ARPA's baby; it seemed so essential to achieving that urgent parity with
the Soviets that ARPA originally had been set up to do and that Johnson
had been told he could count on doing with the highest level support;
and to Roy Johnson it was the key to a military program involving manned
space flight, space platforms and mareuverable, recoverable vehicles.
By denying a military need for SATURN, one automatically denied all the
others. All of Johnson's associates agree that SATURN was a passion
for him: he had approved initiating it, he had kept it alive in the
face of serious budget opposition from BOB and others, he fought for
its retention within DOD, and he was publicly to challenge the AdminiAs one of them put it: "SATURN was the biggest
stration on it.
[personal] Roy Johnson contribution and he did it over the dead, dying
and bleeding bodies of just about everybody."[97] With York and Quarles
opposed, not to mention NASA and the Science Adviser's office, he was
unable to persuade a lame duck McElroy and ultimately lost the battle.
Nonetheless, as the SATURN transfr decision reached its climax,
Johnson and, Von Braun teamed up in a classic challenge to the Administration's desires by staging a well-atLended press encounter, just prior
to entering a meeting with Glennan on the planned transfer of ABMA.. It
was two weeks prior to Johnson's announced, departure from ARPA. Von
Braun presented Johnson with a giant scale model of SATURN and the two
men ur•ged a two-year acceleration of the program and an additional
$100 million.[98] The AdLministration had already doubled SATURN
spending over the -previous year and also had rejected the extra $100
million request. But Johnson and Von Braun, "went public," knowing
they were embarrassing York, McElroy and the President. They also
reiterated their belief th,%.t there was a military requirementt- 2or SATURN.
ARPA staff admired Johnson for his courage -- right or wrong, theey knew
he meant it.
SATURN went to NASA anyhow.
It was only v, matter of time until NOVA (later rechristened SATURN)
triumphed over the original SATURN IB at NASA and--became- the basic
booster for the U.S. man-in-space program. Tra:nsferring the Von Braun
team out of the Army helped cool the Army's ardor for a major missile
and space role and relieved its P&D budget of that burden. Transferring
the big booster function to NASA similarly helped tone down military
Johnson, having experienced the
interest in futuristic space missions.
persistence and power of the'Service bureaucracies and their supports,
later told the Congress that he particularly opposea the SATURN transtfe•
to NASA because he feared that Air Force would turn around and develop
one of its own, at immense cost, and the country would be stuck with two
super booster programs: [99)
The concern I have ha4 about transferring
SATURN to NASA was that by so doing, since the Air
Force has now been given primary military responsibility for space programs, that the Air Force
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would then begin to create its own system, including its own booster, and it is possible -unless you gentlemen watch this very closely -that we will be go.ing down the road of devwloping
another multi-billion space system to put Dynasoar
into orbit -- to do many other things --

and the

military will not use the SATURN project, and we
will have two parallel programs.
York's gamble again, proved correct because the Air Force,.despite some
determined efforts, was never able to transform Dyna-Soar into a major
program effort and found that NASA was particularly reliant upon it in
the booster area anyway.
Former ARPA staff recall Johnson's SATURN battles vividly ard with
admiration. At the time, virtually all of them felt he was right
and they were fiercely proud of his willingness to dispute York, Quarles,
Killian, NASA, BOB, and the Administration. After his resignation, he
returned to do battle on Capital Hill. With the wraps off, he r-iiled
against indecision in the space program and once again pleaded for
maximum support: [100]
Finally, I would suggest that this committee
continue to be the watchdogs over the SATURN space
vehicle.
This continues to be our big and by far
the most important space program for the defense
of our country. It will give us the potential to
meet Russia in space weapons delivery. Anthing more
I would say on this matter is classified, but I
plead with all my heart and head that you not permit
this SATU-N vehicle to lag for the want of money,
management, direction, or 'military support.
Even though he was wrong about the specifics -- the SATURN IB and a direct
military role in spate -- his supporters feel that the subsequent KennedyJohnson decision to spend billions to go to the moon was in many respects
a vindication of his vision.
Throughout much of 1959 a parallel struggle ensued over transfer of
Quarles and York had a much
the high energy CENTAUR upper stage to NASA.
more difficult time bringing themselves to part with it becanse its use
with military payloads was certain and they were reluctant to run the risk
of undue disruption. This transfer finally di-',go through, however, and
ARPA's connection with space launch vehicles ceased.

The Maneuverable, Recoverable Space Vehicle (MRS-V). The MRS-V program never reached formal ,,tatus in the ARPA budget beyond the study
stage, but Godel and Clark have cohfirmed that as the thinking of Johnson
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and his associates (excluding York) matured, this concept became central
to the ARPA view of the future. Despite the Buck Rogers connotations,
ARPA's reference point actually was concern for practical considerations.
It was assumed that if space vehicles were to be useful to the military
in the long-run, they would have to be maneuverable (fleaible) and recoverable (economic), or as Johnson and Clark concluded, "You can't say
you've conquered space until you can go in and out at will."[lO1]
Roy Johnson certainly convinced himself that MRS-V had utility. He
also felt that he had a good eye for determining what would "sell" and
MIS plus 03S-V was his selection. MRS-V subsumed the super thrust
booster and man-ti-space. ARPA used to call NASA's Project Mercury
the "first phase" of manned space flight, implying that there would be
otier phases which the military might wish to carry further, for its
purposes, then would the science agency. ' ARPA fought for SATUEN and.
a DCD role in development of large launch vehicles largely because
* it wanted to be in a position to achieve a MRS-V type capability.
Johnson explained the m3litary interest in SATUPff to Glennan in SepStember 1958: "The early capability afforded by the cluster project
would make possible a space platform for manned reconnaissance and for,
a related military space operating base. "[102] NASA'ssOVA would phase
in after SATURN and be used to support later military missions. ARPA
never opposed NOVA and in fact offered to add funds to it when the proiect was under Air Force sponsorship and later volunteered funds to
start work on a NOVA test stand at a time when NASA was having initial
authorization and budget difficulties. While NASA concentrated on capsule
recovery, DOD would look beyond to maneuverable and recoverable vehicles
-which would "most nearly satisfy the military objectives in regard to
flexibility of mission and independence from ground guidance and, recovery
operations during hostilities:" [103] The strongest case for MPS-V was
stated by Johnson in these terms:[104]
...
This program, as currently envisioned by
AAPA, will go beyond the NASA man-in-space program
which has the goal of putting a manned capsule into
orbit then effecting a recovery after descent by
parachute or other retarding device. The ARPA viewpoint is that if a manned orbital vehicle is to avail
itself of its military potentialities it mast be.
capable of maneuvering in and out of orbit ani of being
under sufficient piloted control to operate from predetermined fixed military bases. IThis, of coiu'se,
will involve take-offs and landings. Maneuverability
is of prime importance in evading interception and
minimizing susceptibility to countermeasure and
destruction of a manned satellite.

It should be noted that Johnson was being advised by the IDA technical
staff that NASA was not doing the "human factors", R&D that was necessary
to support the mating of man with the MRS-V concept.105]
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Although the phrase MRS-V implied a specific system or vehicle,
ARPA called it a program or "broad technical area" investigation that
hopefully would lead to a system. The initial studies were intended
to analyze possible "mission concepts" and to commence preliminary consideration of subsystems and components that might be needed. It was
assumed that data from the X-15, DYNA-SOAR, and Mercury programs would
be fed into MRS-V and that gradually a maneuverable, recoverable technology would grow to the point where specific system would emerge. IDA
proposed including an analysis of the capabilities, advantages and disadvantages of using man in the program in recognition of the fact that
this crucial issue was not fullv resolved.[106] Compared with Roy Johnson's,
provocative language, ARPA's explanation of the aim of the FY 1960 MRS-V
program was decidedly temperate: "The goal for the year is to create an
unprejudiced and knowledgeable climate from which rationally justified
military systems and research may evolve."[107] The JCS weighed in with
a formal endorsement of the concept. The latter-day NASA interests in
space platforms and recoverable bcosters make these ARPA ideas look considerably less far-fetched than they seemed to detractors in 1958-59,
though without the military connotation. On the other hand, events
have shown that they were not "needed" either to match the Soviets or
to fulfill urgent security functions on the time schedule which so completely dominated Johnson's words and actions. Sensitive to costs,
Johnson estimated in 1960 •that maneuverable, recoverable space vehicles
for strategic purposes and an effective BMD system alone could consume
the entire defense budget..[108] He felt that money was being squandered
and priorities were not being set properly. Achievement of the manned,
recoverable capsbility (starting with a SATURN booster) was his number
one pricrity. When York moved to exclude ARPA from space activities.
Johnson's hopes were reduced to Air Force continuation of DYNA-SOAR.
Using his authority as DDR&E, York was able to cut the project back in
1960 (it was cancelled outright in 1963), in the face of immense cost
increases and gradual acceptance of the view that man in fact was not
essential to military space functions:['099]
All of the rationalizations that were based on.having the man perform some specific military
function were found to be faulty. Either the
function could be better performed within the
atmosphere than above it or it could be better
performed by an unmanned satellite than by a
manned one. The general ration4ization that
man was more "flexible" was, of course, true,
but its relevance to the Air Force's m=ssion
was never clearly established. Furthermore,
saying that a man's, judgment is necessary somewhere in a militaz* space system is not tantamount
to saying he is ne4.4d in the part of the system
that actually ort...
is.
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The Transfer Issue
Despite the often deep distrust between ArPA -_id the Services and
ARPA and the PSAC-types, ARPA was unusally non-acquizaitive or possessive
for an agency of its size, budget and stature. Roy Johnson an0.. all his
senior aides believed in rapid transfer of satellite programs to the
Services for operational deployment, as soon as feasibility was proven.
Repeated interviews reveal tha. the ARPA staff reflected almost perfectly th- feeling of the times that there were countless important
They did not feel parscientific and tecnnological jobs to be done.
As
early as July 1958
projects.
keeping
about
proprietary
ticularly
Johnson spec'ifically asked the Secretary to designate an operating
agency for the reconnaissance satellite system.[llO] He felt then
that it would te cost effective to make ,ouch a designation so tha-t
training programs, hardware and facilities scheduling, etc. could be
phased in and because it became obvious that the MD on ground communications and data processing could be done in the same facilities that
would be used for the operational system. Johnson annoyed the Air Force,
of course, by suggesting that the Secretary consider a joint interservice command reporting to the JCS, to operate the system.
In the spring of 1959 ARPA formally recommended that the Secretary
and the JCS designate operational responsibility within the Services for
the reconnaissance, missile warning and navigation satellites and the
satellite detection programs so that they, as the ultimate users, could
make preparations to receive these interim systems and continue their
Roa Johnson determined as a matter of policy that
development.[lll]
ARPA responsibility for space programs normally should terminate with
"Termination"
prototype model.
the successful performance of a first
actual transfer
estimated
ARPA
had
mid-1959
By
was by now foreseeable.
dates for the reconnaissance, communications, navaigation, and missile
parly warning satellites and the satellite detection fence, all falling
in the 1961-62 period.[ll2] The bulk of ARPA's planned space program
thereafter was to rest with achieving flexible manned space mission
In early September Johnson formally requested that the
capabilities.
and SHEPHERD
Secretary transfer SAMIS, TRANSIT, COURIER, SAWR,
(tracking) space system development projects to the designated Services. [ll•
On September 18, 1959, the Secretary formally assigned responsibility for
payload development and payloa. R&D support and production improvement
for the interim satellite early' warning and reconnaissance systems to the
Air Force,., tbhe interim navigation system to the Navy, and the interim
communicvtions system to the Army.[lCl4] Air Forci was made responsible
br all DOD launch vehicle interests.
In theory, Johnson foresaw ARPA continuing to do adv-anced space'
Events
research, primarily oriented to maseuverable manned operations.
were to snuff out that 7ision before the end of 1959. Thus ARPA merely
had been, in effect, a "holding comparq" for the space program: [115]

-•
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"Yes, striCtly, that's all it -as

...

uitil

the decision -was made to

set up TIAZL. It wars strictly a hclding operation."

SPROGRAM4 BASE FOR M 1960'S
Although, Roy Johnson devoted mcst cf his time to the space program
and bitter disputes over power and !olicy, there were other important
activities under way in the Agency. Programs in ballistic missile
defense (Bel,)
solid propellant chemistry, and materials science research were formulated dur-ing Job~nson's tenure and the nuc-lear test
detection research assigrnment was formally made, though not yet publicly
announced.
Mhese programs were to form the core ofý ARPA's substantive
itýteest for a decade.
Thus the erperience of rapid program spin-offs
following the first
t-,o years of ARPA's existence was followed by a
lengthy period of prograsatic stability.
Ba-llistic Missile Defense
As noted in Chapter
I , the subject of defense against missiles
was raised by some scientists and others in the mid-1950's.
Conzidered
far-fetched at first,
Soviet IMMB achievements suddenly gave the subject
credibility and urgency.
The Presilent was forced to concede after
Sputnik that "no defensive system today can possible be air-tight in
preventing all break-throughs of planes and weapons" and he admitted
the need to develop an active defense against missiles.116]
Killian
had been prominent in warning ti-t
the U.S. was vulnerable to the
missile and it was no surprise to find that research and development
on B:,D systems was formally listed as i highest priority cbjective by
the Preside.nt in January 1958, along with the IRB.M's, IC.I's and
nilitary space programs.
Air Force and Army were developing competing systems, WIZARD and
N1I.2-ZEUS, respectively, at the $4O million per year level.
McElroy
was generally supportive of the Army role in BMD, but genuinely fearful
that he could not keep the Air Force out. The two Services had been
battling for the future operational mission assignment by conducting
1&D programi' as "natural" extensions' of their respective interests in
air defense.
The incentives, in this sort of environment, tend to lie in the
direction of a premature rush to get something operatlonal at the expens. of an optimal P&D program.
Late in 1956 Secretary Wilson sought
to reduce the friction by assi~ging ArM responsibility for point defense
ag.ainst ballistic missiles and the Air Force responsibility for area
icfense, •ith both programs to be monitored by a DOD A22M CommittTee- 1171
in January 1958, McElroy orlered continued development of MI1E-ZE'J3
and a halt to the WIZARD program.
This decision applied to system
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development only; assignment of the future mission responsibility for
deployment was ndt addressed. MCZlroy was awý_e that part of Gen.
Schriever's attack on Eisenhower's State of the Union Message endorsement of ARPA was based on anger over the Air Force's potential exclusion
from B32D work.[118] He also knew that the Air Force was keen on concept•s
such as BAMBI (Ballistic Missile Boost Intercept) and SPAD (Space Patrol
Air Defense) using satellite-based interceptors. He had visions of an
immensely expensive program based cn this notion, over which he would
have no zontrol, not to mention serving as a platform from w-hich the
Air Force would mount an ,nielenting politica.L attack on ZEUS and anything else the Army proposed t:o do. Thus ARPA was assigned all BMD
work in DOD primarily ,as a mea,'s of excluding the Air Force from this
field.[ll9] By putting it there. McElroy also hoped to get an objective assessment of future alternatives -- on that criterion ARPA
performed well because it did not eo'dorse satellite-based systems and it
played a major role in the downfall o2 ZEUS as well. From the very beginning of his conceptualization of an ARPA, McElroy lumped. BMD with
space R&D as a major assignment. Lhus a problem area with Presidentiallyapproved priority has selected in advancL for the advanced research group.
At the technical level, a number of scientists had become interested
seriously in BMD problems. William Bradley hd directed a subconittee of
the Gaither Committee in 1956 that looked into the problem of identifying
re-entry bodies (Albert Latter and Richard Holbrook of PFA sni William
Hutchins were among its members).[120] Holbrook, La 'act, had been
work-irg on BMD systems problems since 1953. Bradley's Gaither Subcommittee
thought that the main problem was kill mechanisms and discussed the feasibility of decoys, Jazers, etc. that would complicate the "kil'
task.
They looked at all the known discrimination measures, producing relatively
arcrane technical analyses that werc, of necessity, linear, i.e.; extrapolating from one evcnt to many but withý no ability to handle interactions.
Tbh.:y recommended an elaborate research program, but had no idea how to
stirt it.
This group felt that the decision to proceed with the Vangua:rd program probably would lead to a new, temporary space agency somewhere in
DOD. It believed that the BMD problem was also well-suited to sých an
agency: it was tri-Service; it would be very expensive; and the subcominittee and the scientific community were already convinced that ZEUS
woUld not work, though none were under the illusion that the Army could
be "turned off."[121)
About a month after Sputnik, Holaday set up a Reentry Body Identification Group ander Bradley with the task of advising offensive missile
designers whether the Soviets could successfully build an anti-missile
defense system.(122]' Most of the members nad been on Bradley's earlier
group:[123]
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They studied the question of whether ABM was
possible.... They studied both sides of that
question, and they talked about penetrating
ABM's, and they talked about multiple reentry
vehicles as sort of being the ultimate penetrator....
They considered virtually every kind of potential decoy: bocster fragments, chaff, radar blackouts, etc. Multiple warheads were postulated
as a means of simply exhausting or saturating the defense.
Bradley's group was at work in November 1957, during the period
when McElroy was formulating SPA and ARPA. Holbrook believes that
somebody on the technical side appealed to the Secretary and/or Quarles
to include BMD in the new Agency's assigments and to give it all the
Se-v.ce funding for that purpose. In any 'event ARPA received the
assignment, includirg all of the ZEUS progrsm. Bradley meanwhile
assumed chairmanship of PSAC's AICBM Panel, a group that included
Harold Brown, Richard Latter, Wolfgang Panofsky, Edward W. Purcell,
and Jerome B. Wiesner. Presciently, this Panel reported to Killian
in April that the B.MD problem -,as immense:[124

--

Though we believe it is important for work in
this field to proceed with the highest urgency,
we also feel that it is important for you and
others in key government positions to realize
fully the extremely difficult nature of the antiballistic missile defense task and to understand
clearly that there are many reason. to question
the ultimate utility of such systems.
The
i
outlined some reasons for its pessimism -- kill problems,
decoys, rada;r camouflage, electronic countermeasures -ý-and urged a comprehensive R&D prmgram to investigate them. Existing fragmented programs
would not suffice and neither would ARPA because its range of respon-,
sibilities was so broad that ABM work would get lost in the shuffle.*
The Panel feared that: (1) DOD was in danger of developing at least two
independent and incompatible BMD systems, and (2) many of the most difficult questions would "continue to be ignored or swept under the rug."
Accordingly it reco-ended a special agency with the following tasks:
i.
*

Establish immediately the characteristics of the NIKEZEUS as a completely integrated system, given certain

This fear may have been well-founded until ARPA lost the space programs
and DEFENDER became its largest effort. The project was thoroughly
reorganized following the transfers.

--
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doubts about the concept the Army had under development.
2.

Establish a system for realistically testing the
effectiveness and operational readiness of an _•4
system.

3.

Establish an effective research program on -warhead.
and re-entry' body destruction.

4.

Establish a research program on methods for coping
with decoys and janmming.

5.

Sponsor an intensive component and sub-system program.

6.

Decide on the development and testing of the interim
system.

7.

Integrate the BMD system with the continental defense
system.

8.

"Search for and give support and encouragement to needed
new ideas in the field. Proposed systems may very well
not work."

9.

Continue to examine and evaluate evolving systems ideas
in the light of new scientific information.

10.

Inter-relate the ICBM and AICBM work.

Removing the few near-term and more operationally-related tasks on the
list (which ODDM&E ultimately was to take on) it was a classic definition
of an ARPA assignment. DOD did not accept the suggestioh to create another
new agency, but ARPA undertook and developed the mission from almost
exactly thp viewpoint outlined by Bradley's Panel. While working with
PSAC, Johnson and York also sought Bradley's advice, including his assessment of work being done around the country in the B.MD field.J125] Bradley
later directed the IDA work program for ARPA. The first two APVD/IDA
staff hired for BM work were Hutchins and Holbrook. ARPA-also attracted
first quality talent by means of ad hoc panels, committees and review
boards. For instance, Drs. F. J., Overhage (Lincoln Laboratory), Sidney
Passman (RAnD), EdwarA M. Purcell (Harvard), Chalmers Shervini (Illinois),
and Jerome Wiesner (NUT) were' established as a review board to determine
the extent to which the technological feasibility of infra-red satellite
systems for ballistic missile defense had been demonstrated by available
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evidence.* The board's views definitely influenced ARPA's funding
decisions in this area. ARPA thus became the focal point for the work
of a cadre of,highly imaginative scie&eaizs whose work was to have
immense impact on ballistic missile defensE. ,n the Uaited States.
Moving easily between ARPA, IDA and other not-for-profits, industry,
PSAC panels, and other advisory groups, they were able to exert great
influence. York is highly complimentary in this regard:[126]
[Sbo you've got a flow of guys with particular
memories through all this sort of thing and part
of what ARPA has contributed over the years is
to have been a focus of these people; it's been
a part of the intellectual idea exchange, mechanism
at the very top of the Defense Department. That
probably has worked quite a bit better than it
would have worked if it had been in a Service.
One of the biggest tasks awaiting Roy Johnson on his arrival was
how to manage the very large existing BMD programs inherited from the
Services and howto create an "advanced" research effort seeking to go
beyond them. He very quickly concluded that ZEUS was much too far along
in the development cycle to warrant ARPA involvement. Much of the
money requested for ZEUS in FY 1959 was for early commitment of preproduction, production and construction funding. Johnson was a sufficiently
experienced businessman to recognize the pitfalls of trying to direct an
operational systems program from an R&D unit. In his first Congressional
presentation of the ARPA program he said that "we did not feel that ARPA
should ever get into that kind of a program where hardware f.procurement]
was contemplated. ARPA's role is to stay with research out ahead."[127]
Thus he sought andobtained McElroy's approval to return ZEUS responsibility to the Army. ARPA's role was described as "general direction of
developmental efforts for an active missile defense system against the
ICBM" and the ZEUS money in ARPA's FY 1959 budget ($57.7 million) was
simply transferred direct to Army.(128] The following year ARPA was
out of that charnel completely. Meanwhile it sifted through USAF-,
supported work in radars and systems concepts such as BAMBI and SPAD,
accepting some and modifying, dropping or phasing out the rest. One
of York's first acts as DDR&E was to formalize this arrangement by assigning responsibility for BMEWS to the Air Force, for the ZEUS system then
under contract to Western Electric to the Army, and for "research in the
The same technique was used successfully in the space programs, e.g.,
an Ad Hoc Panel on Communications Satellites composed of Wiesner,
John Pierce of Bell Telephone Laboratory, H. V. Gaskill of Collins
Radio, and A. F. Donovan of STL.
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field of Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense" to ARPA. [1291
The outlines of Project DEFENDER were sketched when Johnson and
York testified on the first ARPA program in April 1958. Its purpose
was to do research on iuianarered BMD questions, leading to techniques
and equipment that might up-grade the ZEUS system or lead to an entirely
different one. Johnson and York conceded that ZEUS was the best thing
available, but refused to be very positive about it.
York stated,
diplomatically: [1301
There is no agreement on how effective NIKE-ZEUS
will be. It will certainly work to some extent,
but I do not know how well. I rea.Uy cannot answer
the ques!tion because it is the usual race between
offensive and defense.
The as yet unformulated ARPA BMD program was outlined by York in a way
that captivated his House Subcommittee audience. The building blocks
uf the program would be: (1) identification and study of relevant re-.
entry phenomena, (2) what to do about decoys and discriminating between
them and the warhead, and (3) weapons effects. ARPA would consider not
only re-entry problems, but detection at the launch period as well in
order to get extra warning time:[1311
[O]ne of the reasons for -doing this research on
finding out what happens as this nose cone traverses the atmosphere is to see if nature is not
on our side, so to speak, and if we cannot disccver
some phenomena that we can use in order to detect
it on its way ur.
It was also pointed out that the data ,processing requirem ts ýmplied by
successful detection of and discrimination among retentry b ies would
require the design of new computer systems. It is diffic t to imagine
in this day of desk-top computers, but in 1-958 York was co pelled to explain what a computer was:[132]
...

One of the' next things we have to

,ry to do

is to design a computer system wiLich is a big set of
electronic, hardware that does mathematics al a faster
rate than it can be done any other way. We have to
design some kind of a system that will notice that
some of these are slowing down faster than others and
automatical-y tell us that they are not the warhead.
That means that there has to be designed a big piece
of what is referred to as a logical machinery., In
principle, if you have all of this data, afterward,
in the next couple of weeks, you could lbok it over
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and decide which is what, but all of it has to be
done in that one minute, and no human reaction could
be fast enough.
All of this has to be done by a
machine which is designed, not only to observe these
things aad observe a.ll of the tracks that they are
making, and so on, but a machine which can actually
decide that some of them are going too slow and are
not the warhead, and, therefore, shoot at this other
one over here.
One of the first
moves Johnson and York made was a visit to Lincoln'
Laboratory (May 13, 1958) to encourage Lincoln to expand its field measurements of radar echos from reentry bodies, at various frequencies.
Johnson
at one time was thinking of a Ramo-Wooldridge type of management structure
for all of DEFEDER and also broached this idea to Lincoln. The latter,
somewhat skeptical about Johnson's "fourth Service" line, felt that
DEFEDER was a zliancy program and decided that there was some danger in
getting too locked into it.[133] Lincoln did agree to gather basic
physical data under an ARPA Order with an effective contract date of
October 1, 1958 and it also left the door open to expansion:[134]
Later, if warranted, it is expected that further
experiments will be included to investigate,
methods for applying the knowledge gained to the
problem of ICBM decoy discrimination or reentry
body discrimination....
Thus the groundwork was laid for a paxtnership,
that became a mainstay of future ARPA programs.

often somewhat petulant,

When Hutchins, Holbrook and the other IDA staff began to assemble
in ARPA in June and July 1958 they were confronted with a $210 million
budget.
Knowing that the IDA BMD group was planned to be eleven men,
they divided the .$119 million by eleven and developed an eleven part
progrem outline in a matter of a few days.
This soon 'evolved into a
"panel" structure, but With eb.ch panel essentially consisting of a
single "chairman" drawn from the group. With Hutchins serving as over-.
all group leader, the first
framework consisted of panels for: upper
atmospheric physics, very early warning, instrumentation and special
ranges, destruction mechanisms, anti-satellite defense, active defense,.
interception, data processing, s•id radar.* Obviously, an equal division
To give the flavor of the IDA arrangement,

each "panel chairman" was

drawn- from a different defense contractor group. The contractor
affiliations of each of the above panel heads were, respectively:
Sylvania, RCA, Lincoln Laboratories, Ramo-Woolridge, Bell Telephone,
RAND, JPL, Sandia, and General Electric.
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of budget between these panels was not particularly logical, and some
of the technical areas (e.g., radar) grew quite large while others
were modestly funded, and eventually merged into broader organization
categories. Nevertheless, the tendency to more or less evenly divide
the work between strong, co-equal staff members resulted in a rather
sprawling DEFENDER organization throughout the Johhson period. This
was a condition that was to be criticized and rectified during J. P.
Ruina' s tenure.
Simultaneously with attempting to structure a program, it was
necessary to deal with industry proposals. ARPA assumed that industry
would be the most likely source of ideas and for most of 1958 the BMD
group was deluged with them. As with outer space, the pace was frantic.
It was not unusual to schedule seven or eight -presentations a day. The
scramble for contracts was intense. For instance, one participant recalls getting three different proposals for acquisition radars from
three different parts of Raytheon, each of which did not know about
the others.
As with the outer space projects, BW work had its moments of melodrama, or so they seem in 1975. ARPA considered the Tradex, Pincushion,
-Arecibo, DAMP, and HF Ionospheric radars to be a set which hopefully would
produce high quality and hitherto unavailable data about warhead and decoy.
flight before and during reentry. Far from being regarded as routine developments these radar programs were considered by ARPA to have truly revolutionary implications. A contemporary description of the radar program tells
us something of the tenor of the times and of ARPA's visualization of its
own role:[1351
The high state of development of radars placed it
in the forefront of sensor technologies applicable
to BMD systems. The state-of-the-art at the inception of the DEFENDER program appeared to be not too
far behind the requirements to meet the earlier
postulations of the BM threat. It was soon apparent,,
'however, that nose cones of more sophisticated design
accompanied by even the crudest decoys placed B14D
radar requirements at best several orders of magnitude in advance of- the capabilities of the most ad-vanced existing air defense radars. The most serious
deficiencies existed in the high power, resolution,
and multiple target handling capabilities. The
scope of these deficiencies dictated the need for
heroic measures; and accordingly, the early DEFETDER
program spawned some entirely new concepts in r~iaar
design; i.e.; ESAR, PINCUSHION, ORDIR, etc. (Underline added.)
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In the same vein, ARPA launched GLIPAR, the Guide Line Identification Program for Anti-Missile Research. This was a somewhat innovative
management approach intended to identify unorthodox approaches to the
BMD problem. The program itself, the way in which it was handled and the
use to which the resuilts were put were somewhat characteristic of the
free-wheeling ARPA of i958-59. First, the philosophy behind GLIPAR:[136]
Project GLIPAR may be viewed as an experiment
in research methodology. It is likely that unexpected benefits will accrue, but there is no
Sassurance that its directed goal will be achieved,
that of.setting an effective stage for rapid development of vast new capabilities in defenses against
ballistic missiles. If the project is to have.
reasonable chances for success at all. it is necessary
that the broadest possible attack be made; this imples
a large number of independent efforts. The requirement
for wide diversity derives from the fact that one cannot
predict in advance where the critical contributions
will be made. Hence, the best that can be done is to
arrange for a wide array of independent and competent
thought to be focused uon the problem at hand.
(Underline in original.)
Second, the participants were given a set of parameters quite unlike
those conventionally issued: (1) to examine possibilities on a very long
time scale, namely, 20 years ahead rather than "immediately," (2) the
necessity to prove the non-feasibility of an idea; that is, ideas were
to be taken as plausible unless it could be demonstrated that they were
not feasible, and (3) each response was to contain a package of alternative
sclutions with relative values placed on each alternative, rather than
dealing exclusively with a single approach.
Third, the program was developed and carried out with remarkable
speed. Internal discussions were~begun in early November 1958. By
January 30, 1959 Roy Johnsonhad invited 48 organizations to attend a'
bidders' conference. Forty-two of them attended the conference in
'February and 30 submitted proposals by March 20, 1959. An advisory
committee of two principals and one alternate from each of the Services
was used to compare and rate the proposals. IDA staff did not participate
in the voting but did take part in the committee's deliberations. ARPD/
IDAf usd the committee's work as a. basis for recommendations to ARPA in
April, namely, the funding of 12 contracts at an average cost $135,000
each: Aeroneutronics, Allied Researc'h, University of Chicago, Convair,
GE Tempo, General Mills, Hughes Aircraft, Industrial Research Associates,
Ramo-Wooldridge, RCA, Republic Aviation, and Technical Operations, Inc.
Each contractor was given seven months to write his report. Then all of
them spent two months working together to integrate their findings, joine'

-•
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by well-known consultants and DOD personnel in order to give the final
product appropriate exposure and "national recognition." Speedy' decision-making, use of many firms and universities, and the involvement of Service
and IDA technical personnel were cormon in ARPA. Later the Agency was
to become more self-oriented, but it still retained a penchant for
drawing on outside talent. ARPA's willingness to involve Service R&D
people in its worx, even at the program planning stage, e-g., GLIPAR,
Solid Propellant Chemistry and the Materials Sciences, was an important
factor in breaking dowen initial Service hostility to the ARPA idea and
it helped smooth establishment of the executive agent system on which
ARPA had to depend for procurement and detailed technical monitorship.
Illustrative of ARPA' s high risk outlook, the Agency commenced
support of laser work in 1958. Dr. L, Goldmuntz, then associated, with
a small firm (TRG) that had an' idea about the laser concept, relates
that he had knocked on just about every door in Washington before someone suggested trying ARPA. There he recalls finding people: (1) willing
to listen, (2) abla to understand clearly what was being said, technically, and (3) in a position to act.[137] ARPA provided support for
the idea. Indeed Dr. Charles Townes credits ARPA with being the first
to support a major effort in laser development:[1381'
ARPA did it before it paid off in any
military sense -- that's their function.
So their early work was quite important....

Though ultimately TRG did not contribute
anything speciacular, ARPA helped. to get
the field go ng.
Compared to the sp•_2e programs, ARPA's BMD work tended to draw
favorable, if exagge--ed, media coverage:J139]
DEFENDER ...

is

of such fantastically increasing

complexity that it makes such medieval problems
as counting angels on the heads of pins appear
easy by contrast. It involves study of such
possibilities as death rays, anti-gravity machines
and magnetic walls.
The glittering goal of the entire effort is the
development of an ICBM defense that would be both
much better and much cheaper then than the Army's:
By mid-1959 ARPA had idenitified' what was to become the crux of the great
ballistic missile defense policy debate a decade later:J140] "Money is
very important in al.l this. We want something that costs us no more to use
against an ICBM than it cost. the enemy to launch the ICBM against us.
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Otherwise, if

it costs us a million every time he spends $100, he'll ruin

US."
Solid Propellant Chemistry
Solid' rocket propellants had been identified by' scientists in the
mid-1950's as worthy of special research attention. The von Neumann
Committee urged an accelerated program and when PSAC was set-up,' Dr.
George Kistiakowsky' put together a panel to review the status of solid
propellant chemistry and prospects for improvement. He repcrted to
Killian on March 13, 1958.[141] The verdict: entirely inadequate P&D
effort in a field which-could be regarded as "wide open." Kistiakowsky's
panel recommended a vigorous R&D program featuring the following characteristics: central coordination and direction; information exchange
among participating organizations; a level of effort in the range of
supoort for 50-100 Ph.D. chemists; strengthening and using existing
organizations (Aerojet, Thiokol, Rohm & Haas, Redstone, and JPL) for
applied research; support of work on synthetics with research teams
at large chemical firms such as DuPont, Carbide, MMM, Olin-Mathieson,
etc.; and support of university scientists to work on syntnetics and
the thermodynamic .properties of materials under consideration.'
The panel was somewhat appalled at the small number of Ph.D. levelscientists at work on solids, (no firm had more thrn nine; most had one
ar two) and felt that this fact alone could explain much of the slow rate
of past progress and "the lack of obvious prospects for dramatic improvementz in the near future." The panel argued that throwing advanced
propellant problems at "high powered research groups containing dozens
of Ph.D. 's of high caliber should provide a variety of compounds within
a short time (12-24 months), or prove that efforts in these directions
are nearly,futile.(l142] This *rk was to be undertaken with urgency.
Prior to submitting his re rt to Killian,'Kistiakowsky and Lauritsen
of' PSAC met with Holaday and Be ts to 'urge the importance of establishing
a DOD progrPri. On that occasio iristiakowsky suggested that ARPA should
have the pr-.,ram and that John lincaid on the ARPD/IDA staff should direct
it.
More formally, Killian, Ki tiakows1y, York, and Holaday discussed
the report and Killian sent it
o McElroy on March 18. A note on
Killian's letter in what appear, to be the Secretary's handwriting
reads: "Should we definitely assign a basic program on solid propellants to ARPA -- for all Serrices?"[ 1 43] (Underline in originat.)
Thus even before JThnson and York were on the job full time, the ground.
work was laid for another major assignment; howeve.r, Quarles and Johnson
decided first to do a survey of solid propellant P&D in DOD before
committinG to the project.f144)
On June 7, 1958 Quarles as igned ARPA "the project of advanced research ini the field of high per ormance solid propellants including the

•
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supporting research necessary to permit effective use of these new highenergy materials when they become necessary. "[145] The objectives of
the program (PRINCIPIA) were defined as follows:
Under this directive it is expected that the
Advanced Research Projects Agency will setý up researuh programs intended to.make avmilable for
developmental applications, solid propellants having
specific impulses at least 10-20% higher than other
propellants now under development for operational
application. The supporting effort shall include
rezearch on inspection methods, unstable burning
and deflagration-detonation transition. -Also,
because of the very high flame temperature associated
with high energy propellants, the supporting effort
shall include research on methods of cooling, thermalThe program
insulation and heat resistant materials.
is expected to lead to new materials and new principles
which will be utilized in future missiles and rockets.
The development of end items shall not be undertaken
under this directive.
The shape of the program needed to achieve these objectives was left
to ARPA.
AEPA was also instructed to cooperate closely with the Services
and use their contractual and technical administration capabilities as
This language served two purposes: (a) to pacify
much as possible.
those in the Services who feared a totally independent or "closed" ARPA,
and (b) to make it clear to scoffers that the Secretary expected the
Services to make their organizations available.
John Kincaid of ARPD/IDA developed a program strategy and the three
Services were requested to play an active role, particularly in soliciting
industry for ideas and in evaluating, them technically.[ 1 461. This was
a pattern ARPA was to follow often and was conte# to use, provided the
In addition to industrial firms, the uniServices did a quality job.
versities, not-for-profit and in-house DOD organizations were. also to be
tapped. The primary goal of the program was to discover new chemicals,
devise practical ways of synthesizing them, and develop enoug knowledge
target
to use them in highly efficient solid propellants. Tho initial
of the program was a solid piovpellant with a specific impulse of at
least 280 seconds at a chamber pressure of 1000 psi, discMharging to the

-atmosphere at sea level.[f7]
Roy Johnson sent letters 'to 39 large firms
in June, inviting them to a July bidders confecence. ARPA moved ahead
very quickly, attacking this assignment with the same zeal as was being
shown in the space and BMD programs.
One major component of the program was based-on the "integrated contract" concept.J148]
Certain contractors were selected to ,lo thermo-

,.
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chemistry, thermodynamics and performance estimates, chemical studies
to synthesize new ingredients, propellant formulation and preparation,
and static testing of the resultant propellant in the range of 10 lb.
grain size. Apparently it was unusual to try 'o have one contractor
perform all of these types of research on a consolidated basis. Expectations were high: "the new ingredients which are expected to become
available under each of the integrated contracts are likely to leave
properties quite different from those now used. Therefore, novel and
ingenious approaches are called fr in order to formulate and test
new propellants." ARPA was prepared to fund the construction of Sthese
such facilities. Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, American Cyanimid,
Dow and Esso were selected.
A second component was organized around "propellant performance
contracts" designed to select and assemble "best thermodynamic values,
performance calculati-ns based upon these values, and kinetic studies
aimed at the e.lueidation of processes involving performance which occur
during expansion."
These studies were intended to provide a basis for
the selection of those areas in chemistry where progress was most likely
to occur.
Government, private and university laboratories were invol':ed.
A third block of contracts was concezi.ed directly, with development of
specialized synthetics, using laboratories with particular competencies.
Again,, a wide variety, of sources was tapped.

-

The three Services were given $750,000 (divided equally) to explore
the use of new chemical ingredients as propellants in in-house'laboratories.
This step was taken allegedly to insure, that compositions involving new
ingredients did not become proprietary.
in addition, contracts, were
awarded to industry and universities for work in high temperature problems and some basic research.
Following is a brief summary of the first
year' s program allocations (FY 1959):
Integrated Contracts
Propellant Performance Contracts
Specialized Synthetic Contracts
Propellant Research Contracts
High-Temperature Contracts.

Basic & Miscellaneous Contracts
TOTAL

$6,200,000
2,000,000

4,000,000
850,OOG

650,000
1,300,000
$151,000,000

Over 50 contracts were let and the roster-of recipients represented virtually every important source in the country, including some universities
(Ohio State, University of California, Penn State, Duke, NMU, Florida,
Brooklyn Poly, Princeton, Texas, and Vanderbilt).
By all accounts, ARPA had established a sound applied research program in propellant chemistry that hopefully would contribute to future
missile systems. If it had a flaw, it was that the expansion of work in
"N\

.
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this area presumed either that unemployed resources existed or would be
diverted from lesser priority projects. Kistiakowsky's Panel put the
emphasis on urgency, however, so that risk was accepted.
Materials Sciences
ARPA's Materials Sciences charter has a professional and bureaucratic
pedigree at least as long as the Propellant Chemistry assignment. In the
post-World War II period a number of materials advisory -committees had
sprung up under DOD, AEC, National Academy and other auspices. This subject was often singled out by Killian and others in the mid-1950's as
a priority item for increased attention. By common consent, "materials"
seemed to be the single most important limiting factor on progress in
militezx, space and nuclear systems development. At the same time prestigious voices were raised in 'support of doing material research in
interdisciplinary laboratories (IDL's). John von Neumann, for instance,
became an ardent and influential supporter of this idea.[149] An ONRsponsored panel on solid state science in 1956-57 expressed concern aboat
inadequate basic research and training of people to do it.
A National
Academy of Sciences panel conducted a study 'for the Air Force in 1957-58 which recoimended --

without immediate effect -- the establishment of

a national materials laboratory.
Despite the growing awareness in the late 1950's of problems in fields
related to materials sciences, it seems doubtful that a majcr national
program would have been established had it not been for the spectacular
intervention of Sputnik. According to Sproull, the National Academy of
Sciences study proposal had been viewed widely as a threat by universities,
industry and government alike -- largely because a national materials
laboratory- might be too powerful a competitor for scarce scientific talent.
Sputnik, as' it did in many other fields, immediately changed the picture.
The Assistant Stcretary of Defense'for Research & Engineering ilentified
basic research to discover "new concepts of materials" as "the most important field today in research. We need breakthroughs in all the fields of
materials."[150] DOD augnented its FY 1958 budget for basic and supporting
research in materials with $55 million in Emergency P-ds, a 40 per cent
increase.
Killian says that the impetus for the ARPA program came from William
Baker of Bell Telephone Laboratory, who was ,a member of PSAC.(151] Baker
chaired a PSAC Panel that concluded materials research was. lagging badly.
He then appealed to the Federal Council on Science and Technology to
organize Federal agencies in a coordinated attack on the problem. The
priority accorded this subject may be inferred from the fact that, according
to Killian, it was the first program initiated by the Federal Council.f152]

-
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Me FCST in turn establis~hed a Coordinating Co==ttee on
.aterials
Science Research and Development to make detailed program reccendations.
Chaired by Dr. D. K. Stevans of AEC, the Comittee included representatives
from BCB, Interior, NASA, JaF, IMS, and ODDFPE and used Bakcr of PSAC,
Harvey Brooks and John Gison from Killian's office,

and J.

F. Kincaid, of

Kincaid and CDDPIE person•nel undertook field
ARP--D/IDA as consu•ltants.
visits and %nalysis in support of the Commttee's work and to develop
ideas for a possible ARPA program. [1531 York, now the DDR?4&E, was a strong
advocate of the IDL aproach, having been influenced by von Te-=ann' s
ear--er supnort for the concept, so DXD participation was enthusiastic.
[154]
As for selecting A:-2A as the locale for the program,

while possibly the Services could have done it,

iz:[l55]

York said that

he knew ARPA would do

There i's just less argument with Petting
ARPA about
something like that [Materials Sciences] going, and
doing it,

•han there is with the Serices.

The

Services, whenever the budgets get tight, they
-squeeze out those thi

s which there is

nobody in

the Service with passion for. And the buýigets always
fluctuate; in fact fluctuate every year. They've
submitted big ones, somebody cuts it back; it fluctuates
while its still 'planning,' rather than money.
Everyý
timeý It fluctuates downi, they take out the things that
weren't invented by them. So getting something done
in the Services is very- hard for the Secretary of Defense
and his staff.
As critical as York -was of APPA in late 1959, this rationale undoubtedly
-erved 'as his principle rea-on for rr':zerving ARPA as an institution.
The Coordina'..•.ig Co~mittee's findings were that a shortrge of trained
scientific personni was a major limiting factor in the field; training of
such people was a -Ainction of universitics and they lacked the space and
*capacity to expand facilities appreciably; and agencies suppo-ting basic
research in materia!s were not underwriting adequate m•odernization of
equipment and facilities. To overcome these deficiencies, the' Committee
recom•mended, among other things:(156] (1) Irmmediate a.llocation of funds
for new equipment, (2) establislhment of IDLts at universities to train
more and better-qualified 1h..D. 'a, and (3) long-term funding of basic
research at' the interdlsciplinery laboratories. .A program for shared
sponsorship of a remed.a1 program by the principal mission-oriented
agencies was proposed, with responsibility to be shared on a 65% (DOD),
25% (AE)
and 10% (:=A) basis. WIthin DOD, York selected ARPA as the
action agent. The official project assin.nment (POMiMIJS), dated June 8,
1959, read as follows:[157,
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The Advanced Research Projects Agency, on behalf
of the Department of Defense, will undertake research,
experimentation and development to obtain at the earliest
practicable date a major improvement in structural and
power conversion materials required to satisfy the
military requirements of the several U.S. surface, air
or missile programs. in the case of structural =aterials,
this assigrment shall include, super strength materials,
radiation' resistant materials and materials intended for
very nigih temperature service. in the field of power
conversion, this assignment includes materials for thermoelectric devices and for electric and electronic circuitry capable of operation at high temperatures.
The "fine print" noted that a detailed work program woula be developed in
consoranre with the national materials sciences, program.
Within two
weeks York specified that the ARPA program would be the DOD portion of
the FCST program.[158] He thought it of sufficient urgency to us~e DOD
2'=ergenc:

.nds

to start t-he work.

supported the AFPA program.

Killian says that PFAC strongly

Thus ARPA had another major assign•ent with

definite Whi7e House antecedents.
InternaL14, reactions were mixed.

It was recognized that a basic

research program in the materials sciences was somethirn; quite different
from mar.a4'ing space projects. As a practical matter, A11PA knew that it
would "xake the scientists happy."[159) Another point :_n its favor,
from ARPA's standpoint, was that being primarily a vehicle for providing
funds for inst!.tutions and facilities, it did not require a large, staff.

It was of interest technically because ARPA':., exposure ;o space R&D!
had led to, convictions that lighter weight, greater strength and lower
'cost, materials were essential for space and other military systems.
Col. Lay indicates that the Services were very keen on mDre materials
science work, i.e., it was "relevant," yet it was clear that they lacked
the c6mpetence to put together' an IDL sort of program. "All of lia
thought a contribution coula be made" and that the IDL approach "had a
great future."[160] J. F. Kincaid (ARD/IDA) was selected to establisli
and direct the program.
Its cornerstones were immediate one-shot equipment grants, an intense competition to select candidates for IDL's, and
levelcpment of three-year forward funding and means to facilitate -aie*
rapid write-off of new constraction initiated by participating universities.
The multi-year funding chaxracteristic wasto prove far more controversial
than what the money actually w~s to be spent for. Remarkably little
was
said about the substbntive research end products of the program beyond
vague statements such as: "Ultimately this basic program is expected
to make contributions to such important Department of Defense objectives
as super-strergth materials, radiation resistent materials, materials
intended for very high temperature service and for thermoelectric
devices."[161]
In the heady atmosphere of 1958-59 virtually nobody
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questioned that there Twould be good results of relevance to military
problems -- that was a foregone conclusion.' DOD agencies were then
pumping $70 million a year into material research. Indeed, it was
assumed that a program designed. to double the output of Ph.D. level
gradutes and to establish large new interdisciplinar-y laboratories would
automatically assist the DOD. ARPA assembled a Materials Advisory Group
under Kincaid with Service and ODDR&E participants and it did much of
the work leading to selection of universities both for equipment grants
and for IDL programs.
Ecuimment Research Grants. The FCST estimated that $12 million worth
of equipment, most of it "intermediate" equipment in the $25,000 class,
was needed nationwide to modernize university laboratories.[164] DOD
accepted responsibility for half of that amount, which ARPA funded in
equal installments in the FY 1960 and FY 1961 budgets. ARPA used a
team of experts from the military departments to compile a list of
institutions and equipment needs. This ensured that the DOD contribution
was invested at nniversities already engaged in DOD materials work, hence
benefitting the Department, at least in theory. Sixty universities were
considered and virtually all received the one-time grants. Some of ARPA's
ron-technical staff looked on this as the "pork barrel" segment of the
program, that is, something, for everybody.
They were not convinced that
the universities were in desperate need of the equipment or that it would
directly assist DOD work. If it was needed, better that it be paid for
as part of direct' contract costs.' The more cynically inclined saw it
as a form of "rip-off," i.e.,, the "PSAC-types" passing out plums for
their university friends and making DOD foot the bill. Nonetheless it
was hoped that spreading this largesse around would temper political
pressures to place the more lucrative IDL's in certain geographic locations.
The Interdisciplinary Laboratories.
The IDL selection process was
conductcd with great care. Service experts and outside specialists*
were consulted and a quite elaborate competition held. No undue political
pressure was encountered in the early stages an'd this process had narrowed
the field down from thirty to eight candidates by the time Roy Johnson
departed in November 1959.[1631 The controversy over the mechanics and
philosophy of long-te.m funding lay ahead.
Another plank in theŽ scientific community's program to sti-.ulate
basic research and to encourage excellence in American s:.enoe was laid
down. ARPA was to pursue it diligently for over a d,,r'j&.
• Consultants who played significant roles in the selectior p-.ocess
were Drs. Morris, Tanenbaum, G. J. Dienes, M. E. Hebb, H. Holloman,
and J. P. Howe.

-
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ROY W. JOH1SON:

TE CURTAIN FALLS

By the end of 1959, ARPA was effectively finished as a space agency.
Roy Johnson also decided to leave, by most accounts a disillusioned man.
1959 had been a blockbuster. McElroy's departure was confirmed; Quarles
died; York, a Johnson subordinate, was placed above him in the hierarchy;
ARPA's role in Man-in-Space became completely marginal; the billion
dollar budget had been destroyed; the military satellite payload programs
were ordered transferred to the Services; Saturn was transferred to NASA;
and any future ARPA space work was virtually foreclosed, particularly
on anything as expansive as space platforms and MRS-V.
The military
payload, SAIMtRN, and space exclusion decisions were made by York and
sustained by his superiors.
It had to have been a humiliating experience
for the proud Johnson.
York had been appointed Director of Defense Research and Engineering
in January 1959. One of his first
undertakings was review of all the
space work. He supported ARPA's proposal to transfer certain space payloads, but went beyond it to include all of ARPA's existing space programs and tnose that Roy Johnson deemed critical for the future, e.g.,
SATUJRN, MIS and M&f3-V.
Interestingly, Godel supported Yfork's logic,
which he has described as "military payloads belong in the Air Force
and the rest of space is to be peaceful (NASA)," because it was sound
OSD pOlicy.[ ]64] By this time Godel had concluded that: "A Secretary
of Defense can direct, but he cannot do," i.e., he cannot, for long,
substitute for the Services.
He took the position that if the Services
botched their space projects, the Secretary could alw4ays reassign them
in ARPA.
In any event, York's views on space project transfer were
accomplished fact by the late autumn of 1959.
Johnson found York's elevation in the hierarchy hard to swallow.
Although both testified on the Hill that there were no conflicts between
them;, personally or institutionally,* the "nice words," as York put it,
"belied the real situation."[165] McElroy reaffirmed that Johnson reported to him, but there was no gainsaying the law which established the
DDR&E as top man for Defense ,RD. York in' fact believes that Johnson
left primari.y because of the change in their relative status.[166)
In addition, a number of national figures were peppering the Agency
with criticism and challenging its existence.
For example, Gen. Schriever
was again publicly proposing abolition of ARPA, albeit conceding that it
*

DOD Directive 5105.15 was modified slightly on March 17, 1959.
The
Director of ARPA was still
be appointed by the Secretary and the Agency
was still
to receive its assignments from the Secretary; howrver,
ARPA's projects were soon made subject to "the supervision and
coordination" of the DDR&E.
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had performed a useful "interim function."[167] He argued that 80 per
cent of ARPA's money was flowing through the Air Force anyway, so why
not "bring the operator and the developer under the same tent."
Dr. Clifford Furnas, Chan~cellor of the University of Buffalo and a
former Asst. Secretary of Defense for Research & Engineering, urged
that ARPA be absorbed within the new ODDR&E, and Senator Clair, Engle
proposed abolishing ARPA and moving all military space work to NASA.(168]
ARPA had become a dartboard.
McElroy and Quarles also seemed to be weakening in their support.
The Secretary of the Air Force led frontal assaulti on ARPA at meetings
of the Armed Forces Policy Council. On the defensive, McElroy told
,the Service Secretaries that he and York had reached an understanding
that York would continue to use ARPA to conduct programs affecting the
three Services that he felt warranted centralized management, in lieu
of having ODDR&E do so itself. As one observer at a key AFPC meeting
recorded it, McElroy said that "it was his intention to continue ARPA
and that this fact should be 'accepted by all."[169] Quarles agreed
with the Secretary, but indicated that "he was not sure that ARPA would
have to be a permanent organization but that it was certainly required
for the foreseeable future."[170] Killian claims that Quarles began to
have doubts about Johnson and that by early 1959 "Quarles had no effective
relations -with Johnson and this made ARPA's problems difficult."[171]
Godel confirms that Johnson and Quarles disagreed pointedly on the York
appointment as DDR&E and on the value of SATURN.
Apparently the only
positive support for ARPA came from Admiral Arleigh Burke who remarked
that tne Agency was the only newly-created organization of its type he
had ever seen that did not grow in size, out of control.[172] Nonetheless,
a number of principals, e.g., Killian, York and Godel, independently
confirm that Johnson gradually lost the confidence of McElroy and Quarles.
When McElroy amnounced hiz departure, coming on the heels of Quarles'
death, Johnson apparently was quite distressed. The new man, Gates,
did not have the sane feelings cf paternity and close association that
McElroy and Quarles hed and there was no pre-existing bond of friendship
either. ARPA's "disconiect' from the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary
and loss of its original lofty status, formally her.-Ided by creation of
the DDR&E, was to be atcelerated by these changes. Of course, Johnison
certainly had no support at the White;House. All this put added pressure
on the new agency because the Services sensed it and raised the tempo of
their opposition.. ARPA's budget examiner at BOB also considered the
Agency to be in serious difficulty: [173']
In spite of the existence of ARPA and the DOD
directive to the effect that that agency was to have
the assignment of condudting projects dealing with
military space technology, the 3 services have uni-'
formly failed to inform ARPA of their sometimes substantial programs in this area to say nothing of

-=
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coordinating them with the other
result there has been no overall
of the feasibility, priority, or
myriad military space projects.
a total dollar level of at least

services. As a
technical evaluation
relationship of the
Air Force alone has
$78 million in FY 1960

programed for military space technology ...

there is

now no present centralized technical control or cognizance of military space technology research and.
development projects.

The serious questioning of ARPA extended to the Agency itself.
Some of the staff worried that the Agency might d 4 sappear and some thought
it should be disbanded. Highly respected ARPA staff like Cols. Lay and
Young, who were deeply committed to the importance of ARPA as the DOD
space agency, felt that if its space role was to be terminated, the
Agency should be closed down as well. At the York-Johnson press conference

--

described as "argumentative" by the New York Times -- which

announced the military space transfers from ARPA, and on other occasions,
Johnson felt compelled to emphasize that McElroy had assured him that
ARPA would be a permanent fixture in DOD.(174] York did not propose
abolition but made no commitments about permanence, thus remaining consistent with the position taken when he first became the DDE&E: "At
least for now ARPA remains....
It is always possible that these things
will be changed. They will be resolved as we go along."[175] Signals
from the White House, if there were any, were probably neutral. Killian
has sketched the ambiance there as follows:[j176]
IY recollection is that in the early days of
its existence, most of us in the .White House group
viewed ARPA as likely to be ad hoc, but I think as
its program developed under the leadership of Herbert
York, our attitudes probably changed. Actually, I
don't think there was any strong feeling either way.
IDA was particularly worried byMcElroy's September 18, 1959 memorandum to the JCS that formalized transfer of the military space projects.
Johnson chose to explain the situation to the President of IDA as follows:
(177]
Despite some press reports to the contrary, theenclosed letter [McElroy to Chairman, JCS] is the
result of ARPA initiative. commencing last May and
reflects exactly the philosophy I have outlined
above. Secretary Gates reaffirmed Pt both his staff
council meeting and at the AFPC that Ie letter reflects precisely the decisions made, and only the
decisions rade, despite an apparent misinterpretation in certain' press articles....

No precipitant
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action with respect to transfer of projects or
reorientation of this agency is expected.
Apparently some regular ARPA staff had trouble accepting the space
transfer decisicns and interpreting their implications because Johnson
had to remind Admiral Cl.ark and his division chiefs, "in connection with.
the considerable discussions that have surrounded the issuance of Secretary McElroy's letter" that McElroy's decisions "reflect my philosophy
as to ARPA's role in the DOD space program."[.178] Aware that ARPA and
IDA staff apparently were resisting the Secretary's directive, he issued
a rather stern edict.[179]
I recognize that political and other considerations
may have diffused the precise meaning of the decisions
during the past several days. Secretary Gates has,
however, reaffirmed the intent of the letter. With
respect to political and other considerations related
to this genk~ral' subject, however, these considerations
are a function of my immediate office. I shall continue
to assign action thereon, as necessary, myself.
It is most important that individual representatives
of ARPA and IDA restrict their activities to those assigned,
and curtail rigorously any inclination to pursue the subject matter of these decisions outside of channels a-d
without prior coordination within the agency.
It is equally important that the decisions contained
within the letter be supported fully and that we now conI
tinue with the orderly conduct of our business.
I am sure that you agree with these views and that
you will neither undertake yourselves, nor authorize
action on the part of your subordinates contrary thereto.
Each of Johnson's surviving senior aides remember clearly, without
prompting, that toward the end of his tenure Johnson suddenly lost
interest in the job. They cannot pinpoint exactly which straw broke
the camel's back -- perhaps York's appointment as DDB&E; perhaps the
loss of SATURN (not only from ARPA, but from DOD altogether) on which
he had staked so much personally; perhaps the exclusion of ARPA from
further work in space; perhaps recognition that he had lost the support
of the Secretary aand Deputy Secretary' and/or their departure from thescene -- but he stayed -away from the Pentagon for longer periods, left
direction of the Agency to subordinates and made his 'exit in midNovember 1959.
Johnsoni s parting public shots regarding the SA'TRN and iiadequate
funding and direction for military R&D in general were alluded to earlier.
They certainly embellished his image as a shoot-from-the-hip "space bug"
at odds with his .Administration. He remained convinced that exploration

-
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and use of space should be a job primarily for the military (whether or
not ARPA did it). His final evaluation of ARPA as an institution, and
its future, is another matter and a great deal more complex. Never
publicized, it was considerably less passionate. Depending on one's
interpretation of the evidence, it either represents Johnson the
practical, hard-headed corporate decision-maker or Johnson the defeated,
disillusioned leader quietly washing his hands of the whole situation.
We lean toward the latter view. There are probably elements of both.
Johnson knew in 1959 that ARPA's future role in DOD was a matter
of high level deliberation. He discussed it several times with McElroy,
although no record of the substance of these conversations can be found.
He discussed it with his senior associates in ARPA as well. The documentary evidence available takes the form of two well-written "thinkpieces" prepared in ARPA in late August and early September 1959, each
of -which carries a brief commentary by Johnson.
The first is an independent evaluation of ARPA's performance and
likely future prepared by an Air Force Reserve officer during a twoweek active duty assignment in the Policy and Planning Division. The
officer, Colonel 0. G. Haywood, was a senior vice president of the
Huyck Corporation in civilian life and proved to be an astute observer.
He talked at great length with people in ARPA, especially the civilian
and military staff within Godel's Division, prior to preparing the
paper.[180] He pulled no punches in his analysis. Johnson, who knew
nothing about Haywood or his work until it was finished, seemed deeply
impressed. In any event, he sent the Haywood report to his Chief
Scientist, Deputy Director, Assistant Director and three division
directors with this instruction:[181]
It is remarkable that the Colonel should so completely reflect my personal philosophy and views
with regard to ARPA. I ask-that-you read this
document carefully and be prepared to discuss
this management philosophy in my office....
It
is my desire to rearrange this material as a
-formal statement of management philosophy of the
Advanced Research Projects Agency....
The second document is a very carefully drawn quasi-philosophical
piece entitled "The Role of ARPA in the Department of Defense."
Johnson.
sent it to Secretary McElroy on September 8, 1959. This was just ten
days before the McElroy-York decision that effectively removed ARPA from
the outer space scene and about a month before McElroy publicly announced
his resignation. Johnson's "Dear Neil" cover letter reads as. follows:
r182]
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On various occasions during the past year and
a half we have discussed the role of, the Advanced
Research Projects Agency in the Department of
Defense. 1Y initial views regarding the course
ARPA should take have not substantially changed since.
my appointment.

You are now leading up to important decisioz.:
which must affect the Agency. I honestly beli-ve you
should carefully consider the attached staff study,
which has been prepared to assist you in understanding
and resolving the problems of science and tech.nology
confronting the Department of Defense.,
Note that the thinkpiece is identified as a staff study. One has the
distinct impression that between the lines he is saying, 'I still think
ARPA should be at the center of things in DOD, but since that is out
of the question for reasons beyond my control, here are some suggestions
about using it some other way.'
The first draft of the staff study was
*written principally by Lt. Colonel C. M. loung, Jr., USA, Colonel W. R.
Sturges, USAF and one or two others. They believed personally that ARPA
should be phased out of existence if it was not to be permitted to continue in space research.[183] But Johnson, in Young's opinion, had come
to believe that there was a definite role for a permanent agency to work
on problems with a ten year lead time. The Services, Johnson had observed, always concentrated on the short-term and neglected the future.
Virtually all of ARPA's space work had been Advanced Development, with
some Engineering Development and even some Systems Development. The
Johnson idea was to leave, that to the Services in the future and devote
ARPA to Research and Exploratory Development.
The first draft of the
staff paper was probably very negative about ARPA's future, but it was
then passed to Gise and C-odel who essentially finished the document that
Johnson sent to the Secretaz-y.(184]
Johnson had concluded that he could no longer ward off the inevitable,
namely, NASA primacy in space research and development and Air Force
primacy in that portion left to the military by the ,President. So he
instructed the Godel group to prepare ar
rationale for carving out a
niche in the advanced science area that might enable the Agency to survive. Thus this thinkpiece is an amalgam of JOhnson's views and his
staff's views, looking back on their experiences during the turbulent
mon.ths since February 1958 and looking ahead to an uncertain Puture in
a policy and bureaucratic setting decidedly different than that which
existed when Roy Johnson first came to Washington.
Johnson's commissioned paper explicitly weighed four alternatives:
abolishing ARPA, expanding it, making no changes, and redefining its_.
mission. The latter was recoamended to the Secretary. The organizational
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experiment itself of setting up ARPA on the basis of somewhat unique (for
Government) management principles, was judged a success. The idea of a
small, high quality management group, supported by a scientific and technical staff drawn from industry and the universities on rotation, and
using existing DOD capabilities such as labs and procurement .ystems,
had been extremely successful in establishing sound programs in fields
of great complexity and fludity. Substantively, ARPA had done a quality
job. Johnson received independent confirmation of this belief in Haywood's
management critique. Despite a number of specified weaknesses, 1.aywood
deemed the ARPA concept "sound and refreshing" and the Agency's performance promising: [185]
I do not feel that ARPA faces a real problem
of continued existence. It has started soundly.
If ARPA continues to demonstrate its competence
to manage well the responsibilities it now has
and the funds it now has, the DOD will -want to
assigm to it every difficult problem area. The
problem will not be continued existence; it vrill
be continuous expansion for a continually expanding
scope of responsibility.
Johnson also believed that ARPA had succeeded in limiting the national
tendency to expand space programs on the basis of "Sputnik emotionalism"
and interservice rivalry, "if by no other means than the development of
a single identifiable budget. Similar control within the totality of
Military Departmenta: funding would have been virtually impossiblc."[186]
On the other hand, it was concluded that the ARPA space monopoly
annoyed both the Services and industrial contractors, both of whom preferred decentralization of space responsibilities, the former for roles
and missions reasons and the latter as a matter of profits (the looser
the control; the greater the opportunity for contracts). Air Force
resistance to ARPA was especially strong. Johnson's paper said as much:
"Relations with the Military Departments, particularly with the Department of the Air Force, have been complicated by the ARPA space 'monopoly'
and the Air-Force desire to control use of the space environment."
Schriever's public attacks on the Agency faithfully mirrored the unrelenting warfare that went on inside. the Pentagon. It was referred to
around ARPA as "the Bennie Schriever syncdrome."*
*

Nieburg argues flatly that the Air Force succeeded in reducing ARPA to
"an empty shell with little real use to anyone," and that it subverted
INASA as well. H. L. Nieburg, In the Name of Science (Chicago: quadrangle,
1970 Revised Ed.) 48-49, 210-211, and 230.
"
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Johnson felt that on balance ARPA had not succeeded
service space rivalries, although it had "performed
function of keeping the nation from investing large
ideas." [1871 Policy reasons were also cited in the
"decontrolling" space work:[188]

in dampening interthe valuable negative
sums in crackpot
Johnson paper for

It has become increasingly apparent that
spa.ce, as a place and not a system, can become
the "heart and soul" of military science, and
that space systems development may require
decentralized attention by the appropriate
Military Departments.
This arrangement might
better permit use of space to compete for resources with the other environments - land, sea
and air - for accomplishment of military missions.
Creation of the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering as supervisor of all research can
serve to limit harmful duplication, as could
ultimate creation of a Joint Missile and Space
Command.
Ironically, York had "invented" the phrase "space is a place, not a
program" in order to put some perspective on the dreams of space enthusiasts, and was' fond of using it.
York also strongly supported the
notion of having space systems compete against conventional systems
for funding, although certainly not because he felt space was the "heart.
and soul" of military science. It was also true, at least in theory,
that the new DDR&E could by means of his authority relieve ARPA of the
function of preventing Service rivalry.
The most persuasive of the reasons prompting Johnson to redefine
*ARPA's .role, however, was budget. He had learned the hard way that ARPA
was not going to be permitted to have large budgets• Indeed the bigger
they got, the greater would be the resistance to ARPA. The longer ARPA
held on to projects, the greater were their budget requirements -- faced
with definite budget restraints, this meant promising research ideas
would have to be foregone. It also meant that projects, as they "aged"
through the development process, inevitably grew closer to production,.
deployment and roles and missions controversies and required an immense
amount of attention. Having tc defend military space systems through
these stages taxed a small agency unduly, especially without strong
support from the Secretary, and again detracted from other missions.
The Haywood critique apparently reinforced these views in a novel way
because he recommended that ARPA, as a matter of policy, should not seek
increased funding and should not seek additional technical areas in which
to work: "I can think of no decision by ARPA which will demonstrate
management maturity -and profoundness to a greater degree than a decision
not to grow."(189] This, he said, would force termination of the least
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worthwhile projects and encourage rapid transfer of the good ones to
the Services for further development and deployment, in order to make
way for new projects. Haywood suggested stabilizing the Agency at
$500 million. He wao propounding the transfer doctrine of Rechtin's
ARPA (1968-1970) in its purest form:C190]
A decision not to grow will require that the
ARPA staff periodically make hard technical.decisions to cancel projects so that it can start new
ones. It will greatly reduce criticisms and doubts
as to the long range role of AMPA.
It will place
increased pressur. on the Department of Defense
(DOD) level to make timely decisions on roles and
missions and assignments of operational responsibilities for weapon systems under development.
Haywood also criticized ARPA's long-range space plan and the planning
function itself. The plan, he said, implied future funding levels
grossly in excess of available amounts, gre-` Ly magnified ARPA's presence
in the midst of role and missions disputes, and significantly raised
the odds (given Secretarial indecisiveness in making operational assignments fcr space systems) that ARPA would be drawn into future non-technical policy disputes involving large amounts of Service pride and
money, namely, tr.aining, logistics, construction, etc. ARPA would of
necessity grow bigger and bigger, more and more bureaucratic, less
and less unique,, and become more like a conventional fourth military
department. Aviation Week made the same charge:[191]
...
ARPA under the aggressiye leadership of
Roy Johnson ... was charting its course to develop

into a 'fifth operation service' ( counting the
Marine Corps] by taking over all advanced weapons
system development for all of the other services....
Ever since ARPA made its 'fifth service' intentions clear, there had been a concerted effort,
partially stimulated by valid technical considerations and partially by plain rivalry from other
military empires, to either abolish ARPA or radi.cally shift its role in the Pentagon.
This message was not repeated verbatim in the paper Johnson sub.o
mitted to McElroy. It did not recite all of Haywood's reasoning and
nor did it explicitly say the Agency should not grow. But in essence
both men came oat at the same place. Haywood's conclusions were very
consist ent with the reformulation of ARPA s role that, Johnson propounded.
Originally, Johnson's paper argued, ARPA's project assignments were made
on the assumption that ARPA would transfer its projects to an operational
command when system development had been completed. Experience had shown
this assumption to be vulnerable:[192]
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The concentration in ARPA of responsibility for
performing military system development, i.e., to
the prototype stage, io beginning to affect our
over-all capabilities. While a small, top-level
staff can effectively plan and manage basic research
and special projects, it grows increasingly difficult for it to provide effective management for
diverse, complex development of military systems.
ARPA was impressed by the contrast between its space assignments and
its other assignments in what many liked to call fundamental or "broad
gauge" research areas, namely, advanced ballistic missile defense research, solid propellant chemistry, and the materials sciences. The BND
work was a good case in point:[193]
In the field of ballistic missile defense,
advanced research has been conducted on the broad
range of unknowns affecting our ability to cope
with the missile threat. For perhaps the first
time, the ARPA concept has made possible a fundamental research effort without the intrusion of
excessive demands to commit the present "stateof-the-art" to hardware, whether such hardware was
adequate to the threat or not. Success in many
areas of this broad gauge research has placed
ARPA on the threshold of understanding an advanced
ballistic missile defense system which will be
technically, operationally, and economically
feasible....
These comments say as much about the space program as they do about
BMD.
In any event, Johnson's paper advised the Secretary, in language
rather reminiscent of important PSAC themes, that ARPA should devote"
its energies -to-basic research:J1941
Defense advanced research projects, whether
oriented toward the space or earth environment,
are vital to our national security. When systems,
particularly in a "high visibility" area such as
space, compete for time and attention with the
equally vital, but more prosaic needs of fundamental research, the latter are likely to suffer.
Flundamental research probably requires management
unhampered by problems associated with development
of military systems. Adequate defense of this
advanced research before the Executive and Legislative Branches of the Government can be increasingly
limited by need to defend development of military

7'
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space systems, which could otherwise be defended
by the Military Departments.
Thus the prophet of space systems, or at least his staff with his blessing,
suggested a new role for the Agency -- basic research -- one which was to
flourish during the encumbancies of J. P. Ruina and R. L. Sproull.
The Johnson paper's final and formal recommendations to the Secretary
included the following:
1.

Public announcement of the transfer dates of all
ARPA space projects and of the new criterion for
transfer, namely, completion of research leading
to the "feasibility demonstration" of a potential
system, rather than comiletion of system development.
"This announcement should have the salutory
effect of ceasing ARPA's undesirable identification
as the sole military space agency."

2.

Clarify all other work assigned to ARPA and consider
consolidating several Service basic research programs
in ARPA (this approach was to be tested in the Betts

period).
3.

"Re-state the ARPA organizational stature to include
continuation of its (a)' line agency status reporting
directly to the Secretary of Defense, (b) direct
contract relationship with other agencies and industry,
(c) IDA relationship which has been very satisfactory
and has been so successfully defended before Congress,
and (d) independent appropriations structure."
(These
steps were taken, save the first.)

The paper explains rather well what happened in that turbulent period
between, the tail
end of 1957' when McElroy proposed setting up ARPA to
deal comprehensively with "the vast weapons systems of the future" and
January 1960 when Secretary Gates chose to refer to ARPA, very briefly,
as an agency that undertakes "certain basic research assignments."
The '"basic research" theme, potentially, would bring ARPA more in
line with the thinking of the President's science advisers.
Killian
says that initially he and PSAC tended to look on the new ARPA as their
own "window into the DOD," as a group that would take on advanced,
really."far out" research, such as ballistic missile defense, and pursue
it without the parochialism inherent in the Services.f195] York's
selection as Chief Scientist led to "extraordinary cooperation and ex-'
change between the White House group and DOD," which did not exist
until he went to the Pentagon. [196] Unfortunately, from the PSAC

-
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point of view, Roy Jchnssn's domination of A?2SA and York's subsecuent
departure reduced ARA's Credibi
Killian says t-at wK-ien York
2left, "the tendency to give ARPA the great spread of" responsibilities
was thinned out."[197] if he had stayed, A.PAý might have been asked to
take on important new prog:-ms.
It is most ironic that the science

advisers whio made the intel-lectual case for " advt .-ed researc-h"-- wereo
alienaed by the agency set up specificaLvy to do it.
Att.-pti..to
overcome hat alienation was a task ffor futue Directors.
A.RFA,

for its part, felt just as bitter about the 'White Hcue

zcie-ntists. One strikL.nz impression that comen from reviewing the
Roy Johnson period is the f-at that al!mst withcut exception none qf'
ARPA's activities are ever described or justified as "?resideniall
issues." That phrase was to be used many years later by a different
ARPA leadership generation. Instead of appealing to the fact that all
its assigrments had direct roots to the 'White House, ARPA's "space age"
leadership --nderscored their conter~pt for "woolly-neaded" scientists
by ignoring that legacy altogethe'r. 2iuz tempers matched the tenor of
the times. Admiral Cla--c let it be n.-o.cwn early (June I953) that there
was "too -uch conservatism in hindh presidential advisory circles."r1981
Roy Johnson ended his tenu-re as Director with the obserrati.n that too
many people in goverr=ent had the authority. to stop things, but were
not reso.nsible for the c.....Uenc.s of their acts.
A case in point,
the Science Adviser:[2C-]
I think that there mu'st be Rreater responsibility

aisizned to the )fficee of the Scientific Adviser
to the President, or it ou4.ht to be e-imlinated.
In other words, I do not believe that you can
continue to have this kind of pbower w4tlout respoils

h"ility.

.In retrospect, Godel concurs that the ARFA leadership made an
egreginus error in thumbin its nose at "the scientists." He said
that k1FA simply ignored the Defense Science Board and often failed
to give ýhe IDA itaff enough credit' for its work.' He siaid that at the
t-In.- they all "tho,.•ht that• Jim Killian was a horse's ass" rad ,-hen
Dr. Clovin, Director of MD, move! to the Off'ice of Science and Tech..oloxj APJA conizpicuozuly failed to make any attempt to use him.
ppeaking generally about the scientists, Godel saiu that "we mistrcated the= ... and in the proce:;x we did alienate the zcientific
*-cczunity,
the hand that fc'.Th."[201]
To top it off, At4'A was bliz£fully Inor.nt of the dep ho tii;Lty thrit exi.ted at the White' HOuSe
townr1l Poy Johnson and ARPA.
This he consiicrn t major failure in the
AJRPA lewdership (himself include!).
AIPA never even considered making
aCs. att-mpt to sit duwn -ith Klllxr. or i:;ttiako';sky lo seek, some common

*ground. The,"pride goeth befc..-e 'i fPl" maxim "n a

onpletely verif _iad.

N
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Nonetheless Kilian and the prominent scientists associa-ed with
him rematied adamant that the imbalance in U.S. suppoit of basia research was hazardous to the economy and seciirity of the country and
hen.ce must be correcte&, as a matter of priority if -ftture Sputniks were
to be prevented. ARPA was now gearing itself, on paper at least, to
address the issue he s•o urgently emphasized:[202]
The need, relatively for- more basic-research
drives3 to the heart of the cualitative pi-oblem
we face. Our great effort in the field of development can be made more useful and productive if
ti can be enriched by the vitamins of basic research activity of greater scope and higher quality
In research. the first reatitrethan we now support....
ment to achieve ...

augmented quality is to do more

and better work at the basic research end of the
Our deficiency is at the very top, in
spectrum....
the area over and above the first-rate, where the
great intellectual breakthroughs occur, where the
great concepts and discoveries originate that appear
only a fed times in each century.
This vision certainly Agas not Roy Johnson's cup of tea. His iediate
successor, General A. W. Deots, presided over a transii.nSL, period of
The next three Directors -consolidation and retrench--ent in ARPA.
Ruina, Sprolu.1 and Herzfeld -- moed, a long way, relatively speaking,
toward captring the spirit of Killi:an's exhortation.* When their
'roughly six year span had run its course, the bloom was off- the rose
of "pure s ience" or "quality science" per se and the cycle had. moved
closer again to considerations of the "relevance" of P&D work to DOD'
*

It is =nnecessary here to engage in the endless debate over what constitutes basic research or pure science. For some scientists, ARPA
never has done basic research, e.g., as Charles Townes has paraphrased
that view: "There is no science coming out of ARPA -,it's technology.
or at -best applied work.." Many consider ARPA's work in pioneerirn the
development of computer time-.sharing as important, high qTuality basic
research, but to others "time-sharing is engineering," not science -"some scientists. wouldn't, even know ARPA was involved." Even the
very esoteric physics work undertaken in DEFENTER would not quality as
a •"scientist's science. It is really applied work in the sense that
it is not, what he would normally do just for fun," i.e., a scientist
"-dould work on reentry physics only to be useful, not because he
thou;;t it was interestiaig per se. On this atandard of judgment,
only ARPA's materials science program would be considered obvious,
substrntial work in science and- that, according `6 Townes, '"is wellappr,:cieted."
(Discussion with Dr., Charles Townes, July 10, 1975.)

-•
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needs, a vector that tends to target research managers, on observable
systems and near-term results rather than on high-risk, high-gain,
long-run "breakthrvugh" possibilities.
Was it all a mistake, this notion of creating a super science
agency to preside over the' space race? York's logic in transferring
most of the military space responsibility to the Air Force in 1959
has substantial appeal. But asked why Air Force should not have been
given the space. a -ignment in the first place, York says:[203]
WeL•e., becaure of the confusion that existed about
space, and the notion that we were overlooking something, and that you couldn't even trust the Air
Force to do it rioht.... Everybody was working
every place. There were many tens, perhaps even
a hundred programs on plasma and other forms of
electric propulsion.
And anybody could get ahold
of his Congressman and say 'electric propulsion is
the solution to America's pro'blems, and I've got
this program, but they (DOD] won't go ahead.
So, the number of proposals was enormous. The
confusion that these proposals created was very great,
and the solution to pull it together at a higher
level was probably a good one because interservice
rivalry was able to feed on that kind of confusion.
Had you tried to make just a small office, or give
the problem to Holaday -- saying here, divide these
up among the Services

--

it

would have been complete

chaos. Conceivably you could have given the whole
thing to the Air Force, but you know, that was the
period when they were unable to decide between the
Thor and the Jupiter. $c, if they couldn't decide
that, a single program....
You had to have someone --

you had to go to a

higher authority to be able to say 'no, the moon is
not high ground, we don't have to have a program to
capture the moon befor- :he Ruv.siars do because the
moon is high ground %nd all army commanders understand that by con"-rolling the high ground you control the ground around it.'
That's t'.e kind of thing we were faced with.
It require" a higher authority that was 'higher'
in both the intellectual and the administrative
sense. The guw who denied that the moon had to
be captured in. behalf of' the United States had to
be in a position above the Service and also had to
be believable for intellectual reasons'. 'It was a
mess, it really was.
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ARPA coped with "the mess" until e-.'ents suggested different solutions,
notably NASA and the DDR&E and a str-engthened OSD at the organizational
level, and a clearer, less emotional appreciation of the limitation of
both the Soviet threat and the space environment itself at the substantive level. With all its faults and flaws, ARPA cut a remarkable
swath between February 1958 and November 1959. It was, however, left
cc=pletely ekhausted by the effort.
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Chaptar IV
RETRENC-ThT AND ACCOMMODATION
THE BETTS PERIOD:

1960

The transition between Roy Johnson's departure and the arrival of
Brigadier General Austin W. Betts as ARPA Director was far from smooth.
Despite Johnson's efforts to ease the problems created by ARPA's loss
of the space programs by building a case for a broader ARPA mission emphasizing basic research, it was a time of great uncertainty. At the
least it ranks with two later crises in ARPA's institutional history
that were also associated with changes in Directors: the 1967 trinsition from Herzfeld to Rechtin and the 1970 period prior to Lukasik's
appointment when Rechtin had turned most of his energies to a new DDR&E
assignmenr and the Agency was clearly drifting.
In most respects, however,' the late-1959 period was probably more
ominous than any crisis which followed. The space loss was a clear 'demotion, the new programs were not solidly established, the DDR&E's prospective view of the "new" ARPA was quite unclear, and cries for ARPA's abolition continued. The actual and planned stripping of space projects for
transfer to NASA and the Services left ARPA with about a $150 million
budget. As one who lived through this period put it: "We went from being
a halcyon agency to being just another source of funds."[l] Many questioned why a separate organization was needed at that program level.
Publicly, various sympathetic and unsympathetic critics were busy 'preparing the Agency for burial:f2]
The first stepchild of the space age seems rapidly
on its way out the nearest and most' convenient
exit; convenience being merely the covering phraseology for official dmbarrassment at having a dead
cat hanging in the fruit closet.... There's no
question but that ARPA now lives on borrowed time....
Either we need ARPA or we don't-- and events seem
to establish clearly that ARPA is regarded as an
orgnization that '.must go..
Instead of bleeding it into lifelessness, why
not simply carry, out the near-corpse? A case of
conscience? (Underline in original.)
On top of all this, the selection of a new Director, Di. Charles Critchfield,
became a high visibility public issue, c•Iminating in his withdrawal from
the pocition, thereby leaving ARPA in even greater chaos.
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The Critchfield Episode
As part of his desire to leave an accepted, continuing ARPA as a
legacy of his less than two years as Director, Johnson had agreed at
McElroy's request to search for and nominate his successor. It was not
an easy task because the obvious dismantling of the Agency's programs
For those interested in outer
did little to burrnish its attractiveness.
space especially, NASA was the place to go. Nonetheless, after conversations with Deputy Secretary Gates, Johnson reviewed a "considerable list"
of candidates and recommended Dr. Critchfield in late October. Described
by Johnson as "eminently qualified in every respect for appointment,"[31
Critchfield indeed appeared to be an excellent choice. On paper he combined,
to an extent probably greater than any of ARPA's directors, the qualifications of both a scientist and an industrial manager experienced in advanced
research. Critchfield was, in Johnson's words, "a theoretical physicist of
the first rank."[ 4 1 He had been associated with the- atom bomb development
effort, and had been professor of physics at the Uaiversity of Michigan
(with teaching experience at Rochester,' Princeton and Harvard). At the
time of his appointment, Critchfield was Director of Research for the
Convair Division of General Dynamics and head of Convair's advanced
research laboratory. He was Johnson's clear first choice over an alternative selection who shared Johnson's business management background, but
lacked Critcnfield's scientific credentials., Although Johnson actually
"couldn't have cared less who came inn to replace him, he was given the
green light to open negotiations for Critchfield's services with Frank
Pace, President of General Dynamics.[5]
Cri4tchfield accepted the appointment in early November., It met with
generally favorable press response, including coverage in Time magazine.[6]
Critchfield's acceptance was, however, conditional and the-conditions
immediately' gave rise to a storm of Congressional protest. EssentiallY/
due to his high Convair salaryý of approximately $02,OO0 (better than
double the pay scale for the ARPA Director), Critchfield demanded that

he be hired as a "without compensation" (Woc) employee, with the government allowing him $15 per day expenses and permitting him to retain his
Convair salary. Critchfield, in turn, committed himself to-take no hand

in any ARPA decisions involving C~nvair (whose contracts then amunted to
$4 million'oX ARPA'8 $500 million, budget, mostly concerned with space
projects in process of transfer). There was pre~cedent for this sort of
arrangement under Section 704 of the Second Supplemental Appropriations
Act of 1951, which exnlicitly authorized the Secretary of Defense to hire up

to ten people under such procedures. Dr. York had served, as ARPA Chief
Scientist in a somewhat similar situation as did the encumbent Chief
Scientist (Dr., George Sutton) and five others in OSD/DDR&E.[7]

Despite precedents, Congressional opposition to the appointment rose
sharply, led by Congressman Chet Holifield'of California, who attacked
this arrangement on conflic!- of' interest grounds.[8] According.to rather
,vague
memories of then-current ARPA staff members, Critchfield arrived
briefly in the Pentagon and defended the propriety of his appointment,,
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but in a manner thought by some to be counter-productive. The event
caused great consternation at the Secretarial and DDP&E levels. Defenseindustry relations were under attack at the time from a number of directions, and the appointment proved non-sustainable under nationwide exposure.
Pace also told Gates that he feared a stockholder suit over the issue.[9]
The Secretary instructed Gise that it would be necessary to back out of the
appointment. On November 15 Critchfield withdrew his acceptance, accompanied by expressions of regret from the Secretpry. ARPA was left without
a current head (Johnson had departed) or a prospective Director.
The Betts Selection
The aftermath of the Critchfield episode was a search over approximately one month for a candidate Director unlikely to arouse Congressional
criticism.* Ultimately the search led away from individuals with an industrial connection subject to "conflict of interest" attacks and toward a
candidate from within the DOD, and eventually to General Betts, then on the
DDR&E staff. Described by York as an objective and "reasonable" man, fundamentally in agreement with the DDR&E on central space-related issues,
Betts was regarded as a solid team player, unlikely to engage in contentious controversy but still with "a kind of both good sense and courage,
and a willingness to think independently even at some risk [to his Army
career], that was good."[lo] Bett's integrity and objectivity were respected
in DOD, even by the Air Force (he had supported the decision to separate
ABMA/von Braun from the Army and he failed to see the time urgency which
Johnson and others associated with SATURN).
General Betts was a 1934 West Point graduate with a masters degree
in engineering from MIT who had carved out a solid career in military research and development. His previous posts included Associate Director
of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Chief of the Atomic Energy Branch
of the Army's Research and Development Division (G-4l), Chief of the Combat
Development Branch - USAPEUR, Engineer of the Army Ballistic Missile' Agency
at Huntsville, Army advisor to the Special Assistant to the Secretary of
Defense for Guided Missiles and,. in his last pre-ARPA position, Military
Assistant (Army) to the DDR&E.
The selection of a military man as Director came as a su.prise to
the staff. Military officers within ARPA interpreted it "s a sure sign
zhat th. Agency was going to be downgraded and phased out. General Betts,.
however, says t~hat York did not discuss eliminating ARPA with him.[:l0.
Neither did York intimate that he should look on the appointment as a permanent tour of duty. It was a sort of stop gap or "marking time" appointment.
As Godel put it, "Betts knew himself that he would never have the authority
to make it CARPA] swing."[12] Senior staff considered the newly-arrived
*

In the interim, Air Force Major GeAeral Donald Ostrander,, who had succeeded Admiral Clark as the Deputy, served as Acting Director.

-
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Betts to be impartial, a "stabilizer".but quite skeptical about ARPA and
its value. He later developed lots of enthusiasm and "came to believe in
a role for ARPA."[13]
In the interim preceding Betts' appointment, the leaderless ARPA
pondered its future role. Staff morale was quite low. A concept paper
and cozments thereon circulated among the Actizng Director and the Directors of TOD (Golovin) and Financial Management (Bolton) during late
They reveal the uncertainty felt in the organization and its
November.[141
The papers indicate that ARPA must "avoid
total dependence on the DDP&E.
contentiousness," be a "service agency," and "should be subordinated" to
The "lack ... of a clearly defined sense of direction and
the DDR&E.
Golovin, In particular, indicates
adequate work assignments" is bemoaned.
that the future direction of whatever "ultimate agency" might derive from
ARPA is completely unclear, and notes that mamy of ARPA's functions could
be absorbed within DDR&E.
The need to "help effectively in areas assigned
by DDR&E when any defense research activity or project requires help" is
stressed.
The leadership vacuum growing out of the abortive Critchfield appointment and the eventual selection of a DDR&E staff member, General Betts, as
ARPA Director thus completed the subordination of ARPA to DDR&E against
which Johnson had unsuccessfully battled since DDR&E's creation. Shortly
after Betts' appointment this subordination becamL codified in a new ARPA
directive.
The independence or "semi-independence" cherished by ARPA in
the Johnson era was to be largely submerged in the Betts period, reappearing
slowly with increased delegation of authority to ARPA Directors under York's
successor, Dr. Harold Brown, and the development of conside able autonomy
in ARPA's individual program offices.
Charter Revision
General Betts' arrival at ARPA coincided with an admi strative change
removing the ambiguity in ARPA authority and responsibility vis-a-vis the
Director of-Defense Research and Engineering.
This change placed ARPA
clearly and decis rely in a subordinate role to DDR&E.
On March 17, 1959, it will be recalled, the initial AUA directive
had b':en revisedo taking into account the creation of DDR&E but preserving
-- r.t least on paper -- the direct line between ARPA and th
Secretary.
The key wording of the March 1959, directive is as follovs: 15)
P"ursuant to the authority vested in the S cretary of Defense ... an Advanced Research Pjects

Agency is hereby established as an operating research and development agency of the Departmre
of Defense under the direction, authority awl
control of the Secretary of Defense. (Underine..
added.)
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Trhe directive goes on to say:
The assigned projects of the Agency wil. be
subject to the supervision and coordination of
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering
in the same manner as those of the military departments and will be ccnducted in accordance
with the priorities established by ,the Secretary
of Defense.
Thus, the March 1959 Directive recognizes the authority pf DDR&E over ARPA,
while preserving the "direct line to the Secretary" given to Roy Johnson.
With the appointment of General Betts •;he groundwork is laid for
Thus on December 30,
unambiguous assertion of DDR&E control over ARPA.
1959 -- only a few days after the Betts appointment -- a new directive is
issued. The key wording is as follows:[161
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary of Defense ... an Advanced Research Projects
Agency is hereby established as an operatingt research and development agency of the Department of
Defense under the direction and supervision of the
Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
cUnderline added.)
Th-a directive continues:
The Advanced Research Projects Agency will be
separately organized within the Department of
Defense under a Director of Advanced Research
Projects appointed by the Secretary of Defense.
The Agency will be responsible for basic and
applied research arid development for such advanced
projects as the Director of Defense Research and

Engineering assigns.
There is no mention of direct Secretary of Defense policy' guidance or',
specification of "priorities," except a mý.eq:uent notation that ARPA may
'perform "such other fu4nctions as the Secretary of Defense or the Director
of Defense Research and Engineering assigns," this replacing a similar line
Elsewhere in the
in the March directive that mentioned only th3 Secretary.
December directive, mention of ARPA responsibilities to the Secretary is
expurgated in four paragraphs where such reference was previously contained.
Finally, the responsibility for project assignments is given to the DDR&E,
rather than (as previously worded) the Secretary of Defense "upon recommendation" by DDR&E.

°-
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Thus the clear intent of the December 1959 charter mcdifications is
more clearly and firmly to subordinate ARPA to DDL-E. This mcdified
directive proved to be lasting. It endiured until March 1972 when ARPA
was established as a separate Defensr Agency.
That General Betts accepted this subordinate role to DDR&E is thoroughly supported by his FY 1961 testimony to the House Appropriations
Committee.
In responding to questioning from Chairman Mahon he specifically
denies any independent role vis-a-vis the Secretary but defends the DDR&E's
need for a "central mechanism!" such as ABPA:[171
General Betts:
I look to Dr. York for my techanical direction.
He is qy immediate superior for direction of the
programs I have. My program assignments come to
me signed 'Dr. York.'
They do not come from the
Secretary by direct means.
Mr. MahonDo you think this is a satisfactory and thoroughly
workable arrangement, and do you believe that it
should be continued?
General Betts:
I firmly believe in this mechanism for accomplishing
certain programs.
The importan÷ thing is that we
must be ve-ry careful about the nature of the programs
that are assigned to ARPA. For e-ample, if as a result of the ARPA effort we demonstrate, in a real
sense, the feasibility of a satellite-based ballistic rissile defense system, then it would appear to
me that the great American press might irraediately
blow this up into an ARPA-versus-services fight for
the money for ballistic missile defence.' Since we
are, in fact, working hand in glove with the services
in a very, real way, I think we can ride through any
such criticism of our program and keep it on a.very
solid, technical basis. Surely you have a great deal
of familiarity with just what happens where a new
idea is in one service and the going program is in
another service.. So, for those areas that are very
highly controversial or that feed into the separate
services in a very importa-at way, I think the Secret7ry needs or the Director of Defense Research and

Engineering needs a central mechanism to handle
certain programs.
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Betts' Persnectives on ARPA
York recalls that it was his objective to get ARPA out of the space
He had nothing else special in uind
business, but not to dismember it.
The post-space
for it to do and had no particular desire to expand it.
program that remained he considered "gcod" and he claims tha-ý he had no
real doubts about ARPA's ability:[18]
I did feel that as the overall situation returned
to something more mature or more norm..... that
one good reason for continuing with AYA wv•
means of providing the Secretary of Defense and the
Director of Defense R&D with their own capability
for accomplishing projects without infinite argument with the Services. But that means that I
think AWPA ought, in important ways, to come under
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
Despite his close relationship to Ki"lian, Kistiakowsky and PSAC generallý,
York was not a zealot about basic research, and that probably helped confuse things s. bit in an ARPA looking for useful "advanced" basic research
arguments. York's position is revealing:K19]
[AIs an ideological matter I felt that it was not
true that the Department of Defense is responsible
for the health of science and I felt, no obligation
to e:xpand Defense Department support of basic
research for the reason that basic, research is
important. In fact, the right way to describe my
position is that before I left I tolerated basic
science in the Defense Department rather 'than pro-,
moted it. I didn't cut it, but I didn't raise it
either.
General Betts Joihed ARPA not only with a sense of obligation co
the DDR&Z, but also with some degree of raservation concerning his own
assignment to the post as a military officer. ARPA, he felt, was an
imortant civlian organization serving DDR&E and 'the Secretary, and he
noted: [20]
I really dicda't feel that we had been too wise
about putting a military guy in as Director of ARPA
because, inevitably, on one tide he would be accused
of being partial to his service, and on the other
side,'by his own Service, he would be accused of
being a traitor.... It vas perfectly clear that it
was a Defense-oriented -- b•' Defense I mean Office
of Secretary of Defense -- oriented operaition,
mixed up in things that were nulti.service, in nature,

N

r
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and in a very real sense had a great deal of power
to use money that the Services very jealously eyed.
To put a military 6uy in that position tended to
erode the basic reasons for setting ARPA up in my
judgment. And when I left that's why there was no
consideration of another military guy to replace me.
Herb and I had agreed that when it was my tu'- to
go -we would bring in a civilian.
Betts went on to illustrate his view that AREA needed a civilian
director with the following eXample:[211]
One of the things that clinched my determiration
that ARPA should have a civilian head and not a
military one wns when -we were debating the transfer
of the ADVMT program to the Scrvices and because it
was communications -- it was agreed that it would go
to the Army -- but [Air Force General] Schriever in
one meeting in the Secretary of Defense office, held
forth most effectively that he couldn't possibly do
an effective role with the booster system unless he
also had full control ofthe element that it boosted
so that the whole interconnect was his responsibi.lity
and that all the Army had to do was put in the package
The ARPA staff, that was not Army,
for the communicator.
had gone through the analysis of this thing, and had
briefed me as Director of ARPA on all of the reasons
why ... and said far and away the tougher problem was
going to be the Army's, not Schriever's. Well, in the
Secretary of Defense's office here was Schriever arg-aing from the Air Force side and I think someone from the
civilian Secretariat of the Army, arguing from that side,
and I was trying to argue objectively what ARPA wanted,
but it kept coming out that, 'well, here is p8.cochial
Army -irguing against Schriever....'
General Betts' reservations concerning his own assignment and his
insistence that ARPA should have a civilian character are directly related
to his views of the role, of ARPA.
Specifically, he did not view AXPA primarily in terms of a brilliant technical organizatioa guarding the nation
against technological surprise through high-powered advanced research,
but rather as a managetent mechanism to handle research problems otherwise
The following interview
likely to be bedeviled by inter-Service conflicts.
exchange summarizes this view:(22]
Q:

Do you think that iRPA has had a better batting
average than most other organizations over the
.years of being able to spot promising new fields
and lay money on the line?
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A:

i wouldn't try to make a case for their having
been sharper in finding new things than anybody
else.

Q:

What is their strong point?

A, As far as I am ccncerned their strong suit is [that]
they were able to pursue programs that impacted on
at least two and sometimes three of the Services
and bring them along without things getting into
in-.r-Service warfare. I really think [for example]
we would have had some very difficult times on the
Hill if the Air Force had gone over with SAMOS program, and the Navy going over with the TRANSIT program ... [but] ARPA could present the facade of a
single defense program; even though I don't think
A•tPA or anybody else would have tried to kid the
Congre:.s that the work at APL on TRANSIT was being
done in a nice cooperative, analytical'way with the
work on the top end of the SAMOS or some of the Air
Force programs. Nevertheless, ARPA did have people
on the staff •hat knew what was going on with each
of these well enough, and were technically competent
enough, to be able to make sensible judgments as to
where these systems ought to come together with some
commonality and where it wasn't terribly important....
[Similarly in]. Defender, I do think that they [ARPA]
managed to bring out strengths and weaknesses of
both offensi e and defensive systems that were
available to both sides. It simply would not have
been so completely open and available to both sides
if both the Air Force and the Arw had been going
separate way.,.
Amplifying on his vi'ew of AIA as primarily a mechanism for the DDPAE to
pursue research involving miti-Service issues, Betts states:[23']
I couldn't =gue effectively for continuation of
ARPA other t
from the DDPR& point of view. He
has programs under his direct and immediate control
that he would otherwise be 'a couple of administrative echelo
away from. It's all well and good to
-ay that the Services will do what you want them to
do .- in other words, 'sure, just tell us what you
wantto do but give us the money.'
I still think
that where a program is mtlti-Service in its total
complexity, that to pull tt together in an eperating
level above he two Services can make for a truly
more effecti e pt'grai than .if, one Service just does

it and lets theother string along.

And there is

--
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one other thing that ARPA certainly has: the flexibility to wheel and deal in a way that's terribly
difficult when you get to the Service level because
there is so mach competition for funds .. '[that if]
you want to change something --

in the Service program, it's

a major change --

a very painful process.

Betts was and remains a very strong proponent of DOD support of basic
research
because he believes it is necessary for the Department to remain
" tcoupled" to the very best thinking that is going on in the universities
and other laboratories. He felt that ARPA managed basic research programs
admirably and is inclined to think, in retrospect, that a great deal of
Service R&D in the 6.1 and 6.2 areas* could be effectively combined in
ARPA.
To conclude this synopsis of the Betts view of ARPA's role, his
response to the following question concerning ARPA's "technological surprise" mission is revealing:[22 +]

Q:

One of the rationales for having an ARPA that is
repeated to this day ... was that ARPA had a mission
of guarding against technological surprise.... Was
this something that when you ,were Director you felt
was part of your job or your mission?

A:

I doii't remember ever being worried about that as
an exercise.... I [have] wracked my brains but I
can't remember ever treating it as a serious mission
of ARPA that we should gaze into our crystal ball
and see vwat kind of technological surprise we were

likely to [find].

It seems much too nebulous to put

a program together. It sounds like the kind
glory. words you put in the mission things to
Congress and everyone else, without any real
-stance behind it.
Because ARPA had a pretty
and firm series of programs. And those were
ones we pursued.

of
impress
subclear
the

The Betts ARPA is thus a quite pragmatic organization, pursuing specific
programs assigned by DDR&W which presumably would be more difficult to
manage properly in individual Services.
*

6.1 and 6.2 are the Department of Defense budget categories for "research"

(including both basic and applied research).and *exploratory development,"
* respectively. These are the two "early" stages of Defense R&D, later
*steps being "advanced development" (6.3), "engineering development" (6.4)
and "operational development" (in the procurement budget)., ARPA's budget
is comprised solely of 6.1 and 6.2 funds.
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Program Change Daring the Betts Period
Despite the modest views expressed above., the period during which
General Betts was Director of ARPA reads on paper as though it were the
most dynamic period of expansion in the Agency's history. A new program
called SUNRISE, leading to the formation of the Jason advisory panel, is
assigned in January 1960; Energy Conversion research is assigned in July;,
Arms Control research in September; To.,icology, a broadened propellant
program and a "General Research" program in November. The VELA program
assignment is publicly announced in May. Programs in Electronics, Climate
Control, Command and Control Research and unconventional warfare v-:re
announced by June 196]. -- all with apparent origins during' General Betts'
tenure (which ends in January 1961).[25]
This apparent flowering of ARPA assignments is, however,' somewhat
misleading, for the Betts period is.characterized more by adjustment and
accomnodation to the space transfers than by a vigorous expansion of work
effort. The only ARPA programs to receive substantial funding were those
carried over from Roy Johnson's period. The new programs were all small,
ranging from under $1 million to about $6 million, whereas the surviving
Johnson period assignments in FY 1961 ranged from about $19 million (propellant chemistry) to over $100 million (DEFENDER).
Of the projects noted,
three might be characterized as ARPA being tapped as a convenient mechanism
to address an immediate DDR&E problem (toxicology, arms cor-trol, and command
and control research); energy conversion and an assignment in "reliability"
were minor extensions of space-period efforts; climate control and unconventional warfare efforts were modest ARPA staff initiatives (though the
latter grew rapidly after Betts' departure); and the SUNRISE and general
research assignments, were simply very minor efforts. The expanded propellant chemistry charter was actually a reflection of difficulties in the
original work effort, which was limited to solid propellants. To further
illustrate the modest contemporary importance of the new initiatives,
approximately 94 per cent of the FY 1961 budget was accounted for by four
programs initiated during the Johnson period (DEFENDER, VELA, Propellants,
Materials) as 'was 87 per cent of the FY .1962 budget. Thus despite the
addition of several new project titles, General Betts left basically the
same legacy of non-space programs that he had inherited.
In fact, Betts did not regard the generation of.major 'new. ARA progras
as a primary responsibility:[26]
The major commitment that I worked on was to
move some of, those big space programs like the
Navigation Satellite -- that kind of thing -to the Services and to get them out of ARPA.
Aside from his commitment to expedite the space program transfers as
had been decided in 1959, Betts felt that ABPA should be receptive "to new
S\N
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programs. There were, however, no major new assignments from DDPME and
most new activity during the period was developed at ARPA and/or ODDR&E
staff levels. Neither Betts nor York apparently gave much attention or
priority to these developments:[27]
You can't move something :fithout thinking about
moving other things in to keep up the mission in
the organization. As I remember, the conversations
I had with Herb York, were to look at the kind of
things ARPA should be doing to replace those that
we both felt should move out of ARPA. I don't
remember specifically each one of those items and
the kind of staff work we were doing to justify
ARPA being in the act. All of those forces were
at play ... I don't remember a great deal of pressure from Herb to pick up specific programs. We
were in more or less• laily contact with various
elements around DDR&E, and those guys always
thought of ARPA as where they would go to get something done if they couldn' t get it done in the Services. I think some of it [new work] was self.generated and some came from the tDDR&E] Staff,
but I don't remember the motivation behind, the
specific ones.
ARPA Organization
Perhaps General Betts' greatest contribution to the future ARPA was
neither creating new noiv shaping old assignments, but rather restructurirg
the Agency in a manner more consistent with program and bureaucratic realities. Arriving in December 1959, Betts inherited a Chief Scientist,
Deputy Director, Assistant Director (Administration), the Program Council
structure, and three staff divisicus, all supported by the IDA Advanced
Research Projects Division (ARPD/IDA).
By tne spring of 1960, however,
the substantial change in, the ARPA program (particularly the diversity of
new assignments) and the desire for decreased reliance upon IDA support,
necessitated an Agency reorganization.
In May 1960, therefore, the Technical Operations Division was eliminated and separate offices were created
for each major ARPA assignment -- ballistic missile defense, nuclear test
detection, solid propellant chemistry, materials science and "special
projects" (later called "general research" and consisting of miscellaneous
smaller assignments).[28] To assist in coordination of these several technical offices, the new position of "Technical Executive,w filled~by Col.
Dent Lay, USAF, was created in the Director's Offine. To staff the new
technical offices, a considerable addition was made to ARPA's professional
roster. The net effect of this change was further to reduce reliance on
IDA technical expertise in lieu of in-house staff, and IDA gradually, assumed
more traditional contractor study and analysis f±nctions aza became less
involved in program management. ARPA also tried to recruit- eminent scientists
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to fill the DEFENDER and VELA office posts because, as Gise put it, they
"were recognized as National programs of great importance and should be
(His illustrative candiattractive to men of scientific statureo"129]
dates for those two positions, respectively, were Harwood of Lincoln
Gise also recommended letting the proLaboratories and Latter of RAMD.)
tc the Director, in part to attract
directly
report
gram office directors
top
drawer scientists in 1960 but did
the
lure
not
did
ARPA
such people.
Ruina subsequently Tias to attract excelestablish the program office3.
lent people and to give them great authority to operate within their office
spheres of influence, subject only to his personal control. Later Directors, critical of this system, were to criticize ARPA as an unintegrated
cluster of feudal baronies. Those who got results with it, swear that it
is 'the only way that ARPA can succeed as a multi-faceted, small management agency engaged in advanced research.
Restructuring the ARPA-IDA MRlationship. General Betts' reorganization of ARPA largely revolved around the issue of establishing a base of
technical competence within the Agency, as opposed to continued reliance
As indicated several times
on the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA).
in preceding sections, IDA was a major contributor to the ARPA effort in
1958 and 1959, with its presence permeating virtually every aspect of the
ARPA program. IDA had provided ARPA's Chief Scientist (Dr. York and his
immediate successors) and IDA staff members were co-located with civil
servants in ARPA's Pentagon offices. There was often a fine line of distinction at best betwe-en the activities of IDA and ARPA employees. This
arrangement was crucial to ARPA's ability to gain a measure of control over
the multitude of programs assigned the new agency. An ARPA paper prepared
in late 1958 called the IDA relationship "the single key factor _n this
vital undertaking,."[30] As Roy Johnson said frequently, the rapid recruitment of IDA staff from industry enabled ARPA to "hit the ground running"
with sufficient technical talent to gain a measure of substantive control
over its diverse assignments.

Even Betts, who engineered the change in

IDA's status, was not entirely comfortable about doing it: "I do remember
not being particularly happy about making the change, from an operating
point of view, because the IDA guys were the strength of our operation."[31)
Even while the ARPA/IDA arrangement was quite new, however, the
relationship came unler rigorous questioning both within OSD/ARPA and IDA
and in Congress. By General Betts' arrival as ARPA Director major changes
were unavoidable.
The primary issue in the ARPA/IDA relationship from the beginning
was, of course, the conflict of interest question. IDA personnel concerned
with the ARPA program were, for the most part, recruited from industry on
a leave of absence basis, and thus were deeply involved in major government
programs during a brief interval within their industrial careers at a time
when firms were vigorously competing for government business. Questions
naturally arose &s to whether such IDA employees would be in a.position to
benefit their home companies,, to affect competing companies adversely, or

-
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to set themselves up for new employment.J3?1 Gise says that real conflict
of interest problems did arise: "This was an exception rather than the
rule, but there were quite a few instances where some of these individuals
were really trying to create a situation that would be to their benefit
after they left ARPA."[33] Moreover, the IDA staff was, despite its. formal
focus on technical assessment and review and program planning inputs, deeply
involved in project development and management. As General Betts was to
put it: "[Tlhe present IDA staff is, on the record, much more interested
in serving in a project manager relationship than in a planning relationship.*"[34] In fact, IDA perscnnel reviewed projects in Washington and in
the field and not only assessed new proposals from a technical viewpoint
but made highly specific judgments about the modification, 'expansion or
contraction of project tasks and about funding levels.
As summarized in a May 1959 ARPA staff study, IDA's Advanced Research
Projects Division assumed these functions largely by default:[35]
IDA/ARPD was responsible for reviewing and
evaluating these proposals from the technical
point of view. Since the management review
apparatus in ARPA had not fully evolved in ARPA's
early days, IDA/ARPD's technical recommendations
usually served as the primary basis for accepting
projects and IDA/ARPD people became involved in
the subsequent program development.
In short,
ARPA, recruiting at a less rapid rate 'than its
contractor, lacked the personnel and machinery to
adequately review IDA recommendations or to carry
out the' development and monitoring of programs.
Adding 'to this politically volatile mixture, ARPA elected to. run most of
its nI&D on the basis of unsolicited proposals.
In part this compensated
for the very small staff 'size and was thought as well to cut down on the
time wasted by Service procuurement agents. Gise was especially worried
about this practice during the period when IDA staff were so much involved
in the Agency's decision-making:f:361
I was waiting for the roof to fall in on us azy
time because it was so well known, throughout
the whole scientific community, that the IDA guys
were going out and saying 'look, how about' giving
us this proposal on so and so,' and it [the request]
would go to just one guy. But nobody ever complained.
Nonetheless, until brought under control, the situation had unfortunate
side effects: "The combination of all this money, some hair-brained ideas,
and the emphasis on techn:'logy rather than science led some people [scien'tists] to make fun of ARPA for awhile.'[371
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At ARPA's beginning, IDA's potential conflict of interest problems
and the difficulty of a private contractor tending to speak for (and make
commitments for) the government were overridden by post-Sputnik urgency
and IDA's ability quickly to recruit technical.ly-competenit professionals
from industry. Before the end of Roy Johnson's first year, however, a
number of steps were required to lessen the potentially adverse effects
of the arrangement. On December 5, 1958, Johnson proposed the following
steps "to improve APPA's. effectiveness:"[38]
1) Establish a small Technical Division within
ARPA of career service people to carry out
the day-to-day direction and supervision of
approved projects.
2)

Gradually replace IDA 'leave of absence'
employees with permanent employees.

3)

Relocate the IDA group outside the Pentagon.

In addition, an "ARPA Contract Advisory Board" composed of Civil Service
and military personnel was established in October 1958, to review proposals.[39] In February 1959, the review mechanism was formalized in
membership and procedures,, and reconstituted as' the ARPA Program Council,
which was continued well into the Ruina period.[40] Although useful in
screening proposals to insure that no good idea was neglected and for
other purposes touched on in Chapter II above, the Program Council primarily
settled down to the task of supervising Agency accountability. It provided
a formal mechanism to insure that governmental employees explicitly sanctioned project initiation, selection of contractors, commitment of fands,
and related actions. Gise's view of the Program Council is what one might
expect from the Agency's top management official:f41]l
We had the IDA staff, a 'really completely undisciplined group of people who were dashing around
madly picking ideas sort of willy-nilly.-- not
that they weren't good ones but it concerned me
because there were possible conflicts of interest.
There was really no review of these programs by
people who were on the payroll of the Government..
This bothered me and so in order to at leact give
an impression that we had some Government responsibility we set up the Program Council ...

where

we actually got the IDA people to put their proposals down in writing. Before that, they weren't
even doing that.

*

As imaginative bureaucraticaly as they ofter' -wc-::substantively, the IDA
staff were also adroit at getting "a-provals" for their ideas from Johnson
or Clark, then-were off and running in-Solo performances. York had some
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difficulty controlling his own staff. The lP..?ogram Council was a means of
bounding this "seat of the pants" form of mrnagement.
Up to General Betts' arrival as ARPA 51rector, however, the hectic
pace of the space and BMD projects tended to keep IDA staff members deeply
involved in the inner workings of program management. Because of the continued sense of urgency, Johnson proceeded slowly in changing IDA's role.
On January,20, 1959, he informed the Secretary of Defense by memorandum
that while establishing a small Technical Division staffed by civil servants,
he was deferring action on reducing leave of absence staff drawn from industry and on separating IDA employees from ARPA's Pentagon offices.[42] With
these IDA leave of absence employees still working along-side ARPA staff
in the Pentagon and with TOD functioning with a skeleton civil. service
staff, IDA influence on ARPA decisions and involvement in program manageDr. Charles Townes, who joined IDA in the fall of
ment was still enormous
1959 just prior to Betts' arrival as ARPA Director, recalls the IDA role in
terms that reveal its still-central position in the ARPA effort: [43]
Our official position was to give advice, like
conisultants, and not make decisions, but the Pentagon literally had no staff and only a skeleton
organization. IDA was in government quarters and
acted like government and even worked with visiting contractors as government. That, of course,
caused the worry.
General Betts' year as ARPA Director was to spell the beginning of the
end of IDA's role as a shaper of ARPA programs. This came about as the
culmination of several developments. First, the decision to transfer ARPA's
space programs and ARPA's reor~.entation toward basic research removed much
of the impetus of urgency on which.the cape for tapping experts on leave
from private industry was largely based. Second,, the space transfers,
meant that much of the expertise provided by IDA was no longer required
by ARPA, so that it was relatively easy to phase down IDA support and to
hire civil service staff directly in ARPA's new assignment areas where IDA
had been less intimately involved in program development. Third, a number
of factors combined to make IDA less interested in continuing to be a pervasive force within ARPA, e.g., the kulnerability of the arrangement to
Congressional and other outside criticism (which had long concerned the IDA
Board), the decreased status of the ARPA program, and increazed tension
The
between ARPA's new technical staff and IDA's expert consultants.
Critchfield incident which preceded Betts' appoinr±ment was perhaps also
symbolic of decreased Congressional and public acceptance of blurred disIDA
tinctions between governmental employees and industrial contractors.
itself was changing in the direction of g-eater iinstitutionalization and
staff permanency aid less 'willingness to accept the kiiid of ad hoc illdefined arrangements characteristic of its early role in AEPA.

Finally,

ways and means were being found to bring scientific and technical talent
into government at higher pay scales.

_____

I._______
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As a result of the above trends, the Betts period moved strongly in
On the
the direction of limiting IDA's role in ARPA program management.
9,
March
on
issue of governmental control, a Betts memorandum to the staff
Council
Program
the
of
1960 reaffirmed and strengthened the authority
(revising and expanding proceClures for processing matters through the'
Council) and provided for a civil servant project manager (or project
team) to be designated by TOD for each approved work effort, thus establishing government employee counterparts wherever IDA people might be
involved.[44] Perhaps most important, however, was, the previously described
decision to reorganize the ARPA staff by eliminating the comprehensive Technical Operations Division and creating offices for each major program area.
Creation of these offices, each to be headed by a relatively high salaried
technical director, provided the basis for upgrading ARPA's thin internal
technical expertise. ,As Betts noted, "these Assistant Directors will have
extremely broad authority both fcr technical program planning and proposal
evaluation as well as day-to-day technical project managemexit."[451 As
part of the recrganization, the IDA contract was revised to eliminate the
""Advanced Research Projects Division" .and to replace *Lt with a "Research
and Engineering Support Group," to be "concerned primarily with the analysis of relevant areas of science and technology in order to recommend emphasis in research and development, rather than ... detailed technical
planning and. proposal evaluation...."[46]
Finally, ARPA staffing planhs were drastically revised during the middle
term in order to increase the goverrnment staff. Early in the
Betts'
of
year, ARPA projected a staffing level of 90 individuals (both professional
ard support staff), and indicated about 100 individuals (professional and
In July
support) would supplement the effort through the IDA contract.
in remoranda involving Deputy Secretary Douglas and Dr. York, the ARPA
steff level was upgraded by 27 positions (an increase of almost one-third),
and IDA's "gradual disengagement" was endorsed by York.C'47]
.'y the end of General Betts' year as ARPA Director, IDA was well on

its way ro being reduced to the more traditional contractor role of producing specific studies, technical analyses and advice and the basis was,
laid for the development of strong technical management within ARPA proper.
the transition, however, did not occur'smoothly. DEFENDER, the largest
continuing program, was highly reliant on IDA personnel and the shift to
civil service staffing (including transfer of some IDA staff to civil service appointmenl *) was difficul_. The first civil service head of DEFENDER
felt that the rupture with IDA was too disorderly and probably came tco soon,

and recalls having tc hand out IDA-prepared program files to newly recruited
ARPA staff without having any feel for their contents.[48]' The considerable
dissatisfaction with DEFENDER expressed by Dr. Ruina when he arrived at
APPA in 1961 was probably generated to a considerable extent by the crisis
in transition from IDA.

-.-

-

----
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On IDA's part, the twin "demotions" represented by ARPA's loss of its
highest priority programs and IDA's reduced role within ARPA was met with
Early in the Betts period, IDA endeavored to move toward a:
some dismay.
more direct (including contractual) relationship with the higher echelons,
This was resisted .by ARPA, which resented IDA's
as re resented by DDR&E.
General Betts complained to Dr.
search for a more "prestigious home."
York that "the single most serious problem I have had to contend with since
becoming D-.rector of AkPA .... lies in the fact that individual IDA employees
do not dezire to ba scientific advisors; they desire to be and act as techni.!al project engineers;"[491 and he implicitly attributes IDA's overtures
In fact, the major DOD
to DDR&E to a desire to continue these ambitions.
contract wi-Gh IDA (excluding WSEG) was continued through ARPA, but it later
came to be regarded by many in ARPA as simply a DDR&E funding channel and
a "tax" on the agency.
Many IDA staff in ARPA were dead set against being removed from the
Agency, fearing that a more "normal" government organization would fail.
In retrospect, however, one of them concedes that ".overmment people were
better at carrying out a program than we were, once -it was put together;
we only were able to get things done because we were new and people were
afraid to get in the way of the machinery, but that wouldn't have lasted."[ 50]
It did not.
Over the years the IDA contribution to ARPA, while remaining important
in numerous specific areas, was to become less and less central to the
in late 1969, an ARPA review of IDA cites a feeling of remoteness
Agency.
from DOD decision-making at IDA and a DDR&E/ARPA sentiment that IDA "can't
IDA's avoidance of any arrangement
or won't provide help when needed."[51]
which could be considered "personal services" amounted almost to a "phobia,"
The IDA staff is described as "a rather
a far cry frcm the space days.
mixed group in, terms of breadth and depth" and deficient in quality in
Despite a defense of the rather unique continuing arrangenumerous areas.
ments 'enjoyed by IDA vis-a-vis ARPA and DDR&E, the review concludes that
",re&arding the uniqueness of the skills at IDA, the.simple fact is that
there, aren't any." ,Thus, the very special role played by IDA prior, to
1960 is significantly reduced by the changes in General Betta' tenure and
continues to move in the di:ection of a more normal contractor's role in
following years, albeit a contractor with a particularly close association
with ODDR&E and ARPA.
In addition to previous comuents on the Program
Program Council.
Council in the context of ARPA organization and the'IDA relationship, a
few remarks on the significance of the Council in the early ARPA years
For three or four years follo-iir the Council's creation
are appropriate.
in early 1959, the group' s role was extremely ii. irtant in the management
Its influence durzing these years, and. particularly
of ARPA's R&D program.
during the Betts period, is difficult to exaggerate.

-

... \
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The main items brought before the Council were IDA "Technical Evaluationsu (which assessed proposals in terms of rationale, extent of duplication with other work, priority, and complementarity to the overall program),
development and funding plans required to initiate ARPA Orders, and special
contract and procurement matters. Very importantly, the compooition of the
Council (aside from the Chief Scientist) was non-technical in character
and thus provided a source of administrative and policy review for every
new ARPA initiative. While the Council only provided recommendations to
the Director, it was heavily relied on by Johnson for more detailed review
of space profects and for non-space projects in general, and was even more
thoroughly depended upon by General Betts as "the mechanism by which ...
[he and othe:s in ARPA management] kept in touch with what these other guys
were doing."[52] Betts remembers 4t not so much as a positive "dec+ýion
tool" but as a vehicle by whith to control the program in a budgetary sense
and otherwise, this in an atmosphere of constant pressure for new initiatives
in a wide variety of fields.

To illustrate the permeatinug restraining influence of the Council, of
fifteen items brought to it for approval at its very first meeting only
six were given full approval with a recommendation for the Director to signoff, seven were referred to other parts of ARPA or to IDA for further work
or revision, and two were simply deferred for later Council consideration.
This ratio of approvals appears quite representative of Council actions
over the y,-ars (the last 1959 session, for example, considered an item
originally submitted in April), so that the Council clearly did not simply
rubber stamp IDA and ARPA staff proposals. According to a contemporary
staff member, this careful review process was absolutely necessary at the
time, with many ill-considered proposals being generated ("many of the
technical write-ups made you throw-up"); moreover the technically-oriented
AWPA/IDA staff often was quite deficient in considering legal, budgetary
and other non-tenhnical questions.[53] Without the C0lmcii,,he felt, the
Agency would have pulled many serious gaffes.

-

From the position of the teclhnical staff, the Council was, of course,
typically viewed as a nay-sayer and bitter battles were 'fought on many
,issues. Efforts were constantly made to appeal around the Council to the
Director, Deputy Director, or Clalef Scientist. As long as the technical
program advocates were primarily contract employees housed in IDA, however,
the need for a clear official government stamp on programs was obvious and
the Council was the central mechanism by which that essential function was
performed.
This reinforcement of the Council's position began to break dQwn late
in the Betts period with the upgrading of ARPA's internal technical capabilities and decreased reliance on IDA. When a series of technical offices
within ARPA was finally established in the latter half of Betts' year a
base was laid from which the Council could be more vigorously and persuasively attacked. As will be discussed below, Betts' successor was
highly oriented toward substantive teiýhnical Issues and preferred to rely.

-
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on his technical staff rather than the more administratively-)riented
Council members.
With the technical office directors now able to argue
that they too represented the government and could adequately consider
administrative issues, the role of the Council declined. After many heated
disputes and efforts to save the Council it was eventually abolished and
its functions internalized within the technical offices or incorporated
into the annual cycle of budget review activities.
Executive Agents. The executive agent system was working, but not well,
when Betts arrived. General Ostrander told him that there was a six month
backlog in execution of ARPA work and Betts soon verified it:[541,
[Tihat ,as probably the single most discouraging
part of the whole job. In all justice, I think
Larry [Gisel and I,and Bill Godel knew that we
shouldn't try to duplicate the Services' ability
to let contracts and manage problems and yet it
was most discouraging to go through the drill of
working up proposals ...

putting something together

that was responsive to what we were trying to
accomplish ...

and write the ARPA Order to one of-

the Services to please do this and carry it through,
and nothing would happen.
Betts personally visited many of AMPA's agents to beg for assistance. The
response, he said, was often "great lIp service,' but "those things used
to sit months on somebody's desk because he mas doing his own work first,
and then he would get around to the ARPA work when it was convenient.
It
was a fundamental problem." Ruina, too, was to feel frustrated by administrative delays and red tape.
ARPA often called on OSD's tiny procurement office to let dontracts
with very tight time constraints,, but this- relief was limited by the workload the office could sustain and-by the fact that it had no capability
-for technical monitoring of work.
PROGRAMS IN THE BE=IS PEROD
The ARPA program folio during the Betts period was a mixture of
space era survivors, late 1959 initiatives and new, small (,if not almost
trivial) DDR&E assignments. In addition, the first half of Betts' tenure
was to a considerable extent devoted to clearing cut miscellaneous space
projects that had earlier been marked for transfer. These residual projects in process of transfer are not described in the following pages,
but it should be reiterated that a major part of the Betts mission was to
close the books on the space period. Notable transfers included the Na.vy

navigation satelliti and the 'Arqmr commmications satellite programs (both
gone by mid-year) and the satellite tracking network.*
*

ARPA funding ceased on June 30, 1960, but 5r retained manement responsibility for the tracking networkr-util November 30, i•akin it the last
of the space projects to be transferred...
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Even aside ftom the "lame duck" space projects,.the program mix in
the Betts year is the le..st conceptually rationalized in APYA's history
and unifying themes are most difficult to find. Program. assignments ranged
in size from the $100 million DEFENDER program to the under-$l million
level, e.g., the reliability program. New assignments ranged in priority
from VELA, an urgent national requirement growing out of test ban negotiations, to the TORES assignment, where the primary problem was to find
a convenient way to fund a modest .Army chemical laboratory project. Projects came from outside DOD, the DDR&E, IDA staff recommendations, interial
ARPA planning, unsolicited contractor proposals,, and the Services. While
nmch of this diversity continued into later periods, what is lackJing in
the Betts period is a clear sense of direction and program philosophy.
This picture of a rather disorganized and nondirected program derives
partially from the attention still being given to liquidation of the last
of the space projects and from the extensive internal reorganization taking
place t1hroughout the Betts year. Perhaps most important, however, was the
basic fact that General Betts did not seek to run the agency and its programs according to some set of abstract principles and did not become an
'aggressive advocate for any particular element of the ARPA program. As
previously cited, Betts saw ARPA's role as serving the DDR&E by providing
a home for whatever research and development activities the DDR&E felt
required central management at the OSD level. In 1960, the DDR&E's requirements in this regard were modest and did not reflect any clear philosophy
as to the continued role of the agency. The BY 1961 budget was less than
half the previous year's level and over 80 per cent of it was accounted
for by DEFENDER and hold-over space projects scheduled for transfer (see
Figure IV-l).
DEFENDER

The DEFENDER program during the Betts period was, as it continued to
be for many years, a $100 million program. While Betts was Director it
amounted to well over half the ARPA budget, exclusive of the' outgoing' space
projects.
Charitably speaking, the DEENDER program inherited by Betts was
quite chaotic and, if anything, became more so in 1960 due to the difficulties in shifting from heavy dependence on IDA consultants to internal
staff. By mid-year the effort was divided into six technical branches
which were carried over into the Ruina directorship which followed and
are described in the chapter dealing with programs of that period. The
activities within these branches were often an odd lot, :however, an example
being the General Research branch, which included basic research in atomic
and molecular physicS, building an atmospheric observatory/radio telescope
in Puirto Rico, nuclear effects research in collaboration-wi-th the Defense
'Atomic Support Agency) development of the first large phased. array radar

..
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PRCGRAM BUDGET HISTORY DURING THE BETTS iPlIKOD

($ millions)

Appropriations Request
Actual budget
Comitments To Agents

FY 1960

Fý 1961

.4551
4552
2762

215
215
207

Requests By Program:
Space/Sateilites
DEFENDER
Propellants
Materials
18'Administration

3071
1284

673
1105

18

17
17

2

1 Ap_,•oximately $20C .idilion of this amount transferred to

Services.
2 Figure inaonsistent with above due to tra•sfers.

3 Transferred to Services during year.
4 Approximately $8 million was budgeted on VELA from emergency
fruds/reprograming.
5 Approximately $40 million for VELA 'ater eaded to initial ARPA
request.
6 Materiasl
initiated with DOD emergency ft4s (approximately
$17 million, Fy. 196o).
Source:

ARPA budget -tables.
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(the Electronically Steerable Array Radar, ESAR), research on BMD data
processing requirements, and building high power radar transmitting tubes.
The rather casual branch structure probably traces back to the earlier,
somewhat arbitrary, division of the DE
DER program among various IDA
staff members.
The outstanding features of the DEFENDER program during the Betts
Deriod were: (1) a very extensive radar and radar components development
effort, and (2) a multi-faceted program relating to measurement of the
signatures of re-entry vehicles and associated development of techniquesfor detecting and discriminating among such bodies. Both of these research
areas were to remain of dominant importance in the DEFENDER program for
many years and there were numerous achievements in both areas by 1960. At
the time, however, each had important problems. The radar program, for
example, was quite diffuse and probably attempted to cover too-broad a
front; considerably greater focus was given this ,program in the Ruina
period. In addition, there were some expensive dead ends in radar development. The most notable example probably was the so-called PINCUSHI0N
radar, which was cancelled in the early 1960's after a sizable investment
over several years (at least $16 million). In the reentry measurements
area, the primary diffickLty was that the effort-was hobbling along with
inadequate facilities, instrLmentation radars and other equipment. This
gave rise to the most far-reaching DEFEDEER development in the Betts
period, development of the Pacific Range Electromagnetic Signature Study
(PRESS) described in greater detail below.
Despite solid developments in both of the a'bove areas, the generally
perceived flavor of the 1960 DEFENDEP program came to a considerable extent from the series of systems studies, preliminary investigat-ions and
concept development efforts which pointed toward exotic solutions to the
ballistic missile defense problem. A number of these efforts were widely
publicized and together they gave the DEFDER program a slightly flaky,
if not outright bizarre sort of image. Among them were the just-completed
GLIPAR (Guideline Identification Program for Anti-missile Research) program, the results of which were just being circulated by 1960. A $1.6
million study effort, GLIPAR funded twelve contractors to examine the
feasibility of the most remote sorts of technological breakthroughs that
could conceivably have ABM applications.[515
Justified on the grounds
that even the mostly remotely plausible technological applications should
be thoroughly reviewed in order to see that nothing which could possibly
lead to a disastrots'Soviet breakthrough was oveýýlooked,, science fiction
concepts such as magnetic barriers and anti-gravitation devices weree.
examined and rejected. No systems work ever emerged out of GLIPAR, but
certainly nothing had been overlooked.
Even so, ARPA did proceed fturthor with several farxfetched concepts.
-,.one program, called SANBO, envisioned a shield of small pellets (or bee-bees)
in orbit, a concept eventually rejected due to the eiormous volume of
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material which would have to be launched into orbit at astronomical costs.
An even more seriously pursued concept Was BAMBI (Ballistic Missile Boost
Intercept), a satellite-based ABM concept with several variations, all of
which involved detection of hostile missiles at launch and the dispatch
of intercepting missiles from satelli tes (the number of interceptors, kind
of "kill
mechanisms," etc. differing from versicn to version).
This system concept, as previously noted, was inherited by ARPA from the Air
Force and was promoted by the Air Force and its contract6rs.
ARPA is
credited by. some observers with killing the concept (in the Ruina period),
thus heading off Air Force pressures for proceeding toward systems development, but it is criticized by others for carrying the project beyomid the
point when it could have been clearly rejected on cost-effectiveness grounds.
In addition to the above concepts, ARPA carried projects looking at
such exotic ABM measures as nuclear "cannons," launch of randomly distributed pellets or flechettes for terminal phase intercept, and early laser
and charged particle beam concepts.
Tha "billion dollar budget" of the
Roy Johnson period, discussed above, briefly carried a $300 million per
yeaar estimate for the particle beam and its "death radar sub-system. "[ 563
The particle beam was a creation of N. Christofilos, a brilliant and
eccentric thinker who seemed to be able to me:-merize fellow physicists.
Few could bring themselves to turn down his ideas and it is hard to fault
ARPA for supporting some of them. York's description of Christofilos is
characteristic of several we received:[57]
Nick was a remarkable, idea man.
The ideas were
usually not good, but they were really remarkable
in that ther w:ere the kind of ideas that nobody
else had.
'.ck really was a genius in a very
important sense -- he often invented things that
required two new ideas simultaneously, which is
something that normally, hardly anybody ever does.*
Some of these exotic concepts carried on well into the 1960's, and laser
veapons research continues in ARPA and in the Serlices today, having gained
respectability following breakthroughs in laser power omtput in the mid-1960' sThe point to be made here, however, is that exotic approaches to ballistic
missile defense were much more prominent in the 1960 DEFMER program than
they have ever been since.
For those observers skeptical of a revolutionary
breakthrough in such exotic approaches, the ARPA program appeared rather

shaI~r.

Perhaps Holbrook's assessment is

fair.

Asked by Godel to evaluate

the BMD program before he left ARPD/IDA in the fall of 1959 because 'we
*

One of Christofilos' "not good" ideas was to build a large aircraft.
runway across the entire U.S., coast to coast, so that the Soviets could.
never catch most of the SAC aircraft on the ground at the saihe time.
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can see your trees, but no roots; what have you done for $110 million,
and why?', Holbrook, in essence, stated: "What we did was 50 per cent
crap and 50 per cent good stuff, and that ain't bad, given the
circumstances. "[ 58]
PRESS. During the Roy Johnson period the ARPA BMD program bad
initiated a series of reentry measurements projects. These included a
joint program conducted with NACA at Wallops Island on the Virginia coast
(where measurements were made for both BMD and space vehicle development
purposes), and a ship-borne radar measurements program, notably the socalled DAMP ship.* The latter was an expensive proposition which was
unlikely to be undertaken by the Services during a time of tight Eisenhower
budgets and great emphasis on hardware development, but it provided some
of the first missile warhead "head-on" reentry measurements data of respectable quality and thus contributed to reentry vehicle design and offensivedefensive missile systems concepts. It also helped confirm the value of
taking the time to obtain hard technical informat .n'before commiting to
vast, expensive systems design and development exercises against a vaguely
understood threat.
The 1958-59 program was, however, only an immediate response to pressing post-Sputnik requirements, and the Wallops Island facility, the DAMP
ship and other projects clearly had severe limitations. As one respondent
noted, reentry measurements work was still in a "primitive state," utilizing a number of "hit or miss" techniques.[59] Consequently during the
Johnson period considerable support developed for a major reentry measurements facility, utilizing specially designed radars and other up-to-date
equipment. There was extended debate about the organization of such a
facility and where it should be located, well into the Betts period.
Under General Betts' directorship, interest in a new reentry measure.merts facility coalesced around the concept of a major ARPA prugram located
on the Pacific-Missile Range, where the Army's NIIE-ZEUS effort was beginning to enter the hardware testing phase. The ZEUS program, however, did
not have adequate reentry measurement radars; that is, the radars were not
designed to provide detailed data on reentry characteristics.
It was
therefor'e felt that an appropriately located ARPA program could "piggy-back"
the NIKE-ZEUS tests, i.e., use the NIKE-ZEUS firings as target vehicles for
its own purposes, while providing useful feedback to the Army's development
program. This program concept quickly came to be called PRESS (for Pacific
Rarn, Electromagnetic Signature Study). The PRESS idea was discussed ext, :ively at mid-year and Lincoln Laboratory, the major contractor for the
Wallops Island program, was asked to evaluate the concept. In August 1960,
Lincoln's report enthusiastically endorsed the project and recommended that
• DAMP was an acronym for Downrange Anti-Missile Measurements Program. Some
$40 million was spent under the DAMP ARPA Order over the years, though a
considerable portion of this contributed broadly to ARFA's overall reentry
measurements effort..
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the effort be placed under the
Dr. York approved PRESS in the
Laboratory was asked to accept
filling the central management

unified management of a single contractor. [60]
same month and shortly thereafter Lincoln
the role of "scientific director," thus
role Lincoln itself had deemed necessary.

The impetus behind PRESS %:pears to have derived from a deep-seated
feeling in ARPA and OSD that a basic lack of understanding of the physical
and chemical phenomena involved in missile reentry was a majc: limitation
in BMD development.
Absent such information, the potential performance of
ABM systems against incoming missiles of varying design, possibly accompanied by decoys and penetration aids, was simply unpredictable.[61]
Dr.
York (who had been instrumental in bringing Lincoln into the earlier reentry
physics program) repeatedly emphasized, as DDR&E, the need to know the state
of tihe art rather than relying on "new trick methods" as a solution to the
BMD problem. Conversely, he was critical of DEFENDER's early emphasis on
exotic BMM concepts.
The Army, it was felt, was not prepared to undertake the task of
expanding reentry measurements capabilities across a broad front. Dr.
Ruina, on the DDR&E staff at the time I1!ESS was approved, stated that "the
Army only had interest in developing a system for procurement.... 'The
Army has no interest in research' ... [an Army General] said in an open
meeting or speech, ....
'we're just defending America -- and all this
measurement and stuff is [horsefeathers]."'[62)
A Lincoln Laboratory
spokesman involved in PRESS also stressed that the Army was not research
oriented and would not support a major experimental program, and that it
therefore took a "big, bold" decision on ARPA's part to initiate the

program. [63]
The Army's hostility to a broad measurements program obviously related
to the fact that such an effort, by emphasizing the unknowns concerning
reentry phenomena, reflected a cautious attitude toward solidifying BMD
concepts into an operational system ready for procurement, at a time when
the Army was pressing hard for NIKE-ZEUS development.
Creation of PRESS
thus represented something of a victory, for the forces taking a cautious
attitude toward development, and the output of PRESS, which tended in the
immediately following years to highlight problems in discrimination of
warheads in ZEUS-type systems, did come to provide a technical foundation
for such a conservative approach.
As York remembers, "it's
probably true
that much of the scientific and technological basis of the arguments against
ZEUS actually came out of there [DEFENDER]," and PRESS became the most
prominent vehicle through which such technical objections were developed.J64]_
The initiation of the PRESS program during the Betts period was thus
an undertaking begun without Service support, made possible by the DDR&E's
interest and concurrence.
During the Ruina directorship, PRESS became the
core program of the DEFENDER effort and continued in that role until.
DEFENDER was eventually transferred to the Army in 3.967.
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Phased Array Radar.
In November 1960, just prior to General Betts'
departure, the first full-scale prototype of the Electronically Steerable
Array Radar (ESAR) was completed and put "on the air." Inherited from the
dePanct Air Force BMD program, the ESAR was the first sophisticated phased
array radar and it had an enormous impact on military radar technology.
It gave birth to both a direct Air Force follow-on radar (the SPADATS F-85,
,produced by Bendix, the ESAR contractor) and established the technological
basis for the phased array radars incorporated into the Army's Nike-X/Sen,tinel/Safeguard system. ESAR is consistently listed among the top ten or
so contributions to military technology developed by ARPAover its entiire
history.
ARPA's role in the development of phased arrays through the ESAR program may perhaps best be described as that of providing steadfast support
to a highly uncertain technology at a time when strong Service support was
.quite unlikely. The program was not conceived in ARPA, but only ARPA was
willing and able to "stay the course"r through the late 1950's and early
1960's in order to demonstrate that the phased array concept was a practical radar technology. The Air Force, deprived of a BMD mission, would
have had great difficulty in providing internal justification for the program (the phased array's primary virtue is its ability to observe multiple
objects, a special requirement of BMD systems). On the other hand,' the
contemporary Army BMD program (including its prime contractor, Bell Telephone Laboratories) was wedded to the elaborate mechanically steered radars
of the NIKE-ZEUS program, in which it had a considerable investment and
continuing hopes for near-term deployment. For that matter, Lincoln Laboratories and ODDR&E were also opposed to phased arrays. Thus ARPA played
a classic role in this instance by pursuing exploratory development of
ESAR despite negative opinion and an obvious high risk cf failure.
ESAR's major contribution, which started to become clear shortly after
Betts' departure; is succinctly summarized by Dr. Ruina'in Congressional
testimony: [65]
This radar CESAR] has successfully demonstrated
that one can control the beam of a radar electronically and yet accurately, rather than by swinging
a dish mechanically. This makes the.beam much
more agile thereby making it possible to observe
many targets almost simultaneously.
It is fair to
say that this demonstration has changed radically
'all thinking about AICBM radars and that all, sys-.
tems presently considered, including Nike-X, depend heavily on the' use of phased arrays .... when
the program started' there was a great deal of, dcubt
that it was really an important one and achievable.
Now, 'it is ... an accepted part of the technical
community....
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Despite the turbulance of the Johnson period and the organizational
uncertainty of the Betts year, phased array radar research was tteadily
supported. The success of the ESAR program -as founded on developments
.during this period.
VEIA
The foundations for the VELA nuclear test detection program, were laid
durinig Roy. Johnson's second year in ARPA, and a small amount of initial,
funding was provided for the program in September 1959. This was a major
assignment dealing with an issue of national importance and it took some
time to shape the ARPA program. The program was formally assigned to
ARPA as a part of the new December 30, 1959 ARPA Directive, just after
Betts became Director. Public announcement of the VELA program was not
actually made until the spring of the following year.
For a clear picture of how the VELA program came into exi:stence, it is
helpful to understand the series of events which first established the need
to improve nuclear detection capabilities. The need was not always apparent when early test ban negotiations were being conducted in the 1950's. At
the 1958 Geneva Conference of Experts, for instance, scientists perceived very
few problems relating to the detection of nuclear tests. Basing their
position on this technical assessment, they devised a relatively simple
scheme for monitoring a proposed test ban. [66] The viability of this scheme
-- what had come to be known as the Geneva Plan -- was soon destroyed, how-

ever, when new scientific data revealed glaring weaknesses in our nuclear
detection capabilities. The results of Project ARGUS and the Johnson Island
shots during July and August 1958 illustrated the difficulties of high
altitude test detection,[67] and the Ha-dtack Series in September highlighted problems connected with underground test detection. [68]
,'Recognizing that these technical deficiencies would slow up test ban
negotiations, the U.S. government sought to improve its nuclear test detection capabilities and to make the Geneva Plan operative once agatzn. Responding to a State Department suggestion, the'President's Speca.. -Assistant
for Science and'Technologyi Dr. Killian, appointed a committee on December 28,
1958 to study the problems involved in underground detection (the Panel on
Seismic Improvements, better known as the, Berkner Panel.); [69] somewhat
earlier, a group under the direction of Dr. W. Panofsky had studied the
difficulties of high altitude test detection.(70]
Both groups issued reports which conclude.d with statements to the
effect 'that intensive research programs were needed in their respective
areas'. On April 23, 1959, Dr. Killian, AEC Chairman McCone, and Deputy
ma-zA~2uas of the
Secretary of Defense Quarles met to discus• f.bBerkner and Panofsky Panels, an&.-depided that the responsibility for iuplementing the recommended ,research programs would be handed to the Department
of Defense, with support from the AEC and NASA.(71) Lew-is Strauss and
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others at AEC were bitterly opposed to any restrictions on testing and
placing responsibility there was out of the question. As neutral as York
was about the ARPA device, this was probably one time when he was happy
to have it handy.
He felt strongly about the nuclear test moratorium:[721
I remember playing a major role, to exaggerate
perhaps and boast about it.
I feel that it was
Kistiakowsky and I who personally kept the moratorium going in 1959 and 1960 because he in the
White House and I in the Defense Department kept
knocking down all the claims coming in from elsewhere about how we had to start testing and about
how the Russians are testing.
Test ban opponents were constantly producing reasons why testing was
crucial. The existence of an ARPA, under the DDR&E's control, was probably
essential.
In the next few months, various advisory groups within DOD began preliminary studies to lay the groundwork for formal research proposals.
Such
proposals were draw. up by the Air Force office which had operational responsibilities in the nuclear test detection area, and in August 1959
several supervisory groups were established within DOD.
On September 2,
1959 the Secretary of Defense assigned actual responsibility for overseeing this research to ARPA.[73]
Moving with its customary quickness, the
first VELA work order was issued one month later, in October 1959.
By
mid-April 1960, T. W. Brundage of thePolicy and Planning Division had completed a Survey of European skills and resources and reported widespread
interest, capability and willingness there to participate in seismic research.
The first
public announcement of the VELA assignment was made on

May 7, 1960.[7"1]
Presidential interest in the VELA assignment was very keen.
Kistiakowskj
impressed on all those concerned that the President personally considered
VELA a high priority program, and that he intend.ed that it be .directed to
improving of our capability to detect and not just to defining the technical
limitations on detecting. The President was especially interested in what
the VELA program might achieve, particularly the prospects for inventing
unmanned stations. The State Department stressed that the President fully
supported the concept of an open and truJly cooperative program, i.e., the
Soviets would be permitted to see the results. The U.S. wanted to be= able
to show that it was making a massive effort to find the right &uswers. To
_
underscore White House concern, Kistiakc",sky claimed that he had a charter
to look at VELA program administration to clear-up any possible bottlenecks,*
*

Personal recollctiuns of Lt. General A. W. Betts of a meeting that took
place April 7, 1960. Among the attendees:
Kistiakowsky, Panofsky, Philip
Farley (State), Spurgeon Keeny .(Science Advisers office), Betts and C.
Beyer of ARPA, 'Ieneral Starbird, and Messrs. Latter, Ewing, Press and
Tukey.
(Discussion with General Betts, April 7, 1975.)
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perhaps a thinly veiled message to the Air Fcrce and ARPA to bury the
bureaucratic hatchet and get on with the job. ARPA had been selected
for the joý Zn part because it had shown ability to handle interdepartmental progrars, but "the problem with it was that by that time we had
lost all of our interdepartmental clout."[75] ARPA was frequently to
feel constrained by lack of poirer in its long associatitn with this
program.
The initial VELA assignment involved seven tasks, all directly related
to issues and con.erns growing out of the test ban negQtiations.
The first
task -was to create a worldwide network of standardized seismographic stations through an equipment upgrading program, this network intended to
greatly increase research capabilities in seismology zround the world as
well as to improve nuclear test detection capabilities in a rather looselyorganized manner (the network was not a formal international test detection system). The second task was a wide-ranging charter to conduct research relating ,to underground test detection, which became the basis for
VMA Uniform, the largest VELA office for maLiy years. The third task
called for research on seismic detection stations, to test and improve the
so-called "Geneva-type" stations which had been recommended by the Geneva
Conference of Experts as the core of an international detection system,
but, about which U.S. experts had come to hold considerable doubts. The
fourth task involved nuclear and' chemical underground tests designed to
expand current knowledge about the seismic signatures (and hence potential
detectability) of tests. The three remaining tasks called for the establishment of a VELA information center to serve as a central point for the
collecticn, analysis and dissemination of seismic data; fo±r ad hoc research
support as required by the Geneva negotiations; and for research on "onsite" inspection techniques.
Obviously the initial VELA tasks varied considerably in specificity
and scope. As most of .the tasks related to undergrCund testing, they
later became component efforts of VELA Uniform, the general program of
underground nuclear test detection research. On-si'e inspection research
was continued separately, sometimes as a sub-office of VELA and sometimes
as part of a larger office, depending on the fluctuating priority 'of the
task over the years.
The initial emphasis on underground test detect ion in 'part grew out
of the conclusions of contemporary experts that this form of testing provided more serious questions of detectability than atmospheric or even
outer space testing,' and in part because the initial program p;.ns were
drawhn up by the DOOD agency primarily concerned with underground test
detection. Even before 1959 came to a close, however, and throughout 1960,
ARPA endeavored to broaden the VELA mission through the addition of research on surface-based and satellite-based means of detecting atmospheric
and outer space tests (this ihterest supported by the previously mentioned
Panofsky Panel).
Satellite-based detection systems, in particular,iwere

'.
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subject to considerable debate on cost effectiveness grounds and it was
not until the end of Betts' year as Director that a modest satellite research program (named VELA Hotel) was approved by the Secretary.
York
and Betts were suspicious of some still-active "space cadets" who proposed
rather wild programs.
Both men felt it would be exceptionally costly to
monitor "outer space" and they believed that nobody really expected the
Soviets to test there anyway.
York sums it up as follows:[761
The two things I was specifically opposed to were;:
first, what I regarded as gross underestimates of
the cost of the space system (there were people
like the Latter brothers at RAND, and others, who
kept saying 'it's
very simple and cheaq'
and. I kept
saying 'it's
not simple and it's
not cheap') and
second, there were the people who were saying they
can -zest on the back of the moon andcan test behind the sun (there were all these grotesque ideas
about how the Russians would cheat), and I ended
up arguing, believing and claiming that those were
ideas that were basically nonsense.
The Russians
weren't going ... it's
not practical to test behind
the sun or behind the moon. You don't have to have
VELA with all that capability, so I did react negatively with respect all kinds of excesses, to what
I regarded as excessive notions about VELA.
As will be noted in the Ruina and Sproull program discussions (particilarly the latter), the satellite effort was ultimately to become one of
the great VELA success stories, confirming that it indeed was simple
and cheap to use satellite detentlon capabilities.
Materials Research
During the Betts 'period the Materials office moved to implement the
broad, charter granted the preceding year.
Numerous queztions remained
concerning the long-term organization and scope of the effort, particularly
the scope of ARPA's Interdisciplinary Laboratory (IDL) program as compared
with the IDL programs to be initiated by NASA and the AEC.
Consequently a
great deal of emphasis in the Betts year was placed on resolving organizational and program planning issues.
There were, however, significant accomplishments.
For example,
initiation of the "quick response" materials equipment grant program was
carried out. Designed to upgrade the physical capabilities of universities
rapidly to conduct materials research, this program granted approximately
$3 million to some 56 universities in FY 1960 (and a similar sam in FY 1961)
for purchase of laboratory equipment.[77]' Although the grant program extended beyond 1960, the impact of this initial funding was clearly most
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significant. Aside from its direct effect on university programs, it
alerted schools across the country to a major new source of long-term
research support and contributed to awareness of the substantial support
which would be provided to universities throtigh the IDL program. Partially as a result of the contacts resulting from the equipment grant
program, A'HPA was practically overwhelmed with pruposals for IDL's.
ARPA moved forward rather slowly with the IDL program. The burden
of evaluating proposals, uncertainties over the ultimate scope of the
program and the desirability of spreading start-up costs over several
years undoubtedly contributed to this approach. Only three IDL contracts
were granted as of June 1960 (Cornell, Northwestern and the University of
Pennsylvania).
Planning then began for a second round of selection which
was to be completed in Dr. Ruina's first year. In the end, the ARPA IDL
program was to reach a tutal of twelve universities and dwarf the IDL
commitments of the AEC and NASA.
Obviously there was little or no output from the materials projects
during this period of organization and investment; however, many of the
basic features of the Materials program were firmly established for years
to come. The first.three IDL's, for example, were given four-year con-.;
tracts, i.e., funding in the current year and for three "forward" years.
These future guarantees were, maintained through' the late 1960's at a constant level by adding a subsequent year of funding each year. The same
procedure was followed for the nine IDL's subsequently selected. A second
major feature of the first IDL contracts, also copied for the later IDL's,
was the in.ýartion of a "use charge provision" by which ARPA committed
itself to repay over a ten-year period, university costs for additional,
space, land acquisition and finance charges generated by the IDL's. The
"use charges" and forward funding commitments together assured a rather
heavy ARPA involvement in university materials research for years to come.
Betts was a strong supporter of the IDL program. He knew that York
had been instrumental in creating the program and he concurred, because
"all our problems sooner or later came back to the difficulty of materials
and we really ought to spark a major effort to create a stronger technology
base in materials.'[781 Betts' only regret is that he did not have more
money to put' into the program. He feels that just when its momentum had
built up in the late 1960's, it was hurt by withdrawal of Congressional
support.' "that Materials' Program never did get the support it could have
used, and in Wr judgment would have been effectively Wsed.1"791
Propellant Chenistry
Propellant chemistry research was the third largest ARPA program in
1960, following DEFENDER and the newly-assigned VELA project. It was
funded at a'level of some $18 million pe.: year and was the second oldest•
program in ARPA, having been assigned in June 1958, following the
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It was, in a sense, a holdover from ARPA's ipace
Kistiakowsky survey.
mission, since the requirement for propellants with higher useful energy
The project
outputs was derived from space vehicle and missile needs.
was, in fact,: described as "space vehicle/missie advanced propellant
chemistry" as late as November 1960, when a revised enclosure was provided
for attachment to the ARPA Directive.[80]
In
,ARPA research in this field was proceeding very slowly in' 1960.
the ARPA Semi-Annual Report of Septenber 1960, the work was described, in
part, as follows:[81]
Technical progress has been difficult due to
the extremely complicated nature of the research.
Gieat difficulty is being experienced in new
Fuel synthesis reoxidizer synthesis areas.
search on aluminum hbydride has also been shiftedto' other areas because of the problems concerning
purity and instability....
Research in other areas including thermodynamir's,
combustion, nozzle cooling, 'high temperature, detonations, and non-destructive testing is progressing
slowly bit with continued enthusiasm...,
Technical progress toward achieving the objective has been difficult. A few promising avenues

are being opened up and a few unrewarding aver.ues
Of greatest hope in
have been brought to a close.
the field of oxidizers is the synthesis of new comThese compounds
pounds containing the NF group.
promise to impart high energy' when mixed with the
proper fuel. Other useful oxidizers which are in
the limelight are hydrazinum nitroformate and nitrcnium perchlorate. Research continues on the chemis'.ry
of interhalides, of compounds, and superoxides....
Research on aluminum 'hydride has been directed
along more promising lines after it was concluded
that'this material could not be prepared either
pure or stable. Boron hydrid&.s remain of great
interest in combination with NH type compounds to
form boron nitride and hydrogen. A definitive
answer to combustion efficiency problems should be
forthcoming.

'

Reflecting the difficulties encountered, the solid propellants effort
is described less and lezs in terms of attaining dramatic breakthroughs in
tha specific impulse of fuels, and more in terms of long-term developments
Gene*ral Betts' statement before the House
and incremental contributions.
Appropriations Committee in 1960 is illustrative:J82]
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I think that some of the new propellants we are
talking about in the ARPA program have little
likelihood uf getting into actual usage in something short of about 5 years, but I am not sure
that there are not intermediate steps in terms of
application of things already being done in solid
propellants that may succeed in getting a propellant to the point where it would upgrade the
POLARIS in 3, 4, or 5 years. But, it is not a
tomorrow proposition.
Also in recognition of the problems and limitations in solid propellants
per se, the charter of the, ARPA office is extended beyond solids to include
research in hybrid and certain liquid propellants in November 1960.
Thus while the propelJlants project was generated in the post-Sputnik
crisis atmosphere, amid hopes for major early breakthroughs, by 1960 the
project had taken on much of the flavor of long-term research support. In
this regard it appears somewhat akin to the newer materials program, and
is clearly of secondary importance to DEFDMER and VELA.
JASON
The JASON program also originated in ARPA during the Betts period as
one of the many smaller assignments given ARPA at that time. Assigned to
ARPA under the soon-abandoned title of 'Project SUNRISE, the JASON group
(for which name there are multiple colorful explanations) was to be a
,small (30-40 man) aggregation of especially brilliant young scientists, who
would undertake:[83]
Study of basic defense research problems;
identification of basic research problems which
are vital to, national defense and which are not
-now receiving adequate attention in the scientific
community; making contributions of a conceptual
nature toward solution of Department of Defense.
technical problems; advice -regarding scientific
developments on which projects might be initiated
which would enhance national security; and preliminary studies and analyses to examine the
feasibility of new ideas and concepts.
The JASON .concept actually originated in 1958 with a conference known
as Project 137, involving (among others) economiit Oskar Morgenstern and
physicists Eugene Wigner and John Wheeler, which was designed to familiarize
a group of youngar physicists, mos • of whom had worked in summer study
groups at Los Alamos, with other high level military technology problems.
Underlying the rationale for the conference was the 6oacern that the DOD
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was relying too heavily on the last generation of scientists for advice
(particularly on those associated with atomic bomb development) azid that
the current missile-space crisis highlighted the need to tap the best young
scientists as well. Wheeler, considered by Dr. York to be the most important figure behind the concept, was particularly persuasive as to the need
to inject more scientific thinking into national sedurity problems and in
8
a fashion that insured a close connection to top policy levels.[ 4] In
key
additional
the following year members of the Project 137 group (two
consecond
in
a
met
Stern)
Marvin
individuals being Marvin Goldberger and
young
of
panel
the
to
establish
made
was
ferencq, out cf which the cese
scientists on a permanent basis. DDR&E York approved the concept,* IDA
appeared by fex.the most logical contractual mechanism within which to
house the group, and ARPA -- with its advanced reseb-'cl mission -- was

the logical supervisory agency.
Unlike ,iost of the post-Sputnik organizational response-, JASON (like
ARPA itself) proved highly durable.' It remained as a special division
within IDA until 1972, after which it was transferred to the Stanford
Research Institute for administrative reasons. In its new home, it continues to serve in a special consulting role very little different f-7om
that originally assigned.
In describing the functions of the JASON group, attention should
again be turned to its membership. The individuals recruited were very
high calibre young scientists, predominsntly physicists, and their participation was largely made possible by the great technical challenges perceived in the Sputnik crisis and the widely shared feeling that defense
problems were technological problems. While these perceptions were later
to be modified c nsiderably, the JASON's association with ARPA was to prove
particularly appropriate to the capsbilities and orientation of its membership because ARPAl's main program after the space project transfers -Project DEFENDER -- inVolved some of the most difficult technological and
advanced physics challenges of any programs within the Department of D fence.
Whether the issu concerned exotic weaponry such as charged particle or
laser devices or exo-atmospheric and atmospheric phenomena produced by
missile flight, there was a steady flow of problems for the group to consider. JASON mbers who Jicned the group at the beginning of the program
tended to stay ad ARPA (as the feeling of technological crisis declined)
would have been ard-pressed to recruit replacements of equal calibre. in
*

As York put it, "To some extent JASON was invented or inspired by the
Spatriotic moti es of individuals who wanted to work on these very im:rich they thought of as be-i.ng crucial for the national
tant problemts
defense. At the same time., they Wanted to make a lot of money at it.
They were paid $200 a day.", (Discussion with Dr. H. York, April o,1975.)
This no doubt :ontributed t1, rhe designation accorded JASON by the nonscientists in WA, namely, "'the golden fleece."

._
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1970, twenty-one of the 1960 JASON's were still
participating (over half
1970
_the group), despite the tremendous gLulf between the DfD and the scien-

tific community created by Vietnam.[85]
During both the Betts anO. later periods, JASON served, several functions.
Meeting in summer and autumn sessions, frequently in sub-panels rather than
fall membership, it was to provide collective studies and assessments on
wide-ranging technical issues. -JASON members were frequently employed to
review programs. recommend areas for emphasis or deemphasis and to provide
the conceptual groundwork for new project initiatives. Another function
of the group, the most important in tne opinion of many observers, -as to
provide a vehicle through which individual JASON members were educated in
defense problems and technological issues, thereby enhancing their expertise
and value as individual contributors to the resolutiot of defense-related
i.ssues.
The most significant JASON group contributions probably occurred in
the early and mid-1960's under the successive ARPA directorships of Ruina,
Sproull and Herzfeld.
During this period JASON was to have all the characteristics of a tightly knit club (including rather posh arrangements for
its beachside sessions at La Jolla, California or Woods Hole, Ma-ssachusetts,
among other locations).[86] Moreover, JASON was regarded then as a highly
successful club, with its technical studies said to have contributed to&
reihforcing judgments against NIKE-ZEUS deployment and (through answe• certain, key questions on nuclear blast detection in the atmosphere) tc:
technical backup in support of the decision to sign the limited nuclea.
test ban treaty. According to Dr. Herzfeld, its DEFNDER-reJated work
resulted in major contributions in wake theory, laser propagation and manr
other areas. He has said that he could always count on one to two "breakthroughs" of some importance each year from 'the JPSOK group.[87]
In'the latter half of the 1960's, .both JASON productivity and its
esprit de corps appeared to decline significantly, along with the decline
of ARPA's "Presidential issues" and the growth of the Vietham conflict,.
JASON's involvement in Secretary McNamara's "electronic barrIer" lystem,
which was put forward as a r 'lution to the Ncrth Vietnamese infiltration

problem, became a major issue in 1966. The barrier was, 'of course, never
implemented except in a highly piecemeal fashion; however, this issue
became a source of division within JASON and a major difficulty for its
individual members once their involvement became public knowledge and a
focal point of campus controversy (most JASON members held university
appointments).[ 8 8] In later years the strong individual personalities of
JASON members and the difficulty Of eliciting coherent group judgments aned

recommendations also came under increased attack.
Despite these problems,

and some dissenting opinion on the group's

overall contribution, the predominant assessment of this crematio-L- of the
Betts period'has been favorable over the years. JASON, York has said,:[89]

-
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[W]as not at all as worthwhile as the people in
it thought and still think. But, if you compare
it with other things, it probably was [worthwli~le].
They did work at a level of sophistication that
was definitely a cut above -- speaking in terms of
science -- what was going on in any other group

that was directly connected with the defense program and had real access to what the problems ar-.
Following up this point, York s+ated that the quality of work was often
very high and that while he might disagree "about how good JASON was, I
did agree that it was worthwhile." Assessing the relative impact of
JASON's scientific inputs on specific areas of Defense technology vis-a-vis
other influences is virtually impossible, and the assessments from technically-qualified observers vary from York's rather subdued positive view to
Herzfeld's "enormously useful.-"
Arms Control
ARPA's assignment in arms control research (also called ARA) is cnother
example of DDR&E's use of ARPA during the Betts period as a convenient mechanisms to coordinate or monitor tasks where OSD-level supervision appeared
preferable to more general DDR&E oversight of Service projects. In the
case of arms control research (assigned in September 1960 ) the ARPA role
was paxticularly circumscribed, since the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for International Security Affairs (ISA) held primary responsibility.,
Basically ARPA was tapped as a funding source because ISA simply had no
budget for even a modest research program. An early program statement on
the assignment, reads: [90]
Arms control matters are of direct and continuing interest to the Department of Defense,'in support of its national security responsibilities and
in support of the development of U.S. arms control
policy. Studies relating to arms control mattersinvolving DOD functions 'and not directlyv connected
with international agreements are the sole respon.sibility of DOD. Their impact must be studied,
and projections fust be made base• on logical extensions of situations as they exist today. The
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(International Security Affairs) is 'charged with
the responsibility for conducting policy studies
in this area of interest and utilizes ODDR&E to
conduct the required technical studies. ARPA acts
as the administrative agent for efforts requiring
contractual assistance.

-
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Initial work under this project was largely restricted to RAND Corporation studies responsive to ISA requirements and contributive through
ISA to the research program of the newly formed Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. The program later grew into the rather controversial CLOUD
GAP program, which will be discussed in treating the ARPA programs of the
Ruina period. While the assignment was somewhat logically related to ihe
VKA program, insofar as nuclear test restrictions and arms limitations
are complementary subject matter, the APSA role in arms control was of
clearly marginal importance. The subject did not involve a technical"
challenge of nationally recognized significance; hence ARPA was relegated
to a cash disbursement role, funding RAND inputs to ISA's policy deliberations.
Energy Conversion
The energy convergion project, also known as' Project LORRAINE, was
one of the several smaller assignments developed for ARPA during the 'Betts
period. However, unlike TORES, for which ARPA was employed as a convenient mechanism to resolve a DDR&E problem, LORRAINE was internall•r generated. It may, in fact, be viewed largely as a mildly successful attempt
by ARPA and its IDA staff to salvage a minor part of its formerly dominant
space mission and to use this as a basis for a new program initiative.
The direct ante-:edents for an ARPA project in energy conversion lay
in the "Space Power" element buried in ARPA's large space program. "Space
Power" expenditures had-been about $2.3 million in FY 1959 and were $3.1
million in FY 1960. These small programs had been cut back from proposed
larger efforts due to the budgetary constraints of the period.
'In January 1960, in the midst of the space program exodus, Nathan
Srnrder of IDA prepared a program proposal for ARPA entitled "Research in
Advanced Energy Conversion." Snyder argued that a number of the .projects
in the Space Power program were "of a basic nature and of gdneral value
to all Services". and should be retained by ARPA in the context of a broader
energy conversion project not solely oriented toward space applications.(91]
The rationale given was as follows:[ 92]
An advanced energy conversion program involving
fundamental aspects, which are of importance to all
military forces is nowhere to be found in the DOD.
In the last year ARPA has served to stira'ate and
accelerate areas of research related to energy conversion far beyond that which had preViously occurred.
It would be tragic to scatter this effort by, allowing it to be dissipated throughout several major
systems developments.
The continuation of this
effort is more than justified; it appears to be
vital and essential.

-
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An ARPA program in energy conversion, defined to include "research in
such fields as solid state physics, dynamic engine research, electrochemical
conversion, solar energy and energy storage" was felt to have several
advantages: [931
(1)

There will thus be no oversight or undernourishment of basic research as is usually the case in
many of the programs undertaken by the armed services in advanced energy conversion research because
of the pressure to develop hardware or' make budgetary
changes which affect supporting research funding.

(2)

The national recognition of an advanced research
activity in energy conversion focused within DOD
which is broad and stands on its own will serve to
accelerate the nation's effort in this area, avoiding confusion and assuring objectives that are technologica.ly based. Under these conditions there will
be versatility and little inertia for exploration of
new important ideas.

(3)

Scientists and engineers in industry will find
a single place to discuss new ideas and technologi-.
cal advances. Many scientists are anxious to perform research along the avenues of advanced energy
conversion but have found insufficient support thus
far from the Government.

(4)

University professors will find a single place
to discuss new ideas and the possibilities of pursuing research in a technological field of great
importance to the' DOD. Uniyersities have lagged
seriously in the last few years in the development
of new ideas and cogent research in energy conversion.

Precedent for an ARPA role in this field was found in the recent Materials assignment and explicit linkages were drawn between the two-projects:[94]
It should be noted that a close relationship
is to be developed between the Advanced Energy
Conversion program and the Materials Research program (Pontus) for universities now assigned to
ýARPA.... In the Materials Research program it is
expected that some of the research by graduate students and professors will include the area of solid
state physics and materials synthesis involved in
the solid state energy conversion. Furthermore,
basic research on the problem of corrosion involving the high temperature alkali metals and containment materials associated with them could be
developed..

.7.
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The "bottom line" of this energy conversion project proposal was that
the bulk of FY 1960 "space power" projects which had been slated for transfer (mostly to the Air Force or Navy) should be retained by ARPA and used
as the core of an initial $5 million per year program. It was anticipated
that this might be expanded to an $8-10 million per year program by FY
By February this proposal had been coordinated with the three Serv1962.
ices and DDR&E and had received Service endorsement: "The general conclusion was that there was a great lack in research programs as compared
to development programs, and that an ARPA program ... would be very imporThe "selling"
tant as a support to the needs of the military agencies."[95]
and coordination of this proposal was, incidentally, primarily handled by
Snyder, an IDA employee.
The manner in which LORRAINE was generated illustrates several facets
of ARPA during the, transitional Betts period. The increasing prominence
of basic research as an appropriate "multi-Service" role justification is
one important feature.
The justification for an energy conversion program'
is clearly similar to that for the Materials program, and appears in some
respects to "ride the coattails" of that earlier assignment and its impressive endorsements.
A second feature is the receptivity of the Services
to an ARPA role in such fields.
In the wake of Service success in regain-*ing control of the major space development efforts, a residual ARPA role
in more basic research endeavors must have appeared harmless, and perhaps
even relieved the pressures of the scientific community for increased
research support.
Third, ARPA's continued reliance on IDA staff support,
two years after the agency's creation, is evident. Thus, while program
content is rapidly changing as General Betts becomes Director, the organization continues to rely on the staff arnrangements of the Johnson period.
Reliability Studies (Project STRIVE)
Project STRIVE ,was undoubtedly the most trivial of the code-named
assignments of the Betts period.
It is included in this program review
Cnly to illustrate further the truly transitional character of this period
and the rather awkward mixture of programs which ARPA held for a time.
STRIVE was merely a modest hang-over from the space period, and required
ARPA to provide .imited reliability evaluation rep6rts on the four transferred satellite projects: MIDAS (.early warning), SAMOS (reconnaissance),
TRANSIT (navigation) and NOTUS (communications).[96]
The reports were to
provide information to the DDR&E to assist in his.program review. This
was clearly an interim ftnctio4 during the' satellite program transition
phase. 'Only $200,000 in FY 1961 funds were allocated to STRIVE.
Although
ARPA offered in FY 1962 "to consult with the Services on any• future problems
in this area," no new contracts were initiated. Nonetheless STRIVE enjoyed
the same billing as DEFENDER as a formal ARPA assignment even though it was.
about 1/500th the effort. More than any of the formal post-space assignments,-
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it indicates the cosmetic nature of the flow of code-named assignments.
STRIVE was clearly not the equivalent of any of the transferred satellite
programs, even though it kept ARPA nominally on the fringe of these programs for another year.
The TORES Assignment
TORES, the '"code name" for a program of toxicological investigations
relating to the hazards of propellants and other chemical materials in
military use, was scheduled for assignment to ARPA in April by Dr. York,
via memorandum to the Service Secretaries. The program was formally
assigned in November 1960, as an enclosur-e to the ARPA Directive, with
the name TORES derived from toxicological research.
TORES was one of the many minor assignments made during the Betts
directorship which in later years would likely have been simply added to
some existing office (perhaps, say, the Materials office) without any
great fanfare. The tradition that each ARPA assignment should have a code
name and be formally appended to the ARPA charter died within a year of
Betts' departure, but in 1960 TORES received the same formal billing as
DEEDER or VELA. The effort, however, received only $800,000 in funding
in FY 1962 and was gone by FY 1963.
TORES is of interest to the ARPA history, therefore, not because of
any inherent importance, but because it illustrates some of the contemporary thinking in DDR&E as to how to use ARPA following its departure from
outer space missions. As illustrated by TORES this thinking seems to be
much in line with General Betts' view of ARPA primarily as a convenient
mechanism for DDR&E to handle research problems of a multi-Service character.
There is nothing in the TORES assignment to indicate any strong DDR&E feeling that ARPA should be limited to problems of national important, revolutionary implications or crucial "anti-Sputnik" level significance.

-.

-

- -

The toxicology problem became a candidate for an ARPA program in a
meeting held between DDR&E aid ARPA staff members on December 7, 1959.[97]
The issue in question was simply that a joint-Service funded project on
health hazards and military chemicals, conducted at the Army Chemical
Center, Edgewood, Maryland which was encountering problems because of
fiscal difficulties. The project had been in existence since 1949, with
each Service providing about $75,000 per year, but the demands of the missile era and the acdelerating use of toxic propellants generated a need to
upgrade the program. At the December meeting it was proposed to add
$500,000 through the DOD budget to expand the Army Chemical Center program.
and ARPA agreed to monitor the program "if directed to do so by the DDR&E."
In the April 1960 announcement that ARPA would receive this assignment,
the DDR&E defined ARPA's role rather sharply.[981] The Army Chemical Center,
for example, -was designated as "the primary agency to perform research and

-
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to further aid ARPA in assigning relaotive priorinvestigations," and "
ities for toxicological investigations in consonance with the capabilities
of the Chemical Warfare Laboratories, the advice and assistance of a representative from the TNAS-NRC Advisory Center on Toxicology, and suitable
consultants to DDR&E will be required periodically."' AREA was further
restricted to monitoring the toxicology studies per se. "Determination
of the environmental and occupational health hazards" based on these
studies was left to the Military Departments.
f+I
fI
• ..! 0r1ier to,
+•t A.A j. h •'i .+ i
th-..h.
f•,--t
help get around a funding problem and to provide additional moiitoring of
a quite circumscribed joint Service endeavor. ARPA clearly did not have
the charter to take major new initiatives or institute large organizational
changes in militazy toxicology research. It was expected to play a cooridnative role, but appears to have been selected largely as a convenience.
t. i .•

Although nothing came of it, there also was considerable discuscion of
giving ARPA an assignment in biological and chemical warfare research (Bw/CW).
York promoted the idea of attempting to develop non-lethal weapons:[99]
I thought that the non-lethal elements of that
[BW/CW] would be useful. It was only a few
years later that I decided ...

_

that I think of

that as the main mistake that I made in the Pentagon. Actually, nothing came of that mistake
I remember trying to persuade McElroy and
either he had a hard night or something, but he
couldn't keep awake.... McElroy just couldn't.
keep awake and Gates regarded it as abominable.
Nobody ever liked BW/CW in the Pentagon.
Thus ARPA was spared entry into another highily controversial area,
BETTS1'

DEPARTURE

General Betts' term as ARPA Director, begun with modest expectations
concerning ARPA's role and mission, ended on a low-key note. In.December
1960, he accepted an offer to become hea~d of the AEC Division of Military
Application. This was a prestigious post in a military research and
development career, and Betts (with Dr. York's full concurrence) felt that
Betts left ARPA for the AEC in January 1961, his
he-should not refuse it.
departure coinciding with the end of the Eisenhower Administration.
The Betts directorship thus ended after one year for the most straightforward of reasons. In retrospect, he is favorably remembered by his staff
as a taciturn, dedicated, extremely hard-working man, who lacked the flash
of his predecessor and a number of his Successors, but who provided stability to a badly-shaken organization at a critical point in its history.

--
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Under Betts, ARPA survived its transition from the space programs and a
foundation was laid for a more ambitious ar-I aggressive interpretation
of ARPA's role in the early sixties.
As a matter of personal judgment, Betts today is a strong supporter
of the ARPA concept, in these terms:J100]
I always felt that AWPA's role properly was to
those jobs that were of multi-Service interest,
to at least two Services) and that therefore
could be better coordinated by ARPA doing it
than by giving it to one Service, then watch
them slcwly freeze the other one out of existence. And frankly I still feel today that that's
ARPA's proper role.
Under Betts ARPA had survived, but not really prospered. Three months
before the General's departure, J. P. Ruina of ODDR&E (later to be tapped
as Betts' successor) told the ARPA Program Ccuncil, with his own special
brand of directness:[lO1] "ARPA is not strong now because it is not supported by Dr. York as it had been by McElroy when Mr.' Johnson was here."
ARPA apparentlyr still faced an upnill climb. Ruina also chastized the
Agency for not taking stronger stands against the military and especially
for being too tolerant'of the Services' desires and programs when they
interfered with DEFENDER. It was left to Ruina to re-fashion an aggressive
ARPA.

-.
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ARPA AS A TECHNOLOGICAL ELITE
THE RUINA DIRECTORSHIP:

1961-1963

Tie years 1961-67 represent ARPA's own "golden age" in the sense that
the Agency is relatively f±ee of hostile political attack and enjoys a
definite measure of esteem for its scientific and technological achievements.
Fortuitously perheps, the man selected to kick off this era was admirably
both background and inclination to redeem the promise of the
suited
"basic by
research
and special projects" oriented ARPA sketched out in the ARPA
staff paper prepared at Roy Johnson's departure. Gen. B6tts had cleared
away some of the ur-derbrush and held the Agency together. Dr. J. P. Ruina
--

looked upon by ARPA staff as a member of the scientific establishment

--

was to fashion it in the image of an elite group concerned with "quality
science and technology" in the realms. of basic and applied research and
exploratory development, as those terms are customarily used in DOD.
The Setting - 1961

The first few months of 1961 occasioned perhaps the most extensive
changes in ARPA's operating environment in its history. This is exemplified
by the rmany personnel changes which, followed the shift from a Republican to
a Democratic administration. Some of these changes were a product of the
Kennedy election; some were coincidental. The total effect, however, was
a considerable break in continuity.
The highest level change in the Defense Department was, of course,
Robert S. McNamara's appointment to succeed Gates as Secretary of Defease.
McNamara assumed office with the Kennedy mandate to seek out additional
defense "options," including improvement of the nation's nuclear secoAdstrike capability, increased conventional war capabilities, and improved
management throughout the Department. The "massive retaliation" philosophy
was abandoned in favor of General Maxwell Taylor's "flexible response"
approach. To implement these changes, McNamara successfully advocated a
considerably expanded Defense budget, while at the same time supporting
vigorous new approaches to cost control,
Shortly after the new Secretary arrived the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering was also changed. Dr. Harold Brown replaced York, who had
been plagued by health problems for much of his tenure as DDR&E and decided
to resign. Dr. Brcwn, like York, a brilliant scientist and former head of
the Livermore Radiation Laboratory, represented another significant change
since he was not intimately connected with the in-fighting over the space
prigrams and thus shed part of the legacy of conflict unavoidably associatad
vith Dr. York. Brown also had had no prior connection with ARPA.
Significant personnel changes took place within APPA and that also
Shortly before
helped to moderate potential tension between ARPA and DDR&E.
.
the new Administration came into office, General Betts resigned. .He wa
replaced by Dr. Jack P. Ruina, the first scientist;.director of ARPA, who%
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moved from his position as Assistant Diractor for Air Defense in DDR&E.
Ruina had been a university professor and a Deputy Assistant Secretary of
the Air Fcrce and he held strong views about both research and the Defense
Department. On good terms with PSAC members, Ruina said that he had much'
closer rapport with PSAC thinking than with people in DOD.[1] He and York
had interacted constantly with PSAC on questions dealing with BMEWS, the
Sage system, BMD deploy~ment, etc. York. also relied on Ruina for advice on
DEFi2DER problems that were raised to the DDR&E level, to the point that
Ruina said "'I felt almost that I was running it."[21 While a York appointee,
both to his DDR&E and ARPA positions, Raina meshed smoothly with Brown, due
in part to their common professional backgrounds. At the Deputy Di.'ector
level, L. P. Gise, the Agency's senior administrative official, departed in
March 1961, and was replaced by Dr. George Rath.jens, a scientist not associated with space issues who had been recruited to serve as Chief Scientist
late in the Betts period.* Replacement of IDA staff -- another link with
the "space era" -- was far advanced by early,196 1 as a result of the reorganization initiated by Betts. ARPA military staff had also, by this time,
largely turned over due to normal rotation. The. orly senior ARPA professional remaining from the early days, William H. Godel, had turned his
interests increasingly from matters of space to the emerging issues of
limited war and guerrilla conflict.
1961 began, therefore, with the need to adjust to
ities of a new; Administration and a new DOD management
personalities in DDR&E and ARPA appeared to draw these
together and to enable both to shift markadly from the
dominated the 1958-1960 period.

the 'goals and prior-'
team. The fresh
two organizations
concerns which

Externally, events were in train tha: would also affect ARPA's role,
and stature. Several served to buttress fears of the Soviet threat and to
drive liberal and conservative politicians together in support of a "strong"
defense policy. While the "missile gap," arguments of the campaign quickly
faded--when Kennedy came into office, fears of U.S. inferiority were intensified by two events in April: '(1) the USSR's successful man-in-space flight
--

another Soviet "first*

-- and'(2) our inability to control developments

in Cuba culminating in the Bay of Pigs fiasco. Political-military frustrations continued in Europe, peaking with the erection of the Berlin Wall in
Angust. The fragile nuclear test moritorium contiiued to be marked with
great suspicion, which finally appeared to be -confirmed by the sudden
resumption of Soviet nuclear tests in November. The U.S. role vis-a-vis
the developing world was also in turmoil. The conflicts in Laos and Vietnam
*

Rathjens combined both the Chief Scientist and Deputy Director positions
after Gise's departure. After Rathjens left ARPA the former position was
allowed to lapse, given the technical qualifications of successive Directors and Deputies and difficulties in recruiting outstanding scientists
to fill the position. Thete were only three Chief Scientists after York.
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were worsening. In May Vice President johnson visited South Vietnam to, show
support for Diem and Thailand to woo Marshal Sarit as an ally. Africa was
in chaos, with the assassination of Patrice Lumumba in February followed
by a year of severe conflict in the Congo, and by Dag Hammerskjoldrs accidental death in September while on a cease-fire mission. The threat of
export of the Cuban revolution throughout Latin America appeared very real.
All of these events combined to provide the setting for an expansive defense
program. Eisenhower's departing FY 1962 DOD budget request of $41.8 billion
was raised twelve per cent to $46.7 billion, the highest Defense budget
since the Korean War year of 1951.
Organization and Management
Ruina's appointment as Director of ARPA was apparently greeted. with
mixed feelings by some members of the ARPA staff, both because he was a
member of the DDR&E staff, with which ARPA's relations were frequently
strained (in fact, for a time Raina maintained certain DDR&E responsibilities after coming to ARPA), and because he was felt to have strong negative
feelings concerning both the DEFENDER program and certain basic tenets of
ARPA's "organizational philosophy."
Considerable insight into the questions which must have arisen upon
Dr. Ruina's appoi tment is provided by a memorandum for the record prepared
by D. K. Hess on a meeting between Ruina and the ARPA Program Council on
NovemLer 3, 1960.[3] This memorandum was written just a few weeks before
Ruina received the ARPA appointment, and before that appointment was known
to be pending. Speaking from his Air Defense position in DDR&E, Dr. Ruina
was described as critical of the ARPA Program Coumcil as a bottleneck,
hostile to ARPA's use of military officers on the staff because they were.
not sufficiently oriented to research, intolerant of ARPA's cautious relations with Service contracting agents, and skeptical of the Agency's exIn addition, Ruina was reported to be
tensive use of advisory committees.
quite outspoken concerning perceived management problems in the DEFENDER
program, generally arguing for a very flexible approach with, in Hess' words,
"a minimum of red tape in procedures." Since Ruina was "least interested
in ( the] details 6f management," it, followed that he would wish to reduce.
such details to the minimum.
Dr. Ruina's subsequent arrival did not, however, result in azWy revolutionary change in ARPA's organizatioial approach. It continued, as it has
to the present, to maintain a substantial military staff. Similarly, it
continued to rely on the established Service agent system for contracting
and continued to solicit the advice of advisory committees. Dr. Ruina. also
gradually came to appreciate the necessity for a certain awount of bureaucratic 2ed tape in DEFENDER and other programs , though he maintained a distinct distaste for many bureaucratic requirements.J4] There were, however,
significant and lasting changes in both management style aMn program content
during the Ruina period.
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STo begin with the question of management style, the clearest impact
of the Ruina era was to bring about a distinct decentralization of research
management within ARPA and increased reliance on strong office directors to
develop their separate technical programs. Betts had started to introduce
this system, but Ruina actually put it in place, creating what a later ARPA
Director was to call a tradition 6f independent office "baronies." As it
worked out, the Chief Scientist and the Technical Operations Division on
the technical side and the Program Council on the management sida were
eliminated as layers between the office Director and the Director of ARPA.
Ruina wanted, and got, a "one-on-one" style of operation. He encouraged
forceful office leadership, e.g., Herzfeld (a future Director of ARPA) in
DEFENDER; J. C. R. Licklider, who shaped the Command and Contiol and Behavioral Sciences programs; and Godel, the de facto leader of the new AGILE
assignment. There was considerable leadership turnover in the nuclear test
detection office, but it received a great deal of attention from the new
Director and Deputy Director, both of whom had strong personal interests
in that program. Toward the end of the Ruina period, Dr.'Robert Frosch was
appointed to head VELA and became a strong and somewhat controversial leader
of that office in the Sproull period. Men like Ruina and his immediate successor, R. L. Sproull, thought of themselves as transients', not career men.
They tended to feel that it was healthy for ARPA to bring in top flight
office directors as well for two year assignments, on the theory that the
best men would rarely desire government careers, ARPA would benefit from
exposure to fresh views, and the Agency's flexibility would be enhanced.
This theory was similar to the original rationale for the IDA staff. The
main difference was that the encumbents would be civil service appointees.
The success of such a system depends on the quality of the Director', the
nature of the Agency's program assignments, and the relative status of the
DOD.
The Program± Council mechanism faded in importance and.eventually disapoeared. As one of its pr~.mary advocates admitted, it hakd "degenerated into
a game as to who could be meanest in terms of project reviewo"[5] The hostility of the technical office directors mounted. These individuals tended
,o feel that the Council had become competitive rather than mutually sup:)ortive of Agency objectives. As a consequence, they would appeal individ*;ally to the Director on matters being addressed ýy the Council and attempt
";o undercut its authority. Since Ruina felt that "nobody there had the
wisdom as to what made technical senze"[6] and that it was a bureaucratic
obstacle which slowed progress, it is hardly surprising that the office
directors prevailed cnd Ruina ultimately disbanded the Council.
Describing the flavor of the ARPA independent office director system
'inder Ruina, one of his successors stated:f71'
One of the things that Jack

....

communicated,

and

we had gotten this [description] from others ...
was that these [the office directors] were very
strong people that wanted to be c6nnected in with
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the work in other than a bureaucratic way.
is

That

to say, they wanted to know the work that was

being done, they represented it, they wanted to
talk directly with the guy doing it, they were
interested in talking technical things when you
went to their offices.
In essence, the office structure unaer Ruina was characterized by strong
personalities and by a very marked'substantive, rather than administrative
orientation. As will be illustrated later, this flavor tended to continue
in ARPA and is one of those characteristics often cited to distinguish ARPA
Though the seeds of this
from, say, the National Science Foundation (NSF).
were present in the space period, it is clear that the new and embattled
ARPA of 1958-1960 could not speak to the scientific community with quite
the confidence it could master thereafter. Relieved of much of the nontechnical burden that originally had been *foisted on the new Agendy -roles and missions disputes, coordination of space vehicle launch schedules,
etc. -- ARPA concentrated on its programs. The public and internal DOD
debates about, abolition of ARPA ceased completely. The closest ARPA came
to an organizational realigrnment is an agreement by York and Ruina, approved
by McNamara, that Ruina have a dval appointment as Director of ARPA and
'Director for Air Defense in DDR&E. At the. last minute,' York withdrew the
idea, deciding that the two jobs would be too demanding and Ruina subsequently decided that York's evaluation was correct.*
There was little "Why ARPA?" questioning during Ruina's period. Before
Congressi Ruina merely stated that ARPA functioned as an integral part of
the Office of Defense Research and Engineering, working as a line agency on
projects assigned by the Secretary or by the DDR&E that normally "are either
of interest to more than one of the military .departments or lie outside the
specific missions or interest of all 'of them."[8]' He received no challenge,
but if there had been any, the answer undoubtedly would have been 'take it
Internally, feuding
up with the DDR&E, that~s who tells us what to do.'
with the Services was minimal. There was no need to appeal to ARPA's Charter
to sustain its legitimacy. In fact,, Ruina does not recall ever teading
cr worrying about what the language of the charters was.J9]" Thus the
,idage. bf ,ARPA-is-a'techn6cracy ýrystalliies' in_ the-R-uina eriod..
ARPA Piiorities
York gave Ruina no particular instructions about handling ARPA. He
had no specific program suggestions to make. Compare6 to such burdensome
issues .as SKYBOLT, MINUTEMAN and NIKE-ZEUS deployment, the ARPA programs
were "small stuff." In essence, Ruina's mandate was -"run it." This attitude reaffirmed an ARPA characteristic that started with Roy Johnson and
continued at least into the late,1960's: while arguments over ARPA
*

It remained for John Foster'to appoint an ARPA Director, Dr. Eberhrdt
.Rechtin, as a Deputy DDR&E in 1970. This dual appointment failed in.
practice and Rechtin's deputy became de. facto chief of ARPA.
.
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assignments might be bitter and the decisions carefully controlled, once
assigned projects the Agency has had a remarkably free hand to carry them
out however it saw fit.
Ruina's basic image of his inheritance was that it was erratic. Beset
by what he considered to be "a very volatile history," Ruina felt that ARPA
had never "had a steady state to which one could point to."[l0] He had
definite ideas about defining such a state. Senior ARPA staff recall an
initial period of apparent drift when Ruina took over and some difficulty
in comnunication. In part this was because he was intent on transforming
ARPA into a decidedly different organization than it had been and there
was a certain inertia to be overcome. He has said that in many respects
he always had felt closer to PSAC, in terms of spirit and values, than to
DOD, and this was reflected in his conception of what ARPA should become:
"The place I'd like ARPA to be was to be an extremely high power."[ll] To
achieve "high power" status, scientifically, was to mean according a far
greater weight to "good science" than to immediate defense relevance:[12]
[Iln the long pull, the immediate relevance of what
they are going is going to be less important than the
fact that they have done some very good things, and
they have a long-term implications.., projects should
be supported on the basis of a product with two qualities -- its scientific and tachnicsl merit and its
relevance ...

I weighed that scientific merit more....

Things which make a mark in scientific history -- and
that was sort of an underlying theme. I always felt
that if you can get some very good people doing interesting things, that would be more important than
the fact it was relevant.
ARPA's forthcoming deep involvement in basic and applied research was no
accident.
It was a matter of conscious choice, with serious implications
for the future. The DDR&E's (York and Brown) approved and so did the Congress, as Ruina succeeded in rebuilding ARPA's budget to the $250 million
level. Relations with the White House science apparatus were zever Letter.
The move away from relevance was relatively easy because of the still
strong feeling that just about any R&D effort would be beneficial for DOD.
SFurthermore ARPA was able to wrap a great deal of basic and applied research in the mantles of ballistic missile defense, nuclear test detection,
propellant chemistry for missiles, and materials research for "advanced
systems." This trend did not go without challenge within the Agency. Some
of the management staff warned that the scientists were hiding behind the
"military urgency" label to do thing- they wanted to do, but couldn't
justify elsewhere'.- Godel, for instance,, paraphrased what ARPA was doing
as making it "as legal (for university scientists] to steal from the Pentagon as anywhere else," simply by logically contouring the Justification
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to do it.[13] Likewise D. K. Hess, a highly regarded former Director of
.Program Management, felt that ARPA came close to being a U. S. Science
Agency in the early 19 6 0's because it claimed as "military" a host of
things that were unable to obtain funding at NSF or other sources. [14]
Ncnetheless it was done because the scientific and technologsical leadership decided that it "ought" to be done.
In progranmatic terms, Ruina established ballistic missile defense
and nuclear test detection as the Agency's top priority activities., Ue
came to the former area with a strong background from previous work in
the Air Force anc! DDR&E and to the laiter with an attraction grounded in
what he calls his "political liberalism." His successor, Dr. Robert L.
Sproull, was also drawn to ARPA in large measure because of the challenge
posed by the VELA problem. It was also clear to Ruina that BMD and test,
detection were issues of national significance -- truly Presidential issues
-- and that they should warrant the best that the Agency had to offer,
including the lion's share of the Director's time. Both concerned' subjects
which were matters of great controversy during the Kennedy Administration.
In ballistic missile defense', there was a vigorous fight waged for
deployment of the NIKE/ZEUS by segments of the military and industry in
1961; it was decided in 1962 to kill ZaUS deployment; and in 1963 iNIKE-X
emerged as the preferred potentially deployable system. ARPA's DEFDER
program-was deeply involved in the technology that distinguished NTIKE-X
from ZEUS; hence ARPA was in a position to supply important technical inputs 'to the continuing policy debate. Regarding nuclear test detection,
Soviet violation of the nuclear test moritorium in 1961 was followed by a
resumption of U. S. testing; 1962 was a year of intensified iiegotiations: on
a test ban; and in July 1963 agreement was reac ed on a limited test ban.
Again, the AEPA program provided many, of the te :hnical inputs to policy
deliberations. Ruina has described the times as follows:J15]
a[One of the] programs ... I gDt involved in in
a very personal way -- that I wa deeply interested
in -- was Nuclear'Test Detection,... It was of
national importance, and I am sure that issues that
are of national importance do ex.ite you more. Con-,
We rere signing treaties,s
gress was worried about it.
or not signing treaties, on the asis of presumably
what ARPA was doing, [Similarly] the ABM. [fWe] were
deploying or not deploying. So OM and Nucleak Test
Detection were issues that the S cretary of Defense
and PSAC and McGeorge Bundy were worried about. So,
obviously, you know.... That's t e important stuff.
So when you got back to the Agen. y you were wvorried
about that.
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While DEFENDER and VELA held center stage, due to their intimate
relationship to major, national issues, a large second block of ARPA
funding occupied relatively little Director's time but grew steadily with
an apparent solid base of support. This was, again, the development of
major support for basic research. Included in this block of support was
the work in materials sciences, information processing and behavioral
sciences, as well as support for basic seismology within the VELA program,
work in nuclear and atmospheric physics in DEFENDER, and basic research
support in other offices such as solid propellants and energy conversion.
The impetus behind this Defense interest in basic research, of course,
traces to Sputnik and the feeling that the U.S. was in danger of falling
behind the Soviet Union in a number of important scientific fields. The
rapid growth of support beginning in 1961, however, also reflects the
substantial expansion of the Defense budget following the chaige in
Administrations. The $6.4 billion increase of the first Kennedy Defense
appropriation ever Eisenhower's last Defense appropriation bought considerable flexibility for the funding of low-cost basic research efforts.
During Dr. Ruina's tenure, these programs engendered relatively little
controversy and, heawily weighted with broad institutional support, give
the appearance of almost having run themselves. Although creating a
climate within which a number of these programs could flourish, Ruina's
personal involvement -with them was peripheral:[16]
The others, I don't even remember what the key
issues were. I couldn't even remember [their]
budgets.... I didn't know much about them.
Propellant Chemistry I am not sure I did understand to the very end. I knew what they were
doing, but I didzi't have a real feel for how
important it was and what the likelihood was,
that a propellant, the type they were looking
for, was really that important.
,
The IDL program was a partial exception to this generalization because,
as Ruina said, "my life was with the university and I was quite sure I
vas going to go back to it 'and] this major involvement of DOD in what
looked like a very enlightened way in university affairs was interesting
... and so I was involved."[17] Ruina found Command and Cbntrol and the
Behavioral Sciences to be "challenging thoughts," but was neither positive
or negative about receiving these tasks. The rest of them, particularly
the flurry of Betts period assignments, "I really didn't want them."[18]
The third major program to emerge during the Ruina period was Godel's
AGILE program, ARPA' s venture into the world of limited warfare and ccunterinsurgency. At first, and through much of this period, heavily colored by
quick-fix equipment adaptation programs, this effort was also close to an
issue of national debate, but a debate with quite vague and misty boundaries.
In the 1961-1963 period, it must be remembered, it was not at all clear
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that Vietnam would come to occupy its place of dominance for the next
decade. As of the end of 1962 there were still only about 10,000 U. S.
advisors in Vietnam, the Diem overthrow was about a year away and the
Tonkin Gulf incident almost two years distant. The threats of export
of Cuban comminism to Latin America or of a wave of revolutionary communism throughout Africa appeared equally serious to many. The AGILE
program was created. to provide a research contribution in this highly
uncertain environment.
It is perhaps telling that both Dr. Ruina and
Dr. SprouJl, his successor as ARPA Director, used the same adjective
to describe their personal view of AGILE -- "uncomfortable."[18] Indeed, said Ruina, "AGILE was one I tormented over. [It! never appealed
to me. '[19]
Dr. Ruina's dominant concern with the major "Presidential issues"
of the dpy -- issues which occasioned lively debate in the scientific
community -- is altogether understandable. It is of some interest to
note here, however, that of'the ARPA programs which became dominant in
the late 1960's, almost all were beginning tc develop during the Ruina
period, but were not among his priority interests. These programs included
AGILE, information processing technology, and behavioral sciences research,
as well as what at the time were marginal parts of DEFENDER (e.g., 1:Jrs,
0TH radar, optics), materials projects other than institutional fund.ng,
and aspects of nuclear test detection which then were of distinctly secondary interest, e.g., evasion research and diagnostics. By the late
sixties ARIPA would have transferred the core of the DEFE'ER programs which

occupied Ruina's attention, would be planning to transfer the materials
laboratory effort, would have completed a major success with nuclear test
detection satellites, and would have carried underground test detection
research to the point where transfer or termination received considerable
discussion (though no treaty was achieved to put ARPA's research to the
test). While Ruina's high-priority items were therefore reaching some
form of culmination by the la~e 1960's, the seeds of much of ARPA's efforts
at the end of the decade were planted in those project areas below the
Director's level of attention. This gradual internal evolution of projects
-- arising without s-lashy assignments or grand debate -- is a central
feature in the changing character of ARPA. Following the Pen Aids and
AGILE assignments in 1961, ARPA never again received a "Presidential issue"
program.
Program Management arid the Use of Service Agents
Midway through Dr. Ruina's directorship, ARPA sponsored a contractor
study of its management of the DEFENDER program which touched on many
aspects of program management and the use of Service agents.[201 The study
is of interest here, not because it arrived at anr startling conclusions
and recommendations, but because it provides a summary documentation of
many of the then-current characteristics of ARPA management, both within
and outside of DEFENDER. These characteristics were to change remarkably
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little from the ARPA wI_.ch emerged from the space-transfers 'o the ARPA
of the 1970's, so that the following discussion concerning Dr. Ruina's
ARPA applies to a great extent to the years thereafter.
The study confirmed a central feature of Ruina's ARPA, namely the
preeminent influence of individual technical managers within each of the
program officers: [211
Perhaps the most outstanding feati.ure of
management within ARPA, and certainly the one
which most impressed us during this study, is
the extensive responsibility assigned to a
relatively small group of scientific and
"engineering men. On DEFEDER, for example, a
"technical manager was normally found to be
responsible for a broad range of functions,
iu•luding:
2.) the over-all planning, direction and
supervision of research in his area or areas
of responsibility;
2) coordination of his efforts with those
of other technical managers working on DEFENDER.
3) evaluation of unsolicited proposals and
'the selection of both agents and contractors to
undertake new work;
.4) monitoring of agent and contractor progress
and the evaluation of results,

on existing efforts,

upon completion of their tasks; and
5) preparation and justification of the annual
'budget for his projects or areas of' responsibility.
While the workload generated in the performance
of these functions varied from subproject to subproject among those that we studied, an 'average'
workload profile imuld show that

.

technical

manager was:
a) heavily involved in one area, such as
molecular physics, or in 'a single large
research project, such as ARPAT, but at
the same time was also concerned with a
number of smaller projects spreading across
several technical areas;
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b) responsible for a total budget of
approximately $5 M/yr., allocated among
5 to 15 ARPA Orders ranging in dollar
size from $50 K/yr. to $1,000 K/yr.;
c) dealing with agents in each of the three
military services, and occasionally with
technical groups ir_non-defense government agencies as well as contracting
personnel 'in OSD; and
d) directing and monitoring an average of 10
to 15 prime contractors, possibly including
one or two universities, that wf-re geographically dispersed throughout the country from
coast to coast.,
To do this work, the technical manager might
have support from his counterparts or. DE
DER, who
have similar functions but often in substantially
different fields, or from his Assistant Director,
who is concerned with the total DFFDER effort.
But essentially the technical manager is alone,
except for the part time assistance of administrative and clerical ,personnel.
This central role of the individual, usually overworked, technical program
manager is

difficult to overemphasize.

His ability personally to build

a case for supporting a ne- proposal (essentially needing to "sell" only
his office Director and. the ARPA Director) underlies the flexibility and
quick-response,' essentially non-bureaucratic reputation which ARPA has
enjoyed over the years. Cn the other hand, the technical panager'.s heavy
workload and lack of support also helps account for. an ARPA reputation for
crisis m.nagement, loose management procedures and inadequacy in evaluating
existing programs, particularly efforts of second-order priority. In retrospect, Ruina concedes that there were no formal evaluation procedures and
he attributes 'it primarily to' the short tours of duty of Directors who consequently never see anything through to conclusion.[221] He is much less
tolerant of- the criticism that ARPA technical program managers were often
too busy to read the output 6f their conti.actors, i.e., they did not know
in many instances what they were getting for ARPA's money: "Those things
that weren't read, we knew weren't too important."
The 1962' D)FD=ER study also reveals how "thin" the line of central
program management inRuina' s ARPA had become:[231
...

a situation exists in Program Management,

where only one man is now assigned to provide A•ill
time support for and keep abreast of the entire
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$100 M/y-. D=MDER effort. Just the administrati.ve functions involved in preparing ARPA Orders
ani maintaining clear fiscal channels are sufficient to occupy him fully. His field contract

with agents involved in DEF1ER, as a result,
average only one visit Per nine months, and firsthand visits to major contractors are extramely rare.
There is little or no time available for him to perform the essential management audit functions, i.e.,
unbiased and timely evaluations of project accomplishments, measured in terms of progress against
cost and schedule targets set forth in approved
project plans. This means, in turn, that there is
little or no real-time status reporting or 'early
warning' capability outside of the technical project
offices....
There are several apparent difficulties with
the reporting and control procedures now used by
AUPA, and many are directly traceable to the small
staff employed by Program Management.
For exap.le,
this department has neither the manpowc to collect
data and prepare detailed reports, nor the time to
analyze'and substantively comment on those reD6rts
now received from external sources. It is also
so completely occupied with administrative actions
that it cannot maintain close liaison with contractors and agents, thus having little or no 'early
warning' of pending program (as opposed to technical)
'trouble. As a result,'it becomes involved in the
management of a project only after a crisis has
developed and. a 'quick fix' 1.s required.
This is a fundamental problem; it cannot be
resolved merely by changing the contents or format
of ARPA's reports because' no one in PrOgram Management has the time to analyze, verify, knowledgeably
criticize, or otherwise use them in a substantive
way.
Again, th ese comments applied equally to Program Management's responsibilities vis-a-vis offices, other than DEFUIEDM, and the problems raised continued long after Ruina's departure.
The small management staff, the study asserts, made it Impractical
for ARPA to be a leader in innovative program management techniques, such
as the Navy's Special Projects Office had been with the PERT systbm:[2I]
Some of the more recently developed management
techniques, such as PERT, would appear to have applications only to those ARPA projects that:
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a) si'e large in size and involve a number of
agent and contractor interfaces;
b) have readily identifiable events and objectives as opposed to being continued level-ofeffort research; and
c) involve agents generally responsive to ARPA
requirements, since at the present -time the ARPA
staff is probably too small and too busy to make
use of even a sumnary PERT network.
It would appear, moreover, that the use of such
techniques should be left to the option of ARPA's
agents since, at least at the present time, ABPA
does not have the internal staff' of the size needed
to make full and substantive use of the information
that would be forthcoming.
fact, ARPA was to maintain a consistent focus over the years in using
straightforward, available management approaches rather tnan attempting
ovation, the exception being greatly increased use of computer assistance in the 1970's (closely coupled with developments coming out of the
information processing of~fice). To the extent that ARPA innovated managerially it was in the realm of using, existing techniques such at no-year
money, unsolicited proposals, sole source procurement, multi-year forward
funding, etc., as imaginatively and extensively as possible in order to
minimize the red tape burden itself and underwrite its record as a quick
response agency. Ruina encouraged this, coming, as he said, from an academic background where "the people tended to be more imaginative and less
responsible" and having at that time "much less respect, perhaps, for proper
bureaucratic behavior ... than I do now."[25] Ruina felt strongly that in
bpasic research, accountability to the peer group was much more important
than accountability to the contracting officer.
In

Turning to the interface between ARPA ahd the Service agents performing the actual contracting tasks, the 1962 study defended the system in
concept, but noted numerous problems:[26]
Problems mentioned during our field surveys by
the agents as well as by ARPA personnel indicated
that there "s room for improvement.... The agents,
for example, often considered ARPA work to be an.
additional requirement for which they received
neither pers:Dnnel authorization nor compensation
for the salaries of personnel assigned to ARPA
activities. They felt that, in many cases, the
ARBPA 0Oders came down to them in the form of.
directed sole source procurements; without the
necessary backup to comply with ASPR or service,
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regulations and without any freedom in the scope.
of work for the agent to contribute or to exercise
technical judgment. As a result, the agent often
viewed himself as a mere processor of formal documents, and therefore had little
incentive to apply
unusual effort or to organize in a special way for
the management of A.RPA work.
There was a corresponding feeling among the agents that ARPA had no
valid right to expect unusual treatment or to expect that agent personnel would be willing to put
ARPA interests ahead of the interests of their
service, which .would ultimately be responsible for
their individual evaluation and career progression..
ARPA, in turn, has objected to long-lead times
and indifferent support at the agent level, as well,
as the apparent ,fforts of some agents 'bend' the
scope of work toward their parochial interests or
to take over the ARPA program altogether.
These problems also were to persist over many years, but in the context
of greatly varying roles for specific agents (from full contract technical
c.'ntrol to purely administrative housekeeping) and levels of performance
(from highly enthusiastic contracting agents fully integrated into the
technical program, to disi.nterested agents, to agents striving to reorient
their contracts for their own puarposes).
The 1962 DEFENDER study recom-'
mended experimentation with certain incentive techniques, which in their
specifics were not well accepted at the time, but ARPA did experiment over
the years with specially "dedicated" agents.
The most notable example
here is the development of a group at the Army Missile Command (AMICOM) at
Huntsville, Alabama, which was devoted exclusively to ARPA contracts (primaily DEFENDER) and has received very high marks from ARPA officials for
its performance over the years.
On balance, however, the mixed performance described in 1962 appears
to be quite representative of the workings of the agent system.
Its most
positive feature in the eyes of most ARPA observers has not been the uniform excellence of Service agent performance,-but rather that the system
has allowed ARPA to forego creation of its own bureaucratic contracting
-structure and has provided flexibility through ARPA's ability to select
agents in line with such considerations as ultimate program transfer.
Gen. Betts had found the executive agent system a great burden.
Observing ARPA from his Air Force and DL&•E vantage points Ruina had felt
that ARPA "was being taken ... the Services always put their own English
on the ball." As Director of ARPA he found that the system could not be
overcome.
Ruina felt that to get. quality scientific results, programs
had to be tightly controlled; too often,, control was lost once a program
was.released to the agent. He never liked this system and concluded, in
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retrospect, that if he had beenin Roy Johnson's shoes, he might
have
insisted on his own -contracting unit.[27]
Charles Herzfeld, vho defended
the agent system throughout his directorship of ARPA, has subsequently
come to agree with this position in the light of growing rigidity in'
Service contracting procedures.[28]
The DEFENDE study also addressed a number of otl'er management questions in a fashion which by and large supported established AEPA
positions.
It concurred, for example, in the decision not to have ARPA laboratories*
(viewing contracting to strong groups such as Lincoln Laboratory as
more
efficient and flexible); agreed that ARPA's advanced research mission
required that it be able to use sole source contract arrangements (which
required in 1962-, as now, a specific exception from procurement regulations in the form of a "determination and finding' exempting the class
of research undertaken by car-h Service for ARPA); and opposed a move
toward
reliance on either internal or OSD contracting.
The study's primary recommendation, which was never accepted by ARPA, was ;to enlarge staff
support
for project planning and technical direction (either in-house or
through
contracting) and to develop a strong. program review and evaluation
group.
ARPA was to remain throughout Ruina's period and thereafter a very
thin
management organization, a fact viewed by many as an asset, but which
created problems for almost every successive Director, reflected
through
critical DOD audits, w.0 reports aaid Congressional hearings.
PROGRAMS IN THE RUINA PERIOD
As noted above, ARPA's program in the Ruina period emphasis tended
to reflect two citeria
of worth: importance in terms of (1) national
policy concerns, and (2) the perceived needs bf the scientific community.
Sonetimes these criteria were mutually reinforcing, e.g., achievement
of
a auclear test detect-ion capability and general upgrading of seismology
and geophysical science.
Sometimes they were poles apart, as with the
AGILE program which sought to attract R&D talent to deal with counterinsurgency, but did not pretend to be addressing great scientific
questions.
The coexistence of these two criteria helps to explain 'wy the Ruina
era is remembered both as the formative period for some of the Agency's
greatest achievements of value to the Defense Department and as the
time
during which ARPA became imbued with the svientific community's
basic
research values and philosophy.
Dr. Ruina's ARPA averaged about $250 million in annual appropriations.
DEFENDER accounted for approximately half of this total, followed
by VELA,
Ruina was prepared to break with this bit of holy writ, but Lincoln
Laboratory resisted, his overture that it become the national ballistic
missile laboratory, under ARPA sponsorship.

--

•

.
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Yaterials Sciences and AGILE as major programs (see Figure V-1).
These
and ARPA's other assignments of the early 1960's are described in detail
below. RuFina did not strive to acquire new programs, with the exception
of a short-lived interest in establishing an electronics research program
on the model of the IDL effort; however, it was undercut by fears of potential competition with the previously established joint-Services electronics
program. The programs in this period, therefore, are dominated by previously
established assignments, supplemented by some staff initiatives (most significantly AGILE) and a few key assignments from DDR&E (notably research
in penetration aids, command and control, and behavioral sciences).
DEFENDER
When Ruina became Director, the DEFENDER program was a rather sprawling effort composed of six functional elements: General Research; Discrimination and Identification; Interception, Guidance and Control; Kill Mechanisms; Detection, Acquisition and Tracking; and Systems Evaluation and
Models.
As stated in a contemporary program description,[29] General Research
comprised: "all the supporting research for the Various ballistic missile
defense programs." Specific projects included the controversial Arecibo
1000 foot radar observatory, hampered by a construction workers' strike at
the beginning of the year and, surprisingly (for a "supporting research"
category), the ESAR phased array radar. The program involved considerable
experimental and theoretical research in universities and various research
institutions.
Discrimination and Identification (later renamed Missile Phenomenology)
was intended "[t]o observe missiles during their flights for the purposes
of determining useful phenomena which occur during the missile trajectory
and to design, develop and investigate techniques to accomplish discrimination."[30] In late 1960 and 'early 1961 this area of DEFNDERwork was
in transition from the early measurements programs to the masjor new Project
PRESS effort. As of April 30, 1961 design of the PRESS facility was about
95 per cent complete and Lincoln' Laboratory was firmly established as
scientific director for the undertaking. About $6 million was devoted to
Project PRESS in Ff 1961 and about $16. million in FY 1962, reflecting the
acceleration of construction. In the interim the DAMP ship measurements
program continued, with significant data collected on Titan nose cone
signatures in early 1961. With the build-up of other measurements capabilities, two specially instramented aircraft were transferred to the
intelligence community.
In the spring of 1961, Interception, Guidance and Control was just a
shell for a planned program. Some studies related to advanced interceptor
technology were initiated at the beginning of the new fiscal year (FY 1962).
The program developed slowly, however, and crystallized into a major highlypublicized effort (the HIBEX program) after Dr. Ruina's departure in the
fal. of 1963.
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PROGRAM BUDGET HISTORY DURING THE RUINA PERIOD
($ millions)

Appropriations Requests
Actual Budget
Commitment to Agents

FY 1961

FY1962

FY1963

FY1964

215
215
207

186
136
219

257
250
285

280
2774
280

110
63
22
23

128
52
21
25

18

26

Requests By Program:
Military Satellites/Space

DEFENDER
VEA
Materials
Propellants

671

110
.2
17
17

AGILE

-

-

Energy Conversion
Climate Modification
Toxicology
C&C/Information Processing
Arms Controls .....
Behavioral Sciences
Technical Studies

S

-

104 '
37
17
18

-

5

5

3

2

-

9

.
13

.8
-

"
-

1 Transferred to Services under Betts.
2'Approximately $40 million added
for VELA after initial
appropriations request.

Source-

ARPA budget tables.

-

-

6

1
3
7
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Kill Mechanisms was described as an effort to: "define more clearly
the kill capabilities of the mechanisms now relied on for destruction and
to discover techniques of greater effectiveness."[311
The two major areas
of investigation under this program were directed toward non-nuclear methods
of killing an incoming warhead:
(1) direct "hypervelocity" JTmpact of, say,
particles or fragments, and (2) the previously discussed charged particle
beam concept, still
regarded as a far-out possibility.
Detection, Acquisition and Tracking included various projects related
to phased array radar component development, the development of a 50 megawatt S-band radar and a modest program in over-the-horizon (OTH) radar
development.
OTH received increased attention later and was continued in
the ARPA program in modified form until 1975.
Systems, Evaluations and Techniques included the controversial BAMBI
studies of boost intercept systems, the ARPA!T terminal defense system study
and feasibility study of a system known as HELMET, which was based on
hyper-velocity impact technology.
Ruina arrived in ARPA grossly dissatisfied with the structure and
content of DEFENDER, which remained essentially a carryover from the
original IDA design:[32]
It was rather clear that our little
[3 man]
staff in DDR&E in Air Defense ... just knew
more about what the needs were ... for the
BMD program, and were totilly unimpressed with
"the way the program was structured, what they
were supporting, and what they were doing. A
lot of the staff in ARPA I thought was quite
good, but the leadership there just wasn't
with it on this program.
He felt that DEFENDER had tried to be too comprehensive, to fill
all the
gaps, and to have all the "next generation" programs.
This was a fair
comment, but unfair criticism in the sense that ARPA's original BM
mission was precisely to be comprehensive and to cover all the available
ideas so as to leave no stone unturned and to prevent the Services from
running off half-cocked with some allegedly "neglected" idea. Ruina decided
to change that. In particular, he felt DEFENDER should neither be' systems
oriented nor do any systems work.
Rather it should be carried on just as
basic research was done:[33]
DEFENDER is not systems oriented nor' should any
systems 'work be done within the DEFENDER Project.
Systems are too pretentious; ARPA should only think
ih the broadest of coacepts of systems, for planning
purposes perhaps but nothing else. The ARPA program
miust be kept oriented toward the research and not
the development.
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Within a year, Ruina had made significant changes in DEEDER's program
structure. Four program categories emerged: General Research, Techniques and Devices, Missile Phenomenology, and Systems. The major effect
of this change was to merge the smaller research effortu. in Interception,
Guidance and Control, Kill Mechanism= and Detection, Acquisition and
Tracking into a single Techniques and Devices category; and to shift
several specific projects between this and the other three offices. For a
time this reorganized program was divided between the newly-recruited Dr.
C. M. Herzfeld and the former DEFE27DER program head,,but was soon consolidated under Herzfeld.
The Deputy Director, Dr. Rathjens, was as critical of DEFENER as
Ruina, describing three-quarters of its work as "crazy:" there was. "crazy
work going on and crazy proposals coming along."[34] He recalls that he
and Ruina had to be very tough about that and concedes that their attitude
initially caused morale problems. Nevertheless "DEFENDER was a godawful mess
in terms of the kinds of things being supported"[35] and changes had to be
made. Herzfeld also shared th.e 1uina/Rathjens evaluation of DEFENDER, in
most respects: [36]
In the early days before I came in,
got ...

it [DEF1TDER]

very wild and irresponsible I would say.

And [to] where'goals were also kind of confused.
It hAd bad management for a number of years. I
was hired to straighten that out. I think I did.
We based our stuff on good measurements and good
theory, going all the way from the laboratory and
small scale simulation to full size- experiments ...
full size missiles and full size radars and all
that.... [A]nd we tried to do that with- every
major idea.... Whatever we said was defendable in
terms of rather detailed scientific backup and
therefore people couildn't very well argue with it.
I think that this was the strength that the program
got.
There was a great urge, often implicit, to shed the Johnson era image of
reckless and cavalier pseudo-science that was shared by mana- in DOD and
the White House.
The DEFENDER reorganization reflects Ruina's tendency toward' administrative simplification, but also appears to have been designed to reduce
the visibility of certain efforts or at least to place them in a context
perhaps less likely to create misunderstandings.,
The charged particle
beam program, for example, was shifted to General Research alongside
other long-term fundamental research efforts and away from the highly
visible Kill Mechanisms branch. The hyper-velocity impact part of "kill,
mechanisms" was buried in Techniques and Devices, as waa laser research,
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another subject that was to stay with ARPA to the present day. These
actions did not necessarily imply distaste for the projects involved.
Indeed, for Ruina the particle beam project was "an example of a good or
ideal" ARPA project:[371
There will not be any payoff; it is not practical
but there are many good people assigned to it;
there is mch knowledge being developed from the
effort and it permits freedom of work in a
research or laboratory atmosphere.
But if such projects were to-be supported on grounds of scientific merit
rather than likely defense relevance, Ruina did not want them bandied
about as practical systems promoted by enthusiasts as near-term alternitives
to missile-based BMED.
Similarly, in the October 1961 Systems category description, the BAMBI
and HELMET projects are given clearly secondary priority to ARPAT, which
had the more modest objectives of developing an experimental radar and
experimental interceptor, in addition to offering a major new systems
concept. Ruina was especially hostile to BAMBI, which he felt was "stupid,"
neither a good idea nor a good system:[38]
I always thought that it was a looney idea.
I don't know thy we continued it...,
BAMBI
brought in all the nuts out of The woodwork.
One reason for continuation was pressure from the Air Force 'and politically
influential supporters such as Simon Ramo.
Nonetheless it was a measure
of ARPA's growing strength that it was able to reduce the BAMBI level of
effort, phasing it out by 1963. ARPAT, an idea strongly promoted by Dr. B.
Alexender, was supported by Herzfeld (then DEFENDER director) -because itprovided a not completely far-fetched alternative to the NIKE-ZEUS/NIKE-X
approach (using air-borne rather than ground based interceptors).
Herzfeld,
.considered ARPAT "kind-of nutty," but believed there was a need to support
at least one radical alternative to distinguish DEFENDER from the Army
program.J39] In addition, and perhaps more importantly, APPAT contained.
some highly-interesting technology development work, notably interceptor
homing technology and radar development.
The interceptor homing technology work is said to have produced the first prototype "electro-optically"
guided weapons and contributed substantially to later Army research in
thie field. The radar work, predominantly development of the ARPA Measurements Radar (AMRAD), added to the Agency's wide-ranging program in this
area. AMRAD was designed to utilize "zmuti-purpose coherent waveforms"
for missile discrimination and analysis, and was used extensively in both
BMD research and in analyses of "flight articles" in the U.S. offensive
strategic missile inventory. As a system, Tolbrook has confirmed that
there was a "feellg',' that somehow ARPAT woold not work, but since "we
couldn't shoot it down"[40] ana there were promising technology advancement
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benefits, ARPA pursued it.
Nevertheless this "interesting, science and
technology" cost roughly $40 million and produced no system.
Two new systems studies of a less "far-out" nature also were added
to the Ruina DEFENDER program, one examining defense responses to sea
launched ballistic missiles and the second examining hard point (e.g.,
missile silo) defense systems, a subject which only ARPA was willing to
support.
In any event all systems concepts were analyzed more intensively
than in the past and many, like HEZIET and BANI and other GLIPAR program
ideas fell by the rayside:[41]
This is not merely a criticism of prior administrations. It sirply ;was that the time had come to
do these things and ...

weed out the good stuff

from the bad stuff and get rid of the irrelevant.....
We had to get rid of' I would say maybe twenty to
thirty major potential ideas which were invented
on the back of an envelope by bright and inventive
people, and everybody was trying to think up better
solutions than [systems based on] radars and missiles. And practically none of those survived
that screening.
By and large, Ruina and Herzfeld went back to "radars and missiles.'"
Indeed one of the most obvious features of DEFENDER in the Ruina
period is the prominence of radar development work. 'The Techniques and
Devices branch was the home for much of this work, but major radar development programs cbuld be found everywhere. ESAR and Arecibo'were multimillion dollar radar programs under General Research. AMRAD was a major
investment in Systems. Missile Phenomenology, provided a&home for the huge
continuing expenses of the TRADEX instrumentation radar and.its later
follow-ons. ARPA continued to pioneer in the development of phased-array
radars which directly influenced a whole new generation of advanced Service
radars. It built some of the best (and most expensive) radars based on
current state-of-the-art technology and they revolutionized capabilities
for research measurements.
It made substantial investments in radar components which have had a difficult-to-trace but profound iniluence on the
field at large. It put sizable funding into special-rpurpost
radar
facilities such as the Arecibo radar/radio telescope and into new radar
applications like the over-the-horizon radar. Multi-million dollar radar
systems funded over the years include ESAP., PINCUSHION, TRADEX, ALTAIR,
ADAR, ALCOR, HAPDAR, ARECIBO, and numerous others. "'he total ARPA investment in radars is virtually impossible to calculate, but by the mid-1970's
easily totalled over one-quarter billion dollars solely for direct investments in radar technologies. The amount of ARPA research dependent in,
•
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one way or another on these developments must total at least one half
billion dollars (PRESS alone amounted to over $25C million) and could be
perhaps as high as one billion dollars, depending on how one wishes to
categorize the "related" research effort. As Herzfeld summed it up:
"We were the major funder over all the years I was there, of radar technology including sort of everything, about it."[42]
Emphasis on radar development was, of course, part of the DEFENDER
effort before Dr. Ruina became ARPA Director. Indeed, almost any for'm
of ballistic missile defense was conceptually dependent on radars;* hence
an advanced BMD program virtually by definition was an advanced radar
program, in large measure. Dr. Ruina, moreover, came to ARPA with a background in radar and. gave new impetus to ARPA's preeminent role in creating
what Alexander has called the field of "modern radar;" according to
Alexander, prior to ARPA's work,, all R&D on radars had been limited to
attempts to make incremental improvements of a mechanical nature in World
War II radar models.[43] In this regard Ruina's paramount emphasis on
research quality was reflected throughout the program, particularly in
supporting and expanding the role of Lincoln Laboratory despite many
administrative disputes between the Agency and Lincoln. Ruina was also
quite influential in expanding the ARPA effort in modern radar "signal
processing," i.e., in developing sophisticated methods to derive the most
information from radar capabilities rather than relying heavily on high
power levels per se.**
Heavily dependent on developments in instrumentation radars and technically managed by Lincoln Laboratory, the PRESS reentry measurements program began under Ruina to occupy the central popition' envisioned in the
Betts period. Work proceeded rapidly in constructing the infrastructure
of the Pacific range facility and it was nearing full operational status
by the end of the Ruina period., The importance of PRESS was underscored
in Dr. Ruina's reorganization. By reducing the number of DEFENDER branches,
the Ruina reorganization highlighted Missile Phenomenology, which was
increasingly Lminated by PRESS. Since both "general research" and "syqtems"
tended to be su'porting offices (the former'providing a research base and
the latter conceptual frameworks relating to the other office missions),
Techniques and Devices was the other core DEF12DER office. Missile Phenomenology, however, had a m=ch more defined purpose than Techniqueq and
Devices, which comprised in essence "everything else." In budgetary terms,
Missile Phenomenology was clearly dominant among the DEFENDER program.
FY 1961 funding for DEFTDER was:
Except highly exotic "shield" and random kill concepts and, in principle,
systems based purely on optical means of locating and discriminating
hostile missiles. These were always highly remote possibilities.
** E.g., the AMRAD contribution was largely in serving as a test bed for
sophisticated signal processing techniques.
*
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Missile Phenomenology

-

Techniques and Devices
Systems

General Research
Total

-

$

77.3 million

30.0
11.9
9.3
$12T.75

million
million

million
million

In late 1961 the complexion of DEFENDER changed frther with a major
new assignment from DDR&E relating to offensive missile penetration aids
technology.' This .assignme-it completed the basic content of the DEFENDER
program as it would exist for the next seven years.
DEFENDER had a few "down" moments under Ruina.
.once cut $40 million out of the DEFENDER budget --

York, for instance,
a one-third reduction

--

because of a negative PSAC comment about the program's organization. Ruina
successfully talked him into restoring most of the funds.[ 14] Indeed it
may be very significant that Ruina, with his strong ties to PSAC, was
Director of ARPA because PSAC tended to become rather negative about
missile defense in the 1960's. Someone unknown to PSAC, given the Roy
Johnson legacy, might have found it very difficult to defend the program.
Ruina recalls discussing the possibility of eliminating DEFEDER, "a little,"
wi'th both York and Brown, but the program was never in real jeopardy. The
basic question was whether "the unattractiveness of ballistic missile
defense is based on such simple information that was available at that
time that we wasted a lot of money anyway."[45] Interestingly, Godel takes
the view that the 'scientists had convinced him within six months of ARPA's
creation that an effective BýM system could not be invented,[46] and Holbrook insists that every BýD idea of value was identified in 1957-58.[47]
Why was this work continued? Ruina explains it cogently in these terms:
Herb [York] and I would discuss 'why do we have
a B& program at all?' Here we are: we Ino-w this
ABM thing-has-af-undamental limitation. We are
not' going to be overcome byany simple gadget. Why
do we do this at all? It was costing a fortune,
you know -- ARPA, $100 million plus, the Army $300
million plus. Maybe it was the rationale, but Z
think we believed it.
One, if I do this %ork, we
would be on top of the ABM technology in a 'meaningful way, because we always thought the Russians
would be deploying an ABM. As I remember, we
wanted to have the option, if the pclitic.al and
technical situation changed: if we want to build
one, we ought-to build the best one we can.
The Sputnik demonstration, matched with continuing concern over Soviet
intentions, had a powerful carryover effect. Nonetheless, Ruina, is,
basically in tune with the sentiments expressed by Holbrook and Godel.
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Asked if DEFENDER had failed to explore any promising ideas, he responded:
"Jeez, I think it overexplored everything ... since we have nothing now,
and think nothing is good enough. "[149]
If it was necessary to do BM work at all, however, there was no
doubt in Ruina's mind that an ARPA program was essential:[3,21=
All the other programs -- Air Force or the Aimy

would have done the whole thing a tremendous injustice. The Army had interest in-only developing
a system for procurement.... The Air Force wasstill in its Buck Rogers period, and the stuff they
were pushing in ballistic missile defense was absolute garbage. You know, radiation weapons, BAMB1....
They picked up the most eyotic, most outlandish,
most remote, most Buck Rogers programs which somehow matched their fantasies of what the Air Force
of the future should be like.
In essence, neither Service would undertake the hard and sometimes mundane
but difficult work done by DMPELM
: "The Army said that there was no
problem and the Air Force pictured a guy in outer Lpace."[51]
Ruina's DEFEDMER philosophy therefore was. that ARPA could play the
role of the objective "honest brokeri". It would undertake the careful
work in reentry measurements that was necessary to asses- BMD possibilities (and offensive systems vulnerability to BIM systems), would support
quality technological development work in radar and other fields likely to
be overlooked given Service procurement orientations, and would serve as
an expert critic of Service proposals relating to BMD.
In addition, a
cornerstcne of the DEFENDER rationale was that it wculd provide a rallying
point or gathering place for an expert technical community outside of the
Services, and this community was felt to have a value beyond its performance of narrow tasks on specific projects. The development of this tech-,
nical community, highly praised in retrospect by Dr. York, was brought to
maturity during the Ruina directorship and 'played a significant, role in the
evolution of defensive and offensive strategies throughout the 1960's.
The Penetration Aids Assignment. The assignment of research responsibilities in Penetration Aids (Pen Aids) was made by the DDR&E, Dr. Brown,
in October 19C1..
Specifically, ARPA was instructea to make available to
the Weapons System Evaluation Group (WSEG) "infornration on the physical
properties of existing 'and programmed U.S. ICBM reentry vehicles" in order
*to assist in a continuing WCEG evaluation of the "performance of ballistic
missile systems against terminal defense."[521 In addition to providing
these inputs to WSW, however, ARPA was given-a-much broader responsibility.(53]
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Beyond the specific information required for
the analysis, however,'I desire that you maintain
a sufficiently broad base of inves-tigation of the
physical properties of existing and programmed
U. S. ICBM re-entry systems to develop 8L comprehensive picture within ARPA of the following:
'a.

Lethal radii of possible defensive weapons
against the re-entry vehicle or vehicles.

b.

Physical properties of re-enti-j vehicles to
include shape, weight distribution, and
radar cross-section as a function of orientation, polarization, and radar frequency.

c.

Behavior of r/v and decoy physical observalbes
during re-entry.

d.

Penetration capability of the system against
variouis possible AICBM systems.

In addition to these efforts, I expect you to
develop a broadened program which will include
applied research on penetration and decoys.
This assignment was a substantial addition to the DEFENDER charter because
it provided explicitly that ARPA's work in missile phenomenology would
henceforth be directed toward strategic offensive' systems applications as
well as BMD systems applications, and that ARPA had an additional charter
to do direct research on penetration aids and decoys. With this assignment, DEFENDER was clearly authorized a broader role than advanced ballistic missile defense research.
.In many respects this DEFNDER "add-on" falls in the mold of previous
As a result of the work of PSAC's Ad
"Presidential issue" assignments.
Hoc Panel on Warhead Vulnerability and internal DOD study. of the problem,
the new President and Secretary McNamara became quite concerned about the
They
ability of our warheads to penetrate future enemy BMD systems. [54]
became aware of, the large inconsistency in thinking about pen aids; namely
that not building an ABM system was being Justified in part on grounds
that it could not cope with pen aids, while on the offensive side the Air
Accoldingly tne Secretary
Force was then not interested in pen aids.
informed the three Service Secretaries that he nad directed the DDR&E to
carry on a continuing performance evaluation of all offensive missile
systems, using ARPA where necessary to monitor or initiate new research.
Dr. Brown's October instruction put ARPA squarely in the' picture., As
Herzfeld has explained It:

Ni
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[E]ve•ybody got very annoyed with that very
unsatisfactory state of affairs, and said 'let's
And they made it very clear
get it all together.'
that they expected me to get it all together and
to get it together in a great hurry.
It was a potentially volatile situation because assessments of the penetrability of the various missile systems would bear'heavily on the Secretary's decisions about the balance of forces. General Betts, for one,
gives ARPA high marks for its performance:j561

[T]he best-early work on pen aids, from a creative
point of view -- ideas and capabilities -- came
out of the ARPA guys who were working in the

DEFEND program trying to figure out ways that
DEFENDER, could be defeated as well as ways our
own offense ýouid be stronger.
Given the importance of this assignment to DEFENDER, Dr. Ruina's
memor-y of the event is somewhat surprising: "I do not recall ever having
ARPA-sponsored work on the offensive side during my period."[57] When
he was remirded of the Pen Aids assignment, he ,still failed torecall any'
details. Thnis failure cf recollection may relate to Ruina's preoccupation
with other D NDMER matters during this period and his personal advisory
role in DDR&E on BMD issues in general. Prior to coming to DOD, he had
been associated with radar development and since the capabilities of new,
advanced radars were a primary factor in the NIKE-ZEUS decisions, it is
quite likely that he gave considerable attention to DEFDER's de lopments in this field. Moreover, the Penetration Aids work was closely
related to the measurements program, which he regarded as "necessary but
muina
not'-exciting."[5 8 ] Reflecting his lack of emphasis on Pen Aids,
FY
1964
Congressional
1963
or
the
FY
in
either
does not mention' he subject
appearances. Viewed from another context, this incident may also reflect
the Ctrong Ruina relationship with DDR&E. He was accustomed personally
to receiving important questions and %asks frcm Brown; this was simply
another one.
Herzfeld, whose first tasic as a member of the ARPA BMD office literally was to "staff" a draft copy of Harold Brown's Pen Aids direct ive with
senior levels of the Air Force, definitely was impressed by the pcssibilities which this assignment presented and penetration aids research became
firmly established in ARPA during the Ruiaa pericl. In FY 1962 _$.million
was programmed for it and it continued to expand to as much as 15 per
ccnt of the total DEFEDER budget, excl.uding considerable funding in the
missile phenomenology branch which in fact provided measurements data as
valuable to offensive problems as to the defense.
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One of ARPA's Pen Aids tasks was to keep a running status report of
how well U. S. offensive systems could be expected to 2erform:[591
This in turn led to the need for a very tight updating of the understanding that was available of
offensive/defensive interaction, technolcgr, systems, hardware.
This in turn led us to publish...
compendia of U. S. systems with all the things mentioned that mattered for being able to penetrate.
Like what radar cross-sections, what hardness,
what flight profile ... all this stuff.... That
study demonstrated to everybody that there were
great problems and also made some suggestions
about how to find out what the problems were and
how to fix them.
The import of the Penetration Aids assignment is recognized in ARPA
testimony only in the post-Ruina period.
In the FY 1965 House Appropriations hearings Dr. Sproull describes DEFEENDER as "a broad program of
research and exploratory development in the field of ballistic missile
defense alid penetration aids."[60]
Secretary Mc~lamara's testimony for
the same hearings is also very explicit.
DEFENDER, he said, was:[61]
...
concerned with the development of the scientific
and technical knowledge needed for the design of'
U. S. defense against ICBM's and IRBM's and for the
assessment of the ability of U. S. ballistic missile
systems to penetrate to their targets.'... About
half of the amount requested for DEFENDER will be
devoted to the study of missile reentry phenomena....
This work will be particularly helpful in defining
the Army's NIKE-X development program. It 'will
also be important for the Air Force and Na'•r programs
concerned with the development of penetration aids
-for our strategic retal'iatorl missiles.
(Underline
added.)
The Department appealed against a proposed $17 million Committee cut in
the total ARPA budget primarily on the ground that apportioning a share
of the cut to, DEFENDER would delay "the most sophisticated penetration
aids believed technically feasible." By the ýY 1968 hearings, Or.
Herzfeld describes DEFNDER as:[ 6 21
...
that branch of ARPA charged with the responsibility for research and exploratory development to
provide the basis for the ballistic missile defense
of the future. Because defense and offense are
opposite sides of the same problem, Project
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DEFENDER's mission and activities also contribute
in an important way to the development and improvement of our strategic offensive weapons.
He claims. moreover,

that:

... the DEFENDER program and its people have helped
the military departments in developing their ideas
and their hardware for the improved penetration
capability which Mr. McNamara has brought before
the committee and which is essential for us to
maintain our assured destruction deterrent capability. I view our contribution to the penetration
capability of the military systems as quite considerable and quite directly traceable.

Herzfeld is very assertive about A1RPA's Pen Aids achievements:[63]
It was clear, first of all,. you had to get straight
what the matters of fact were and then you had to
get straight what facts mattered. Then you had to,
get a program of ROD to fill any big gaps in'
knowledge and to get some solutions. And then we
had to affect the systems that were being built
and deployed. So you can think of phases,.if you
like. You know, it's pretty clear what had to be
done, and that in fact is what haopened. The
mIJTr4N and POSEIDON are diffeient because of
what we did then or started then in '61.
At the same time, he is rather realistic about'the events that triggered
the original assignment:[64+]

Q:

Was the interest in getting Pen Aids going on an
accelerated basis kind of a 'missile gap' situation, where we 4orried about the Soviet ABM syttem?

A:

Absolutely, and we were overly worried. The gap
was self-invented. The Leningrad System would have
amounted to precisely nothing. However, had we
gone on with MINUTMW, I and POLARIS II we would
now be in great difficulties, they would be vulnerable a lot. But the then-current threat
turned out not to be a threat to our then-current
"and planned systems.

Thus Herzfeld sees the value of the Pen Aids work in a longer term context.
It came to dominate his concertion of DEFENDER,
Indeed, if the days •Just
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before the DEqD=ER transfe.-, with an increasing need to d.iL.inguish
EFENDER from the Army's NIKE-X program, -the program is actu L..y described
as follows:L[5]
Project DEFENDER is a broad program in research
and exploratory development by which ARPA i-aeks
to advance the scientific and technological position of the U. S. in the fields of strategic offensive and defensive systems technology.
(Ui..derline added.)
Following the' transfer of the main DEFENDM effort in 1968, the research
assignments retained by AEPA are grouped within a Strategic Technology
Office, explicitly described as a balanced research and exploratory development activity relating to both strategic offensive and defensive systems.
ARPA's ability to move in thij direction was considerably' strengthened by
the development of experience in DFDER outside of the narrowly-defined
BMD field, which in turn was 7iven impetus b,, the explicit assignment of
non-BMD penetration aids research by the DDR&E in 1962,
The above discussion leaps ahead of the story to emphasize an important facet of the Ruina period in ARPA's history, namely, that major program areas have grown from assignments or project starts which at the time
were not viewed as of particularly great importance.
Pen Aids represents
a rather substantial addition to the ARPA program developed from an uncontroversial and rather modest initiative.
The "'Negative Value" of DEF{DER.
Ore of -the most difficult' aspects
of DE=
ER to assess is its "negative value," that is, holding major projects which would otherwise have been in the Services, providing a i'ontinuous critique of advanced radar and other sensor programs, and proviling
a point of resistance to pressure for premature, large-scale funding commitments.
During the Ruina period, two primary examples are cited. The
BAMBI, program is given as an example of a specific project which was less
susceptible to'pressures for heavy investment in ARPA than it would have
been in the Services.
The development of broad sources of expertise which
strengthened technical opposition to NIKE-=JS is an example of .the more
diffuse moderating effect attributed to ARPA.
The argument that ARPA's role in this respect was of major importance
largely hinges on the assumption that without ARPA, expenditures of an order
of magnitude, higher might have been made.
With regard. to BAMBI, for example.
it is argued that the Air Force and the primary contractor for much of the
work (STL/TRW) were strongly pushing for'a commitment to an orbital weapons
system. Whereas ARPA spent perhaps $10 million over a few years toprove the concept impractical, it is argued that billions might have been
spent if a decision had been made to pursue an Air Force operational system.
Similarly, if the Army had attained its goal of deploying ZEUS; billion
dollar investments would clearly have been entailed.
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On the other hand, it is not completely obvious that the ARPA work
was necessary in order to head off major systems investL nts on programs
such as BAMBI and ZEUS. An early DEFENDER head argues, for example, that
the probability of BAMBI ever being a cost-effective system should have
been seen as almost zero from the beginning; and certainly York, Brown
and Ruina were always very negative about the concept. Regarding the
decision against ZEUS 'deployment, Ben Alexander -- a principle figure in
the early DEFENDER program -- argues that even the Arnm and its contractors
could see the fundamental limitations of ZEUS, and that the work coming
out of the DEFENDER community sinply served -p put "another nail in the
coffin," and 'to reinforce already negative feelings at the DDR&E and OSD
levels. [661
On balance, though one can argue in the aostract that the flaws in
BAMBI and ZEUS were sufficiently obvious that large scale development would
not have been undertaken in a purely rational world, it must be recognized
that the DOD of the early 19 6 0's was having a difficult time resisting
both proposals. General Betts recalls the situation vividly, r67]
The other biC thing that I think DEFENDER did was
to kill what was a growing push behind building
a satellite ballistic missile defense system.
That-would have cost hundreds of millions, at
least, if not billions.... But until ARPA really
went after that program and dug into it well
enough to define its capabilities, limitations
and costs ...

there was a great deal of push

behind it and it was generating the typical
inter-Service rivalry.

While it may well be that without ARPA' a commitment to fully develop and
deploy such systems would not have been made ultimately anyway, it does
,appear quite likely that considerable research and development expenditures
prior to such a negative decisiuJn would have been tolerated, given the
political environment.
The mere fact that ARPA did not have a base ofpower and political influence leads one to believe that its effort was
more manageable than alternative Service approaches and hence more subject
to budgetary restraints. ' Similarly,, ARPA's role as a technical critic of
ZEUS may have been somewhat redundant, given pre-existing objections, but
.it~reinforced McNamara's conservative view on deployment in a manner not
.likely to have come out •f Service programs.
It assisted the Secretary
politically, if no other way, because he could point to DEFENDER in saying
that other possibilities were being investigated seriously. Thus DEFENDER's
role in the early 19 6 0's appears to have been significant in maintaining
a restrained defense posture in developing BND systems, though it 'is
impossible to state whether any disastrously wrong, multi-billion dollar
commitments woald have eventuated ini its absence.
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DEFED's Positive Role. It would be misleading to imply that
DEFENDER was generally viewed in 1961-63 as a purely "negative" program.
auny still felt that new and exciting approaches to 12D systems could
be identified. Elan in the ARPA program began to build. In many respects,
DEFENDER can claim a substantial share of the credit for the subsequent
evolution of the NIKE-X system. It nurtured a large number of talented
people separate from the Armz-Bell Telephone Laboratory (BTL) group
committed to the ZEUS system:[68]
DEFENDER was extremely useful in keeping a small
community of people involved other than the Bell
Labs in ballistic missile deftense problems, and
it is that community which defined NIKE-X. Not
the NIKE-ZEUS people. Those people resisted
every step of the way. They never wanted an
advanced interceptor, They never wanted discrimination problems looked at. They just wanted to
build the goddamned thing and that's all. And
therefore the only community that was involved
in ballistic missile defense problems that was
outside of Bell Labs was the DEFEDTER-supported
community.
York supports that summarization. He' credits DEFENDER with doing the
work that made it possible to replace ZEUS with NIKE-X, then SETINEL and
SAFEGUARD: [ 69]
Now those, as far as I am concerned, never worked
out, but they were better than where we started
from. And the Army (and the Air Force might very
well have done the same thing) was so wedded to a
particular system, that those things which made
NIKE-X really better than NIKE-ZEUS would have
taken a lot longer to come along.
DEENDER. tended to identify unresolved problems and to support work
in key technologies that, might contribute to resolution of those problems.
General Betts credits ARPA with important .contributions:[70]
[Tlhey did produce a great deal of technology and
certainly some-of the most objective and clearly
best studies that were done [regarding] exactly'
where BMM could do a job and where it would be
defeated by offense....

Sam Rabinowitz ...

Jack

Ruina, Herzfeld, they all made very real contri- butions to an understanding that, I doubt, would
ever have occurred if it had 'been' left solely to
the Army to generate, or solely to any other
Service to generate.
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3etts ephasizes the value of ARPA-generated technology, and even goes
beyond York by asserting that "I don't think it [the ARPA technology]
wrould have been generated if it had been left solely to the Arny, in its
effort to create a defensive system."[71] General Betts, who closed
out his career as Army Chief of Research and Development, summed up
DEFENDER's value in terms echoed by the majority of people with whom
we have talked:1[721
[Iun all honesty its greatest contribution is
that we never made a massive commitment to building
a ballistic missile defense system, because they
.produced technology that was available to everyone cn both the offense and defense sides of the
question, so that there was a lot better understanding across the board about what a defense
system could or couldn't do.
Ruina was to commence the process of shaping DEFENDER in the service of
that objective. Herzfeld, whom he brought in to direct it, served in that
capacity into the Sproull regime and later became Director of ARPA, thus
giving DEFENDER a measure of continuity in leadership probably not equaled
by any other ARPA program.
VELA

The VELA program had been in existence only a little over one year
at the beginning of 1961,.but project organization had been fairly well
defined. The organizational structure was linked to the nuclear test
detection environments to be investigated by ARPA: (1) VELA Uniform, for
detection of underground explosions, (2) VELA Sierra, for detection'of
high altitude explosions by surface-based instrumentation, and (3) VELA
Hotel for detection of high altitude/outer' space detonations by satelliteThese three program elements were also knowi by
based instrumentation.
the more direct titles of VELA Underground, VELA Surface and VELA Satellite.
VELA Uniform was aimed at developing techniques anc'. equipment necessub-surface nuclear explosion. In
sary to detect, identify and locate
1961 it also had the ambitious objective to:[L73]
.

*

..

provide the foundation needed to develop an

optimum system for detection of underground
nuclear explosions which could be used either
unilaterally by the United States or in connection with an international contro. organization.
This systems objective was a source of conflict, because the United States
had an existing intelligence system for undergrouind test detection. In its
early years, and well into the late 19 6 0's,-one of the major problems of
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the =,UA office was to establish its credibility vis-a-vis the existing
system and its considerable technical expertise. VELA promotion of any
system that might be competitive with, or construed toundercut, the
existing structure was frequently an issue of concern within the DOD, ,a
point illustrated in a later chapter in connection with the so-called
Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA) program. In essence, what the Eisenhower ýnd Kennad~y Administrations seemed to want was a system completely
independent of the intelligence community and using none of its assets.
Major components of VELA Uniform included:
(1) Funding construction of 125 standard seismographs to upgrade
the seismic capabilities of a similar number of facilities located, in some
forty countries around the world. This "Worldwide Standard Seismograph
Network" was not a dedicated test detection system, but rather was intended
to increase knowledge of the seismic environment worldwide and underpin
improved seismological research in general, as well as providing general
improvement of test detection capabilities.*
(2)
Supporting a broad seismic research program through various
other government agencies and the universities. The U.S. Geological Survey
and the Defense Atomic Support Agency were cooperating agencies, as well
as the Services (notably the Air Force).
(3)
Investigating the adequacy of seismic detection stations, including the "Geneva-type" stations recommended by the Geneva technical panel
in the late 1950's and the improve stations recommended by the Berkner
Panel on Seismic Improvement, as well as other station concepts.
(1(4)
Conducting experiments including nuclear/chemical underground
tests to advance the state of knowledge concerning the signatures of tests
in a variety of environments and earth types (a major determinant of the
strength of a seismic signal be-n; whether the explosion was conducteed in
*A subsequent VELA program director evaluated this work in these terms:[74T
In the early 1960's we put in a worldwide standard
seismograph net. I constantly, even to this day
[1975], am amazed a; the intellectual daring that
[took].. What seems to be a fairly dull job of
putting in [over a iundred] seismic stations in a
motley assortment o: locations in universities
around the world, aad Just putting in uniform
instruments of know characteristics and sending
a team of repairmen around every six months to
tune them up ...

yo

know, it

dullest thing you cm imagine.,
veri important thin&.

seems like the

In' f act, it was a
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hard rock.' "tuff," salt, etc.).

The program also included investigation

of the "decoupling" effect associated with conducting an explosion in a
cavity -- a procedure which was theoretically seen to greatly reduce the
strength of seismic. signals (and hence the probability of seismic
detection).
(5)

Development of a' data analysis cent er, to abstract and dissemi-

nate technical information generated by VELA studies.
(6) Investigation of alternative methods and ciiteria for distinguishing nuclear explosions from natural seismic events.
In almost - of the above areas ARPA worked closely with a Service
agent which represented the organization responsible for the national
nuclear test del -tion capability pre-dating VELA. This organization had,
in fact, been la.,ely responsible for drafting the initial program concepts -which were incorporated into VELA Uniform and had at one time expect'ed'
to manage the program. Later it assumed it would essentially control the
total program, with ARPA being basically a funding channel. The decision
to give ARPA greater control and responsibility resulted from the need to
give considerable public exposure to VELA activity during a time of international test ban negotiations and public debate on test detection capabilities. Having very strong technical expertise and having developed
much of the assignment, however, the Service agency involved held considerable resentment over the adverse DOD decision and felt almost betrayed
by the delegation of such major responsibilities to ARPA.[751 Now it had
to serve ARPA.
While Dr. Ruina was a strong believer in the propriety of the assignment, to ARPA and in its potential contribution to a test ban, he and
others retrospectively admit that ARPA's initial expertise in -ýhe field
was.,relatively weak. The agent's competence in seismology was, of course,
evident to those in universities and elsewhere who worked in this field.
As Ruina put it, they felt tnat they had basic "intellectual rights," and
indeed, "from the point of view of internal government' people, they are
the greatest experts. Nobody in our place knew as much."[76] Dr. S. J.
Lukasik likened the situation to a classic David and Goliath encounter,
except that there was some suspicion that David (ARPA) might prove to be
a "hacker."[77] Critics felt that it eppeared as if the assignment had
been given to a bunch of incompetents while simultaneously insisting that
their work be placed in the public domain. On a purely technical basis,
the "totally as-.nmnetric relationship" between the two parties made for
"a totally absurd situation."[78]
Ruina's efforts to establish the VELA program as an independent
source of expertise thus encountered numerous bureaucratic problems throughout his tenure, a most serious issue being, access of VELA personnel 'to
sensitive classiied data which was of key importance in establishing

N
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research requirements and priorities and avoiding expensive duplication
of effort. The agent had been in the business a long time. It had competence, some money, data, and would be around for "the long pull." Ruina
was very conscious that "we were all transients."[79] The tension between
VELA Uniform and its prime Service agent was really not overcome until the
comprehensive ban issue faded as a 'matter of national priority and the
'ARPA program was reoriented toward enhancing national (DOD) capabilities
to monitor testing in the absence of a complete nuclear test ban.
M•A Sierra (surface detection of high altitude explosions) wasa
less extensive effort than the above. It focussed on.research on various
methods of high altitude test detection (light emission, atmospheric change
due to radiation or debris, electromagnetic waves, etc.) and on the exploratory development of appropriate detectors. Optical and radio techniques
development were the two main program elements.
VEIA Hotel, the satellite-based high altitude detection program,
was still in its infancy in early 1961. After overly-ambitious plans in
this area had been rejected in 1959, a Joint Working Group (ARPA, Air
Force, AEC, NASA) was formed to provide guidance. [80] In March 1960 a
four-year $100 million plan was proposed by this group in which concurrent efforts of obtaining basic scientific data and testing prototype
equipment for satellite-based detection was recommended. Following
various modifications, ARPA submitted a proposed research and development
plan to the Secretary and on November 4, 1960 a limited research and
development program was approved.[81] Because of the relationship of
the program to test ban negotiations,, however, the State Department
requested that the Committee of Principals for Disarmament take up the
*question of the extent of national support required for conducting
VELA Hotel research and development. The issue of the scope of the VEIA 'Hotel program was thus still unsettled at the beginning of 1961
and was receiving high level national attention.
The actual program initiated in the spring of 1961.included plans:
'(1) to fly some basic'experiments on "pick-a-back" DISCOVERFR flights
(that, is as secondary payloads on plained flights), and (2) to put experimental payloads on three ARENTS environmental test satellites (NASA CENTAUR
vehicles).[32] A modest program of studies on satellite detection
methods was also underway. ARPA hoped, however, for a considerably
more ambitious effort:[83]
The present program will provide experimental
data to increase basic knowledge and understanding
of the physical phenomena which affect satellite-'
based detection of nuclear detonations in .space.
This reduced scope program can be phased into .a
more complete research and development program
which is needed to provide the basis for the spacebased portion of an operational nuclear test ban
control system, if a requirement for the system
is established.

N
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The more ambitious program was eventually established during Dr. Ruina's
term and became one of ARPA's greatest success stories during the Sproull
period.
Unlike the case of DEF=DER, Dr. Ruina did not immediately institute
major organizational adjustments within V7LA.
The chaniges in VELA rather
are measured in terms of substantive accomplishments and added responsibilities. Notable among the latter were the assignment of research
efforts in the area of on-site inspection of underground tests (under
VEA Uniform) and the approval. of the high altitude nuclear test detection spacecraft program (under VELA Hotel). The spring 1962 ARPA SemiAnnual Report emphasizes VELA technical achievements and their implications
and gives the impression of an extremely vigorous program beginning to
attain the ,payoff from initial R&D investments.[84]
The program's status
appears quite similar to that of D=T ERa couple of years later when
research data on reentry phenomena began to flow in great quantity to fill
in a previous near-vacuum.
The AGILE Assignment
In addition to the flurry of experimentation with new, basic research
assignments that occurred during the Betts period, one other 4dea
was
hatched but left pending into the Ruina regime. Eventually called Project
AGILE., it was to receive Presidential sanction and standing'as a "Presidential issue," linger in ARPA for over a decade, and qualify without
serious competition as ARPA's most controversial program. It carried
neither the strategic systems flavor of the early space and BMD assigninents
nor the basic and applied research characteristics of Solid Propellants and
Materials Science. Focussing on the problems of countering insurgencies
in less' developed countries, AGILE was ARPA's first major entry into the
tactical arena, until then the private preserve of the military departments.
It was an indirect entry -- AGILE's professed concern was t.rith
indigenous military units, not U.S. forces -- but as'American involvement
in Southeast Asia'grew and d;:jpened, ARPA found itself squarely in the
middle of the strategy,.doctrine, tactics, and politics of a U.S. air, sea
and land war in Asia. It did not escape unscathed.,
AGILE's roots are superficially easy to trace, but the soil which
permitted them to grow is a more complex matter. One of the classic
defense policy issues of the Truman and Eisenh}cwer Administrations centered
on the theory that continued 'reliance on massive retaliation with nuclear
r'eapons would tempt opponents to nibble away in conventional conflict'situations short of the type which would provoke us to launch a nuclear attack.
Critics argued that the U.S. was unprepared to deal with such lim.ted war
situations and blamed Eisenhower's budget policies for these inadequacies.
The Gaither Committee'Report weighed in with a strong recommendation that
the U.S. rebuild its conventional forces for 'limited wr purposes, with
the Middle East and Asia as the prime geographic candidates. Throughout
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the post-Korea War period "limited" conflict situations. arose in large
number -- for instance, Berlin, Quemoy and Matsu, Iran, Cuba, Nicaragua
and Guatemala, the Congo secession, the U.S. landing in Lebanon, the
Hungarian Revolution, Suez, and Laos and Vietnam among the better known -thus adding credibility to the critics' claims.
Southeast Asia, in particular, became a focal point of concern.
Truman commenced aiding the French in Vietnam in 1950. By May 1954 when
Dienbienphu fell we were paying 80 per cent of the bill and cumu•lative U. S.
spending had reached $4 billion., The containment doctrine was applied to
Asia, as well as Europe, and by 1952 the Eisenhower Administration had
embraced the domino theory in Southeast Asia, in a relatively pure form:[85]
The loss of any of the countries of Southeast Asia
to communis't aggression would have critical psychoIn
logical, political and economic consequences.
the absence of effective and timely counteraction,
the loss of any single country would probably Lead
to relatively swift submission to or an alignment
with communism by the remaining countries of this
group. Furthermore an alignment with communism of
the rest of Southeast Asia and India, and in the
longer term, of the Middle East ... would in all
probability progressively follow: Such widespread
alignment would endanger the stability and security
of Europe.

"It was also felt that falling dominoes would jeopardize "fundamental U.S.
security intere'sts" in the Pacific and threaten free countries in the area
-chat controlled supplies of strategic commodities. The National Security
Council estimated that the communists would most. likely seelk to achieve
domination there through subversion rather than conventional invasion.
Thus the notion of limited conflict situations was further refined to
specify subversive or insurgent warfare as a serious threat. The Vietnamese,
Philippine and Malayan insurgencies were available as. first hand evidence
of the trend.
Of particular, relevance to the future -Project AGILE, the NSC had
decided in 1952 that it should be a U.S. policy in Indochina to "Assist
in developing indigenous armed forces which will eventually be capable
of maintaining internal security without assistance from French units."[86]
By the spring of 1954 the level of intensity of feeling about Southeast Asia
had increased several fold. A special NSC Committee concluded that "the
free world strategic %osition, not only in Southeast Asia but in Europe
and the Middle Eas as well, is such as. to require the most extraordinary
efforts to prevent Communist domination of Southeast, Asia."[87] The Committee recommended that extraordinary unilateral and multilateral measures
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be taken to hold Vietnam. Although the public was not informed, Eisenhower
in fact came within an eyelash of supporting overt U.S. military intervention in the war.* Covertly, he sent Colonel Edward T. Lansdale and a tean
of experts to undertake unconventional warfare operations against the
Vietminh while the Geneva Conference was in session (June 1954) and soon
launched a program of military and economic assistance to the then-Premier
Ngo Dinh Diem. The Administration also pumped about $300 million into Laos,
most of it in support of General Phouni Nosavan's right wing forces. On
the diplomatic front, the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization was created.
Thus the U.S. Government, or at least decision-making levels in the
Execiitive Branc&., was moving strongly in the direction of immersion in
local conflicts. While the depth of this propensity to become involved
definitely -as not public knorwledge, nor even widely appreciated within
government, it was very obvious to a number of people in foreign policy,
national security and intelligence positions.
One such person was ARPA's Director of Polic.7 and Planning, William
H. Godel. Prior to joining ARPA, Godel had compiled a brilliant record
in intelligence work and rose to GS-18 level in his early 30's. He was
both a8retired Marine Corps officer and a keen student of geopolitics. He
had considerable personal experience in Southeast Asia, including membership on a mission to Vietnam headed by General Graves B. Erskine in the
early 1950's where Godel was deeply impressed by what he saw happening to
the French.
Godel concluded earlier than most that American foreign policy seemed
se.t on'a course that was bound to result in deep U.S. involvement in conflict situations completely different from those encountered in the World
Wrs and Korea. Specifically, he believed 'the Far East and the Middle
Est would become the combat areas of the future. He gave lectures to
this effect at the War Colleges and elsewhere. The problem was "to learn to
ight a war that doesn't have nuclear weapons, doesn't have the North German
lain and doesn't necessarily have Americans."[881 With respect to the'
atter point, Godel says that he was definitely affected by a remark that
iem once made to him: "The one way we lose is if the Americans corae in
bere."[ 8 9] If the U.S. were not to intervene in force -- and many military
men swore by the dictum that Americen armies should never be cozmitted to
a land war in Asia -- this would mean in most instances that it would be
assisting indigenous forces who were faced with subversion and insurgency.
Interestingly, the JCS opposed such intervention on the ground that
"Indochina is devoid of decisive military objectives and the allocation
of more than token U.S. armed forces would be a serious diversion of
limited U.S. capabilities." (Memorandum to the Secretarr of Defense,
Charles E. Wilson from Chairman, JCS, Admiral Arthur W. Radford, "Studies
with Respect to Possible U.S. Action Regarding Indochina," May 26; 1954,,
published in New York Times, The Pentagon Papers, (New York: Bantam, 1971)
44.,)
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These were situations for which Godel realized the U.S. military was illprepared, either to fight itself or to teach others about.
Based on the
Philippine and Malaysian experience, he was convinced that U.S. doctrine
and tactics would fail to match up with the people or the environments
within which insur'gent •arfare would be waged. He was aware that the
small U.S. MAAG group in Vietnam was intent on training and creating a
Vietnamese military completely in the image of U.S. forces, i.e., division
structure, road-bound, etc. Whatever the merit of criticisms of Project
AGILE itself, it is difficult to fault Godel's anticipation of the future
course of U.S. policy in Asia or its conseoaences for DOD.
Later, after he joined ARPA, Godel added a scientific and tecihnological
dimension to this scenario.
It was, he said, simply a matter of "How do
you define a piece of the problem within the segment in which you live?"[90]
Living in an R&D world, Godel proceeded to tailor the problem to his bureaucratic surroundings and tried to do something about it..
intellectually,
he integrated his understanding of the threat with his understanding of R&D.
He believed that in most cases the insurgents would have superior discipline,
organization, and motivaticn than their opposition. Perhaps, he thought
(probably still
infatuated with the "science can do anything" fervor of the
outer space days,) science and technology can give "our" side an equalizer.
It was a simple, if bold, hypothesis.
In early 1960, as part of the search for a new role for ARPA, Godel
persuaded the DDR&E to approve a lengthy trip to Asia for himself and the
Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering, John Macauley.
In
part, the trip was based on Godel's assertion that since future wars were
likely to be found in the Far East, it would probably become a problem area
for R&D as well. York, according.to Godel, accepted tha- rationale.[911
In part it was based on the notion, also long championed by Godei, that the
U.S. should be much more aggressive in seeking out and supporting research
and development capabilities in other countries and using technologies that
they had developed.
ARPA had let contracts in Europe and Israel related
to space and missile defense research and it was argued that Japanese,
Australian and other scientists might alsp be useful. A list
of things to,
look at was prepared.
DOD was then looking for a good polar satellite
launch site and Woomera, Australia was a candidate.* Vietnam, Thailand. and
Indonesia were also included on the itinerary.
The resulting trip report
contained over forty recommendations and suggestions, covering nuclear test
detection, BMD and other research areas.
Among them was a suggestion that.
the Thai, Vietnamese and Australians were interested in developing and
testing technologies suitable for coping with insurgent situations.
Australia was of particular interest to ARPA's BbM work because it offered
the prospect of a 3000 mile test range entirely on land and thus was
amenable to complete iiistrumentation, a requirement for study of the
mid-course vulnerability of missiles.
The Australi~n also had a drone ASW torpedo (Ikara) that looked promising.
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Nothing much was done about the counterinsurgency recommendatiol s
initially, although Godel continued to press his views on people throaghout government, many of them well-placed, via his remarkable network of
contacts.
These included people who were to play prominent roles in the
new Kennedy Administration.
Godel prepared detailed analytical papers
for General Maxwell Taylor and Walt Rostow, for instance, on the unique
nature of insurgency and the potential value of applying American scientific talent to the problem. The Kennedy prople rapidly became a~bsorbed
in Southeast Asian affairs.
Initially Laos was the focal point; Eisenhower admitted when he stepped down that it was the most dangerous "mess"
that he was leaving the new President.
Kennedy spent more time on Laos
than on any other problem in his first two months in office. Two weeks
before Kennedy was sworn in Ehrushchev made his famous speech pledging support to "wars of national liberation" and the Soviets had an active airlift
into Laos.
In the spring of 1961 direct U.S. intervention in Laos was a
real possibility, including talk of placing a cordon of U.S. troops across
southern Laos from the Thai border to Vietnam.
Kennedy eventually rejected
such ideas, but he did send a small U.S. unit to northeast Thailand in
March 1961, followed by a 5C00 man combat brigade in May,. intended to show
thae flag and impress the Soviets.
In June Walt Rostow told Secretary
Mc.Iamara that it was tine to think about a "guerrilla deterrence operation"
in Thailand.
Basic decisions to increase support of the war in Vietnam
were also made.
"odel wa.s very =rch aware of the White House concern with these issues.
Inside DOD he worked closely with Deputy Secretary Gilpatric'.s office.
Gilpatric chaired an interdepartmental task force (the forerunner of
Robert Kennedy's SDecial Group bn Counterinsurgency) which reviewed the
Vietnam situation for President Kennedy innediately after the Bay of Pigs
incident and recommended signSficant expa F~ion. of U.S. assis'tance to Diem.
Whether by his own.contact with White House. staff or through other DOD
senior personnel, one of Godel's ideas was picked up by Rostow and suggested
to the President as a possible initiative, namely:[92]
The sending to Viet-Nam of a research and
development and military hardware team which
would explore with General McGarr which of the
various techniques and gadgets now available
or being explored might be relevant and useful
in the Viet-Nam operation.
At an NSC meeting on April ?9, 1961 the President specifically approved
the idea in the following language: "Assist the G.V.N. to establish a
Combat Development and Test Center in South Vietnam to develop, with
the help of modern technoloij, new techniques for use against the Viet
Cong forces.
(Approximately 4 U.S. personnel.)"[93]
'\-
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The NSC decision was transformed into a formal ARPA assignment from
the DDR&E on the basis of a letter to the DDP&E from General Lansdale
who was by then an aide to the Secretary. When General Taylor, the
President's military adviser, was sent on his crucial mission to Vietnam
were part of his team and drafted
in the autumn of 1961, Godel and Rathje
the "R&D" section of his report.
-a.s ass'essment of the problem in
Godel's success is not surprising
Southeast Asia closely corresponded to t•he views of the 'Kennedy leadership.
As Sorensen has said, the President quickly realized that he had not only
inherited a cormitment and a growing conflict but also:[94]
[A] largely military response to revolution ... a
military policy which had left us wholly unprepared
to fight -- 'or even to train others to fight -war against local guerrillas. Our military mission
had prepared South Vietnam's very sizable armr for
a Korean-type invasion, training it to move in
division or battalion strength by highways instead
of jungle trails.
Godel's suggestion to use R&D resources to overcome some of the problems
was plausible and the notion of doing the work on location directly for
and with local forces had great practical appeal.
Ruina, primarily wrapped up in restructuring DEFENDER, coping with
nuclear test detection issues and generally learning about ARPA during
his first few months, had little say about AGILE's arrival:[95]
I never
AGILE was one big embarrassment to me.
I didn't want it.
Somehow Godel. and
liked it.
his cohorts foisted it upon the system. And
Httro.d Brown sort of thought it was important
I was
too. I never was an enthusiast for it.
a2,ways afraid it was going to be a collection of
,gadgets that had no relevance to the world....
support from the top,. surprisingly
got someSIt
enough. I think Harold Brown ... thought it was
all right.* If I had got any siipport from the top
saying it was nonsense, I think we would bave
stopped. it.
*

If Brown left this impression, it was probably either transitory or a
reflection of White House desires because Godel, Sproull and Herzfeld
all recall Brown's attitude as being in a range from decidedly cool
to negative.

__now
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"Stopping" was not in the cards.
million per year level.

AGILE was to grow rapidly to the $30

appears
Project AGILE first
AGILE Organization and Program Focus.
in ARPA's semi-annual report series in April 1962.* OfficiaL assignment
of the project was made in mid-1961 and work gradually got underway in the
Though, as previously described, AGILE received
latter half of the year.
some support from high levels, the original project mission was modest
and the organization described in 1962 gives few hints of.the considerable
In fact, the initial impresgrowth which was to occur in succeeding years.
sion given was that this was to be one of ARPA's smaller efforts.
"Southeast Asia Combat
To illustrate, the original project title,
Development and Test Center Activities (AGILE)," suggests that its scope
was limited geographically and to activities with (or related to)
specific foreign "centers" which were established in Vietnam and in
The project description states:[96]
Thailand.
Project AGILE is a program of research, development, test and evaluation in counterguerrilla warfare in Southeast Asia. It is designed to assist
indigenous troops engaged in combat in remote areas
by identifying and satisfying their research and
development requirements.
The RDT&E work is carried on in joint host nation/
U.S. Combat Development and Test Centers (CDTC) in
Saigon, Vietnam, and Bangkok, Thailand, and in the
United States in those cases where field work is not
The Saigon CDTC is intended to concenpracticable.
trate on short-run measures most likely to contribute
The Bangkok CDTC underto the present conflict.
takes long-run projects =nd work-that-cannot be
accomplished in Vietnam due to unsure security
conditions.
The purposes of the project were thus sharply focussed on assisting
indigenous troops and there was, a clear division of responsibility between
Unlike the "major" project offices of
the Vietnam and Thailand offices.
the Ruina period, there were no organizational sub-elements of AGILE listed
in this first statement.
The description of initial AGILE work also indicated modest beginnings.
Three projects were described (all in Vietnam, with the Thailand office
The first was an evaluation of a foam plastic, shallowjust opening).
draft boat capable of carrying eight to nine Vietnamese soldiers in the
*

ARPA issued semi-annual or annual reports from 1960 through 1967, when
they were discontinued.
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Mekong Delta environment.
The second vas an assessment )f the practicality of introducing military dogs to Vietnam in a combat role. The
third was a study of the potential use of chemical defoliants to clear
roads and border areas and possibly disrupt Viet Cong food sources, culminating in a limited operational test which "yielded generally inconclusive
results."
Indicative of Godel's sensitivity to the insurgents' mode of operation,
especially the effort they were prepared to cevote (in contrast to the
governments they were chE..llenging) to influenLAi
the populations within
which they wished to operate, ARPA arraftged to send an eccellent anthropologist, Dr. Gerald C. Hickey, to Vietnam. Operating nominally under
RAIM Corporation auspices, Hickey spent years in Vietnam, operating almost
as a free spirit, adding to his unique understanding of the Vietnamese
hill tribes and providing unvarnished advice to Vietnamese and U S. officials alike about hall tribe problems. His hiring represents a prologue
to and actually the high point of, later ARPA attempts to promote research
on the culture and behaviors of populations subject to the threat of
insurgency.
The idea of inviting behavioral scientists, especially anthropologists,
sociologists and social psychologists, to undertake research on societies
and groups undergoin- - ress in the inevitably changing world in which they
found themselves, w . .eeply ingrained in the originators cf AGIIL.
The
basic attitude was that the people best-equipped by training and inclination to understand and shed light on these problems had been the last to be
"invited in" to do so. This proved' to be an exceedingly naive outlook,
in part becausc some social scientists preferred to carp and criticize
rather than contribute, and in part because they ranked their personal
research inte'rests higher. There was sometimes more than a trace of hypocrisy in the notion of doing a study of one's "own" hill tribe in a particular country, yet refasing to undertake any work dealing with, the forces of
change there and simultaneously criticizing the host nation govelrnment.,
foreign governments and international organizatior.s for doi~ng an inept job
of "coping." The subsequent widespread disenchantment with U.S. policy in
Vietnam should npt be permitted to obscure the fact that long before that
entirely valid reaction began to set, in, social scientists by and large
failed to make their skIls available in the search for answers. Hickey
was by all odd-, the exception, not the -- tle.
The 1962 budget for AGILE was $11.3 million -- about - tenth the
DEFENDER budget, a sixth of VELA and halfi'of the materials c.nd propellants proje'fts.' The program's beginings were thus quite unpretentious
and imply a rather modest continuing effort, non-threatening to the Services.
This was to change considerebly, however, by the time of Dr. Sproull's
appointment to the ARWA directorship.
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The Services never accepted the legitimacy of ARPA's AGILE role and
actively fought it much of the time. One of the ironies of this battle
is that while Godel had the ability to create the prcject, obtain White
House endorsement and get a Secretarial assignment, hf. and the Agenc:- were
not able to get sufficient backing with.in the Department to prevent Servi.:e
interference. The Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CnI2;C.), Admiral H. D.
Felt, was a particalarly obstreperous foe. "Cld line" in the fullest sense
of the word, Felt took umbrage at any OSD personnel being located in "his
ocean" unless they were under his detailed control. .LRPA' cý aff L' Washington and in the field devoted countless hours of effort
frustration
to dealing with the many bureaucratic obstacles Felt .placed irn their way,
largely in the form of a maze of project approvals ir.iclvin. -is representatives in Vietnam, Thailand and his own headquarters.
Fe'_ L.d -odel negotiated a nine page Memo of Uinderstanding in Februa.y 1T6-L 71 th-.t set the
ground rules, but they alwayis remained matters of :!cnt'-t ion. AFPA found
it very difficult to manage a 'field empire 12.CCO milet away, mere often
than not harassed rather than helped by the Services: and neither the Secretary nor the DDR&E were prepared to devote time to I-'eU with what appeared
to be picayune matters of administratien. APPA staff ii the field, who
took pride in being part of OSD, cam- to feel ne',-.ed and ultimately
"ditcvned" by the Office of the Secretary.

:t became clear that AIRPA vuld not be cr•.•ted a sufficient number of
civil service or military billets to staff "he new field units, and even
if it had them, it was geanrally beleei.
%hat high quaiity, talent would
not accept. the pay scales. Induscr. -a tr-- n-'t-for-profits argu d that
they had the flexibility to recruit 6 " at~ract the sorts cf tec. ical
people needed. Thus staffing ^zs ,':..±catedcn havir
ng
small ca e of
-CSD civilians and offfJcers in the field units sunple-wented by con ultants,
contractor teams and occsiscn•allr personnel from Service N.D co
ds ol.aboratories for specific proj. ,s.
Event- w-!x.- .,prove that th s
rationalization was erroneous.
Contract,- .",,
,:e
i, :uld deliver igbh
quality personnel and never atyrac'ea *a-.: " .r ,t people. Maiy of
them wfere marginal or worse, with t hevr .o)r i; inL cf "pick-ups' or
"walk-ons." The main reasonr wern.- an •l.l
-agncss to take famil es to a
foreign country for extended perildt,
fee.
o losing out on the c)rporate
career laddter in the U.S. (the realist.c eu?. of sight, out 'of mind'
syndrome),'aad lack of'inter•'.t in the subject tatter. ARPA was ompletely
unable to o-,ercome this handicap. it posed the challenge of working on new
scientific and technological problems, but top rank men did not t ke the
bait. Initially,however, hopes were high.
The A•-15 7Z eriment. The most successful AGILE project during the
Ruin& period, and probably the most frequently cited AGILE success over the
program's entire history, was the testing of the AR-15 rifle in V-etnam.
The project tests, which showed the AR-15 (later renamed the M-16 to rie
"superior to available alternatives, eventually led to the accept nce of
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the weapon not only in Vietnam but thrcughout the U.S. Armed Forces.
Godel, a critic of Marine Corps and Army resistance to new ideas, "wanted
to stick a finger in the Army's eye ... he wanted to stic the 114-16 down
He did.
the Army's throat, successully."[98]
The requirement Godel created for the AR-15 tests stemmed from "the
need for a weapon compatible with the small stature and body configuration of the Vietnamese soldier and responsive to the acute problem of
poor visibility and fighting at short range in heavy rainforest and
mangrove swamp areas."[r99]
Shortly after the Combat -Development and Test
Center was established in Vietnam, this need (expressed in terms of'dissatisfaction with then U.S.-supplied weapons, such as the M-l) inspired the
ARPA/AGILE staff to review alternatives -- ' ard attention quickly came to
A prelimbe focussed on the industry-developed (Colt-Armalite) AR-15.
inary test of ten of these rifles in the late sumer of 1961 generated an
enthusiastic response and the Chief of the Militbry Advisory Assistance
Group requested additional rifles for further testing. Despite strong
opposition within the Army, the request found its way to OSD and ARPA,
and ARPA quickly performed a thorough cost-benefit analysis which concluded
Subsequently some one thousand AR-15
that further testing was warranted.
rifles were sent to Vietnam for further testing (including combat tests),
Later
which conclusively established the superiority of the new weapons.
in 1962 the U.S. Air Force adopted the rifle and Secretary of the Aryr
required additional Army testing (in comparison with the Arm•ys M-14 and
These tests led to limited Army procurement of the
the Soviet AK-47).
adoption of the
AR-15/M-16 in late 1963, and eventually to the fller
M-16 in 1966.* In short, the initial ARPA tests pointing toward limited
Vietnam applications produced results which ultimately changed the mix of
small arms throughout the U.S. Armed Forces completely, and the M-16 came
to be regarded as a truly superior weapon.
The history of the period indicates that the development of the M-16
would almost certainly not have come about without the existence of ARPA
as an alternative source of funding -and a vehicle for objectie testing.
The Army was completely committed to its own M-1 4 development program and
fought the ARPA test program all along the line. Both the Chairman of the
ARPA's role as broker between
JCS and the CINPAC were strongly opposed.
the "user" in Vietnam and OSD in Washington was critical to building a
case for the weapon which could overcome Army resistence.
The Air Force Was amused* by the Army's embar'rassment and, as noted,
contributed to it by selecting the Armalite r.fle for its new Air Commando
forces. Air Force was less amused later when it found ARPA supporting
The theory was much
designs for a Counterinsurgency or. COIN aircraft.

SBy this time, however, the Army had modified the rifle, and the'modifications created severe difficulties with the weapon in Vietnam before
they. were corrected.
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the sa~me, namely, design for indigenous forces an aircraft that is simple
to fly and to maintain, and is configured to satisfy elementary missions
and nothing else. Eventually the Air Force got around to designing a
plan remarkably similar to the original ARPA-supported concept and North
American built it.
It could have bpen forced on them by ARPA's activities
or it may simply have been-a defensive move, but they did it.
The AR-15 case appears to be one in which strong preczýisting Service
commitments created resistence to any change to an alternative weapons
option -- which, at the time and in retrospect, appears tc have been
clearly superior.. If the AR-15 was superior, however, ARPA had nothing
to do with that fact. It spent nothing on rifle development and less than
half a million dollars on a test program. In this case ARPA was essentially
an alternative mechanism which served higher OSD echelons, interested users
and (undoubtedly) the weapons manufacturer in promoting a promising concept that otherwise would have been neglected. AGILE staff quality on the
project was apparently high and the AGILE mission, to support the special
needs of indigenous forces, gave it the necessary legitimacy to serve
this role.
Even Rbuina considered the AR-15 an APPA success story. "They were
rather heroic in that," he said, "I was proud of it."[1CO] It was not
science,

it

was not multi-Service, and it

was in an area --

ordnance

--

that lay at the very heart of what a Service traditionaJlly handled., In
other words, it was not the sort of thing ARPA was supposed to be doing,
although it clearly was the sort of thing that somebody in OSD should have
been doing. ARPA succeeded via the disguise of "R&D support for indigenous
forces.".. The Agency won this battle, but later lost the Waal.
Materials Sciences
The Materials Science office during the Ruina years was dominated by
the Int'erdisciplinary Laboratory program, which comprised some $15 million
of a $20 million annual budget. The central importance of the IDL rograns was not just budgetary, however, but also conceptual.
In fact, the
program statements of the period read:[l01]
The objective of the matarial sciences program
is to substantially strengthen United States
research in this field. The objective is being
achieved through the establishment of materials
sciences centers at selected universities.
Thus the IDL program was essentially the Materials Sciences program and
any other activities' undertaken by the office were dis'tinctly secondary.
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As a sign of the times, it should be noted that while the materials
program was felt to be quite Defense relevant, it was not deemed necessary
to even mention military requirements in the above program statement.
Underwriting materials research in American universities appears to have
uec. simply taken for granLted as a legitimate Defense R&D function, and
military needs tended to be left unstated or mentioned merely in passing

in contemporary statements on the program. Unlike DEFENDER, VELA and
AGILE, which were driven by national defense policy requirements, the
impetus behind the IDL program came from the felt need to upgrade the
state of the science, with applications to military requirements expected
to flow as by-products of the effort.
During the Ruina period the residual $5 million or so in the materials
office budget was primarily devoted to two ancillary projects. One was
the previously mentioned program of equipment grants to universities other
than the twelve selected to become IDL's. Like the IDL program itself the
equipment grant program simply provided support to. university .afrastructure for basic research in materials and was not tied to spec fic projects
addressing militarj problems.
The other program was in "crystal growth."
This also was a form of support to tha basic research infrastructure, since
a major limitation in university solid state research was The unavailability of single crystals of high purity and cryctallographic perfection.
The crystal growing program was designed to provide a brezakthrough in
crystal availability and hence to provide timely assistance during a
period of vast expansion in solid state research. The early 1960's,
incidentally, marked the beginnings of the solid state revolution, when
the far-reaching impact of this technology on civilian and military eqvipment systenx was just becoming widely recognized.
Turning to the IDL's, these major university projects finally began
to take shape in the Ruina period. Roy Johnson had presided over the
generation of the toncept and the initial program assignment, and during
Betts' year effort was devoted to structuring the program concept, rrganizing an office and Initiating university selection for the first three
laboratories,. The first two years of the Ruina period (roughly calendar
years 1961 and 1962) were largely devoted to the difficult and timeconsming process of selecting nine more university participants, and
establishing contracts.
That this was an enormous task is illustrated by
the fact that in the first round of selection, which resulted in three
funded IDL's, 34 universities submitted proposals; in the second round
of proposal'.s, i-p.sulting in nine funded IDL's, 42 proposals. were received. [:1021
Thus for a total s'oup of twelve ARPA IDL's wnich would receive approximately $18 million in annual funding, seventy-six proposals were received,
the dollar value of the proposals incidentally totalling over $300 million.
Obviously the universities felt that the program was extremely significant, and competition was intense. As Sproull remarked Jater, "The
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unsuccessful competitors have not been shy about their unsuccess."[103]
It should also be noteC., though not further discussed here, that there
was significant Congresa~onaal interest in the selection process, with
efforts made to ensure that constituent universities were given proper
attention. In any case, the selection process was highly sensitive and
conducted with laborious effort.
The criteria used for IDL selection are of interest in assessing the
subsequent history of the program. According to Sproull, who served as
head of the Cornell IDL before coming to ARPA in 1963: [104]
(1) Selection was notea prize for the past performance but was acknowledgement that the selected
institution was especially promising as a place to
build research, (2) Universities that had already
taken a serious commitment toward expanding and
generalizing materials research and training competed favorably, (3) Institutions that demonstrated
a willingness to experiment, to bestir themselves
from the comfortable seat of tradition were favored,
(4) Finally, as in any such selection, luck played
a large role, since in some cases the transfer of
a single leading professor or the happenstance of
existing building plans at just the right time
could make the deciding difference between close
competitors.
In a contemporary paper the following additional criteria were also
cited: [ 105]
(a) Strong -faculty reputation, (b) Established close
relationship between teaching and research programs,
(c) Zound university management, (d) Demonstrated
interdisciplinary efforts, and (e) Past rate of
university growth (used as a measure of ability to
absorb a major new program).
Cut of the rather painful selection process, ARPA emerged with the
following twelve IDL contracts: Brown, Chicago, Cornell, Harvard, Illinois,
Maryland, MIT, North Carolina, Northwestern, Pennsylvania, Purdue, and
Stanford.
The scope of these contracts was set forth in' rather broad terms:[106]
The contractor shall establish an interdisciplinary materials research program and shall furnish
the necessary perscnnel and facilities for the conduct- of research in the science of materials with
the objective of furthering the understanding of
the factors which inflience the properties of

17i
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materials and the fundamental relationship which
exist between composition and structure and the
properties and behavior of materials. To this
end, theoretical and experimental studies in such
fields as metallitrgy, ceramics science, solidstate physics, chemistry, solid-state mechanics,
surface phenomena, and polymer sciences shall be
conducted, as well as other research investigations which may be mutually agreed upon by the
contractor and the. Advanced Research Projects
Agency.
Again, there was little guidance provided to orient the IDL's to projects
of specific military interests. In addition, there appeared to be little
effort to encourage specialization among the participating universities,
beyond what might evolve naturally from faculty interests.
By the end of the Ruina period, the IDL's had been built and were
beginning to operate. It was really not until the Sproull period, and
in some cases the Herzfeld period, that the products of the ARPA investment really began to become discernible. These products were to be essentially a li.rge expansion in materials-faculty, students, degrees, research
staffs, dissertations, and research projectb.
Program expenditures in the period before the IDL's were actually
operational were devoted largely to construction funds and, particularly,
to building up the "forward funding" accounts to which the ARPA program.
-was committed. Providing three years of advanced funding was relatively
painless, and perhaps politically feasible, because it was spread over
several years when there were no current operational expenses; that is,
ARPA did not budget $6C million in any one year -- e.g., $45 million in
advance funds and $15 million in current funds -- but rather devQted most
of itg early allocations 'to gradual2lj accruing advance funds while the
selection process dragged on.
Command and Control Research
Command and Control' Research (CCR') was assigned to ARPA in June 1961
and appeared in the ARPA budget for the first time in FY 1962, as a Ruina
period initiative. In fact, though ws.mories are obscure on this program
assignment and documentation is lacking, it was most likely generated in
the latter half of the Betts period. By Mae, 1961, the decision had already
been made to use DOD emergency funds to start the project in ARPA and
considerable prior discussion was undoubtedly required to bring the issue
to this point. The program's origins appear to be quite similar to the
toxicology and-.arms control assignments developed during the Betts period
in that DDR&E was faced with a specific management problem and tapped ARPA
as a convenient mechanism to resolve tl'e issue.
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In the case of Command and Control Research, DDPRE's problem appears
to have been the existence of a rather expensive comr.LLer (the AN1/FSQ 32KDJA)
built as a back-up for the SAGE air defense program, which the Air Force
had determined was no longer needed and hence was available for other
purposes. There was also considerable interest within TDR&E in computer
application to war gaming, command systems studies and information processing related to command and control, as well as concern about the continued
utilization of the Systems Development Corporation (the major software
contractor for the Air Force) which apparently was experiencing some cutbacks in support due to the stage of development of Air Force programs.
DDR&E thus had a major piece of computer hardware begging for use, strong
interest in computer applications to command and control, and an available
contractor. asset with appropriate credentials (SDC was a contemporary leader
in software development).
In the view of an ARPA staff member assigned
to the .early CCR program: [1071
[A]pparently there was the decision that there
was a hell of an investment here [in the computer]
that had griat use ... and i think they saw an
opportunity to kill t-:
To
2 ) birts with one stone.
get into command and control research at the OSD
level, and also help SDC over a hump.
Another ARPA staff member of the period observed simply that the computer
was a rather embarrassing "white elephant" and the Air Force had considerable "sunk costs" in SDC's capabilities; hence there was heavy pressure
to capitalize on this investment in machines, software and people.[108]
Given the lack of'an Air Force mission and the absence of any other appro'-)ri'te operational agency in OSD to handle the program, ARPA was the logical
place to go wvih the problem.
The sc.op of ARPA s CCR program, as established in Dr. RuinaIs first
year, was simply to put together this one project. Funded at $5.8 million,
including computer shipping, installation and check-out, the description
of the prograz read:[109]
CCR was assigned to ARPA in June 1961. Its primary purpose is to support research on the conceptual aspects of command and contrl and to provide
a better understanding of organizational, informational, and man-machine relationships.
The shipping and installation of .an AN/FSQ-32XDIA
computer at the Santa Monica plant has been accomplished. The development of a technical plan to
guide and focus the research at the Systems Development Corporation has been completed.
Detailed war game scenarios are being completed with a data base covering military, political,
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geographic, and economic information with industrial,
transportation and communication overlays. Processing of these scenarios and other simultaneous projects
should lead to the first useable research results.
Tasks described for SDC included command and control studies, research
on information processing techniques and methods, development of a
"commaud systems laboratory," and maintenance of a general purpose computer facility..
Whereas tLe other ' specific problem" assignments of the 1960-1961
period quickly died on the vine, ARPA's assignment in Command and Control
Research evolved 4'nto a broad program of advanced research in informatior
processing. By the 1970's its lineal descendants accounted annually for
about $30 million of ARPA's $200 million budgets. The assignment therefore, had a major, enduring impact on the character of ARPA for years to
come. The changes which led to this development were made quite soon
after the program's assignment during the Ruina directorship.
To preface a description of the program's reorientation it should be
noted that this assignment had three major advantages, in terms of growth
potential, over the other short-lived assignments of the period. First,
ODDR&E wanted it.
Second, if CCR was a "white elephant" it was at least
a bigger elephant than most of the others. The assignments in arms
control, reliability, toxicology and weather control, for example, all
began with trivial levels of funding. CCRý on the other hand, started
with almost a $6 million budget; hence there was flexibility to move in
new directions by internal reprogramming. Third, the objective of examining computer applications to command and control issues was a new area
with relatively little established Sarvice interest and entailed far less
constraint on ARPA's freedom of action. By contrast, STRIVE was assessing
specific satellite projects, TORES in erited a Joint-Service program,
BATCOJ attempted to interface with we ther projects in all three Services,
and ARA was directly linked to ISA
l
d ACDA interests. The impression
one gains of the CCR assignrment, how ver, was that*OMR&E: breathed a sigh
of relief when ARPA took the back-up SAGE computer and SDC support problems.
The DDR&E then proceeded to delegate continuing program initiatives to
ARPA. Thus due to political, budget and prograrmatic considerations, CCR
was subject to fewer constraints th- the other transitional assignments.
Ruina scouted around for someon
and a new Behavioral Sciences assi
R. Licklider, a highly regarded spec
Bolt, Beranek and Newman. Licklider
Lincoln Laboratories and the SAGE pr
1962 because he interpreted improvem
heavily dependent on fundamental adv

to take over direction of both CCR
ent. He found his man in Dr. J. C.
alist in psychoacousties then at
had previously been associated with
gram. He caee to ARPA in October
nts in command, and control to be
ces in computer technology, and
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Licklider was committed to seeking advances in that field, particularly
"interactive computing."
When he arrived Licklider found haimself exceptionally free to develop the I.rogram in accordance with this perspective:[llO]
Jack seemed too bi.sy, he was just relieved to get
somebody to run th. office ... I talked with him
periodically [and] lhiwould make suggestions
about directions of things, but pretty much let me
do what I wanted to do.
Nor was there much direction froh DDR&E.
Dr. Fubini was occasionally called
on for support, but the special. assistant specifically in charge of command and control "was absolutely overwhelmed by immediate problems.'"[111]
Dr. Licklider, therefore, began to reorient the uffice in line with his view
of the importance of fundamentel advances in interacti-e computing.
This
was accomplished, he stated, with,"only an act of belief on my part, some
faith on Ruina's part, support from Fubini and a few people like that."[1l12]
The linkage between command and control research and advances in
interactive computing was, in Licklider's words, as follows:[113]
There waz the belief in the heads of a number of'
people -- a small number -- that people could
really become very much more effective in their
thinking and decision-making, if they had the
support of a computer system, good displays and
so forth, good data bases, computation at your
command.
It was kind of an image that we were
working toward the realization of.... It really
wasn't a command and control research program.
It was an interactive. computing program. And
my belief was, and still
is, you can't really
do command and control. outside the framework of
such a thing ... of course, that wasn't believed
by people in the command and control field.
But while the need for fundamental advances in interactive computing
may not have been seen in the traditiona.. command and control. community,
it was supported by the P.RPA Director:f1214].
I had been exposed to some of the Defense Depart*
ment's interests in large computers and what they
would do.
[The] intelligence comminity had a
program that had large computers o..and [1] used.
to press it for examples [of computer uses] and
it came up with the most asinine kinUd of things
(suggested appications were) such obvious
[..
baloney that 1 was ti=rned off by the whole thing.-
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And in so many applications it was rather clear
that ...
The hardware was there but what to do
with it

clearly was lacking -- what to do with

this tremendous power. So people came around and
talked about this whole question of the organization and use of computers for other than purely
numerical scientific calculations. It impressed
me as being something that was important.
What is difficult to conveyin a few words is the almost messianic
view carried by Licklider of the potential for advances in the use of
computers, the way people could relate to computers, and the resultant
impact on how people would come to make decisions (in military command
and control, as well as many other contexts). -In 1962, however, the
"tremendous power"' of the computer cited by Ruina was just becoming
widely recognized and it was also clear that the procedures used in the
first computer generations were highly inefficient and subject to enormous
improvement. It was notably evident, for example, that "batch processing"
procedures, requiring individual users to wait in line at'a computer
center to have their problems handled individually and sequentially, discouraged many computer uses and was highly inefficient in terms of human
and machine time. The technical opportunities to rectify th,.s 'situation,
through time-sharing and interactive computing more btoadly conceived,
appeared feasible, at least to men with' Licklider's vision. The implications of such opportunities for improvement in computer access, combined
with continued rapid growth in computer power and program' sophistication,
appeared enormous.
Symbolic, perhaps, is the nickname given to the group
of computer specialists that Licklider gathered together under the reoriented program to exchange ideas: he called them the "intergalactic
Network. "[1151
With this view of the mission of the CCR program, it is hardly surprising that Licklide:,'s first efforts were devoted-to detaching the
project from its sole reliance on a surplus Air Force computer and a single
industry contractor,, and to bringing the most advanced aecademic thinking
-i'to the program:1ll6]
Essentially what I did on the cowund and control
thing was to tiry to figure' out where the best
academic computer centers were, and then go systematically about trying to get i'esearch contracts
set up with them, aiming tor three or four major
ones and then a lot of little ones.
The SDC program itself was used to this end:
[T]he main thing was to get what I thought was a,
clear picture of where the best places were
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and I did a little
amateur socio.letry on that,
asking lots of rople....
In order to make it
easy on myself to meet a lot of these people,
and also to do this technology transfer into
SDC ... we had at least one meeting, and maybe
two to three meetings, at SDC, of a fairly big
chunk of the computer community. There were
maybe twenty people sitting around the table,
kind of free wheeling discussions for a long
period of time. And that gave me a lot of
opportunity to see who was alive and who was
interested in doing what.
Having used the SDC contract as a vehicle to seek out the leading
edge of the computer community, the history of-OCR in the l.tter
half of
the Ruina directorship and the central part of Lickliddr's tenure at
ARPA is one of decreasing emphasis on the SDC work and increasing support
for academic "centers of excellence," notably NIT and other institutions
in the Boston area.
The initial $6 million program at SDC declined to
about one third that level by Licklider's departure in 1964, while the
total program w,.s expanded from $9 million in FY 1963 to $13 million in
FY 196,L and $14 milli on in FY 1965.
The NIT program (named MAC, for
"Machine Aided-Cognition," "Man And Computer," or "Maitiple-Access Computer") alone had grown to a. $3 million level. Emphasis had changed from
ccmmand operational studies, war game scenarios and a "command systems
laboratory" to research in time-sharing systems, computer graphics, improved computer languages, and computer networking.
The ARPA program had thus quickly developed from an expedient solution
to an embarrassing Departmental problem n.vclving a specific piece of hardware to a far-reaching basic research program in advanced computer technology,
in many ways similar ard complementary to tUe materials sciences program.
By the beginning of 1964 this change was reflected in renaming the office
Information Processing Techniques, i title
that continued unchanged into
the 1970's.
Behavioral Science
As noted in the preceding section, ARPA received a small assignxent
in the beha•icral sciences in Dr. Ruina's period which was initially
administered by Dr. Licklider. The program had a $2 .dillion budget in
FY 1963 and planned future growth was then estimated t.zreach about $3-4

million.
Initiated out of concern that the Department cf Defense was 'giving
insufficient .at'tentioni to behavioral science risearch beyond rather narrow

traditional Service human factors work, the ARPA progra was part of a
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generally increasing interest in this subject matter in the Department.
Promoted by a widely circulated report conducted under the ausnices of
the Smithzonian Institution, a greater role for behavioral science
studies in such areas as human performance, persuasion, and. motivation,
bargaining and negotiation processes,

and man-machine interaction wa.s

advocated. [l71 In the context of a pe'missive Derartment of Defense atmosphere vis-a-vis wide-ranging support for basic and applied research, small
initiatives in behavioral sciences research began to be undertaken.
Given its lack of bureaucratic rigidity, relationship to ODDR&E, and
increasing role in university basic and applied research, it was quite
logical for, ARPA to provide a home for the behavioral science program.
Program plans were developed in 1962 and by 1963 seeveral contracts were
.underway, e.g., research in "modeling of cognitive processes" at the University of Miidhigan, resear,ch on computer-aided teaching at Harvard and
Illinois, and simulation and gaming studies related to the behavior of
international systems at Northwestern. These early studies were low key
e~fforts, and many tended to reflect Dr. Licklider's domiLant interest in
man's interaction with the computer and in means of increasing the computer's
flexibility and utility. Extension of the program into ether areas and
creation of a separate Behavioral 7ciences program office o.ceurted after
Ruina' s departure.
Energy Con',ersion (ILORRAINE)
By mid-1961 ARPA's energy conversion project. far from growing to the
$8-10 million level originally foreseen, was projected to continue only as
a $5 million effort. (It was also still considered to be a part of the
Materials Sciences office.) The program ,was described modestly as supporting "basic and-applied research to complement Service programs."[ll8] It
was "intended to fill, in the gaps which may develop in either the basic
or applied research programs of the Services." It specified development
of "the basic techniques of thermionic converters, fuel cells, Thermocouples,
and magnetohydrodynamic generators," and of devices based on such techniques,
as its current objectives. Accomplishments, as of mid-.1961, were said to be
modest: "Most of these programs have barely gotten underway and there are
as yet no outstanding results to report."'
In fact, the energy conversion program appeared to be somewhat adrift
in mid-1961, .nd considerable interest was ezpressed in orienting it
further toward tile lon:-terr basic research support role being played by
the Material. office.
In a review conducted for the ARPA Deputy Director
,(Dr. Rathjens) in July 1961, .r.ad hoc committee reached the following
cMlaclusion: [149]
(1) The program is sh'.rt term rather than long term
an.0 considerable effort should be expended particularly in the University Labs tovad the long range

7WI
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support of research, i.e., three to five years.

(2) There seems to be much too little s,:ress on
academic activity. (3) It is not sufficient to
await receipt of proposals frcm Universities, but
rather they should be visited to initiate projects.
(4) Interdepartmental Lans or interdisciplinary Iab
type support should be considered as an additional
cc-ponent of this program. It might even be desir: le to consider the establis'hment of special Labs
to study particular aspects of this scientific
area, for exa=ple mag-etohydrodynamics.
(5) Even
with knowledge of what other agencies are doing.
it is believed that the program is really too small
to have a major i--pact on progress in energy conversion and it shculd be at least doubled.
The lastvoint i critical, nramely, that the program had come to be
regarded as falling well below the funding t-hreshhold necessary to make
progress.
E•en given the favorable orientation of ARPA's leadership toward basic
resear'ch support, however, it was de'ermined som-cime in this period that
energj conversion did rot have the priority to r tit a major increase in
"fundirg (or that such a fluding increase coald :•.t be absorbed effectively).
Consequently, a pivctal drcision was made to reorient the project toward
Ia narrowr focus and to begin to concentrate on transferrable items.The
progr.nm was thus reori;.n-.ed in 1961 to:[120]
F

7repare for "spin off" of a portion of the

pr, :'k .

This in turn had nec:essitated a greater

emp!! .ý.sis on device development and proof of prinle testLng than originally, intended in order to
a-rive at a logicii. er: point or to provide guida.nce and jutifica.tce for ccl'.inued support by
the Cervý.ce agen's concerned.
By April 1962 the project was prim-rily concerned with two "transferrable"
projects:([121]
Eatabiizzznent of the ',a•bility .if a mode rate
temperature fuel cell capaole of operating on air
and a common liquid f`uel.
a.

was one of two
SThis
important 'decisions made during t-.ý Ruina period
n.ainst expax.ding into a major basic research progra= in a new field.
The second decis.on concerned support for universIty programs in electronics,, ýn'which ca•-p competition with the existin. joint Services
'progra undercut trzuments for ARPA involvement,
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Demonstration of non-equilibriun magnetoh,•-Zob.
dynamic generator operation under conditions compatible with reactor technology, ar.d developentt
of an open cycle rctket-powared 20 megawatt ,.-D
generator.
Thus, despite a generally ±favorable ARPA disposition to longer term
basic research, the Ruina period's equally strong emphasis on supporting
programs of major potential impact and its acceptance of the value of
proJect transfer seem to have ruled in this instance. Tle groundwork
was laid for terzminaticn of this modest continuation of the ea-rly space
assignments.
Like TCRM and many of the other assignments of the Betts
period, Project LC•RA:E was destined to live only a shcrt life.
Atmospheric Processes and Cloud Fhysics
Project BATCV:, an assignment in "atmospheric processes and cloud
physics," was for-mally added to the rARPA portfolio on M'-Wy 24, 1G96.
While
assigned shortly after Dr. Ruina's arrival, it appears actually to have
been another product of the effort. to rebuild 3.n ARPA mission during the
Betts period. B.ATCN, like a number of other post-space assigrnments, was
gener:-ted within ARPA. It was principally the child of ARPA staff member
T. ". 3rundage, 4ho felt that while each of the Services vii4 doing some
re:;earch related to climate control, none of them-were puttIn•g sufficient
money into their programs.
Taking a leaf from ihe DEF--zTD
book, he a2 so
believed that basic phenomena such as cloud physics needed greater study
before one could develop military applications taking advantage of such
phenomena. [222]
During the first year of the program ARIPA focussed., two questions:
the role of electrification in cloud life cycles and the dZtnamics, of convective and stratus clouds.
An airborne measurements program coordinating
the efforts of three Ser-tce laboratories was established. The budget for
this effort was $1 million and a $2 million follow-on effort was proposed
for the following year (FY 1963).
This modest climate research program lasted only one year. By the
spring of 1962, the Bureau of the Budget had reviewed government weather
ccrni4trL. projects and found fourteen federal agencies involved.
On the
basis of this finding, and its own' concern over duplication of research
efforts, the House Appropriations Committee recomended deletion of the
ARPA program in its FY 1963 report:[123]
The Committee recommends a reduction of $2,000,C00,
the hmount requested, for research in weather control
by the Advanced Research Projects Agency.
On April 3,
1962, the Director of the Bureau of the 'Budget submitted a survey of Federal meteorological activities
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which states that there are fourteen agencies involving nine departments and independent agencies conducting research and development programs in meteorology.
The same report indicates that broad ane comprehensive
programs in the study of meteorology are being conducted by the three military services
'The Appropriations Committee has, in recent years, objected to the
wide dispersal of this activity throughout the Departments of the Government. The Committee believes that
having the Advanced Research Projects Agency conducting
a separate weather program is not conducive to a
coordinated effort in this field and, therefore recommends that the $2,O00,C00 for this program be deleted
from the bill.
ARPA appealed this decision to Dr. Brown, arguing that ARPA served as a
coordinating mechanism rather than duplicating Service programs, and that
civilian agencies would not provide an adequate level of funding. The
DDR&E, however, was unconvinced, or at least was not sufficiently convinnced to fight the Cbngress and the BCB over this small program. Consequently, the program was phased out in 1962, having supported some basic
clcud physics research, developed some measurement approaches and instru:.entation concepts, and planned some experimental cloud seeding programs.
BATON Fas thus a modest effort, approved as such by DDR&E and quickly
abandoned when conflict arose. The issues of research duplication and
military relevance were central to the program's early termination. This
event illustrate, that Dr. Ruina's ARPA did not have free rein to roam
across the frontiers of basic and applied research. Like the initiative
in. energy research, this program proved to be a false start.
Interestingly, ARPA again picked up the thread of climate research
in the early 1970's, this time in conjunction with a greatly expanded
charter in computer technology.
The TORES 11ransfer
TORES, the program addressed to the toxicological problems of miiitary
propellants and chemicals, was outlined ibove in Chapter IV. This assignment gave ARPA a rather carefully defined and circumscribed monitoring
role over what had been a long-standing joint-Service effort, and responsibility for a modest level of "add-on" funding. ARPA participation solved
an immediate fiscal problem and seemed to reflect a DDR&E view that the
post-space ARPA was a useful conivenience for handling multi-service R&D
programs, without any additional criteria that ARPA problems should be of
critical importance, exotic or high risk.
\\
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Within about six t-onths of Dr. Ruina's arrival as ARA Director,
hc~.. er, and only about eight months after the formal assignment, ARPA
,w"s striving hard to terminate its role in toxicology. The TGFO=
.transfer dc.-bate refl-'cts Ruina's image of the proper ARPA role and his
efforts to return AR2A to a focus on problems of national importance.
The proposal to transfer TCRES was generated by ARPA in a memorandum
to DDR&E dated July 27, 1961.
This memorandum could not be located, but
by subsequent reference apparently claimed that ARPA ohad lost personznl
qualified to monitor the program and possibly also (a point made later,
in any case) that the program's stress on physical testing of chemicals
did not fit into the thrust of other ARPA activities.[124]
Consequently
ARPA recommended that the Army be given control of the project and cooperative arrangements with the other Services be worked out under- DDR&E (but
not ARPA) sipervision.
This recommendation drew a reply from the Deputyj DDRE (Dr. Eugene
z-ubini) which argued that ARPA should reconsider its position.
It gave
the following rationale for a continued ARPA role:[1251
This program has grown in breadth and scope and in
importance to many aspects of Defense weapon systems
since its inceptibn and merger beginning in 1949.
The complexities of modern systems employing materials potentially hazardous to our own personnel,
and the operational and environmental health hazards
unique to the individual Military Departments dictate the need for a dynam.ic program designed to
supply current toxicological information to the
Departments.
Early operation of the program has
shown clearly that without strong central management and consistent furding, economy in the use of
personnel and facilities was not achieved, and the
overall program suffered from parochial interests.
Dr. Ruina disagreed and reiterated his "strong preference" to transfer
the project.
His reasons were ar follow's:[1261
(1)

the immediate fiscal crisis fa,..d by the project
had been resolved, and ARPA woui%, transfer adequate
funds to cover the work until the Arqy could work
it irj::.o its rcgular RZD budget.

(2)

the function of "cential management" was by itsel"f
a DDR&E function and not necessarily an ARPA func-,
i;
"The point is that i believe that, to the extent this
project requires 'central management' this is not more
th,,.n you would give it in the general course of cerrying oit your responsibilities."
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(3)

furthermore, an important ARPA function is to quickly
solve critical problems and then transfer responsibilities; "Dr. Brown and I agree that projects assigned
to ARPA should not stay here forever and that as the
ARPA impact becomes marginal, or less necessary, the
projects should move on out.
I do not believe that
ARPA can, on balance with its other projects, make a
sufficiently distinct additional contribution to hold
it here any longer."'

(4)

finally, ARPA should be reserved for more critical
problems; "... your efforts can forestall Service
conflicts hnd ... this is not sufficient justification to leave this effort here.... ARPA management
should be reserved for more dire problem areas."

Dr. RUina's position carried the day, and in early October 1961, Dr.
Brown advised the vor-j that it was to take over the core program in toxicology.[127] Thus a.decision to transfer the program took place less than
a year after its formal assignment.
The instructive aspect of this small case study is that Dr. Ruina
strongly expresses two major elements of the ARPA tradition in arguing
for termination of ARPA responsibilities:
(1) that ARPA should be used
primarily for critical R&D problems or "dire needs," and (2) that ARPA
must emphasize the timely transfer of projects to the Services.
This view
is very much in line with the perspectives of ARPA directors of the late
19 6 0's and early 1970's (Rechtin and Lukasik), despite the fact that Dr..
Raina would have considerable differences with them on R&D priorities and
despite the fact that he is often associated with moving ARPA toward
longer-term basic research programs with less potential for transfer to
the military departments.
There is, however, a thread of continuity
reaching from the Johnson "space" period -- out of which the "nati6nal
importan6e" and "transfer" rationales derived -- through Ruina and to the
latter-day directors of the Agency.

RUIIIA' S DEPARTMRE
Dr. Ruina left ARPA in September 1963, having served as ARPA 1;irector
some 31 months -- a term.rouE'ly coincident with the Kennedy years.
Unlike
his own case, the recruitment of Ruina's juccessor (Dr. R. L. Sproull) was
undertaken well in adlvance of the .ctual change of leadership.
Ruina participated in the recruitment process and there was a period of months over
which the transition in leadership took place.
Ruiria's departure was,like General Betts', triggered by his career plans -- on this occasion,
Ruina's desire to return to the university environment.
He first served
a- President of IDA before moving cn to MIT.
He announced his impending
departure as early as the spring of 1963 in Congressional testimony.(128]
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In retrospect, the Ruina period appears to have been the last of the
major formative stages in ARPA's history. The Johnson directorship had
established most of the "fundamentals" of ARPA -- its status as an advanced
high-risk agency, the commitment to remain small, reliance on Service contracting, the principle of not having Agency laboratories, and. others.
The Betts period's contribution was primarily organizational, namely, the
solidification of the DDR&E as ARPA's primary point of reference, the
creation of program-oriented offices and the shift to more normal civil
service staffing. The Ruina era's legacy was particularly important with
regard to the ARPA style. It set the precedent of a civilian scientistDirector and was characterized by delegation of considerable independence
to the technical offices, recruitment of strong technical office directors,
minimization of bureaucratic functions and limitation of central program
management controls, and stress on quality of staff and contractors.
The
Johnson and Betts periods certainly had profound effects on the future
ARPA, but it is the ARPA "life-style" derived from the Ruina period and
strongly sustained by Sprgull an= Herzfeld, which has generated the greatest continuing debate. The issues of research relevance versus research
quality and independence, and flexibility versus accountability, for
example, particularly relate back to the ARPA style deliberately set in
the FRina years.
The Ruina period underwrote several major new initiatives and gave
additional impetus to areas of work established earlier, many of which
were to achieve substantial impact under Sproull and subsequent Directors.
Alongside these developments were a number of false starts and perhaps
questionable commitments.
The Ruina ARPA was hence highly dynamic and
regained much of the aggressive character that had been lost w.itb Roy
Johnson's demise. Dr. Ruina describes the tone of his directorship well
in saying:C[29]
I think I had a little bit of the spirit of
many of the people in government at that time
which was that nothing. was ever done right before.
'This is the first time that the government is
going to be run right since' Washington....' The
arrogance of the new, young crowd.
In focussing on substantive initiatives rather than administrative form,
Ruina left ARPA with an image of a free-wheeling, technically competent
but exceptionally loosely-managed organization.
Ruina held his position far longer th.n his two predecessors.
He
left a legacy of sound programs and good relations with the DMR&E and the
science community; however, he had done little planning for the futurre
and made no effort to establish a group or system for that purpose. Presumably the DDR&E, as the legal source of assignments, would do that. He
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always considered himself a transient, a "short tour" Director, although
he stayed longer than most. Roy Johnson's attempt at planning a comprehensive space progrgrn for the future was killed by ARPA's abrupt removal
from that field. Betts used his year to worry abolit'keeping the Agency
together; long-range planning would have been a luxury. Ruiria simply
left a void.
Of particular value to ARPA, Ruina had arrested growth of ARPA's
negative image among PSACý members and the White House staff; howe-,•r,
there really was no strong institutional connection, no PSAC-ARPA relationship. PSAC was very important to Ruina, personally. He attestshe that
and
its "values and -ays of thinking" greatly influenced him,[130]
often reflected those values within A.RPA, but that was as far as it went.
There was no return to the Roy Johnson days of direct and regular communication between C2PA's Director and the Secretary and Deputy Secretary.
According to Ruina, they were only interested in major issues like BMD and
nuclear test detection:[1311
Only in the issues; not in what ARPA has done, but
in my involvement in these other issues. And on
the substance -- [e~g.] 'nuclear test detection,
Where7iW-e stand? What can we do?'
[But] not
on the question, 'what can the program do?'
Ruina made it clear that the Secretary did not look to him in his capacity
as Director of ARPA, but rather as ;.nindi.vidual associated with York and
Brown in dealing with missile defer-ze and test detection issues. As with
the White House, then, the relationship was far more personal than
institutional.
Ruina also helped to patch up relations between ARPA staff and ODDR&E
staff, but his relations with York and Brown were always better than staffto-staff relations. ARPA resented even the suggestion of serious line
item review of the ARPA program by ODDR&E and felt that the latter had
tried since the Betts days to pick on ARPA's small, visibleprogram because
of an initial ODDR&E inability to' cope with the massive and somewhat impenetrable Service RDT&E bureaucracies it was supposed to monitor. At the
least, of course, the ARPA staff wanted to preserve its traditional independence. On the other hand, Ruina says that ODDR&E staff did not find
ARPA very useful to them, as opposed to IDA personnel. The hostilities
were never very serious and certainly lacked the ferocity of many ARPAService and ODDR&E-Service disputes; nevertheless' when Sproull to9k over
ARPA he recalled that "Jack and Harold had both told me 'about the uneasiness, the kind of uneasy truce between DDRIE staff and the ARMA ptaff."[132]
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Mc• important, ARPA had regained its self-respect. It was no
longer under threat of abolition. DEFENDER, VELA and the Materials Scie-nes programs were viewed as important and high quality, and AGILE was
grappling with a problem of immense concern, to the White House in a fashion that seemed responsive to White House needs, at least as long as
President 2.ennedy was alive. The Agency's spirit was on the upbeat. As
Ruina saw it: "In those days AFPSA was for fun, not to make a living."[r1331
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C0=INUTTY AND C01"OLIDATIOI

U-7 SPROrLL YEARS:

The Setting

-

1963-1965

1963

Compared to most other transitions in ARPA leadership, the arrival
of Dr. Robert L. Sproull as Director was decidedly tranquil. The hallmark of both the transition and Sproull's tenure was continuity in
ARPA's immediate operational environment and in the concerns of the
Defense Department as a whole.
Since national elections were not involved, McNamara obviously
remained as Secretary and Brown as DDR&E. There was little change in
the ARPA staff. Charles Herzfeld, who had been appointed Acting Deputy
Director under Raina, was confirmed in that post by SprouIL, and by
agreement he remained especially involved with the D'E ER program,
thereby providing contLnuity in the program area that accounted for
about 50 per cent of the APPA budget. W. H. Godel was still de facto
leader of AGILE, while headirng the policy and planning office and holding
The exthe position •f Deputy Dizector of ARPA for Program Management.
panding informotion prcc,2ssing program remained under the direction of
J.C.R. Licklider. New directors were brought t6 the VELA and Materials
offices, but in, ter.s cf program content they were beginning to enjoy
the 'fruit, of earlier investments, e.g., the successfil launching of
the first VMA satellites and the actual operatibn of the new interIn fact, across the' board ARPA appeared to
disciplinar7 laboratories.
be in a stage of reapirg the harvest of earlier plantings -- PRESS in
operation, TRADEX complete, AMRAD operational, ARECIBO about to become
operational, Project MAC underway, the AGILE fieldunits in place, etc.
There had been no important new program assignments 'since 1961. ARPA
was free to concentrate on those that it had in hand.*
The hroader Defense' environment in 1963 is also one r.arked by inThe 1962 Cuban crisis
creased stability and a feeli'ig of accomplishment.
had been successfully resolved and the Indian-China border conflict was
*

A minor exieption to this generalization was assignment of Project
STAR', an effort to provide greater protection to Presidents against
It was initiated after the Kennedy 2vent and BOB
arsaL__.ation.
provided all the funds direct to ARPA. Most of the work involved
autcmobiles, lecturn design, materials, and strategy. According, to
Sproull, ARPA was selected primarily because it could get the funds
out quick•ly and without publicity. At thie time there was great
fear that if President Johnson heard about the project, he would
cancel it, given his strong feelihgs about being accessible to the
people.
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satisfactorily contained from the standpoinrr of U.S. interests. The
NIKE-ZEUS controversy was ended with the de(oision not to deploy it.
NIKE-X became the agreed candidate BMD system for the fut'ure, subject
to further examinaticn prior to any deployment decision. Arms race
concerns were moderated by the conclusion of the Limited Test Ban
Treaty at mid-year.
In Vietnam, the U.S. presence remained controlled. The overthrow
of Diem, at the end of the year was widely regarded as a positive development and the Tonkin Gulf incident which triggered. massive U.S. intervention was still a year away. The traumatic Kennedy assassination
occurred, of course, at the end of the year, but the Johnson Administration maintained considerable continuity with Kennedy policies well into
1964. The Defense budget stabilized at just under $50 billion, about
$8 billion larger than the late Eisenhro-wer years. In space, NASA began
to show considerable success and feellings of inferiorit'y vis-a-vis the
Soviet effort declined. While disturbing Defense issues continued to
arise (such as the vigorously disputed TFCX controversy), 1963 appeared
to be perhaps the high point of confidence ard accomplishment on national
security issues since the 1957 Sputnik launching.
The Sproull Apoointment
Dr. Rcbert L. Sproull, who officially became ARPA Director in
September, 1963, was the second consecutive ARPA Director to come out
of an academic environment. Although Sproull had no previous experience
in government he um-s quite familiar with military research. He had
received a doctorate in experimental physics from Cornell in 1943 and
during the war worked on microwave radar at Princeton, RCA and the
Radiation Laboratory. Returning to the Cornell faculty in 1946, Sproull
became engaged in what was to become the field of solid state physics
and was part of a group that received one of the first Office of Naval
Research contracts. He remained at Cornell until tapped for thc ARPA
job. At that time he was also Director of Cornell's Interdisciplinary
Materials Science Laboratory and hence became the first ARPA Director
to have been previously associated with an ARPA-sponsored program.
Sproul. was a strong supporter of the IDL concept and frequently spoke
in favor of this' concept among his university peers.
The history of Dr. Sprou2.l's appointment to the AREA directorship
is illustrative of the relatively, good reputation the Agency. enjoyed
with the science community in 1963.[l] In the fall of 1962 Sprou.ll had
virtually decided to leave Cornell for a senior post at Wesleyan. The
incoming President of Cornell, James Perkins, sought to retain Sproull's
long-term connectie"n with the university by attempting to interest him
in a shorter term government position which would both provide him with
a changeand leave open the possibility -of a return td Cornell. To do
this Perkins encouraged Dr. jeromeWiesner,' the President's Science
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Advisor, and (directly or through Wiesner) Harold Brown to consider
Sproull for a Feder-al government post. Sproull was already acquainted
with Wiesner through the Materials Advisory Board of the Niational
Academy of Sciences and some other conta-ts. Eventually Wiesner and.
Brown were, as Sproull puts it, "t--'.sting my arm in a very agreeable
way, saying, would I do one of two tAings: become Director of ARPA
or Deputy Director of the National Science Foundaticn?' [21 Sproull
considered both positions, fotuid the ARPA possibility "just fantastically more interesting" and- accepted it.
Ruir.i also had a lot to do
with Sproull's decision:[3]
Mie thing that Jack really did contribute
was a sense of excitement, of being able to, as
he put it, 'sign the checks;' being able to start
a program, to get the money out, to find something
interesting and do it by the close of business
that same day. He admitted they didn't do that
very often, but the whole spirit of the place was
such that you. did do thaz sort of thing.
Both Ruina and Browrn confirmed "the free-wheeling nature of ARPA. The
fact th&t it was different from any of the other agencies."[4] Thus
the ARPA/DOD environment and relations with the universities were such
that a top flight academic scientist (Sproull later became Vice President
of Cornell and now is President of the University of Rochester) -would
be recruited for the ARPA position by the highest ranks of the science
community and would accept that job in preference to a highly prestigious
c-I±.Lian science post. By the late 1960's academic disetchantment with
Defense policy and the Vietnam war would be so great that such a career
chbice would be extremely unlikely.
The ARPA Style
The Aim, of 1963 was clearly at the height of what might be called'
its "academi. period."
Sproull. was both the first
and the last of the
ARP,' Directors to come directly to ARPA from a university, environment,
a :`act %hiich clearly reinforced the orientation of the Ruina period.
As one of Ruina's contemr.oraries in ARPA judged, Dr. Ruina believed
that "the AR'A role was basic research, if it was to be truly advanced."
[5] We previously noted Ruina's belief that it was more important to
do "interesting things" well than to be rel.•vant.
Sproull was as insistent its Ruina in demanding quality research, but also gave great
streas to applied research of clear relevance to military concerns,
notably measurements and analyses in such areas as reentry physics and
seismic signal detection, work that was in a sense fundamental, but
very directly tied to specific defense problems.
ARPA's shift Of emphasis toward basic research and measurements reflects rot only the personal interests and backgrounds of Ruina and Sproull,
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but also a considerable change in perspective as to technological
opportunities and the prospects for revolu.tionizing military weapons
systems. Whereas the potential for dramatic breakthroughs in weaponry
was given real credence in the first three years of ARPA's existence,
such breakthroughs weze beginning to be viewed skeptically by the time
Ruina took office and appeared much less realistic by the time Sproull
arrived in 1963. A-, York has said:[6]
Virtually all the new programs that came
into being in the burst of inventive activity
inspired by Sputnik and the "missile gap" a,
came to a dead end sooner or later. Nor did
they produce any really important "technological
fallout" (a term invented to justify expenditures
on programs which cannot be justified as ends in
themselves).
To put it simply, large amounts of
money and human effort were wasted in a wild
pursuit of.the exotic-.
ARPA's cancellation of work on exotic BMAD systems concepts in the 19611963 period was symptomatic of these changes. By 1963, the Agency
appeared to be somewhat less receptive to "far out" unsolicited proposals (such as those that had led to the initiation of laser and charged
particle beam research for BMl applications) and, was not inclined to
undertakze wide-ranging "brain-storming" projects to elicit exotic concepts (such as the earlier GLIPAR project).
Dr. Brown's testimony before the Hous'e Appropriations Committee
on May 6, 1.963 (during the period of Sproull's recruitment) is illustrative of this changed perspective:,(7]
Dr. Brown:

I think the ,technologicn'.
revolution
which has taken place in the past 15
years is not over, Mr. Chairman.
However, do not think that that necessarily means we can expect every two
years or even every five years a revolutionary change in the cer.:e of altering
strategic balance.
For one thtng, the combination of ballistic
missiles and hydrogen warheads made a very
big single change, and then there have been
lots of subsidiary things. In a real way
,the nuclear submarine is a subsidiary change
to' that,because POLARIS is the most .m=
portant kind of nuclear submarine.
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Mr.

Mahoa:

Dr. Brown:

Do you foresee anything as dramatic in
the next 18 years as we have had in the
last 18 years in the field. of weapory-?
Probably not.

Although we do not know how explicit York was in stating his view at the
time, he has since said that:[8]
[D]uring the early sixties [there] was a
genuine scarcity of new, good technical
ideas.* Even those few that were generated
then did not seem to be relevant to the
strategic or political problems.at hand
Hindsight confirms that,
or anticipated.
in the strategic weapons area at least,
that view was correct,
With the DDF.%E's assuming a scarcity of good technical ideas, small
wonder that neither York nor Brown was particularly expansive about
ARPA's role. Rhuina and Sproull' and their staffs certainly did not
believe that important scientific and technological advances were
seriously limited, but they clearly were not anticipating immediate,
Indeed it remained for Rechitin, ARPA's
revolutionary breakthroughs.
Director from 1967 to 1970, to declare a genuine shortage of good
ideas to work on.
In addressing occadional' "Why ARPA?' questions, Dr. Sproull gave
relatively little
emphasis to ARPA's potential for revolutionary im,pact on national defense. He preferred to stress responsiveness to the.
Secretary and DDR&E and ARPA's ability to support research'of scientific
To cite, Dr. Sproull's ,FY 1965 testimony
merit on a long-term basis.
before, the House Appropriations Committee: [9],
Mr. Mahon:

Dr. Sproull:

'Would it be desirable to abolish ARPA as
such and consolidate this work otherwise?
ARPA could be abolished and ita tasks
distributed among the services Ind
perhaps some of them taken up iL.other
parts of the Federa2 Government outside
the Defense Department.
I believe, and I believe Dr. Brown feels,
and I think the Secretary feels that ..
having & small instrument, if you will,
like ARPA close to the Office of'the.
S0.cretary of Defense, operating out of
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the Office of the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering, enables the
Department of Defense to do things more
rapidly and more responsively than they
could be done through. the Services.
I would say that 'in general... ARPA
has two advantages. It can get a very
quick response as requirements come up,
and, seccndly, it can have a more scientific involvement, a more long-range point
of vieyw, than the services can very appropriatel take,. (Underline added.)
Though there were storm clouds on the horizon, ARPA was probably
more solidly "established" during Dr-. Sproullt s two-year directorship
than in any prior or subsequent period. The Agency was, in Sproull's
words, "a terribly strong office" technically and had a reputation for
a substantive scientific orientation that was su-nerior to such central
science-supporti-ng agencies as the Netional Science Foundation and the
Office of Naval Research: "They never had'the spirit that ARPA had in
the spring of l.963."[10] Beyond ARPA's respectability in the scientific
co~iunity, SprouJll enjoyed ptgood relations with Dr. Brown throughout
his tenure, which ýerved to Iprotect the Agency from squabbles at the
DDR&E staff level.
To hi--'st~ff Sprc-u2J seemed to even more deferential to the DDR&E
than Riiina. had been, in the sense of not starting anything without the
DDR&.E's approval. On the. other hn, Sproull was aware of ARPA' s
Vrulnierabilities and, prized Brown's support., ODDR&.E staff, including'
'the r-puties, often did challenge ARPA, frequently in the role of referee
in al.,Leged disputes between ARPA 'and the Services. That is,'DDR&E staff
would hear complaints about ABPA from the Services and raise them with
' Brown. Sprul).L made a fetish of religiously attending Brown's twice
weekly s+-ff meetings in order to deal with such matters and establi-ýh
ARPA's inuluen'ce. He remarked that "over'and over again I got into
problems becatts'. I didn't kniow enough, in detail, about w~iat our ARMA
.people were doing When it interfaced with DDRCE, or with somd program
in the Service., that DDB&E had as an issue, in front of them."[ 1[]
This is one of the prices paid for having a small organization engaged
in a broad array of project activities, based on the principle of
managing via highly independent office directors. Brown, however,
apparently recognized t~hat kRPA programs were rec'A
adly visible, and
"ece"easy~pickings," and normally protected them from indiscriminate
ýn~iping. Sprou.U. described his relationship with the DDH&E cas follows:tC121
.ýHarold said to me 11 control th.e people in
ARPA and therefore. I don't have to control-the
p~rograms'
.
that was the key -statement that
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Harold made to me, and I think I must have said
something to the effect that 'I'm sure that I'll
need to use that statement from time to time.'
A
couple of times -then Dan Fink's people were. really
trying to run Sam Rabinowitz's shop [ARPPA £D
Officel I would have to go into Harold's office
with Dan and Sam and let Harold say that in the
presence of all those people. And he did....
So, that to me was a very important statement and
one that we needed over and over again, and kind
of set the tone of the relations between ARPA and
DDR&E. That .-as one of the things that gave strength
to the Agency.
On the other hand Brown, like York, had no ixpansive ideas regarding
the use of ARPA and suggested no major new assignments. Perhaps this
reflected his pessimistic estimate of the liklihood of "breakthroughs."
In any event ARPA "was stable as far as Harold was concerned." He was
comfortable with DEFENDER and VELA, and uneasy about AGILE. Beyond
that, "Harold wasn't trying to turn any sharp corners with ARPA."
Sproull himself shared this view:[131
I didn't have aay concept that I would have
to change the Agency ....
I didn't have any
messianic approach ....
It seemed to me that
the thing was very strong, that i would have a
terrible timý just keeping up with it....
Relations, with the Secret
by the DDR&E. Sproull rec
three time.;, aczompanying B
tremendous respect for Haro
so why should the Secretary
contact with the Deputy Sec
text of disputes over Proje
nerýbility, it was AGILE sp
ARPA's programs and related

as in the Ruina period, were iontrolled
s being in the Secretary's office two or
. As Sproull puts it: "McNamara had
d Brown and Harold was taking care of ARPA,
[see me]."[14] There was a bit more direct
-etary, Cyrus Vance, most cf it in thez ont AGILE activities. If ARPA had a vulcifically and a lack of intimacy between
Service efforts generally.

Since Dr. Sprou-ll felt
surprising that his interes
highest priority to the D
Sprottll placed great emphas
offensive and defensive str

no need to change the agency, it is hardly
s approximated Dr. Ruina's, namely, according
ER and VEIA programs. Regarding DEFENDER,
s on the program's implications for both
tegic techn'ology:[15]

,

When I decided to go there (to ARPA] the one
thing that I as most interested in was doing
everything I could on the fam=14 cliche 'the light
at the end o the tunnel,' on the strategic deter-
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rent, through Project DEFENDER -- that was thd
thing that really turned me on most.
Sproull remembers that "... the VELA business was
[along with DEFENDER] the thing ... more than any other thing that
turned me on."[16] Even more strongly, than Ruina, Sproull felt that
the VELA work had significant influence on the test ban negotiations,
ultimately in permitting a test ban to be signed. His main point is
that the capability represented by VELA gave needed assurance to skeptics
that nuclear test detection safeguards would be vigorously developed
after a treaty had been negotiated:J17]
As with Dr. Ruina,

... The Joint Chiefs, and through them;, the
Congress was relying not so much on any particular piece of knowledge that ARPA had produced -- although there was a lot of that in
those hearings that spring -- but on the fact

that here was an agency that was believable
and one you could trust. High level technically
and well-funded; light footed,, unbureaucratic,
going at these [things]. And here's what they're
doing, here's what they're doing, here's what
they're doing. And we can rely on that. It was
that kind of philosophy.
Summarizing Sproull's views on this subject:
In my mind there's no doubt, there are three
reasons for the partial test ban. One that Mr.
Kennedy wanted it,
One that the Soviet Union'
wanted 'it.
And one that ARPA made it possible
for the Senate to ratify .it.
And all three of
those were required..
Herzfeld also h•1.ieves that the DEFENDER program was a factor in gaining
acquiescence.F[.0j The JdS and others had raised some very techni.cal
questions about nuclear effects, that is, the ability of nuclear explosions
to "blackout" instruments intended to monitor what was occuring. The
argument was made that much more background data were needed. On the
basis of DEFENDER studies, it was possible to explain what the uwcertainties
were and to show that they were no greater in effect than a number of
other non-scientific uncertainties where were also present and could not
be "fixed,". i.e., it was irrelevant to worry about the alleged technical
deficiencies. According to Herzfeld, he, Harold Browni Paul Nitze, and
the late John McNaughton were able to work this out: "We showed that it
was possible to build a reasonable system with these uncertainties, given'
the non-tech-nical uncertainties that were inherent in the Limited Test
Ban Treaty situation. "[ 19]
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Keenly interested in the two largest ARPA programs and relatively
satisfied with most of the rest of the effort (excepting an urge to
cha.nze Materials Sciences and continuing doubts about AGILE), Sproull
did relatively little to modify the basic directions of ARPA activities.
He did tend to pay more attention than his predecessor to the "smaller"
ARPA programs, in part because they were becoming more interesting and
in part perhaps because he was called upon less often than Ruina to
.ngage in DDP&E activities external to ARPA's concerns.
Sproull had a flair for making every office director feel important. His genuine interest in quality work and high level of professionalism and personal commitment rubbed off on Agency personnel.
In particular Sproull demonstrated real concern in the Agency as an
institution, and in its people, i.e., it was obvious that he identified
with it.
Morale was high.
In summary, the Sproull ARPA was very much an extension of the Ruina
period in terms of priorities, spirit and philosophy. As noted earlier
and as will be seen in the following section on ARPA's programs in that
period, it was also a time of considerable achievement in the established
work effort.
Internal Management
Sproull was somewhat more interested in and diligent about management than Ruina. He relied heavily on Donald K. Hess, Director of Program Management, for advice and permitted a greater degree of influence
for management-oriented people. 'While not going so far as to reinstitute
a Program Council, Spro'tll and his Deputy conducted serious thrice-yearly
review sessions with the office directors and took administrative
issues to heart. At the same time, Sproull was a dedicated believer
in the "barony" system of management, i.e., to attract the best people
one has and to offer them latitude for freedom of action:[201
I guess I got the view very early that the
real problem would be to make sure that they got
the right people in ARPA. And in a way, as a
kind of extrapolation or extension of the Harold
Brown principle,

that ...

I'd try to control the

people and then try to given them as much snaqeuvering room as possible on the programs. And
that's what I apent most of my time in ARPA on,
hiring and also firing. I remember that Mr principle was that I wanted to give walking papers to
at least cwo professional people a year. And I
think we did that. The idea being not to be cruel
in-discharging people, but only that there were
certainly going to be some people who were not.
carrying their load as much as they should at the -
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bottom of the Agency, and the message might get
across a little
bit farther up, if you managed to
find jobs [outside of ARPA] for people farthest
down.
Sproull was a strong supporter of the Informat4.on Center concept that
became something of a fad in the 1960s. From the Ruina period on,
ARPA included rather generous funding in many of its programs, e.g.,
DEFENDER, VELA, AGILE, and Solid Propellants, for specialized information centers and data exchange procedures.
The fear was that masses
of information would overwhelm specialists in a field and/or the existence of classified information would not be known to those who should
have it, especially government contractors.
Looking back on it, Ruina
thinks that this concern was "terribly exaggerated."[21]
Sproull
gradually became a skeptic too: "The way some of the information
centers are going, the world is gcing to be flooded with unevaluated,
uncritical, inconclusive, self-contradictory 'information' or misinformation...."[22S. The consensus today seems to be that most of the
centers'were a luxury.
Passed on from one ARPA director to another,
however, they managed to survive for years.
Sproull was also especially concerned over the potential distorting effects of indiscriminate Federal funding of university R&D.
He devoted a great deal of attention to clarifying 'ARPA's position on
university sponsorship, and he resisted university efforts to build up
large R&D staffs solely funded by ARPA and other federal sources, recognizing that sooner or later the federal tap would be turned off,
with serious consequences for the schools.
He insisted that ARPA not
be vulnerable to future charges of irresponsible expansion of university
programs.
Clearly ARPA was maturing in 4tatu;, program, management,

and in-

stitutiLýnal outlook.

PRGAMIS IN THE SPROtJLL PERIOD
PormStatus

1-01963

Sproull's ARPA may be viewed as-an extension of the 'Ruina period
in terms of priorities and Agency philosophy and it was characterized
by major substantive developments within the. established program offices.
Because of the extent to which programs seemed
j5mature in the Sprolll.
era, a review of the status, of these efforts it the time he took office
in mid-1963 is useful in providing perspective.
By. 1963 the DEFENDER program ,had been rather thoroughly shaken down
under tle-direction ofDr. C. M. Ferzfeld,
The "far out" systems concepts which received so much early attention essentially had been
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abandoned: BLMBI was clearly dead, HELMET was rejected as a serious
candidate in the foreseeable future, and ARPAT was continued on the
basis of anticipated "technology advancement" benefits (especially the
AMPAD radar) rather than its value as a systems concept. Sproull seemed
to share the "systems" pessimism of his predecessor. ARPAT, he said,
was "not so hot, to say the least; it never led to anything."[23] The
three exotic advanced BMD technologies -- charged particle beams, lasers
and directional, nuclear weapons -- were also being supported' largely
because of a desire to more thoroughly explore the technolooies involved rather than because of any real optimism that an affordable
weapons system would suddenly emerge. In fact, all appeared to be regarded quite pessimistically in 1963: beam instability problems appeared
likely to be insurmountable in the charged particle field, power limitations in solid state lasers had become quite obvious, and overwhelming
obstacles also appeared in the way of developing directional nuclear
blasts of value for BI.M purposes. Indeed Sproull once tried to kill
the charged particle beam project during his tentire, but could not overcome the scientific' community's belief in Christofilos. ARPA wound up
supporting him as "a national asset." Sproull wryly observed that the
best way to get money out of ARPA was "to have a very sexyo and powerful
idea with an' intrinsic and fundamental defect," but 'very much in the
Rui-na vein, he insists that supporting such ideas is "still within the
role of ARPA and the country is well served by [its] dealing with Wild
ideas.."[241 By 1963, ARPA's research in phased array radar technology
also appeared to have peaked. The ESAR work was completed and transferred, and while follow-on efforts continued (e.g., the HAPDAR lowcost phased, array and a "synthetic spectrum" i'adar) thcy did not appear
likely to have quite the far-reaching impact of the origrinal phased
array program.
The major thrust of DEFEDER by 1963 was cl 'arly the PRESS program
and other related reentry measurement programs aad application of the'
results to the strategic offensive/defensive proolems of the Services.
The PRESS facility had just come into full operation izi the stummer of
1963, supported by the complete TRADEN rad~ar and'c'..ner installations.
Tests of various reentry vehicle systems were beginning, including data
t-ollection and analysis of the reentry profiles of different vehicle
shapes, heat qhields, decoys, etc. ARPA's BMD Advisory Committee and
its individual members had come to play a significant role both in
structuring the DEFENDER program and in serving as consultants to the
DDP&E and his staff 'on BY.D matters. New DEFENDER initiatives around
.1963 included the start of a high boost interceptor experiment (HIBEC)
designed to prove the feasibility of a lOOG+ interceptor, and the ARPA
Mid-course Optics Stations (AMOS) to examine the role of optical discrimination.
The primary event relating to the -VELA program in 1963 was, of
course, the. signing of the Limited Test Ban Treaty .n June. As part of
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gaining Congressional acceptance of the treaty, the- Administration
pledged a strong continuing national effort in nuaclear test detection
research, which served to ztrengthen VET-A t s position vis-a-vis +he'
established nuclear test detection community. In addition to reinforcing the legitimacy of th.. 11LA uission, the treaty had a distinct
The ban on underseas testing,
impact on the content df the VELA program.
for example, 1.-z' to increased ARPA effort on whe feasibility of underwater detection stations. More importantly, the obstacles encountered
in negotiations leading to the treaty regarding on-site and close-in
monitoring techniques resulted in greater emphasis on systems effective
at "teleseismic distances." This, in turn, contributed to ARPA interest
in large aperture seismic arrays which might be effective at such distances.
Me first VELA satellites for detection of nuclear blasts in outer
space and the upper atmosphere were successfully launched in 1963. Conceived purely as a research system, with all satellites planned to be
launched in 1963/64 and expected to have relatively short lives, the
program was to prove successful far beyond initial expectations. Other
VELA efforts well underway by 1963 included a large number of fundamental research projects in seismology at several universities, considerable
upgrading of the worldw*de seismic stations, general rejection of Genevatype systems as the basis of an adequate detection network, initiation of
work on on-site inspection techniques applicable to an underground test
ban situation (VELA Cloud Gap), and a start on some evasion techniques
work.
The ARPA Materials program was operating smooth'.y by 1963. The
final university interdisciplinary laboratories had been selected and a
considerable acceleration of educational and research output was visible.
A significant new program in crystal 6rowth was initiated, supportive
of the IDL effort.
AGILE was in the realtively 'calm portion of its stormy career. The
program was dominated "y research on physical environmental questions
(e.g., mobility ind communications) in Thailand and by quick reaction
hardware projects in Vietnam. Service pressure had begun successfully
to reduce the AGILE effort in Vietnam (this prior to the Gulf of Tonkin
incident, which led to the massive introduction of U.S. troops and a substantial re-expansion of AGXLE work). The subject of counterinsurgency
was still rather low priority in DDP&E, finally attaining some recognition
there 'in 1964, when Seymour Deitchman was named Special Assistant .for
Counterinsurgency. While there were disturbing facets of this program
which bothered Sproull, as they had Ruina, the situation in 1963 appeared
to be more or less under control.
In the Comxand and Control Research office, renamed Information
Processing Techniques (IPT), emphasis continued to shift from the initial
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major contract at Systems Development, Corporation to work performe! by
institutions in the Boston area. ý2ie latter focal point, capped by
MIT's Project %IAC, was much more oriented than the early SDC work toward
basic developments in computer time-sharing, computer graphics and other
advanced research areas which have come to be known as "'artificial
intelligence.." By 1963 the- program had achieved the milestone of
creating one of the first multiple-user time-sharing systems, the largest
of its day. As in other areas of ARPA -activity this basic research emphasis appeared to be widely accepted (if not vigorously encouraged)
within DDR&E and the DOD in general.
Other areas of ARPA research in 1963 included the new program in
Behavioral Sciences research, which was just getting under~'ay. The solid
propellants office had actuaLly turned its emphasis away from solids to
hybrids and storeable liquids and was provirng increasingly difficult to
justify as an ARPA progr'.. a1. ARPA wOrk in "energy conversion" also had
failed to catch on as a major ARPA program and was on the verge of
eliminati,La. Arms control research, which ARPA had resented because it
was merely ISA's "silent partner," paying the bills, proved unsuccessful
and was being phased out. Research in climate control was curtailed
when the House Appropriations Committee eliminated its budget.
In summa.y, the ARPA program in 1963 consisted of five major research areas which appeared to be thriving (BMD, nuclear test detection,
material1s, information processing and AGILE), one rascent office (behavioral sciences), and sev.eral marginal off-i'es Li process or on.the
verge of elimination (propellants, energy conversion, arms control
studies, climate). Budgets eyceeded $270 million and nobody seriously
questioned the propriety of that level of funding (See Table VI-1).
DEFENDER
During Dr. Sproull's tenure the DEFENDER program reached the height
of its acceptance 'and impact, achieving a stature that stood the program
and the Agency in good stead for several years to come. Dr. C. M. Herzfeld,
first as DEFENDER's director and then as Sproull's deputy, had ,:-ovided
strong direction to the office and had overseen major reorganiza.tion and
solidification of the effort. His successor as DEFENDER head, Dr. Samuel
Rabinowitz, also proved to be a' strong program director. DEFENDER's
success was related to seveial develonments both within and outside of
the Agency.
First, as long as the Army was pushing ahead with the N=lE-Z=US
program and urging deployment, DEFENDER was naturally regarded as competitive. Indeed it'was no. o.ly natural, but 'apparently the result
of deliberate policy:( 25]
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[T]he oral tradition was very strong ... that
ARPA was 'ket in this because it was found very
usefal by successive Secretaries of Defense and
DDP&E's to have a powerful pacesetter for the
Army program and this competition,, in fact,
resulted in a better Army" program. And it
also [helpedj' the DDPR&E's and the Secretaries
of Defense uo manage the Army progr.am and to
-evaluate it better, by having ARPA in their
o7.mn shop.
lNow, this oral tradition, to my knowledge begins ... I know it from the days of
Harold Brown and McNamara, not before. It was
very strong then and Ruina made it very clear
to me [Herzfeld] that that's what Brown and
McNam ra had in mind. Brown made it very cle:r
me that that's what he and McNamara h'ad inz
mind. And McNamara made it very clear to me
that's -what he had in mind.' So, that oral
tradition, as far as I a. concerned, is complete.
And mj rzarching orders always were, well ...
you do the best you can and we will know better
what to do about the Army.
During the Ruinp/Sproul] period,'ARPA's phased array radar technology
developments served to highlight the limitations in 'the ZEUS radar systems,
a-nd thus to undercut deployment arguments.
Tn addition ARPA's emphasis
on the gradual and careful accumulation of zeentry measurements data
which could then be used to improve BMD systems design, while offering
no immediate, alternatives to. ZEUS, implicitly supported a "go-slow"
philosophy that tried the patience of ZEUS deployment advocates.
The
11964 NIKE-X decision, which committed the Amy to phased array technologL.
and postponed system deployment (hence permitting digestion-of the results
of the reentry measurements work) thus removed two major sources of tension
-with ARPA.
In addition, indefinite deferral of B,• deployment clearly reduccd
the status of the ballistic missile defense effort within theArmy and
made the N.Kt-X program somewhat more receptive tb the additional support
for this technology. provided. b7/ ARPA.
In describing. DEDER's influential role in the early l"_O's, it should be noted that BMD was never
traly '"iainstream" Army and that, particularly after the NIlKE-ZEUS
decision, there evolved a sort of "love-hate" relationship between the
Army and ARPA BMD programs. While DEFENDER was often fn irritant, Army
WD personnel were forced to re'cognize that ARPA provid ed a large ($125
million) annual increment to P&.D in the ABM field that might well not
have been forthcoming had the Army had, full 'responsibility for the effort.
The more the Army was preszued to upgrade'its non-strategic capabilities
"for conventional and unconventional Wnrfare, the greater the pressures were
to become on BMD funding.
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.ae second major D'•L•.DER development during Sproull's tenure was
the maturing of the reentry physics/missile phenomenology program,' furthered by Herzfeld's insistance on a careful, quality measurements program.
It opened the flood gates for data on reentry characteristics of
different types of warh-ads.
While D='ENDR would accumulate vast amounts
of improved data in following years,the early results filled a ifearvacuum and hence had a particularly large impact.
By 1963 the Pacific
Range Electromagnetic Signature Study -- PRESS -- was in full operation
at Kwajalein Atoll, with the TRADEX radar beginning to pay-off on ARPA's
earlier investments.
The A2MAD radar also had become operational at
White Sands Missile Range.
The flow of data was sc great that, according
to Aviation Week, significant cost savings could even be achieved in the
program: [26]
Because of the large amount of reentry signature
data obtained during the past year, where formerly
there was almost a void, there will be increased
emphasis during the coming year on analysis of this
data and developing theories that will permit more
basic extrapolation without the need for so many
expensive test shots.
In a third major development, although abandcning lines of B1,M research which might lead to an Air Force mission (i.e., BA:B3I), ARPA was
be:inning to exploit its reentry physics and other programs for straLegic offense applications of direct interest and value to the Air Force,
notably in the penetration ails work assigned by the DDR&E'•n late 1961.
In 1963, for example, ARPA completed an iniial
compilation of the physical
characteristics of U.S. ballistic missile! reentry systems, along with an
assessm',nt of relevant Soviet AICBM capabilities.
This was a landmark
document, of major interest to the Weapons Systems Evaluiation Group and
the Air Force, and Wis subsequently updatcd and-extended.
Computer,
studies, aided by data coming in from the i'eentry, physics work, examined
the effectiveness of various penetration versus defensive tactics.
Nuclear effects studies examined the vulnerability of offensive as well
as defensive systems.
In May 1964, ARPA's BMD Advisory Committee
initiated the mammoth "Pen-X" study, which examined the whole penetration
problem in great detail and proved' to be one of the most influential
studies conducted under the D'EIIDER program.
Thus DEFEIDER had by 19631964 considerably broadened its client base and was no longer simply an
advanced BMD program.

IDA coordinated this study and others like it, dr,±wing on a wide rarge
of talent in government, the universities, not-for-profit organizations,
and' industry.
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Mhe structure of the DETEDER prog:-am in the 19,63-19664 period was
as follows:
1.
General Resea±ch. A sort of miscellaneous category coveg
basic university research in atomic and molecular reactions; "emxotic
applications" to BND such as lasers and charged particle beams; nuclear
effects studies of offensive and defensive applications; and the Arecibo
Ionospheric Observatory. Arecibo, which led a life of controversy in
ARPA, was enjoying something of a "honeymoon" in 196'3-lQ,64, finallry beco1ming operational on ::ovember 1, lc63.
2.
Penetration Aids. This effort i.ncluded the uork noted above,
in addition to studies of jarners, decoy systems, etc.
3.
Electrr magnetics.
This was basically the advranced radar program,
whic~h included the SAR project until its phase-out in 1963. The element
also included the Advanhed Design Array Radar (ADAR) effort, devoted to
extending phased array component technology for application to deployable
systems of the 1970's; the Hard Point Defense Array Radar (HAKDAR), a
model low cost phased-array; a synthetic spectrum radar, designed for
high resolution in range and velocity; and high power microwave tube
development.

4.
%!echanics. ' This element included the ARPAT program, which was
dominated by the AR•A Measurements Radar (AUAD).
It was turned over to
Lincoln Laboratory for use in the measurements program in December 1963.
The Experimental ARPA Interceptor (EAI) program was another part of theeffort, gradually supplemented by the' vigorous new HIBEX aimed toward,
a state-of-the-art adv-ancement in interceptor technology.
5.
Missile PhenomenoloZr.
This element ,as the heart of the DE'E1DER
program, claiming over half the total budget. The core work effort was
Lincoln's PRESS program, but the effurt also included the AIRPA Milcoiurse
Optical Objervatory (AM\S) which supplemented the PRESS radar, data with.
optical data; a reentry experimental program relating to offensive reentry vehicle design, conducted in conj•nction dith the Air Force ABRES
program; and a missile launch phase, phenomenology program called TABSTOME.
To illustrate the magnitude of the above effort, the annual DEFENDER
budget in the 1963-1964 period was about $125 million, out of a total
budget of about $280 million. About half of the total DEENDER budget
related to reentry physics and missile phenomenology. Of this, over $20
million per year was in. the PRESS program. The established prominence
of PRESS was to continue throughout the life of DEFENDER: total PRESS
expenditures accumulated to over $2'0 million, or about tha amount of
an average arnnual ARPA budget. Lxpenditures on PRESS were over three
times those on phased array radar development, and about ten-times those
or.'Hibex, Arecibo or the A',-AD.'radar.
Herzfeld has explained the rationale
for~this decision:[27],

"NNO
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I very much increased the percentage of work
in reentry physics, and the reason for that was
both the need to really sort out the discrimination.
problem and by that time it was pretty clear that
was going to tuzn into a reentry problem. And also
it was needed for the penetration aids job....
So I would say I sort ofdoubled the percentile,
the monies going into reentry physics, from, I
would guess, $20 to $50 million a year, which turned
out to be almost half the program....
[Ilt got very
clear -When i was still at ARPA, but had left DE7E1R,
that that had been right. In fact, we wound up with
a program that r'eally' understood -- wound up understanding reentry phenomena almost completely, both
from a ...

scientific point of view and from a very

detailed measurements point of view.
Changes in DEFTMER Philosophy.
In the early D•E•FDER years the
program 'was notable for its exceptional responsiveness to outside ideas.
The most obvious example of this was the so-called GLIPAR program, in
which a large number of contractors were requested to submit proposals
to study very advanced BM.D concepts. DUFMER constantly reasserted
its interest in unsolicited proposals, specifically encouraging industry
to submit such proposals to the extent of printing the ARPA mailing
address in the trade press for ready reference.
The early DEF•TDER approach is perhaps best described by Dr. Albert
Rubenstein, who directed the DEFEDER program during the Betts and early
Ruina period.[28]
Mhe ballistic missile defense problem was, in his
view, still in the exploratory, learning, problem-definition phase,
not yet worried about optimizing BMD solutions. The problem was that
DOD was "way behind the power curve" in understanding BMi problems, and
'there was a sense of great urgency to improve understanding.
Rubenstein
claimed that, given this urgency, three basic questions were asked in considering projects: did the proposal "look reasonable;" were the dollars
available to "match up;" and could you find a competent firm to "sort of
watch it?"
By the time of the Sproull directorship, this wide-open responsivenesz to outside ideas was largely gone. First Ruina, and then Dr. Herzfeld
and Rabinowitz regarded the earlier approach as much too loose and disorganized. As Rabinowitz put it, the decision criteria in'the early
days was "to sit around aiid wait for ideas.,.. if, in 15 minutes, you can't
show that it won't work, given them a contract."[291 'In his opinion,
ARPA got little out of this. The approach which gradually replaced this
was described as' follows: "Who knows more of this than the pebple in
ARPA and 'its bevy o. high class experts?

....

let's

,do and then go get 'industry to do it for us."[30]

decide what we want to

Consequently, the
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DEFEDER program began to engage in more internal program planning and
definition of requirements and to put increased emphasis on RFP development and competitive procurement.
Later programs like the ADAR and
HAPDAR radars and HIBEK were thus ARPA-developed concepts, rather than
responses to contractor proposals or work inherited from the Services,
although ARPA continued to pick the brains of researchers in fields of
interest, wherever they were lccated.
Much of this reorientation apparently was grounded in a DEFENDER
philosophy evolved and very gradually introduced into the program by
Herzfeld. He was a strong believer in going back to "first principles."
Criticisms were often heard within ARPA that DEFENDER wasted money on
elegant scientific frills (discussed further below), but the DHEI=MER
program deliberately sought to differentiate itself' from others by its'
insistence on a deliberate, scientific approach to BMD problems:[31]
[T]he gross phenomena in reentry are so complex
and so mualtifarious that you cannot count' on
capturing dihat's really going on by a purely
Edison-type research, a purely serendipity-type
research. You have to try and understand what
are 'the things that make it go the way it goes.
Otherwi'e you cannot have any confidence that
you've caught it

all.

If

you've not caught

it all, you cannot promise anybody that the
other fellow isn't going, to have a defense....
So we set out to verify as much as was reasonable on the basis of laboratory experiments
in shock tubes, in ballistic 'guns indoor laboratory ranges, with calculations with atomic and
molecular theory, hydrodynamic theory. That's
what the physics program was. And I tried to.
force -- that was one of the things Lhat I
think I added. I think it did make a difference.
.I tried to force that we try to un.erstand as
much as we coUd, reasonably, from first princiials. And then we could say "a 'high temperature
ablating nose cone will always do the Collowrng,,"
because you would simply know that it had to,
because the laws of nature were involved. It
wasn't a matter of being clever about it.
And
-then we could say "all right,, in that case we
only have to fly five big ones instead of 50
big ones', to explore all the possibilities.
Thereby saving large amounts of money. You see,
people didh't understand that this relatively--

.
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cheap program -- it was like 10 per cent of
the whole reentry program as I remember, maybe
a little
more -- avoided the need of flying
Bean enormous number of full-sized targets.
cause we would understand what was happening,
and we could predict with adequate confidence
bit.
what would happen if we changed a little
If DEFENDER had moved from a posture of depending primarily on
responsiveness to outside initiatives to greater internal direction
during the early to mid-sixties, the quality of this internal direction
appears to have been held in generally high regard from Herzfeld and
Rabinowitz down through their carefully selected staff. Spokesmen for
Lincoln Laboratory, for example, state that:[32]
ARPA had first rate people who made great contributions to defining issues and got into
technical detail, but did not over-manage
ARPA was so good intellectually and technically ... [they] were different levels of
people [than the normal bureaucracyj.
communicate
They went on to say that the'DEFENDER staff "knew how t
the real technical issues" and were not adverse to taking "heroic
measures" to support their technical judgments: "A PRESS-like program
could not happen today because nobody will run the risk of starting
The DEFENDER
out, not knowing whether there will be any results."[33]
staff, they felt, had the ability to "sense winners" and get bt..ind
them. Dr. Foster, who as DD1R&E came to be quite critical of ARPA
management, remembered the DEFENDER program of this period as being
"unique" and "a tremendous contribution."[341 ] Rechtin, the man tasked
to dismantle the DEFENDER program in the late 1960's and a person who
believed that in general ARPA had become too far removed from appropriate
association with the Services, praised the DEE1NDER reentry physics
work as "fundamental ... remarkably good;" indeed, so good that the
While these
Services recognized it as unbiased and high quality.[35]
are varying views of the ultimate importance of DEFENDER, the consensus
opinion appears clearly to be that the program and staff of this period
were of unusually high calibre.
The Limited Threat ABM Stud . Illustrative of the kinds of studies
undertaken by ARPA over the years for the DDR&E and/or Secretary of
Defense, was a 1964 assignment from McNamara for ARPA to examine "light"
BMD systems and assess their value against various potent!al threats
(e.g., an unsophisticated Chinese nuclear attack, or a limited, perhaps
As Sproull remembers, the study assignment
accidental; Soviet attack).
came "out of the blue" and he initially e_pected it to be a very limited
study effort.[361
It was, however, developed by the DEFENDER staff
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(with OSD/DDR&E approval) into a rather immense study, somewhat akin
to the massive "X" series of studies referred to elsewhere.
Like many paper studies, the influence of this effort is difficult
to trace. The contemporary head of the DEFENDER program recalls boiling
down the results of volumes of work into a twenty-five page memorandum
describing feasibility and cost effectiveness issues, which was transmitted to the Secretary.[37] There was apparently some confusion over
the implications of the ARPA study, but it evidently concluded that a
"light" ABM system might be effective in certain situations. To cite
Sproull's declassified Congressional testimony:[3 8 ]
In our study of the defense of the U.S. urban
population against limited ABM threats; i.e.,
threats which'were small in number [deletion]
and relatively unsophisticated in technology,
we considered a wide spectrum of attack sizes
and offensive and defensive technologies. We
concluded that a limited deployment of NIKE-X
[deletion' would be extremely effective in
countering such a tl.eat.
After some initial debate over the study's results, discussion of the
issue faded away.
In 1966 and 1967, however, the issue of whether to deploy some form
of limited ABM system was to become a matter of national policy debate,
eventually resulting in a decision to deploy a "light" system in the
form of SFITINEL (a decision which ultimately. led to the transfer of
ARPA's DEEMfER program).
In the course of the SENTINEL debate issues
which had !ýarlier been considered in ARPA's classified study were'
vigorously discussed in public forums, and aew rounds of classified
studies relating to the issue were undertaken. Dr. Herzfeld, by then
Director of ARPA, became a vigorous spokesman for a light ABM system:

[391]
If'such discussions [negotiations with the Sovdiet
Union] fail I am in favorz of deploying a thin
ballistic missile defense, mostly a high altitude
system to cover most of the United States, and in
particular to cover our ballistic missile sites.'
I think we would know how to do that fairly
rapidly and at a reasonable price. I think there
are a number of technical uncertainties, but there
are in every system. When you start deploying a
system you never know everythi4 !g about, it.
Some"
thing new always crops up thr,.ac you hadn't thought
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about and. you have got to go through a study phase
to catch up with the problem. I think though we
could do that, and that we know enough to go ahfed
with the kind of system which I described....
The kind of system I think we could deploy
would be quite effective against small attacks,
and therefore would reduce danger from an attack
,byChina to almost'nothing. It would be very
effective against accidental attack. It would be
very effective against blackmail attacks....
I think one could do reasonably well with
$10 billion, maybe $12 or $14 billion. if you
stretch it over a period of 5 years, it isn't all
that much money really.
In the course of the deoate leading to SENTINEL deployment technical
issues addressed in the earlier ARPA effort were reinvestigated, and it
seems fairly certain that the massive 1964-65 effort contributed substantively to this reexamination.
Mhe positions of pro-"light system"
spokesmen such as Herzfeld were probably influenced substantial, by
the ARPA effort. In the end, however, purely political considerations
played the major role. in the Sentinel decision and it is therefore
virtually impossible to ascertain the impact of the ARPA study, or
to separate its influence from the numerous later technical investigations. Individuals familiar with the ARPA program differ sharply
on its influence.
The Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory. While the DEFENDER program
was flourishing under Sproull, it was far from uniformly non-controversial.
One of the contemporary criticisms of the effort, which later became a
serious attack on the Agency itself,, was that it was too tolerant of
activities that were overly academic and not contributory to the central
program mission.' This was, in effect, a rejection of the 'Ruina ranking
of quality over relevance. 'Perhaps the one DEFENDER program which best
exemplifies this issue is the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory, which
like many other efforts was enjoying a honeymoon in the Sproull period.
The Arecibo facility became operational in November 1963 and througho'it
the Sptoull directorship proceeded to generate vast amounts of data
relevant to ionospheriL research, radar astronomy and radio astronomy.
This explosion of dato from a new and unique scientific facility proved
merely a prelude to its- continuing major role in such fields and the
.facility was transferred to the NSF 'in 1969 tc become the Arecibo National
Radio Observatory. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the facility was
to become' a clear asset to American science, it was never established to
be especially relevant to the DEFENDER program (or any other major DOD
concern) and it served as a long-standing, glaring example of ARPA's
inability to shed comm-itments of questionable priority. An idea first
broached to ARPA in late 1958, ARPA money was still supporting the
programin 19711 (as paet of the NSF transfer process), a period of al-
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most thirteen years of ARPA involvement.
Stepping back from the SproulJ years to its origins, Arecibo may
be seen as one of the many basic science-infrastructure development
programs which gained government support in the wake of Sputnik. The
project was conceived by Cornell University and involved construction
of a one thousand foot diameter fixed radio/radar "dish" to be installed in a natural depression near Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Shopping
for federal support, Cornell approached the Rome Air Development
Centers which in turn brought the idea tc ARPA in November 1958. The
concept was reviewed by ARPA's IDA staff, which wrote papers justifying
its support. [40] The program was eventually endorsed by ARPA and incorporated into the DEFENDER effort in 1959.
The official rationale for the program was its alleged contribution
to ionospheric studies, particularly studies of electron density at
higher altitudes, which might isolate phenomena which would be produced
by a passing rissile or reentry vehicle. Such phenomena could then presumably be utilized in a BM detection system. In addition, improved
knowledge of the ionosphere could contribute to nuclear effects studies
relating to that environment, nuclear effects, of course, being a major
concern in the ballistic missile defense environment. Beyond these
reasons, some extraordinarily far-fetched applications were suggested,
related to the GLIPAR program:[41]
One should ...

---

[with the Arecibo dish] be better

able to compute the temperature, densities, and energy
content of the associated ions and neutral peticles.
Some of the ideas in GLIPAR depend upon knowledge
like this to be able to estimate if and how one might
modify the earth's atmosphere to trigger strong deflection, or even destruction, of offensive vehicles.

Despite these proposed BMD applications, it was clear from the beginning that no one outside of ARPA who supported building and operating
this facility did so with any interest in ballistic missile defense
problems. This is indicated in a marvelously contorted fashion in
one of the early IDA memoranda:f42]
'The following meetings are documented to
illustrate the breadth of dizcussion
and support
which has developed outside ARPA in connection
with the vertical sounder proposed by Cornell
University, with 1000' fixed dish in Puerto Rico.
It sbould be expressly noted that none of the
individuals or organizations identified, below
have the additional stimulus which ARPA does have
of priary responsibility for advanced ballistic
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missile defense. Even so, the unanimous feeling
which we have found oatside ARPA is in favor of
the construction of the facility and the performance of the recommended experiments.
In other words, the fact that the project's advocates were not interested
in ballistic missile defense was us2d to buttress the case for its inclusion in the ballistic missile defense program!
As if to strengthen a relatively weak case for the facility on BMD
applications, numerous radio astronomy uses are cited in the early IDA
statements. These included mapping the moon and sun, studying planetary
rotation and "listening intently to the quiet hum of the universe in
many of its tell-tale undertones and overtones."[431 These applications
clearly had little relevance to the DEFENDER riission, but die underlay
the science community's interest in the project.
The rather weak case on paper for Arecibo's inclusior in the DFENDER
program is confirmed by interviews with participants in the decision to
support the program. One of the IDA staff members at this time, for'
example, states in retrospect that "We had no right to do Arecibo, and
we knew it, but we did it for the sake of humanlity."[41] The rationale
was that the project was scientifically important and*"nobody's going
to do it unless we stick our necks out." After ARPA decided to support
the project, "We cobbled up an explanation that none of us believed had
much to do with ballistic missile defense."[45]
The Arecibo program was controversial from the beginning, and remained so into and well beyond the Sproutl period. William Godel, for
example, asserts that he "fought, bled and died against it" from his
policy planning position and as a member of the Program Council, but to
no avail.[46] As the project got underway and construction, began,
Arecibo's merit came under increased attack. As Dr. Ruina recalls,
"fllt
was beginni-ng to be rather costly ,and Cornell was managing thd
construction part of it badly ... there were just some terrible things
that.were happening on czonstruttion. The DEFENDER people found it less
and less interesting as a DEFENDER experiment."[47] Managezaent people
like Bolton and Hess considered ARPA's sponsorship of such non-relevant
basic research under cover of military P&D as something of a charade.
Even other technical staff within ARPA, occasionally criticized by the
Director for asking for more money for what they deemed was important
military R&D, were angered and depressed by-,he ease with which large
sums were "squwaidered for, science" in DEFENDER, VELA and'to some extent
the IDL's. Arecibo, of course, was the prime example.
On the other hand, Ruina and the DDR&E, Dr. Brown, continued to
support the project:[483]

A
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...

if

you were taJZting to Cornell people and

people in astronomy, and visiting the facility ...
[you] came back with the feeling that it was going
to be an extremely important scientific experiment....
It was going to be one of the nation's
important scientific facilities.... It -,ould be
fantastically important....
At the seme time I
went t) Harold Brown ... and said 'you krmwi I
can't defend this on the basis of DEFEDER targets,
but it's
going to be an interesting facility,', and
he supported us....
Later on, Harold visited the
place and came back saying he thought that's just
the ideal project that ARPA should be working on'
-- you know, something that has no immediate
applications that the Services are immediately
interested in, but some terribly important applied
science....
True, the National Scieiice Foundation
[should perhaps have supported it] in a rationale
world. I say 'what's the rational world?'
If
we weren't going to do it, nobody was -- and that's
all there was to it.
Arecibo in fact is Ruina's favorite examnle of the sort of important research that ARPA should support regardless of Defense relevance.
When Dr. Sproull became ARPA Director, Arecibo had survived its,
difficult construction phase and, as noted,, soon became operational .
As results began to flow from the facility, however, it rapidly became
obvious that the instrument's scientific contribution to radio astronomy
would, indeed, overshadow any BMD value. The FY 1964 ARPA Annual Report,
for example, discusses Arecibo by noting in passing some "significant
data" on ionospheric electron distribution (which related to BMD interests) -and then highlights its radio astronomy achievements: [491.
As an astronomical tool, the Observatory has
obtained outstanding resu•lts during the past six
months from planetary and lunar radar studies.
Of particular importance is the measurement of
Doppler bandwidth of radar returns from Vensus
which clearly confirm a JPL conclusion that the,
rotation of Venus is retrograde with 'a period near
266 (earth solar) days.- Furthermore, che Observatory
promises to give the orientation of the axis of rota.
tion of Venus. Measurements of range, of both Venus
and Mercury show systematic errors in the best known
ephemerides of these planets arid, since the radar
range accuracy exceeds one part per million, improved
orbital parameters for these planets. and an improved
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value for the astronomical unit will be deductible.
Dr. Sproull, in assessing the program, states candidly that Arecibo
generated considerable information on the ionesphere which provided some
"background" for BMI discrimination research, but on balance was "not
all that useful for Project DEFENDERo"'[50] Because of this limited
relevance and continuing contractual problems with Cornell, Sproull
became interested in traznsferring the program to NSF (and later participated in talks to persuade that agency to take it). 'Despite the
fact that ARPA had completely absorbed all of the construction costs
(some $10 million) and that annual ope-ating costs were only about
$1.5-$2 million, it took four years from the end of th4 Sproull directorship to conclude an ARPA-NSF transfer agreement and some six years before ARPA ceased funding a major part of the effort. Given these difficulties in transfer, Dr. Herzfeld was to cite as a major accomplishment
just keeping the facility alive, because the alternative to transfer
was carcellation of federal support.[51i
The latter years of ARPA support for Arecibo were to be fiLled, with
controversy and considerable bitterness. The facility became an issue
in an OSD audit of D'ETIDER, which attacked the continued ARPA support
on grounds of relevance.
Cornell mobilized academic support for the
project. "ARPA is ruining basic research" stories appeared in the
Washington 'Post after ARPA decided to reduce its support. DEFENDER
staff members came to feel that the Arecibo group did not make even a
token effort to establisL greater Defense relevance, 'but insisted on
a blank check for the facility which, in effect, ask
ARPA "to ignore
the law."(521 Later ARPA Directors (including Acting Director Franken,
who was much inclined to support basic research)[53] came to regard
transfer aq a practical necessity, but protracted and frequently strained
negotiations were reauired tc accomplish that event. In the end, well
over $20 million dollars of ARPA funds went into Arec ibo.
The Arecibo project in the Sproul. period symboo izes a fundamental
dilemma in ARFPA's history. By 1964-1965 Arecibo had established itself
as a magnificent success as a scientific development.
In these and subsequent. years major contributions were made to radio astronomy-planetary
studies, research on cosmic radio sources, investigat on of quasars,
pulsars and "black holes," mapping of supernovae, studies of planetary
nebulae ard remot' galaxies, and many other developments. As was clear
at tha time and was confirmed by the tortuous process of transfer to
follow, Arecibo would not have taken place without ARM and its ability
to find a "critical mass" of funds for 2arge scale sc entific projects
which did not have immediate applied payoff for opera ional agencies.
On the other haid, it was beginning to be recogr;ized s early as Dr.
Sproull's period that scientific opportunity did not
ways correspond
to defense relevance, even broadly defined, and that RPA wasin a
vulnerable po~ition in supporting work more logically the responsibility
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of a national science agency,
even if this role fell to
of existing institutions.
it bydefault
Arecibo
thus raises in especially,
terms the problem of weighing
clear
direct contribution to Defense tech.ological achievement versus more
missions in assessinq the
role and
value of ARPA.

By 1963-1964 the VELA program
had changed little in basic
but had undergone a further
content,
reo-ganization. VELA Uniform
test detection) contihued
(undergromudI
as a major element, but
developing techniquxes for
the function of
inspection of clandestine
was split off as a separate
underground tests
program element, named VELA
This change reflected the
Cloud Gap.
U.S. posture in tr.st ban
some form of on-site inspection
negotiations that
would be necessary in any
test ban and the consequent
comprehensive
desire
of the Arms Control and
Agency to expand research
Disarmament
on inspection techniques.
spection research separate
Giving on-site inprogram status within VELA
thus responded
directly to ACDA requirements.
While this additional program
element was created, the
of branches within VELA
total number
and VELA Hotel into a newremained at three by the merger of VELA Sierra
element called VELA High
Altitude. Sierra
and Hotel had been oriented
one by surface-based means toward detection of high altitude explosions,
and the other by satellites,
appears to have been a logical
so the merger'
consolidation. The decision
probably reflects the fact
that
VELA Sierra ras one of the to merge
gram elements and that VELA
Hotel
had come to be dominated smaller proproject, the VELA Satellites,
by one 'aaor
which was proceeding very
third and fourth satellites
smoothly
(the
Relatively light management were successfully launched in Jz4y 1964).
burdens in the separate
offices may thus
have suggested consolidation.
Within the largest
wera beginning to take program, VEL5 •. Jniform, some significant changes
place.
Network program had successfullyThe Worldwide Standad .Seismological
upgraded some one .hundred
stations around -Lhe world
seismic
anr transfer of continuing
to the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
resonsib~ities
Survey was planned
-current with the planned
transfer of this program, for FY 1965.* Conrssion- in the area of
VELA received a new
underwater test detection
inspired by the bar, cn
this form of testing as
part of the Limitel Test
much involved in the development
Ban Treaty.
of this program and in fact ACDA was
officially protposed to the
had
Soviet Academy of Sciences
that the later
stages of research become
a joint iroSram.
Elsewhere in VEIA Uniform,
testing of 'mod±fied'and
expanded Genevatype detection stat•ops
continued and investigations
_• ,..This
of new types of
tr.ansfer was delayed 5lubstaift
,
"

-

-

II

___________________________
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seismic detection stations went forward. By the first half of 19&
ARPA had developed a special interest in a radically new type :
seismic station, the so-called large anerture seismiC array (soon
on
by the acronym LASA). The LASA program was to become 'a major
and highly controversial proj ect within VA through the next three
to four years. fluxing Sproull' s period it appeared that the program
might achieve a dranatic breakthrough in underground detection capaoilities.*
Other major iork efforts within VA included research on tr.e value
of seismographs imnianted in deep holes (designed to reduce seismic
"noise"), research on the seismic signatures of nuclear tests conducted
in env.ronments differing from the normal Nevada test sites (ARPA nor
red two underground test projects name ShOAL and DRIBBLE), and increased Lives 4 -igation o th recuiremens of seismic arrays operating
at "telseisrn.ic" distances *(e.., 2000 to 10,000 miles). This latter
shift in research ernhasis was dL ectlv resoonsive to changes in the
.S. position on an underground test ban, which by 1C63 had come to
that is, systems
olace reliance on "national nitoring systems"
of iied nations
a
group
nation
or
of
one
directly under the control
rather than intern.tiona2. test detection arrangements as envisioned
emphasized
in eariler Geneva discussions. Ther's Gen!va-type sstem
stations relatively close-in to cotential explosions (under 1000 miles),
reliance on national means of verification entailed greater dependence
on remote stations, with distinctive technical constraints and oten-

--

--

*
*

4-4
.--

.

AR2A Thnded basic research ±n seizmolor at levels orders of
...agnitude hiier than researhx'rs in this relatively neglected field
Sproi described most of th, instruments Li use as "Dark
had own.
Ages instruments, almost 18th Century" and he is among thoe who believe that ARPA revolution'zed this science: VFLA made "all the
difference in the world in the field of seismology."f54]
In suunary, the relatively modest orgsniztional changes within
substantial substantive changes, which were
VELA concealed rathr
largely conditioned by the siing of tie Limited Test Ban Treaty and
developments in the U.S. posture regarding a more comprehensive treaty.
Sproull's conviction that ARPA played a key rol'2 in the decision to sign
t is Important
the Limited Test Ban Treaty was noted briefly above.
because his .judent places ARPA zquirely Lthe midst of a Presiiential
in,the Service.'v
policy issue, relates ARPA directly to serious c"cz:zis
and suggests pos.tive inlications for tie Agency's standing in gcneral:
£55>
-

*

LAZA is disrussed

in detail below in Chapt'r

VII.
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I don't think.there would have been a
partial nuclear test ba= treaty if it
hadn't been for ARPA's work..... It is
true that the President wanted it, but he.
could-n't get it [unless] the Joint Chiefs
stood up and said 'we can assure the safety
of the country with this'....
AndI don't
think that could have been done without the
ARFA work.. . The -Pact that Project VEIA
had in the works things like the satellite
thing. And could, with a certain amount of
believability, know what those things were
going to do... and how ARPA was going to keep
goosing the technolugy and make sure we were
out there in front and so on.
That a.msnore
i~mlorta•.t, I think, than any single thing•...
Mhe Joint Chiefs, and through them,, the Congress
was relying not so much on any particular piece
of knowledge that ARPA had produced -- although
there was a lot of that in those hearings. thaz
spring -- but on the fact that here was an
agency that was believable and one you could
trust....
[T]he way that Jack [Ruina] and his
people testified on the VELA Uniform end of'
things, I thirn had a fair amount to do with
the believing of the Agency on the other environments.
If they had exaggerated and said things
that weren't credible ...
then I don't think
the whole thing would have gone through.....
ARPA came out as a kind of honest broker,
technical ... cautious optimism ... people whose
[participation] gave some credibility to the
fact that they would be able to do what they
said....
Frank Long and the other ACDA people
[on the other hand] could say the same thing and
not get away with it.
ARPA could say it and it
had to be believed....
A.RPA had established itself
as believable.., and not the captive of any one
point of viw ...
and partly because of the actual
-work that had been done by ARPA contractors, the
Joint Chiefs were able to do things they could not
possibly have done without it....
The VELA Satellite Succes.ý.
One of the most glittering success
stories of the Jproull ,ears, or perhaps more fairly the Ruina-Sproul-I
years, was the VEIA Satellite program.
Technically, the program
attained accomplishments beyond all expectations. 'Bureaucratically,
the satellite effort was applauded by the Sedretarj, and regarded as an
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outstanding achievement by the Service participants (ARDC, the agent,
and the Space Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command).
It
meshed smoothly with the Atomic Energy Commission, whose Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory designed the detector instrumentation. Durincg
a period of increasing concern over rising P&D ccsts and procurement
procedures, ,the VELA Sateilite program ,ras cited as an outstanding
ex.a-ple of cost savings based on incentive contracting, which brought
out the best efforts of private industry (in this case, TRW) while
subctantialy reau-ading industry for superior performance.
Indeed,
the primary ?oint of debate over the V=.k Satellite program appears
to be whether ARPA could, or should, have taken advantage of the early
pre-1965 successes to trarsfer the program to the Services. That
issue, however, will be addressed in a later section of this history.
'o begin to get a feeltfor the magnitude ofa VE•A Satellite's
success in this period, one shoiuld note that early plans called for
a program of nine .Satellite launches between june 1962 and July 1964
at a cost at' $104 million, .ju•st to establish the feasibility of
detecting nuclear exmlosions in outer space. Severe doubts concerning
launch vehicle and satellite reliability accounted for the number of
launches estimated. It was a very realistic estimate giver the record
of launch. vehicles in the late 1950's and early "%96's. By midd-161
the program had been extensively revised to provide for a more sophisticated detector package and a different set of launch vehicles, but
plans still called for ten satellites to be launched in pairs of five
vehicles at a cost of some $67 million. Again, there were serioudoubts about reliability and the entire set of launches was to take
place over a two year period (spaced thiee months apart) purely to
test the feasibility of detecting outer space blasts. Prior tO the
first satellite launch the estimated cost cf this feasibility experi.ment had risen to approximately $80 millioA.
In fact, however,' the first satellite launching and flight, (Just
after Sproull took of,.ce) worked perfectly and completely satisfied
the feasibility requirement on the first launch. By mid-1965 the first
satellite paii had tripled their specified design operating time and
continued to provide useful. data (on a gradually degraded, basis) for
some time thereafter. This success enabled later satellites to be redesi4,ed for upgraded capabilities and for added missions and permitted
launches to be stretched out through 1769 (with an additional launch of
back-up satellites added).
The initial success ,and consequent shift
of later satellites from mere feasibility test objectives was estimated at the time to have .aved the DOD approximately $26 million.
L.e final cost of 'the vastly expanded and reoriented VELA Satellite
program at time of transfer from ARPA in 1970 is estimated to have been
$155 m!llon. For less than double the last pre-launch eztimate of'the
cost Just to test feasibiility (far less considering inflation), the
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VELA Satellite program proveided an interim operational capability to
detect possible outer .space tests well into the 1970's -- over a dozen
years -- and, as the progr.•m was reoriented to also detect and provide
'diagniostic information on atmspheric tests, an adjunct to U.S. iatelligence capabilities i-n an environment -where testing (e.g., Frerh
and Chinese) actually continued to occur. The program was clearly a
major success on both technical and cost effectiveness grounds.
That VELA Satellite -was acknowledged to' be a ma.jor achievement
at the time, of its initial successes is reflected in Secretary Mclamara's
Juzly 7, 1964 report. to the President on the Department of Defense Cost
Reduction program, citing the. role of incentive contracting as largely
responsible:[56]
Because of the more detailed advanced planning
required -- and the profit rewards and penalties
provided by incentive contracts -- contractors are

more strongly motivated to achieve superior product
performance and to neet delivery objectives. ' This
fact is widely recognized by the contractors themselves. A recent case is the contract for the VErA
satellite, us.d to 'detect nuclear detonations in
space, in -which the contractor's incentive fee was
based on a number of performance factors includirg
the length of time the vehicle performed satisfactorily in orbit. As a result of thespectacular
length of life of the first launch, the Air Force,
was able to reduce the to'al program cost 32, -saving of $26 million. The contractor 'earned
$115,000. in additional fees.
TmR (Space Technology Laboratories at the time of the original c6ntract award) also basked in the glory of this successful "Cost Plus
Incentive Fee" (CPIF) contract., In a company publicity release entitled
"Success Story, Nuclear De-tection Satellit'es," TRW stated:[57]
TRW Space Technology Laboratories won the bid
for this system in December 161. and suggested a
.CPIF contract instead of a CPFF. It elected to
forego the customary fee for the opportunity of
making a greater profit at a hiiher risk as offered
by a CPIF' contract.
The contract negotiated with
the Air Force at this time was precedent-setting.
It marked the first time that an -incentive contract
based on performance in orbit had been signed....
Four performance incentives*were established:.
Reliability Test. F:i'i., oi the ten flight spacecraft undergoes
TTI.-nour
,
test in a, thermal-vacuum

.
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chamber to establish the flight wo.- Lh½ess sf the
TFW/STL wins twenty-five thousand
spacecraft.
dollars incentive fee for each spacecraft which
successfully passes this test; and is penalized
twenty thousand dollars for each spacecraft which
does not pass this test.
TRW/STL has passed four of these tests and
failed ,none....
Controlled Error. TE.d/STL stands to be penalized
for failing to establish or failing to perform established procedureb in the launch operations if this
failure results in a one-day slippage of the launch.
Each controllable error represents a five thousand
dollar penalty with a maximum of tv.o to be assessed
TE,7/STL participated in
per each launch operation.
the first launch operation with no controllable errors.
An incentive provision was
Early Dez.onstration.
established for successfurlly placing both spacecraft
into the prescribed circular orbits, i.e., separation
of the tandem stack; separation of each•'spacecraft
in the tandem stack and successful orbital injecti.on.
sucT1?4/STL accomplished this sequence on the first
cessful booster flight and won one hundred twentyfive thousand .ollarz.
The final performance incentive
life in Orbit.
is, a function of the lifetime of both spacecraft
TRW/STL, won maximum on the first attempt,
in orbit.

$100,000.
The Air Force was equally enth•siastic about the program. ARPA's
old adversary, General. Schriever (then Commander of the Air Force Systems
Command which managed the VELA Satellite program) commented at the time
of the third launch in 1965:[58]
The four spacecraft are not only providing 'the neces-'
sary background radiation data and scientific information on solar phenomena, but. actually constitute
an excellent test ban monit6ring capability with the
Success of these first
R&D satellite configuration.
two launches has enabled us to move the R&D program
ahead by more than a year and thereby achieve cost
In the nex; (today's) NDS launch the two
caving;.
• basic satellites %ill have significantly greater
detectioa capability than the first two.

1
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What was ARPA's role in this extraordinary success story? While
credit muxst be spread among the Air Force, TRW and the AEC (including
the Los Alamos and Sandia Labs), ARPA's influence and management approach
do appear to have been central.
First, the success of the CPIF contracting approach was not automatic (as 'could be established by a survey of other such contracts).
TRW gave credit to the original Request For Proposal, which "contained
a well written, clearly defined technical statement of work which sharply
defined the requirements of the system and left the details of imple-.
mentaticn to the contractor. "[59] TRW added that the excellent guidance
provided was confirmed by the fact that very few contract =hange notifications were required. While ARPA appears to have left the development
of the CPIF contract to the Service agent and TRW (and, in fact, was
not initially enthusiastic about TRW's selection),[60] it didprovide
the mechanism which enabled clear specifications to be written into
the contract and distinctly separated the functions of.TI and the AEC
laboratories. This mechanism was the Joint Technical Group set up in
1961 by ARPA, with representation from the AEC laboratories and the
Air Force Space Systems Program Office and chaired by the Air. Force
program director. The group set technical policy on the integration
of the spacecraft and sensors, which led to the development of the RFP
and provided continuing guidance throughout the program. ARPA played
the role of "honest broker" in assuring the full participation of the.
agencies and contractors involved and in fostering a "community spirit"
which is very much in evidence throughout the period. Without ARPA
playing its middleman role, it appears very doubtful that the level, of
organizational cooperaticn resulting in clear, realistic guidance to
TRW and the AEC labs could have been achieved. An additional TRW comment
is also relevant:[61]
Decisions were made rapidly, usually at -working
group mee ings with SSD and Aerospace in attendance,
where the groups were allowed to work out their'
problems among themselves and present the various
• alternatives and recommendations for approval....
These are rtrorg groups managed by strong people.
With misdi ection or lack of direction, a troublesome amoun of technical' rivalry and nonproductive
endeavor c uld have developed.
However, the program
has existed without any in-fighting or jockeying for
position. All efforts have been expended in the
execution of the mission.
A second aspect of ARPA's management of the program was (as previously
cited in the DEFENDER context) that it did not over-manage.
There was P
direct line between the AIr Force project director and the ARPA prcgram
manager, and an effort wa made to minimize red-tape and u.necessary con-
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traetural changes. ARPA served as a buffer to.ithe Air Force on budgetary
and administrative matters, and used the short line of cormand to the
Air Force project director to dispose of many issues quick-ly and often
informally. This flexible, non-bureaucratic approach is often cited as
an ARPA virtue and is much in evidence in the VELA Satellite program.
Third, and perhaps most important, it was AIPA-- and not the Air
Force or the AEC -- that made the key decisions following the initial
launch success to stretch out the program and extend its objectives
beyond feasibility testing. Within one month of the first launch,
the second satellite pair was delayed six nonths, and the third scheduled
for nine months after that. Concurrently, several modifications were
made in the instrumentation for the second satellite pair, and major
technical advances were incorporated into the third. These changes
were essential to enable the VEIA-Satellite program to serve as a good
interim operational capability into the 1970's.
To the Air Force alone,
however, the succeeding launches would have been neither fish no'rz fowl
-- neither a purely research endeavor nor a full operational system -and it is likely that the program would either have been continued on
its earlier schedule (with greatly reduced cost effectiveness) or curtailed (leaving a gap in monitoring capability or resulting in crash
development of a full operational system).
In fact, the Air Force
initially opposed program. stretch-out and later proposed the'development of an alternative operational system (which was rejected by DDR&E).
[62] The character of the follow-thrcagh on the initial R&D program
success was thus directly dependent on ARPA decisions.
The success of the VELA Satellite program in the Ruina-Sproull
period thus reflects many of the attributes cited in justifying ARPA's
role in general -- its ability to support multi-Service efforts (here,
really, multi-agency) and its role as a source of neutral technical
guidance, its lack of internal bureaucracy, and its flexibility and
ability to respond rapidly to changed circumstances.
This role was strengthened by a number of favorable events only
partially noted above. The success of the CPIF contract was buttressed
by considerable interest in such contracts as a solution to procurement
problems. In an era of TFX and other procurement controversies it ras
certainly in the Air Force's interest to be supportive of a promising
innovation. The VELA Satellites were expected to yield data of general
scientific importance on radiation in space; hence the program was technically "respectable" and could attract quality people. TRW/STL had
-also just been freed from its long-standing "hardware ban" -- the ELAA
project was its first major hardware contract for the Air Force -- hence
it had substantial motivation to push for quality performance apart
from the CPIF incentives. The program, happily coincided with major
improvements in the reliability Of launch vehicles, which rendered earlier
plans conservative and infused great program flexibility. The original
commitment to developing means o-' detecting nuclear tests in space,
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growing out of the Geneva negotiations, was strongly supported by the
signing of the Limited Test Ban Treaty and subsequent commitments to
Congress that research to improve national verification capabilities
would be pursued aggressively (the so-called safeguard "d").
In summary, the success of the VELA Satellite program in the
early 1960's appears to be an example of the application of the classic
ARPA role in a setting most conducive to a successful outcome.
AGILE
Recalling the modest early descriptions of AGILE, a glance at
project organization and budget in 1963-64 quickly reveals- that this
program had changed considerablyby the time Dr. Sproull became director.
By FY '963 AGILE had. become the third largest project in ARPA, following
DEFEMDER and VELA, but now larger than the propellants and materials
efforts and much larger than the nascent information processing and
behavioral sciences programs.
Its $23.4 million budget was now a third
the size of the VELA effort and a fifth of DEFENDER, compared to a sixth
and a tenth, respectively', in FY 1962.
These figures are especially
imptessive given the major hardware expenditures in both DEFZNDER and
VELA (e.g., radars, satellites, etc.).
AGILE had indeed grown into a
major ARPA commitment.
Equally as impressive as the budgetary growth in AGILE is the.
rapid expansion which had occurred in the scope of the program effort.
Whereas AGILE in FY 1962 was conceived narrow4ly as the Southeast Asia
combat test and development centers, i.e., as two field offices in
Saigon and Bangkok and some supporting research for those offices in
the U.S., the FY 1964 AGILE was titled "Remote Ar-ea Conflict."
Its
described purrose was no longer limited to "counterguerilla warfare in
Southeast Asia," but rather had become "support of local forces who are
in remote areas of the world and who may be engaged in conflict ranging
from incipient subversion to engegement by conventional forces in limited
war."[63]
An intent to open new field offices in the Middle East anid
in Latin America was also announced. Moreover, at the suggestion of
Dr. Frederick. Seitz, ARPA be-ame inv.olved in lengthy negotiations with
India for a joint military R&D program, to include research on the
problems encountered by men and equipment operating at very high altitudes in mountainous terrain. This program was all set for acceptance
when the Chinese-Indian War intervened and President Johnson foreclosed
U.S. involvement.
As Herzfeld put it:
"[T]hat just crashed. One of
our greater failures.
We stopped and then it was politically absoluately dead, both in the U.S. and in India."[64]
Whereas in FY 1962 program description of AGILE focussed~on specific
circumscribed pro*Jects, e.g., plastic boats, combat dogs. and defoliants,
the AGILE program in FY 1964 contains the following broad tasks: [65]
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i.

!he collection and analysis of data on the operational,
environmental, and human factors that govern military
activities in remote areas.

2.

The identification of local requirements for new or
improved weapons, devices, .or techniques.

3.

The development of special equipment and techniques for
use in remote area conflict situations.

4.

The proof-testing of prototype solutions, if necessary.

Whereas the early AGILE was heavily oriented toward short-t•_m,
immediately useful projects -- and the Vietnam office described as
exclusively so -- this was no longer true by F' 1964: [661]
In the past, AGILE activities have been
characterized by programs of applied engineering
required to solve the more immediate problems of
Remote Area Conflict. While AGILE will continue
to respond to requirements for immediate solutions,
the project has been in the process of being reoriented during the report period so that its
primary mission will be a more fundamental, longrange research and development effort. Included
in the new program is an effort directed to the
difficult task of the collection and analysis of
essential scientific data peculiar to specific
geographic areas. This data base, which does
not now exist, is necessary to provide a sound
basis for solution of many of the problems associated
with Remote Area Conflict.
Similarly, whereas the early AGILE had no program structure described beyond the two field centers and specific projects, the FY 1964
AGILE had five major program elements: (1) communications and surveillance; (2),mobility and logistics; (3) firepower; (4) individual
In
combat equipment and combat rations; and (5) operations analysis.
addition, a variety of other projects were carried on, ranging from
continuing work on herbicides to research in tropical medicine.
Thus by the time of Dr. Sproull's arrival AGILE was no longer the
low-visibility, non-threatening endeavor that it may have appeared to,
be at its creation.
President Kennedy was assassinated about three months aft':r Sproull's
arrival. AGILE seemed to hold its own while he was alive and Robert
Kennedy chaired the interdepartmental Special Group on Counterinsurgency.
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Thereafter AGILE declined and its White House "line" withered. A substantial number of projects were added to the Vietnam Combat Development
and Test Center, most of them a matter of testing or modifying various
kinds of. off-the-shelf equipment.. In both Vietnam and Thailand ARPA,
arranged for the first anthropometric surveys ever conducted for the
military services of the two countries, and developed their first field
rations using indigenous food. This work had its light moments.
The
"military requirement" for field rations was little more than recognition that Vietnamese combat units were jumping out of aircraft into
battle with live pigs and chickens under their arms because there was
no supply system. ARPA spent months seeking a container that could
hold "nuc mom" and "nam pla," the fermented fish sauces that are staples
in Vietnam and Thai diets (and were purported to eat through tin Cans).
It was an article of faith in Godel's concept of AGILE that ARPA
also seek to create an indigenous 'R&D capability within the countries
where ARPA was operating. It was an enlightened idea, but a stupendous
undertaking because most developing countries have few trained people
and little research tradition, especially in the military. 'Nevertheless ARPA tried hard to make the Joint Vietnamese-U.S. and Thai-U.S.
CDTC's* as "joint" as possible. Quite naturally,' the hozt nations were
more interested in receiving equipment that their armed forces could
use than in rur',nning experiments. This conflict in priorities was never
ftlly lesolved.**
ARPA continued to find it
nmmensely difficult to run a far-flung
field empire. It was a great burden on the small headquarters staff,
which. had little relevant e: je~ience of this type. Washington never
flly
understood the tri,.Ls and tribulations encountered by its field
unit personnel in trying to introduce and create something as novel as
"R&D capabilities," while also producing sophisticated research rpsults-y
in cultural and bureaucratic settings that were equally as novel in
their own right. The field staff, moreover, rarely succeeded in communicating its frustrations accurately to 'Washington. The constant harassment of both by CINCPAC and the on-the-scene U.S. military exacerbated,
this situation. Pressures to achieve R&D successes, in part to quiet
down critics, never stopped. T. W. Brundage, first director of the
Thailand unit, reflecting on both the substantive problems of dealing
The title of the Thailand organization Aas subsequently changed
to Military Research and Development Center (MIJDC).
* The British and Australian governments assigned a handful of technicaJ-ly-oriented officers to the CDTC's as well. ,They tended to
participate in projects that matched their training. The British
also sent several air cushion or Surface Effects Vehicles (SEV)
fortesting by the CDTC's. Theywere deemed to be complete
failures.

*

½
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with counterinsurgency and the associated organization and management
difficulties, says that one must accept a truly long term perspective -50 years -- to make such an effor' worthwhile. "If you're not prepared to accept that, there is not much point in starting it."[67]
Bitter arguments among senior staff at both ends of ARPA's half-a-worldaway pipeline were not unusual. There never was time' to focas on the
process of establishing and managing a worldwide enterprise. It. is
regrettable that no attempt was made subsequently to evaluate this
experience for "lessons learned" purposes.
During the Sproull years AGILE tried to get away from "gadgeteering"
and to introduce "real science" into the work. The basic idea was to
observe and analyze scientifically the environments within which insurgencies were being fought. Somewhat similar to DEFENDER, "measurements" became the focal point of APPA activity. By measuring and recording the basic physical characteristics of vegetation, soils, weather,
etc. one could then begin to design techniques and equipment to function
under such conditions. In some instances, it was hoped, local materials
could be used. This environmental approach was a cardinal point in
Godel's conception of AGILE and Sproull found it much more attractive,
professionally, than field test and modification of on-the-shelf pieces
of equipment. The most likely long term flow of events in such a program,
however, would be field investigations, preliminary analysis of data
in the field and/or in the U.S., more sophisticated data analysis and
development of prototype equipment in the U.S., test in the field,
manufacture in the U.S., and finally delivery of end items in quantity,
presumably via the Military Assistance Program (MAP).
This flow was
never clearly spelled out and few indeed apprcciated its complexity.
By aznd large it proved to be unattainable.
In some respects Sproull seems to have fastened on the AGILE
environmental work as a plausible' segment of activity in an otherwise
hostile situation. By mid-1964 he had become quite disillusioned by
U.S. policy in the Vietnam War. He recalls, for instance-, leaving a
meeting in the CIITCPAC War Room "terribly depressed" because the principals were obsessed with daily indicator reports and trivia and never
talked about anything that "made any real difference."[681 Concluding
that "the whole thing [the war] was a disaster," Sproull decided that
the only thing for ARPA to do was concentrate on "what we can get out
of it," i.e., learn from it, because "we weren't going to have any in-

fluence on it."[69]

Thz Godel Departure. In late 1964, W. H. Godel, who by that time
had been elevated to the position of ARPA Deputy Director for Management
and who remained the primary force behind the AGILE program, was indicted
along wit, two other senior OSD officials on charges of embezzling
government funds. This incident was to be the sole personnel "scandal"

Sin 'ARPA's history and was at the time a. severe blow-to the Agency in

. '
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general and to thF AGILE program in particular. The episode was long
remembered and co'±stituted a scurce of allegedly recurring embarrassment
for ARFA for some yea•rs to come. *
The Godel case was a source of considerable controversy within and
outside of ARPA. AGILE's management of funds and projects in Vietnam
was already a source of dispute quite independent of Godel's problems,
and ARPA was strongly criticized in a contemporary OSD audit for "noncompliance with regulations and standard procedures" and inadequate
accountability records, which in turn were attributed in part to a
*'need to get the job done" attitude. [70] Godel was, of course, a primary
advocate of ARPA's quick-reaction role in Vietnam, which did entail
rather complex and loosely controlled dealings with local officials.
The extent to which his personal legal problems were related to an
effort to fulfill ARPA's quick-reaction Vietnam missions Jh a loose
administrative environment is not clear. Godel, who of course •i.t
ARPA after the indictment, had both loyal supporters and strong critics
in this regard.
The subsequent impact of the Godel conviction on ARPA had little
to do with the specific contents of the cast, but rather-concerned the
legacy of suspicion it produced concerning ARPA programs, particularly
AGILE. Dr. Herzfeld, who became a strong supporter of AGILE largely
through Godel's exposition of the program, states that the incident
left AGILE with the image of an operation that "had some shady overtones -- and things that best not be looked at too closely."[71] This
kind of suspicion, Herzfeld corntinued, was very "corrosive" since it
could never really be countered: "the better the stories then sound,
the more suspicious people tend to get."[72] It became harder to get
money for the AGILE program.
The details of the indictment and sub seqiuent events were not reviewed
thoroughly and are not important to the ARPA story. In very summary
form, a federal grand jury brought a .43-count indictment against the
three civil servants, one specific charge against Godel relating to
a purportedly false voucher for $10,000 "for certain confidential
projects in Vietnam." Godel was permitted, following these citarges,
to go to Vietnam in February 1965 to seek evidence in his defense.
He was tried' in May (along with one of the other defendants,. one
case, being separated) and was found innocent of tvo embezzlement
charges, but convicted of one conspiracy to embezzle charge and of
making a false statement regarding the expenditure of funds on the
Vietnam project. The other individual was convicted on three
embezzlement and two false statement charges. The jury evidently
had some difficulty in weighing the Godel case, as it was out for
more than twenty-five hours over a three day period.
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In later years, the initial obscurity of the episode and large
ARPA personnel turnover combined to make memories of Godel's departure
circumstances extremely vague. The event nonetheless continued to
have a pernicious effect on ARPA's reputation; at least both Drs.
Rechtin (1967-1970) and Lukasik (1971-1975) recall inciciants in which
the "legacy" of misdeeds of a high ARPA official were thrown in their
faces in dealing with other Defense and Service representatives.
Lukasik, in particular, cites the distorted accusation, "Oh yes,
didn't one of your Directors go to jail?",[73] being used on several
occasions. The incident also affected the AGILE program itself as
late as Rechtin's encumbancy. He recalls AGILE's general image when
he became Director, as fo?.lo-fs:[74]
AGILE had given ARPA a bad name, unfortunately
because they went through some techniques that
were excessive. And because there was hankypanky in the f'unding. I am not sure just what
all the motivations were, and don't care. The
point was that it was not done in a good, clean,
straightforward fashion....
So that lasted and
gave ARPA a black eye. And it was not good.
Thus,'whatever Godel's contributions to ARPA -- and there were many
,his personal downfall became a cloud over ARPA's reputation in the
turbulent decade to follow.
SEACORE.
One of' the larger AGILE programs in the Sproull period
-was a Thailand-based project known as SEACORE (for Southeast Asia
Communications Research),. The project was initiated late in the Ruina
period (July 1962), but was developed during Dr. Sproull's tenure and
continued in Herzfeld's. It reflects the emphasis of the Sproull
period on infusing AGILE with more fundamental, longer-term projects
wii'h a sound base in measurements.
SEACORE, conducted in conjunction
with the U.S. Arnyv Signal, Corps was concerned with measuring radio propagation (path loss) in jungle terrain, delineating curreht military
communications techniques in Thailand in relation to this background
data, and testing some new communications equipment and technology 'which
might be better fitted to local radio propagation conditions. A core
idea was to measure attentuation carefully and plug that knowledge into
a suitable theory of transmission. There was some recognition of the
freluencies that might work and that it was possible to transmit along
the tops of the trees as well as a2u0ng the ground. Initially conceived
as an 18 month, $2.5 million study, the program continued into 1968
with a total cost of approximately $14 million, even though the effortcame to be regarded as a considerable disappointment before SprouUl left
ARPA -- one of the ? elatively few obvious non-successes if his period.
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The decision to initiate the 5EACORE program appears to have been
driven bý a desire to strengthen the technical basis of the Thailand
field unit's work effort and to move away from quick-reaction assignments. It was also deemed advisable to consolidate jungle communications
research in an area closer (and presumably more similar) to Vietnam,
where the primary tropical warfare problem existed. The SEACORE project itself was, in a sense, not new, because the Signal Corps had
been supporting similar research in Panama since 1961. SEACORE redirecte-d the Signal Corp's Panama contractor to Thailand and added
additional research moneys.
ARPA funds were substituted for Army
support, but the Signal Corps was retained as the contran-ting agent.
By 1961: the research on radio propagation had come to focus on a
number of basic studies of terrain characteristics, vegetation in jungle
environments and weather conditions, and paralleled a number of other
Thailand-based efforts focussing on environmental conditions (e.g.,
Mobility Environmental Research Study, defoliation studies and a major
vegetation study covering much of Thailand).
In January 1964, the
program was reviewed by an ARPA consultant who concluded that the SEACORE work was not being conducted successfully and had little' potential
due to inadequate contractor problem 'definition and approach. Rather
than terminate the research, however, numerous efforts were made to reorient the program through contract extensions and amendments., Research
dragged on -- largely oriented toward additional data collection in
various environments -- into 1968. In retrospect, one of the biggest
errors in program concept and management was underestimating the difficulty of achieving proper analysis of the data, once it Was collected.
No equivalent of the Lincoln Laboratories in PRESS emerged to perform
that function.
The other half of the program, examining Thai military communications techniques and variotus technical improvements vh4h might be.'made,
encountered equal or greater problems. By late 1964 these (largelV
operations research) tasks were also in trouble, and there were contractor recriminations concerning ARPA management, field conditions
and related problems. Consequently, ARIPA requested the contractor to
terminate the operations research effort and draft a final report,
which was very poorly received in terms of technical quality. Despite
the negative assessmeut in the Sproull period, this part of the SEACORE
effort also hobbled along through many modification.. and %mendments into
1968. The basic problem apparently was lack of genuine user enthusiasm
for the communications research effort, either from the Tai or U.S.
military, uhile at the same time commitments to the Signal Corps, the
Thai MRDC and the contractors proved difficult to shed. These problems
in turn -ere partially due to -lack of specific user requirements,
difficulties in managing a remote field effort and ARPA's heavy reliancP o Signal- Corps and interested contractor persomel in monitoring
the effort,. As SProu.ll later noted, finding quality contrlctors for
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field research cn enrvironmental factors -was very difficult: hence in
contrast to much other" ARPA work, long-standing Service contr.ctcrs
were used, with the motential disadvantage that their viimws often
paralleled relatively fixed Service views.[75]
In short, although the Sproull period's emphasis on orienting
ACITT'1s research toward longer-term, fndamental issues may have been
cuite -uound conceptually,' the SEACORE program indicates that it wras
mest difficui.t to accomplish in fact. T.;hile SEACORE may have had some
marginal achievements, e.g., leaving some enhanced Mhai milita7ry comunications research capability, it apnears to have neither substanti ally
affected ThDa militr-.j couanications capabilities nor to have made a
major contribution to the state of the art of communications in a
jungle environment. *
.obility EnvJror-erntal Research Study
,.%.PS).
'.•=2S was a "rery
large scale effort parallelLng the SZACORE -work. Space limitations
preclude lengthy discussion, but it is impcrtant to note .that a combination of measurements work and vehic'le testing (including some exotic
propulsion and traction concepts) failed to produce much.
Mhe theory
behind it -was classic ARPA/AGh-IE: The U.S. military had tended to
design and buy vehicles suited for the plains of aurone and hixhway
use. A new theory of ground mobility was n!eded for tropical areas.
Unfortunately, nobody had one. ignoring that, contractors jumped into
measurements work. As Brundage noted, you could not g;t anybody to
define a way of measuring mobility and "without a proposition to test,
you probably shouldn't charge ahead."[76] Nonetheles_-, ARPA did, in
its zeal to attract first rate scientists to this new "unmowr" and
to make a potentially great contribution to tropical warfare. Regrettably, the, scientific' co.-mmunity did not produce high quality people
or ans-4ers.. APPA could not repeat it&.-saCe-,-BMD and VELA success.
vtories in this regard. As in communications, ARPA was left with
traditional Army groups and their contractors and what amounted to a
data gathering exercise.
The Army, of c3urse, lobbied haxd for the
job, in part to prote'-t its own interests. Since iidustry offered no
alternative, ARPA had nowhere else to go. Godel says that he and
Brundage thought that they could control the Army participants.
This,
he notes, was "bad theory."[77] Brundagu, viewing this program somewhat,
wistf~ully in retrospect, gives a reasonally accurate summation of MEZ.
*

Drs. Herzfeld lncd Rechtin, believe, how-.ver, That scmc measurements
taken by the Jansky and Bailey Corporation were of great value and
ultimately came to influence the U.S. mi.l.tary to the extent that
today U.S. tropical communications capabilities have been upgraded.
(Discussions with Dr. C. M. Herzfeld, July 2, 1975 and E. Rechtin,
July 7,
.)
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"I can't prove it,
gentler:[79]

but 1 think it

was all a fiasco."[181

Herzfela is

I think the mobility may have suffered from being
-n advance of the state of the science -- of the
e-,ineering subject -- th.at goes with mobility,
and I am cuite convinced that the empirical data
taken were very useful.
I think it did not jell
from a analysis and theory poin÷t of view, and it
did not succee-a in overcoming the inherent conservatism of the professionals in that field., I
think it .as worth trying. I don't think there was
anýthing wrong with that.
A nradent obseryer might say that ARPA was unusaally tolerant in allowing
latitude for Herzfeld's abstraction to try to work itself out in cractice.*
r. Rech!in came to ARPA after the envirorzental effort had been
subordinated by "systems" interests and the -- ediate demands of the
U.S. mi-itary in Vietnam.
Alai-nst that background, the environmental
"wor. seemed to .show up relatively well, although he did not consider
i". partticula-ly relevant to counterinsurgency:[ 80]
I thou.g;ht the environmental work was good.
Whether or-not AR:A should have done it, or the
Army should have done it, or somebody else shciild
have done it -- darned if i know.
But it was
interesting, well done wcrk, and worth the money.
It was a proper sort of thing, if we are going
to fight in JLugles, to know much more about it.
So that was ok.
It had nothing to do with insurgency as such.
That was straight tactlcal
Army.
Today, Sproull believes that the U.S. military still
would benefit from
. 'rogram of environmental research for use in preparing themselves for
As an aside on ARPA's' mobility research, quite apart from the
program above, the Aý-_ncy also investigated various advanced
vehicle concepts including work on a project variously known
as a "mechanical elephant" or "mechanical horse" which vias to
move through servo-mechanism "legs". When Dr. Rechtin ;. me %Cross
this effort after becoming Drector, he was appalled., Geeing it
as a "darn Cool" project bound to stir
up Cbnk.ressional ire if it
ever publically surfaced-, Rechtin quickly. cancelled the effort.

IN
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emergency situations.

In any event, ARPA won few coýments:[81]

[Ojur military did not take it on as much
as we thought. There is no duestion in my
mind that ,hen we were thinking AGILE in a
big way -- someýhnere through '65, '66, '67
-- that some of us 'had. a vision of really
c-hanging, radically, the amount of L-•o-nation
about local corxditions that. ,-uld be available
--nd that would be used. And neither of that1
happened, except sporadically.
The Soft Side 'of AGILE. Despite its hardware and "hard science"
image, AREA's AGILE leadership -- very much reflecting Godel's sensitivity
to the "people" aspects of insurgent warfare -- began to undertake studies
in Thailend intended to focus on the village and rural atmosphere within
which insurgent situations seemed to develop. Despite the sizeable
American military presence in Thailand, it was the 1,50C that undertook
the first village survey designed to shed some light on what, in fact,
Thai rural villages looked like. Despite the massive rural area problems being encountered in South Vietnam, the American and Thai military
seemed almost to take a "it can't happen here attitude." They were
fixated on the hypothetical threat of large scale invasion by the
Chinese. The MRDC effort, a relatively crude first cut exercise, involved sending a Thai-U.S. team composed of an economist, engineer,
forester, anthropologist, and operations analyst to 40 villages in
Northeast Thailand. Their report covered physical characteristics,
locational and connunications data, population and census information,
officials and village leadership, villager skills 'and specialists,
migration patterns, arnd villager responses to perceived "threats." As
of' early 1964, the primary threat proved to be dattle and 1buffalo
ristling and it was revealed that villagers were rather imaginative
in organizing themselves to deal with it.
ARPA was able to do such work in part because the Joint U.S.
Military Advisory Group (JUSMAG) had little interest in it and bec. 'ire
the American Ambassador, Graham Martin, supported it.
:. •rtin had been
'parti•ulai~ly impressed by ARPA evaluations in 1963 ar.`. ' %4 of the only
counterinsurgency action program then actually in' ;peratiur., the Thai
Mobile Development Unit (:.MU) program. 0rigiznated 'y the L..., this
program was looked on by' bo" JUSMýA and the A.D Missior wth some
suspicion. Martin e-rentuaLly insisted on U.S.,support for it froze
both of them, relying in substantial measure on the ARPA reports., Te
latter were based on extensive observation of MDU units in the field.
Several years later a similar comprehensive analysis 'of the Thai Mobile
Information Team program was tone under ARPA auspices.

'
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The Thailand group's interest in focussing on'the practical pro'blems of dealing with rural insurgency by means of attempts at actual
observation was carefully nurtured by Brundage and the results were
generally well received in Washington.
Sproull, in parti cular, felt
comfortable with what he thought was a unique and sensible approach
to a problem that somehow was not showing much sign of yielding to
brute force application of gadgets, scientific formulae, and money.[ 8 21
Throughout much of ARPA's involvement in Vietnam, the Rand Corporaticn and occasionally others were commissioned to do evaluations
of programs such as Chieu Hoi (Viet Cong defector rehabilitation);
refugee resettlement, Strategic Hamlets, and the role of the American
advisor.
ARPA funded RAIID's controversial series of, interviews with
VC prisoners and defectors, the results of which achieved "best seller"
status for a time within government.
Secretary McNamara Tead these
reports avidly and met occasionally with the principal investigator.
At a time when the U.S. military threatened to force cancellation of
this work, ARPA worked hard to obtain co,-sponsorship by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs and expressions
of interest from other agencies and departments.
The need for such
bureaucratic antics itself illustrates the fragility of ARFA's AGILE
assignment.
As much or more than any other agency in Washington, ARPA became
a spokesman for considering the significance of the "people" factor
and emphasizing that, li/e
it 'or not, U.S. policy and programs were
igroring it.
In that sense:, it was frequently a purveyor of bad news
and that did not help the AGILE cause in ard around the Secretary's
office.
Later in the 196C's AGILE itself was to distort and mizinter-,
pret the social and behavi.oral characteristics of the problem in a gross
attempt at solving the insurgency problem by means of a completely comrprehensive "systems' design.
*Advanced Sensors
The one new'progrtrn office established in ARPA during Dr. Sproull'.s
tenure involved research on "advanced sensors."
The office was created
toward the end of the period and began with a FY 1966 budget request
of $4.8 million. The office grew steadily after Sproull's 'departure
with some $6.6 million of F7 1966 funds actually spent during the first
year of the effort, and the budget request growing to $10 million in
FY l)7 (the first Herzfeld budget),.
Growth continued into the late
1)60's with budget requests peaking at about $30 million. The office
was to have a stor'W career, complicated by Vietnam-criented projects
that came under ..;trong criticism, and was ultimately disestablished by
Dr. Lukasik in the early 1970's.
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As may be readily inferred from the program title, the new office
was directed toward developments in sensor technology of interest in
military intelligence (and counterintelligence) settings. Sproull says
that there were three principal reasons for entering this field: (1)
a feeling that the Agency ought to get into new things; partly to boost
morale and partly because an advanced research agency ought to show
some motion, (2) the fact that VELA had become involved in diagnostics
and developed close relations with the intelligence communizy, thus
setting a precedent, and (3) a conviction that ARPA had a unique contribution tO make via its contacts with the best technical people, a
qualification that intelligence agencies could not match.[83] In.
addition Sproull recalls that there were some "local aficionados"
promoting the idea, namely, Herzfeld and Godel. Herzfeld says that the
two of them conceived of the program in 1963 and eventually-'sold it to
Dr. Fubini in ODDR&E. Its purpose was, at least in part, to do P&D
bn:[34]
protecting U.S. assets from intrusion
by other intelligence operations. Te
reason for that i's that there is very little
of that being done. Everybody works on the
positiveside. People don't like to work on
the defensive side of that problem.
Because of its relationship to the intelligence coimrnity, the program,
was quite sensitive from the beginning and 'was described in unclassified
form only in broad and vagae terms.
The following is illustrative:[85]
Studies will be undertaken in basic optical
technology including lens design techniques,
new materials, and new method's of manufacture.
Novel systems for studying the effect of the
atmosphere on the propagation of coherent
and normal light will be investigated.
Because of the office's generally sensitive institutional relationships, specific programs are not described in depth in this or subsequent chapters. It is sufficient to note here that military intelligence
techniques were as greatly affected by the technological revolution of
the late 1950's aroi early 1960's as other operational components of the
DOD. The realm of sensor devices involved highly sophisticated technologies that.ap'peared to offer natural subjects for an advanced research agency. In addition, Defense intelligence problems were, of
course, frequently multi-Service in nature so that an ARPA role was a
plausible development on this criterion as well. Moreover, radar,
)ptical. and other developments"within the DEENER and VELA programs
1 2igence,
frequently had implications for strategic int,3
e.g., techniques
used to discriminate" among reentry vehicles might be applicable to in-
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telligence monitoring of reentry vehicle tests. It coui.d 're argued.
that AGILE'a mission implied tactical intelligence requirements., Hence
there was a relevant background of technical and mission interests in
ARPA which could contribute to the establishment of the Advanced Sensors
office. As noted the office was established only toward the end of the
Sproull period and its development will be summarized further in later
chapters.
Over the years ARPA has become increasingly frank in discussing
the intelligence applications of its technology development programs.
On the strategic level, for example, space surveillance work has been
publicly discussed, as have various tactical surveillance and reconnaissance efforts. In addition, behavioral sciences work relating
to improvement in intelligence analysis procedures has frequently been
cited in an unclassified form. In FY 1973 testimony Dr. Lukasik noted
that the Advanced Sensors program was reducing its quick-reaction
Vietnam efforts and was "returning to its original goal of exploring
fundamental sensor technology for a wide range of intelligence and
tactical surveillance problems."[86] This is a fair statement of the
program's purpose, without the kind of pussyfooting around the term
"intelligence" that sometimes occurred in earlier years.
Materia2 s Sciences
As in a number of other ARPA program areas, the Materials Sciences
program was a going concern when Sproull arrived. The difficult process
of IDL selection was now past and a numberof achievements were on the
record.
me July 1964 ARPA Annual Report, for example, could point to
over one thousand scientists -- faciulty and past-doctoral research
associates -- at work in the materials laboratories; an increase in
materials-related Ph.D's produced by the IDL's from 178 in 1960 to 280
in 1964; and new research ranging from semiconductor materials and the
effects of high pressure on materials -to laser components and, high
strength composites.C87] The related crystal growth program also zhowed
wme significant accomplishments.
Nonetheless, reminiscent of Ruina's attitude toward DEENDER when
he became ARPA Director, SprouJ..l cast a critical eye on Materials Sciences,
the program that he knew most about:[88]
I did think that the Materials thing was going
badly because [the Materials office head] was
attempting to ruin it by a much too narrow an
attitude toward things and by not pushing the
engineering part' of it enough.
Sproull
did not
special
pro.ing

did not want ARPA to become a "materials agency" and he definitely
want to expand the IDLLes. He hoped that the IDL's would make a
contribution in llnking science with tec.hnology but they were
to be weak in their .role.[89]
N

,
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Despite his university background and previous position as h'ead of
the Cornell IDL, Sproull also was not content to continue to treat
the DOD's interest in supporting a university basic research program
in materials as self-evident.
Mhe 1964 Annual Report leads off its
description of the materials program, for example, in a manner quite
different from comparable statements in earlier years:[90]
Changing strategic concepts, advances in weapons
systems technology and a greater variety of
ervironmental conditions under which military
hardware must operate effectively have created
increasing demands for developments resulting
from materials research and technology.
Improvements in materials are a basic recuirement in
achieving new items of militasry hardware or in
the improvement of existing hardware.
Not only did the effort to provide a military rationale for the
IDL program become more explicit in the Sproull period, reflected in
his speeches as well as general program statements, but numerous steps
were taken to increase the focus of sponsored research on DOD problems.
For example:[91]
In order to focus the attention of the IDL universities on DOD applied materials needs, ARPA,
during the past year, has arranged for increased
communication between the IDL parti-ipants and
their counterparts in DOD laboratories. This
has been accomplished by selecting competent
researchers in DOD laboratories to devote time
in the laboratories of the IDL universities.
Also, ARPA initiated sponsorship of meetings' at
DOD laboratories which are designed to expose IDM
participants to the 'most urgent DOD materials problems.
The major Sproull initiative toward increasing the military relevance 6f the materials office and building up the linkages between science
and technology that he sought, was the institution of a major new program
which came to be known as the "coupling program" Begun in the latter
part of FY 1964, this program 4as designed to su.,port joint (or "coupled")
university, and indultry-detfense laboratory prograws oriented around
specific defense-related materials problems.
The concept was to b'ring
basic research talents from the university environment to bear on
applied research problems in a more direct and substantial way than was
typical,, with the resultant combination of talents experfted to contribute
both to a better solution to the specific applied problems addressed
and to an improved appreciation in the universities of appliad research
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needs and requirements.
Indeed Sproull hoped "to convince the better
graduate studeats at universities that technological problems [could]
be equally as exciting as scientific problems, and that even a firstrate scientific graduate might find a more productive career in
applied science or engineering than he could find in pure science."
[92] By the same token he felt that if companies were to perform
successfully for DOD and survive commercially, they ought to have
first rate expertise in materials and therefore would benefit from
participating with university researchers in advancing materials
technologies. Sproull's philosophy for the Cornell IDL that he
established had been "to stand on the shoulders of science and reach.
toward engineering."[93] There was much the same flavor in his approach
to coupling. He stipulated that the teams working in this program "must
be responsive to Defense Department needs" and DOD, priorities were to
be maintained as part of the program design. [941 Since it was an
applied program, Service agents were to be used in order to provide
maximum exposure and participation for them, i.e., irovision for a
transfer mechanism. SprbulJ. was personally very interested in this
program and in fact participated in drafting the program plan.[95]
Three major "coupling" contracts were established under this new program element. They became a substantial component of the materials
program that carried into the Herzfeld period and are addressed further
in that discussion.
In addition to Dr. Sproull's personal interest in a more appli-ed
program, it appears likely that the gradual shift in the Materials
office's orientation was also partially in response to DOD pressures
for a more relevant program. At least as early as late 1963, just
after Sproull became Director, there werei suggestions that the IDL
program might be transferred out of the DOD (NZF being the logical
'candidate) oi that the program should become more applied and directly
oriented toward Service projects.
In the ea:Jly sixties-these tendencies
to question the kind of institutional'funding represented by the IDL's
were successfully countered, but it was necessary for the Materials
Z-.•ff to mount a vigorous defense:[96]
In answering the question [of] should the
IDL's be kept in ARPA, the followring factors
(the basis for establishment of the IDL's and
the result of numerous committee fundings) are
accepted as true:
1.
2.

3.

the need for fundamental research is
increasing;
the ready store of fundamental research
is decreasing;
military device development is vitally
dependent upon fundamental research;
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4.' lack of fundamental research threatens

5.

6.

-

future development of new and improved
weapons;
increased research, and the compression of
the time between research findings and the
weapons system is mandatory to prevent
this country from being vulnerable to
technological surprises;
increased efforts should be made toward
utilizing a'ailable fundamental research
information in military development
programs ....

No other existing agency considered fo:- possible
transfer comes to have the built in sense of urgency,
need, knowledge or organization to properly execute
this overall program as well -as the Pepartment of
Defense.
The National Science Foundation is education and discipline oriented and does not. appear to
have' adequate communication lines into and out of
the military services 'to effectively and quickly
utilize the research information generated.
The
AEC is, by charter, nuclear oriented and would not
have' necessary knowledga of-the overall needs of
weapons systems.
NASA is, by charter, oriented
toward peaceful space development and again does not
have the necessary knowledge of weapons systems
needs.
None have built in org~inizatlonal ties with
the three Military Services, as does ARPA.
As all
of these agencies are outside the Department of
Defense, DOD would not have any control or voice
whatsoever in the management of the IDL's if transferred.
Even' a decision to discontinue would be outside of DOD jurisdiction.

In summary, the Materials office in Sproull's years continued on
course but added a more explicit military rational and' applied research
focus.
One cannot measure the extent to which this gradual shift' derived
from Dr. Sprcill's personal interest or was a response to criticism within DOD of the appropriateness of ARPA's predominant role in supporting
university basic research (which was always present).
Probably both
factors were important.
Forward Funding.
The forward fanding (also called longevity funding)
arrangements of the IDL program.,
anid to a lesser extent of other ARPA
university programs, we're to come under considerable internal attack
within ARPA and DDR&E in the late 1960's.
Both' Dr. Rechtin and Dr.
Foster were outspoken critics of the concept, feeling that three years
advance funding was completely unjustifiable.
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In the Ruina-Sproull period there was also significant internal
DOD and ARPA opposition to forward funding, but DOD-university relations
were benign and the positive arguments carried the day. In view of the
later debate over this issue it is useful to review the rationale given
for the arrangement. First, it was felt that the magnitude of the university commitment -- in terms of curricula development, hiring of
tenured faculty, commitment of facilities and equipment, etc. -- made
it reasonable for universities to seek the ce'rtainty provided by,multiyear advance funding. Universities were distinguished from industry in
this regard by several factors, e.g., the longer term staff commitments
entailed in tenure and the very broad side effects of a laboratory on
the university's primary instructional role. Second, it was felt, well
into the Sproull period, that the university infrastructure in materials
science (and other fields) was weak and that this weakness in' technical
areas. of interest to the Defense Department was itself a matter for
legitimate governmental concern; thus to the extent that guaranteed
advance funding provided 'stability to this infrastructure, it was an
acceptable administrative device. Third, forward funding was regarded
as a lever with which to attain counterbalancing advanced commitments
from the universities. According to D. K. Hess, Sproull was quite'
insistent that ARPA would normally pay only about a third of a faculty
member's salary, which meant that the university would be obligated to
make substantial continuing outlays.[97] Sproull often made the point
that ARPA was in fact the minority partner in supporting the IDL's,
when university internal funding and outside project support was taken
into account. He was insistent that the universities not rely primarily
on ARPA funds. Since expanded teaching and research programs were regarded as important to Defense in their own right, the output of, the
non-ARPA investments were weighed against the tie-down of money in
advanced funding ,used as a "carrot" to secure these investments, and'
the balance was judged to be in favor of the forward funding approach.
Throughout it was assumed that universities would not expand their
basic research capabilities without long-term guarantees and that DOD
would suffer without such expansion. These were critical assumptions
and before the 1960's had ended they became subject to considerable
derision.
Information Processing Technology
In the information processing field, as in many other program areas,
Dr. Sproull's 'ARPA appeared to reap the harvest of policy decisions and
investments made' by earlier Directqrs. In this instance.almst all of
the fundamental decisions regarding program direction appear to have
been made during the I~ina period: to reorient the program away from
more narrowly conceived command and control problems to a&broad attack
on advanced computer technology, to' shift priorities from reliance on
SDC to support of academic centers of excellence across the counmry, to
underwTite research in time-sharing in a major way, etc. Just as PRESS
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first began to generate voluminous reentry data and the IDL's began to
produce increased numbers of students, projects and theses, the impact
of Dr. Licklider's efforts in information processing was first felt
dring the Sproull period.
The centerpiece of the information processing program was clearly
project MAC at MIT. During the spring of 1963 work began to go forward
at the details of contract scope and fuading moved toward resolution.
By the time Sproull arrived in the fall, MAC was a going concern., a
solid three million dollar program supporting a broad effort in development of software, computer languages, computer graphics techniques, and
related work. As in the materials field, the numbers of faculty and
students supported in advanced research areas by ARPA funds came to be
regarded as major accomplishments.
If, however, MAC was the centerpiece of the information processing
program, the centerpiece of MAC was its work in time-sharing, specifically
the development of the first sizeable time-sharing system capable of
serving dozens of simultaneous users. Known as the Compatable TimeSharing System (or CTSS), the. MAC system, using a modifi ed IBM 7094
computer,. was not just an experimentaJ. prototype, but an operating system
serving the MIT research community. Though limited time-sharing systems
had been developed earlier (e.g., at Bolt, Beranek and Newman) the scope
of the MIT system, made possible through AxPA funding, was far greater
than anything produced to that date, and equally important, was supported
in depth by a broad MAC research effort in languages and software. By
the middle of Sproull's tenure, CTSS was becoming recognized as the
leading development in time-sharing and •rT the leading institution in
advanced computer research. Project MAC had bec me a mecca for American
'and foreign scientists in the field. CTS was thus highly visible and
had a far-reaching effect throughout the computer industry. In Dr.
Licklider's words, the pre-ARPA work in time-sha ing:[98]
was just not critical. What tere was at
MIT was either a two-terminal or ;hree-terminal
one time-sharing system; at BBN i was either a
three or four-terminal one. The one at BBN
was so weak and impotent that peo le used it
alone rather than in the time-sha ing mo..
the one at MIT was just a ponderou. clunker ...
I don't know when time-sharing would have been
if it wasn't for ARPA.
By 1964 the rapid CTSS development had proven such a success that
the decision had been made to move beyond that system to an even ,more
powerful time-sharing arrangement capable of se
ng hundreds of simultaneous users. During the year the major contract to supply computing
equipment for this "second-generation, time-shar g 'system (eventually

\
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known as the MULTICS system) went out for bids. To the surprise of marny
in the field, the industry leader, IBM (which had supplied the equipment for CTSS) failed to receive the award. The winner was General.
Electric, who quickly found two other customers for similar time-sharing
equipment. Meanwhile, MIT's Lincoln Laboratory had become convinced
of the utility of time-sharing, went out to bid for a system and selected IBM.
The ARPA view of its influence on these developments is reflected
in the following excerpt from a memorandum Licklider's successor as
Director of IPT, Dr. Ivan Sutherland, sent to Sproull:[99]
In connection with Lincoln's recent choice of
IBM equipment, there has been some criticism
of the previous Project MAC decision for G.E.'s
computer.
The ideas for time-sharing and inputoutput contained in the IBM proposal to Lincoln
are clearly the result of several year's planning
at IBM. It is not clear, however, that before the
Project MAC decision these advanced ideas were considered important by the IBM management.
It is,
clear that, since last Summer, the time-sharing
equipment picture has already changed considerably.
I stated in a previous memorandum that the Project
MAC decision against IBM would spur all parties involved on to greater productive efforts. I believe
that Lincoln's choice of IBM equipment for a timeshared system is probably an indication of the
effectiveness of this competition and will, itself,
serve as an additional spur for technical productivity.
The view that ARPA gave much needed impetus to the time..sharing field,
including IBM, is not restricted to ARPA personnel, but .is widely held.
During the early 1960' s there was a greatly expanding market for conven*tional computers and industry was understandably conservative regarding
an unproven advanced concept.
In the view of 'one observer, ARPA was
necessary "to get time-sharing to happen" and it took five or si.x years
,to get industry firmly behind the developments.[lO0] By the late 1960's
ana early 1970's, however, time-sharing had become a major segnent of
the computer industry.
The time-sharlng exmple is only the most prominant of the accomplishments beginning to derive from the IPT program during the Sproull period.
There was also important developments in computer graphics, a major
example being the so-called "RAND Tablet" which provided a direct and
convenient means of providing graphic'input to a computer and stimulated
many subsequent developments.
Research in. advanced progranting tech-
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niques and languages (LISP, ALGOL, etc.) at ,1T and elsewhere have had
a lasting effect on the state of the art. Major research was also
supported in computer display techniques, computer architecture and related areas. Centers of excellence in the field of " artificial intelligence" were established vhich have had considerable influence in areas
going far beyond the worlds of "robots" and chess playing programs
popularljr associated with the field; especially in very advanced programming concepts.
Thus Dr. Sproull saw the first fruits of ARPA's dc.cision to inject
major funding into advanced information processing. Somewhat similar
to the situation in materials science, the academic community had been
in an inferior position to industry because of the cost of facilities
and equipment needed to support advanced research. ARPA funding at a
critical time contributed greatly to rectifying this' situation, and -even mor.e than in the case of materials science -- some rather dramatic
breakthroughs quickly resilted. ARPA attained a reputation as the dominant supporter of truly advanced information processing research worldwide, which to a considerable extent it was to keep into the 1970's.
Behavir..-al Science
The ARPA Behavioral Sciences program was initiated late in Dr. RuTina's
tenure with an assignment (called Project CAR3NA) from the DDE&E to "undertake research in the behavioral sciences ... in support of the requirement
of the Department of Defense for incre&.sed understanding of human behavior."[101) Some $1.8 million in FY 1963 and $1.6 million FY 1964
was allotted to initiate this broad assignment, which actually began, to
develop projects only with Dr. Sproull's arrival as ARPA Director.
As noted earlier the assignment followed a Defense Science Board
(DSB) recommendation 'derived from conclusions of a report produced by a
Research Group in Psychology and the Social Sciences of the Smithsonian,
Institution, generally referred to as the Smithsonian Report.[102] It
appears that ARPA had little or nothing to do with obtaining this assignment. Ruina simply recalls receiving it and having the problem of
finding someone to direct the program. His choice was Licklider, whose
excellent work in psychoacoustics and professional contacts in psychology
and related fields were aptly suited to the task.
During the Sproull period, the behavioral science program appears
to have been, rather diffuse, with a number of separate efforts funded
in the $100,000-$200,000 range, substantial support compared to what had
been traditiono. in this field, but small compared to projects in mort
of the other ARPA offices. The program was clearly university-oriented
and considerable effort was placed on seeking out capable senior or
clearly outstanding social scientists around which projects could be.
developed.. Not surprisingly, as noted in the Ruina section, Licklider
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placed emphasis on computer-relatee
. science.
This was also
consistent with several Smithsoniax. 'e:,o!'t recommendations.
Computeraided teaching systems* and compute, issi.ted gaming and simulation
studies are examples of work choser.
On the basis of personal interest
and a feeling that "human performar&e" research was bound to be Tefense
relevant, Licklider sunported groury
t psychologists at 'Michig'in and
Ohio State, for instance, in hopes
at Human Perfornauce "centars of
excellence" might emerge.
They dio n t and Licklider subsequently concluded that "centers" never would •.•rz' in the social sciences because
most social scientists want to work alone or be in charge of their
own group, i.e., the "great men" viil
not work for one another.[lO]3
When Licklider left in 1964, Sproull selected Dr. L. W. Huff, a
career civil service man then serving as de facto deputy :,f the Thailand
field unit. Sprou21 wanted to build a bridge from psychology into the
other social sciences.
Huff, who was trained in econ•,hics and political
science and was accustomed to working with anthropologists, sociologists
and social psychologists, was given that assignment. Behavioral Sciences
and IPT were divided into separate offices and Dr. W. Cody Wilson, a
Harvard-trained psychologist, was recruited as Huff's deputy. This
action doubled the size of the office's professional staff and a third
member (Proess. 3 aymond Tanter, a quantitative political scientist
at the Tr.4verA.ity of Michigan) was authorized just after Sproull's
departure.
These expansion plans illustrate the willingness of both
Sproull and ;Herzfejd eo carry out a quality program iz a controversial
area.

A new program element addressed to the interdisciplinary study of
social processes was introduced and a segment of that work emphasized
basic resea-rch on the developing countries.
This put the office and
ARPA squarely in the midst of "foreign area research" issue that was
to become so inflammator- in the late 1960'S.
With the addition of
this new assignment, the ARPA Behavioral Science budget was expands_&2 to
$3.9 million in FY 1966, the beginning of Dr. Herzfeld's ternare.

*

ARPA made a significant ccntribution here, notably to the development
of the PLATO instructional system.
Interestingly, work in this area
declined over the years, and when a new initiative in the field was
taken in the 1970's (a test and evaluation of computerized instruction
techniques as part of a joint program with the Services) PLATO was
selected as the most appropriate System available, one of the ARPA
program managers being unaware that his office had sponsored its
early development.
This is one of numerous exampies which ccuid hs

' cited to illustrate the gaps in ARPA's institutional'meanry.
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2here was a decided "Defense relevance" cast to the reason "h.y
AFRPA undertook this work. ARPA became convinced that knowledge of
other societies was essential, especially duxi.ct a period when it -was
U.S. policy to intervene in them constantly. Y-re often than not the
White House and'/or State Department, upcn deciding o intervene, thrn
proceeded to select DCD as the intervenor; that is, it -ws DOD per-,
sonnel who were "sent in."'* Most of the time DOD was poorly prepared
to deal with 'the chang'ng environments" in which it was placed. Cn the
other hand, the State Departzent felt no obligation to do the research
necessary to i•-mprove DOD abilities to perform; indeed, the State Department had an anti-research bias that bordered on the extreme, so it
clearly would never undertake the research. DOD/ARPA, as in so many
other areas, stepped in to try to fill a par-.eived gap, initially by
attempting to support basic research by quality university researchers
on the process of change in developing couantries. The near-term'
ob.Jective was to determine whether anything useful could be. produced, i.e., did, tle social scientists haq'e anything to offer?
While the of.ice continued to support considerable work which wts
znrelated to foreign area research, and socio-colitical conflicts in
developing areas, these latter subjects came increasingly to dominate
the "image" of the office. By the time of Dr. Herzfeld's arrivsal, the
Behavioral Sciences program-s were to be frequently confused with AGILE
programs (AGILE had added a' variety of applied behavioral science projects directly re'_Lbed to insurgency).' In an era of considerable concern over the legitimacy of Defense research on insurgency, this con*sazion caused the office consilerable oroblems.
In the Sproull period, howeier, the behavioral sciences effort remained relatively low-key and free from serious political controversy.
The main problems appeared to beathe coherence of the program, sbread.
amcng a n*umber of loosely related projects on campuses across the
cotuntry, and difficulties in establishing projects on a scale larger
t.han support for individual university faculty members and their students.
The "small scale" tradition was particularly entrenched in social science
disciplines and the ARPA eff'ort was one of the first endeavors to tiy
to break this down.' The office appears to have had mixed success iii
this regard,

but did manage to establish what were to become continuing

larger-scale efforts in quantitative political science and computeraszociated fielas. These tentixtive starts were to be submerged for
zcme tire by the foreig area research effort
And its ensuing controve.r7,y, but were to emerge again as the dominant programs follcwing. the
DOD 'roles were many and varied: "show the 'la"; create and/or train
an army, navy oi air force; teach "civic action" cr so'ne other version
of using armed force!, in economic development roIes, etc. 'Teachirig
"cou.nterinsurgehcy" was. a prticular favorite in the l19*O's
0
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Vietn•m-related controversies 'of the late 1960's. The ARFA behavioral
science program of the 19"70's bears, a considerable legacy from early
",crk on teaching and learning, bargain.ing and negotiation, and related
fields.
Sproull, ho .was genuinely interested in establishing a social
science research program of the highest qcuality, recalls that the crly
hostility to basic. research that he ever encountered on the Hill was im
Despite the fact that the existence of the program
the social sciences.
t:az not seriously threatened, there was "a definite and long-standing
hostility."[104] Originally it was rooted in an intense Congressicnal
Govýrnment
fear of' "thougt control" that dates back to World War II.
support of anything that smacked of "thought control" was forbidden
fruit and to many on.the Hill the "behavioral sciences" were the
Later "foreign area" research
sciences that rmanipuJated men's minds.
Looking back on his relationship
was to become the lightn•irg rod.
",ith the Corngress, which was for the most part "very warm and mostly
bit of
"W,, spent more time on that little
friendly," Sprouli recalls:
social science research than on not quite everything else put together."

[105],
FPro__ellant Chemistry
By 1964 ARPA's propellant chemistry program was in process of being
transferred to the Services. The major part of the transfer was accomplished at the end of IY 2964. ARPA involvement ceased in FY 1965.
With the termination of this program, Project DEEIDER was left as
the sole remaining strvivor of the first wave of 1)53 post'-Sputnik
assignents to ARPA.
Uie transfer of the piropellant program appears to relate mostly
to the fact that it never lived up to initial hopes for major breakthrough.s; that it became increasingly dominated by highly specific
technical problems and basic, research efforts, the general 'importance
of which were difficult to assess; and that the requirement for a high
priority ARPA effort became somewhat ob:cure as, Service. programs became
cor-m.itted to various existing propellant types (and as the Sertices conDr. Ruina
tinued to support their own propellant research efforts).
claimed that he was simply unable to assess the true significance of the

effort,'1061 and the same appears to be true of Dr. Sproull andODDF&E
(which etentually inszitrd on the transfer).
To indicate the progrim's character in IS64, an ARPA report on
. •uly
J31, 1,64 provides no albitious overall progr=a objectives simiLar
to the early statements that the project would ztri',e for a lO-2Oc, inRather the program is
crease In specific impulse of propellants.
described in berms of technical dovcrage:[107]

I
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This program was initiated in 2.953 to discover
and develop new, high ener~j solid, liquid, and
Ihybrid pr.mellants.
Primarj emphasis was placed
on the synthesis of oxidizers and fuels, scalo-up
and evaluation of the more promising chemicals with
secondary emphasis on thermochemistry, combustion,
and. nozzle research.
Further discussion of
references:

rogram cortent included the following typical

Recent eiphasis on basic research on ionic oxidizers
has led to the identification and characterization
of two new 1 ions....
Efforts continue to define
the conditions for the preparat ion of crystalline
bryllium hydride....
Combustion instability has
not yet lent itself to an analytical model which
adequately defines it, but progress has been made.
Many of the parametics affecting acoustic sources
and sinks have been isolated.., explosive sensitivity
is another example of an exti'emely complex, poorly
understood phenomenon....
ARPA is supporting several
approaches to this problem, but at this time much
remains tc be done.
Thus the impression given is that of an honest, highly technical program
with few exaggerated claims.
Practically the only assertion of program
impact made in the report is that studies of combustion phenomena provided "back-up research" which may have given technical confidence to
the designers of SRIN2T and HIBEX .nd thereby enabled them to set their
performance, objectives higher than would otherwise have been the case.
This influence would have been indirect and difficult to establish one
way or the other.*
According to Dr. Sproull, cancellation of the solid propellant
project was the result of a deci.ion by the DDR&Z on the recommendation
of his Assistant Director for Chemical Technolog~y (Dr. Jack T. Thurston).
Sproull concurred that the project "had ort of ruil its course," but
initially resisted transfer bhcauze 1'e thought that the ARPA program
still
p2lyea a role in "informatin evaluation, comparison and exchange,"
a function which DDME was unable to convince the Services to take
over.[108] Dr. Brown, howeveý., ultimately supported the recommendations
*

The project director for ARPA's HIBEX program, however, gives little
credit to-the solid propellant program in influencing HIDEX design;
Dr.
Sproull concurs in this assessment.
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of his staff and the program was transferred.
Incidentally, the transfer of the project was suite controversial
at the time as the follo'-ing excerpt from a March 196 M4issles and
Rockets article attests:[109]
The ARPA chemistry prcgram had three main,
objectives --

to commence and maintain a con-

certed effort in chemical research, Co directly
coordinate all propellant chemistry work and to
get the chemical industry involved.
A strong movement into the chemistry of propellants has been achieved, and the greater part
of the chemical industry has been using A1RPA as
their focal point in DOD.
There is some feeling azr.ng industry chemists
that the Services, because of their understandably
parochial outlooks, wilL not provide the type and
kind of direction that has been available in A.PA.
Several i-ndustrj experts have termed the move a
step backward --

as it

might well be, since the

upper level of executive ability within DDPZE w-_ll
then lack aaequate representation in basic chemical
research.
With the possible exception of pharraceuticals,
t, e chemical industry has always been the one major
sector of the business community with a long standing
a.d demonstrated faith in basic research.
The, Defense Departnent has had to drag all othiers
iito adopting this viewpoint over the years.
But this devotion to research has often re;xhtad
Sa deliberate avoidance of federal interference.
Most of the DOD-sponsored chemical research work has
one to areas outside of the classical chemistry
ndustry. This has resulted in the creation of a
owerful and advanced industrial complex foreign
o the historical chemical community.
The federal, funding is thus altering the shape
of the chemical industry....
While the past attitude of the chemical industry
s a whole may some,.hat weaken their argument against
he shift of advanced or high-energy propulsion research from ARPA to the services, there is some justiication in the claim of a loss of direction.
Assessing he impact of the propellant program transfer is difficult.
On the one hand the chemical industry did lose a central focaJl point of
research support because the efforts transferred to the Services quickly
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became diffuse and lost any resemblance to an integrated program. Cn
the other hand, there is a case to be made that propellant research
should be closely connected with planned end users since, for example,
considerations of storability and safety under specific conditions are
highly important. Dr. Sproull personally tends to give credence to
this view. In addition, the value of the ARPA program's output was
questionable.
Sproull tended to thin-k that some of the propellant
developments were "laboratory curiosities," and stated: "I can't

recall, however, that until the time the thing was cancelled there
was any end use."[jll0
Throughout, it should be noted, this program
--

supervised for the most part by Dr. Gene Mock --

recaived very high

marks for technical management.
Dr. Sproull's retrospective view of the project is that it was one
-of those "high risk" or "anti-technological surprise" efforts that did
not have an output of major importance, but could have had a'&iajor impact.[lll] In this context it is worth recalling the remark in
Kistiakowsky's March 1958 report, cited above in Chapter III, that a
research program would either show results rather quickly (2 years)
or "prove that efforts in these directions are nearly futile."[ll2],
It took ARPA about seven years to wind this program down, probably
because: (1) someone could always state a reason for "hoping" that
something significant would occur, (2) inertia, (3) lack of desire to
terminate another large program after the traumatic experiences of
the Roy Johnson period, and (4) the absence of critics. Sproull feels
that it was "worth wasting years and millions" because of the very
high payoff if a breakthiough in propellant technology had been
achieved.[ll3] Engaging in "high risk-high payoff" research Aeans
that there will be failures, and --

in Sproul!'.

vitw --

this program

1 4]
may properly be justified as one such high risk effort.[U

Energy Conversion
As noted in the section on the Ruiha period, the fate of the energy
conversion work was sealed as early as 1961 when a deci.ion was made.to
focus on a few transferrable projects rather than to expand the effort
into a broad-based program of basic research support. Dr. Sproull,
therefore, presided over an essentially predetermined project cancellation. The July 1964, ARPA report reflects this decision to terminate:
[lls5,
Project LORRAINE which has consisted of research
devoted to direct energy conversion (the conversion
of chemical or nuclear energy directly into electricity without dynamic machinery) was concentrating
on applied research in Fiscal Year 1964 and is being
phased out in Fiscal Year 1965.
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What had ARPA accomrlished in this brief excursion into energy
research and development? Dr. Sproull feels in retrospect that the
amount of money which ARPA could afford to put into energy conversion
was so trivial "we just did not have much business being there ....
the chances of making the world different were really pretty slight."
[116] Sproull felt that "the real center of gravity in energy conVersion had to be elsewhere," namely in industry and the civilian
agencies. [117]
A look at the work effort within the program tends to support
this view of minimal impact. Research on improving the efficiency of
thermoelectric devices, for example, totalled only $500,000 over a
three year period -- hardly a significant level of support. Research
on solar energy conversion was funded at $1.3 million for one year
only. Research in thermionic materials and diodes was funded over a
four year period at levels between $200,000 and $1,200,000, in contrast
to Navy, Air Force, NASA, and AEC programs totalling perhaps $10 million
per year.
The largest ARPA effort in energy conversion was in research on
fuel cells, fluctuating between $1.4 aisd $2.5 million over fiVe years.
ARPA's effort here was again a fraction of national funding, but did
focus on a particular type of fuel cell -- so-cal.led terrestrial cells
-- and gave research in this area a distinct boost.
Results, however,
were apparently modest:[ll8]
Progress toward a feasible hycirocarbon-air
cell has been promising but not sufficiently
exotic to either encoura'ge unsupported commercial
financing of the program or to allow ARPA to
spinoff any significant portion to the Services.
The other major area of ARPA energy conversion work was in magnetohydrohynamics (MHD).
This is perhaps the one area of the program where
LORRAINE may ultimately prove to have major lasting -impact.
The program
was aimed at:[119]
both support of basic research toward understanding of the principles of 'MHD and using this
understanding to test the feasibility of open and
closed cycle MHD. In the beginning of this program
virtually all of the federal support for MHD was
provided by ARPA.
ARPA provided critical early support to AVCO and General Electric, among
others, who continued to be leaders in the MHD field after ARPA withdrew.
InL fact, the initially ARPA-supported AVCO program provedý\to b- the one
U'.S. program on practical power generation still in operation (with
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industry support) in 1971, when interest in KID was revived. MHD has
been given greatly increased attention recently as a potential means
to sign.ificantly improve electric power plant efficiency and thus
contribute to a solution of the nation's energy problems.
While it is
impossible to measure precisely the lasting import of the impetus ARPA
gave to this technology in the early 1960's, it appears to have been
significanit.
Since only $3.7 million was invested in MD, and $22.8,
million in all of LORRAINE, over the course of the program, the longterm potential savings of MH technology would more than justify the
entire LORRAINE budget if its impact is at all worthwhile.
Post-1980
hopes for MHD lie in raising power plant efficiency from 30-40% to
50-60%, so that potential multi-billion dollar savings are ultimateLy
envisioned.
If, however, this rather marginal ARPA program, may have had a
lasting importance beyond that indicated by its modest funding level
and short life, one may well ask whether any major bets were lost by
the project's termination. Federal research support for 4HD nosedived
following 1965, and in the late 19 6 0's MHD was being funded by the
Bureau of Mines at a level of only $300,000 per year.[120] ARPA may
not have been the proper place to continue support, due to military
relevance considerations, but it was apparently almost the only source
of funding for this advanced technology in the 1960's.
As a product
of the ctrrent energy crisis, there is als6 greatly increased interest
in the other energy conversion technologies once supported by ARPA,
e.g., advanced fuel cell technology, thermoelectric devices, etc.
ARPA's role 'in this field may therefore have had greater potential
influence than recognized at the time, when the decision to contract
rather than expand the effort was made. One wonders whether a stronger
ARPA might have stayed the course in this difficult area, to the benefit of DOD aid others.
But it could not.
As Sproull said:[121]
People always said that ARPA didn't have any
judgment.
We would always rush in whera,fools
fear to tread. But that's not quite true. We
did sometLies fail to rush in ... that was one
of the cases.
SPROULL'S DEPARTURE
By pre-arrangement Dr. Sproull left ARPA in July 1965 after two
N ears -on the job to return to university life. While some nev initiatives
had been undertaken, some old efforts curtailed and several projects
modified, ARPA's basic profile remained about the same as it -was when
1.4 arrived.
He left an ARPA with a strong technical reputation and a
reasonably solid bureaucratic position. -He did not leave a menu of
ideas for "new starts;" indeed by this time it seemed to have become an
unwritten, code that 'ARPA Directors not' commit their successors or tie,
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ARPA was not planning for the future. it seemed
their hands in any way.
happy tc pursue existing programs and to await the future in a reactive
posture.
A few "Why ARPA?" questions reappeared during the Sproull period.
AGILE was becoming an irritant to the Deputy Secreta-r (the former
Secretary of the Army, Cyrus Vance) and as direct U.S. involvement in
Vietnam increased the Services took aim at it.,
Sproull felt that the
love-hate relationship with the Services "was probably the strongest
fact of life for ARPIA."[122]
On the Hill, Congress was perturbed with
behavioral research and gradually with AGILE and its association. with
"gadgets" that had a questionable connection to P&D.
Congress was also
starting to criticize -unobligated balances in the DOD RDT&E accounts,
including ARPA's.
Most of the pressure at this stage was directed to
the DDR&E, who in turn began to push ARPA.
Sproull got little
direct
questioning about it from the committees.
Sprouil could sense that
challenges were coming, although nothing of a threatening nature was
evident when he leit:[123]
[Mere was] a kind of generalized pressure to
make the Agency look different.
Year after year
I felt [that] unless it looked differently ... you
had a harder time justifying it to Congress, and
a harder time getting your authorizations in DDR&E
and so on.
There was always some driving force to
make the Agency look different.
Sproull's successcr'as ARPA Director appears to have been an almost
automatic choice -- Dr. Chatles M. Herzfeld.
Acting Deputy to Ruina
and Deputy to Sproull, Herzfeld had held continuing responsibilities for
the DEFENDER program since his elevation from being head of that office,
and had been delegated considerable authority by Sproull. Aside from
the fact that DEFENDER remained the largest ARPA program, a new decision
point on ballistic missile defense was fast approaching,n'amely, whether
and when to deploy some version of the new NIKE-X system and the implications of that decision in defining the continuing role of advanced
BMD research.
Highly qualified in this area of great technical debate
and a vigorous spokesman for a strong ARPA in this and other areas,
Herzfeld was a logical choice to succeed Sproull. almost from the day of
Sproull's appointment.
Furthermore he wanted the job.
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Chapter VII
ME CONTI!UJM IS BROKEN
F. HERZFELD YEARS:

1965-1967

On June 6, 1965, Dr. Charles M. Herzfeld became the fifth Director of
the Advanced*Research Pro.ects Agency. He had been with the Agency for
almost four years, having joined DEFENDER in the fall of 1961. He was promoted to Deputy Director of the Agency in 1963. 'Like his predecessors,
Herzfeld hadl come to ARPA with a strong technical background, includiLng a
degree in chemical engiheering from Catholic University and a Ph.D. in
chemical physics from the University of Chicago. He also brought to the
post an impressive career in Federal research and development programs,
with military service in the Army's Ballistic Research Laboratory and
civilian service in the Naval Research Laboratory andthe National Bureau
of Standards.
In the latter organization he had risen to the level of an
Associate Director prior to coming to ARPA. While pursuing this government
career, Dr. Herzfeld also gathered considerable teaching experience at the
University of Maryland, where in 1957 he became a professor of physics.
Dr. Herzfeld assumed the ARPA Directorship in circumstances quite different from those of his two immediate predecessors. While he shared many
background characteristics and attitudes with earlier, Directors and was
the firtt ARPA Director w.ho had "risen from the ranks," there was nevertheless a certain aura of dissonance about Herzfeld's ARPA. Conflict
increasingly' seemed to be the order of the day and in many instances resolution was ephemeral, temporary or simply impossible.
The Setting --

1965

The major change in the ARPA environment in 1965 was, of course,
acceleration of the war in Vietnam and its -wide repercussions on the entire
DOD environment., At the, end of 1964 there were some 23,300 U. S. troops in
Vietnam; one year later there were 184,300. Whereas only 147 U. S. Servicemen were killed in Vietnam in 1964, almost ten times as many were killed
in 1965. The political situation in Vietnam also appeared to be going
from bad to worse. In the first half of 1965 coupse and counter-coups came
in rapid sequence, ending with the assumption of power in June by the
flamboyant and controversial Marshal Ky.
When Sproull had become ARPA Director in 1963 the Vietnam War situation appeared to be under some control and the mood was quite optimistic.
As McNamara and Taylor reported to Kennedy on October 2 (following a visit
to Vietnam):

"...

the mAjor part of the U.

S.

military task can be com-

pleted by the end of 1965, a&.though there may be. a continuing demand for a
limited number of

.,.

training personnel.,"[1]

By the time Herzfeld assumed
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the ARPA directorship in 1965, however, the situation had changed considerably. McNamara's comment on February 19, 1965 is illustrative: "the
present situation in South Vietnam is grave, but by no means hopeless."[?.]
The domestic repercussions of the Vietnam conflict in 1965 were
equally as important as the developments in South Vietnam. 1965 was
clearly the turning point in the previously good relationships between
the academic community and the Defense Department. Prominant university
professors and academics led a rash cf "teach-ins" in the spring, coupled
with campus demonstrations throughout the country. Draft card burning
became a common form of student protest and Congress passed legislation on
August 13 making the act a Federal offense, a move felt by many to be
needlessly retaliatory. Campus-based organization of the March on Washington occupied much of the fall, culminating in the massive gathering on
November 27th. By the end of 1965, university-DOD relations' had deteriorated to a low le-el from which it would take many years to recover. ARPA's
strength in the early 1960's was, of course, ba..ed substantially on its
role as a bridge between the two communities.
Vietnam, however-, was not the only development in 1965 which had a
In late June the so-called "Camelot"
profound effect on ARPA's environment.
episode hit the headlines. The incident concerned an Army social science
project on insurgency and political uurest and was touched off by the
questionable activities of a study consultant in Chile who had not 'cleared
his work with the American ambassador. Banner headlines, first in Chile
and then in the U. S., seriously questioned the legitimacy and purposes of
this work, leading to considerable debate about the ethics of doing behavioral science research for the Defense Department. Repercussions extended
from hostile debate between the academic community (and press) and the, DOD,
to bitterness between DOD and 3tate concerning the latter's handling of
the affair. Though ARPA was not involved in this episode, its behavioral
sciences effort was threatened by the affair and behavioral science research
remained a highly controversial aspect of the ARPA program into the 1970's.
Beyond the above, McNamara decided, in 1965 to reject 'NIf-X deployment
for the foreseeable future. This decision was resented in parts of the
Army and the Congress, and was not fully accepted by the Administration,
which reversed it in 1967. It also raised questions about the role of
ARPA's DEFENDER progrem and about the ARPA Director's position on ABM
deployment. Bitterness over the TFX controversy (F-lll) lingered ou
within the Defense Department; the invasion of the Dominican Republic
sparked serious debate over the uses of U. S. military force; the outbreak
of Indo-Pakistan hostilities undercut U. S. foreign policy and military
assistance programs; sharp increases appeared in Defense budgets, accompanied by great pressure to control R&D expenditures in order to prevent
still more rapid escalation (the budget rose from $49.6 billion in FY 1965
to $56.8 billion' in Fr 1966; 85, per cent of the increase, or $6 billion,
was for Vietnam).
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1965 was therefore a most difficult year for the Department of Defense
and for the country as a whole. As Senator Dirksen stated, the following
year, "Today what appeared to be a golden glow only two years ago has been
broken by rolls of thunder ... and uncertainty, queasy doubts, bewilderments have spread across the country."[3] His language was florid, but
the point entirely accurate.
DDR&E Perspective on ARPA
The events of 1965 provided a setting for Dr.' John Foster's arrival
as Director of Defense Research and Engineering, as well as Dr. Herzfeld's
promotion to Director of ARPA. Appointed in September, three months after
Herzfeld's elevation, Foster's perspective on ARPA must have been influenced
by current events. DOD-university relations had just dropped to an unprecedented low; ARPA was deeply involved in large programs of basic university
research,' governed only by quite broad criteria of relevance, e.g. I materials laboratories, the Arecibo radio astronomy facility, a half dozen basic
research institutes funded under DEFENDER, university seismology programs
under VELA, support for advanced computer research, and others. In Vietnam
U. S. forces had shifted from advisory roles to large-scale direct military
!nvolvement, including combat; ARPA' s AGILE program was focussed on such
matters as environmental measurements programs and various forms of R&D
support to indigenous forces. The Services were stepping up their criticisms of ARPA/AGILE.
The DOD's behavioral sciences research effort was
under bitter attack;, ARPA supported a multi-faceted bebavioral science
program which touched upon many of the most controversial is.sues. Serious
budget problems had arisen with the suddenly accelerated Vietnam requirements; ARPA was providing as much as four years of advance funding to
universities and tolerating sizeable unobligated balances, accumulated in
all its programs. Criticism of ARPA on these and other grounds was rife at
the time Foster joined the DOD..
Foster confirms that there was a definite "why ARPA?" environment
when he arrived. The feeling existed in OSD, and even within ARPA, that
"ARPA was doing things that were not important, or that somebody else
ought to do, or that were more trouble than they were worth."[4] There
was strong sentiment that ARPA was not playing the role it once had, that
many old assignments had outlived their usefulness, and that a number of
activities were being carried forward simply because of people who had been
there for too long a time. Some of the. critics, of ccurse, wanted to do
the Job themselves or wanted ARPA's flexibility. McNamara apparently was
disillusioned with ARPA, and( Deputy Secretary Cyrus Vance came to advocate
abolishing the Agency. At one stage, the criticism was so intense that
McNamarna asked to see every report 'coming out of ARPA.[51
According to Foster, who had considerable prior association with
the 'DEFENDER community and considered himself a supporter of ARPA, the
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situation was bad enough that one could not simply tell the critics to g'•
awav.[6] He felt that opponents in the Services and in OZD had some lzgitimate points to make and often had the reputation and contacts to spread
uneasiness and discontent in Congress and in the Secretary's office. Indeed he felt "outnumbered by critics" of APTA who had that kind of horsepower. Nonetheless, comparing ARPA with its competitors, dollar for dollar,
over time, Foster said: "I liked what I saw. It all depends on the Director and the people and the charter."[71 He eventually decided that changes
were required in all three.
Why had ARPA fallen into this state? In Foster's words, "There was
too much toleration of an academic atmosphere" in an era when the .OD and.
academia had abruptly parted company and top priority was being given to
rather precisely defined Defense-relevant tasks.[8] Arecibo-type "good
science" projects were looked, upon as luxuries: "The Secretary of Defense
had a limited budget and could not take on the job of doing science and
technology for the whole country and defend it before the country."[9]
ARPA's reactiou typically (and perhaps naturally) was to dig in and defend
its projects rather than make concessions br offer compromise adjustments.
This further incensed the critics. ARPA, said Foster, had the image of
desiring the "perquisites of academia and the power of bureaucracy," and
generated intense resentment as a r'esult.[lO] Beyond this there were
perceived weaknesses in the Agency's management performance, e.g.., its
toleration of large unobligated balances ($60 million in FY 1965), overgenerosity to the 1;niversities, etc. Moreover, in Foster's judgment, ARPA
had failed too often in identifying customers for its researczh output and
in working on a smooth transfer process from the very outset. Hence too
many isolated "sandboxes had grown up that needed to be cleaned up."[ll]
But perhaps as important as anything else 'was simply a much lower threshhold of irritability throughout' the DOD as pertains to roles and missions
conflict, budget competition, and the ;ike, given increased criticism of
and additional constraints on the Defense Department as a whole.
Herzfeld's View of ARPA
In the midst of growing criticism of the Agency and discontent t hroughout the Department, Herzfeld becamze ARPA Director with a vigorous, aggressive view'of ARPA's role. Herzfeld felt, and told Congress, that "much of
the work which ARPA' did was the reason why the Army changed from NIKE-ZEUS
to NIKE-X"[12] and that much of ARPA's work "induced the Air Force and the
Navy to change from the unsophisticated ballistic missiles to the highly
sophisticated ballistic missiles being procured. now."[13] Herzfeld was
a strong believer in the AGILE program, felt that the U. S. was winning the
war.in Vietnam and argued that ARPA's counterinsurgency R&D activities had
a major role to play (and in retrospect he argues that the Southeast Asia
situation ended in disaster partially because ARPA/AGILE's views, as he
interpreted them, did1 not prevail).[14] He also believed that, the VELA
program was of first order national significance, claiming that VELA and
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DEFDER together had made the Limited Test Ban Treaty possible. VELA
furthermore had twice "really revolutionized seismology:"
first,
through
its broad support to the field and, second, through the LASA program.[151
He was a strong supporter of the information processing program, feeling
that Licklider's commitment to interactive computing had. set a true "vision
of the next ten years."[16]
His presentations to Congress emphasized the
spectacular successes of the day -- ,the VEA satellites, the 9IBEX launches,
etc.
Thus Herzfeld's view of ARPA, echoing Ruina and Sproull, was that of
a strong, independent, freewheeling organization:
"I think that's why it
was such an exciting thing, because we really could do what we. thought was
new without anybody stopping us."[17]
That 'was one of the problems troubling the new DDR&X.
Perhaps more than any other Pi;'ector, Herzfeld insisted that ARPA's
major role was to respond t'f "Presidential issues," those of high national
policy concern, and agair. perhaps more than other Directors, he argued
that ARPA's strength derived from its direct utility to the Secretary of
Defense.
In the context of DEFENDER, clearly Herzfeld's priority program,
he believed that ARPA's contribution derived from the fact that:[18]
[I]t was found useful by successive Secretaries of
Defense and DDR&E's to have a powerful pacesetter
for the Army program; and their [the Army and ARPA]
competition. in fact, resulted'in a better Army program.
Herzfeld, in reviewing his ARPA years, frequently reiterates, the importance of ARPA's presentations to McNamara, azd of McNamara's- support for
ARPA as a strong, independent force (particularly in the ,context of DEFENDR).
The DEFENDER program's knowledge of advanced technology, Herzfeld asserts,
was used by 'the Secretary "very unmercifully to beat the Army over the
head."[19]

Herzfeld held strong views on, major policy issues !ike missile defense
deployment, nuclear test detection and the conduct of the war in Vietnam.
Hic elaborate Congressional presentations were alleged 'to have become
irritants in ODDR&E and at highe.- levels.
In a sense, the propriety of
What appeared to be an ARPA presumption to independent status at the policy
level was challenged.
Herzfeld -concedes' that the Vietnam situation was
especially uifficult to deal with: [20]
•Natuxally everybody who didn' t, .gree with what.
we [the U. S. were doing in Vietnam, which in
those days was mostly Republicans .... obviously
tried to get me into discussions with them that
would somehow discredit the policy. This is a
very difficult'stickyl-wicket because we didn't
agree with the policy a lot because we thought
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it was not based on adequate information. And I
guess if one reads off the testimcny carefully
enough, one can get a lot of that flavor --

it's

delicate. Occasionally, I guess, we overstepped
the line, intentionally or not.
Internally, the DMENDER philosophy which Herzfeld developed and
inculcated in that programwhile he was its director also reflected hiz
general order of priorities and orientation for the Agency as a whole:[21]
Several key points. It's got to be useful to
the military in the end. On the other hand there
will never be a uniformed service called ARPA, so
that [the user] has to be a military service. It's
got to be useful in 10-20 years, or sooner if possible. It's got to affect what the military are
doing and what the leadership is thinking and doing.
It's got to address the Presidential i~sues.... It's
got to be based on measurement as much as possible.
Whatever it is.
You have tO have measurements....
You want to try and understand everything about
those measurements, therefore, a lot of theoretical analysis.... Last, and certainly not least,
you have got to at every stage understand the
systems implications somewhat.
So some system
design and some system analysis, including costbenefit analysis, has to go On all the time.
Herzfeld thus argued for miiitary relevance in ARPA programs, but relevance
perhaps achieved over a long time period; for c,ncentration on problems of
first-order national importance;, for strong measurements and theoretical
analysis efforts; and for attention to "systems implications." This latter
emphasis, incidentally, was to carry over stiongly into the AGYLE program
as it developed during Herzf2'ld's tenure and became a very controversial
aspect of the counterinsurgency research program kparticularly in Thailand)
following his departure.
Herzfeld also believed in the research values associated with PSAC
and Ruina and Sproull:[22]
[Tihe administrator of the basic-research enterprise must ...

learn to appreziate the rare

nature of creativity, its importance to society;
end he must learn to protect and foster it ... the
administrator must learn to encourage creative
rebellion, outspoken criticism and radicalism in
the ranks. He must see the fine line between
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utter chaos (which paralyzes) and mild chaos
(which makes for creative ttrbulence).
In sum,
he Ymst learn that administration is not a science, but is itself a form of creative art.
Society must learn to live with. this radical -the creative scientist doing basic research. It
must support him -- rather well, in fact -- and
buy him expensive "toys" whose use society cannot
understand ...

most irportant, it

mst believe in

him and in his contribution to society, a contribution wh..ch it can never fully understand.
Alongside his vigorous defense of a strong, relatively independent
ARPA and the pursuit of excellence in research, Herzfeld also placed
great stress on the quality of ARPA staff and contractors (as did his
immediate predecessors). Herzfeld claims that he devoted up to one-third
of his time to personnel matters and recruiting. Furthermore, he placed
great value on "what he termed "helper" organizations -- JASON, RAND, IDA,
and other so-called "think tank" contractor groups that enjoyed a special
sort of consulting relationship with the Department of Deftnse during the
19 6 0's. The capabilities of these groups were tapped verr 'heavily by
Herzfeld to supplement the small ARPA technical' staff 'in numerous areas.
Herzfeld's ARPA was an aggressive AWPA.

He was dedicated to the

resolution of major issues and as he took command ballistic missile defense,
penetration aids, counterinsurgency, and nuclear test detection offered a
full menu. Herzfeld was convinced that ARPA could produce winners in all
of them; however, in the relatively short time that hle served as Director
-22 months -- he and the Agency rapidly lostLthe ability to resonate
well with the personalities, policies and circumstances which crowded in
upon them. In retrospect, for all its vaunted flexibility, ARPA was
unable to change as quickly as the env'ionment within which it had to
operate. Dr. Herzfeld had to deal with the most difficult, intransigent
set of pressures snce the end of the Roy Johnsonr period.
PROGRAMS

f THE HZFELZ PERIOD

An overview o ARPA programs in the' Herzfeld period gives a first
impression of stre gth and accomplishment, but reveals some disturbing'
features on closer inspection. At the time Herzfeld became Director,
ARPA had reached i s post-space budgetary peak --

and all of the maj
(see Figure VII-l)_
funded at approx
DOD's increased. So
Materals Sciences
$20 million each:
and Behavioral Sci

just under $300 million

r programs of the Sproull period continued to flourish'
DEF1DER budgets remained near $125 million; VELA was
tely $50 million; AGILE, its budget bolstered by the
theast Asia commitments, rose to nearly $30 million;
and Information Processing were iunded at approximately
he new Advanced Sensors office grew to over $10 million
nces to almost $5 million;, even the general area of

--

I
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Figure VII-1

PROGRAM BUDGET HISTORY DLRING THIE
.($ millions)

Appropriations Requests
Actual Budgets Commitments To Agents 1
Contract Expenditures

=ZFELD PERIOD

FY 1966

FY 1967

FY 1968

277
274
280
267

263
263
270
275

254
249
232
284

127
59
30
28
19
4.
5

119
49ý
29
29
18
5
10

l18
50
27
19
19
5
.212

Requests By Program:
DETDMVEA
AGILE
Materials
Information Processing
Behavioral Science
Advanced Sensors
Technical Studies

9

9

9

Added to illustrate that uliile budgeta declined in the period, level
of effort on ,.ontracts actually increased. A major issue relating to
the budget slippage during the period was that ARPA had large unobligated balances of funds. The program a majintained at a stable level
t1-.rough utilizing accumulated balances of previous years.
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"technical studies" grew to nearly $10 million. On the other hand-,
Herzfeld's last budget request as Director (FY 1938) dropped. from earlier
levels of $2704290 million to $254 million, reflecting Vietnam budgetary
pressures and perhaps also some di±ficulties in maintaining program momentum.
Among the features of the Herzfeld ARPA which provided some cause for
concern was the extent to which offices were tied up with rather expensive
PRESS, for example, was still providing valuable data
past commitments.
and analysis output, but the maintenance and continued upgrading of the
facility was a major burden; nor could it hope to repeat the initial
impact which had been achieved in a near vacuum of sophisticated reentry
Continued launches of MELA Sateliites likewise brought new,
measurements.
improved capabilities, but at substantial expense and with no hope of
replicating their extraordinary initial success story. The.Materials IDL's
were now part of the university establishment, absoibing some $17 million
The innovative Project MAC at IMT was
per year on a continuing"basis.
increasingly preoccupied with its expensive MUILTICS second-generation time
sharing system. Even.AGILE had an ever-growing infrastructure to support
in the form of itr field office operations.
If ARPA's flexibility was restricted by the legacy of its past suc2esses,. there were also a substantial number of relatively ne- initiatives
which at the time or later generated considerable misgivings, and many of
these efforts were also quite expe.nsive.' In information Frocessing Techniques, the commitment to build the giant ILLIAC'IV computer has been
questioned up to the present. In VELA, the Large Aperture S-eismic Array
program failed to reach its more ambitious systems objectives and was
reduced to a rather costly research program; the \nderwater array program
also proved a technical disappointment. The Materials Sciences' "coupling
program" failed to become the ,succless anticipated. The Advanced Sensors*
office, its operation greatly complicated by its relationship to intelligence applications, was questioned, from the beginning. A large Rural
Security Systems .1rogram established in Thailand under the AGILE banner
became a fiasco in the next few years.
Between. commitment to older programs which had -passed their peak
impact and newer programs which proved considerably' less successful than
earlier initiatives, the ARPA effort appeared to lose a substantial
measure of its forward motion and drive. With this, itý also lost some of
its ability to go, to the DDR&E or the Secretary with the kinds of dramatic
accomplishments which buttressed the Ageacy-'s reputation and stature.
This is not to say that the ARPA program as a whole was not strong in
numerous ways -- PRESS was still very significant, Pen Aids work flourished, ARPA remained in the forefront in advanced information processing
Due to the highly classified nature of many of its -programs, Advanced
Sensors is described ornly in outliae form in this report. Discussion
is omitted in this section and ý'ontlnued in zhe pr6gr= descripti.ons
of the Rechtin period.
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technology, VELA continued to make major contributions to seismology and
the satellites performed beautifL-lly, etc. The Agency was, however, in
the almost impossible position oi having to sustain established fields
of endeavor and yet "live up" to a reputation originally set in the context of filling irportant technical vacuums, where results frequently were
obvious and dramatic. The earlier "primitive" fields -- reentry physics,
modern radar, seismology, interdisciplinary materials research, advanced
computer sciences, etc.,-- were no longer primitive, largely due to ARPA
s,.port. N1w ARFA oras obliged to sustain them, and new fields of equal
importance and equel need for nourishment were not easy to find.
DEFENDER
The DEFUDBER program structure in 1965 had changed little from that
'of 1963. The categories of penetration aids, electromagnetics (mostly
advanced radar research), mechanics (including predominantly HIBEX), and
missile phenomenology (PRESS, AMOS, etc.) remained the same. The category General Research had been -.hanged to Applied Research, implying
greater military relevance, but it still 2on`ained about the same project
mix, e.g., Arecibo, nuclear effects studiis and 1university institute programs. A new categnry of Systems Analysis was formed which essentially
encompassing various broad studies which 'rere previously described just
as "studies." The reentry physics-missile phenomenology work still formed
the largest part of the program and the DtF=DER effort continued to be
funded at'a basically stable level (just umder $125 million). A quick
glance at the 1965 DEF
RDE
therefore revEesls little change from the
program at the time Sproul! became Directcr in 1963.
Thcre were, however, a number of significant developments occurring
in DEFEDER as Dr. Herzfeld became Director. One major accomplishment
was completion of the massive "Pen-X" study in July 1965. The study is
said to have had a major impact on advancei penetration condcepts and
recormended changes in emphasis in APPA's *)rogram in specific technical
are&s.
According to Dr. Ben Alexander, the study Director, Pen-X reinforced both the Air Force's interest in MIAV's and the AtC's interest in
small warhead developmeat and may have con:;iderably stimulated developments in both areas.123] In layman's termis, 'the study essentially concluded that the tradeoff between small mulliiple warheads and a single
larger warhead acccmpanied by sophisticated decoy systems was favorable
to the former. Or, as Herzfeld put it "PerL-X proved that, for all
practical purposes, multiple warheads are b'etter thaan decoys Ca[d] that's
why MIRV's are around fella's."[24]
ARPA provided the funds and general direction, and often much of
the impetus, for a series of these so-called 'X" studies at crucial
points in the evolution of the U. 'S. scientific,/technological community's
thinking about missile defense. Each has bad rather far-reaching impact
on subsequent policy choices. Customarily they involve dozens of
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top-flight scientists, last for months and may cost several million dollars.
Herzfeld has described them as "sort of mammoth study orgies."[25] And
he believes that nothing short of an ARPA can orchestrate them: [26]
[T]here is no direct funding out of OSD to
rpeak of [for something like this]. And there
certainly isn't any [place] where you can get
a good quality control for something that's this
the, issue of how do
technical. See, again, it's
you know that the money is spent right, which faced
%he
a Brown, a McNamara, a Ruina, a Foster.
[Ihf _t's a program
answer is let ARPA run it....
that involves maybe tan organizations, a hundred
technical people, all three Services in a major
way, for a year's important study, that you plan
to use the results of, well you'd better get it
right. A.d you really, in terms of justifying
the expenediture to yourself and others, have to
know that it is being done right. Where do you
go, even now, if you sit in OSD, and you have
that kind of problem? ARPA. That's one of tha
things that ARPA is good at. Always has been
and always will be, I trust, as long as there
is one.
ARPA's role in advanced radar development also continued to evolve.
The ADAR program had essentially developed from an advanced phased array
components program to a prototype model development prcgram, with the
latter actually initiated in April 1966. During the same period, the
FJPDAR low-cost phased array became operational at White Sands (in a
receive-only configuration in October 1965 and full radar mode in June

1966).
New instrumentation radars for the PRESS program were also in development or in planning, and old equipment was modified and upgraded. Notable
among these developments were the new ALCOR (ARPA-Lincoln Coherent Observables Radar) and ALTAI-6 (APRA Long Range Tracking and Instriim-ntation
ALCOR was a high resolution radar with a capability to measure
Radar).
the length of reentry bodies and/or satellites. It made it possible to
investigate length meas'trement as a BM discrimination technique and also
made a central contribu'.tion to intelligence applications in space object
This latter area of investigation has continued
identtfication (SOI).
in ARPA following the DEFENDER transfer. The ALTAIR radar extended PRESS
capabilities in the UHF and VHF ranges. Herzfeld had little patience with
those who considered PRESS investments (cumulatively $250-$350 million)
In his mind the $10-$20 billion U. S. investment in strategic
expensive.
w;eapons systems in fact depended on the PRESS measurements system for
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their success: "I think it's cheap for the money. i would have spent
twice as much if it had been'necessary. I would gladly have spent
twice as much."[271
The HIBEX program was successfully completed, with six of seven tests
of this high velocity interceptor totally successful. Though the system
was not, "weaponized" as was the SPRINT interceptor, and was merely a
research vehicle, its acceleration and maneuvering capabilities far
exceeded the performance cha.cteristics of SPRINT at perhaps a tenth
the cost. To follow the HIBEK program, ARPA established two efforts:
UPSTAGE (the upper maneuvering stage for the advanced interceptor) and
MPRCAS (maneuvering reentry control studies). Both thus focussed on maneuvering control techniques. at very high velocities in the context of a
reentry vehicle and a high velocity interceptor.
Numerous changes were thus occurring in the DEFENDER program, but
were largely logical extensions of preceding work. There were no totally
new major assignments to DEFENDER, the last really new additions being
penetration aids in 1961 4nd HIBEX in 1963. The program was providing
important research outputs, but not in quite the dramatic fashion of
earlier ynars when phased arrays came on the zcene, quality instrumentation radars were just' coming into operation, ana reentry phenomenology
data -lowed in to fill a near vacuum. As Herzfeld ýnok office, DEFEDE
was a thriving program enbering, a period of maturity.
The issue of whether and how DEFENDER was changing was tc become an
important issue at the end of Herzfeld's tenure when Foster posed. the
somewhat heretical notion of transferring the program to the Army:J28]
I kind of objected to that Cargument] because there
was constant chanr.g in the programs. And one of
the arg-uments in favor of transferrirg the program
out was that it needed to get a change. I think
that was completely wrong-headed and that argument was made by people who didn't really know the
program well enough to make that judgment.

The Evolving Crisis in DEFENDER Identity.

While rEFflE

had gradually

&ttained the status of a mature program -- well integrated into the national
BM and strategic offensive systems efforts -- this very integration was
beginning to raise questions about its continuing role. These questions
foreshadowed developments in 1967 which would ultimately culminate in the
transfer to the Arqr of the core of the DEFENDER program.'

In the early 19 6 0's, the ARPA and Army programs were distinctly different. ZEUS was. a late mid-course BND system based on existing technologies
whereas AP..A's work concentrated on new technologies and led to .rystems
approaches quite different from ZEUS, e.g., ARPA's work came to focus on
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late-terminal intercept (,.ith atmospheric filtering of decoys), which
simply was not feasible with the ZEUS system. While there may have been
budgetary and deployment versus advanced research conflicts, the Army and
ARPA programs were not 'competitive" in the sense of striving to best one
another in the same technologies and systems concepts.
This situation changed with the demise of ZEUS and the Army's adoption
of NIKE-X.
NIKE-X adopted phased array radar technology while ARPA work
on phased arrays continued; both programs came to emphasize late terminal
intercept concepts; both programs initiated work on high performance interceptors; and reentry phenomenology work underlay both programs.
Moreover,
the prospect of full NIKE-X system deployment in the foreseeable future had
beccme extremely clouded (especially in the light of McNamara's well-known
opposition to deployment).
The remoteness of deployment thus led NIKE-X
to move more. in the direction of ARPA' s exploratory development approach,
whereas ZEUS advocates had tended to urge near-term deployment with few
long-term exploratory development requirements.
By the time of Dr. Herzfeld's appointment as ARPA Director. changes
in the DEFNDR-Arnn relationship had led to a great deal of concern on
the part of the DEFENDER program head (Dr. Samuel Rabinowitz) that his
program was gradually becoming indistinguishable from NIKE-X in broad outline and that redirection would be needed. [29] The problem, as he Law it,
was to reconcile the need to be relevant to the NIKE-X program with the
organizational requirement to maintain a separate identity.
As a solution to this dilemma Rabinowitz concluded that to avoid
competition (in the sense of competing for the same mission or work effort)
required ARPA to begin to plan seriously for transfer of projects ia the
most competitive areas (and those areas which were purely supportive of
the Ar=y program) and to begin to focus ARPA resources more conaciously
on the loopholes or gaps in the Army effort.[30]
He forezsw a gradual
reorientation which~would retain enough of the old ARPA program to influence and educate the NIKE-X program, but would slowly build a more distinct
DEFENDER effort; or perhaps even an effort quite different from DEFENDER,
with the old missions and. even the name gradually falling by the wayside.
ADAR was noted as one candidate for transfer, as Wuas the field measurements
program. In fact, however, the "gradual transition" notion was not accepted
in ARPA; consequently the transfer decision of 1967 was abrupt and brought
about a severe management crisis.
It was not pursued because Herzfeld disagreed with it.
He did not believe that NIKE-X and DEFENDER were growing
to be alike and he was philosophically opposed to the loss of OSD leverage
over a Service, which a DEFENDER transfer would entail, in a critical
"Presidential issue" prob.Lem area.
Regardless of the validity of Rabinowitz's rationale, his conclusion
that planning for a non-DEFENDER future should be undertaken %as deadly

N
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Failure to do so in this instance almost cost the Agenqy its
accurate.
One of ARPA's biggest deficiencies, however, has been inability
existence.
and/or unwillingness to plan ahead.* Herzfeld inherited it and in his
relatively short tenure as Director had his hands full defending the Agency's
programs and role. There was no time to apply to creating a planning
system.
HIBEY. One of the outstanding DEFENDER successes of the Herzfeld
period wa-s- the HIBEX interceptor program. Established in ARPA-when Herzfeld
was directing the DEFENDER office, the advanced BMD interceptor enjoyed its
rather spectacular test achievements while he was Director of ARPA and
films of these tests became special events at Congressional presentations.
HIBEX was gradually transformed into the UPSTAGE program (the maneuvering
upper stage for the interceptor) which also appeared to be a substantial
technical success, but perhaps without quite the impact of the initial
effort.
The purpose of the HIBEX program was to demonstrate the feasibility
of a very high performance interceptor -- with both high acceleration and
high maneuverability -- which might be able to engage a maneuvering reentry
vehicle. Performance standards for the interceptor were set very high
with reference to the curr-3ntly existing state-of-the-art, e.g., perhaps
In
ten times the performance characteristics of current Interceptors.
order to achieve these advances, i.e., to accelerate to a few hundred G's
and reach several thousand feet in a second, it was necessary to pursue
several separate technologies at once. Advances were required, for example,
in fast burning propellants, control mechanisms, gyro technology, auto
pilots, and "hypersonic lifting" design.[31] Considerable risk-taking was
entailed in the prcgram; indeed, the first experimental interceptor was
flight tested after only one static test, and each of the tested missiles
differed significently; as nL-w features were constantly incorporated. For
all this, the interceptor achieved the almost incredible record of six
fully successful flight tests out of seven shots. In the meantime, the
SArzy's SPRINT' interceptor program, being developed in parallel, encountered
continuous test problems in its early years and had a long string of early
test failures. KIBEC had a modest 22 per cent cost increase over initial
estimates (largely attributed to an explosion ata plant) and cost only a
small fraction of the SPRINT development effort.
The director of the HIBEX program, Dr. Vahey Kupelian, attributes the
technical achievements of the interceptor to a number, of featlires of the
ARPA approach to advanced R&D.[32] First, and most important, was ARPA's
ability to maintain the effort as a clean experimental interceptor program
*A

problem complicated by personnel turnover in DEFFIMER, cited as "a
waste" and a continuing issue by one of the contemporary DEFENDERstaff
(Discussion with A. Gold, April 24, 1975.)
members.
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and to resist pressures (which he feels would have been irresistible in a
Service. program) to turn the experiment prematurely into a prototype weapon.
In his words, HIBT"t was developed rapidly and successfully because it was
not "weaponized," that is, because attention did not have to be given to
the details of designing for incorporation of a warhead, long-term maintenance in silos, to making the missile "dust proof, bust proof, idiot proof. "[331
Instead the program was able to focus exclusively on the central technical
In conproblems relating to interceptor performance and maneuverability.
trast, the SPRINT was "weaponized" from the beginning, and its much higher
cost and much slower start were related, in Kupelian's view, to the burden
of all the additional requirements entailed in incorporating the developing
interceptor into a fully-designed weapons system. The argument is basically
that technical advances are achieved more efficiently by handling experimental development and weapons system development sequentially rather than
concurrently, and ARPA is seen as especially capable of maintaining the
integrity of the experimental development phase.
Other features of ARPA which Kupelian regarded as contributing to the
technical success of MEX include the Agency's lack of bureaucratic restraints and its flexibility to tap very high calibre outside professional
Service rrocedures were much more rigid and bounded by
help as required.
Kupelian particularly valued
standing plans, proposals and contracts.
ARPA's ability to follow up a promising development quickly and to focus
"'doing the right thing is mach more important than
on the key issues:
Permisdoing it right. You can do it right the second time around."[34]
agents
several
to
use
flexibility
the
and
procedures
selection
sive contract
The freedom of the individual
for contracting were cited as major assets.
program manager to make technical decisions was a further advantage, as
opposed to the Services which have too many "spear carriers" or "horse holders"
who have to be accommodated on the staff and thereby slow down the decision-

making process.[351
On the tecLical level, therefore, HIBEX was a spectacular achievement,
and the achievement appears to relate to ARPA's ability to focus on the key
The program, however, is not without its critics.
technical issues.
HIBEC/UPSTAGE, while later transferred to the Army w4ýth the other core
DEFENDER projects, did not become the first phase of a new operational
"waits in
As of the mid-1970's HIBEX technology still
super interceptor.
the wings" for a decision to develop an alternative to the second-generation
Direct transSPRINTT now incorporated into the nation's limited BMD effort.
fers to the SPRIINT program, which was developed in parallel, appear to be
rather modest (a point with which Kupelian concurs) though some spin-off
Because the program never made the transition to a weapons
did occur.
observers, regard HIBEX as primarily an interesting "hobby
some
system,
shop" activity of no great significazice.[361
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The response to the above criticism is largely that a very advanced
interceptor technology has been developed at low-cost, which provides the
basis for efficient operational developments should the requirement for
an expanded ballistic missile capability arise, while at the same time
the "arms race" implications of developing an operational super-performance
interceptor have been avoided. Another argument is that the very existence
of HIBEX impelled the Axmy to upgrade its specifications for SPRINT considerably and thus was an important prod to improving the operational
interceptor systems which actually were developed in the 19 6 0's
This
point appears well documented: SPRINT performance requirements were substantially raised almost immediately on the initiation of the "competitive"
ARPA project. Thus the proponents of the point of view that HIBEX he.s been
significant point to both a stand-by advanced capability and an incentive
resulting in a stronger Army effort.
VELA

The VELA program orgarization remained essentially unchanged from
earlier years. VELA Uniform continued as the major effort in underground
test detection; VELA Cloud Gap was renamed VELA On Site Inspection, thus
directly reflecting its mission (anad possibly reflecting disillusionment
with the "Cloud Gap" program proper); VELA High Altitude, which had combined
VELA SielTa and '17LA Hotel, was again redivided into those elements, now
called VELA Surface and -vELA Satellite. The reason for the latter change
is unc.Lear, except that it gave increased prominance to the extraordinarily
successful satellite program. No new organizational elements were created
within VELA dur 4.ng the 1965-66 time period.
In VELA Uniform, ARPA continued to provide support to the Worldwide
Seismic Net (despite an increased role by the U. S. Coast ancd Geodetic
Survey); a broad program of basic seitmological research continued; one
which Herzfeld, like Sproull, believes "changed geology completely,"
resulting in "modern geology."[37] The shift of emphasis from research on
Geneva-type stations to large aperture arrays, begun in 1963-4,, was largely
complete with LASA construction begun in. late 1965; underwater detection
research continued; and th nuclear explosion program was carried forward.
Among newer programs, development proceeded on an ocean bottom seismograph
st-ation (designed for monitoring in coastal areas); a series of chemical
explosions off the U. S. coast were conducted using obsolete Navy munitions
in order to generate data on seismic wave prorogation and attenuation
across the United States (the so-called CHASE tests*); and models of an
unmanned seismic observatory were developed (a possible adjunct to on-site
inspection arrangements).
*

CHASE is an acronym for "cut holes and sink 'em;" the munitions and the
barge were sunk together for the underwater test.
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"VFIA Surface continued as a relativelyv small program investigating
techniques and devices for detection of atmospheric or high altitude tests.
Research included projects in acoustics, magnetotelluric, optical and
radio ýechniques, as well as debris sampling.
The VELA Satellite program continued its success story. Two new
satellites were successfully launched ,in July 1965, joining the two earlier pairs of satellites. As of mid-1966 the original October 1963 satellites were still providing data, showing a life expectancy and reliability
far greater than had been envisioned at the beginning of the program. The
unexpected performance record of the early satellites had allowed a major
stretchout of the program and increased attention to developing more
sophisticated devices for the late.- payloads. The program was, in effect,
serving as an interim operational capability beyond its research objectives.
By now, however, Dr. Foster was pressing for transfer of the program.
Herzfeld resisted, fearing that the Services might not do it rigbt.J38]
He als6 did not want to sacrifice the other ARPA objectives which the VELA
launches served, e.g., the payloads had e'.rly warning and diagnostic components and piggy-back scientific satellites could be included. Once ARPA
lost control, it would also lose thise options.
VELA On-Site Inspection continued to investigate various techniques
which might assist in an on-site inspection effort, with primary emphasis
on gas sampling approaches.
In addition, two field exercises were conducted in conjunction with ACDA and USGS.
The Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA) Program
The Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA) program was the last major
effort undertaken within VELA to lay the technical, basis for an international underground test detection system of the type needed to support
a comprehensive nuclear test ban agreement. The LASA pr6gram was conceived
in a time of widespread high level national political interest in signing
a comprehensive test ban and became a major element in policy deliberations on that subject. Eventually LASA proved inadequate for this ambitious
role and was transformed into a more modest research effort.
The transformation of.LASA took place prinarily during Dr. Herzfeld's
period as ARPA Director and is representative of amuch broader change
taking place in the VELA program at this time. This change may be described
in summary form as a transition from the original VELA mission of providing
*the technical basis for early development of test detection systems to
contribute to a ban on testing, to a separate, mission (developed out of
"safeguard d" to the Limited Test Treaty Ban) of strengthening national
test detection capabilities regardless of the imminence of a comprehensive
oan on tests. The VMA program, in other words, gradually became much
more integrated into the national nuclear test detection and intelligence
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establishment and less intimately linked to the course of test ban negotiations. The later change in the VELA office's name to the Nuclear
Monitoring Research office reflects this shift, as "monitoring" implicitly
suggests a continuation of nuclear testing.
The LASA program grew out of interest ii the Ruina period in array
technology as a potential technique for dramatically improving seismic
detection capabilities over those provided by systems of single seismometers.[391 The British had, at the time, made sone interesting suggestions with respect to use of seismic arrays which greatly interested Dr.
Ruina and others in the field. As a result of this interest; Ruina. established a small but highly significant array program at Lincoln Laboratories
(which was later to become one of the two major LSA contractors) and he
and Sproull later recruited Dr. Robe-t Frosch, a zioted expert in hydrostatic arrays, to head the VELA program.
Dr. Frosch, who arrived in VELA at the beginning of Dr. Sproull's
directorship, was responsible for transforming ARPA's rather diffuse
interest in arrays into the LASA program. The LASA design concept was
to integrate a very large number of seismic instruments (as many as 500
or more) into a single large array spread over a substantial area. The
inputs from these many instruments were to be aggregated through nodern
data processing and analysis techniques in such a way as to greatly reduce the signal to noise ratio, which had proven a major obstacle to the
detection and identification of seismic events at low magnitudes. In
addition, it was also felt that large array designs might uncover newr
identification criteria which simply did not exist for tra-litional seismic
stations. If seismic detection and identificationthresholds could be
reduced to low enough levels, so that only very small nuclear blasts could
hope to escape detection, then the United States might be able .t reduce
or eliminate its demands for on-site inspection, which had been an insurmountable barrier to signing a comprehensive test ban treaty with the
Soviet Union. The objective of Dr. Frosqh's LASA concept, which was recognized from the beginning to be a rather expensive undertaking, was to
achieve such a critical level of improvement in seismic capabilities.
But as he is quo'ted as having said, "$200 million isn't important if it
leads 'o a breakthrough in the arms race."[140]
The initial effort in the LASA program was the development of a research array in Montana. This array, whichwas well underway in late 1964
and was dedicated by President Lyndon Johnson in Cctober 1965, was to be
the largest and most fu!lly developed LASA-type array ever built. At the
time, however, the Montana array appeared to be just the beginning.
Sometime in late 1964, Secretary McNamara was briefed on the concept and'
apparently regarded its potential for an international system underlying
a, test ban to be so great that he ordered planning for a worldwide net
to proceed. He did this well befrre any results had been obtained from
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the Montana station. This decision was enthusiastically supported by
those agencies oriented positively toward aggressive action on arms
control, namely, State, ACDA, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Dr. Brown, then DDR&E,"
International Securityr Affairs, and others.
was also positively inclined.
Spro~ll, who was ARPA director during this period, said %,hathe
was very keen on the LASA concept, but most uncertain about the advisability then of investing hiodreds of millions in building LASA s-.ations
around the world. He characterizes McNamara's reaction as much tie

same as his own:[41]
The A•PA position ... was kind of neutral. We
were -roposing a program and designing it but
as f.r as really pushing it 'all out' is concerned, I think we had a kind of an 'on the one
hand. this, on the one hand that' point of view....
Mayoe LASA wasn't the answer because one didn't
know enough yet about the way discrimination was
So the ARPA
ultimately going to be done....
position I guess was that we wanted to do this,
but it was not a posicion that ARPA was pushing
very hard, and 'do it at all costs' and 'you're
It
crazy if you don't' and so on and so forth.
was more I think a position that said somebody
ought to be a spokestman for this and makes sure
and gets pushed all
that it gets a fair trial
Mhe Secretary
the way to the Secretary's office.
was inta:ýested. But realize that u en you get
into hundreds of zillions of dollars it had to
compete with lots of othar programs and it also
had these problems of the host governments (which
rod knows ARPA was very alert to, through AGILE
and through [ the] worldwide network of 125 seismic. stations).
The. LASA concept, and particularly the notion that it be developed
rapidly into an international detection system, also had its strong
Not surprisingly, the AEC and Joint Chiefs were known to
opponents.
The most serious criticism
be critical and urged a cautious approach.
of LASA, however, came from seismic experts associated with the U. S.
operational nuclear test detection system.[42] An international LASA
network would, of course, have been somewhat cQmpetitive with national
capabilities, and one might also argue that those associated with the
latter inevitably would be more sensitive to nationa4 security arguments
for continued testing and more skeptical of the need for a rapid move
The conservative view from thiz source, however,
toward a test ban.
Building a
was r,.inforced by a number cf soundl technical arguments.
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full-blown facility in Montana was an expensive way to determine the
feasibiLity of large arrays; moreover, commitment to an international
system before research results were in (from the Montana facility and
elsewhere) involved very high technical risk and was arguably premature.
Despite opposition to LASA, and especidlly to a world-wide LASA
network, momentum during the first half of Dr. Herzfeld's tenure as
ARPA Director was clearly toward commitment to this program.
Just
after the President dedicated the Montana array in late 1965 -- and
still
before any considerable amount of data had been analyzed -McNamara made a preliminary decision to proceed with FY 1967 funding
of the plans for a full system of 10-12 stations. In the meantime,
planning for the location of foreign stations was underway.
McNamara's late-1965 decision proved, however, to be the peak of
the LASA program.
Commitment to a large system was immediately and
effectively attacked on technical grounds, primarily on grounds that
results from the Montana array had not been produced and analyzed so
as to establish that the system could meet hoped-for performance
levels. As a result of this attack, McNamara reversed his decision and
the program continued 'in the research mode pending later decisions.
In the fall of 1966, an external-to-ARPA technical evaluation of the
Montana LASA 'oncluded that the array did not meet optimistic earlier
projections with respect to reductions in signal-to-noise ratios, that
no fundamental breakthroughs in identification techniques had been uncovered, and that a network of smaller, more traditional stations
would be equally or more effectiire than a LASA network and at much
reduced cost.
This technical assessment is widely believed to have
kil;.ed LASA as an international system around which a test ban might
be concluded.
At the same time that more conservative judgments .on LASA capabilities were beginning to ,appear, political pressure for a test ban
began to dissipate. The test bar, enthusiasmof the Kennedy Administration had begun to wane later in the Johnson period; McNamara was
encountering even more difficult proolems in managing the DOD with
the expansion of the Vietnam conflict and was increasingly occupied
with these concerns; Foster, the new DDR&E, was not a. Supporter of
major.test ban initiati-es.
Perhaps most important, 1266 was a crossroads in the development ,ofstrategic weaponry, and a key feature of
the next generation of strategic missiles was to be the development of
small multiple warheads.
Development of this technology, d-emed
essential to upgiLading deterrent capabilities, required an extensive
commitment to underground testing., By the end of 1966 the drive for
a comprehensive test ban had essentially ceased to exist as a matter
of national priority.
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Thus toward the end of Dr. Herzfeld's tenure, WSA had died as a
revolutionary nuclear test detection system. Thou&# the decisive
critique of the IASA system had suggested an alternative approach, it
%-a not pursued, due both to the decreased priority of achieving a
comprehensive lan and to the fact that the alternative system did not
have the potential fr r a r-evolutionary breakthrough in capabilities
that LASA was once expected to have. In this context, the Montana
LASA was gradually reoriented toward more evolutionary, incremental
research objectives. In early 1967 a second large array, MRSAR,
(located in Norway) was added as a research device. In 1918 a new
research emphasis was added, namely, investigation of "long period"
seismic signals (LASA -*as designed to improve detection/identification
of "short period" signals) and a new large array (called ALPA) was
built in Alaska. In many -ways the new effort was technically richer
and more balanced than its predecessors, but despite the existence of
some strong enthusiasts for its potentialities it did not offer such
revolutionary promise.
In retrospect, LASA made numerous contributions to the science
of seismolo~r and to the technology of nuclear test detection. Of
major importance, for example, has been the introduction of nodern
data processing techniques into seismology on a large scale.

A great

deal was learned about the limits and applications of array technology,
much of which has been incorporated into ongoing national systems.
On the other hand. the Montana LASA and to a lesser extent the later
large arrays were rather expensive and,. like a number of other large
"facility" investments, have posed continuing burdens on the ARPA
budget, perhaps beyond the point where ARPA support might logically
have been terminated. To one observer, who advocated a more evolutionary
step-by-step approach to investigating large array technology, the
Montana-LASA was far over-designed and represented a tendency for
scientists "to build monuments that will endure after them."[43] LASA
may perhaps be regarded as a high-risk undertaking -.
tich
would have had
enormous impact it totally successful, i.e., imderwriting a comprehensive test ban, and which still had substantial. technological impact
while failing in its main objective. A conservative approach might
have been more cost effective, but would not have satisfied contemporary
demands to reach. for a breakthrough. This responsiveness (unless the
prospects for a LASA breakthrough are viewed as unreasonable'from
the beginning) has to be traded off against a more narrow cost benefit
accounting.

AGILE
Expansion of Project AGILE continued during Dr. Herzfelds period

as Director. This is hardly surprising inasmuch-as he was convinced in*Gellectually that AGILE was addressed to significant issues and could be
made to succ -!ed.

\-

One of the reasons that Herzfeld had originally decided
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to join ARPA was Godel's compelling description of the insurgencycounterinsurgency problem.[44141 Unlike Ruina and Sproull, Herzf eld
found AGILE an attractive challenge.
In budgetary termis, AGILE reached a peak of around $30 million
About half the size of the VELA program,
for both FY 1965 ,.nd FY 1966.
The program had tripled
it remalned the third largest program in ARPA.
in funding by its forth year of operation.
Mhe continued broadening of AGILE f'unctions is perhaps of even
greater i.terest. Far from its initial charter to support two Eoutheast Asia field offices Ln research of value to indigenous forces,
AGILE by 1966 is described as a very broad, comprehensive research
attack on virtually all aspects of the insurgency-counterinsurgency
The introductory paragraph to the AGILE section of ARPA's
problem.
FY 1966 Annual Report is illiustrative:[45]
Project AGITLE research and development continues to be responsive, on a quick-reaction
basis, to the critical technological problems of
Concurrently, there is an
remote area conflict.
increasing emphasis on the definition and un.derstandlng of' the environmental and behavioral.
factors -which have a fundamental and perhaps
Pedominant impoitance in insurgent conflict.
cognition of the close interrelation between the
technological, behavioral, and environmental factors
has resulted in the initiation of an integrated,
f'u-±ctionally-oriented syst!ems approach to the total
sblution of the Droblem of counterinsurgent ocerations.
(Underline added.,)
The statement of AGILE's role as seeking the.' "total solution" to
counterinsurgenicy problems could hardly be more ambitious, and is a
considerable expansion uf AGILE's mission beyond that of the Sprou.l
period.
Ruina's AGILE emphasized "quick-fix" hardware modifications.
The AGILE of the SprouU. era gave impetus to longer-term research
(particularly environmental) in an attempt to make AGILE more scientific, and to geographic exspansion beyond Southeast Asia. Herzfeld's
AGILE reaches further toward a broad "system's approach" and even
Also notable in the FY 1966 statehigher le-els of sophistication.
ment is the fact that mention of support to "indigenous forces" as a
This important omission came,
major program focal point is dropped.
of course, at a time when U. S. forces in Vietnam were being vastly expanded; and the implication is that AGILE will becon'e sxupportive of
this effort.
This is confirmed in Dr. Herzfeld's FY 19b7 kouse Appropri-tions Committee testim•ony -hen he notes that AGILE has "picked up
Nonetheless
some of the problems dhich arise for American troops."(46]
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ARPA believed that the indigenous forces support role was, the one it
should be filling, as much as possible.
Another very interesting aspect of the FY 1966 statement is tiat
AGILE clearly claims for iýzelf th3 highly visible role of a gadfly
and "catalyý'" vis-a-vis the Services, and rather.directly implies
that the Services are derelict in giving sufficient or timely attention to critical counterinsurgency problems. The FY 1966 Annual
Report states, for example:[47]
The AGILE Program is designed to act as a
catalyst. That is, it provides a capability
for rapid response to critical problems requiring immediate attention until one of the
Services is able to address itself to the problem. As soon as Service interest and responsibility is assigned to a rem6te area conflict
problem, ARPA activities are reduced or terminated, except in those cases where continued
ARPA support is desirable or requested.
That ARPA viewed AGILE as filling real gaps in Sert(ice capabilities in
the counterinsurgency field is well illustrated by a vigorous exchange
between Herzfeld and Congressman Minshall during the FY 1967 House
Appropriations Committee Hearings.
Dr. Herzfeld was defending AGILE
sponsorship of contractor interviews of Viet Cong prisoners, which the
Congressman felt wa. the proper function of military interrogation
teams: [48]"
Mr. Minshall:

This is nothing new.

military people doing it

We had

in World War II

who

were experts in this field.' We didn't need
a bunch of civilians to dc the job that the
military and others in Government are already'
trained to do.
Dr. Herzfeld: This war is a war which turns
on how gue.rrillas fight against a government
and how that government fights against guerrilla
operations.
It is a different kind of war and
the kinds of quertions that arise are different.
Mr. Minshall: One of the reapons is that we had
a lot more military. If we are going to fight
this war, with contract cirilians we are in real
trouble.
Dr. Herzfeld: I don't think it is that simple.
The average military system really is not very
well geared to worrying about some of these interfaces between the civilian and military.

W'V
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The bro&" AGILE program which had ciolved by 1966 consisted of the
(1) field rr:seaxch units -- now including
following program elaments:
offices in Saigon. Bangkok, Beirut an,' Pý.name, and a liaison office in
Singapore; (2) environmental research-- conducted prlmarilv 'in Thailand and Panama, with various supporting studies in the U. S.; (3)
operations analysis studies -- including studies of forest and swamp
warfare, guerrilla safe havens, route securit~y, highway and rail
systems, etc.; (4) applied behavioral res-earch -- including studies of
tribes etc.; (5) advanced techViet Cong motivation and morale, hill
nology -- divided into the cate.gories of weapons technology, surveillance technology, mobility, communications, and biomedical research; and (6) systems integration -- focus:,ing largely upon linking
together a "counterinsurgency system"' for Thailand.
By 1966, AGILE work ranged from Viet Cong prisoner interviews to
studies of nutrition in Nigeria;. from qollection of data on radio propagation in tropical environments to development of a "jet flying belt"
to propel an individual soldier; from testing the mobility of specific
vehicles to studying group structure in Montaguard villages; from
evaluating Thai rural development programs to collectinr 2ata on
climate, soils and micro-biological life in Panama.
While critics have sometimes argued that AGILE suffered over the

years from an unclear set of objectives,' it is probably fairer to say
that events inevitably distorted its original concern with indigenous
forces such that it became increasingly involved Uth a mixture of
activity, some of which woas allegedly intennded for them and some for
U. S. forces and some for both. Internally, at least, ARPA personnel
usually were clear about what the objective was, even if they were
not reaching it.
Herzfeld's recollection cf how AGILE evolved from
the time he joined ARPA is instructive.[49]
(Tihat had to do mostly with halping the
indigenous forces and with helping the,
indigenous populations, based on the assumption that counterinsurgency is not primarily
a military problem anyway. It was primarily
a political beliefs and social.problem....
When I got to be Deputy Director that wa.
still the format of AGILE. And I remem.ber
pretty vividly thinking about the question
'how this can be used or whether it can be
used for helping U. S. forces?' (In 19631 itwas not at all clear to any of us, and
ceitainly not to me, whetrher this AGILE
codJld b. used to help the U. S. militaxuy, a9d of
course at that time there were no sighificant
U. S. combat forces 'in Southeast Asia. So tae
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concentration was all on the indigenous help;
hence the logic of the local laboratories to
build up local capability in Vietnam first and
then Thailaad -- and we were also thinki.--g of
ohier places like Iran -- local capabilities
for local use by local people. Now when U. S.
combat troops got into the theatre, that
charged some, in the sense that a considerable
premium was put on also helping U. S. combat
forces.

Then, gradually ...

when U. S. combat

orces first went into Vietnam in any 'numbers,
[there] was a gradual shift of emphasis more andmore in the direction of helpiuig U. S. forces
which, I think, in part, was everybody's attempt:
--

including mi-ne --

for being useful with the

war, which was obvicusly considered a very key'
item, together with the conviction that in
Vietnam in those years more and more of the
fighting role went to the U. S. forces and
less to Vietnamese forces.
Herzfeld 7as not enthusiastic about this turn of events.
He did not
like mixi:.g into what ;ra; becoming a more conventional shooting war in
many respects:[50]
[Tlhat was why I was so interested in the Thai
effort because, to my mind, that' was more like
what AGILE really shculd be doing, -ahereas whatwe were doing in Vietnam was more like what any
quick reaction capability of the Services was
doin6.
And the miain difference was that we were
even quicker than quick. And, also, x lot of
our stuff was technically more sophisticated and
sometimes superior, technically, because we could
get. good people faster.
On the other hand, the DDR&E, reflecting tremendous pressures on him to
use iDT&E resources to help win the war, soon, was most interested in
having AGILE make contributions to U;- S. combat success.. According to
Herzfeld, Foster was negative abott AGILE "unless it produced something
elegant for the U. J. forces, iii which case he was very positive."[511
ARPA tried to accommodate that interest by standing ready to spend funds
as a quick reaction basis for requests from General Westmoreland and
the science advisers that the DDRS&9 assigned to his staff. Foster and
Herzfeld held a weekly cryptologically secure coiference call with them
via the so-cal-led ZAP channel.
Herzfeld said that he "pledged that we
would offer quick reaction capability to whoever was at the other end."
Roiighly $5 million of AGILE money per year was left free for that
[521
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purpose plus a sizeable amount of the Advanced Sensors budget. Herzfeld
particularly feels that ARPA measurements work on night vision and
target identification was excellent:'[53]
They were among the earliest good measurements
and many more have since been made. And I
think it started a very serious tradition of
doing that kind of, thing right,[in the Services,
wi:o picked it up from being the AEPA agents
initially].
Nonetheless Foster's use of ARPA's quick reaction capability to do shortterm gadgetering led old timers within the Agency, and some of its 'old
boys' outside, to lament disparagingly that ARPA had been reduced to
being "Johnny's hobby shop." Occasionally these differences of opinion
spilled out in public. Herzfeld even appealed a bit to the Congress for
protection against unwarranted raids on ARPA resources, doubtless aggravating the Secretary, the DDR&E and others. In doing so, however, he
was reflecting a viewpoint deeply held by many in ARPA. The powerful
Congressman George Mahcn, for instance, asked if ARPA's role of doing
exploratory development of "far-out" technologies was not being sacrificed
to the exigencies of the moment (namely, quick-fixes for Vietnam).
The meaning of Herzfeld's response was clear:[54]
I am delighted that ybu raised the point.
It is one which corcerns usi constantly....
I think we need the help of your committee
in doLig this. We are alwa rs under considerable pressure from all kinds of people,
including sometimes this co ittee, to
answer: "Why are you doing this? Does this
make any sense at all?" Questions like this,
sir, are very propei and very sensible
questions, but the effect of questions like
this is to make it less likely that far out
things will get tried.
So I think we need the sipport of this
committee to continue this particular
function, and I am delightei with the encouragement which I read from your question.
There are great pressures o. us to do the
thing that need to be done right away. One
of the things that ARPA ,can do is to react
more rapidly than the milit~ry departments,
It only really takes the three of us here in
ARpA to make a decision. If we decide that
something has to get done
d Mr. Beard assures
me that the money is availableand thit we would
not be breaking regulations by doing so, we can sign
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an ARPA order and get it out into the field
in an hour, if necessary. There is no other
organization in Washington that I know that
can do that.
As a consequence, we are under considerable
pressure sometimes to help with this, heap with
that, so on, because we can react rapidly and
when an emergency arises, "OK, ARPA, you do it,
you are master." I think that is sometimes a misuse of ARPA; not always. I certainly would. be: the
last to say that we shouldn't go out and help
General Westmoreland on problems such as this
tunnel detection business. I think that is very
important.
If we wouldn't do that, we would be
shirking our duty. But it is a different mode of
operating.
On balance AGILE was rapidly becoming a millstone around ARPA's
neck. McNamara showed little or no interest, except in the previously
mentioned series of Viet Cong prisoner interrogation reports and analyses
undertaken by a small RAND team. Herzfeld regrets, in •etrospect, not
trying to present ARPA's view of counterinsurgency more directly to,
McNamara, in contrast to the military view: "We thought there were
subtle ways of fighting, [but] the American style of fighting is you
level everything with bombs and then you go in."[55].
The Deputy Secretary was especially hostile to AGILE, perhaps to
ARPA as a whole. Sproull and Herzfeld both found him highly critical.
Vance had been Secretary of the Army. McNamara and Brown had used ARPA
and ARPA programs as a lever against his and the Arn'a views on BMD.
Tha AR-15 episode, of course, had infuiriated the Army. All the Services
resented ARPA as an intruder, in a roles and missions context, once
they became interested in Vietnam, and the Deputy Secretary heard all
the complaints. Herzfeld has summarized that situation accurately,
using the ARPA advanced sensors projects as a case in point:[56]
As U. S. combat forces became involved in Vietnam ...
eventually we got into roles and missions arguments
because it looked like the two [ARPA and the Services]
were doing the same thing and they occasionally were
very close. Sometimes even exactly the same.
The Deputy Secretary was also responsible for leading the serious fight
within DOD to economize on both people and funds. ARPA's field units
were visible and hence highly vulnerable targets. The number of personnel in them looked large,, especially in comparison with headquarters'.
"So.that" Herzfeld said, "was a whole dimension vfdch was constant
agony."[57] Vance- also was in charge of countering press criticism of.
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the Johnson Administration's conduct of the war. Reflecting its great
sensitivity on that point, he -rigorously pursued the truth behind stories
of alleged stupidity or worse.[58]
It was assumed in his office always that it
was ARPA's fault and we often spent many, many
days chasing something down to find out if it
was the Army'l the Air Force's or the State
Department's or somebody [else's].... ARPA
[often] had nothing to, do with it.
So we spent
a great deal of time on that.
AGILE, of course, gradually came under increasing attack on the Hill
for duplicating Service work, interfering 3-. Service roles aid missions,
engaging in unsuitable research, serving as an illicit and costly surrogate
for the Militaxry Assistance Program, etc. The Deputy Secretary, regardless of the validity of the charges, could be certain of one thing: ARPA
was once again a source of aggravation for him and for the Department.
Herzfeld recalls being a somewhat lonely figure defending AGILE's
programs and outlook: ['59]
We had very few supporters.
It was achieved, I
think, mostly in the teeth of the system. I
cannot think of a single person in OSD, in the
two years I was Director, who welcomed the dis-.
cussion of AGILE on my terms. 'Most of them
wanted to have a discussion on AGILE with .me
on their terms -- how to kill the [deletion]
thing -- but on my terms, how to make it

bigger, better, and more successful, very few
people had time for that.
It was a valiant effort. Herzfeld's dedication to the validity of the
basic shape of the problem envisioned by Godel is praiseworthy. Where
he ultimately went astray, aside from the overwhelming force of events
in Vietnam over which nobody in ARPA had control, was in his choice of
S"solution" (discussed in detail in Chapter VIII) that is an assesim"-.t,
however, that applies to virtually every man 'who sought to grapple with
insurgency.
Substantiwvly, the AGILE program had immense difficultie3.
It was
competing directly with the Services on hardware modification projects
intended primaril4 for U. S. troops. It was conducting environmental research projects in Thailand and eLsewhere that either seemed to-be producing no results or irrelevant (to Vietnam) results.- It was promising
a comprehensive "systems" solution to classic. insurgency situations,
but that too was increasingly irrelevant to Vietnam as the war there

""
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escalated to quasi-conventional levels of conflict. More serious, the
systems scheme had a ring of phoniness to it which ultimately proved
to be its undoing. It was to become an exceedingly expensive failure
during the Rechtin period, and there are plenty of people around to
say "I told you so."
Materials Sciences
The Materials Sciences Program of the Herzfeld period retained
essentially the character of Dr. Sproull's program. The IDL's continued
to be by far the largest component of an office budget now reaching an
annual funding level of $28 million; the c6upling program initiated by
Sproull was well underway, with four major contracts being supported;
the materials preparation program also continued, but the Lnitial focus
on crystal growth (an activity now adequately covered by 1he IDL' s and
other institutions) was phased out in favor of new progra-is in beryllium
research and the development of a research facility concerned with magnets and related materials.
The emphasis of the 1965-1967 materials program tin s continued to
be largely focussed on university basic research prograris. Though the
coupling projects were I.imed at militarily relevant pro )lems and, to
cite one example, a ma.j.r part of the beryllium program• was conducted
in a Service laboratory,, program statements of the perX.od give no more
--

and perhaps less --

attention to military relevance than statements

of the Sproull period. For example, they indicate only- that the
materials developed permit "a wide variety of uses by the Defense
Department" or are of "great interest."[60] There is little stress
on specific projects of direct application to cbncrete military requirements.
The IDL program was still viewed largely 'in terms of the institutionbuilding objectives set when the effort was initiate-I in 1959. This is
well illustrated by an internal review of the IDL prigrmn completed by
ARPA in August 1966.[61] The review focussed on indicators that would
demonstrate that the IDL program had produced both cuantitive 'and qualitative improvements in basic n'aterials research on (ampus.
Probably
the clearest indicator of program success at that t:me was the obviously
direct effect of the IDL's on production of trained manpower in the
materials sciences.
The quantitative goal set by tae Federal Council,
it will be recalled, was a 75 per cent increase in the number of materials
Ph.D's. While by 1965-1966 this Ph.D increase had not yet been fully
achieved -- most of the IDL's were not fully operational until 1963 or
later and there was an obvious lag time before the educational system
could complete a large increase in Ph.D's produced -ý graduate student
figures indicated that the IDL's were well on the way toward accomplishing
this goal. The ARPA review figures show graduate student-research assistants in materials fields increasing from approximately 1.00 in, 1961.-62
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to 2000 in 1965-66, an 82 per cent increasp. ARPA-supported graduate
students alone accounted for some 600 of the addition. [621 Another
compilation produced at about the same time by an ARPA staff member
showed an increase of materials faculty and post-doctoral staff at the
12 IDL shcools from approximately 350 to 550, a 57 per cent increase. [63] Projections showed continued increases tiarough 1969-1970.
While calculating the exact percentage increase in total U.S. materials
Pn.D's attributable to the ARPA (and other) IDL programs would no doubt
be difficult, it seems clear that the ARPA program's contribution was
very significant, well in keeping with the objective initially set for
it.
Other contributions identified were the extensive development of
central facilities with appropriate research equipment and an attendant
improvement in the quality and scope of research which could be conducted in the university environment.
The review credits the 1DL's
with greatly improving the competitive position of' the universities
vis-a-vis industrial and government laboratories in terms of the sophistication of research efforts which could be conducted.
Though this
cannot be easily quantified, the 1966 review and other documentation on
the IDL's appear to be highly convincing on this point. In short, the
ARPA IDL's appeared by the mid-60's to have made a very substantial
improvement in the university materials research infrastructure, which
in turn permitted more advanced research to go forward.
Finally, the 1966 review makes a reasonably convincing case on the
positive impact of the program's interdisciplinary focus.
It notes,
however, that impact here had probably been less uniform than in the
above cases.
On the positive side, the review credits the IDL's with a
definite impact in broadening the field of chemistry through the unfusion
of physics problems and concepts (and heightening interest in crystals)
and in significantly strengthening the field of metallurgy which is
especially dependent on interdisciplinary cross-fertilization. Joint
appointments and co-location of milti-disciplinary staffs were two
saluatory effects of the IDL program cited by the review as fostering
cross-disciplinary exchanges.
Incidentally, these IDL approaches were
said to have been wide1iyj copied at other non-IDL universities. *
The review also assessed each of the twelve IDL's funded by ARPA,
the results of which are presented here only in summary form. In brief,
seven of the twelve schools were, felt to have excellent programs; three
to have good programs but with some major current or latent 'problems
requiring action; and only two were said to have "serious shortcomings

•

The Lehigh and McMaster programs, for example, were scparately cited
by Sproull as attempting "almost literal copies."

\t
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which put the future of funding at the university in some doubt."[64]
One of the programs was deemed, unsuccessful because of a strongly antiinterdisciplinary tradition in the university, compounded by'poor
leadership quality and high leadership turnover in the IDL.
The other
case was judged unsuccessful for lack of interdisciplinary exchange,
attributed more to weak university administration rather than a hostile
tradition, and weakness in one faculty area. Both had failed tc. establish
truly central facilities as envisioned in the program. Both, however,
were also credited with having some very strong individual areas which
had benefitted from TDL support.
In summary, despite-problems in
individual laboratories, the IDL program appeared.to enjoy a high measure
of success during Dr. Herzfeld's tenure.
The assessment criteria used by ARPA were essentially all in the
nature of numerical increases in graduate students and of enhancing
basic 'infrastracture capabilities and institution-building. 'The terms
of reference under which the IDL program was assessed elsewhere within
the Department of Defense were shifting, however, and the institutionbuilding rationale did not serve to protect the program from criticism.
By 1966 (virtually at the same time that the favorable internal
IiL review was produced) the position of the program was becoming tenuous.
To illustrate, the official responsible for reviewing the program in
DDB&E was said to have taken the position: "Either orient the IDL program to Defense Department needs or transfer it to NSF."[65] While the
Materials Office staff and Dr. Herzfeld obviously felt that the IDL
program already was relevant to DOD needs, they were obliged 'to concede
that some reorientation to more applied problems could take place without
destl'oying the program. In late 1966 and early 1967, therefore, an
exchaage of' memoranda with the responisble ODDR.M official took place
with a view to defining more applied, "military-relevant" tasks that
the IDL's could undertake.
11hat this -exchange took place with some misgiving, however, is illustrated by the fQllowinrg:[66J
I would like to end on two cautionary notes.
I do nct believe that the universities should ever
be expected to make the kind of contribution we can
only -obtain from government laboratories.
I am
speaking here of the R&D interface with military
field operations and planning and with military
engineering.. If we ask the universities to participate in any major way in the function of coupling
applied science to military problems, we shall find
them to be inefficient, and simply unable to be pra.ctical. The universities are, of course, rich sources
of consultants on those problems, but tha*. is a different
matter. MY second point 'is that there is a maJor trend
in industry at present in the materials field to pull
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out of the forefront of basic research.
I believe
the DOD has a fundamental interest in the health of
the basic research community, and to the extent
that we do, ie should be insistent that the universities reemphasize their role as the major source
of basic research in the couintrr, and not encourage
them to follow the industrial trend.
By early 1967, however, it was becoming clear that the ARPA Materials
Office's position that strong DOD support for the IDL's should cortinue
might not carry the argument.
The major problem area appeared to be the
DDR&E's disenchantment with the concept of broad institutional support
for materials research, which was reinforced both by the other problems
that DDR&E had with the ARPA program (noted earlier) and by increased
Congressional hostility to broad Defense involvement in basic university
research programs.
Just as Herzfeld departed ARPA, the vulnerability of the IDL program
was clearly exposed by the Fiscal Year 1968 slash in the Yaterials Office
budge'., from $27.3 million in FY' 1967 to $4.4 million in FY 1968. At
ihe time, this was stated to be a one-time DDR&E response to Vietnam
budget pressures and it wa.s accomplished simply by cutting f6rward funding to universities by one year, i.e., moving from three to two years
of advance funding. The next year's budget (FY 1969) was supposed to
!-.Ccomodate a return to previous funding levels.
In fact, howrever, this
"one-time" cut was the beginning of the end of DOD support for the ID11
program. Dr. Rechtin, the next permanent Director, shared the DDR&E's
objections to theprogram.
In fact, he considered it a symbol of all
that was wrong with ARPA. As will be discussed later, the remaining
forward funding years were progressively, cut back to one year and new
budgetary support never returned to anything like former levels.
In the meantime, the other major material.s program -- the "coupling"
work -- was also beginning to encounter problems.
The four contracts,
ranging from $450 thousand to over $1 million in annual support, had
some notable technical successes, but a subsequent evaluation was generally
negative in its overall .assessment.t67)
Problems noted included difficulties in linking basic university research to the applied goals of
the projects, problems in interdisciplinary communicati.on across participating institutions, lack of specificity in technical goals, and numerous
management difficulties.
The latter were serious: "In no case do we
now have clearly successful management."(681
In the retrospective view
of a former hcad of the ARPA materials office, many ot the concepts involved in the coupling program, were excellent, but the projects undertaken were not cost effective and probably were overly amb-itious, especially the idea of creating broad problem-oriented centers of excellence
"of lworldwide renown,) drawing on multiple institutions.
Sproull agrees
that the coupling program did not work out and cites a number of practical
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reasons- the generally roigh period ARPA went through in 1965-1966;
the evolving over supply of Ph.D's in materials; and the fact that the,
program v .s "battered at by, ants," meaning a succession of small problems, mediocre contrac-crs and the absence of strong-willed people
with an interest to try something new.[691' In any event, doubts were
beginning to crop up vis-a-vis the coupling program in the latter part
of Herzfeld's period which reinforced the problem image created by
the IDL situation.
The stage was thus set for a major program reorientation on Dr.

Rachtin's arrival.
Information Processing Technology
During the Herzfeld period, the informatic:a processing technology
program continued to be a strong and relatively noncontroversial effort,
still predominantly oriented toward basic and applied res'earch.- The
program was, however, shifting gradually toward "6.2" development
efforts, as suggested by three undertakings: development of a second
generation time-sharing computer system (MULTICS') at MIT, commitmenz to
build an immense parallel processing computer (ILLIAC IV), and initial
investigation of means of interconnecting or "networking" geographically
separate computers (ultimately crystalizing into the ARPA Network or
ARPANET project).
in retrospect, the IPT office during the 1965-1966
tixic period appears to be in a transitional state between the research
emphasis of the Ruina-Sprou.ll period and the exploratory development
orientation of the Rechtin-Lukasik years.
Interestingly, the gradua!Jy increasing emphasis on defense relevance
*hch
had began to effect the other research-oriented offices
appears not to have affected IPT to nearly the same extent. Broadbased c mputer research simply was accepted as relevant on its face.
ARPA's escription of the FY 1966 IPT program, for example, justified
te

fact, i

ra ef-lfe
aressin ax uniqrae military aplications. In
was boldly asserted that DOD was a beneficiary of the research

largely in a secondary sense," that is, IPT's work would improve the
quality of productC of commercial manufacturers and DOD would ultimately
benefit as a buyer of, such products:[70]
The Department of Defense utilizes more than.
two-thirds of the Federal Government's computing
resources. The ARFA Information Processing Techniques Project is directed toward creating tech-'
niques, languages and procedures in the use of
the electronic computer to do a better job. This
project has been directly responsible for the
development of multiple access, time-shared computer
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The first of such systems to be made
systems.
available to the public are being marketed this
This new
year by the commercial manufacturers.
wray of using computers allows an individual with
a problem to use the computer in a conversational,
interactive way, thereby permitting new approaches
to solving a vae-ietyr of problems that heretofore
were not amenable to the computer. This part of,
the ARPA program has demonstrated that a single
computer system can serve dozens of human users
concurrently such that each user has at his
continuous command the resources of the entire
computer. The economic payoff of this research
is obvious.
The point here is that the re'rolutionary impact of rapid developm?nts
in the computer field in the mid-1960's were so' bbvious that very broad
criteria of Defense relevance were still acceptable.
During this -period, the IPT program tended to maintain the university
focus established by Dr. Licklider, who had now left ARPA and was succeeded
as IPT director first by Dr. Ivan Sutherland and subsequently by Mr. Robert
Taylor. Project RAC retained its position is the largest and most visible
of the university affforts, though m.jor projects were underway at numerous
otner institutions. Even the primary new "hardware" development program
of the period -- the IILIAC III computer -- was supported through a
university, the University of Illinois.

-

The MAC program, as noted above, was highly colored by the development of the ',MUTICS advanced time-sharing system, though a very wideranging research program was actually supported. MULTICS itself was a
subject of some controversy throughout the period and into the late
1960's, as the system proved more costly than wnticipated and encountered
n•iueruaal.aya lbefore going into operation. '!? Dr. Licklider, who.
later became director of Project MAC, sttributez these problems to the
machine being "o 'er-designed," due partially to the constant flow of
verj advanced concepts from the MIT community, and admits that MULTICS
came close to becoming a fiasco.J72] It emerged, however, as the mostsophisticated and "in rany ways the best" operational time-sharing system
in existence and is now being sold commercially by Hone3well. MULTICS
is also perhaps the only operational time-sharing system which could be
modified to meet military secuirty requirements, an issue which has come
to be of increased interest to DOD and IPT in recent years. Despite
early difficulties, therefore, MULTICS is now considered one of IPT's
success ,;tories, though with not quite the impact of the first MIT timesharing system.
Extensive research was supported during the Heizfeld period on
advanced programming and cbmputeir languages. ARPA, fur example, under..

--

-

-
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wrote the development of "higher level" computer languages such as LISP
and Formula ALGOL, which enable the compter to addzess' problems which
,could not be solved by the traditional FORTRAN and COBOL lang;iuges.
Computer graphics (a special interest of Dr. Sutherland,*who was a
prorinant innovator in this field) also received considerable emphasis
during the mid-1960's. The IPT program produced a very long list of
highly technical software developments which cannot be meaningfully
described here, but which have had lasting impact on advanced computer
technology. According to one MIT computer scientist (an acknowledged
leader in advanced computer technology in this country), the ARPA
projects in this and subsequent periods "probably contributed more than
all the other computer science laboratories in the country in the most
advanced things ... it's
almost impossible to think of anything important that has happened anywhere else."[73]
Initiation of ILLIAC IV. While Herzfeld sustained the thrust of
earlier information processing work, highlighted by work on the secondgeneration MAC time-sharing system, the IPT program also-mved in new
directioiLs. Notable among these initiatives was the development of a
program in "parallel processing" which was to prove one of ARPA's more
controversial endeavors.
Illustrating that ARPA still retained responsiveness to outside
ideas, the parallel processing efffort was initiated on the basis of an
unsolicited proposal, "Experimentation in Parallel Computation," submitted to ARPA by Dr. D. L. Slotnick in October 1965.[74] nr.. Slotnick
was an innovative computer scientist at' the University of Illinois who
was associated with the design of unique computer architectures. His
proposal to ARPA involved the concept of linking several arithmetic
computer processors to a single control anit (rather. than the traditional
one-on-one architecture), designed so that the arithmetic processors
could work on parts of a calculation simultaneously or "in parallel."
By enabling several functions to be performed concurrertly rather than
sequentially it was argued that the power and speed of the computer
could be increased dramatically. The concept, however, was highly
controversial on several grounds: tne feasibility of developing the
required hardware and achieving high levels of reliability with it, the
complexity of the required programs, and the existence of a sufficiently
large class of problems suitable to parallel ccmputation to make such
a machine development worthwhile.
To 'upport Dr. Slotnick's proposal was thus something of a "high
risk" proposition, given the doubts of many contemporary experts.
It
also entailed a substantial investment to design and build a prototype
machine. Should the concept prove out, however, there would also be
high payoff because the computer development program eventually approved,
promised an increase in "speed of data processing from 500 to 700 times
over present computers, and over 100 times faster'than any computer known
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to be in development."[75]
On
ARPA's speed in acting on this program is indeed impressive.
October 15, 1965, eight days after the formal proposal was submitted,
One week later an ARPA Order to initiate
a program plan war developed.
the program was signed, with the Rome Air Development Center as agent.
In January 1966 the University of Illinois requested bids from industry
to investigate the feasibility of developing the machine's architecture.
The Illinois contract with ARPA, which was designed to develop hardware
design criteria, software and languages, became effective in April.
Three industry contractors (RCA, Burroughs and tUIVAC) were selected
at about the same time to provide inputs on machine design. By the end
of the year. this "Ihase 1" effort had progressed to the point where
the three industrial contractors were asked to submit detailed proBurroughs was awarded the construction
posals for machine development.
contract in January 1967, with total program cost estimated at $21
million. In just over a year the parallel processing effort had moved
from an 'unsolicited concept paper through a preliminary design phase
'to commitment to a multi-million dollar hardware development project.
ARPA had clearly not lost its flexibility and ability to take initiatives.
Behavioral Sciences
The ARPA behavioral sciences program in the Herzfeld period consisted of five major project areas -- teaching and learning (primarily
computer-aided instruction); human performance (including research on
psychological factors relating to memory, hearing, and response to
pain); human cc-nunication (with emphasis on cross-cultural communication); bargaining and negotiation (including gaming and simulation of
international conflict); and behavioral science process and theory
(primarily studies o; cultural and social change).
What is perhaps most-interesting about the behavioral science
effort in 'this period (roughly a $4 million annual program) was that
it managed to sustain a significant social science research effort concerning foreign cultures during a time of very unfavorable ccnditions.
The so-called "Camelot" episode, mentioned above, occurred in June 1965.
Camelot was to have been a la.rge Army-sponsored study of internal conflict, with case studies in a number of developing countries around the
world. When a que'tionably conducted' consultant's visit to Chile raised
the project was car.a political furor in that countr-r and the U. ,S.
celled, a storm of academic protest arose over Defense sponsorship of
social science research and laborious clearance processes were put into
effect for those behavioral science projects which were continued', abroad.
The Camelot episode also served to reinforce traditional State Department prejudices, namely, tending to rely upon the accumulated experience
of foreign service ,officers as' the source of knowledge on, a foreign culture. Beyond this, the Camelot, episode brought Defense Department
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research efforts in behavioral science under much closer Congressional
scrutiny.
Corgressional questioning was also increaZed due to behavioral science research being performed in the Vietnam context, including A RPA projects undex-taken as part of the AGILE program.
Despite the unfavorable environment, the Behavioral Sciences office
was able, throughout the mid-sixties, to maintain a significant program of research relating to foreign cultures. Post-Camelot initiatives
involving research in sensitive foreign countries were undirtaken-e.g., a study undertaken by Kalamazoo College in Peru. The new project
clearance requirements were followed (necessitating, for example, State
Department and U. S. Embassy approvals) and other steps were taken to
reduce possible tensions arising from such research.
The ARPA program
insisted on certain standards:
unclassified basic research, explicit
ackmowledgement by the researcher of DOD funding, host nation government
approval of the project, a host national university project co-director,
publication of all results in the open literature in both languages,
and if possible provision for the host nation co-director to be present
in the U. S. for the period when results were written up.
Some of the
more sensitive aspects of field research, such as attempts to forecast
governmental stability, were never considered legitimate subjects of
inquiry in the program.
ARPA also was eager to have U. S. universities
accept greater resporsibility for the behavior of tha.:r researchers
while in the field, but this was hard to achieve.
I` as a model set
of principles for government support of foreign area
:search.
What apparently kept this line of research goir• -.
n
.e face of
new constraints and criticisms was the aforementioned de(.jlj- held belief
of the Behavioral Science office director, and others in ARPA and OSD,
that the U. S. military was being thrust into a variety of involvements
with foreign societies,, and that researcfh could be-of-v-aue in improving
understanding of them -- perhaps to the extent of enabling the military
to fulfill.
its assigned roles more effectively.
Ttv.re was an underlying
feeling- that the military had not sought these ov !rseas roles but rather
was at the mercy of foreign policy decisions made elsewhere, and developing an improved base of knowledge .-on foreign cultures was almost viewed
as a form of self-protection.
Dr. Foster was publicly a strong defender
of a research effort on foreign cultural and social factors, and supported
such programs in the face of increasing Congressional opposition well
into the late 1960's.
In May 1968, for example, he still
argued the
case made during the Herzfeld period:[76]
We are interest-d only in those so-call.ed
cult..ral and social factors that have a clear
relationship to Defense activities.
Today this
Sspans a great ringe because the Defense Department shares responsibility for many international
activities.
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In the lazt decade, U. S. forces have been
involved -- at quite different levels -- in conflicts in Lebanon, the Dominican Republic, aK..
Vietnam. No matter what onets view of these X•cidents, DOD research must help provide Some
understanding of the limits on the efecti'vexes.;
of various military options in situations in which
we consider the use of military force.
There are many concrete reasons for this research. Some military personnel are in continuous,
close contact with foreign leaders and with foreign
military and civilian populations. These contacts
include participation in negotiations (e.g., Korea);
"training and advisory activities in the U. S. and
abroad; and civic action programs in s'..eral regions
of the world. Defense personnel, as well as a-l1
other Americans officially involved, must understand the cultural ýnvirnnment in which they serve
to do their 4ork most effectively.
Throughout Dr. Herzfeld's tenure as ARPA Director and, in fact,
throughout the life of the program, ARPA-supported research relating
to foreign cultural and social factors encountered no "Camelot"-type
political embarrassments.
Increasing difficulties in supporting
university researchers arose, however, with growing disenchantment with
the Vietnam war; Ultimately these difficulties, combined with constant
problems in explaining the program to Congress and Vietnam budget
-pressures (behavioral science university "forward funding" was drastically cut in FY 1968, along with similar cuts in t!'e materials program) simply wore down enthusiasm for the effort. As will be noted,
the program was reorganized undez Dr. Rechtin to eliminate resear6h on
foreign cultures and research with direct foreign policy implications.
While it lasted,' this controversiC part of thc behavioral sciences
program-appeared to be sincerely motivated and the research perform.ed
seems to have been accepted as of reasonable quality (%hcc Žas the
quality of behavioral research.under AGILE was subject to considerable
attack).
In the end, foreig-oriented behavioral research fell victim
to a negative environment for which ARPA held little responsibility but
could not overcome.
HERZFELD 'S LEPARTURE
Herzfeld left ARPA in March of 1-967. He had served as ARPA Director
for less than two ye-Irs, but was a powerful influence on the Agency from
the date of his appoii:tmcnt to the D1=FEZER staff in late 1961. Like
his predecessors, Herifeld had planned to leave the Agency well in advar.ce,
but unlike Ruina or Spro'.ll he left in an atmosphere of some discord and
with no obvious jucc,-sor. Throughout most of a stormy 1967, ARPA was
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to be headed by an Acting Director, Dr. Peter Franken, whcse appointment
apparently was seen as temporary almost from the beginning.
Two of the elemfents of conflict leading up to the Herzfeld departure
can be roeadily discerned from the preceding -ages. First, growing criticism of ARPA from within the DOD, as well as from Congress, made Herzfeld's
image of the ARPA role increasingly difficult to sustain, particularly
the image of ARPA as a vigorously independent Agency which coutld challenge
or confront the Services on issues of national importance. Second, it
is evident that Foster and Herzfeld did not stand in complete agreement
on ARPA's role, its programs or the problems facing the Agency, and
personality conflicts between these two strong-willed individuals clearly
existed. As noted in previous sections, close relations between the DDB&E
and the' ARPA Director were instrumental to the development of the influential role gained by the Agency in the early 1960's. These relations
no longer existed.
Beyond the above, and apparently an important reason contributing to
Herzfeld's departure, was growing interest in DDP&E in transferring the
DEFETDER program (which still accounted for close to half the ARPA budget)
to the Army. Given the thin line between DEFENDER and the advanced BMD
research underway in the Army and perceived weaknesses in the Army program,
Foster increasingly leaned tcward shifting the effort. This move would
have also served to eliminate a source of conflict with which the DDB&E
was frequently faced, as the gadfly role played by ARPA in DEFENDER
naturally resulted in sometimes abrasive relationships with the Army.
With the Army also iiritable over AGILE's Southeast Asia activities,
efforts to reduce tensions clearly appeared in order at the DDR&E level..
To Herzfeld, however, loss of DEFEMDER threatened the viability of the
entire ARPA program, both because of the size of the effort and because
it accounted for a large portion of the Agency's notable successes and
its claims to involvement in "Presidential issues." Beyond this, Herzfeld
disagreed with the substance of the proposal, telling Foster as he had
told Rabinowitz that transfer "would cut off your leverage on the
Services," i.e., would result in declining OSD-level control over the
Army's ballistic missile defense efforts, as.well as over Air Force
strategic missile programs to which DEFNDER had contributed through
penetration aids and related research.[77] Herzfela strongly opposed
transfer and 'said tha.t, "the arguments went' on for a year. before I left."
(78],. While a final decision had not been reached before his departure,
heavy shadows lay over DEFENDER as Herzfeld prepared to leave.*
*

In late 1966, some $15 million in DEFENDER's penetration aids progrx m
was terminate., with the DDR&E deciding to rely on the Air Force4
ABRES program for continuing research. This was taken as a sigrn of
the increasing vulnerability of the ARPA effort.
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Symptomatic of ARPA-DDR&E relations just prior to Herzfeld's
departure were a series of "Memoranda of Understanding," prepared in
late 1966. Covering the several major program areas in ARPA, each
memoranda reviewed the ARPA effort in that program vis-a-vis work
performed in the Services and reached agreement on the scope and
direction of current and planned ARPA programs. These agreements were
"negotiated" between the responsible ARPA program directors and the
DDRIX staff members involved in the technological areas concerned, then
signed by the ARPA Director and the Deputy DDR&E responsible for that
area (in Materials Sciences, for example, the agreement was signed by
the Deputy DDR&E, Research and Technology). Herzfeld defended these
agreements on the ground that there had been "no ARPA/ODDR&E relationship," good or bad, for some time prior to Foster's arrival. Given
the lack of interaction, the Deputy DDR&E's were not using ARPA's
talents and results sufficiently, which was bad for them. J79] By the
same token, ARPA was ignorant of DDR&E problems and hence the ARPA
program was not as responsive as it could have been to ODDR&E. Thus
Herzfeld says he saw the agreements as meaning of acquainting the
DDR&E Deputies with the details of the ARPA program.
Nevertneless the agreements implicitly reflected a distinct reduction in ARPA's status. Whereas it had previously been a tradition
that the DDR&E controlled ARPA through' the DDR&E's personal relationship with the ARPA Director, and not through subordinate staff members
(Sproull and Ruina were both insistent on this relationship), ARPA now
sought the written agreement of DDR&E Deputies for each major program.
It appeared as if ARPA felt it needed "protection'" from ODDR&E criticism,
and hoped to overcome it by formal written agreement. The memoranda
subsequently, came to be known informally within ARPA as '"the Treaties,"
and indeed they closely resembled 'treaties in form and substance, with
ARPA being the weaker signatory.* They were to be cited by Herzfeld's
successors as dramatic evidence of the low state to' which ARPA-DDR&E
relationships had fallen as ARPA approached the end of its first decade.
By the time' Herzfeld left, the ARPA budget 1ras being reviewed, line item
by line item, in the DDR&E's staff meetings for the first time-in the
*

An example of the "Materials Treaty" wording: [801
We have agreed that the IDL Program should be more
oriented to DOD problems. We have further agreed
that the manner in which we approach the universities
to secure this needed balance of orientation is subject
to further discussion between us. However, we have
set an initial goal of 50% as the ratio between problems
directly related to DOD needs and those with a more
,tenuous\ connection. We both recognize that the rL..
orientation must be evolutionary.
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Agency's history. When Rechtin arrived as Director after the seven
month Franken interlude, he found Foster trying to control the ARPA
program by deferring as much as gO per cent of its budget and personally interviewing and approving recruits for the ARPA staff.[811
Herzfeld was exceedingly proud of ARPA and its accomplishments
and he viewed the Agency as an essential component of the Office of
the Secretary of Defense. He believed it should be used. to take on
"Presidential issues" on the Secretary's behalf and he clearly felt
that: (a) such issues existed and (b) were urgently in need of attqntion by a non-Service agency. He interpreted attacks on ARPA programs
as attacks on the Agency itself and its OSD role. This has been a
normal reaction by ARPA staff throughout ARPA's history, but was bound
to occur in 1967 when the Services again were hostile, theSecretary
and Deputy Secretary found ARPA an irritation, and the DDR&E was making
it clear that lie felt it probably was time to transfer out DEFENDER,
VEIA and the Materials Sciences work -- the stalwarts of the ARPA'
program for a decade -- and to transform AGILE into a quick-fix program
responding to the needs of U. S. forces in Vietnam (which, is some ways
reinforced Service aggravation with ARPA).
Ironically, Foster may
have been moce "pro-ARPA" in an institutional sense than either York
or Brown, hut he had come to believe that ARPA's survival depended on
a programmatic house cleaning and a decided reorientation in purpose
and outlook. Herzfeld disagreed and refused to budge. In bome sense,
then, one can argue that by insisting on his views he and the Agency
became a sort of threat to the DDR&E -- an independent ditector with
a quasi-independent agency and a $250 million plus budget as a base,
making it clear that he w•as not prepared to react positively to new
signals from the top. On the other hand, the DDR&E's increasingly
obvious, superior status position and determination to reshape ARPA,
persuaded Herzfeld to leave. ARPA very nearly collapsed in' the six
months after his departure and some would argue that. its subsequent
"revival" took place-at the price of sadrificing, much that had. been
considered the heart and soul of the Agency, in years past. Others
will claim that it was a remarkable survival performance in the face
of tremendous odds. Whatever the correct interpretation, Herzfeld's
tenur.e marked the dividing l.ine between old and new.
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Chapter VIII
WEATHERING

'.1_7 STORM

THE RECHTIN PERIOD:

The Setting

-

1967-1970

1967

1967 was the only year in ARPA's history other than 1959 in which
the Agency had more than two Directors, that is, more than one replacing the other in a normal transition.* There were similar twin crises
both years: (1) an inability to tap outside leadership talent, and
(2) an upheaval in basic program assignments.
It took about six
months for Foster to settle on Rechtin, thus leaving ARPA in an exceedingly vulnerable position with an Acting Director and an Acting
Deputy Director. At the program assignment level, the crisis was
occasioned largely by shifting policy in ba3listic missile defense,
which led to roughly, concurrent decisions:
(1) to deploy the Sentinel
ABM system, and (2) to transfer the advanced ABM research capability
represented by DEFE1ER to the Army.
In addition -heVietnam War was
generating such tremendous demands for resources that all programs
were vulnerable to raiding for resources or even closure.
The ABM Deoloyment Decision.
The decision to deploy an ABM system
was the pivotal factor in ARPA's world in 1967.
It was disclosed in
late 1966 that the Soviet Union was deploying an ABM System (called
GALOSH) around Moscow.
Although publicly released intelligence informntion indicated that GALOSH was as vulnerable to decoys and/or multiple
wuarheads as the already rejected U. S. NIKE-ZEUS system., the Soviet act
of deployment raised r-we spector of an "ABM gap."
President Johnson
evidently feared that the Republicans would use this against him in
the 1968 campaign, much as Kennedy had exploited the "missile gap"
theme in.1960.
In the 1967 State of the Union message, therefore, the
President hedged his position by deferring a decision on deployment of
NIKE-X while requesting "standby funds" for t'uture production of it.
Congress responded by appropriating $291 million for construction and
$421 million for more research.
The situation remained in flux as
Secretary McNamara testified against NIKE-X deployment and General Earl
Wheeler, Chai.man of the JCS, came out strongly in favcr of deployment.
In 1959, Roy Johnson was replaced by Critchfield, who immediately
withdrew his name in a spate of controversy; an Acting Director
served briefly, followed by appointment of General Betts.
In 1967,
Herzfeld was followed by an Acting Director for six months,. who was
in turn replaced by Dr. Rechtin.
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The "straw that broke the camel's back" of resistance to deployThis
Ciineae hydrogen bomb explosion in June 1967.
ment was the first
event added considerable strength to the mro-deployment forces, who
would now argue the value of a "thin" ABM system to protect against
a presumed unsophisticated Chineze threat into the lc,60's. This
argument was made, depending on the spokesman, either as a substitute
for the Soviet threat or as an addition to it, and as either a foreover
"thin" system or as a system that could be upgraded in the future.
Johnson finally made the decision to deploy. McNamara reluctantly
announced it on September 18th describing it as a development justified
only on "marginal" grounds. [1] McNamara, at odds with the Administration on Vietnam and other matters in addition to ABM policy, resigned

in March 1968.
By 1967 the Vietnam conflict had become an
The Vietnam War.
enormous political liability. No end was in sight. The impact of
$12.3
the war was amply illustrated by the President's budget message:
billion in supplemental FY 1967 funds for Vietnam alone, $21.9 billion
for Vietnam in FY 1968, and a total FY 1968 DOD appropriation of $72.3
American troops in
billion (compared to $49.6. billion in FY 1965).
Vietnam increased to 485,300 during the year, plus another 83,000 in
There were five short-lived truces in 1967, none. leading
Thailand.
to negotiations or a significant cease fire. The North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong remained relatively strong. At the same time, the election
of President Thieu in September appeared to stabilize the South Vietnamese government.
Thus the stage was set for seven and a half years.
of protracted conflict, ultimately ending in the 1975 collapse of the
Thieu regime and the victory of Communist forces.
In the United States the Vietnam conflidt continued to have a
Demonstrations and protests were held throu hout
corrosive effect.
the country, peaking with the march on the Pentagon in October.
Senators Fulbright and Mansfield stepped up their criticism of Administration policy. Congress adopted a weak declaraticn on Viet
policy,
voicing support for American troops but urging stronger effort, for
Charges were made that the war was having a strong ret rding
peace.
Marti Luther
effect on progress in social and civil rights programs.
King suggested a merger of the peace and civil rights movement:
President Johnson's popularity continued to decline and an emb rrassing
showing in the spring 1968 New Hampshire primary finally preci itated
-his decision not to run for a second full term.
Other Events. Other national security events and issues in 1967
included con--inuing conflict over the F-ill, defeat of McNamar 's request
for a fleet of fast deployment logistics ships, concern over pssible
Soviet development of a fractional orbital. bombardment system FOBS),
severe Congressional criticism of M-16 rifle malfunctioning, ad unsuccessful efforts at draft reform. Uhiversity-government relltions,
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already at a low level, were damaged further by revelations of secret
CIA funding of campus groups, notably the National Student Association.
Aside from Vietnam developments, major international events included
the decisive victory of the Israelis in the short. June wax and conclusion of the outer space and nuclear non-proliferation treaties.
Congressional restrictions on foreign aid and on aans sales were additional issues during the year.
ARPA was directly affected by many of these external events.
ABM policy developments threatened the viability of its largest pro..
gram, Vietnam budget pressures restricted new initiatives in advanced
technologies and raised questions of "relevance" about existing work,
and relations with the scientific community, especially the universities,
deteriorated markedly.
The DDR&E's Perspective
By mid-1966, ARPA was in immense trouble. As noted previously,
McNamara and Vance were thinking of abolishing the Agency and Foster
continued to feel outnumbered by its critics. In Foster's view, the
only way to head off abolition was to make significant and obvious
changes. Among the most vexing of the criticisms, discussed earlier:
alleged toleration of an "academic" atmosphere, undue pretensions to
independence in both Agercy operation and espousal of defense policy
positions, management deficiencies, a propensity for conflict with the
Army in the context of missile defense and Southeast Asia, and apparent
continuation of projects for their own sake. If anything, these disturbing issues intensified after Dr. Herzfeld left.
Foster commenced to make major changes that seemed to rip ARPA
apart, though he claimed-to be a strong supporter of the APPA concept.
Indeed Foster certainly uses far stronger language than York or Brown
in defense of having an ARPA. Unlike his two predecessors, he did not
believe that there was a shortage of exciting new technological opportunities to work on. Thus it was necessary to:J2]
(Gio get some zealots and give them a charter....
It takes very special people to think up and conduct these programs. They must be permitted to do
it in their way and you must give them a chance.
He admired ARPA's "can do" attitude -- "ARPA is a contracting group
that gets it done"[3] -- but he never seemed to sense or resolve the
potential contradiction between a "quick-reaction" agency and doing
"advanced research," which often is a long term proposition. We noted
in Chapter VI that Sproull, in trying to talk himself out of the
conceptual dilemma posed by the presence of AGILE in ARPA's program
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structure, tried to have it both ways, in theory, by clain.ing that ARPA
could do both -- move quickly as things come up and take a more longrange scientific point of view. Foster, as will be discussed below,
was to emphasize the quick reaction side of the coin. He believed that
an ARPA was needed to devise and run "aggressive, accelerated, ambitious
programs."[4] All Foster says that he wanted to do 'was "to go back to
ARPA's fn:,damentals', to the things that arc unique to it."[51 In discussing t~he qualities of this "uniqueness" Foster often uses the word
zealot, i.e., ARPA exists to provide a special home for or access to
the gifted:[6]
There are a whole lot of important things that
need to be done. Normally you cannot get the
zealot you need to do them, or get his superior
to do such things. Mhat is why ARPA exists.
Indeed he viewed ARPA as the only place in DOD where a DDB&E could put
such people, unhampered by layers of bureaucracy, and encourage them.
There could hardly be a more exp'insive vision of ARPA. Unfortunately
it was not perceived to be associated with Foster by those in ARPA in
1967-68. In fact the reverse seemed the case as criticisms and apparent
snap judgments like the DEFENDE transfer decision were issued from
ODDR&E.
As Foster searched for important things for ARPA to work on,
internally the staff saw only pressures for eliminating Agency projects
and programs.
Part of this communications problem undoubtedly was conditioned by
the filter of the omnipresent 'Vietnam conflict. There were both positive
and negative 'effects, but with the net effect certainly in the latter

direction. In. terms of budgets, the Vietnam drain was a major inhibition
on new ARPA initiatives, while at the same time ARWA was a convenient
source of funds to be tapped for quick-fix Vietnam projects and hence a
valuable resource for the DDRPE. Yet even as ARPA would be used for
Vietnam projects the expenditure of funds through ARPA engendered bitterness in the Services, whose o•n programs were tightly constrained. Some
ARPA staff left the-Agency out of resenitment at Vietnam-justifiable raids
on their programs and/or unhappiness with U. S. policy in Vietnam. They
and others felt that ARPA's advanced research mission was being reduced
to a sham. Many in and outside of DOD began to regard ARPA, derisively,
as "Johnny's hcbby shop." For them, 'the ZAP channel mentality came to
symbolize ARPA's low point as an institution. Questioned a oout this,'
Lukasik summed up the situation as follows: "It's totally true. That
was ARPA's low point. They were right. I was there. It had no regard
for the science, for good research, for universities, for quality...."[7]
The psychological effects of Vietnam were, probably much more impo.'tant than budgetary issues per se. ARPA's Vietnam-related work was often
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seen as "second-guessing" the Services and its hardware development
projects either as implicit condemnations of existing military capabilities or as wasteful, irrelevanrt gadgets. ARPA's non-Vietnam work,
particularly that based in the academic community, could be seen as
non-responsive to urgent Vietna= needs; or even as almost "giving aid
and comfort to the enemy." The. frustrations and harsh feelings of this
era are difficult to exaggerate.
In the center of this- storm, Dr. Foster felt very strongly that
%&D had an important role to play in the Vietnam conflict. Foster's
view of the value of ARPA was therefore highly influenced by his
perception of its utility in Vietnam-related IZ•.
It is perhaps ARPA's
perceived usefulness in this ccAntext, as much or more than any other
factor, that i=-aled Foster to continue to suppqrt the Agency despii•
the problems and reservations described above.
The DDR&E's emphasis on ARPA's role in Vietnam matters is most
clearly illustrated in the FY 1969 ARPA testimony before the House
Appropriations Coittee, which Foster personally presented. The
Vietnam emphasis is highlighted in his lead statement:[8]
I have already mentioned various research
and exploratory development results in which
ARPA has played a major role, particularly
ballistic missile defense and penetration aids,
nuclear test detection, and R&D for Vietnam.
(Underline added.)
This is even further reinforced by his description of ARPA's major
missions:
(I multiservice in nature or at interservice
boundaries, such as c6unterinsurgency, information,
processing techniqpes, and advanced sensor concepts;
(2) clearly important to-the DOD but in areas
where service missions are not yet clear, such as
the initial work in' advanced ballistic missile

defense concepts and nuclear test detection and
countermeasures; and
(3) esnecially quick-reaction P&D needs, such
as for Vietnam.
(Underlines .added.)
Thu., of the three missions presented, counterinsurgency research is
the first example given for one and Vietnam P&D the only example for
another.- Another large program effort noted above, advancea sensors,
was' also largely redirected to Vietnam applications-. Running through
Foster's statements covering the various ARPA program offices, the follow-,
ing extracts are-illustrative of the dominant concern.with Vietnam:[L9]
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(1) Information Processing - "ARPA recently
helped General Westmoreland with an analysis of
the overall data processing requirements of his
cormand.... ";
(2) Behavioral Sciences - "Studies of communication among insurgents in various circumstances
and cultures revealed commorn features, -Which should
help future counterinsurgency planning";
(3) Overseas Defense Research [AGILEI and Advanced
Sensors - "contributed quick response P&D for Vietnam....
[elaboration follows]";
(4) Materials Sciences - budgetary cuts described
as "necessary a result of the need for moneys for
Southeast Asia• ...

[the IDL's] are not as high priority

as the fulfillment of urgent needs for Southeast Asia"
and;
(5) DEFMER - "A program in the development of
at_ airborne phased-array rý_dar for application to
tactical problems in Vietnam will be turned over to
the Air Force in fiscal year l969..... "
Foster both justified budgetary cuts in non-Vietnam related offices (e.g.,
Materials) in terms of the priority of Vietnam requirements and found
Vietnam applications in some of the most unlikely places (e.g., Information Processing, DEFE1MER).*
In sum,' ARPA staff did not sense a vision of a strong and expansive
ARPA emanating from ODDIR&E.
Instead they 'ýere aware mostly of criticism
of old programs and tremendous pressures to 'build a better mousetrap,
preferably as soon as possible, for use in Vietnam in an immediate tactical setting. 'The net effect was a feeling that ARPA was being permanently'
downgraded.
It rivalled and perhaps exceeded the depression that followed
loss of all the space assignments L. 1959. One thing was clear: perturbed by what he perceived as a badly faltering agency subject to the
iminent threat of institutional termination, the DDR&Z had, for the
first time in the Agency's lifetime, essentially "taken cver" ARPA.
Perhap'T it is well that he did because, according to Rechtin, "It [ARPA]
lived because Foster defended it."[lO]

*

And a long line of unlikely ARPA-supported groups and contractors were
turned toward Vietnam projects -- e.g.,, Jason's h.gh-pow:red physicists
and Lincoln.t Laboratory's radar experts were both involved in major
Vietnam projects.
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The Franken Interlude
When Herzfeld left APPA in the spring of 1967 his deputy, Dr. Peter
Franken, became Acting Director. Like so many senior AP.PA personnel,
Franken was a physicist. He had been involved in early laser studies
and made important contributions in the field of spectroscopy. His.
entire professional background was university-oriented, primarily at
Michigan and Stanfordý Franken bad come to ARPA as a scientist, with
no experience in management and without prior involvement or interest
in applied military problems. He took over as Acting Director under
most inasuspicious circumstances.
As noted above, ARPA was coming under increasing attack, the DDR&E
in many respects distrusted the Agency, and it was not clear what could
be done about the situation. Franken was quite prepared to assume
command as permanent Director, if asked, but it was evident that this
was most unlikely. He was in poor nealth, he was disadvantaged to
some extent by his association with :Herzfeld and above all he had
serious philosophic conflicts and other differences directly with the
DDR&E. On the face of it, Franken had to be even more unacceptable
to Foster than Herzfeld was because he personified a point of view that
the DDR&E rejected out of hand. To cite Franken on ARPA's role:[lli
It -was not ARPA's job to start new things,
its job' was to serve the scientific comun.ity,
in

the Department of Defense; ...

not to lead

[buf . .tb be receptive to uns6lidited
proposals, ...
. oz to do science ... (but] to
make scientists t'Lýtter, able to do good science.
the way ...

Franken's view -was s imil
to Sproull's corrment that ARPA could
afford to take a longer view with greater "scientific involvenent" than
the Services, but it a..so. confirmed Foster's worst fears that ARPA was
bpcoming too academic, too unstructured, too close to being the National
Science Founaation of the Deferse Department. Franken vaiaed ARPA's
ability to respond quickly to igh quality research ideas.
This was
ir line with Ruina's ranking o quality aver relevance, but completely
out of tune with Foster's view f the tight 'relevance criteria which
should guide AflPA activities,
top it off, Franken was also basically
anti-Vietnam War in orientation, yet that problem of necessity came to
dominate the DDR&.E's attention.
Given their obvious incomp
throughout the summer of 1967 f
ticular he sought the advice of
tory system. One of them, Dr.
recommended Dr. Eborhardt Recht
tracking and data acquisitioný

tability, Foster searclid energetically
r a permanent ARPA Director. In parformer colleagues in the AEC-DOD laboracIering of the Jet Propulsion Laboratories,
, then an assistant Director at JPL for
Rechtin accepted and arrived at ARPA in
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November 1967, thus ending what some contemporaries, including Rechtin,
have called a "desperate'hunt." Rechtin, an electrical engineer with
a Ph.D from the California Institute of Technologr, had' extensive
management experimnce as director of JPL'.s Deep Space Network for NASA.
Though he had had only passing contact with ARPA (in the early space
days) and had far more experJence with NASA than with the DOD, Rechtin
was very strongly oriented towu.rd the role of technology -in national
security issues. This orientation pleased Foster, who was attempting
to reverse what he considered the academic isolation of much of ARPA.
from urgent Defense przoblems.
In addition, Rechtin shared Foster's
conviction that R&D had a major role to play in the Vietnam conflict.
Rechtin was "Johnny's man," and ARPA needed one.
The effects of the Herzfeld-Foster disagreements and the ODDE&E's
di-satisfaction with ARPA were greatly magnified by the gap in leadership during the Franken period. Foster intensified his personal concern
with the details of ARPA budget, program, personnel recruitment, and
administration.
This was actually encouraged by Dr. Franken, who
(perhaps due to his realization that he lacked a mandate from Foster
or to a recognition of his lack of management experience) tended to be
rather demanding on the DDR&E's time to address issues which normally
;,ould have been resolved internally within ARPA. Foster recalls that
he even commissioned the OSD Comptroller to do an independent audit
of the ARPA program, which .he then used as the basis for cutting the
ARPA budget by $30 million.[12] One of Rechtin's prizary tasks was
to restore some balance to the ARPA-DDR&E .relationshi.p.
Rechtir's Mandate
Dr. Rechtin is one of ARPA's most controversial airectors. He is
associated with a period of maximum tu-rmoil, which .;as unavoidable if
he was to carry out radical surgery on Foster's behalf. He was a complete di'sciple of the doctrine of program transfer. It should be understood, however, that he was also a strong advocate of the accomplishments
of programs like DFENDER and VELA:[13]
DEFENDER was very good and it had a counterpart In VELA which I thought was very good. And
until you get down to where you know all' the
answers, it was appropriate for ARPA to continue.
His point was that they had succeeded and hence:should be passed on.
Above all, as numerous examples below indicate, he was a keen supporter
of the ARPA idea. Thus the appointed change agent started from a
position of basic attraction to ARPA, not hostility, although many at
the time were not so sure.' From the new Directorrs perspective, however,
dr-stic measures were mandatory because nothing less than survival was
at stake:(,[i]
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The problem I was confronted with, the first
and most immediate problem, was that ARPA was in
very considerable danger of being terminated. I
didn't know that when I took the job on. I found
it out almost in the first week. And about a
year or so ahead of that there had been discussions all the way up to the Deputy Secretary
level of killing ARPA altogether.
Assessing this threat, Rechtin devised a number of principles' which
he adhered to rather rigorously. The first, and perhaps in the longrun the most important in terms of its long-term impact, was assuming
a "low profile:"[15]
What I tried to do was to get ARPA established
as a well-recognized entity, well-run, doing the
job it was assigned to do, and keeping a relatively low profile.
Miat, I think, kept ARPA
intact.
Second, "damn fool" prbjects were to be eliminated. Referring
to AGILE's "mechanical horse" project as aal example, Rechtin said:[16]
I killed off what' I called 'damn fool' projects,
because I could see that the Congress would use
those to destroy the credibility of-ARPA. [Foster],
wanted someone [as Director] who knew enough technically at least not to get flim-flammed by all the
kinds of characters that, as you knbw,, show up and
talk to ARPA and'want to do all kinds of damned
-fool things.*
Third, Rechtin insisted that ARPA cease being the NF.of the Defense
Department, and that meant sharply reducing ARPA basic research support
at universities. In part this represented a position that, philosophically, DOD should not take on responsibility for sustaining university
research. In part it reflected considerable pique at untversity criticism
of Vietnam policy. Rechtin felt that APRA, already on shaIt pins, was
multiplying its vu7.nerability under these conditions by being a champion
of university support. Sometimes this issue was discussed under the heading of "relevance" to military needs; however, Rechtin and Foster tended
•

The AGILE Chief Scientist who approved the ARPA Order on this project
likened it to "sending a million dollars to chase dimes around a
rice paddy." Using it to illustrate the flavor of the time, he
added: "We knew it, but we did it....
ARPA just behaved like theý.
nation did [on Vietnam] and was as effective as what the nation did.'><
(Discussion with Dr. H. Hall, July 7, 1975.)
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to be ambivalent about what was or was not relevant. The Mansfield
Amendment later transformed relevance into a politically significant
issue and university recipients (and their sponsors) were caught in
the middle:[17]
[TIhey didn't dare stand up' and say what they
were working on was for purposes of defense [beBut
cause of student and faculty opposition].
suppose they made the other mistake of saying:
'Sure we're getting money from Defense, but
we're not really doing anything related to
Whish. You get shot through the
defense.'
other temple. The Congress says 'What the
hell is Defense putting that money up for?
The professor himself doesn't know that it's
any good for anything. He says it's not good
for Defense anyway.'
There w s another aspect to the anti-university policy. The Services
were successfully attacking ARPA in the Secretary's office and some believed that ARPA's identification with the universities was an important
reason for their opposition: ."ARPA had become too academic for military
tastes ... the military couldn't understand the kind of people who were
running ARPA at the time."[18]
Fourth, Rechtin had a charter to transfer programs:[19]
I felt strongly about ...

getting things moved

out, getting it to where the Services as customers
would want, to have the ARPA things, were glad to
have us arourd. And I hoped the Services would
then give their support to ARPA in the councils
where the Services were, which is up in the
Secretary's office, where we didn't get rery
often, and in the Congress.,
More than anything else he sought to inztitutionalize the principle of
program turnover in ARPA. There were three main reasons:
(1) to insure
that ARPA was always responsive to the DDR&'s requirements, (2) to
maximize the likelihood that DOD-relevant work would be undertaken, a.nd
(3) to reestablish favorable ARPA relations'with the Services, who were
so prominent in criticizing the Agency. Note that this "requirement"
was self-generated; it was not inflicted on the Agency by the Congress.
In fact it is not entirely clear that the transfer doctrine helped on
the Hill.* Nevertheless, under Rechtin rapid 'transfer of projects out
*

To boast, as
a particular
ARPA and the
raising 'why

Rechtin subsequertly did, that it
project- was a Service project or
Services were so closely coupled,
ARPA?' questions. Lukasik later

was hard'to tell whether'
an ARPA' project because
is a t-do-edged sword
toned down this.point.
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of the Agency and into the Services became a watchword:[20]
What Rechtin brought into the Agency was
emphasis on the timely transfer of new projects
and ideas into and out of' ARPA. This had always
been part of ARPA's operating concept, but for
many years the agency had been preoccupied with
a handful of large and very demanding efforts
such as DEFENDER, the ABM technology program,
and VEIA, the space-, ground- and underwaterbased system for nuclear test detection....
'One of the problems of any organization± such
as ARPA,' Rechtin said, 'is to keep it from silting up, from continuing to do projects which it
has been doing and never wants to let go, from
getting a vested interest in a particular project
of technology. It is a very natural thing for
the people who are doing it to want to keep on
doing it, to make it better, to make a lifelong
thing out of it.
But not in ARPA. It should be
transferred someplace else where the next driving
force is to use it operationally.'
.echtin amplified this basic point in discussion:[21]
I felt that it was absolutely essential to
work out a transfer mechanism to where ARPA projects transferred to the Services, and where it
was ARPA's responsibility to make sure tiiat
happened. That it was not the Services' responsibility to recognize ARPA's brilliant ideas....
It was ARPA's job not only to do things'professionally, but to get them transferred successfully. I made it very obvious to everybody in
ARPA that success had to have both elements:
professional work, which I said was easier to
have, and successful transfer.
That did a lot of things for us. Most important of which, it made the Services feel they
had a handle on ARPA, because they felt 'OK, if
it isn't any good, we don't have to accept it...."
Well, since it was quite good and we worked hard
about letting people know about it, we got better
and better at it.
It also meant that the ARPA
guys couldn't just qaLk around as though they
were independent of everybody and 'Who the hell
cared?'
Instead, they had to sit down and work with
the Services and convince them that what was going
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on was better than what they had at the time.
Because the Services' problem was that anytime
they accepted something from ARPA, they had to
kill something else. Therefore you had to be
better than something else in the Service. That's
uphill for them. We felt that in a roughly $200
to $250 million a year budget, if you're going to
roughly turn that over every four years in budgets,
that you had to be transferring $50-$60 million of
stuff a year into the Services. And if you weren't
you weren't doing the job.
There is no doubt that ARPA had neglected "transfer" issues. More
often than not it was "growing technologies" anyway and assumel that
"somebody else" would pick them up and develop the ideas through to
something operational. Many such hand-offs may have been poorly executed or missed altogether. But Rechtin's belief in a 25 per cent
transfer of projects annually was strong medicine. It implied a very
high success average and a continuing string of replacement projects
and funds.
It is unfair to cast Rechtin's mandate entirely in negative terms.
There was a more positive aspect to his mission and he was genuinely
dedicated to it.
As noted, Foster wanted to go back to "ARPA's fundamentals," to restore its past glories. Rechtin recalls receiving tnat
instruction and acting upon it: "So I went back to the foundations of
ARPA, ... back to the original ARPA."[22] Rechtin believed that ARPA's
"original" role had been lost sometime in the mid-196C's. As he put

it:[23)
When I was asked to be the head of ARPA, I
was honored ...
because I respected what ARPA was
trying to do ... particularly in the early 1960's

when the ideas of ARPA were those I tried to get
back to when I was the Director. The idea that you.
ought to be out ahead, that you ought to be setting,
up so that we didn't get surprised technologically
by the RL'.ssians....
This is the definition of APA.... You have to
have some idea of what the military problem is.
Then you start asking yourself 'If I'm sitting here,
what could the other guy do that would hurt me the
most. What would really undercut us?' ....
Or as Rechtin stated even more strongly in his FT 1971. testimorny
before the, House Appropriations Committee:
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In precluding sputniklike surprises, ARPA's
role is to conduct high-risk P&D of a revolutionary
nature in areas where defense technology in the
United States appears to be falling behind or in
areas when we cannot afford the risk of falling
,behind.
(Underline added.)
Echoing Foster's view of ARPA as the institutional focus for zealots
capable of cashing in on tecimological opportunities, Rechtin position,
as summarized by Space-Aeronautics was as follows:J25]
ARPA was to fill
the obvious gaps that lay*
between the military service R&D efforts.
It was
to seek out deliberately the type of technology
that could dramatically upset the strategic balance
of power on either side. The services would handle
evolutionary R&D on existing systems. ARPA would
seek revolutionary avenues for Defense.
Foster also described ARPA's role in terms of trying to "find a revolutionary thing that made a difference,"[26] so he and' his chosen ARPA
Director were of one mind.
To illustrate what Dr. Rechtin may have had in mind as the "revolutionary" accomplishments of the early ARPA, a partial listing cited in
his FY 1971 testimony is illustrative.
The list
included:(27]
d(1) "initiation and management" of Explorer
and Mercury, and of navigation, communications,
weather and surveillance satellites;
(2) "developed" Centauri
(3) "developed'" the clustered SATURN booster;
(4) "conducted the R&D" on the 1.5 million
pound'thrust booster later used for Apollo;
(5) propellant research "leading to the present
family of propellants" in Polaris, Poseidon and
Minuteman;
(6) ESAR - "major. spinoffs including all subsequent phased-array radar developments."; and
(7) interceptor technology "now incorporated in
Sprint.,
This perspective on the' early ARPA role is clearly a maximist view. As
discussed in various places in this report, both the "revolutionary"
quality of some of these items and the role that ARPA played in their
emergence are matters, of'debate.
But 'even 'deciding the debate in ARPA'sfavor, it. is evident that RechtLn 'believed much of the program he was

-inheriting had little revolutionary potential.

It also 'placed. a premium-

,
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on identifying programs that did.
As a consequence, considerable effort in the Rechtin period was
expended on attempting to isolate "new directions," partially through
more or less formal staff exercises, partially as part of DDR&E reviews
of potential new initiatives, and partially in an ad hoc fashion. As
a result of these efforts, several new, programs were established.
Research. on surface effects vehicles, floating platforms and the Arctic
environment were initiated as the core of a new Advanced Engineering
office, and ARPA gradually insinuated itself into underseas warfare
research problems.
Research on military geophysics, including earthquake control, was begun in the Nuclear Monitoring Research office.
An effort was made to integrate a series of tactical warfare related
projects into a program called "Ivory Tree," envisioned as a successor
to AGILE. The behavioral sciences program was thoroughly restructured
and a number of new-projects initiated. There were many other examples.
Throughout this process, however, it proved consistently difficult to
develop sound, substantial programs that were acceptable to Congress,
the Services and OSD, and which also met the criteria of transferability
and revolutionary potential.
In assessing the written record and the views of contemporaries
about this period, it seems clear that ARPA netted out with somewhat
more "transfer out" and "low profile" than it did "revolutionary advance."
The good old days were dead. As much as Rechtin aspired to restore them,
the prospects were remote:[28]
We kept ARPA low profile to keep it protected,
because there were an aw , lot of big guns going
off over our heads. Congress versmu Defense.
And different wings in Defense having different
ideas.

And the Vietnam war ...

and I wanted to

make sure that ARPA, which really wasn't an outfit with all that much clout, didn't get clonked
in the process. I used to use the Russian proverb
'If you're a clay pot, don't get caught oa the
stove with iron kettles.....' This was sure
different from the early APPA which was very high
profile ...

reporting in at Presidential levels

for all practical purposes. And it was working
on Presidentially important, things. That was the
way it e-) set up. And Herb York was calling the
President's office a fair amount of time....
You're working on ABM, counterinsurgency and all
kinds of things which are first ordeir national
problems, even somewhat above Defense in a way....
That was the original AIRPA. Well, when I was
tnere it sure wasn't.

I..''
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Not onlyv were there 'no Presidential issues or PSAC referrals to work
on (Rechtin presided over transfer of all the old holdovers), the flow
of program assignments from the Secretary and the DDP&E dried up:[29]
In the time I was there, we didn't get any
instructions top down that we didn't know of
or start ourselves, I don't think. That doesn't
say it couldn't have been done'. Maybe it was
because we were just a little bit ahead of the
game and were proposing before the instructions
tame in.
Maybe it was because there weren't
things they felt they needed A1RPA to do at that
particular stage....
Foster has confirmed that he looked to the 'ARPA Director to recommend
program assignments.[30] Most troublesome to Rechtin, there seemed to
be few significant ideas to promote. The York-Brown evaluation seemed
most accurate: "At the time, frankly, we had more money than ideas.
Throughout my total time ...

we had more money than ideas, I mean good

ideas that were worth funding even in a high risk environment."(31]
Dr. Rechtin was engaged in an extremely' complex balancing act,
hoping to safeguard ARPA's immediate survival via large-scale transfer
of old programs, removal of friction points such as university basic
research, and adoption of a low visibility posture in the Department;
and simultaneously desiring to establish a revived sense of mission
in the Agency similar to its "Golden Era" (but without many of the
characteristics of the Agency in that era) while recognizing that there
were no more major Presidential, White House, Secretarial, cr even
DDR&E assignments in the cards and believing that there was a paucity
of exciting scientific and technological ideas to work on.
The result, at the level of Agency operations, sometimes was contra-,
diction'or paradox. For instance, Rechtin sought very tight 'control
over programs, yet wanted to be revolutionary. As he put it: "Although
I'm conservative, I've also probably supported more high risk projects
than anybody else."[32] ARPA staff found it very difficult to be conservative and high-risk at the same time. Likewise they often found it
diffl•rult to rule out university capabilities while seeking "far out"
ideas to support. Again, the new Director saw a contradiction not 'clearly
perceived by the staff:(33]
I felt that ARPA had to be a driving force inDefense, had to be doing things which were far
out, had to be providing technical leadership
and most certainly wasn't an academic club.
So I drove ARPA pretty hard. I felt we needed
to be quite conservativein the way we used our
funds, that we had to know what we were doing
and why we were doing it.
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For him, ARPA had lost the capacity (if it had ever had it) to spot
revolutionary potential of value to Defense in relatively unstructured
basic research areas, and it had clearly lost the mandate (assigned
or self-selected) to sponsor exciting science for its own sake, after
the fashion of Arecibo. He was definitely right about the latter and
could have been correct about the former.
Management of the Agency
It is obvious that given the turmoil in the Rechtin period, management problems would abound.
There were, however, a number of constants.
The basic administrative machinery continued to function and Rechtin
operated much like his predecessors.
He felt that the policy of not
having ARPA laboratories was correct and believed that ARPA's authorized
staffing levels were adequate.
Rechtin reported directly to Foster,
personally.
He had no Chief Scientist, Program Council or advisory
committees and he went one-on-one with his office directors, i.e., he
retained the concept of relatively independent program heads.
Indeed
some feel that h~e was too permissive with these individual:, a few of
whom were not well-equipped to operate independently and chers who
may have taken undue advantage of the opportunity to nromote projects
of questionable value,
Rechtin describes his approach as follows:[34]
..

[I] seldom turned down an idea. I would
modify some.
Even the ones I thought were
kind of poor payoff. If the office director
would make a strong case, I would, go along,
sometimes modifying it to say 'well, look,
before you go too far, I want some kind of.
result out of this....
Why don't you put
in a few milestones, just so that somebody
will know something is happening.'
Basically he feels that he continued the policy of following leads
suggested by the program directors.
Recht'in also basked a bit in the, glories of an ARPA director.'r
flexribility.
He felt that if necessary he could always find -$10 r
)n
to support a promising new idea, normally by deferring expenditur
by borrowing money from other projects that had encountered unex~p.cted
delays in obligating or committing funds.
"We used to do a bit of
'riding the tiger;' that is, allowing a program to get going even when
there didn't appear to be adequate funds."[351 ARPA program managers
were aware of this flexibility and some operated on the theory that if
they came in with a good idea money' would be found for it some place: [361
\\N
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[T]he whole theory of funding in a sense was to
look at the overal ARPA activities and ask what
things seemed promising, what looks good.
So
if you come in with more programs that looked
good, then you got more money.
This was a pale reflection of earlier days, but still
the years to follow.

an advantage over

There were plenty of personnel problems.
Considerable turnover
occurred, some because of disagreement with the ma.jor program transfer
decision, some because of unhappiness with Foster's emphasis on making
AýRPA a Vietnam quick-response agency and/or disillusionment with Vietnam
policy in general, and some as a planned part of the transfer actions.
The DEMMER "head graft" indeed depended in important respects on'
strong people going with the program to Army and many of ARPA's best,
including the DEFFTDER office director, did so.
Rechtin saw himself
as a tough manager, willing to make changes when they were needed:[371
I'm a hard hitter. 1 expect things to happen.
I don't worry about whether people are happy or
not.
I think happiness comes out of success.
Most of the turnover, however, seemed related nore to disagreement over
policy and program decisions. Historically, ARPA had drawn a very high
percentage of first
quality military officers on assignment.
By Rechtin's
period, this was no longer the case.
ARPA's general nose dive in status
and problems with the Services made it somewhat unattractive.
R:.chtin
says that both ARPA and DDP&E had earned a reputation for being bad for
careers and his "low profile" policy really did not help this situation.
It was a problem passed on to the next Director.
Some contemporaries
feel that perhaps the most serious difficulty faced by the Agency during
this period was an inability to recruit and retain quality personnel,
military or civilian, on anything li.ke the scale of previous years.
Given the tremendously increased concern over Defense budgets, the
relations of-supposedly privileged DOD contractors came under considerable
attack, especially the special category of non-profit contractors categorized as Federa.l Contract Research Centers (FCRC).
ARPA was a major
and long-stand supporter of three of these institutions.-- RAND, IDA
and Lincol.n Laboratories -- and used many others as well. Accusations
were voiced that such organizations' were urifair means of avoiding regulations governing competition, served as a subterfuge to avoid civil
service hiring, and were a technique for avoiding accountability to
Congress., Since ARPA's reliance on FCRC's %as particularly strong it
took much of the criticism. This issue was complicated by relationship
to other matters of dispute, e.g., RAMID was involved in the AG=LE program
and Lincoln obvi6usly was connected with a major university.
DOD budget
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tribulations also triggered closer Congressional and DDE&E attention to
fiscal and administrative issues, and ARPA's long-standing problem of
unobligated balances and other difficulties associated with contracting
through Service agents became specific irritants. ARPA's administrative
and fiscal controls were of necessity looser than others,, given the
absence of an ARPA contracting mechanism, but critics were not in the
mood for discourses on comparative public administration.
Rechtin found ARPA's "lbose" management structure eas.y to work with,
but potentially worrisome. AGILE's problems drew most of the spotlight,
but Rechtin felt that ARPA's accountability on projects in general was
one of the most important continuing issues that he had to face throughout his tenuxe as Director. The problem, as he saw it, often was lack
of feed-back. Rechtin is far and away the most lucid of the ARPA Directors
in pinpcinting this aspect of ARPA's style:[38]

rW]e had a great way of justifying and spending
money [but] we didn't have any way of finding out
There was no report-back
what happened next....
scheme. The report-back we had was the project
guys going out there and knowing what was going
on -- and if it wasn't right, to change it.
But
there was no formal report-back as to what progress had been achieved. What milestones had
been met.
At a time when the Agency was under attack from every quarter and susceptible to serious budget cuts, and without the prestige of "Presidential"
assignments to justify speedy action, this loose state of affairs was
dangerous. Rechtin felt the Agency was especiflly vulnerable to a
standard audit, simply on procedural grounds. He had no reason to suspect abuses, but simply had very little hard information as to how the
money actually got spent:[39]
I felt it was a weakness that we did not have an
e-xplicit, obvious report-back system that you
could share [,with] somebody, that indeed the
money was spent for what we said it was....
We
did all right because our project leaders were
good enough and skilled enough and honest enough
that it was a reasonable risk to take that money
'wasn't being squandered someplace....
But I was
nervous and I passed my nervousness on to Steve
[Lukasik] as a parting gesture.
It was clear that Rechtin felt he was mostly "going on good faith."
His attempts to control this sitiuation were not helped by the constant
demands for ARPA to "shell out" on short notice for Vietnam. However
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worthy the motive, ARPA's servicing of ZAP channel requirements and
other Vietnam-related matters for Foster strongly reinforced the image
Rechtin was trying to overcome. It made ARPA look "fat," "slack," very
loosely-managed, and rather vulnerable.[1 40]
Rechtin in part may have been feeling the long-term effects of the
decision to minimize ARPA management structure, which worked well under
"normal" conditions, but placed immense burdens on a Director in the
chaotic conditions of 1968-70. The situation was later exacerbated by
Rechtin's assumptioni of the responsibilities of Deputy Director of'
Defense Research and Engineering in 1970, while retaining his ARPA hat.
It is probably no accident that Rechtin's successor was to devote more
attention to management issues than any other ARPA Director. The
following cameo description is illustrative of Rechtin's concern and,
Lukasik'a inheritance:[41]-.
I never felt as Director that I had an easy
check that thiugvý. were going mechanically the

way they were originally planned,. I t d signed
off that something should be done and that it
was OK tc put money on it, with these people or
with these objectives (sometimes they didn't
even have those very straight). But there wasn't
a corresponding piece of paper that came back
(say,

once a year) ...

saying that....

it'met

milestones[etc. ].
The Mansfield Amendment
A discussion of the environment for ARPA research in the late
1960's would not be complete without mention of the so-called Mansfield
Amendment.
This amendment, actually introduced by Senator Fulbright*
during debate on the 1970 Defense Procurement Authorization Act in
August 1969, was intended tc. restrict the scope of Department of Defense
sponsored research, to ensure greater relevance of such research to military requirements.
Incorporated into the 1970 Act as Section 203 (PL
91-121), the amendment read:[42]
None of the funds authorized to be appropriated
by this Act mWv be used to carry out any research
project or study unless such project or study has
a direct and apparent relationship to a specific
*

Senator Mansfield had evidently prepared a similar amendment, in the
event the Fulbright measure was defeated and was the most vocal ....-.
defender of the amendment....
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military function or operation.
This new, strict criterion of relevancy was almost immediately attacked
from a. variety of sources, and in considering FY 1971 legislation the
House, responding to the criticisms, concluded that a "comparable section
should not be included because of the adverse impact of narrow interpretations of relevancy on the conduct of'basic research."[431
Consequently
the FY 1971 legislation adopted a section (Section 204) with more moderate
wording, stating that Defense research should have "a potential relationship to a militaryi function or operation."
The 1971 Act (PL 91-441)
added (Section 205) that:[44]
It

is

the sense of the Congress that:

(1)
an' increase in Government support of
basic scientific research is- necessary to preserve and strengthen the sound technological
base essential both tc. protection of the
national security and the solution of unmet
domestic needs; and
(2) a larger share of such support should
be provided here after through the National
Science Foundation.
In the following year Mansfield Amendment-type relevance requirements
were dropped entirel.y from legislation, although Congressional insistence
on increasing the .proportion of non-Defense Federal research support was
still
forthcoming.
Budgetary constraints in fact restricted the scope
of DOD-supported research far mre than the Amendment, which was applied
in its strongest form 'for only one year, and in a weakened form for only
one additional year.
The Mansfield Amendment is, however, generally regarded as having
much broader effects on Federal research support than its short legal
lifetime would suggest.
Some of them were partially reflected in the
changing style and character of ARPA's research and development effort.
Passage of the amendment symbolized growing Congressionit concern that
P&D was overly concentrated in Defense agencies, and that a large proportion' of Federal research funds might be more appropriately allocated
through centralized science agencies, such as the NSF, and through
civilian mission-oriented agencies.
It reflected, in this regard, a
desire to "-end the Defense Department's long-standing role as the selfappointed complement to the NSF."
Beyond. the' amendmeent's intent vis-avis Defense sponsored research, it also reflected a Congressional attitude
toward research support by mission-oriented agencies in general, i.e.,
that such research funding should have a "direct and apparent" relationship to specific mission activities.
Despite the addition of a section
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the following year reaffirrAlng Congression4.2 ýiupport for basic research
and the "technological base," it has been wively" argued that the longterm psycho~ogical effect of the measure (and the underlying attitude
it is presumed to represent) has been to make mission-oriented agency
bureaucrats mu.:h more conservative in supporting basic and applied
research, biasing research support toward shorter-term .afforts with
obviotu ccncrete applications and away from longer-term, less-constrained and potentially more innovative undertakings.
It has also
been argued that "Mansfield Amendment psychology" has led to The elaboration of al. sorts of artificial relevance justifications, which at
a minimum create tremendous admunistrative waste, contribute to distortion of the true directions of research efforts, and serve as an
obstacle to objective research review and evaluation. ARPA, like other
agencies both within and catside of DOD, felt compelled to develop
entirely new layers of paper relevance justification requirements and
has appeared to move toward shorter-term programs with more direct
military applications; the IM.nssfield Amendment undoubtedly contributed
to these trends.
Addressing ARPA more specifically, the 1969 Amendment was not particularly directed toward the Agency, although ARPA projects were mentioned as examples of non-relevant research in the debate.* After
passage of the Amendment, the Defense Department was allowed to establish
its own criteria for "direct and apparent" relevance and submitted its
reviews to Congress. While this was a rather painful exernise, and some
four per cent of DOD. research projects were determihed to fail to meet
relevance requirements, no ARPA project was among them. Both Dr. Rechtin
and his deputy, Dr. Lukasik, insisted then and later that ARPA pro~ram•
were "ineredibly relevant." This is not too surprising given Rechtin's
emphasis on military r.lvance and tran.sfer and the fact that ARPA budgets
were increasingly tight. As Lukasilt put it: [M]oney was so tight that
long before Mansfield came along with that -i12v amendment, we had been
forced to apply strict relevance criteria, because we didn't have enough'
money to do all the things we though needed doing.'" Hence the Mansfield
Amendment really reinforced existing rends toward more restrictive criteria
for ARPA project support. Certainly the Amendment virtually foreclosed any
*

As an amusing sidelight, Senator Fulbright'cited an AHPA evaluation of
the "Gama Goat," an off-the-rdad military vehicle being tested in
Southeast Asia, as a prime example of an irrelevant project. He
evidently believed that ARPA was studying a real goat.
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possibility of ARFA returning to broad institutional support programs
such as the Materials IDL effort.*
The pros and cons of the deb-ate on the Mansfield Amendment's
effect on Federal support for science are beyond the scope of this
study; however, almost all of the members of the I&D community who
discussed thais question with us felt that its impact was overwalmeingly
neagative.
Generml'Betts, for example, states:[46]
I think the Mansfield Amendment was a kind of
we f¢rnd. [maxiy
examples] in basic research that were ultimately
applied that simply woiuldn't have been recognized
as heir.4 important if somebody with a military
crientation hadn't been aware of them. Even though
the work itself was not clearly related to inilitary
needs....
It's
nice and glib to sit there in Congress and say 'don't you put anything in the research
that isn't directly relevant to military needs,' but
...

idiocy right rrom the beginning ...

aanother thj-n' to t ry and guarantee that there
isn't some research out there tha~twould help you

with' your problems if you only knew about it and
"were zompletely up to speed within that field. I
think the military has ýo be coupied with universities auid very basic research.

The views of Dr. Rechtin, given his very strong personal orientation to
Defense relevance, are especially interesting:[47]
...

the disaster was what happened at the project

level, the authors at the justification level in
Defense, and everywhere else. What happened? It
made everyone of those guys extremely conservative.
They wouldn't put money out to a university for
anything, unless it was an obvious need to protect
a tank.
Now what was happening at that time?
The

universities didn't dare say that they were working
eQn con1ht asms. , In fact the most tragic. part of 'the
M~.n field Amendiaent was what happened. to the profe3zors, not what happe&.ed to Defense.
Defense
ý:ot it's
work done -- hell, it juzt simply went zome
Dr. Lukasik, in fact, credits the Mansfield Amendment and the revised wording of the Procurement Act the following year with a
significant role in bringing the IDL transfer to TOF to ,a con.-

'clusion becauze the ConF;re:s3 clearly indicated that the I.SF zhu,.Lld
"sponsor IDL-type prograzs.

•

'J
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place else. But the poor guys who were out in
the universities were caught in the middle and
cruelly so.,...

We saw guys who quit their jobs

because their kids were threatened....
[The conservative trend is irreversible.]
It's now permanent. And all the agencies are ncw
very hard to
with that. As a consequence, it's
get stuff going at the boundaries, or which are
uncertain, or have risk to them. Very hard inIt was a rachet. It
deed. It's built in.
doesn't make any difference that later on the thing
was taken out again.... The idea that the departments must work only on what's relevant is now very
firmly engrained... by relevance you mean a pretty
strong application which any idiot can understand....
a
Because although it's not a matter of law, it's
'Wnat are
logical question for Congress to ask.
you doing that for? It's not a matter of Defense.'
So it's a matter of Congressional policy, in effect....
It's
It's racheted and you can't back-rachet it.
permanent damage.
You can see it in the universities.
Took at them.
In the old
How are they getting their facilities?
days it would have been obvious. The Defense Department's paying for it, built the facility, keeping it
Now they're
up as a center of excellence... routine....
getting their money be going to HEW and trying to
convince HEW that they can build integrated circuits
for devices fcr the blind or deaf or something like
--- that. [They] gtt money for little projects, no money
for facilities at all. Defense won't [do it].- You
couldn't get Defense to build a facility for somebody
today at all.
It also hurt the idea of multiple sources of research funds for the same work. One of the fundamental
things that Vannever Bush said way back in the '40's,
when they were trying to figure out whether you should
have a central science funding foundation or whatever,
[was] that you should make sure that there was more
than one place where a scientist could go to try to
If a scientist comes into a government
get funds....
agency, he may meet the wrong man -- who doesn't under-tstand him, or doesn't want to do it, or fdoesn't]
happen to have the money. That shouldn't stop the
researcher from trying someplace else, because research
is probably going to be useful for lots of different
things.,..
Medical research -( [now] you have to go
to HEW. If you go to Defense, you can probably talk
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about research on grenade wounds in the right knee
or something, but you're not going to do very broad
work there. It's pretty hard to sponsor, because
that's the mission of HEW. Well suppose HEW
doesn't happen tn think much of that particular
thing. You have no audience. Everybody's boxed in....
All kinds of things don't happen, and you can see
it by what's happening to the support of research and
the way it's being supported....
Where's the underlying research base? It's being rapidly eroded, because you can't figure out how to support it unlass
you tie it very closely into missions.
So the researcher doesn't have any alternative. And if he's
in a local environment that doesn't help him get into
Defense or whatever, then he has got troubles. The
Mansfield Amendment, as I see it, has produced a
very bad effect as to how the Government could support
research across the country.
The President's Science Adviser, PSAC, Ruina, Sproull, Herzfeld, or
Franken probably could not have stated the case any better.
The limited salvation in this instance, in Rechtin's judgment,
is ARPA: [48]
The ARPA guys are imaginative enough that if a guy
comes in with a research idea, they can think of
something. Because ARPA can think of any mission
it wants to. You have trouble with the Service
organizations when they are tied to specified
missions.. .. ARPA at least [has] a chance.
During his tenure as ARPA Director, however, Rechtin was perceived to
be a believer in the Mansfield Amendment; to have "no use for unfettered
6.1" research; and to have abandoned the "tradition nourished by previous
Directors that ARPA would support a good man with interesting ideas."
[49] The ambiguity of Rechtin"s position on the Mansfield Amendment
exemplifies the turmoil and confusion produced by the many conflicting
pressures of the late 1960's.
DOD Organizati6nal Change,
In addition to the programmatic turmoil described above and increasing Congressional constraints, broad questions of Department of
Defense organization contributed to continuing uncertainty concerning
the ARPA role 'throughout Rechtin's tenure and subsequently while these
issues ar2e somewhat beyond the scope of this history, they had some im-
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pact on ARPA and warrant some discussion.
In January 1969, midway through Dr. Rechtin's period at ARPA, the
Nixon Administration assumed office. With this change, the first shift
in Presidential political parties since 1961, there naturally were major
chainges in senicr personnel through government.
In the Department of
Defense, former Congressman Melvin Laird was appointed as Secretary and
industrialist David Packard became the new Deputy Secretary. Although
there was some uncertainty vis-a-vis the DDB&E position, Dr. 'Foster
was retained, as was Rechtin.
Despite this continuity in the DDR&E office, however, the LairdPackard administration instituted some changes that were to affect the
role of the DDB&E substantially. A well-publicized view of the new
DOD appointees, and one particularly associated with Packard, was that
management of the weapons acquisition process had become overly centralized in the OSD heirarchy,.of which ODDR&E was a key part. As the
separate Services bore the ultimate responsibility for the development
and operation of weapons systems, the Laird-Packard position was that
the Services should also play the central role in the process of requirements definition, R&D and procurement. It was felt that previous Administrations had tended to respond to admittedly real Service deficiencies
by shifting responsibility to OSD offices rather than by rectifying
problems in Service management, organization and staff capabilities.
Laird and Packard therefore moved toward a "selected" or "defined"
decentralization intended to upgrade, the substantive authority and responsibilities of the Services considerably, while retaining the ultimate
policy determination, review and coordinative powers in OSD that had been
enormously strengthened in the post-Eisenhower DemocraticAdministrations.
The impact of this new philosophy on ODDR&E was substantial. Under
McNamara, the DDR&.E and his staff had, in fact, assumed a large number
of substantive management roles which extended to making highly specific
decisions on the details of Service research, and development programs.
In the area of ballistic missile defense, for example, DDR&E officials
like Daniel Fink and Lloyd Wilson had extraordinary influence: "DDP&E
was very, very powerful....
Fink and Wilson were as tough as nails and
were really managing."[501 They made very detailed decisions on the Aiy' s
radars, missiles, etc., and even on basic strategy.
The effect of the Laird-Packard approach was greatly to reduce' this
kind of ODDMiE direct management and to replace it with' a' much stronger'
focus on coordinative functions and broad policymaking and guidance.
Indicative of this changewas the cantral role given to the Defense
Systems Acquisition Review Cotucil (_GARC), a Service/OSD panel chaired
by the DDR&E which was used for analytic and advisory purposes in weapon
system development, and a new and elaborate series.6fi"Coordinating
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Papers" for which the Services and ODDR&E shared-divided responsibilities.
The changes thus reemphasized DDR&E's "'staff" responsibilities and deemphasize4 a number of informal "operating" responsibilities which it
had accrued over the years.
The full impact of these changes is difficult (and beyond the scope
of this history) to evaluate. Foster, in retrospect, views the changes
as enhancing the DDR&E's authority by making him a more effective mechanism through which the Secretary could formally structure the Service
programs: [ 51]
We changed the DDB&E's function: we got him
to consider the stricture of programs and to
monitor Them, instead of getting into the
military departments, 'manipulating programs
daily.
On the other hand, the direct power of ODDR&E was much less visible in
this coordinating role, and there are many who argue that its net influence has considerably diminished in comparison with the McNamara
years and that staff quality declined dramatically along with the curtailment of program management functions.
Whatever the final judgment on the changing DDh&E role, it is clear
that ,inthe Rechtin-Lukasik period these changes contributed to some
of the uncertainty about ARPA's future. As long as ODDR&E were performing various quasi-"operatiing" functions it provided a -direct customer
for much of ARPA's work. During the tremendous debates of the mid1960's on strategic missile design, ballistic missile defense and pe-netration aids, for example, the ODDR&E staff was exerting enormous influence on the course of specific Service programs in these fields. To
buttress its position, it would in turn call upon ARPA.
In the course,
of hot debates with the Services in which many specific technical
`
questions were "swingers," "ARPA was right in the middle, a high point
of being the right arm of DDR&E.... a friend of the court."[52] When
the DDR&E role shifted, ARPA lost this point of reference and a vacuum
ensued. On the other hand, QDDR&E preoccupation with its own bureaucratic
survival may have removed some of the edge that it had enjoyed in its
relationships with ARPA.
In their new role as Service program coordinators, relatively uninterested in ARPA as a source of leverage against
the Services', ODDR&E staff members came to be regarded with some disparagement.
To quote one ARPA official:[53]
ra]bout the most useless outfit the DOD ever
had -- the biggest bunch of chowder heads
they ever collected ...
impotent.
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Nor was the shift in DDR&E responsibilities accomplished with great
smoothness. While ODDR&E was apparently never in the kind of imminent
danger that confronted ARPA in 1967, the first two years of the new
Administration were filled with considerable difficulty. Deputy Secretary Packard was quite outspoken on the decentralization issue, and
coming from an aerospace background, he was the first Deputy Secretary
since Quarles who felt at home in technical subject matter. He was not
shy about making RDT&E policy decisions. His presence definitely undercut the authority of the DDR&E and helped to downgrade ODDR&E relative
to its previous status. Moreover, in examining organizational alternatives the Secretary established a "Blue Ribbon Panel" which in July 1970
actually recommended the dismemberment of DDR&E among numerous OSD
organizational changes. While this recommendation was apparently never
seriously considered (it would have required new legislation, which the
Administration would have been reluctant to propose before a generally
hostile Congress), it reflected considerable disaffection with the
existing ODDR&E strucutre. The "Blue Ribbion Panel" also recommended
centralizing most Defense "6.1" research in ARPA, which would have
required a huge increase in ARPA's staff (at least double) and would
have fundamentally changed the character of the organization. This
recommendation was immediately dismissed as impractical and undesirable
in both OSD and ARPA, largely on the grounds that: (1) the Services
needed, to fund basic and applied research in order to integrate it with
their total R&D programs, and (2) central management would be unworkable in practice. Nevertheless the Blue Ribbon Panel's generally positive assessment of the ARPA mechanism was a welcome change compared to
the bitter attacks of 1967-1969.
The wide-ranging DOD organizational debate and the changes that
occurred throughout the Rechtin period may have inhibited the Agency's
effort to reouild a stable program. In the end, however, redirection of
ODDR&E activities to broad program coordination and guidance coupled
with ARPA's new emphasis on rapid transfer, contributed to the trend
toward a closer coupling of ARPA and Service projects. ODDR&E, whatever its status under the new DOD regime, had ceased by the end of the
Rechtin period to be a primary end customer.
PROGRAMS IN THE RECHT-N PERIOD
The ARPA programs in Dr. Rechtin's period were in a process of
constant change and adjustment, reacting to the many pressures on the
Agency described earlier. The transfer of DEFENDER was the most farreaching change in ARPA since the space, period. A new office, Strategic
Technology, arose in DEFENDER's place. VELA and AGILE were gradually
deemphasized and office names were rapidly changed to suggest new research direction and to reducepolitical vulherabilities. Another new
office, Advanced Engineering, was created. Dr. Rechtin's emphasis on
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project transfer (in its strongest form, setting the ideal of achieving
project turnover every 3-4 years) began to affect many programs.
This
was a period of a few notable successes (such as the ARPA laser program)
and numerous failures and efforts of indeterminant impact. The following
pages thus describe an ARPA in ferment.
Budget trends were downward,
with annual totals inching their way close to the $200 million level
(see Figure VIII-l).
DEFENDER
In late 1966 the basic DEFENDER organization inherited from the
There were still,
that is, branches
Sproull period remained in place.
for Applied Research, Electromagnetics, Mechanics, Missile Phenomenology,
Penetration Aids, and Systems.
DEFENDER, however, was on the verge of
extensive change impelled by the external events described above, notably
the mounting pressure for BMD deployment.
By late 1967, with Herzfeld
gone and transfer of a major portion of DEFENDER pending, some significant organizational changes had occurred.
Applied Research and Missile
Phenomenology continued as branches with little
change in program content. Fenetration Aids, however, was renamed Advanced Penetration Aids
and Vulnerability, reflecting both a reduction of effort and a reorientation of ARPA's penetration aids work. The core work in Mechanics
had become Missile Technology, describing the HIBEX follow-on work much
mcre succinctly than the previous' title.
Electromagnetics was divided
into two branches: ,Rdar and Optical Technology and Over-the-Horizon
Detection Technology.
The creation of the second office refolects a
considarably increased emphasis on this special form of radar since
1965, though ARPA had done sane work in the oVer-the-h rizon (OTH) field
as early as 1960.
Systems was again renamed, now becoming Systems and'
Technical Requirements.
In 1967 the ftuction of Project DEFENDER was caref illy described
overall, as: "To provide the science and technology as= ciated with the
development of advanced strategic defensive and offensire systems, particularly as related to ballistic missiles."(54] This cind of definition
of DEFENDER had been given in earlier years, but in the mid-1967 context
it appears to relate to an effort to set DEFENDER in a )roader context
than the NIKE-X/BMD environment; that is, to give DEFENDER the image of
a broad-based avanced strategic technology office. Fo.! example, discussions of DEFENDER in 1967 stressed OH applications n early warning
technol6gy, a function which was not an integral part o' NIK-X:.
There
was renewed optimism concerning laser and charged partile'beam apblications, both far beyond NIKE-X. Bzead ARPA support., t
ugh the PRESS
measurements system, of offensive strategic missile- imprvements was
emphasized, as were general, applications of space objec identification
capabilities.
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Program Budget History During the Rechtin Period
(Millions of Dollars)

n i7o'

FY 1971

245(1)
233
216(2)

238
212
224

223
209
215

103(2)
40
24
26
25
10
14
-

72
39
17
30
26
5
30
13
7

n 199
Appropriations Requests
Actual Budgets
Commitments to Agents
Requests By Program:
Strategic Technology/
Defender
Nuclear Mcnitoring/VELA
Materials
AGIE /ODR
Infermation Processing
Behavioral Sciences
Advanced Sensors
Advanced Engineering
Technical Studies

8

66
35
21
21
27(3)
6
23
17
8

Ex 'ludes DEFENDER funds transferred' to Army.
2

Ihcludes approximately $40 million transferred to, Army.

3

Includes new "distributed information processing" program
element covering exploratory development work of th'e office.
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DEFENDER Transfer. The DEFENDER transfer gas initiated by Dr. Foster
during the late summer of 1967, a culmination of the DDR&E's consideration
of this possibility over many months. The key event apparently was a
meeting in Dr. Foster's office, which may have taken pla~ce in September.
It could not be determined whether the meeting followed or preceded.
McNamara's ,public announcement on SENTINEL deployment that month, but
in any event it took place in the context of the SENTI1NEL decision
which began to take form after the Chinese hydrogen bomb test in midyear.
The DEFENDER transfer possibility was unveiled in a rather dramatic
fashion, Herzfeld's earlier discussions with Foster on the issue evidently
having been rather closely held. The Acting Director (Franken)-and
Acting Deputy Director (Lukasik) of ARPA were invited to an afternoon
rueeting in the DDR&E's office on the morning that the meeting was to take
place. Army and other DDR&E representatives were present. According to
ARPA participants, the head of the DEFENDER program had been asked directly
by Foster to brief the DEFEDER program, although Franken and Lukasik
did not know that, and at the end of the briefing he was 'asked to present
plans for a transfer. Senior A1PA arl Army personnel apparently had
little, if any, forewarning of the DDR&E's decision and Foster's direct'
request of the DEFENDER director may have taken place as late as the
morning of the briefing. But whether or not there was some degree of
forewarning of a major change in DEFENDER -- direct or indirect -- it is
clear that the initiative was taken quite rapidly and was generated by
Dr. Foster. There was no significant staff planning in ARPA, the Army
or ODDPS:E leading up to the decision.
What were Dr. Foster's motivations in desiring to transfer the
core of the DEFENDER program to the Army? In the view of a participant
generally critical of the transfer, they were "very high level, national
in character and legitimate in purpose."[55] First, the Army's advanced
ABM research under the NIXE-X program had serious gaps and did not have
the reputation for quality enjoyed by the DEFENDER program, particularly
the Lincoln Laboratory effort. Second, given the SEIINE. decision, ,the
Army was going to have the responsibility for an operational system: to
instill confidence in the Army's ability to perform advanced research
related to this system in order to upgrade it at a later date, an infusion
of talent into the Army was felt desirable. Third: ARPA had no permanent
charter in the BMD field (although the DEFENIER assignment dated back to
February 1958).
Fourth, it was obvious that ARPA had come to have de
facto budget ceilings. Should growth be necessary, a new Army agency -associated with a newly confirmed mission -- might have a better chance
of obtaining fAnds; in theory, at least, ARPA then could turn its
attention and resources to other things. Fifth, there appeared to be
an underlying feeling that the friction which had'characterized the
ARPA-Army BMD interface over the years 'had simply gone on long enough;
that ARPA'i gadfly role had served -he nation well but -- with deploy-
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ment coming -- the time had arrived to integrate advanced BMD research
into the Army program. Sixth, there was some sentiment that major
parts of the DEFDER program were no longer "advanced," at least not
from the perspective of truly "high risk," "revoluticnary" undertakings
which were central to the Foster/Rechtin view of the XRPA role. The
PRESS radars and the measurements program, for example, were recognized
to be of high quality and very important, but were now part of the
state of the a.t and were not efforts continued as high risk endeavors
to prevent some potential "technological surprise." Finally, the legacy
of dissatisfactiQn with ARPA's management performance, independence and
"academic" tendencies undercut its care for retaining the D'ENDER
work, particularly with the prospect of a major revitalization of the
Army's role in BMD.
As Foster says, however, his basic rationale for the transfer was
deficiencies in the Army, not in ARPA: "There was something lacking La
the Army program. They lacked the talent and they needed it."[56] He
considered ARPA's original DEFENDER role, serving as a qualified neutral
judge as one Service tried to defend and the other tried to penetrate,
to have been unique: "What was more importart? ... [ARPAj made r-•
tremendous contribution. The Secretary of Defense and the nation were
extremely well served."[57] The problem was how to upgrade the Army
program. Another participant in the transfer process described this
rationale as leading to the conclusion that the Ar*y needed a "head
graft," that is to acquire more of the quality of BMD talent that had
become associated over the years with the ARPA program.[58] 'This meshes
well with Fcster's own recollection of the decision, for in discussing
the issues, he states: "'This [the transfer] was a risky proposition because the graft might be rejected and you would have given away the
back-up capability."[59] The September meeting in the DDR&E's office
essentially expressed Foster's strong intent that, DEF-NDER, or major
parts thereof, should be transferred to the Army. It was left to Rechtin,
,appointed Director in November 1967, to. carry out the decision. The
formal transfer action was codified on' paper in March 1968, about five
months after Rechtin's arrival.
there was significant resistence to the transfer within ARPA/
DEFENDER; there was considerable uncertainty as to what and how much
might be transferred; there was debate within DDR&E and the Army as to
the form of transfer.. Dr. Foster's expression of intent was therefore
not a hard final decision, and conceivably coild have been reversed if
his newly-desip~ated ARPA Director had devised convincing arguments for
ARPA retention of the program. As one of the participants in the transfer process noted, that process was terribly chaotic: "nobody had a
-- clear rationale for anything.... [the atmosphere was] a combination of
intuition, paranoia and emotion."[60]
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What Dr. Rechtin brought to the situation was a clear voice in
favor of a ma j or, structured org.nization transfer -- people, programs,
and money to be shifted intact. Prior to Rechtin's arrival, a combination of the SENTINEL decision, DDP&E disenchantment with ARPA and
the Foster meeting may have made it clear that the core ARPA radars
would go to the Army, either as part of the PRESS range or as part of
the BMD development program, but the timing, what else would be transferred and the form of transfer were left unsettled. Rechtin had a
powerful influence on crystallizing firm decisions and placing his
weight behind a "smooth and unruffled transfer," and a transfer of considerably more than just the PPRESS radar facilities. in fact, he was
so intent on transfer that he almost "gave away the store" in the sense
of being prepared to pass on more than ARPA staff thought he should or
the Arr aexpected to ýet. The. great danger, of course, was that massive
transfer of projects and fands in a single act would leave a hoxe in
the Agency's 'program structure and budget that could not filled and
hence might be lost forever. Rechtin's clarity of purpose and decisiveness were admired, even by those who disagreed with any transfer, but
conditioned by a feeling on the part of many that he was bureaucratically
naive and thus liable to do the Agency irreparable harm despite the
best of intentions.
The reasons given by the new Director for supporting the form of
transfer whiclh occurred are central to the DEFENDER story and to the
overall ARPA history. Firsts Rechtin acceptea the view that ARPA did
not have the organizational capacity to cope with future developments
in the program which might logically be expected in the light of the
SEETINEL' decision: [61]1
I felt that that particular line of.
development had proceeded far enough. It was
now going to be very expensive if it were
continued.., going to have to build enormous
radars.., going to get (into] the missile
business without much trouble. And it was
going to chew up a far greater portion of the
ARPA budget than it already was. At the time
it [the portion of DEENDER transferred] was
$60 or $70 million a year ... (but one could
easily] spend t.o or three times that in that
kind of work. And that you were going to wind
up attempting to build a competitor to what
was then the SENTINEL system, later SAFEGUARD.
And I could see that ARPA was going to get itself
in trouble from two counts.... All the rest of
its programs. were going to get squashed on account
of DEFENDER... and [ ARPA would] get. caught in the
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crossfire between 'why are you doing this one

and the Army doing another one?'...
I-didn't
feel that was good for either the Army or for
ARPA. Particularly not for ARPA, because it
didn't have the wherewithal to continue. It
couldn't keep on building, and building, and
building, and build a full-scale system. it
had to transfer. It was getting to the point
of where it was just too expensive.
A second reason given for supporting large-scale transfer was fear
of involvement in the political conflicts which were certain to arise
following the SEIMMILM decision. Given ARPA's vulnerability in the late
1960's, invo2vement in the ABM policy battle could be fatal. ARFA,
Rechtin noted, would be highly exposed and" ... for an organization
that was about to be killed off ... with Deputy Secretaries not quite
understanding what this damned thing is fcr arfyway ...
and with big
giants around,"[62] this would be the height of folly.
The major
investments which would be involved in Sentinel would bring, out powerful antagonists, and:[63]
I used the old Russian proverb that
if you're a clay pot don't get on the same
stove with -iron kettles. And ARPA's a clay
pot. Very fragile.
In retrospect, Rech in feels strongly that this position was vindicated:[64]
It f
thin
not
worr
up
all
and

eed ARPA up to request more money for new
s, which we promptly did, and our budget did
uffer the severe decline that people had
ed about....
Mhen when the thrash snowed
th the Congress, and they really climbed
ver the SAFEGUARD program, ARPA was free
lear of it.

Beyond Rechtin s doubts about ARPA being unable to zsumt;in
con'
tLnuation of the ma stream DEFENDER effort and his fears or being caught
in the political cr ss-fire, he also shared many of the other reasons
cited earlier for t ansferring the core prg-ram. Promirnant among these
was the feeling tha" the program was too mature to fit in with the
traditional ARPA ro e:[65]
`7:he problem is, where do you draw the line?
:At
at point do you' finally say: 'Well, ok, its
no 1 ,- nger
unrestricted for
you sort
now of
h.vereletively
to do something
a great deal
more definite than that?
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Rechtin had an answer: "It had long since gone past the early research
feasibility phase."[661 In his judgment, and he was a supported of A3M
systems deployment, it was time to get down to the drudgery of building
a final weapons systems, and that was not an ARPA function.
In contrast to the transferred DEFENDER work, the strategic technology efforts retained by ARPA were later described to Congress as
treating those: [671
advanced concepts and technologies that
could have a major technical impact on the
offense/defense balance and hence on the U. .S.
strategic capability. Mhe assigned concepts
include technologies distinctly different from
those used in the SAFEGUARD system.
From Rechtin's perspective, therefore, the DE=DER transfer and creation
of STO fit nicely into the image of ARPA as a high-risk organization
oriented toward technologies of potentially revolutionary impact.
Strategic Technology Office. The. Strategic Technology Office, or
DtER program and
STO, inherited the residual elements of the old D
the history of the office during the Rechtin period is one of the gradual
development, of a coherent program out of a rather diverse collection of
projects. In the course of this evolution there was conziderable budgeThe FY 1969 STO program budget was $98 million,[681 including
tary change.
the DEF=DER funds scheduled for transfer to the Army. Excluding the
Army moneys and $7 million of supporting Lincoln Laboratory programs,
the budget was $53 million. The FY 1970 request, however, was for al-'
most $72 million and STO was giveP about $65 mil-lion'(with one major
The following
project transferred from SM0 to AdVanced Engineering).
year's request (FY 1971) :as $66 million, with $15 million again approved.
This was increased to $72 million in FY 1972. STO thius stabilized at
about 'two-thirds the level of the last DEFENDER budget, but at a level
significantly above the immediate post-ttansfer residual level.
Forming a coheret, program out Of the remains of DEFENDER was not
an easy task as the surv4.ving projects had related to the core DEFENDER
effort in widely divergent ways. During the Rechtin 'period STI retained
a major part of the reentry physics program, which continned in its
As a postscript to the emotional DEFENDER debate, by 1971 or 1972
Foster was thinking seriously about reestablishing a very advanced
ABM R&D program in ARPA, largely because: (1) ARPA's ability tu
attract and retain talent was better than the Arai-'s, and (2) once
one gets into a very large program (SAFEGUARD/• ]NTINZ], it eventually
becomes. necessary •to give up the advanced research in order to keep
the systems effort on-stream.

-
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traditional mea.;urements and analysis role, providing inputs to both
offensive and-defensive missile systems development.
Rechtin was as
keen as Ha-rzfeld about this segment of DZ'E1DER:[69]
The measuremen s program we kept in ARTA.
The
offenrSe versus defense question was retained in
ARPA.
And I felt that was right.
As a matter
of fact it expanded back up to $70 or $80 million.
ARPA was
I felt that was absolutely essential.
the only place in Defense that had dredibility
as a neutral.
And that's one of its prinaiple
[reasons] for staying 'here.
Also, in that
argument, you didn't have to get into the extraordinarly expensive PW.0-scale development.
It could be doing all those things to determine
the basic parameters of that kind of a conflict.
And that was very inportant, and I felt that
Dave YMam... and Kent Kresa and the other guys
who worked in that ga.g, I thought did a fine
job (to) find out the basics....
STO also kept the truly exotic weapons concepts, such as charged particle
beams and lasers; it retained some radar work (notably OT.) that was not
directly relevant to NIKE-X type systems; it continued optical measurements programs (and retained the A',S facility); and it sustained
institutional support programs in atomic and molecular physics.
One of Rechtin's managerial exercises involved an attempt to think
up potentially worthwhile "new directiohs", for ARPA R&D, and ARPA also
was aware- of a simila-r sort of activity with a DOD-wide focus which
Foster had commissioned a committee chaired by Simon Ramo to undertake.
0o=6 of Rer-htin's choices found their way into the STO program.
One of
them 'ivolved the addition of work in "advancedmarine technolo g,"
including a Rechtin initiative to develop large floating platforms
for military use.'
As stated by both Rechtin and the program director, Dr. David Mann,
the early STU program was a collection of "cats and dogs" lacking a
central mission focus, -and it remained so throughout much of'Rechtin's
.enure.[70* Over time a rationale did develop, what Rechtin calls "a
rebalancing to go after the basic physical techniques which would give
you the answers for oiffense/defen:se confrontations."[71]
In other words,
the STO rationale tended to replicate the penetration aids versus
missile defense characterization found in DUFMDERafter l&,61.
High Power Lasers.
Of all the programs inherited by STO from DEFENDER,
the mcst excitement was ger iratel by developments in the field\of high
power lasers.
As previously noted, renewed 'interest in lasers for weapons
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applicaticns had been kindled during the Herzfeld period vlth breakthroughs at AVCO-Everett in which the use of rapid f
iLrng gases as a
lasing medium was demonstrated to be a practical approach toward overcoming the powe.- limitations inherent in solid state dev-ices; however,
power outputs in the multiple (but less than .100) kilcwatt range were
achieved only tcward the latter days of T-erzfeld's tenure, so that
D:. Rechtin (arriving in late 1967) inherited a prog:--rm just beginning
to show substantial payoff.
There were a number of major develoDments in the high power laser
field in Rechtin's first
year.
Research in this areas was reviewed b y
both ARPA and the Def'.i.--e Science Board in mid-July, leading to an expanded program off ARPA support, in part because Foster found that he
could not get it going outside of ARPA.
This program, which -was to
more than double ARPA's laser investment, was initially a highly secretive, limited access effort kncwn, as EIGHTH CARD.
ReflectinS contemporary feeling about t>'e importance of laser developments and the
thr'ýat of competing foreign efforts, even the term "gas dynamic laser"
(GDL) was originaally closely guarded.
These strictures have long since
beer dropped and discussion of technical developments now regularly
fills
the trade press.
The flavor of urgency and importance accomoanying this "special" project, however, gave the effort particular status
within DOD and, according to Dr. Foster, helped prod dormant Service
interest in tne technology, i.e., the secrecy surrounding EIGHI{ CIRD,
to which they lacked access, probably did more than aný-thing else to
stimulate them to do something.
Foster, fearing a possible Soviet
breakthrough, strongly promoted laser work, reaffirmation of a sort
that an ARPA still
looks -useful in times of stress, but also testimony
to the fact that we still
tend to drive R&D programs on the basis of
what somebody thinks "the Russians are doing" or not doing.
Rechtin
echoed Foster's view of, the laser work: "We've made sure that [neither]
the Soviets nor anybody else is going to surprise us there.
That was

important."[72]
By Dr.' Rechtin's second year in ARPA, 1969, the program was clearly
established as One of the priority ARPA efforts, and success was reflected
in Dr. Foster's initiation of a Tri-Service Laser (TS;) program in
February of that year.
This program enabled each of the Services to
build an experimental device and to pursue potential applications of the
new technology utilizing APIA/AVCO advances (AvCO being the TSL contractor).
In addition to the new Service programs, with which the ARPA effort was
closely coordinated, there were further demonstrations of advances in
GDL power output capabilities in 1969 to the hundreds of kilowatts level,with major developments at AVCO and ",t United Aircraft (which had 'initiated a program somewhat parallel to the' AVCO effort and had attracted
ARPA support by 1263).
Moreover, important new advance~s were achieved in
electric 002 lase•,s and in chemical lasers, both off-which shared the high,
power rotential of the gas dyanm.ics deveices and offered other technical
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advantages affecting size and weight and other aspects of the devices.*
Toward, the end of the year advances in these new types of high power
lasers seemed sufficiently promising that ARPA decided to reorient its
program entirely away from further development o2 the GDL (which was
left largely to the new Service programs) and toward emphasis on electrical and chemical devices. This new emphasis continued throughout
Rechtin's last year (1970) and into the Lukasik period.
It should be noted that throughout this period of very rapid development in high power lasers, only a portion of the ARPA effort was devoted
to actual construction of new devices. A high percentage was directed
to theoretical studies and to experimental studies with lower powered
lasers which helped lay a basis for predicting the operation and limitations of more powerful devices. Laser technology, it should be emphasized, involves very complicated interactions within the laser device,
between the laser beam and the atmosphere, and between the beam and the
target, as well as extraordinarly difficult problems of pointing and
tracking. Much of the most influential ARPA work was therefore in
studies concerning laser materials, propogation' characteristics, plasma
effects, etc., rather than in prototype hardware development, although
the achievements of experimental devices provided dramatic demonstrations
of technological advance.** The ARPA effort was, however, a very broadbased technology development program.
ARPA's laser program during the Rechtin period is considered by
many .associated with the agency as exemplifying the ARPA role at its
best, i.e., in supporting high-risk, high-payoff research and exploratory
aevelopment. Within the short period of three years, ARPA injected major
support into two firms (AVCO and United) which had initiated promising,
highly Defense-relevant, technological developments; organized a' comprehensive program which extended considerably beyond the initial contractors; served as a focal point for Service interest and a take-off
point for major Service programs; became the organizer of a new technical
community (sponsoring numerous reviews, meetings and conferences); avoided
*

**

*

Discussion of the complicated distinctions, advantages and limitations
of the three types of devices, and various combinations of them, is
beyond the'scope of this report. For a layman's review, see the
Aviation Week series on lasers in the issues dated August 25, September
1 and September 8, .1975.
Interestingly, one of the major technical problems in developing
practical laser weapons surrounds the need for advanced 'power sources
and energy conversion devices, including fuel cells, batteries and
1D devices, A field given significant support by ARPA in the early
1960's and then phased out, partially due to lack of sufficiently
pressing military requirements and partially due to funding limi"

*tat ions.

.
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over-commitment to building devices based on available technology
(toward which there was considerable pressure); and, finally, shifted
direction from the GDL technology, which had attained spectacular
initial successes but had several serious limitations, to newer and
potentially even more promising concepts (electrical and chemical
lasers).
The latter decision to shift technological emphasis (made
at a late 1969 meeting of experts in Palm Beach) is regarded within
ARPA as a fundamental watershed in the high power laser fieldo[73]
Taking this decision appears to have required some courage, as it
entailed abandoning an emphasis thpt was highly successful and at the
height of its popularity -- and which if techn.ically "old" had become
so in only one or two years of major support -- in favor of new, much
higher-risk approaches.
By the end of his tenure, in short, Dr. Rechtin could view the
laser program as perhaps the example of what a good ARPA project should
be. Cited by a DDR&E advisor as "the beginning of a revolution in mili..
tary weaponry," it met his criteria of defense-relevance and high-payoff
development of far-reaching significance., In terms of transfer, he
could show vigorous programs based on clearly identifiable ARPA-supported
technology established in not one, but all three Services.
There wras
no question that the program involved very advanced technology and was
initially a high risk endeavor where the Services had not,, by themselves,
been able to make the early critical investments. ARPA had, moreover,
successfully moved on to new. developments of potentially equal significance to replace the emphasis taken over by the Services and remained
on the forefront of the, technology in question. The laser program,'
however, appears to. stand virtually alone among major ARPA programs of
the late 1960's 'in fulfilling all the Rechtin criteria for.a successful project.*
NuTclear Monitoring Researclh'
The style and emphasis of the Rechtin directorship is especially
well-illustrAted in the field of nuclear test detection, particularly
his concern with program turnover and transfer. In this program area,
the new approach was reflected in both matters' of image and of substance.

*

Although little was said about this in the ARPA of the late 1960's,
ARPA had stuck with laser work since 1958, and according to one of
Sthe giants in the field -- Charles Townes - its veryearly support
at .the basic res.earchstage, when no one else wotild touch it, was
1 ]
more critical than anything ARPA did subsequently.([74
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The VELA satellites were an obvious candidate for transfer and that
did occur. Foster and Reclitin were also prepared to pass on much of
the underground detection program to the Air Force, but failed:[75]
The difficulty was that was not a normal
Air Force mission, and, therefore, every
time it was tried in reasonably good faith,
it wound up getting in trouble again because
of the funding, or the people wanted management support, or whatever. It wasn't inherently there. I don't know what you do
about that kind of situation.
In addition, there were externel forces that mitigated against transfer
out of ARPA: (1) DOD was more or less legally charged with doing the
work and OSD/ARPA had been the designated assignee, (2) there was a
complex intergovernmental scenario to consider, involving many agencies,
and (3) "Congress wanted to make sure that *e did everything possible to
permit further reductions in.weapons types."[76] Foster knew that if
he transferred this program to a Service or seriously reduced the budget,
the arms control community would be upset:[77]
So we carried it [the program] at a higher
level of funding in deference to them, than
we otherwise wruld have.

.. _

ARPA's. flexibility,

adaptability and penetrability enabled it to
execute the program with the requisite degree
of responsiveness.
Foster and Rechtin were thus unable to cut back here as much as they
wished.
It should be made clear that Rechtin was not unhappy with VELA's
accomplishments and was not opposed to the princple of looking at
improved means of detecting nuclear tests. The issue with him, as in
DEFENDER, concerned whether the "research feasibility" task had been
completed: [78]
In terms of a continuing look'at the problems
of detection and evasion,. I felt that should
continue until there was a political conclusion
as to whether or not we had gone far enough.
I had no emotional involvement with that issue
nmyself. I felt that -conceivably it was possible
to get to the point of evasion and detection
where you knew enough of the rules and you were
sure enough of the answers that you-could put, a

-
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limit, if you wished, on the size of'underground
nuclear explosions.
And the reason that that
might' be' possible is because the risk of getting
detected was so much more of a problem to the
attempted evader then it was to the detector;
that there was, if you will, high leverage in
that kind of a situation....
So I felt that conceptionally you ought to be able to reach a point
eventually where you were satisfied if you wished
to put a comprehensive test ban on, that ARPA
would have provided enough information to tell
you roughly what the risks were likely to be.
From there on, as far as I saw it, it was a
political problem and not a technical problem.
We were almost to that point when I left.
There were three important developments in the Rechtin period With
respcý,!t to the image of ARPA's nuclear test detection work. First, the
office was renamed Nuclear Monitoring Research, replacing the former
Nuclear Test Detection title. The new title implied a broader mission,
e.g., research on evasion, diagnostics, etc., rather than a focus on
test detection only; however, ir, fact many of these broader missions were
actually included in the program almost from the beginning. Important
research on evasion techniques such as the use of decoupling was, for
example, undertaken in the Ruina period. Second, the title VELA, which
had formerly been interchangeable with Nuclear Test Detection was dropped
for this purpose. Work identified as VELA was merely part of the. activity
calleC Nuclear Monitoring Research.
This occurred at roughly the same
time that AGILE was dropped as an overall code-name for the Overseas
Defense Research Office and relegated to the position of a subordinate
program element.
The intent in both cases was apparently to reduce the
visibility of these aging assignments and to give the appearance of
program dynamism and change. Third, a new program element entitled
"PRIME ARGUS" was formed within the Nuclear Monitoring Research office.
It was not only added to the VELA mission but was actually considerably
larger -- in FY 1970 the reaquest for PRIME ARGUS was $24.5 million out
of an office total of $38.5 million. PRIME ARGUS essentially encompassed
everything outside of the nuclear test detection mission, narrowly defined.* It included, notribly, research on evasion (or "detection countermeasures"), nuclear test diagnostics, research related to nuclear weapons
-proliferation, and a new program in 'ýmilitary geophysics." ",,hile, as
*

•.1

Subsequently, the scope of PRIME ARGUS was reduced to essentially
diagnostics related research, and other program .elements originally
included under the t:Ltle were presented separately.

...-

_________
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pre-:4ously noted, significant work in some of thes~e areas had been
performed prior to Dr. Rechtin's appointment, the Rechtin emphasis
was clearly on newness rather than continuity and the various changes
in titles all served to underscore this emphasis.
This is not to say that there wer6 no important substantive changes
within the Nuclear Monitoring Research program. Three major points can
be cited. First, the degree of emphasis on evasion of test detection
was increased over previous years. This included further development
of cavity - coupling concepts, research based around the "Diamond Dust"
physics e_..-riments (using 10-20 ton nuclear explosives and examining
decoupling in vatious media other than typical "tuff" or hard rock),
and reseaz , on 6ther evasion technique such as earthquake simulation
or hiding , test during earthquakes.
The effect of this work on evasi..
(quite aside from the question of DOD motivations) was to generate new
questions concerning the reliability of safeguards and detection techniques which might be applied to a future ban on underground testing.
It appeared to be part of a general trend toward narrowing the boundaries
of risks deemed tolerable if a Comprehensive Test Ban were to be acceptable.
According to Dr. R. A. Frosch, VETA Director under Sproul. and Deputy
Director to Herzfeld, perceived requirements for. seismic detection thresholds began to be tightened shortly after the signing of the Limited
Test Ban Treaty,. and increased attention to evasion possibilities served
to further restrict the boundaries of "tolerable risk."[79]
Second, there was a considerable shift of emphasis toward "diagnostics," that is, toward methods of determining the characteristics of
a nuclear test (yield, type of device, etc.) as opposed to simple detection
and identification. This change had begun earlier wii-n tie initial success
of the VELA Satellite program and its subsequent reorientation, but the
Rechtin period established diagnostics (through PRUME ARGUS) as a major
formal mission. The customer for diagnostics resear"!h'results, incidentally, was more the intelligence community than the test ban negotiations community and the program reflects a general shift of emphasis
within ARPA toward intelligence-related tachnoJ.jgy.
Third, the Nuclear Monitoring Research office phased-out. one major
program (VELA Satellite) and added a major new one (Military'Geophysics),
for which $7 million was requested in FY 1970. The VELA Satellite had
long been serving in an operational a. well as a research role and discussions had frequently taken place with a view to passing responsibility
to the Air Force for use in the interim period prior to its replacement
with a "permanent" satellite detection and diagnostics system. Given
Dr. Rechtin's emphasis on project transfer, the VELA Satellite effort
was a very logical candidate to be phased-out and was in'fact.so transferred. Unlike the DEFENDER effort, howevet, the major investments in
the VE•A. Satellite effort had already been made (the main continuing
effort being data monitoring and analysis),and the transfer caused little
budgetary perturbation.

7
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The new progz.m, Military Geophysics, essentially had nothing to
do with nuclear testing. It involved research on the conditions, characteristics and ultimate control of earthquakes. AccordLng to Rechtin
the program was undertaken for that most traditional of ARPA reasons
-"other people weren!t doing it" -- and was justified on an, alleged
military requirement for "a cost-effa-tive way of reducing earthquake
damage to the billions of dollars of defense installations in

seismic

areas."[80] It was established within the Nuclear Monitoring Research
office as a means of'utilizing related technological expertise developed
through the underground test detection program. The record suggests
that it developed in part as a response to the frantic need for ARPA
to find things to do.' As will be discussed below, the program ultimately
failed to gain Congressional support as a sufficiently unique military
requirement and the House Appropriations Committee requested and obtained its deletion (along with a related program in "rapid excavation")
from the FY 1973 budget.
Overseas Defense Research (AC-ILE)
Dr. Rechtin came to ARPA with' considerable interest in the AGILE
program, gave it continued and detailed personal attention throughout
his tenure to the point of bcing considered by senior associates aimost
as an AGILE program officer, and is generally associated with being a
'proponent of AGILE, though in retrospect he shares the generally prevailing negative view of AGILE's impact. In some respects', Rechtin was
a throw back to Godeland Herzfeld. He felt that research on insurgency
.problems was a good idea and he much preferred the mission of wo.rking
with' local forces to trying to work with U. S. forces:J81]
I felt pretty strongly that we were supposed to
be working with the other countries. We could,
occasionally, provide help to the American
forces by telling them things that we were
learning so, that they, could be more effective
as American forces....
The principle effort,
by the time I was there, was aimed at helping
the Vietnamese and helping the Thai and helping
the Iranians, rather than the American forces
directly.
Rechtin's assessment of the balance of effort is probably only correct
if viewed in light of the major expenditure of funds on the RZSP in
Thailand that started-up about the time~he took over. The Thai, however,
saw that exercise as less relevant to their concerns than many things
done previously, and compared to AGILE's original, almost exclusive
preoccupation with indigenous forces, AGILE in 1967 was heavily weighed
in the direction of U. S. Vietnam-related needs. The -sheer force and
weight of. the U. S. 'presence alsc. often was enough to distort the value
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of some of the things AGILE originally had in mind to assist indigenous
forces. One of the Thailand field unit directors observed cogently
that while ARPA was struggling with the problem of communications in
an environment where one assumed obvious practical limitations on the
resources that would be made available to the local forces using the
techniques and equipment developed, the U. S. Army came along and transformed it by means of massive infusions of funds into the world's richest
communications environmenxc.[82]
Thus, however successful ARPA might be
in getting a good data baze, developing and testing a theory, showing
the physical aspects of a couple of new modes of propagation, and trying
to extend this to, say, a battalion-level model, it became irrelevant.
A tricky new form of line-of-sight communication became rather absurd
when the U. S. Army was doing it simply by putting beacons on every
hill in sight, regardless of cost.
Nevertheless, Rechtin was more interested in local forces.
He J.so
felt that ARPA, one way and another, had learned a philosophical lesson of
signal importance duri-ng its sojourn in Southeast Asia:[831
I think we were perhaps some of the first to
show that in Vietnam that you had to get the
war back to the Vietnamese forces if you were
,going to have a chance.
That you weren't
going to be able to win it with American
forces.
And if your objective was to win,
it had to 5e done with Vietnamese forces,
and if they couldn't win, you'd had it.
And
I thought they could. But I thought we goofed.
To the extent ARPA was right and sought to relay this message, the greater'
were its difficulties because "bad news" was not encouraged in those
days; nor was ARPA's credibility-such that it would likely be takenat
face value even if high level listeners were predisposed to listen.
Nonetheless, Rechtin believes that creation of the climate which enabled
Kissinger to negotiate the U. S. withdrawal was in some sense helped by
ARPA or at least was a vindication of some of the things ARPA was

saying:[84]
Because we had a much better understanding of
what we could and couldn't do, because of what'
had been found out.
It took a long ,time to
permeate from where ARPA had its answers until
the 'rest of the community understooi some of
these things....
It [ARPA]'was one of the many
influences which tried to tell
us what you might
be able to do and what you weren't going to be
able to do.
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A somewhat more harsh assessment would suggest that perhaps many of the
"lessons" allegedly learned by ARPA as to what could and could not bedone were known at about the time AGILE was created and thus raise the
question whether ARPA spent tens of millions ofdollars on rediscovering
those lessons instead of applying those resources to a more direct
search for solutions. This was indeed an area where ARPA and many
others were limited by ideas not fands and tried unsuccessfully to compensate for the former with a generous application of the latter.
Rechtin, however, had inherited a large active program and coming to
the problem new, under that circumstance, addressed himself primarily
to results, not philosophical questions concerning the program's origins
and evolution:([ 851]
We tried to work the counter-insurgency
business at that stage and found we couldn't.
be very effective in doing anything. Mostly
because systems engineering, with all of it's
value, couldn't really be very effective when
the principle parameters were those of nationalism in a counter-insurgency situation....
Local nationalism ...

was the principle counter-

insurgency force as it turned out.

And all the

things that we tried -- radar systems and boats
and whatever -- were nowhere near as important....

But I thought it was a good idea for ARPA to
try. I defended it strongly, put money into
it, tried to get it going, ... [tried] to get
it transferred over to. the other countries,
where I thought it would be better done than
the U. S. trying to do it..".
You learn by
seeing what 'you can do ard when you can and
can't help. I thought it was a good'risk project.... Maybe the. success ratio was 50/50....
Maybe 30% success ard 70% non. Bat that's what
ARPA is in the business of doing. Hell, if it
was obvious the Services would have been doing
it in the first place."
Foster volunteered similar recollections, noting that ARPA provided
ways, means and a location so that "concerned people could try,....
ARPA 'surfaced some messy problems and took its lumps."[86] He felt
that ARPA-spon-sored ethnographic studies and its attempts to deal with
political, mili'.arf and social problems together -ere helpful. Confirming both Herzfeld and Rechtin, Foster noted:[87]
AFPA stuidies had very different views of the war
than those held by the Secretary, the Deputy
Secretary and the White House -- 'and those views
were pain ful,but in retrospect they-were helpful.
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To illustrate Rechtin's support for the AGILE program, budget increases were proposed in the face of substantial Congressional skepticism
and outright hostility. Indeed his FY 1970 Overseas Defense Research
budget request was $29.4 million, un from $27.4 million the previous
year. By cýntrast,' the House Appropriations Committee recommended a
$26 million reduction in the total ARPA budget, a "significant portion"
of which it directed specifically be assessed against the AGILE program.
This episode spelled the beginning of the end for AGILE, which rapidly
disintegrated thereafter and left onlyr a small legacy of projects to be
absorbed into a new Tactical'Technology office formed during Dr. Lxdkasik's
tenure. Rechtin confirms that anti-AGILE pressure from the Congress and
the Secretary became overpowering.
The AGILE program which engendered all of this controversy was
largely inherited from Dr. Herzfeld's regime. The program continued to
be dominated by work in Southeast AS".a in the Vietnam and Thailand field
units. As in the preceding period the work program included "quickreaction" studies in Vietnam, an "applied behavioral sciences" component,
a major counter-insutrgency "systems research and development" effort
(notably the Rural Security Systems Program in Thailand), and a variety
of hardware develonment projects, e.g., work related to reconnaissance
and intrusion detection devices. Research related to border control
problems gradually received increased emphasis, whereas behavioral science
and "systems" research received decreased emphasis as disappointing
results, organizational problems and Congressional criticism began to
dominate program discussions.
In response to program controversies, decreased prominence was given.
to the name AGILE.
It was gradually replaced by the more mundance
phrase Overseas Defense Research. Less inherently controversial projects
-also began to be given the spotlight in program descriptions, e.g.,
border control work in Korea, where the national comnitment 'was less
in question; the Small Independent Action Fbrce (.SIAF) project, which
looked at improved ways to organize small unit patrols to maximize
effective use of modern small arms technologies; some work on counterpart training, in hopes of being responsive to the Nixon Doctrine; and
more U. S.-based, rather than field-based, research in general. Some
of the projects selected were more or less desperate attemiots to find
acceptable .things to do and/or to keerp staff and contrators employed.
There was little in the way of a coherent program goal or target around
which to structure them.
Rechtin always felt that ARPA was correct in trying _to.do ,something
about insurgenIcy: (88]
[lIt was a perfectly appropriate thing for ARPA
to do. I think it' was right for it to get set
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up... and I think it was right for it to do the
work that it did do. It was a rough, miserable,
dirty kind of an area to do research in.
SomeThe return on the investbody's got to do it....
ment, I would say, was at best modest. But ARPA
was not in the business of trying to get maximum
return on investment. Geez, if you're trying to
do that, you're doing things that are certain.
And we were doing things which weren't.
These remarks help to shed some light on an important prbblem within
kRPA during the Rechtin period. Morale was often very low. The Foster/
Rechtin whirlwind was rapidly trying to transfer out core programs, such
as DEFENDER, VELA and Materials, yet they were not communicating very
.clearly to the staff what sort ofan ARPA was to replace the old one.
The hard gospel of obvious reLevance, quick programmed transfer and
minimnization of basic and applied research simply failed to match up
well, in the minds of staff, vrith statements that ARPA vas not in the
business of getting "maximum return on investment" or in trying to do
things that were certain. There was a definite feeling of drift, confusion, and frustration, which in turn made the Director's task of preserving AREA all the more difficult.
Rural Security Systems Program. The Rural Security Systems Program
(or RSSP) was, like SEACORE and MERS, a large Thailand-based AGILE
endeavor. Like them, and probably even more so, the effort is widely
rega'.ded as a failure and illustrates the' continuing difficulty encountered by AGILE in developing a workable rationale for its Southeast
Asia field research activities. The RSSP concept was developed duiring
Dr. Herzfeld's period as ARPA Director, but commenced in Thailand a
few months before Dr. Rechtin's arrival. For about two and one-half
years (early 1967 through late 1969) the program was a dominant feature
of the Thai field unit. By the end of 1969, however, Rechtin dispatched
instructions to phase out the RSSP projects. This event marked the beginning of the disintegration of' the Thai field unit and ultimately the
entire AGILE program.
The RSSP effort was an internally-generated ARPA program, the idea
having been developed by a Washington-based project manager sometime
in the 1964-1965 period. The basic concept was that approaches to the
resolution of insurgency, by the military and others, tended to be
narrowly-conceived partial solution's and that what was actually needed
.fcr successfu1 "counterinsurgency" efforts was a broad-gauge "systems
approach" to the problem. This concept, which by analogy related
counterinsurgency to 'systems engineering approaches felt to have been
successfully applied to strategic weapons problems. struck a very sumpathetl:c chord in Dr. Herzfeld who, even in the 1970's, looks back on
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the approach as a valiant (though admittedly unsuccessful) attempt to
rationalize the counterinsur~ency problem, and who regards the overall
concept as essentially correzt.[89]
Virtually everyone in ARPA with Southeast Asia field experience
at the time considered the RSSP concept as originally presented to be
a sham, a rather gross form of charlatanism, or what Godel calls "fiddlefaddle." The originator had strung together some systems jargon, but'
there was relatively little
substance in the rroposal and there were
some exceedingly dangerous assumtpions.
It was, for instance, assumed
that a flow of first
class information about the social, political,
economic, attitudinal, and personal proclivities of villagers in large
rural areas would be readily forthcoming, when in fact ARPA field experience in Vietnam and Thailand was already showing that it was exceedingly difficult to obtain such information and that without ic, no
",system" could hope to survive.
The RSSP was doubly fallacious because
it helped sell itself in a public relations sense by claiming that it
would solve the "soft science" side of the equation.
it had no substantive concept for doing so; it merely assumed that a solution would
be forthcoming from one or another as yet unidentified contractor group.
Nevertheless, systems engincering was in vogue in the mid-1960s and the
notion of systematically integrating all aspects of the counterinsurgency
problem into a comprehensive whole had immense appeal, especially to an
ARPA leadership that had cut its teeth oh resolving such difficult technical problems as defense against ballistic missiles, nualear test
detection and enhancing the penetrability of ICBM warheads.
At last
technical elegance and sophistication would be introduced ,into a research area heretofore characterized by conceptual shortcomings and
ad. hoc stabs at the problem, and it would be done in Thailand where
the insurgency was relatively 'low level and hence suitable as a laboratory. As Herzfeld told the Cong•ress:
"This program will be the first
time that R&D has been given a major role in supporting a counterinsurgency in a comprehensive %way, from the earliest stages of the conflict."[901 The appeal of this vision was irresistible.
The RSSP initiative was gradually transformed into a prugram
following an extensive series of briefings in 1966, through which
approvals and concurrences were sought from the Deputy Secretary of
Defense, key Assistant Secretaries, .JCS, the U.. S. Embassy in Thailand,
the Department of State (and USIA and AID), and the Royal Thai Governmernt.
The U. S. apprcvals were obtained by mid-year and the Thai
government, under pressure from the Ambassador, "approved in principle"
in November 1966.
In late 1966 the AGILE Director wrote the first year
RSSP plan and contractors began to initiate work on approved projects
at the beginning of 1967, just prior to Dr. Herzfeld's departure.
The
Thai government, having approved the RSSP only in principle-, reserved
'the right specifically to approve each individual project conducted.
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As finally developed, the RZSP was to employ a form of systems
analysis to integrate and program all aspects of a cou~nterinsurgency
effort in Northeast Thailand, an ef'ort which woUld comprehensively
include military and police action e•conomic and political development,
civic action, and so forth. Several large U. S. 'contractor t~ams were
to undertake aspects of the progra-.
Zhe RSSP "system" was frequently
briefed as consisting of four subL o.ems -- border control, village
security, security-related economic development, and "extending government in rural areas."* The program hoped to demonstrate, through influence on actual counterinsurgent operations inNortheast Thailand,
that such a "systems approach" and various P&D products and techniques
could enhance the capabilities of indigenous forces and, indeed, "solve"
the counterinsurgency problem. As by-products, the RSSP would assist
in Thai counterinsurgency training; strengthen the role of Thai military
R&D in the government's response to its security problem; provide data
and lessons for counterinsurgency planning elsewhere; introduce greater
consideration of social science inputs in counterinsurgency planning;
etc.
In addition, by obtaining overall approval for a broad program it
was hcped that the ARPA field unit would have greater flexibility in
conducting its research, and in part overcome the project-by-project
approval chain through CINCPAC, and that this would enable the research
to have greater impact.
In fact, however, the above objectives were vague, subject to considerably varying interpretation, and not necessarily mutually reinforcing.
Considerable conflict developed, for example, over who should be the.
primary users of various outputs of the RSSP projects:
the MRDC,
various operational arms of the Thai government, the AGILE staff itself,
the U. S. Embassy (which had a special assistant for counterinsurgency
matters) or others. The projects undertaken within the four "subsystemis"
(and efforts more generally supporting the RSSP) actually emerged a•
quite. particular and distinct efforts with much less program integration
*

For briefing purposes, graphics were used to portray the RSSP as
a Greek temple with the four subsystems noted being the pillars of
the temple.
The program was presented for the first
time to two
senior ARPA officials placed in Agency leadership positions in mid1967, using this simple graphic.. They (both physical scientists)
were appalled and amused by the naivete and pretentiousness of the'
device, according to one's recollection of the event. They subsequently
concluded that the program was a disaster. Later, the Thai were
encouraged to duplicate this kind of "systems" thinking and presentation, with an amusing sidelight being one Thai military officer's
development of a similar graphic in which aspects of counterinsurgency
were portrayed as parts of a large chicken.
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than was implied by the PSSP rubric. Even the geographic focus of work
was ill-defined, with the program initially conceived as concentration
on a single "tept" prov-Lnce, then directed to,,.ard Northeast Thailand
as a whole, and ultimately involving a variety of efforts in other parts
of Thailand as well. The contractor groups involved were often of,
marginal quality and were hard to control. As AGILE staff problems
arose in managing the effort, a decision was made to contract for a
"research and planning group," to serve as the basic "controller" overseeing all the other contractors. The firm selected was never able to
fulfill a central planning and management role and ended up doing a
few additional specific projects.* During this phase, ARPA's Deputy
Director was sent to check out some of the indications of serious problems in RSSP and he recalls finding that "not only was it ,laughable ...
it was really bad."[91]
Of the ISP projects funded. two were basically data collection
and documentation efforts (a handbook on the "test" pro,,ince, and a
ser1__s of manuals describing counterinsurgency and development programs
in the country); one was an info.mation system which identified and
located villages and proposed a .ystem for recording reports on insurgent activities (which could be used in conjunction with the village
data); three. concerned "systems" for border control, village security
and village alarms. All of these projects were skewed in very particular
dirpý,tions :in order to accommodate the desires and reservations of the
individual agencies -- Thai and U. S. -- with -ihich they interfaced.
None of them in retrospect, gained the refutation of being particularly
well done.
Many aspects of the tSP were regazded as e':tremely sen.Yitive by
the-Thai-, -e.g., the alleged need for provincial political reform and
issues concerning villager attitudes and motivations. Accordingly
projects were often constrained and activities were approved slowly and
often reluctantly. The issue of the legitimacy of U. S. involvement in
Thai internal affairs,, which was implicit in the RSSP program, was a
real one. It is perhaps symbolic that the U. S. contractors for the
RSSP were physically located in an entirely separate building across
town from the Thai-U. S. MRDC with which they were supposedly integrated
in a joint program.
Herzfeld was frustrated by the long approval cycle that preceded
initiation of RSSP, and in retrospect, he believes that personal antagonisms and rivalries helped ando the idea -- the former (the approval
The group had little prior Thailand experience, and was in natural
conflict with other contractors, some of which had field un.: experience going back.several years.
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cycle),

of course, provided considerable scope for the latter:[92]
[A]s I recallt, there was something like a twoyear cycle of paper r.irculatioa.
Nothing happened
except raper circulation.
AnJ even tLough wa had
a nrumbir of face-to-face meetings in various places
and at various times, to straighten [it' out, it
always got back to 'no, let's
[do this or do that].'
Somebody had a different concept and that concept
was reintrcduced.
I think it -as the competition
among people, and I hold various individuals responsible for that, includirng myself, who were more
interested in their own ideas than the program.
Mhat's what finally killed. [it].

The development of the RSSP program, added to existing AGILE programs in Thailand, combined to make the Thai operation approximate a
$10 million a year level of effort during the first two years of Rechtin's
tenure (of which ESSP was perhaps half).
Due largely to the RSS., therefore, the AGILE rprogram in Thai-and was highly visible and exposed, in
part because rf the budget and in part because of the controversial
nature of th.,
rt.
Dr. R.ec.h"tan s staznze on t.e PZSP program, is not altogether clear.
He saw numerous problEm's -ith the effort in Thailard, as in other areas
of ARPA work, btit vieSwed the then current AGILE program director as an
interesting theoretician, and in retrospect he views the RSSP experience
as an experiment worth doing:[93]
[W]e made an assumption that you could apply
system reasoning to that kind of' a problem.
And ..
it didn't work.
I think we know why
it didn't work and as such, I thought ARPA
did a credible Job.
The reason it didn't
work waj because:
(a) there were too many
variables, and (b) we couldn't control them....
It turned out that although we had scme very
interesting ideas.-, the total system couj.dn't
be defined and it certainly couldn't be control-led....
And as I said, I think :w essentially
proved that analytic techniques of themselves -system design techniques -- ir, prv,.•.'ce can't-be
worked.
It's
an interesting id
;o go through,
;
but you find a lot can't work life that.
De.t.ite some serious reservatiorns, notably with the management o' AGILE
programs, the ZSSP was allowed Lo continue well into 1969, when Con-
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zressioi:al hostility anc- budgetary cuts made the effort un.supportable.
in the meantime, hovever, a new Thailand field unit directozr, Dr. Philip
Worchel, was appointed in March•1968.
He did not support the PSSP
effort, but was rather a vigo(:ous advocate of basic social science researcq, a position at least as controversial an~d politically difficult
in Thailand at that time as the ISSP.
Throughout the Rechtin period, therefore, the R.3SP wa.. 4%i a p;:..ctipally impossible position. It was the major ccmponert )! : a•,Lsuaily
large field office focussed on the most controversial fo:-e-." politicalmilitary problem of the decade. It had been suppcrtei by ar A-EPA
Director now departed, hed developed its major projecte' 2.AL.ini tbe
absence of a permanent ARIA Directo.r, and was inheritei by z_ -.PiýA
Director quite skeptical of past Agency periormance. At the se t~ime
the program was "entrenched" in terms of having completed nume.'ous
arrangements with thai and U. S. agencies ne-.essary zo allow projects
to proceed, had perhaps a hundred U. S. contractor persrnnel involved
(plus numerous local Thai hires) and had numeroun
t,,sks and projects in
process in the field and in the U. S. In addit:-%n, the field unit had
a new director who disliked the program and the 'shington-based
originator of the ?SS? had long since separ-t.- from the program. The
S.sysms approach," moreover, haa always ".re: .. gue and any integrated
approach had beer. undermined by comprovLi-.e: needed to sell soecific
projects.
In the meantire, there 'a4
..r-.:s ",urnover in the U. S.
Embassy, ARPA field unit a-nd con ;
:personnal axid in 'Thai counterparts. RSSP became, in short, a .
disor-a.-ized. v;ey vulnerable
effort. :t'!s collapse in the '.Le of the Cong.essicri. %-.tack described
earlier was thus virtually irneitable.
Review of AG-1EIs Histt•.
Loooking ba:L r0 :n as a whole, Herzfeld
believes that the AGILE _,*TC1-h to n t:
ilems was basically
correct, but that the war becane tt,' ail,_-:
.n -nature,
too fast, and
4 ith too muca direct U. S. militar
.ioh &•.1•-:; hence "events moved
against the stream of the AP.rA ap. o3 :h." 'A?.A
believed in "countering
insurgency," not in fighting a conven-. on,. war, y'ft, the war became more
like a true oattlefieli ard less like x,.insurgexcy:[9h]
So, AGILE was an abysmal failure; a glorious
failure.
nWhen we fail, we fail big. I still
think we were right, but it was a failure
[again, most because events prarsed ARPA by].
For purposes of perspective, a flashback to the creation of AGILE is use.~l.
Godel as very sensitive then to the fact that the Geneva accordi
limited the I. S. to 700 military in Vietnam. This was a favoritie takeoff point in his early ekplanations of AGILE. Assuming that the U. S."
lived by thope grouid rules ind Americans did not get involved in large
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numbers,. the problem very simply was what could you do for the locals
and the few Americans:[95]
The law said 700 Americans, and they were
there 1954-1961, and they were at war7.TThe
problem was] to figure out how 700 Americans
should win. the war.*
Godel wanted AGILE to help find the answers and to record the results.
This i's how the issue was structu-ed in his mind:[96]
Winning that war, at that time, in those
circumstances, and have a legacy at the
end --

a model of workable answers for the

'next time'....
[Hjave-a package to show the
Secretary and the JCS that this is how we did
it.
Obviously the original ground rules changed, but even before they did
Godel had his doubts about AGILE's outcome, in terms of the progress he
wanted to achieve. He concedes a few minor accomplishments, but no
successes of the type or on the scale initia&L envisioned. His final
evaluation is deeply tinged with disappointment:[97]
We never learned how to fight guerrilla warfare
and we nerer really learned how to help the
other guy....
We didn't do it; we left no
residue of good will; and we didn't even explain it right.... Things [still] don't work
inAsia, we [stiJil] don't know how to co".unniv~e,
we don't know how to secure a perimeter,,and so
on [zhort of fielding an entier U. S. army].
We
did a goddamn lousy Job of solving those problems,,
and that did happen on v- match.
•

AGILE has often been criticized for eabivalence regsmrding its objectives -- to work for U. S. forces or to work for indigenous
forces -- even prior to the massive tmeri-can entrf in the Vietnam
War. Godel always believed that the AGILE -ork should be directed
at the local forces and the small groups of Americans who he anticipated would be operating with them. He assumed that the latter would
be involved in infiltration, "drop-ins" and other limited engagements as well as in training functions.
This undoubtedly was a
source of some of the confusion about AGILE that subsequently
emerged.-
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AGILE came the closest of any ARPA program to matching the intense
missionary zealof the early space program assignment. Both involved
more passion and panache, at least for a time, than any of the remainder of ARPA's assignements and the two of them encapsulatethe
first and the last of ARPA's "Presidential issues."
Advanced Sensors
The Advanced Sensors program, with its obvious applications to the
intelligence community, continued to be one of the most, if not the most,
sparsely described areas of ARPA activity ,throughcut the Rechtin period.
Dr. Rechtin's immediate predecessor (Dr. Franken) in fact recalls that
even from his position as Acting Director of ARPA it was ost difficult
to understand the program, since special clearance requirements inhibited
even his access. The core effort of this office was thus publically
described in such n6n-revealing terms as the following (Foster FY 1969
testimorny): [98]
The advanced sensors project supports research
in such fields as acoustics, electromagnetics,
optics, biology and chemistry that have important
applications to new and advanced sensor concepts
and hardwarp....
What does stand out in the Rechtin period, however, is the considerable
reorientation of the advanced sensors program toward Vietnam-related
combat and intelligence requirements.
Foster noted in the above testimony,
for example, that the project' supported "quick-reaction type programs to
meet specialized requirements of the war in Vietnam." During 'FY 1969,
there was a major budget reprogramming action which brought the total
program to over $27 million (from some $14 million initially requested'
by Foster and $17 million budgeted in FY 1968) with the reprogramming
action justified as "to permit the accomplishment of additional Advanced
Sensors R&D for the Vietnamese war." Advanced Sensors thus became
practically as closely tied to the fortunes, of the Vietnam conflict
and Congressional attitudes toward it as did the AGILE program. Advanced
Sensors' budgets, as noted, rose to a level approaching $30 million in
the late 1960's, only to nose dive along with the AGILE budget in the
early 1970's, and both programs ultim.tely shared the same fate of collapse
and merger into a new Tactical Technology office in the Lukasik period.
The most visible of the Advanced Sensors programs of the 1960's
was a Vietnam test effort involving mounting reconnaissance sensors,
and in one version remotely-fired weapons, on drone helicopters.
This
program undertakes at ARPA initiative, was known in its various configurations as Nite Gazelle or Nite Panther. It-was described in unclassified terms as follows: 99]

ek,
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The conventional technique for destroying trucks
and other comparable military targets in Vietnam
is to employ manned forward controller aircraft,
high performance strike aircraft and large, relatively
accurate bombs.
It appeared worthwhile to see whether
a quite different approach might not be more effective,
using relatively small, properly equipped drone helicopters. An existirg, remotely controlled drone helicopter (QM-50) was equipped with a real time day-night
battlefield reconnaissance capability including armor
plate, and self-sealing, extended-range fuel tanks.
The equipments were built and demonstrated in Vietnam.
Having demonstrated, in combat, real time target reconnaissance, including direction of artillery fire
on targets spotted, the next problem was armament.
A small drone helicopter cannot carry much weigX+ and
clearly can't carry a sophisticated weapon iglidance
system, although taie helicopter can carry small guided
weapons. We propose to continue the program for another
year or so to achieve a successful transfer to t]Ie
Services.
In fact the program had a rather checkered history as an experimental pro-,
gram in Vietnam and was never translated into an operational weapons system
by the Services there or elsewhere. Conceptually, the program was something of a forerunner of later ARPA work on small remotely piloted vehicles (RPV's.); that is, drone fixed wing aircraft that are envisioned for
use in similar tactical reconnaissance and attack applications.
In
Dr. Lukasik's view, however, the drone helicopter project was somewhat
akin to an extinct branch of an evolutionary tree which resembles a later
development, but in fact was not a direct predecessor.
Of the other Vietnam-related developments in advanced sensors, there
appears for the most part tc be a similar record of no or limited success.
There was, for example, considerable experimentation with mounting sensors
on both free and tethered ball6ons. The latter research was contint'ed in
a non-Vietham context and ultimately resulted in a modest program transfer to a Service (an ARPA-buwilt tethered balloon is in use as a sensor
platform at one U. S. site). Tethered balloon technology also resulted
in a commercial spinoff, with a firm marketing the balloon as a TV-radio
relay for use in developing countries. There was considerable research
on-battlefield night vision devices, initially performed with the Viet.iam
context in mind and continued on a modest scale in the 1970's as part of
a broader program with Army participation. Likewise considerable effort
was devoted to developing various "intrusion detection" device= for
Vietnam, an example being the "Camp Sentinel" radar developed by Lincoln
Laboratories and given limited operational exposure in Vietnam.
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A common problem with much of the Vietnam-related develo-zents in
Advanced Sensoi , as with AGILE's Vietnam-oriented hardware projects,
appears to have been the difficulty in rapidly transforming new experimental devices into reliable operational equipment that cculd win the
acceptance of U. S. or South Vietnamese forces and then be produced and
delivered in sufficient quantity to achieve a significant impact. The
rapidly changing character of the war continually posed obstacles to
this process and Congressional disillusionment and the shift of policy
toward Vietnamization further undercut any potential contribution through
advanced R&D. Though many aspects of the program remain obscure, there
seems to be considerable agreement among ARPA personnel familiar with
it that no truly major Vietnam successes emerged.
Rechtin recalls that ARPA had a couple of good people and "could
put on programs," but he did not see the justification for creating a
large new office and suspected that the "critical mass" in terms of
size and ideas was missing in what he had:[lOO]
[Itl was, to me, something like playing a card
game wherF you just have cards. You're not
quite sure how you are going to use them. But
that's what. you had been dealt and you can do
interesting things with them. You can pick up
problems that need to be picked up. (But] we
had more money than ideas at that stage.
At best, ARPA could rationalize that the technologies in and of themselves
may have been worth pursuing. But that is a lame justification for a
program at the $30 million level. In essence, under intense Vietnam
War pressure, ARPA weighed in at Foster's urging with what was undoubtedly
a tremendous waste of money in the attempt to force feed "solutiors" to
the problem. Unfortunately R&D and technology could no more-provide
the "equalizer" for the U. S. vis-a-vis the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
than it did for the indigenous forces. Rechtin also recalls that APPA
got into more ari-monious roles and missions and managmeent controversies
with the Services o ver the advanced se-nsors work than for any other program, including AGILE.[I0OI Herzfeld has a similar recollection.[102]
As U. S. combat forces became involved in
Vietnam ...

the Advanced Sensors project,

mostly because of the intere.t of the thenDirector ...

and of Foster, becanie a very

sophisticated, quick-reaction capability to
help U. S. efforts in Vietnam, both combat
and intelligence....
(E]ventually we got into
roles and missions arguments because it looked
like the two [ARPA and the Services) were doing
the same thing. They occasionaIl.y were very
close. Sometimes exactly the same.
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Advanced Engineering
Advanced Engineering was the only completely new program office
established during Dr. Rechtin's tenure. The program was initiated
with about $3 million in funding in FY 1969, was increased to about
$13 million the following year, and continued at the $lO-15 million
level. until folded into the Tactical Technology office. It was designed to focus on "selected tactical warfare problems of a multiService nature, particularly in areas involving mechanical, aeronautical, or hydrodynamic engineering."[1031 It was clearly established
at ARPA's initiative rather than as the result oflany new priority assignment from the Secretary or DDR&E and the motive was influenced by the
need to solve "the problem of what to do with a couple of guys we had."
[104] Rechtin's ability to do so is a testment to the strength of his
relationship with the DDR&E.
The mix of projects developed in Advanced Engineering was rather
heterogeneous and it was used primarily to house hardware-oriented projects of a tactical nature which ARPA had gradually picked up, but which
did not fit nicely into other office programs. Projects handled through
this new office included development of techniques for quieting aircraft
and helicopters for such missions as tactical reconnaissance; demonstration vehicles were developed and used experimentally in Vietnam
and there has been significant technology transfer to Service programs.
Another program involved R&D on small arms as part of a joint ARPA-Aruy
program. ARPA supported a Small Arms Adviscry Committee to review areas
of improvement in small arms and undertook varioas specific projects,
such as the development of a low-maintenance rifle and research on small
rockets. A major effort went into surface effects vehicle (SEV) technology, conducted in cooperation with the Navy. The program later came
to focus on development of prototype SEs for operation in the arctic
environment (which provided a boundary between ARPA and Navy efforts),
and a related research program on the arctic environment was established.
Another Rechtin initiative -was research into the development of large
ocean floating platforms "for a wide variety of military purposes incltuding antisubmarine warfare, aerospace surveillance and defense, and
as a forward logistics base in support of various tactical operations."
t1053
The program included prototype development on one "flippable
barge" configuration that was expected to contribute to larger platform
design.
The Advanced Engineering office was small and of relatively short
duration and most of its major projects (notably SEV's and floating
*

Examples are the "Jet belt" (or individual flight machine), the
quiet aircraft programs initiated in. AGILE, and the floating platform
project initiated in STO.
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platforms) are rather widely acknowledged to have bean failures. The
office is of particular interest, however, because it illustrates the
kind of new initiatives 171 which AE.PA tended to become involved in
the late 1960's and because it presaged, to some extent, the character
of ARPA programs and offices which were to develop in the Lukasik period.
On the first point, the projects that ARPA tended 'o initiate in the
late 1960's were often faLly discrete pieces of te.chnolo
aiming
toward a specific end-product rather than a broader tec.aological attack
on a major mission. That is, ARPA's new initiatives tended to be items
like SEV' s, floating platforms or a new type of snia-lJ arm, in contrast
to research and development in support of nuclear test detection,
ballistic missile defense or counterinsurgency requirements. On the
second point, but related to the first, Advanced Engineering was the
first new ARPA cffice neither wedded closely to a specific mission problem (as were VELA, DEFENDER and AGILE)'nor to a specific technology/
discipline (as were Behavioral Sciences, Energy Conversion, Propellants,
Information Processing, or Advanced Sensors). As initially conceived
Advanced Engineering was thus the direct predecessor of the Tactical
Technology Office, providing a home for widely diverse projects relating
to "tac".-ical" military problems. STO, of course, was conceptually the
companion to Advanced Engineering (and, subsequently, the Tactical
Technology Office), dealing with "strategic" 'concerns. However, STO
initially was mote focussed than Advanced Engineering because of its
DEFENDER legacy.
Advanced Engineering was, in any case, the first totally new office
cr_!ated without a rither specific mission or disciplinary focus and it
helped pave the -vay for ARPA's organizational structure in the 1970's.
Then the two broadly-based offices, TTO and STO, dominate the budget and
there is much greater emphasis on cross-office programs and on justifying
the ARPA program in terms other t.han an office-by-office basis. The
shift in thxis directio•' did not come easily and there was an attempt in
the Rechtin-Tiukasik transition period to define Advanced Engineering more
narrowly by focuzsing it on marine, or Navy-related, concerns and by
designating the Orerseas Defense Research Office as land warfare or
Army-related. The mo're toward more broadly oriented' offices, however,
was finally cemented as a consequence of the various difficulties encountered by Advanced Engineering, Advanced Sensors and Overseas Defense
Research.
Materials Sciences
The Materials Sciences program went through a rather traumatic
period during Dr. Rechtin's tenure, especially its largest component,
the IDL's. Neither Foster nor Rechtin were strong proponents of a large
b1asic research (6.1) element in ARPA. Both stressed exploratory ý.evelopment (6.2) activities. Beyond that end general problems with Congress
concerning Defense support of 'asic university research, there were some
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particular points of irritation in the IDL program.
The first of the Rechtin-Foster difficulties was fundamental disagreement with the concept of institutional or r"block" funding, whereby
ARPA underw;rote support of the materials laboratories without requiring
any specific end products (other than a general annual report)* and
without tying the support to performance on any specific projects. The
laboratories were free to seek additional project-based support (and
did) from the Services and other sources, but the continuation of ARPA
funding was not linked to any p ;- -,-ular IDL accomplishments. Beginning
with the Herzfeld period, and =.K more aggressively during the Rechtin
period, ARPA attempted to influen' : the direction' of IDL research by
acquainting IDL management with priority DOD materials problems and by
using the ARPA-supported National Materials Research Council. as a vehicle
for highlighting materials research problems and recommending project
areas. This influence, however, was rather indirect and based on persuasion rather than firm administrative guidance, and the IDL's had
greab flexibility in their use of ARPA funds. Dr. Rechtin regarded
this as a clear case of "non-management" and a primary example of
ARPA's overly academic posture.[1O63
When you looked into the IDL's, they weren't
really being managed by ARPA at all. They had
all this noney and they were just going their
own me-j.y way. They were an anachronism in
the late 1960's.
On top of that, Rechtin did a personal evaluation of the work done by
the IDL's and concluded to his satisfaction that the return on all that
money was questionable.
The second major grievance against the IDL program was the issue of
forward-funding. When the IDL program was established, it will be recalled, ARPA not only committ" d itself to financing the building of
laboratory facilities ard providing an annual funding base, but also
to providing three years of advance funding.. The rationale for this
technique was that universities needel to have assurances of future
support in order to make long-term faculty commitments, establish
curricula and student research programs, and so forth. Neither Foster
nor Rechtin accepted this rationale, at least not to the extent of providing a guarantee of three full years of funding in advance. Rechtin,
in fact, considered it a "gravy train" and a "rip-off" and a symptom of
*

These annual reports were so lightly regarded that one university
(Harvard) inadvertently submitted reports on another (non-ARPA
supported) program for three years, to meet this requirement, without
the error being detected.
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university mistrust of the government:[1071
By some fantastic decision somewhere the
universities were given four years advance
funding in the bank -- absolutely unbelievable.

He argued that the rationale for such guarantees to a university had no
more justification than would similar guarantees to private industry,
which also had problans of maintaining quality staffs, laying future
corporate plans, etc. Rechtin felt that both universities and' private
industry had to accept some level of uncertainty in future federsl
research support, while dem-nst::ating trust that the government would
not be capricious in changing .!ts research support patterns. He felt,
in fact, that DOD in particu:Iar had been a very stable partner. The
combinz.ion of university insistence on block funding (with project
decisions made independently at the university) and long-term support
impelled Rechtin to9 believe that the arguments were specious, reflecting pure self-interest and an unreasonable disdain for Defense
needs.
Rechtin assumed that Congress did not know about the forward funding
and other features of the IDL's and worried about what it might do if
it did know, although ironically Congress supported them when the program was formulated in 1958-59 and even chastized ARPA for being too
slow in getting it underway. Nonetheless this was a different Congress
in different times. He was also disturbed about Congressional reaction
to DOD sponsorship of anti-Vietnam War professors: [108)
What with the Mansfield amendment and all, the
Defense Department Was not a safe home for those
kinds of things axnymore. And the guys in them
[the IDL's] didn't have any real idea of Defense
needs. They wanted to work on materials, Defense
or no Defense. As a matter of fact the 'no Defense'
was preferred ...

and some of them siood up and

said 'Yeah, we're getting money from Defense, but
we're really, not doing anything for them.'
And
that didn't help anything either. That gets right
to the Congress through the local newspapers.
[I
said] look we've got to get those 'things over to
the NSF and a.s fast possible.,
Most important, the IDL's had become a symbol for everything thought
to be wrong with ARPA, particularly loose management, profligate spending
inadequate accountability, and university research favoritism. To Rechtinz
they were a red flag, an actual threat to the Agency's viability. The
notion of a university requirement for guaranteed continued support
elicited this reaction:[109]

*1
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You're crazy in the head.
So that's why, I got
rid of that one.
That was bad financing.
The
worst. And what - -uld have happened was that
the Congress • uLQ have picked it up and said
'Geez, ARPA, . you've got t'."t)t kind of money
laying around, you've got much more than you
need.
And we stood a very good chance [of(t
having a great deal of ARPA's annual funding
wiped out. And that's what I was fighting for.
I had to keep ARPA alive, as I saw it.
Thus, whereas Rechtin defen-ded AGILE and the behavioral sciences
program in the face of Congresbional attack and even argued for budgetary
increases, ,the materials research budget was severely cut back through
both decreased requests and reprogTammed funds were largely devoted to
Vietnam-related expenditures.
The Materials Sciences budget was approxi-

mately $27 million in FY 1967, $4 million in FY 1968, $16 million in
FY 1969 and $15 million in FY 1970. - The IDL reductions were at first
described as a one-time reduction (reducing three years advance funding
to two), and subsequently as a reduction to the "Themis'.* mode which
essentially provided one yaar advance funding spread over a two year
period (fLzst year at 2/3rds the current year, second at 1/3rd).
Once
the lower budget levels became set for the office, however, it became
difficult to restore IDL funding to its traditional annual expenditure
level of around $18 million.
IDL funding remained a problem until the
program was eventually transferred to the NSF.
Aside from the cut-back in continuing instituticnal support to the
IDL's, the remainder of the Materials Sciences program was also reoriented in line with Rechtin's emphasis in projects of demonstrable
applicability to the Services and on project transfer and- tangible
products. As stated in his FY 1970 submission to the House Appropriations
Committee: [ll0]
The Materials Sciences Office is now concen'trating on % further -problem,, that of reducing
materials science to practice by demonstrating
novel devices and new techniques.
In contrast
to the long term core funding of the interdisciplinary laboratories, the separate prugrams exploiting the basic science will be relatively
*

Project Themis grew out of an initiatiVe by President Johnson to create
centers of excellence in so-called "have-not" universities.
ARPA
played only a small part- in the DOD-wi.de effort, which engendered considerable criticism in Congress.
It was regarded by Sen. Fulbright
and others as more of an aid-to-educatlon' measure than a legitimate
DOD program. >
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shorter term, on the order of three to four
years each.
Project examples included armor research at Livermore Radiation Laboratories, research on the us• of rare earths to reduce magnet size and
weight in motors and generators, research on non-dc structive testing
of ,mterials during the manufacturing process, and others.
Dr. Rechtin's interest in projects leading to devices and "exploiting
the basic sciences" led, by the end of his tenure, to the initiation of
a number of efforts which might be more properly' chf).radterized as 6.2
exploratory development projects than 6.1 research ,projects. Despite
the fact that the office is listed as a 6.1 office in 1975, it has
actually become a balance(6.l-6.2 effort. This is also true of the
Behavioral Sciences and Information Processing efforts. The impetus
for all of these changes came during the Rechtin period. The net effect
has been a corsiderable shift of the ARPA effort toward exploratory
development activities, contrasted to the post-space, pre-Rechtin years.
The IDL's, rechristened Materials Research Laboratories (MRL's),
remain the elite institutions in this field in the United -States.
They were referred to in the following terms recently in Science, along
with acknowledgment of ARPA and its block funding approach:(111]
This policy (inherited by the National Science
Foundation from the Advanced Research Projects
Agency) has created an elite in the materials
community in that the MRL universities, tend
to be able to more easily buy the best equipment, attract the best faculty and, in turn,
the best research students, followed by a
big advantage in altracting more funds, and
so onr,
Information Processina.echiauesy
In contrast to the Materials Sciences Office, ARPA'S Information
Processing Techniques (IPT) program never generated a hostile response
from Dr. Foster, Dr. Rechtin or anyone else concerning its own rather
"broad institutional support role vis-a-vis a number of major university
programs. Foster's FY 1969 House Appropriations presentation even
highlighted this role as one of the primary accomplishments of ARPA
and justified the program on its indirect impact on DOD:.112]ARPA continues' to be the primar, source,
public or private, of support for :,he growth
of computer science in universities.
These
university programs have provided trained
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computer scientists .to'both the Department of
Defense and its contractors, a=d have developed
a base of supporting research upon which tuch
current computer technology rests. University
computer science research contributed significantly to the development of interactive, muJzipleaccess computer systems technology, which the
Depa-rtment of Leferse is now using in several
of its major compater installations.
Reflecting solid support for the program, its budget grew from about
$15 to $25 million during Dr. Rechtin's tenure.
The excellent image of the basic research components of IPT compared
First, the IPT program did not tie up millions of dollars in three-year adv-z.ce funding
arrangements; although there was some advance funding in the IPT university programs, it was shorter duration and much less visible.
Second, the urgency and importance of developments in computer t.chnology appears to have been widely felt in the late 1960's, whereas
materials needs no longer held the spotlight in the way they did in the
late 1950's and early 1960's. Finally, the IDL program also suffered
from too much success in the sense that concerns over a glut of graduate
students in a number of materials fields were beginning to be felt by
the late 1960'1.

"to the Materials program is due to several factors.

If IPT's basic research work enjoyed a better image within DOD than
that of the materials program, this nevertheless did not hinder a shift
1-n its emphasis during the Rechtin period to exploratory development.
Much of the university work within IPT obviously had an exploratory
development flavor anyway (notably development of the second-generation
MULTICS time-sharing computer), but the expansion of the IPT b2.get was
accounted for almost entirely by two exploratory development prngrams
with major non-university participation. Mhese were the ILLIAC IV computer development, initiated during the Herzfeld period, and the ARPA
distributed computer net-wo'k, generally called ARPANET. Dr.- Rechtin's
FY 1971 budget request created a new 6.2 program category called Distributed
information Systems just to cover these two prograsa and their annual funding for over +?10 mi'.lion.
ILLIAC0 IV and ARPA.ET came to dominate the IPT program throughout
the Rechttn and Lukasik periods. Dr. Rechtin stuck with ILLIAC IV, in
particular, despite numerous difficulties which could easily have resulted
in program cancellaticn, e.g., student unrest directed at the program at
the University * ollZ
ais,
a major cost over-run by the prime hardware
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-cntract-or, failure of a major s-_:b-contractor* to deliver a .key ccz.nonent. and disa=ointment. with th'-e management 'terform.anc of 'bt
contractors and the Service agent. 1HO lid so because he wcrri-_ed about
thie tendency of giant ccmtuters to fail because of inadequa:ýe soft-ýae...
Yli~a; omutets -were vulnernble to data saturation and he cosited
that U. S. defense, fforswearinE a f'7'st-strike posture, would be more
critlically dependent on in-formation -processing than- -.ou.d. th7e Scv4.ets.
This logic attracted him to the tDot'entiajls of parallel data.. processi-ng
and hence t:-- =Z.,AC e~xceriLMent1..
ARFAIY-T encount-ered less sev.e~re
difficulties than 11LIZA." bu.it rea'uir_(_ steady and subztan'tial: su=cont
for a long period pr-ior to the de rstraticn of a substantia:. ;,,rking
syste=. Recht-in recalls t.hat AP.isoriginal
obje~ti-es were =ore
or less improved cost ef~feCtiveness, i.e., saving money or cc~mnutin-g
and information exchange. Utimately' it was to result in a siirifli-'
c=.ntly different conceptual approach to coo-uting in genezal.
!:hat both of These crogramz were sup-ported -4th growing buijets and
were strongly def_!nded before Congress is a product of their ccn~rruence
_211
thý "Foster/Rechtin conception -of th-.e AR:-PA role. Both resuý Lted in
tanEgibl-e mroducts inc*ortcratmn4-; advanced technologZr. Both were <tetal
transferrabLe pro grams w'hich required only a
piit
eriod of ;AR:-A fu~nd..grather than broad. institutilonal support. Boti had intportantcot
savrzgs implications if they proved success:-'al, a... i-cortant criterion
a. era of sharply const-ra_1ned Defens:e budgets. Numerous notential
~n
-'..i)cations of miiayrelevance coud credibly be presented for each
; rograzi.
In aiddition, c=mputer tec*bnology w.as, to the layman, perhans
-. 4e primary1 exampDle of i ncrtaht and practical adrinced tech-nology, and
,was not likely to 1-e cule :cQned as- to i-ts appropriateness to an adva-nced
research proj4ects- cwe-,,
1.ence t~he IF'. prog-ram, find particularl ILLIAC
;and U?.FPA:M, wer'
ar~ua~l
ppealing to th- DD E~ a-nd ART-A'Director, and aprt~eto
the times in which t.". .ýy were undertake-n.
T7he ILLIAC 1. Ccntrcversv.
During. Jxianry, 1T,3, a bitter ;contrtoversy
rke
.
out on '.ýe University of' Illinois c=,Dus, cono eirnlg the ~ro-ri ety of,
the Univers t~y accepting XOD zupport for the ThIAC IV ccomputer. A di-scuzzion of thiz contr- very is- inci-xica here, as an illuzstration of tzhe s~d
state of DCD-)Jniver-it'" relationz in the 13te 1CýO's and the problem,pc5s-i for ARFA b,,; theze diev(;lorments,

::,.e contractor-.s~m~e total machine rozt3 at ;21 m-il-Lion in
Januany 19,67; 'by Dec~t!bor l'P74, cozt to completion *ra- -estimtled
-it $27 million for i machtne with on-ly one-quarter of the proct-s-ing
elem-ents origiral2.y plxmned. F.na cost
oere conzideraoly hig7hter,
The to -xt~ensive mod±±'Icatiens ard partz replaicements (I.1,rough. variou..&ontractor5).
At one point in the r'ontrict an $'6 m.Ullln overran condition surfaced vtrt,"" .y overni~,t.
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IIALC IV was a highly visible program. Its f'unding ha risen to.
Though a large portion of
these f'ftds merely passed thrcugh University of Illinois ccntract
morditorship to hardware contractors, the large budget nevertheless
made the effort the largest DOD contract in University of illinois
history.
In addition, the project had bnen given considerable publicity
as the "world' s. largest computer" and as a major departure in co-puter
design. Plans provided for the installation of the large computer in a
specia1y designed university facility in 1970.

"a level of over $24 million by late 1969.

Due to cost increases in the ILLIAC rI project, the Illinois Board
of Higher Eduzation scheduled a review of the program early in January
1970. -This 'event appears to ha.ve interested the student newspaper, The
Daily,ompu~er.[ll3]
Illini,
in the
The first
Daily Illini
articles
si'ply highlighted that ILIAC IV was fund.ad by the Department of Defense;
that approximately two-thirds of the compter's time was to be devoted
to Defense projects and that a major application was planned to be B20
simulation; that there were major cost increases in the project; and
that a number of non-military uses were also plarned.
Though the'2Dail
!!llini
was soon to take an editorial position
airst military sponsorship of ILLIAC IV, the first articl,.es appeared objective in tone and
generally acctirate.
Des,;ite the rather straigb-forward presentation in the first student
news;Aper articles, a strong anti-military reaction was obviously expected
by the project's staff.
An attempt was therefore made to assert that
the staff was non-military in orientation and that the non-military applications were by far the most importanzt.
Dr. Slotnick, head of the project, was quoted in the first article as saying:[lJA]
I know the military side of 4he Department of
Defense (DOD).
Some of them ar- dangerous fools.
But their power base is not dependent on me.
If
I Ce,;td have gotten $30 million I.rcm the Red Cross
I wouid not have messed with the DOD. But you have
to measLre tha thrust of uhat the nation does with
the DOD versus what you' re consciously working to
achievc.
These military things are not my interests
but Department of Defense interests. They are
interested in ways of meeting tl.eir objectives while
at the same time they are offering me a way to meet
my objectives
work going on in this campus now
is not defense-directed.
People all over the country may be working on military things for ILLIAC
now, but we aren't and so that's not what gets
talX6d about here.
...

Slotnick went on to s3ay that the military relevance requirements of
the new Mansf.elU Amendment could probably be satisfied by "technological
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fallout" of the project, again emphasizing the basic non-military thrust
of the work. He also indicated that the University was seeking other
non-military sponsors. Li a second Daily Illini article Slotnick is
quoted as saying that when the "minuses represented by the Defense Department's role in the project" are co-pared to non-militarj advances, the
results are positive; he alsc criticizes the first article for not adequately stressing non-military applications such as calculations relating
to ecology and agricultural planning.[115] The third Daily Illini article
was then devoted to these non-defense applications. In summary, the
initial project team response to student publicity was essentially to disavow the project's Defense Deparlment sponsorship except as a necessary
evil. This naturally rankled within ARPA and DOD and a DOD spokesman is
quoted as calling Slotnick a "volatile visionary" in reaction to his
comments. [116]
The attempt to disassociate ILLIAC IV from the military was unsuccessful, and subsequent articles, letters to the editor and editorials
in the student newspaper grew increasingly hostile. To, quote from a
random selection:
[Ilf the !ILLIAC IV aids in the creation of
such [nuclear] weapons systems, or if it helps
develop counterinsurgency programs, there is
almost nothing it could do to counterbalance
such activity. [117]
As additional aspects of the ILLIAC IV are
revealed, it bucomes more and more evident that
for nearly five years the University has intentionally masked from public, view the Defense
Department's 'role ir.the construction and utilization of the computer. 'It also appears that
it was naive to presume that the men planning
ILLIAC IV might have been acting with good
intentions... It now seems more likely that
.there were no good intentions whatsoever for
establishing the computer on this campus and
allocating two-thirds of its time to the
Loth the original and
Defense Department....
revised versions of the Slotnick and Allpert proposal for the center are blatant insults to the
committee's intelligence andself-respect. The
proposals are, in fact, an attempt to deceive
not only the members of the committee but the
entire University community as well. The original.
proposal is unbelievably short on rationale and
supportive evidence. It also deliberately avoids
any reference to the Defense Department and the
"military research that will consume two-thirds of
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the computer's time....
Slotnick's role in hiding
the computer's military applications now argues
against thL' image he would like to have projected -one of a banign scientist committed to the picblems
of ecology and economic planning, but forced to
accept r-ney from the military to do it.[ll8]
We realize that Slotnick fears the holrors ILLIAC
IV may loose on the world through hands of the military leaders of this nation. We also are led to believe, from his statements to us, that he does not
want to see those horrors happen, that his primary
interest is in the "good things" the computer can do:
planning for greater agricultural productivity, studying
ecological problems, forecasting weather ad infinitum.
...
But that Slotnick may have good intentions is at
best a mitigating factor and not a deciding one, and
perhaps it is irrelevant....
And in a very practical
sense, we also know that the 2/3-1/3 use of the computer is very misleading, too. We fear the military
will get far more than two-thirds of the advantage of
the computer, for it has far more resources to begin
with -- and once it. uses the computer to develop more
ways to kill people and spend the people's money, it
has far more influence to allow it to bring those
effects of the computer into reality....
And' considering
the evil demonstrated by our military in recent years,
we can only decide we would rather have seen the
University resistant to the evil -- perhaps ineffeztually,
though perhaps not -- than complicit with it.LU.9]
By February 1970 the temper of the Illinois campus debate was extraordinarily bitter. Slotnick's reply to Daily Illini
editorials charging
deceit are illustrative:(120]
More recently the comical aspect of these attacks
have dissipated to reveal the ugly tactics that those
of my generation remember zo well in Nazi Germany,
Unnamed professors act as soturce:- of information but
are not identified lest the accuseis be exposed to
cross-examination.
Vicious slander and character
assassination have substituted for reasonci arguments.
The repetition of words such as "deceit" an& "lies"
do not make the arguments valid. They do make t.!cm
more painful. Vitriolic personal attacks in unsigne..
editorials impug my motives.
I find myself on trial
?.n the campus newspaper
which graciously. acts as Judge, jury, defense and
prosecuting attorneys.
Apparently ay. solderole in
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the Kafka-like trial is to submit to assassination
'or perhaps like Herr K. to relieve them of the
responsibility and do it to myself.
The ugly controversy continued for weeks with radical campus groups
urging rejection of the computer installation, at least as long as
Defense sponsorship was involved. A teach-in was conducted against
ILLIAC rI and one protest resulted in a small number of arrests. Nonetheless, the University administration did approve continuing support
for the TLUIAG IV installation and the establishment of a computation
center to direct the program. After this defeat for th: opponents of
the project the controversy gradually died down. In the aftermath of
the University of Illinois confrontation, however, there was a redirection
of the ILLIAC IV program, and ARPA soon began to consider an alternative
to locating the computer at Illinois.
Within the year it was decided to open proposals for location and
management of the computer installation to competitive bid. Six
organizations, including Illinois, submitted proposals, and by the end
of the year the proposals were evaluated and the computer installation
was awarded to NASA-Ames in California. Responding to a Congressional
query in early 1971, Acting Director Lukasik denied there was any
connection between this decision and events on the Illinois campus,
stating that the NASA-Ames proposal wa- the low-cost proposal and was
unanimously rated as a technically superior management proposal by the
review committee.[121] Indeed, there was prior dissatisfaction with
the management of the ILLIAC IV program under the University of Illinois
arrangement, and the shift to XASA-Ames occurred along with a number of
other program changes, including the elimination of the Rome Air Development Center as contract agent. The University of Illinois continued to
receive ARPA fundii. relating to the project and remote access to the
--computer was developed through the ARPAfET .syst'em; however, funding was
reduced and made much less visible without the hardware installation.
Despite the denials and the existence of other reasons to change
plans in locating the ILLIAC computer, it is clear that the campus conflict left an extremely bad taste in 'ARPA's mouth, particularly the response of the campus project management to student criticism.
Mhe
Illinois project was not the only university effort which encountered
such criticism (behavioral science projects were a major problem area)
nor was it the only one in which the response of ARPA-supported university contractors was found wanting. The reduction of ARPA twiiversityoriented programs throughout the Rechtin-Lukasik period was clerly L.fluenced by such episodes whether or not there were other sound reasons.
As Rechtin said of iome of the IDL schools: when "some of them stood
up and said "Yeah, we're getting money from Defense, but v''re not really
doing anything for them'.., that dJdn't help anything .... "[122] He linted
the )llinois giuup with this attitude, adding that they "folded" under,
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pressure.
Dr. Lukasik, after menticning the Illinois and other incidents,
noted being personally "hurt-" by the way such matters were handled.:[1231
Curiously enough it is only in the Defense
Department that you can get the freedom to
do a lot of very important science ... I could
understand the feelings that the Vietnam War
engendered in people.
I fully recognized the
vividness of the war.
And yet I was always
disappointed that people couldn't understand....
'I know you don't like the Defense
Department.
I kncw there are a lot of bad guys in that
sense, but... don't lose your sense of perspective, this is ARPA and you know wha'. we are
doing and you know the way we play it....'
In short, university remarks that Defense money was used only because it was the only source, that the Pentagon was full of "dangerous
fools," and so forth, cut very dep. :ywithin an ARPA which had prided itself for years on its ability to work productively with university researc2hers, with rarely even a trace of accusation that 'pressure' of
anyr; kind was applied to their profressional work.
ARPA was wounded
too by the silence of so many academicians who knew that to be a fact,
but found it convenient to remain mute.
The changed character of ARPAuniversity relations in the 1970!s carries forward a significant legacy
from the ILLIAC IV incident and similar' events.
Behavioral Sciences,
?erhaps the most interesting fac'et. of ARPA'z, behavic,-aJl science
research program' during the Rechtin years is that any program survi'- .1
at all. Defense-sponsored behavioral science, research was under vigorc-as
attack by Congress, led by Senator F'ulbright,, throughout much of the
period, as was, Defense supported university-based research in general.
As noted above, Rechtin Was quite disenchanted with university reactions'
to the war' and campus unrest directed against the Defense Department and
ARPA.
Forward funding arrangements which had created irritations with'.
the IDL program also existed in some of the behavioral sciences university programs, although some of them included the controversial building construction "'use charge" provision.
Nevertheless, the behavioral
sciences program survived the period with a budget roughly equivalent
to that in FY 1967 -- around $5 million -- after enduring one major cutIn
pck to reduce forward funding (a dip to $1.1 million in FY 1968).
contrast, the naterials program never returned to its pre .1968 funding
levels even aftir the resolution of the forward funding issue.
The ARPA behavioral sciences program was a major part of the DOD's
broader program containing five major components, three noncontroversial
and two highly suspect to Congress.
The three acceptable components
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included human performance, manpower selection and training, and human
factors engineering. The unacceptable components were: (1) a program
called "cultural and social factors" in the FY 1969 budget, which
covered studies relevant to "training for overseas assignments, counterinsurgency, psychological operations, military assistance, and basic.
data inputs to policy planning," or those involving "bazic military,
eccnomic, and political factors bearing on possible U. S. military
activity,"[124] and (2) "policy planning studies," described as "strategic planning in response to changing patterns of political, and power
alignments; threat 'analysis; conri'.gency planning; force structure;
and W;L requirements."[1251

In 1968 Drs. Foster and Rechtin were prepared to defend these controversial aspects of behavioral science research and did so largely on the
grounds that such research was relevant and important to the resolution
of the conflict in Vietnam. Dr. Foster, for example, argued. before the
Senate ForeignuRelations Conmittee'in May 1968, that the Southeast Asia
experience reinforced the proposition that all aspects of a country's
life are related to military action in a counterinsurgency situation,
and hence are appropriate for DOD research, although the DOD's research
reqVuirements are not always unique to it and the responsibility might
;, shared with the StateDepartment and other agencies. The DOD's efforts,
he implied, stood out only because other agencies had defaulted on their
responsibilities:[l126]
... the DOD must carry a larger WP effort
because our responsibilities -re great and
the national effort in internationally
oriented social and behavioral sciences is,
in our opinion, still too small.
This rather courageous defense of the DO.,D's role did not satisfy Senator
Fulbright who re'plied that, in his opinion, the DOD's responsibility
"was to prosecute war or to provide military forces capable of defending
an external attack." Fulbright added that he did not believe "the
President would expect you to advise him on the psychological, cultural
and ideological background of a country."(127]
'By mid-1969 Foster had recognized that the opposition to foreign
area-oriented social science research was so great that a reduction of
effort was necessary. He announced that such efforts would not be expanded and that he would transfer "a few projects of 'multi-agehicy interest"
toState, NSC or other non-Defense agencied.(128] Despite this promise,
Senator Fulbright introduced an amendment in August 1969 calling for a.
reduction of foreign area and poli-c'plarniing studies. Overcoming
opposition from Senators who felt th-.s would prevent an orderly transfer of meritorious projerfts, the amendment passed 49 to 44.
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The 1968 debate, however, had provided ample warning and the controversial programs had already been eliminated from the AEPA behavioral
sciences budget prior to tne Senate vote. In the spring r-f.1969 Dr.
Rechtin announced "a major technical reorientation.., terminating almost all ARPA Behavior-.1 Sciences Research work outside the U. S."[1291
U. S.-based research pertaining to foreign cultures was to be deemphasized.
Thus the initial defense of behavioral sciences in terms of broad Southeast Asia requirements was abandoned and the directly related research
terminated.
Nonetheless Dr. Rechtin. requested an increase in the behavioral sciences program budget from $5.2 million in FY V69 to $5.36

million in FY 1970.
In order to save the behavioral sciences program, Rechtin narrowed
its main focus and associated it more closely with the, relatively noncontroversial and growing information processing research effort:[130]
ARPA has reoriented its Behavioral Science
research work into a direction where there is
broad agreement in the research and defense
community that more promise exists -- the interdisciplinary combination of the computer and
behavioral sciences in specific problem areas.
The objective is to produce results for Defense
user organizations within 5 years.
According to participant accouits, the decision to move in this direction
was a close one and the unofficial word had gone out that in view of
Congressional problems, program' eliminat ion was being seriously considered
because:
"it was just too much trouble."[131]
What appears to have ultimately determined the continued existence
and thrust of the program was that the office was between directors,.
temporarily headed by the IFT director, who (along with then-Deputy
AP.PA Director Lukasik) had an interest in salvaging something. What
was continued was thus rather naturally heavily colored by computer
science interests, since the overall program and the rjajor new initiatives (notaoly the 'Cambridge Project to design comuter-aIded data
management and analysis systems for the social sciences and the Center
for Computer-Pased Behavioral Studies to work wif*% computer gaming
techniques) were essentially shaped bý a computer scientist.
According to Dr. Rechtin, the Cambridge Project (known as CAM) represented' one of the few times that he actively collaborated to create
and sustain a university-centered basic research program.J132] He did
so in part because Dr. Wiesner, by then P"-sident of MIT, felt it was
important to demonstrate that DOD and a university could cooperate on a
purely professional basis.
The purpose of the program was (1) to, develop
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computer methods and programs that were needed in behavioral science
and its applications, and (2) to combine these programs into an integrated
computing system. The Cambridge Project programs and system eventually
were of some use to elements of DOD in handling such problems as logistics
and inventory control, as well as some problems somewhat more closely
related'to what a layman might consider behavioral science. The project,
in fact, represented a highly competent attack on developing computer
techniques for large data base, multi-variable problems, which frequently
arise in the soft 'sciences but are applicable to a wide variety of disciplines and fields: It •id not, however, restult in large-scale dramatic
breakthroughs for behavioral scientists, and certainly did not revoluticnize
the field in the manner envisioned by some of its early proponents,
partially becauze of institutional problems in introducing individual
social science researchers to a technically complex computer methodology
for which they often had little relevant background training or experience.[1331 There appears to be little disagreement with the proposition
that CAM was a significant technical success, but the scope of its impact has thus far been more limited than originally anticipated. CAM,
like ILLIAC, became a source of considerable campus controversy for a
time, but was more ably defended by its proponents, and substantial work
related to the original project continues on the MIT csmpus in 1975.
The new behavioral sciences program reflected Dr. Rechtin's 'interest
in program transfer, as a five year target was set to establish applications. In addition, though the program was still nearly completely
university-based, Dr. Rechtin's general resistence to heavy reliance on
the universities was reflected in the program description:l1341
Initially, we have extended support to three
basic programs to be conducted at universities
where unique talent now exists. Simultaneously,
we began a management inquiry to determine how
to use an applied research organization to apply
the results of the basic research to specific
and immediate DOD operational problems. As'
work progresses, and to the extent that the results of our management analysis warrant, we
plan co phase down ARPA sponsorship of university
participation in the three programs.
in summary, therefore, the behavorial sciences office seems to have
survived in the late 1960's largely through luck and a: major chasge in
prbgram emphasis.
The most controversia. aspects of the old program,
foreign area and cross-cultural research, did not survive. By 1970 the
program could almost have been considered a logical component o. ARPA's
information processing research program, and merger of the two offices was
indeed considered. It did, however, contain some elements whilch were not
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directly related to computer technology and these helped retain program
distinctions into the Lukasik period, when the program was given the
less controversial title
of Human Resources Research and the effort was
expandSd.
POSTSCRIPT ON THE RECHTNIN ERA
Given the traumatic environment of the late 1960's in ARPA, it is
valuable to suz-rey the situation following the Foster/Rechtin survival
operation, with emphasis on Rechtin's summation of what took place.
Clearly, ARPA had survived, with a-u-al budgets sliding to-ward $200
million. Perhaps equally as important, Rechtin had established a
strong bond of rapport with the DDR&E.
Rechtin found Foster serving as
de facto Director of ARPA when he arrived.
In six months that problem
was solved:[135]
[W]ithwin six months he forgot about ARPA; he
had nothing to worry about anymore.
It was
flying right and doing good bhings which could
be justified.

'

It got to the point that Reclitin felt he had re-established zome independence for the Agency:[136]
Johnny Foster was so happy to have ARPA tightly
managed that he' virtually let me do anything I
wanted to. I had a review about once a year....,
He would sort of poke at things a little
bit.
But, he backed off fro the sort of day-to-day
attempt tomanage the place.
Sounding more and more like Sp ul!, or Herzfeld, Recntin also
believed that he had restored some b aance to the staff level ARPAODDR&E relationship:F137]
I maintained a sort of an arms length relationship between ARPA and what it v:as doing, and the
DDR&E offices.
I didn't want to see it where those
offices were attempting to control the ARPA projects,
because I felt their job was to make sure of ,hat
was going on in the Eervices which %as one hell of a
lot bigger.
They should be looking at that balanue.
We should be looking at the more P dvanced ideas,
that nobody was quite sure about or the more controversial or whatevwr.
If you start to get to
where the guys in DD
could use ARPA as a slush
fund for doing thing they wished they could control
directly instead of nairectly through. the Services
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[you are in troublel. I wasn't going to help much,
because I was pretty hard nosed about that part of
the game. I wasn't going to have them, particularly
the guys under them, go over and try to tell the
ARPA guys what to do.... They probably were irritated
because they didn't have free money, probably wished
they were in ARPA and a lot of them attempted to
transfer to ARPA where they would have direct money,
but that wasn't their job.
Nevertheless, ARPA offered more direct dollar support to ODDR&E in the
early Rechtin years than in any other period. The tap was open for
Vietnam reprogramming and Rchtin made available to each Deputy DDR&E
a substantial "budget" allowance, up ti. roughly $2 million each annually,
for use as they saw fit. Fortunately for ARPA's program stability, the
DDR&E deputies were normally too busy to fully exploit such offerings and
as the Laird/Packard reorientation began to change the ODDR&E role and
Vietnam pressures declined, ARPA gradually became less subject to major
budgetary "raids."
Rechtin was especially proud of achieving improved relations with
the Services. He felt that they eventually stopped chipping at ARPA and
saw the Agency more as an interested helper than a threat. The "I'CW
profile" method of operation seemed to help the Service relationship
(especially ARPA's gradual entry into the Navy's undersea warfare preserve), although the approach runs the risk of making it more difficult
to justify ARPA and its programs before Congress.
While the transfer mission was well-launched, strong program replacement ideas were harder to come by. As noted, higher authority no
longer made major assignments to ARPA. Most of what emerged in Rechtin's
tenure were generated internally, acknowledging the fact that ARPA has
always served as a reflector and integrater of ideas in the scientific
and technological ccmmunity at large to some extent. Events were to show
that few of the new Laitiatives taken then were successful and it was
very questionable that they met the criteria of either threat of technolog 4 -al surprise or a potentially revolutionary breakthrough, e.g.,
the multi-million programs in Alaskan siarface effect vehicles and ocean
platforms.
The Navy was relatively ccol to these ideas, although the
Navy's Assistant Secretary for Research and Development (former ARPA
Deputy Director, Dr. R. Frcsc.) was persona.ly rather positive about
them. He argues that they were undertaken on a "laboratory scale" pro-,
gram budget rather than an "APPA-scale" buidget (like DEFENDER or VWIA)
and hence were not likely tc show major results.f138) This leaves open
the question, of course, ef whether sa Arctic Surface effects vehicle
and the threat it is addressed to (never articulated), even if successful, warrants DEFEDER-class funding.
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In retrospect an interesting feature of the Rechtin period is that
individual programs proved to be far more vulnerable than the agency as
a whole. While ARPA survived the period -ith a more than $200 million
budget, there were numerous false starts that quickly fell by the -rdyside in addition to the shedding of many older coimittments. The in.
sistence on achieving lcrge scale program transfer contributed greatly
to this turnover, but much of the turmoil simply resulted from "cutting
losses" on efforts which proved unproductive, ill-conceived or unsaleable. That is, much of the program turnover was due to work efforts
turning sour for any of a number of reasons, followed by ARPA scrambles
to curtail efforts and make adjustments. ARPA often did not, in other
.words, insist on transfer for cosmetic reasons: many programs elther
were killed or withered and died, and deserved that fate.
The above situation symbolizes the great problems of this peribd,
but it also serves to highlight an ARPA strength. The typical ARPA
program, be it an older inherited effort or a new Rechtin-era initiative,
was not buttressed by an semi-independent bu:-eaucratic structure aside
from that which ARPA created for its own purposes, largely on an ad hoc
basis. FoV example, there rarely were committees, peer-group review
panels, large in-house laboratories, or large subord6inate divisions 'hat
had sufficient standing to be able to defend a given program in the face
of ARPA decisions that transfer or cancellation was either technically
ddesirable or politically necessary. The lack of formal or informal
program-oriented structures also meant that program difftculties became
apparent to Agency management rather directly and with relatively little
"papering over," aside from whatever defense might be provided by a
sympathetic office director or program manager. As one contempora'ry
office director stated:[139]
One of the things which makes ARPA successful,
wnere the NUF is not, is in the fact. that it
doesn't use that kind of committee decisionmaking structure. And therefore responsibility
is easier to identify and corrective action is
easier to teae. when things go wrong....
I
wouldJn't argue that ARPA under its modus operandi
is any more likely to do things right than the
National Science Foundation. But that's not the
point. I think the, point is when they do things
-wrong it's more obvious and it's more easily
corrected.
Summing up the ARPA role and the 'reasons for it in testimony on
the FY 1971 budget, Rechtia* emphasized the "high-risk," "revolutionary"
*

This was the first verbal testimony from cm ARPA Director in over two
years. Dr. Foster haudled the ARPA testimony in lieu of Rechtin in
FY ,1968 (Rechtin was n•e to the job, and Foster perhaps wished to demonstrate control over the ARPA program) and both Foster and Rechtin were\
requested only to submit written testimony for IT 1969.
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researc-h fýuction and the traditional roles of fil-ling Service "gaps"
and serving as a neutral non-Service source of objective research:[140]
The establisYiment of ARPA wis a recognition of
the fact that a Department of Defense P&D program
based only on assign( I roles and missions of the
services could lead to serious 4-aterservice or triservice gaps in our overall defense technology,
particularly in an erL of rapid :echnological
change. The launch of Sputnik I by the Soviet
Union is a dramatic exariple of one which played a
leading role in the decision to establish ARPA,....
Since ARPA has no operational objectives or
missions, it is in-a position to take an unbiased
approach to such problems as offense/defense
balance in strategic weapons and the evasion/
detection balance in nuclear weapons testing. The
measure of success for APPA is how well it develops
and, subsequently, transfer technology to the
services.
Amplifying on this discussion, Dr. Rechtin describes ARPA's "antisurprise," multi-service RLD role as essentially a residual function,
an unusually modest explanation of the ARPA function for an ARPA Director
to make:l[141]
I see it [ARPA] continuing essentially the
same role of looking ahead against the surprises of
the Sputnik type in areas'which are difficult for
the services to cover, either because they are multiservice in nature or' inter-service in nature or because
the roles and missions haven't been defined for a new
kind of technology.
'The existence of ARPA depends critically upon our
basic rationale for how ,to do P&D. We believe that
R&D should be done in the services because that is,.
where the problems exist and that is, where the best
P&D responses to the problems can be made. However,
it turns out that although this works for perhaps
97 per cent of the RDT&E budget, having the
research and development and test and engineering in
the services, there is about 3 per cent for wbich
it doesn't complete the picture, and that 3 1
:ent
is ARPA. APPA's fraction of the totai RDT&• is
about 3 per cent.
To manage the 3 per cent properly, you have to use
it with considerable, imagination and, obviously, avoidance of duplication, -ary close co~rd•.nation with the
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services to find out what is going on, and what
perhaps is being missed. Now, if it looks as
though some things are being missed there are a
variety of solutions.
'To fulfill this residual role, ARPA is described as adhering to two
primary principles: [142]
There are two criteria for ARPA's success. The
one criterion is that the work must be professionally
done. If it is not professionally done we, as professionals, should be held accountable. The second
criterion is that it must be successfully transferred
to the services. If it isn't transferred to the services
it will never reach operations and never affect the
course of a war, and therefore it should not have been
bugun. These two criteria for success control ARPA
and how it is managed.
Dr. Rechtin went on, however, to illustrate ARPA's multi-Service role
with an 'example from the reentry physics field, an activity conducted by
ARPA for over ten years and clearly not an example of a rapidly transferred program; nor are the operational systems impacts of the data it
produces easy to trace in a clear, direct "tvansfer" sense:
...

Let me give you an example of the kind of

work wUich is difficult for a single service to do,
but, which, if you have a tie-across mechanism, it is
better. A'good example is reentry physics. Reentry
physics tells the engineer- what the characteristics
are of, reentry bodies as they come into the atmo•sphere.
There are mary services that are interestad
in that problem, but each for different reasona.
They would tackle the problem in quite different 'wys
if handled individua 2y.y By consolidating the interest
and the research in that area we have indeed saved a
considerable amount of money.
For example, the Air Force is' interested in' reentry
physips because of the design of its decoys. The Navy
is interested in it for that kind of a reason, but
the Army is interested in it for the opposite reason,
trying to find out how one can discriminate against
those decoys. So the Army would design a program to
try to find the weaknesses in reentry vehicles and
the Air Force would try to design a program to find
the strengths in the reentry vehicles, and both of
them care clegrly based 'on the same physic,. It is
therefore, simpler for all conc'erned, and the services
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would agree. that to have one agency with no particular operational poLnt of view in mind lookirng
into that problem in the interests of all concerned
is better. To make sure f.hat everyone understands
what is going on, we have a reentry physics steering
group consisting of all of the services, plus the
technical experts, plus the Office off Defense Research and Engineering.
'Trhe same work would get done,
but in this way the same work produ~ces many outputs
to many services.
Another aspect of ARPA's role was hig~hlighted in the course of
Cozmittee questioning: [1433]
Mr. Davis.. It might be termed a premilitary
research organization within the Defense Departmert?
Does that come pretty close to describing your
activityl?
Dr. Rechtin.
If i could charge the word "military"
to "R-equireents," •ith a capital "R," the answer
would be yes, sir. By this I mean that the military
services, in order to do their work, must have a very
formal requiremernt based upon very specified needs,
and usually upon Technologies that are understood.
M.e difficulty is that it is hard to -write formal
requirements if you do not have the technoloxy with
which to solve them, but you cannot do the technology
unless you have the requirements.
There is a kind of chicken-and-egg problem in
6ther words, in 'requirements and tech'nolo~jr.
ARPA is a way in initiating a startup when it
is Judged to be izportant,.
hnthat sense, it is
premilitary or preformr-l requirements.
This rati nale is vintage Roy Johnson, who used aimost exactly the same
words in trying to explain why ARPA existed in April 1958.
Rechtin has
further developed the nature of such a pre-requirement mission: [144]
[I]t w-as right fcr Defense to invest money to
break the old chicken and the egg nroblem: that
you cwn't do research before you have an application,'but you can't say what the application is
until the research has told you what you can do.
And ARPA, 1 thought, was a very good solution' to
the pr6bblc, allowing people to spend money before
there was3.r obvious application.
All you had to
was say therle probably are defense applications,
not 'that there was a specific one.
Thaft was a Way
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of breaking the cycle and allowing technology
to get developed to a point where you could see
how it might be used. 'I thought it was a very
good idea. Very few countries are able to afford
it, you have to spend quite a lot cf money to be
able to do it....
This is an explanation of ARPA that rouuld readily have come _0om Johnson,
Betts, Fiana, Sproull, or H:erzfeld, but it certainly stretches both the
"relevance" and the "transfer" criteria.
Finally, in response to a question concerning how ARPA projects are
established, Recht•in cites the rationale that, ARPA simply carries out
tasks assigned by DDB&E:[145]
...
he Director of Defense Research and Engineering
determines that question on all major project assignments. We report directly to him and do no wcrk unless
directed by him.
To s•--.arize this test4imny, the ARPA role is thus descr~bed as
undertaking the small perccentage ofPRD which cannot be handled through
traditional Service arrangements, because the 'ork is multi-Service or
prerequirements in nature. In addition to this justification, however,
the work must be recognized as i=-ortant by DD?&E relevant to a military
purpose assigned to AR•PA.
The criterion of "importance" is derived from
either the threat of technological surprise or from the potential.
"re'folu+ionary", impact. of program results. Despite the prerequirements
cha.racter of the work, transfer must be built into the program to-assure.
tha*. impact is obtained'. Thus, the Rechtin definition of the ARPA role
'brings in almost all of the elements cited by earlier' Directors, in
addi.tion to his own.
The difficulty with this multi-raceted definition lies, of course,
in determining whether each of the 3everal elements are mutually supportive. ' If'research is truly "prerequirements" in nature, planning for
early transfer has to be much more difficult. Similarly, using transfer
as a primary criterion for succesA can inhuibit willingness to undertake'
"high risk" research where payoff is Y-Vdefinition much less certain.
if the DDE?47 wishes ARPA to undextake an important multi-Service research pr.blem, it is likewise not clear that such ?roblems naturally
tend. to entail "revolutionary" implications. And Defense-relevant +work
ma-" be entirely routine, sharing none of the other ARPA project attributes..
Hence the questicn ý-f' the weights and priorities given, to the various
elements of the •--.q role and how to reaolv3 them is left 'quite open
as the'-Rechtin period draws to a' close.'
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The entire spectrum of issues faced by ARPA in the late 1960's was
also influenced by a very general development, the force of which should
not be underestimated.
This was the growing disenchantment with the
potential of advanced science and technologj to solve problems. This
struck at the core of the AREA rationale. In the Vietnam context technology was not showing that it could "win the war." In the strategic
context, systems based on high technology led to incredibly expensive
commitments with little if any, net gain to be seen in national security.
The image of technology driving the arms race became credible even to
supporters of strong Defense programs and large budgets, especially
when men like York and Ruina and others began to argue thaf even defensive
systems were destabilizing rather than benign elements in the national
security equation. In addition, to many -here seemed to be a dearth of
new technological "breakthroughs," with nothing 'like the ballistic
missiles or satellites of an earlier age on the hozcizon that might dramatically change the strategic balance. Even from his position as an
advocate of advanced technology development, Dr. Re-htin found the late
1960's "idea poor" and meaningful new initiatives difficult to uncover.
RECHTIN' S DEPARTURE
In February 1970, Dr. Rechtin assumed the position of Acting Principal Deputy of DDE&E, while retaining his position as ARPA Director.
In December 1970, he resigned the ARPA post to :ssume the ODD&PiE position
full time, and later moved to the position of Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Telecommunications.
Given all of the facto'rs at work.in Dr. Rechtin's period,
what is most surprising is not that ARPA failed to achieve all
of its ambitious objectives,, but that it man-iged to szay alive
with a resource base strong enough to support its future. The
move to Acting Principal 'Deputy DDP&E had the unfortunate sideeffect of leaving ARPA with a part-time Director (referred to by
AP.A staff members as the period of the "absentee landlord") at
a time of considerable Agency drift:(146]
[Wihen I was also Principal Deputy to DDPE and
also Director of. ARPA, 'that was. a verx- rough time
on me....
For all practical purposes Steve
[Lukasik] began to run ARPA. He did a good Job
of tlhat in a very frustrating environment. Because he had to do everything in ur name, and
that's hard to do.
M-,rale plummeted as the Agency's staff felt even more vulnerable and
neglected.. During this period, ARPA was moved from its prime space
offices in the Pentagon to an office building in the Rosslyn complex
in Arlington, Virginia,* a move which vas widely interpreted to re•

Part of DFNI-.NDER had been moved ~from the Pentagon much earlier, in

1967.
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The following exchange
present the epitome of the Agency's downgrading.
with a thoughtful observer of the period illustrates the atmosphere
that prevailed:[147]
A:

[M]orale duri-ng tli period of the absentee
owner ... was very bad. But the one thing
worse then the bad director is no director.

q:

The staff felt let down?

A:

The staff just didn't know wiat was going to
happen next.
They didn't know who was boss.
They didn't know who to follow. 'They didn't
know whether anyone cared.
In fact, I would
argue that rather than the 1967 ... ARPA
period, the possibly worse period was that
1970 per.od
4when thei weren't even sure whether

Q:
A:

anyone cared enough about ARPA to bother appointing a Director.
You know, that's even worse.
At
least if you kill something you know, you line it
up against the wall, jou take aim, you spend five
minutes at the job and you kill it right. But
to just let it wither away by not even allowing
it to have a Director is almost the [worse].
Psychologically, was the move out of the Pentagon a
wrench for ARPA?
Yep ... [y]ou see the move, the decision to move,
was made by Eb when he was up the hall [in ODDR&E".
The feeling w-as: he doesn't care anymore; he's
not really coming back anyway, and so he could
dare less; he is selling us' down the river...;
we've become the pawn, and -,e are moving away
from the center; ... and terrible feelings that
this is the end.

Rechtin dil not view the move in such apocolyptic-terms (and his
successor concluded that it was extre.mely ben-ficial to ARPA).
And
Rechtin's perscnal views 'of the ARPA staff, however, unsuccessful he
may have been ixv communicating them, were overwhelmingly positive:[1 4 8]
The [the' ARPA staff] were exceptional when
I got there and stayed exception-1 while I was
there. And from what I've. seen of recent
reviews, they are still
very, very good.
The
government is just damned lucky to have the kinds
of people that go to ARPA. 'I felt it when I first
saw them.
It was amazing.
I was used to JPL,
Lincoln Labs, AIA and other top flight outfits.
OK,'they were good.
AndI felt that, for the
job being done, the guys in ARPA were better than
any of them.
Just very, vy
good.
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Regardless of the ambiguities in ARPA's creation, Dr. Rechtin' s
departure from ARPA was gradual, not a sudden departure precipitated
by particular dramatic events. His Deputy Director, Dr. S. J. Lukasik,
slowly took over the ftnictions of the Director and was eventually
appointed Acting Director and then permanent 'Director of the Agency.
He had been a member of the ARPA staff since 1966 and followed Herzfeld
as the second Director to "rise from the ranks."
Dr. Rechtin left ARPA still intact and with an annual budget only
'modestly below that on his arrival, despite, transfer of the core of the
$125 million DEDER program and numerous other changes. He also left
the Agency with a new emphasis on-rapid project transfer, which had a
lasting impact on the ARPA management approach; witb decreased emphasis
on longer range basic research programs; "*ith a reasonably secure niche
in the DDR&E family; and with closer cornections to immediate Service
concerns.'- At the same time Rechtin left an ARPA with an uncertain future.
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Chapter IX
SURVIVAL AND ACCEPTANCE
THE LUKASIK YEAFd':
The Setting

-

1971-1974

1970

Dr. SteThn J,. Lukasik was appointed Director of ARPA in January 1971
and was to serve in that post until January 1975. His tenure is thT: longest of the ARPA Directors -- counting his service as-de facto Director
during 1970 while Dr. Rechtin was doubling as a Deputy Director of Defense
Research and Engineering, L'•kasik was on the job for five years. There
had been no outside search for a new Director. To Rechtin and Foster,
Lukasik was the obvious candidate to carry on the reshaping of ARPA that
the DDR&E wanted.
Vietnam remained very much a part of the ARPA setting, but by 1970
Nixon Administration policy had become well established. The gradual
withdrawal of American troops and the process of "Vietnamization" were well
underiany. The 1970 draft call, was the lowest since 1964 and in April Nixon
made public a comaitment to withdraw 150,000 troops within one year. The
Paris peace taJlks, though making little visible progress, were underway
Despite successfuil organization of a Vietnam peace march on Washington in
November 1969, the Vietnam Moritorium Committee disbanded in April 1970
stating that there was "little prospect of immediate change in the Administration!s policy in Vietnam."[1] The controversial Tonkin Gulf resolution was withdrawn, with Administration approval, at mid-year.
Despite' the Nixon Administration's gradual "de-escalation" of the
conflict, however, many Vietnam issues were still quite explosive. The
MY Lai massacre, for example, drew headlines thloughuut much of the year,
amid charges of extensive Armr cover-ups.
Sihanouk was overthrown in Cambodia, followed by the massive South' Vietnamese-American incursion into
that country, td.ich in turn occasioned a storm of domestic protest. The
Kent State student shooting episode took place 4n May, followed by widespread university closings for xmeporial services aad aati-war demonstrations. Later in the year the Army 'Mathematics Research Center' at the University of Wisconsin was bombed, resulting in one fatality and extensive
damage to the facility. Bombing raids on North Vietnam continued to 'nspire
protests. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee remained a high visibility
focal point for criticism of Vietnam policy.
In other national security/areas, MIRV'S were deployed for the first
time in 1970 and the second round of SALT talks and ether 'stei' leading
toward detente were undertaken. Preliminary moves were started toward
improvement of relaticns with Communist China, resulting In major developments in the next two years. Middle East events were dominated by dramatic
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airline highjackings* and clashes between Palestinian terrorists and the
government of Jordan.
Though the ARPA settirg still was dominated by the continuing Vietnam
conflict, the atmosphere was quite different from 1965 when massive U. S.
involvement and campus-based protest were very new. War weariness had
definitely set in and overwhelmizg pressures toward withdrawa had begun
to taJ.e effect.
Lukasik's View of the ARPA Rcle
Dr. Lukasik, as previously noted, had been with the Agency since 1966
when he joined as head of the VELA office. He had thus witnessed the successes and set-backs of the Herzfeld period, ARPA's troubles with DDR&E,
and the effects on the Agency of national policy decisions with respect to
missile defense and the Vietnam War. He had also served as Acting Deputy
to Dr. Franken and observed. the demise of the view that ARPA should encourage
academically-oriented basic research with only a broad justification of
defense relevance. As Deputy to' Rechtin, Lukasik could see the great, difficulties involved in identifying and establishing new "revolutionary"
projects and in achieving clear cut transfer successes of the type desired
by the former Director. He had also, of course, lived through the Agency'.s
AGILE and Vietnam traumas, the Mansfield Amendment restrictions on Defense
researc:_, and the many other disputes of the late 1960's.
A physicist with some administrative experience at the Stevens' Institute of Technology prior to coming to ARPA, Lukasik became immersed in
ARPA's internal management throughout hip nine year tenure. Franken had
been overt2y uninterested in detailed management and had numerous clashes
with Lukasik on this account; Rechtin tended to be deeply involved in ARPA's
external affairs and in specific projects that interested him personally or
demanded attention in the crisis atmosphere of the times. Considerable
internal management responsibility consequentT1* devolved upon the Deputy
Director. Rechtia says' that in his last year as Director, Lukasik grpdually
assumed almost all of the dUy-to-day responsibilities for ARPA management.[2]
Perhaps because of these responsibilities, as well as personal proclivities,
Lukasik was to be far and away the most introspOective of the long chain of
ARUA Directors in terms of.his attention to ARPA's internal affairs. His
meticulous concern with office organization, personnel, and: budgetary and
administrative issues was remarkably different from the approaches of all
his predecessors.
As he assumed office Lukasik was, of course, very zmcL a:iare of the
morale problems on tie ARPA staff in 1970-1971. He reýais ,he atmosphere
surrounding the transfer of ARPA from the Pentagon to Rosslyn:[3]
• Two officials of the ARPA field office in Thailand were, 'incidentally,
among passengers held hostage in Jordon after these events. They werereleased unharmed after a period of substantial Agency' concern.
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[Th-,ere we-- tei*rible feelings that t'his is the
end.....
.~aiile I w*as -not in the alarmist carmP,
even I felt -- and I nrobablyv had a. better viev
of what the issues were than anyone else -- even
'I felt that. this *-as the bezinning of the end.
LatL,

Lukasik believes that, he was able $toturn the; Move to ATRPA's advan,-

instead of harming the Agency, he believes that it removed ARPA
fromdistactins,
.limnatedthe Agency from the bicker-ng over space I n
low
the Pentagon, enabled i~t to ccn.centr-ate on its. programs supported vt.ie
prof-le image that he and Rechtin desired, and helped to solidify' a feeling
of identity: [4]
tage;.

It tur-ned out to be one of t.he. beat things that
ever happened to~ ARIPA because, in fact, ift was
probably criticýal to ... whatever I 3accomplisned....
[Wle s~tayed off and tended to our business..., In
fact, it m-eant that a2lost all meetingý,s in ARPAautcmatically lbecame --ore efficieant because if someone~ took the trouble to climb in a car and come a.!!
-,he way cver to Rosslyn and have a meeting -with you,
it must nýave . een something imr~ortazit and us.........
[At Rosslyr. there "wds better sp.ace, circiu.atior.,
etc.] Spo the building lent itefto
co~anication.... Basically the move stren-Tth~enei the -nternal feelling cfin:ty
Like his predecptsors,* Dr. Luk.'isik was incl-n-ed to take a z'. org view
.of the rightful status of the Agenczy. .Askea: why he took 'the jo..Q, :,,"asik

responded: r 1

Because it [ARPA'j was ir'trouble ... i t
Ir'zsomething. that required chanige and could be changed.
[(Me ARPA Directorship] is probably' the ':e.;-* job
in Washington for a scientist -- more prcsti'ge
than NBS or ilS?.
He conceived of him~self as- atrin

"the me~a"

betwcc

h

RA:o

e:

feld Ind Rechtin. Lukasik was deeply cor:mitted, for.Jn_,t,,ncc, tc Rechti~n's
principles of maintaining a low profile for the Ag~ency tuid, 1n:.ist irg on
.prr..,r= transfor to the Serviccs.' On the3 other hand, hie waz Iuzt as deeply
on:cs-zd to the office "b~arony" node of operat'lon and +the involve.. ent of the
Director in the day-to-day details of~ individual projec~ts. He wn alsao
mnore sympithetic to basic resseu'ch and vmc less inclined than hi:
nediate
pr'd&ýces-sor to maxke program transf',rs in large. ch'Lnk.-, bu~t the differenrce
*wa s more a; matter of degree than of

utan.

AI
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Lukasik firmly, believed that ARPA's -work w-as of first order -- ortance; however, given the chain of events that had taen place since 1966,
his approach to resurrecting a. strong ARPA role was laden with defensive
overtones.
Lukasik may ty-pically be seen as struggling to salvage a
faltering effort' in one office; gracefully (or sometimes abruptly) to
cut losses in another; unobtrusively to grow a new program from modest
beginnings; and to compromise with outside pressures (even at the expense
of program flexibility) in order to avoid larger conflicts, or even ]just
preserve some symbolic sign of ARPA's status.* For the new Director, the
road to a strong ARPA w4s thus a winding one, requiring considerable ability to maneuver.
Like Rechtin, he received no specific instructions from
the DDR&E about how to administer ARPA, but he felt that he and Fcster
"resonated well" together, probably 'because both were physicists and had
nuclear and weapons laboratory backgrounds and common professional acq74aintances.
Aithcugh the Herzfeld erm "treaties" with ODDR&E were now forgotten,
the management-conscious Lukasik became worried about the formal legitimacy
of ARPA's tasks because of the cu_-ulative nressure of GAO audits, Congressional inquiries, etc.
He •felt constantly badgered by "why ARPA?" questions and "who told you to do that?" criticisms.
A hurried review suggested
that about one-third of ARPA's projects had no known charter and others were
informa~lly justified at best.
Perhaps over-reacting in the quest for
"legality," Lukasik decided to use the old ARPA model: ARPA drafts a
charter, DDR&E coordinates and the Secrctary of Defense signs off. SLix
sa-ple charters were submitted to Foster, who personally rewrote them.
The thrust of his revisions was to narrow them and to express the. philosophy
that whatever ARPA was doing was unique, i.e., was not being done anywhere
else in DCD.
In Lukasik's mirnd, this was the "kiss of death" because
uniqueness is so incredibly har-d to prove.
He dropped the whole charters
exercise and the DDR&E never mentioned it again.[ 6 ]
While conditions never posed an inmnediate threat to ARFA's existence
during Lukasik's leadership, he was clearly mindful of that problem.
This
probably helps to explain why brash statements of ARPA prindiples were less
evident and less influential in guiding the ARPA program of the 1,70,s tha.
were pragmatic adjustments to, the Agency's difficult bureaucratic surroundings.
*A

trivial, but somewhat indicative, early example of Lukasik's curicern
with ARPA's status comes from a peer's recounting of his resistance in
1567 to Dr.- 1rainken's thought of giving up the American flag in the
Director's, office, for reasons of decor.
An official flag was assigned
to ARPA in the Roy, Johnson period when the WRPA Director's position was
Executive Level III.
The flag was retained when the position was later
reduced to Executive Level IV. Lukasik reportedly felt that if once
given up, it could never be regained. Tbe story goes that when Franken
checked the flag closely'hc sa-w than it inded bore the h43 stars of 1958
and decided to retain this symbol of past Ctatuxs.
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A.very low profile posture for AIPA, "lest you get killed," was de
rigueur for Lukasik's ARPA. He believed that it was folly to try to compete
Likewith ODDR&E as a center of expertise or as a technological spokesman.
wise, highly visible assertions of independence courted Service attacks and
complicated the transfer process. His belief in program transfer was related
to this position: "I believe in transfer above all else, except survival."[7]
It was better to have transfer successes than to have credit for an
idea, because as long as an idea remained in ARPA it was of no use.
On
the other hand, it was better to cement key Agency relationships than to
push for a project transfer if the process of transfer could be damaging
to ARPA, i.e., if there was reluctance on the part of the intended recipient to accept the.proposed transfer. Lukasik was extremely aggressive in
pursuing close Service connections for ARPA, especially with operational
types, whom he felt had a much greater potential interest in ARPA than did
Moreover he believed that the oDerational military and
Service R&D units.
the JCS would be likely to raise fresh; imortant problem areas that ARPA
would otherwise overlook or not hear about:[8]
I used to like to go to military locations because
I really wanted to hang out with the military.
Particularly the operational military.
I avoided
the military R&D people like the plague. Because
they were guys just like me.
Whether they were
civilian or military they were just like me.
[And]
they weren't as gcod as ARPA.
So, I tended to avoid
the military R&D.
But I liked to get out into

[the field].
He felt that ARPA's "world" was reallv the world of CSD, JCZ and the unified commands, all of which he describes collectively as "non-Service outfits."
The commands, in particular, understood multi-Service needs and were most
anxious for help. Lukasik courted them and believes that ARPA developed a
sound record of response in meeting their requests.
It is ironic too that
Dr. Killian recalls that at the time of ARPA's creation, the scier,-.e elite
and others at the White House believed that the then bi.und new iin:fied commands would need an organization like ARPA to meet their needs.[9]
Dr.
Lukasik cites the impact of some work undertaken f'or a command, at the
request of the commanding Admiral:[10]
[B]y the time ARPA finished it, he wus Vice CTO,
and I will also remember, with a feeling of
'having arrived,' when I.received a letter from
the Vice CY' utxplaining to me how the Navy was
implementu.g 21 of ARPA's 22 recommendations and
ejplaining rither apologetically when they couldn't
accept the 22rd.. You.know, that's the way we got
it, .. , droppirn in and out [of the commands].
So
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there was just in that, last year [Lukasik's] just
an absolute ...

sort of all the waves added up ...

and it was just a fantastically good operation
with all of the military.
Lukasik concluded that by the time of his departure, the Service-related
"wooing" operation that Rechtin and he had undertaken, -- epitomized by
the transfer doctrine -- in the aftermath of the ARPA survival operation
in 1967-1968, had succeeded in every respect. ARPA now was being listened
to by the Services:([l]
It [ARPA] was recovering. As a vatter of fact, it
was probably a stage of influence we never bad [with
the Services]. You see, in the early days we were
highly placed and had a lot of influence, but the
Servides were fighting us
I mean there was the
antagonism; you know, high placed but antagonism.
Now ...

we were not quite so highly placed, but we

had kind of won our position. And, boy, they [the
Services] really stood up and took notice [as] to
wbat ARPA was recamending.
In keeping with the view that a strong ARPA must be able to lUve with
the current policies, reqaire=ents and constraints of the Defense Department, a softening of some of the Rechtin era prescriptions for ARPA programs
is observable in the Lukasik period. As discussed previously, this moderation of views could already be detected in Rechtin's final House testimony,
which presented virtually every justification ever presented for an ARPA
in one form or another.*
Among the changes which occur, there is a distinct moderation of the
demand for rapid project transfer. Lukasik, for example, speaks 6f the
transfer of projects after about an average five year lifetime in ARPA,
as, opposed to the 3-4 year turnover goal voiced by Rechtin. There is a
recognition in the .LukaSik period that some ARPA programs may legitimately
be carried significantly longer than five years, with perhaps an average
20 per cent dollar turnover in ARPA projects resulting from some shorter.
transfers and cancellaticns offsetting longer term programs. The 20 per
cent turnover figure was, incident&'ly, a highly pragmatic one, since ARPA
calculated that this was approximately its current experience. Lukasik
also felt that ARPA had suffered some needless loss of funds and personnel
in the DEFENDM transfer. As Deputy Director he slowed down several trans4'er

*

moves,

e.g.,

the IDL's, to minimize disruption and to allow time for an

It. is quite likely, incidentally, that Dr. Lukasik was largely responsible
for preparation of this testimony since Rechtin was beginning to be occupied with his DDP.&E responsibilities at the time the testimony was
presented.

.
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orderly replacement in the ARPA program structure.
Thus AaPA moved away
from "ch'ink" program transfers to. "bite size" project transfers conducted
on a more gradual basis.
There was, however, no diminution in the basic
emphasis on making transfers.
A second moderation of Rechtin era priorities is that ARPA's role in
emphasizing "high-risk" projects of "revolutionary" imnact is rather clearly
relegated to the position of a rationale for only part of the work effort;
moreover ARPA's role as a neutral, non-Service organization is given renewed
emphasis.* ARPA still
made a point of rejecting proposals because they
are "evolutionary rather than innovative in 'nature,"[121 but the substitution of the word "innovative" for "revolution.ry" itself indicates a subtle
but deliberate change in perspective.
The image that every ARPA success
should entail a dranatic breakthrough is clearly missing. Reinforcing
this shift in emphasis is increased attention to linking ARPA programs to
Defense objectives not normally associated with revolutionary change in
military capabilities, e.g., cost reduction, systems reliability and efficient utilization of manpower.
To be sure, advanced technology might bring
important and even dramatic changes to these areas, e.g., a sharp reduction
in military training costs through use of' computer-aided instruction techniques, but the use of the term "revolutionary" in this context would certainly constitute a considerable diminution of its meaning compared to
earlier years.
Third, %.hereis more willingness to tolerate 6.1 research.
While supportive of the major transfer decisions in 1968-1970, Lukasik observed that
some of ARPA's most talented people, many of whom were associated with basic
research programs, left the Agency.
While some "charlatans" managed to
stay on in preferred programs, a number of "bright, intellectually honest
people [in other programs] often suffered."'[13]
He also believed that they
had been supporting some worthwhile things.' Thus one sees in the Lukasik
era a bit more tolerati6n of basic resdarch and some willingness to concede
that "Defense-relevant basic research" is possible.
This issue is discussed,
in greater detail below.
The dominant characteristic of ARPA in the Lukasik period is difficult
to establish not ornly because of the subtle character pf changes such as
those mentioned above, but also because the Agency had acquired a rich
legacy of cliches which continued to be used, but were recited either with
little
faith or with major qualifications.
A prime example here is the

In- an internal working docuument prepared ir- February 1972, Dr. Lukasik ....
describes proper ARPA assignments as having "one or more" of the following
characteristics.--high risk/high payoff, multi-service, feasibility demon-...
stration, pre-mission assignment, rapid response, revolutionary potential,
or an OSD requirement for central management.
Lukasik is clearly saying
here that there are multiple justifications for an ARPA assignment and
that there is no single attribute that "must" characterize an ARPA project.

....
..
..
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continued description of ARPA as the Defense Department's "anti-surprise"
agency, with frequent reference to Sputnik and the need to avoid similar
occurrences in the future. In fact, however, this rationale for ARPA's
role appears to have been as much repeated out of habit and tradition as
anything else. Dr. Lukasik's personal view on this question is revealing:[14]
Well, if you read some of my earlier statements you
would put me in the guarding against technological
surprise school of thought. I found that that was
an iaea that did not wear very well. I said it a
lot. I probably said it on my way out of ARPA,
but i was really believing it less and less....
[Actually] I don't think that's a particularly
important factor.... In the first place, nobody
likes to be surprised, but surprise rarely hurts
you ..... You're at worse discomforted. Probably
the prime example is the Soviet satellite; good
case of technological surprise. [But] you know,
in three years or four years we caught up and nov
we are preeminent in space. You may b% surprised
and surprise means that ycu may have to sweat a bit,
ran a bit and spend some extra money. But, rarely
can a major power overcome another major power
within the relatively short time that a surprise
gives you, because if someone pulls off surprises -another major power ran catch up quickly in two,
three, four, five years. You can't change international power balances in that time period. So,
the way, I finally came out is, 'surprise is uncomfortable but r2ýrely, if ever, fatal.'
Dr. Zukasik's amplification of this view resurrects memories of the
pertpectives of Dr. Ruina and perhaps also Dr. Killian' and the science
advisors of the late 1950's and early 19 6 0's. Hig interpretation is that
to the extent "avoiding technological surprise" ii meaningful it is in
terms of keeping the nation on 'the forefront of militarily-relevazit advanced
technology, so that key policy decisions vis-a-vis military technology will
be made from t solid base of knowledge. To illuzt'a.te:[.15]
Surprise ...

is

a measure of a difference in

perception between t-wo countries' technologists.
One who not only thinks he can do it, but is in
the process of doing it.
The other who thinks
you can't do it, because according' to their technology,

it's

just not in the cards.

Now ...

the

closest I.can come to ARPA as an agency to avoid
technological surprise, would be rephrased this way:
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ARPA is an agency that keeps this country at the
forefront of as many areas of technology as are
likely to be militarily relevant.
So that if
there's any judgment to be made in this country
about the possibility of a state of technology,
we will not be dealing out of weakness as our
space scientists were in the late ' 5 0 's, when
they were sort of saying, 'well, you can do it,
b'ut we don't know what it's
worth and it's
pretty
expensive,, and so on.'
So that's why we are pushing everything from lasers, to materials, to computers, to space technology, to -- you name it -and pushing all these areas.
So if there are any
judgments to be made, our guys are not going to
make the wrong technological judgments as to the
possibilities.... To that extent ARPA is avoiding
technological surprise, but that doesn't necessarily mean we have to do everything, that we have
to do everything that's possible, that we have to
do everything first.
It's
the weak form of avoiding technological surprise.
It's
what I would
perhaps call avoiding technology perception gaps.
Dr. Lukasik went on to state that there should ideally be some mechan7.sm or
system to keep the ARPA Director aware of the status and potential of militarily-relevant technologies, so as to give him a more formal method of
determining whith advanced areas were most deserving of ARPA support.
Ideally, as he put it, "We wanted to understand the limits of every bit of
technology that would be reJevant."[16]
Despite tie fact that such a
mechanism does not exist, it is clear ;hat Lukasik views ARPA's strength
and mission as the selection and timely support of critical areas of technology (across the broad front of basic and appli .i research and exuloratory development) and not really as preventing Sputnik debacles, the legend
of ARPA's creation notwithstanding.
While using much of the old terminology and defending ARPA's importance,
Lukasik also was forced to face up to the basic fact that the ARPA program
was no longer dominated by so-called "Presidential issues," with major blocks
of funding devoted to single large problems such as advanced ballistic missile defense, nuclear test detection, or even counterinsurgency.
Both
Rectin and Lukasik admit that their directorships did not really have such
"Presidential issues." Portions cf the old rroblem areas still
retained no
longer were of first
rank priority for the Secretary of Defense or the
White House and there was no momentum to mount mltimillion dollar attacks
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on new problems of similar stature.* In Lukasik's perspective, the decline
in Presidential issues indicates not that ARPA failed in any important
respect, but merely illustrates that no techmically-oriented agency can
expect to have a continuing flow of major assignments on subjects that
dominate the concerns of Presidents and Secretaries of Defense. National
policy debates,, that is, only occasionally hinge on developments in advanced
technology which call for urgent, concerted programs, and when such debates
arise they are only sometimes within the area of responsibility of the Department of Defense, e.g., the energy crisis may call for urgent advanced
technology programs, but the mission does not primarily lie with the Department of Defense.
Lukasik, therefore, rejects the concept that ARPA can
realistically be crganized around matters of Presidential importance.
Dr.
York, for instance, maintains that he was the most powerful of t*
DDB&E' s
because when he assumed office in 1959 most major national security issues
were being defined primarily as technological issues.[17] This no longer
is the c.ise.
With the decline of Presidential issues, Lukasik turned to the somewhat less structured notion of monitoring developments generally in advanced
technology as providing the basic rationale for an ARPA.
As cited earlip.r,
he described ARPA as keeping the country "at the forefront of as many areas
of technology as are lively to be militarily relevant." 'To fill
this
broader role, the Lukasik ARPA becomes more diffuse and individual program
elements become smaller, are less closely integrated with major missions,
and cover a wider scope of activities.
This trend is well illustrated by
the preeminence of the Strategic Technology and Tactical Technology offices
of the Luý:asik ARPA, which were bounded neither by a specific technology
nor a concrete mission obj ctive and more or less divided equally between
them the mainstream milita:-.r' functions of the Department of Defense to which
technology could contribut . The remaining technology-defined offices
(hu-an resources, material , information processing) may be regarded' almost
as "support" offices to the two large elements oriented more directly toward
tecuinological enhancement of tactical and strategic capabilities.** The
gre:.ter diffusion of the ARPA effort and concentration on' smaller discrete
pro,,ram elements in the Luksik period naturally meant that the impact of
*

**

The closest thing to th s in the Rechtin-Lukasik period is probably the
Lizeable effort organiz d around the issues of aatisubmarine warfare
and maintaining the und rseas deterrent.
While this is a very significant DOD problem, it h )s not generated the kind of national policy
debate that the earlier major assignments did and ARPA's role is less
.ndependent and is more closely integzated with multiple Service and
. her agency efforts.
In fact, their amalg.ma bion into a more general Supporting Research
office was raised as a pssibility
during deliberations on ARPA's internal-'
6rganization during the Lukasih peritod.
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any given prograu element was likely to be less far-reaching than that
aspired to by the larger "big problem"-oriented programs of the past. In
the words of one of Lukasik's office directors, ARPA came to focus on problems where a successful effort might be "sort of crucial,"[18] a distinct
moderation of earlier claims.
It can be argued, however, that the cumulative importance of these
multiple, smaller programs can be equal to or greater than that of a few
larger-scale attacks on first-order DOD problems. Given the Lukasik view,
that the flow of legitimate "big" technological problems is discontinous,
and hence efforts to organize advance research around such prcblems would
often be artificial, the more diffuse patternt of support for moderate-scale
efforts on relevant Defense problems might appear to be much more effective.
The question to be addressed about the Lukasik period, however, is whether,
even if this approach is more realistic, it did not seriously reduce the
Agency's ability to put a "critical mass" of support behind a new technology, lessen its ability to be innovative by tying it too closely to
immediate Service problems, and generally to undercut the uniqueness .of the
ARPA approach.
To summarize Lukasik's view of the ARPA role, its major tenet appears
to have been that for AF2PA to be effective it had to establish a broad base
of acceptance across its spectrum of Defense and Service customers. Acceptance might range from positive support and prc-ARPA advocacy to passive
toleration, but broad acceptance of the Agency in many quarters was essential. Stripped of clear-cut charters which could be thrown in the face of
a hostile bureaucracy and decreasingly utilized by ODDR&E as a direct
challenge to the Services *(as ODDR&E moved toward a more coordinative mode
of operation), carefully cultivated relationships across the DOD establishment provided an alternative foundation for a workable ARPA. To this
end, the ARPA philosophy -- or, rather, iti succession of compatible and
conflicting philosophies
had to be adjusted, modified and presented in
a variety of fashions acceptable to a diverse Congressional, OSD and Service
clientele. In Lukasik's eyes, this development of a new foundation for
ARPA (in many respects a prolonged exercise in bureaucratic politics and
public relations) was not contradictory to the essence of the;ARPA concept.
If ARPA could remain 6n the forefront of Defense-relevant technological
change, retain substantial flexibility to investigate high-risk and or
overlooked technical problems, and sustain a.commitment to research quality
-- then it could tolerate restrictions inherent in its new node of operation. What would be lost in the no longer sustainable appeal to Presidential
Issue charters and the mynstique of quasi-Ladependent authorities would be
compensated for by the protection and opportunities offered by multiple
customers for the ARPA program. To a remarkable extent, given the depths
of the ARPA crisis of the late 1960's, Lukasik succeeded in creating this
broad foundation of Agency acceptance.
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Support for Basic Research
Lukasik sensed the apparent contradiction between defense relevance
and transfer on the one hand and "high-risk, high-payoff" R&D on the other.
In an effort to reconcile these viewpoints, he reintroduced the notion of
defense relevant basic research so common in the early ARPA and conceded
that basic and applied research (6.1) was the most likely source of revolutionary or breakthrough ideas:[19]
You are more likely to find the breakthroughs in
6.1 than in 6.2 because 6.2, by definition, [is]
exploring issues that are more or less defined:
you know, working with existing technolo•r to see
what they will do, and pushing them. And so the
In
breoskthroughs are going to be in the 6.1's.
materials we look for polywater because that would
We
have been a super-duper kind of new material.
looked for room temperature organic superconductors
because that would have been a super thing to do.
We looked for new computer languages and artificial
intelligence because that's going to do wonderful
things like enabling zomputers to aunderstand speech....
There
Those are all probing for breakthroughs.
are probably more breakthroughs pet dollar to be
found in 6.1 than in 6.2 and that's one of the
reasons why you will never, or at least never should,
reduce 6.1 to zero....
Having said that, Lukasik adds the companion conclusion that the 6.2 exrloratory development work will have a nmch higher percentage of successes
Therefore it makes more smnse to emphasize 6.2 work:,
than 6.]. efforts.
"I don't believe we were in the breakthrough business, really. You know,
breakthrbughs are important and you ought to invest to find them, but I
don't thinkthat's the name of the game at all."[20] Accordingly his
rough rule of thumb was a ratio of about 80 per cent 6.2 work to 20 per
cent 6.1.*
Given this outlook, it follows that Lukasik did not believe that DOD,
as the largest user of scientLf4.c information, had. ome sort of moral ubligation to support basic research:[21]
I never bought
I never bought that arguiuent.
it then [in the late 1950's and early 196O's1] and
I don't think Ivwold buy it now. For one reason,
As with Lukasik's desired rate of project turnover this was roughly in
accord with historical practice.
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it has zero sales value on the Hill because the
Hill takes a very simple-minded -- that doesn't
mean wrong -- approach. They like ... a fairly

neat, orderly Executive Branch. When they want
to buy defense, they go to the Defense Department,
when they want to buy natural resources, they go
to the Interior Department, and if they want to buy
science, they go to the Science Department. And
so to tell them that the Defense Department is a
user of science and it ought to put some of its
defense dollars into replenishing the bank that it
has been drawing from, the Congressional attitude
--

not unreasonably is

--

'no,

-hen we want to

replenish the bank we'll give it to the Science
Department and they'll replenish the bank.... ' So
I think that replenishing the bank, that was a
great argument in the late '140'1 sand '50's, the
sort of golden age of science. You know, we were.
still basking in the way science won World War ii.
The Defense Department was really the Nationr.l
Science Foundation of the country. The Defense
Department had a very sensible approach to the
support of science.... [Then] that was a great
argument.
[But] by 1970 it had zero sales potential on the Hill.... -There was] now a science
department [NSF] that replenished the science
bank....
Thus, for ARPA to support basic research there must not 'only be
"good science" and perhaps breakthrough potential, but also defense
relevance: [22]
teally believe that the reason why you can't
* leave certain defense science up to the NSF, is the
NSF is going to pick its priorities on the basis of
science and itmay turn out ...

that the defense,

[problem] is ninth on that list, and it may be a.
first-rank for defense....,(Basic research] can
-be mission-relevant basi -research and that's the
essential point.
Determining defense relevance is, Lukasik admitted, a difficult
Judgment. On the one hand, the scientist searching for support is tempted
to try to tie everything to some remote defense need, and on the other
hand, some of the apparently most remote *hings ultimate.y turn out to' be
highly relevant. Given budgetary constraints, homwever, ARPA's criteria
for relevance have had to be tightened. Lukasik!G expression of this
dilezma and ARPA trends in this, regard. is as follows: 23]
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There are too many, I think, shady scientists;
that is,

dishonest scicntists, who will ...

say,

'you've got your submarines in the ocean, and I've
got my plankton in the ocean, so give me some money
[to study plankton]

...

and that's just not rea-

sonable....

[But] there is such a thing as being

too smart.

There is

such a thing as being too

clever. There is such a thing as having too mach
confidence, and, you know, we just may find, out
that the way to find submarines is to ask the
plankton! And ... we may be missing something.
And I worried about being too clever, about being
too much of a manager. By, you know, planning
things and excluding some things on the basis of
my own understanding or some expert's understanding. But, when money is tight you're kind of
forced into that. And if you have an extra $50
or $60 m.Jlion you begin. to pick up plankton
enthusiasts and things like that ... [which ARPA
tended to do] ... we were buying all those flaky

ideas, because we were too busy to sort them out.
So, you know, when in doubt, if you have the money,
buy it.
When the money got tight yon began to
think and you just didn't buy a lot of things.
While budgetary limitations restricted the areas of basic research
which ARPA could support, Dr. Lukasik felt that the agency was still able
to provide institutional support to key organizations. The difference
between the early ARPA policy, on this issue and Lukasik's, however, lay
in the need to satisfy more relevance criteria:[24]
... Scientists do riot have a right to support
in this country. You know, they have a. right to
live, they have a right to free speech, they have
a right to a lot of things, but they don't have
a right to the taxpayer's money. At least they
don't have a right to the 'Defense Department's
money.... So, yes, I want to build institutions,
but I want to build the right kind of institutions.... [For example] if we wanted to build an
institution that would improve the quality of
intelligence analysis, not an'institution in cornp-dter science, I [would] begin to get ra little
bit fussy [about applications] ... you just don't
drop a.million dollars on the table an& say, 'when
that's all gone, let me know, and I'll throw.
That' s not only
another $1 &illion on the table.'
mismanagement, that ' s non-mansaement.
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Not surprisingly, given this perspective, Lukasik was 'not a believer in the
"block funding" mode of institutional support that was used to underwrite
the IDL's, though he professes appreciation for the reasons why this role
was earlier accepted by ARPA. Morebver the "institutions" he chose to
support usually were organizations like RIAD, Lincoln and IDA rather than
universities, and the work in those places seldom would be described as
basic research.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Luka!ik's description of ARPA's
role in supporting basic research is that it highlights the extent to which
issues concerning the level and form of support to basic research are so
highly judgmental. I;akasik claims to support institution-building and
recognizes that it is difficult to determine the potential utility of many
basic research ideas, while insisting that relevance criteria have to be
established. The criteria for what is releva-t, however, seem to be largely
dependent on current budgetary pressures and Congressic'nal attitudes, so
that much of what might have been judged as relevant and' important, say,
in Dr. Ruina's period might be totally unacceptable for AFLPA support in
Dr. Lukasik's period.
Management Philosophy
Lukasik, as noted, devoted a tremendous amount of time to questions of
management structure and perfcrmar.ce. At one point he rather forcefll.y
solicited suggestions for orgaaizationa.l change from the ARPA staff, requiring formal papers on the subject from his office directors and convening
.them in a two day meeting to hear them discuss what they had written. He
vas sensitive to inherited morale problems and also to the baronia, tradition of independent office directors. In his view ARPA was full of "independent baronies" which "had to be broken down" in order to institute proper
management control.
While this may appear to be an overstatement, there is more than a
grain of truth in it.
The tradition of relative independence among office
directors goes back at least to the Ruin& period, when individuals like
Herzfeld, Licklider and Godel' exerted profound influence on the shape and
direction of their respective program offices.' This tradition of independence was strengthened through the years by 'the fact that successive 'Dire6tors vere inclined, or forced by circumstances, to give their primary attettion to a fw.f programs of immediate concern and to delegate large responsibilities to their office directors. This practice may have grown out of
control in the last year of Rechtin's tenure -- the period of "absentee
ownership" -- when Rechtin was increasingly-occupied with his ODD&E responsibilities and ARPA's office directors had unusually wide latitude to ,
operate on their own'. The "one on one" style of management, dhich Rechtin
preferred, was definitely stressed in those circumstances. Lukasik felt
that some of the Rechtin era office henls had too, much freedom and when he
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"was elevated to the directorship, some of them tried. to perpetuate their
status. He was critical of the abilities of a few senior people and, of
course, most of the 'office directors were former peers, a condition that
tends to highlight personal rivalries.
To illustrate that there was something to LukasLk's characterization
of the baronial tradition, it is apjiopriate to cite the management philosophy of one of his office director contemporaries.[25] The way to start
new initiatives, he otated, was to put "seed money" into established projects and quietly attempt to get something started without the approval
of anyone in ARPA, DDR&E or elsewhere. If the initiative proved unproductive, it could be silently "deep-sixed;" if productive, it could be
presented for approvil as a kind of fait accompli. This office director
felt that he had in the above an "investment strategy" which, worked
"despite" the ARPA Directors and DDR&E, to assure a continuously productive program of value to DOD and to the country. In his view, roles and
missions conflicts in DOD (often complicated by Congressional attitudes)
depressed new initiatives and the ARPA Directors were overly sensitive to
these conflicts. Thus to live up to ARPA's role in taking risks, it was
necessary to "bury" initiatives until they were viable and to "hide them
from the Director of ARPA."
Lukasik was keenly aware of this aspect of his inheritance. It was
another reason for his singleminded attention to matters of organization
and management. And to illustrate the depth of the Director's feelings on
this issue, he deliberately chose not to staff his new Technology Assessments office -- a small in-house think tank -- with strong idea men.

Their

purpose was to flesh out the Director's ideas, not promote their own.*
As part of the campaign to break down the baronies and assert control,
Lukasik took a highly detailed interest in ARPA personhel policy. For
instance, he personally conducted recruitment interviews for all staff
rated at GS-12 and above, held entrance-on-duty interviews after hiring,
and attempted to hold exit interviews whenever possible. He held rigorous
twice annual personnel reviews and enunciated a belief in the value of
relatively rapid staff turnover. While believing that "ARPA is a lightning
rod and attracts lightning bolts," meaning very high quality personnel, it
was Lukasik's philosophy that "the *.,!t thing ARPA needs is for a guy to
stay, even a brilliant, guy, because each has a limited repertoire."( 26)
As with each ARPA Director, Lukasik believed that getting good people was
a priority task'. Gcod people have good ideaL and in tilrn attract programs
and funds; With such people, the ARPA Director merely "blocks. for his
people; he doesn't drive, he blocks."-27] Even so, he felt that an ARPA

*

,

Dr. Lukasik felt that this office was relatively ineffective in its
intended role of starting'-up new ideas and spinning them off to the
established program offices, in part because it was very smsaII and in
part because it became a transitional "home" for ARPA staff in need of
a billet.
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nro~rpasmanage~r z~hc-Ld have the same average tenure as the idea' average
prcgr-am lifet,-e, n-e'Ly, about five years or less, because even the best
people tend to repeat themsel~ves. Thsturno ver rationale -was alzo help'u in sneedirg the departure o"' pec-ole In areas -wh~ere the new i4rector
sought to make changes. The reviews and interviews provided a Means
through which Lukasik could e=press his personal. views on. prczram needs,
staff recuirements, et(.. an-d could establi-sh his ow-n awithurity shoul-d
potential' staff conflicts later ari-se. He estima~ted that he sz,-!nt about
cne-fouVrth of his tin-e oa pýersonniel ma~tters.
ALnother Lu-kasi-k mar.agenent control device -was tne requz-ren-ent for a
week>:. report from each office director (a procediure institated by Recht'in')
and .bi-weekly meetings with offi-ce di-rectors and key -staff. These r-~ports
and meet-ings were intended, to be highaly s"U'Lstantive, highlightin.-g, for
e::m~1,
c intiicadvances,. key u:pcoming4 meetings, the outcome of study
rusdevelopments under specific contracts, etc. And LTWCkasik asserts
that he "'used to run through7--*. and j;ust iit in peonie's offices and
t a! k to tIhem," and that his owcn door -was alwamys open in an effort. to
increa7,e cohesiveness. [23j
Lukas ik' s overal1 management anprca:ýh -.s perhaps best illustrated by
the f'ollowing statement :[2ý-]
[Tlhe key to ccor--and and control is, in f'act,
com.--uincatfion, because if.there is good colnicatilon, t.-at means you k-now what's goin.-g on.. '-7
you dion't like i~t, you can stnIt.
If --t'*s not
wha.` you wanted, you can correct it.
Ihey, in
turn, are com---:ni~cating with you so that if you
are about to give a; wrcng order, they correct
you 'In your mi-sapprehenscion or your m~isperdeption of the situation. An2. you always know
what the situation i.-, and therefore what needs
are in order.
TheLukasik management approach emnhaszized the authority of' the
Director and his involvement in all key dec'isiorus, des-pite an alleged
interest iih recruiting strong, highly-~iua2JA'ied personinel. Thoughi Lukasik
clainz that "every ARPA guy is3 a ;t-ar" and that he. "Just. blocked" for hi.
.people, hle in fact appears =uch less -inclined to delc,;ate significant1
-uhority than almonst aL~l'o
i
rdcsosadtsfc
iz
. reflected
in the .-tyle and operation of IUMPA in the early l')70't.
COr;gaizational Structure. The brief rei'markr. above on changes in o'-'gan-.
izational. arrang-ements notcd, the move to connolidate OWTO and create TT.O,.
along, with some supporting 'off.'Co.",' symbolizing thie general thrust toward
diceeproje~ctz within offices with v'ýry broad 1-unctional titl~s. The(se
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moves also contributed to Lulkasik's cb-ectives in exerting con.cl over the
Agency, breaking dc,,n the baronies, and prc-ecting it against abrumt "chunkt2e" transfers or program cancellations.
:;ot only were Presidential issmae gone, but Lukasik believed they
actually had an r.hesa1tIt
effect on the organization. He criticized "the
crazy assumption built into ARA" that "assignments came down from on high
and ycu organized a new shop to do it."3C
This procedure resulted in
"barcnies, in large, ultimately vulnerable programs, and in reduced flexibility for the AkPA Director to move his people around.
By s2.1"ing programs down to "bite size" and devising an organizatior.ai •'.-cct"Lrc that tendeu to disguise or obhuscatewho was doing what,
it was Dossible to enhan.ce internal ........
n rc--.:c- .. xternal vulner-

ability, i.e., to serve as a "survival recipe." The creation of relatively
snal., new program elements is often --ore successful than requesting increased
andi.g in old ones, since Corngress rarely increases an existing program
element (though it .-ay cut it). In addition, in the Lukasik ztructure the
program elements could be handled almcst any place, and he sought througgh
a concept ,a-lled "matr-x.manaegement" to use peoDle in different c."fides on
a team basis, or to take ad;"antage of special skills 'wherever they might
be found. Cne man, for instaace,mright -.. age or coordinate-all. :Ta:4y-related
ork in •A regardlezs of the offices in ,rhich it was located. To ftzrther
enhance ,;urvivability, each 6.1 office was required to take blocks of 6.2
work, e.g., Behavioral Scienzes was held at a ý4 -million ceiling for itz
basic r,.search, but waz permitted to add some $6 million in a 6.2 program
element called Teachir.g, .hrecaztIng and Decision Technolo..
Tie net effect of this organizational approach was to :raintain a lo~r
profi7.e AIRPA, emphasizing relevance and transfer, while giving little
appearance of major chwige, i.e., just a "plain vanilla .ARPA."[311
Budgets.
Part of LukAsik's mechanism-for program control wa• dictated
by cutcide requirements.
Undoubtedly the most demanding of th•.se were the
thr,.e times a year budget reviews required by the annual fundizng cycle. As
Congressipnal. desires for presentations of greater detail increased (a
generp-l trend in the late lA6's and early 1970's), these budgetary reviews
became even more'thorough and time-consuming.
To illustrate the extent

of charge, Ruina, Sproull or Hcrzfeld would come to the House Appropriat-ons Co~mittee (and other coit--..teez) with a budget request for $X million.'
for VE--A, $X
kmllion for D-EF7tMD,
etc. Specific programs would, of course,
be discussed in the ensuing testL',ony, but often not in detail, and usually
• dthout regard to funding history.
Details were available on request, often
in the fo'rm of subsequent transmittals for the record, but were not routinely
volunteered.
During Dr. Lukacslk's ciroctorship, in cnntrazt, longthy formal
zubmizisions were placed in the record as standard procedure.
They would

include a detailed description of each major prograh el#2ment,

sometimes
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covering funding blocks of less than $1 million. The description would
include statements on objectives, acccmplishments, m..jor contractors,
related programs, program content over a three year period (last, current,
and year requested), and other points. The internal budgetary reviews
leading to the preparation of such submissions thus cane to be very
thorough exercises and permitted the AI!PA Director to read into the detai•.1
of program development much more readily than in earlier years.
Budgets were very tight during the Lukasik era, hovering around
$200 million (See Figure IX-l). Belt tightening was in order and Lukasik
was very adept at doing it, at a price, however, of "mortgaging the future."
Various steps were taken to save what were felt to be good programs and to
keep the real ARPA budget somewhat above actual appropriations. Among
the techniques used were the following: (1) reducing unobligated balances
gradually from around $50 million t6 zero, (2) reducing university forward
funding to zero in major programs ($60 million from the IDL's), (3) reducin, forward funding for non-university recipients, releasing roughly $1CO
mill ion, (4) reducing the carry-over at Lincoln Laboratory (perhaps $15
million), and (5) speeding up transfer in selected programs (an estimated
$1CO million). Taken together these estimates total about $325 million,
or roughly a $65 million annual "bonus" spread over a five-year period to
be used for new starts and priority programs. Hence. the "real" ARPA program during these years was arguably more on the order of $265 million.
As of FY 1975, most of this well had been pumped d-ry and ARPA's
flexibility was severely reduced. Lukasik was able to do this efficiently
in part because of his long ten'.re as Director. Rechtin believes that the
post-Lukasik situation is dangerous:[32]
When I was there we had more money than ideas.
By the time Steve [Lukasik] left,' the dollar
situation was so bad, that-they had far more
ideas than money. And I [say) 'that's bad'....
So ARPA was in bad financial straits because of
what the Congress had done to budgets as a whole,
what the inflation had done -- the combination
of things.-- the real dollars went down. Not
good.
In fact, Rechtin sees the seeds of a future crisis in ARPA's existence:[33]
I don't know whether ARPA is goiLg to be once
again subject to the threat of being done in.
Because the budget crunch is getting to be so
it wouldn't surprise me that allof
bad now ...
a sudden [a Secrotax"y] would ... decide to
'kill ARPA.'
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Lukasik used other means to reduce the impact of declining budgets.

For

instance, the Services were invited into jointly funded consortia on programs that ARPA'previously would have funded alone. This, of course,
helps the transfer objective.
On the other hand Frosch has suggested
that in some programs multiple participants simply slow things aown and
DOI) wopl'd be better served if ARPA were given the assignment and the funds
to do the whole task.[34] Lukasik also reduced the amount of "high risk"
work undertaken and tended less to fund multiple approaches to problems.
The effects of these decisions on ARPA cannot be assessed at this time.
Lukasik worked at reducing the size of the slush fund provided to the Deputy
DDR&E's as well, in part because he felt they were using it primarily for
rather pedestrian support services.
Lukasik did not complain about lack of funds. He obviously believed
$200 million was too lowbut conceded that $300 million would be too high.
At the high end of the scale, Lukasik and his Program Management Director,
Russell Beard, believe ARPA tends not to be maneging well:[351
Russ used to say [that] when ARPA came down to the
$200 million level we were doing a much better and
more professional management job. And he was right.
So there is [such a thing as] having too much money.
ARPA has had too much money in the past.... But it
is true that when you are too constrained, you
spend all your time worrying about the best way to
lay out $10k here and $20k there, and that misses
the point of AAPA.
Reflecting on his years in office, Lukasik concluded that "Basically,
what, ARPA needed was a little bit more money, not a lot more money."[36.
It might be noted in this regard that the amount of contract money mar-aged
by a given ARPA program manager has decreased steadily -and very substantially
over the years. In FY 1963 (Ruina period), for example, there were $3.7
million in contract funds per ARPA professional and in Ff 1971 (beginning of
Lukasik's tenure) only $1.9 million. Thus ARPA funding would roughly have
to double (with staff size held constant) to approximate the dollar muagement situation of the early 1960's. -ARPA tolerated in that era, and was
per.itted to sustain, a much looser management approach than, appeared'
feasible or desirable tpo.Lukasik in the environment of the 1970's.*
An ARPA Laboratory,. Dr. Lukasik was a s-rong proponent of. th'c pcsiticn
that ARPA shouldnot have i*;s own system of 'laboratories. As he put it:
"ARPA must take a vow of poverty. It must never own anyrhing."[37]
Spe".king some seventeen yeari after the decisions not to seek such laboratories
-. In the "glory days" of th6 space progrF.', chere were over $13. million in
contract funds per ARPA professiorl, including the IDA contiact staff.
Figures cited, above inclu';- -. proftssional staff; contract Iollars per
program, manager wc:,c significantly higher.' Reliable historical data
on numbers of profesziOna1 staff serving as program managers is, however,
unavailable.
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were made, he regarded this as perhaps "the smartest principle that anyone
ever built into ARPA."
The reasons for Lukasik's opposition to laboratories were essentially
unchanged from the original rationale given for the decision against such
faciLities, namely, that they would create an unwieldy logistics tail and
reduce the organization's ability to undertake new initiatives. Lukasik's
view of the principle of not having an ARPA laboratory was violated in a
major way only once. This was in the creation of the Range Measurements
Laboratory (RML) at Patrick Air Force Base. While' this was nominally a
Service facility it was very highly dependent on ARPA funding, and the
obligation to continue support became a major burden when the parent ARPA
office (Advanced Sensors) was reoriented and finally phased out. The
process of withdrawing ARPA funding and encouraging the Air Force to provide continuing support was a painful, drawn-out experience. It was partially becaus• cf this experience that a decision was made against the
development of a national laser facility during the, Rechtin-Lukasik period.
Parenthetically, a number of difficult organizational problems during
the Rechtin-Lukasik period concerned phase-out of major institutional commitments somewha* akin to support ef a laboratory. The list includes support for the urzversity materials IDL's, termination of AGILE's field
offices, phase-out of the Behavorial Science Cambridge Project, reorientation o:V support for artificial intelligence laboratories at Stanford and
N4IT, said divestiture of the ARPANET program. In each case, past commitments 3ade change difficult and government-staffed ARPA laboratories would
obviou.sly have entailed even greater obligations.
Ltkasik also was skeptical of labora.torics organized around a given
area of technology on the grounds that they tend artificially to limit a
field. Laser technology, for example, 'is spread across a broad number of
industrial and academic institutions, and to trj to focus advanced research
in the 'field in a central laboratory would, in ',ukasik's view, be wasteful.
of these national assets.
On this point, naturally, the Lukasik view is
strongly endorsed by industry. Dr. Kantrowitz of AVCO, for instance,
believes that the existence of government laboratories tends to restrict
support for initiatives in private industry, 'given that they tend to have
a first claim on funds and enjoy a protected status. Kantrowitz regards
the APPA principle of not owning in-house laboratories (which impacted on
laser development especially in the Rechtin-Lukasik period) as perhaps
the most important of ARPA's organizational virtues.[38]
As with the labcratory policy, Luxasik endorsed the executive agent
concept. Agenrt performance varies across a broad spectrum and generalization
is impossible.- He is less critical than Betts, Ruina or Herzfeli and claims
to have tried to make. the agents "part of ARPA."
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Contractor Critique of the New ARPA Style
Viewed from the perspective of many ARPA contractors the increased
level of bureaucratic 'requirements, pressure for progrem transfer, pressure
to eliminate forward funding and unobligated balances and so forth in the
Rechtin-Lilkasik periods is regarded as having had a decided negative impact
on ARPA program effectiveness. A selection of comments by IPT contractors
-- the IPT.program having been substantially increased in both 6.1 and 6.2
funding in the Rechtin-Lukasik period -- is illustrative. One contractor,
for example, notes a "steady drop in the general happiness level" of IPT
personnel, with increased "struggling" over budgets, scope of work, and so
forth. He notes decreased flexibility and authority fot the IPT Office
Director to make timely decisions and feels that this decrease in authority
is related to ARPA's new management approach.[391 Another contractor
ventured that ARPA support had taken a turn for the worse 'fin' the last five
or six years" with requirements for constant justification and rejustification, program plan drafting, etc. being a major irritant. This individual
atiributes earlier IPT successes to the fact that the ARPA staff was "constantly on the scene and we could discuss things as scientists as well as'
administrators," and he asserts that "that's one of the things that's
breaking down now." He speaks of "a general break-down in confidence all
along the line, which finally, ended up making us waste almost a solid year
of writing proposal after proposal of what we were goirg to do six months
from now, a year from no=,
a year and a half from now, when we were working on techniques that we correctly' believed would take four or five years
.to bear fruit ....."[40]
Anotlier contractor faults the modern ARPA for beginning to ovcr-structure projects, through pressing for more and more
detailed work statements.
He argues that this "gives relatively little
-opportunity for new ideas to come along" and states that highly structured
projects are all right if what you want is "cheap coolie work, but that's
.not what ARPA wants out of us. Invention-to-order is quite difficult."[41]
A fourth individual indicated that ARPA had become "bogged down ... they
have these programs that have just gone on and on, more or less. They've
changed a little bit, but not really significantly, instead of just really
chopping some off and starting afresh with the new kids with the bright
idea.... I still feel that 'm'roughly the right age [for the ARPA group]
.... and it's. fifteen years later."[42], The erosion in ARPA's tota
1 l budget
.and. the elimination of the margin or "looseness" that enabled it previously
to be able to."find some money" to support a bright new idea, quickly,
parallels these? views. As one observer puts it, it is "easier to get
$5 mi1lion two years from now, than $50,000 now."[43]
All of these contractors, each from a different organization, give
ARPA high praise for its record in the information prmcessing field, including many aspects of the current program. In particular, they still contrast
ARPA very favorably with other government funding sources,' notably the NSF.
A pervasive atmosphere of disillusionment, was however, unmistakeable (and,.

....
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not limited to IPT,'s araa of R&D) and appeared to focas on a perceived lack
of flexibility and innovativeness and, above all, the loss of a paramount
focus on suprorting high quality research on the technological frontiers.
Ever increasing bureaucratic requirements tended to be seen as betraying
a lack of faith in the importance and relevance of the work performed and
sometimes even the motivations of the performers.
Thus, while the more cautious and bureaucratic approach of the ARPA
of the early 1970's may have been necessary, given the Defense, Congressional
and general R&D environments, ARPA has clearly paid a price for it.
That
price appears to be cast in terms of some erosion of ARPA's unique commi"ment to underwriting advanced research on its technological merits., be those
merits general quality of research, importance to science or the significance of its implications to the r.ational defense.
The New ARPA Directive
On March 23, 1972, a' new Department of Defense directive was issued
which superseded the long-standing December 1959 ARPA Charter and established ARPA as a separate Defense Agency.[ 44] Formally renamed the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (or DARPA), the main mp3act of the change
was to separate ARPA administratively from OSD/DDR&E and return the Agency
to the "direction, authority and control of the Secretary of Defense," i.e.,
to restore the direct relationship that had been lost when the December
1959 directive was iss.aed. The new DOD Directive, however, provided that
"staff supervision of DAPPA for the Secretary of Defense will be exercised
by the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E), who will provide scientific and technical policy direction for DARPA activities." There
were no significant changes in the, functions assigned to ARPA and -much of'
the wording of the earlier Directive remained intact. The new Directive
did discontinue the requirement for, formal written project assignments to
ARPA from the DDR&E, but the latter continues to review and approve the
ARPA program.
The new status appears to be regarded as relatively insignificant by
nearly everyone familiar with the change. It seems to have been triggered
pr!imarily by interest in freeing-up OSD personnel billets and saving some
OSD Operations and Maintenance (O&.M) funds. These purposes were accomplished
simply by removing ARPA from its original position within OSD and declaring
it a "Defense Agency." By 1972, of course, a whole family of these agencies
had sprung up and including ARPA among them was logical. That the chang,'
in ARPA's status was not regarded as especially important is partially
illustrated by the fact that the new name, and the acronym DARPA, never
really caught on, and the old designations remain -inuse except for formal
letterheads and citations. As one senior ARPA official described the new
directive:
"All of us realize that despite what the charter says, we
really are [still] part of DDR&E."[45]
\

"
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At the time that the ch&,ige in directives was made, the new charter
was, however, regarded as having some potential effects on ARPA's future
way of doing business.
On the one hand, the resurrection of a direct
relationship with the Secretary was felt to open possibilities for greater
direction from this source and hence somewhat greater independence from
DDR&E. On the other hand, thare were some fears that by separating ARPA
from OSD, the DDR&E would come to regard AR2A as a less "special" organization and would again begin to review ARPA programs in greater detail. That
is, there was concern that there might be less resolution of issues on the
ARPA Director-DDR&E level and additional "nit-picking" review from DDR&E
staff.
Neither of these predictions appears to have come to-pass. The DDR&E
remains the controlling force for the ARPA program, but continues to give
the ARPA Director considerable latitude to shape it.
Whether this will
continue to be the case in the future is unpredictable. Theoretically,
at least, the ARPA Director and the Secretary could establish reasonably
direct lines of communication. The 1972 charter changes certainly suggest
that ARPA is no longer in danger of abolition and has strengthened its
position as a continuing part of the DOD bureaucratic landscape.
PROGRAMS IN THE LUKASIK PERIOD
Dr. Lukasik's tenure as ARPA Director began with a continuation of
the extensive program and office restructuring of the Rechtin period.
Midway through his period as Director, however, this process began to
slacken and relative stability gradually returned to the organization.
As of about mid-1973, the new ARPA organization consisted of a Strategic
Technology office responsible for about $70 million in programs; a Tactical
Technology office funded at about $35 million; a Nuclear Monitoring Research
office with a budget over $20 million; an Information Processing Technology
office covering over $35 million in programs; a MaterialE Science office
funded at about $20 million; and a Human Resources Reseaach office with
about a $9 million budget. There ws .a 'small additional budget for technical studies and for 'project management support. This is merely an approximate picture of the mid-1973 budget, but reflects the general program balance
reached under Dr. Lukasik's leadership. In the following months, the principal changes were growth in th' Tactical Technology office and the addition
of a small Techno4.ogy Assessments office.
Prior to describing some of the features and activities of these offices,.
it is worth repeating that Dr. Lukasik gradually separated the "program elements" as presented in Congressional budget submissions from a' direct one
to 'one relationship with AZPA's internal office structure. As a result,
discussion of the ARPA pr6gram is a bit more complicated than in previous
chapters. The change (-ame about partially because of the development of
"exploratory development" tasks in offices which were formally funded
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entirely through "research" funds.
Since "research" and "exploratory
development" (coded 6.1 and 6.2, respectively) are separately presented to
Congress in DOD-wide budgets, the formal recognition that such hardware and
systems development efforts as ILLIAC-IV and ARPANET were "explorator'
development" activities required the creation of new program element categories.
Thus the Information Processing Techniques office came to contain
two program elements: "information processing techniques" (6.1)' and
"distributed information systems" (6.2); the Human Resources Research
office similarly came to include "human resources research" (6.1)'ane.

"training, forecasting and decision technology" (6.2).*
In addition to the differences between program elements and ARPA
offices, Dr. Lukasik also in some cases assigned management responsibility
to one office for parts of a program element under the primary jurisdiction
of another office, and experimented with cross office management techniques.
This was done partially as a mechanism to ensure unified control over related
work in separate offices pending formal consolidation (as in the area of
underseas warfare, now largely consolidated under Tactical Technology);
partially to fit work to existing staff capabilities; and partially to avoid
the appearance of sudden shifts in the work effort.. Given the turmcil in
the ARPA work effort presented to Congress in past years, Lukasik preferred
to change the scope of program elements slowly in order to emphasize stability, and ARPA's changes in internal organization of the work effort thus
tended to move ahead of formal presentations about them. In this context
it should be stated that there is nothing unusual in a Federal agency's
budget categories not corresponding directly to internal office organization, and in fact this is probably the more common case.
The most striking exanple of this. approach in the ARPA of the 1970's
is ARPA's'gradual entrv into the undersea warfare, area, long a private
preserve of the Navy. Rechtin, Lukasik, Mann and others worked hard at
makinghis--penetration and consider it a major achievement. The research
has been divided among several ARPA offices, e.g., STOj TTO, Advanced
Sensors, and Nuclear Monitoring Research, according to Lukasik's new
organizational precepts, and is difficult to summarize.
There has been periodic -peculation over the yeart as to why ARPA
was nct asked to play- the same role in antisubmarine warfare (ASW) R&D
that it played in ballistic missile defense R&D. In part, this was due to
a widely accepted belief that the oceans were inpenetrable, thus giving the
offense a major advantage.
It also reflected the unique position of the
Navy as both the offensive and defensive user of the oceans. In the
*

To be more precise, the 6.1ioportions of the materials sciences, human
resources, and information processing programs were formally presented
as sub-elements of "Defense Research Sciences," vhich encompassed all
of the Agency's basic and applied research, or 6.1 woric,' as formally
submitted to Congress.
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ballistic missile case Army had the defensive mission and Air Force and
Navy were involved on the offensive side.
Unlike DEFENDER and its Pen Aids supplement, ARPA did not receive :7.n
underseas R&D assignment direct from the Secretary or the DDR&E.
Instead
ARPA by and large developed direct relationships with the Navy. The Navy's
Assistant Secretary for R&D at the time ARPA commenced these initiatives,
Dr. Frosch, was highly skeptical about ARPA's capabilities in this new
area.[46]6'
Indeed his attitude parallels remarkedly the early reaction of
Service seismology experts when ARPA first began to dabble in that field.
Rechtin shared that pessimism at the time, but supported his program managers. He now believes that ARPA has begun to make technical contributions:[47]
[ARPA] has shown that underwater detection is a
hell of a lot simpler and easier than anybody'
thought. And as a consequence, the whole picture
of the submarines and the antisubmarines has got
to cha'age....
The rationale he recalls ARPA using with the Navy was classic DEFENDER:[48]
Look, I don't think we know enough about it and
I think it's
time to go through it again and look
at the physics again. It's been a long time,
about 15 years, since anybody has taken a serious
Aook at new instruments or whatever. C,'mon, let's
look at both sides of the equation, let's see if
it's good or bad.
After obtaining Navy agreement, ARPA subsequently won DDR&E approval.
-.
h:
case' there, paraphrased by a participant, was a hard line replica of the
BMD argument:[2 49]
That if the Navy ever finds a way to -find submar"
ines, the Secretary of Defense is going' to be the
last guyý in town to know about it....
[T]hat's
generally recognized in DDR&E.... You know, I
still believe that's [the DEFENDER role] terribly
important, the way ARPA should be.
Indeed ARPA's mere entry into this area was, in Lukasik's words,.
matter of "exquisite delicacy."[50] ARPA, of course, did bring money (in
the tens of millions) and contractors with "good tickets." It used Navy
organirations solely as executive agents for the projects and concentrated
on "helping out" the Navy in areas troublesome to it.
ARPA emphasized
providing assistance-to the operational and intelligence 'segments of the.
Navy as well as to the ASW and strategic groups.. ARPA does not have
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DEFENDER's open-ended charter in underwater R&D, but is offering an interesting test ce.se in this instance of the value of closely cocrdinated R&D
in an area of deep single Service interest. The possibility of future
differences of opinion, of course, is not negligible. The outcome of this
experiment undoubtedly will have an important influence on ARPA's future.
The extended example above is only the most prominent of many contemporary ARPA efforts in which the ARPA program is difficult to delineate
because of both increased dispersal of program elements within ARPA and
more subtle relationships with Service programs. The summary of Lukasik
period programs should therefore be read with an appreciation that many
nuaaces of program structure are necessarily omitted. In' addition, we have
not attempted to assess oagoing projects in substantial detail, as historical perspective on their importance is as yet impossible. For purposes
of succinctly summarizing the ARPA program effort of the early 1970' s,
the following description is organized around the ARPA office structure,
as in previous sections,
Strategic Technology Office
ARPA's Strategic Technology Office, the successor to Project DEFENDER,
had begun to take on its own character and shape by the time of Dr. Rechtin's
departure. Some of the miscellaneous projects held over from the former
effort were phased out, some reoriented and others given new priority and
support. Additional new initiatives were generated as budget flexibility
arose from the evolution of older programs past their peak funding
requirements.
By 1971, the Strategic Technology Office (or STO) was described as
follows: [51]
The Strategic Technology Office is concerned
with a broad range of science and technology
directly applicable to the maintenance of the US
strategic deterrence: in particular, tha technological balance between strategic offense and
defense, and to the technical problems of
strategic surveillance and early warning.
The c~enterpiece of STO in terms of visibility and "popular appeal" was,
by this time, clearly the high energy laser program. While, as noted in
previous chapters, ARPA had had an interest in lasers for potential weapons
applications tracing back nearly to the origins of the technology and had
supported major breakthroughs in high energy technology in the mid-to-late
1960's, the exposure given the effozt increased-dranatically in the 1970's.
Part of this increased exposure l-erived from downgrading the classification of the program (originally a special accessprogram) and part from the
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developmient of vigorous Service programs utilizing ARPA technology (the
Tri-Serviie Laser program established by Dr. Foster, as well as other
major efforts).
The fact that potential laser weapons were a "glossy"
prospect -;ith truly revolutionary overtones and that clear evidence of
transfer to the Services could be shown made the laser program a p•_rtiularly useftul example to Rechtin and Lukasik in illustrating the kind uf
ARPA image and role that both sought to present to Congress.
Though much
of the work performed under the program was in fact highly esoteric from
the layman's viewpoint (e.g., research in atmospheric absorption, beam
propagation, plasma effects on targets) and though the Service programs
were still rather remote from a practical operational weapon (particularly
for strategic purposes such as missile defense), rapid technical progress
and a highly saleable image put this effort at the forefront of the STO
programs.
The attention given to laser developments was. however, a clear
exception.
There were numerous other major developments in the STO program, but they tended to be obscured somewhat by the classification of some
of the major programs and, their association wit'h intelligence applications
(reinforced by the eventua2l merger into STO of the strategic systemsoriented Advanced Sensors projects).
To illustrate this problem, the
Midcourse and Special Infrared Optics program, which was in Fz 1973 the
second largest effort in STO'at about $15 million (compared to $20 million
for lasers) tended for some time to be highly shrouded in secrecy.
The
program's purp6se was described in an August 1973 tatement as follows:[52]
...
in the area of optics the proje-t in Midcourse
and Special Infrared Optics explores the areas of
technology needed for advanced space sur,-eillance,
and defensive systems, in t1-e long
ve-l*.ngth
infrared (LWIR), visible, and ultra olet portions
of tha spectrum.
The program includ •:
sky,
celestial, and earth limb measuremen s at operational sensor sensitivities which ar defining
"for the first time the LWIR backgro d environment.
An earth limb measurement spe trometer with
Stwenty-seven
spectral bands and with an exceptional
ability to reject spurious radiation a critical
requirement for definitive results, ere [sic] to be completed in FY 73.
In FY 74, ARPA wi. conduct
rocket probe flights of high sensiti *ty prototype
sensors.
Active and passive measur ents will continue to be performed aad program de inition studies
for a synchronous satellite detectio sensor are
nontinuing.
It is anticipated that
is program
will make major zulti-Service contri tions..
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Even this rather general and not fully inclusive description was quite
detailed compared to most previous inclassified statements of the work
effort.
space object surveillance and LWIR techThus, though STO's effort inii
nology has been quite substantial aid the results apparently significant,
the effort has been treated with considerable sensitivity and given a consistently "low profile." This was also true of other major program elements of the STO effort, in paxt relating to the intelligence community.
For the efforts in,"special applications technology," "surveillance technology" and "advanced concepts technology," (total].ing' some $21 million in
FY 1973 funding), all had the following declassified 2Y 1973 descriptions:[531
.Piogram Accomplishments and Future Plans:
(1) FY 1971 and Prior Accompli hmcents: [deleted];
(2) FY 1972 Program: [deleted]; (3) FY 1973 Planned
Program: [deleted].
Me point of the above "description" is to emphasize the degree to
which the STO program came to differ from DEFENDER in terms of public exposure. While DEFENDER had numerous very highly classified and' special
access projects, the overall purpose of DEFENDER was given very high visibility and the thrust of major program elements within DEFENDER could readily
be discerned on an unclassified basis. In contrast, the majority of STO
program elements were not even described on a cursory basis in the unclas-,
sified FY 1973 submission, and it is very difficult fc'- an outsider to gain
an overall impression of the STO mission aside from the fact that it was
working on advanced optical and electronics technologies somehow related
to strategic problems. The difference appears to relate to the much greater
focus of STO on intelligence aspects of strategic systems and also to the
style and approach of the STO office director (Dr, David Mann throughout
the period covered) andDrs. Rechtin and Lukasik. Given the high degree
of negative public exposure received by ARPA in the late 196U's, the tendency
of the 1970's appeared to be to avoid any aggressive publicity about ARPA's
major efforts. At approximately $70 million in annual funding, or one-third
the ARPA budget, STO continued in DEFENDER's role as the Agency's largest
office, but the lack of visibility given to the effort was in keeping with
ARPA'j low profile posture. It should be noted, however, that in the view
of the contemporary ARPA Directors, Foster and others, many of the current STO
projects are of first rank importance and will eventually be recognized as such.
High Pover Lasers. As noted above, research in the high power laser
field became the centerpiece of the STO program, at least in the sense of
high visibility. This prominence came from the successes of the program in
the Rechtin period, the lowering of classification restrictions surro-arding
"theprogram, and the inherent appeal, of a radically new type of weapons
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the Director's
-nanai~ze.nt
apnroach.
In the 16O's, that i,
it was typical
for AIRA programs to contain a small num-er of "core" projects, around whic",
a broader technology development effort would be satellited.
Cne can point,
for e.xample, to LA2A, V:A Satellite, =RICS, the IDL's, ITTILAC, Project 1'M.C,
and a number of others. GDL develonment at AVCO and United Aircraft served
as such a "core" project in the laser field. These projects served to
focus the effort, but on the other hand almost always eventually involved
transfer or phaseout crises.
Dr. Lukasik who, as noted, asserted that he
"believed in transfer above all else, except survival," apparently felt
that lLrge, high-visibillty, internally-deve~oped projects were detrimental
to the transfer process; that is, the more unified' and coherent the .ARPA
program focus, the more difficult it waas to transfer.
in any case, the
laser research program of the 1970's does not have one or two "core" zrojects which then generate broader techncloEy development requirements, but
rather looks toward Service, joint committee and DDVR*E interest. to provide
re iuir ements.
Project S='SAW.
Project S-SAW, transferred to the AEC in FY 1974,
was a sensitive, limited-a-cess project which deserves mention in the ARPA
History Ls the most enduring specific project ever supported by the Agency.
The SEESAW concept, that of a cha-rged electron beam of sufficient power and
directivity in the atmcsphere to serve as a mechanism to kill ene.my ballistic missiles, was broached to ARPA in early
shortly after ARPA opened
its doors, and became incorporated into the AR?.A program later that year.
!t was to be transferred only after fifteen years.
Never :1unded o- "a
especially large annual scale, it cumulatively became a m.ultimillion dollar
investment, certainly remking in the 'op twenty discrete preograms supported
by ARPA.
The SEESAW program ray be compared to two other ARPA efforts revolving
around advanced ABM wee.pons systems concepts.
First, it is obviously related to high energy laser weapons concepts, both bearing a sort of '"Buck
Rogers" death ray Image.
While the specific technologies considered were
quite different, both held the pctential advantage of speed-of-light
"instantaneous kill," trnomitting energy to the target via a beam, and both
shared similar conceptual problems-, e.g., how to propagate a suffi1ently
powerful beam, how t- overcome atmospheric effects on the beam, I'ow to point
the beam, and how to irack okjects "with sufficient precision to achieve
direct hits.
On the )ther hand, SEESAW was also quite +sinilarto early
exotic systems concepts such as BAý3I, in the sense that there was greater
.nitial enthusiasm for relatively near-term device development.
That is,
there seemed at first to be some feeling that mufficient investment could
overcome the technical obstacles, so that the !Z.ue of cost-effectiveness
appeared to be almost as important as that of feasibility per sa. In
contrast; the initial laser work clearly had the tone of a lone-term exploration-of the fuasibility of weapons applications, a flavor which was related

to the very low pow6r output oZ solid-state laser devices in the earl--l,)60's
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and the annarent lack of breathzcugh potential.

This assessnent only

began -,o change with the development of gas dynmi laser technalog/ in the
mid-1960's, which then
•
uickly led to advccac•.
of nearer-ter weapons apnlications.
In the beg.i7unning, however, there was more of a broad technology
develcpment approach associated orith the laser program (which was also of
distinctly lower priority in the first year or two of support for both
progras ).
Visions of the near-term practicn-litj of a charged particle beeam weanon
faded qmiickly, however, and what kept S•S'd alive as an AkPA project for
almost fifteen years was the continued interest of several prominent physicists, technological spinoff and the failure of research results definitivel-- to establish the infeasibility of the concept :- the latter a
pr±.nc-.ie" instilled in the original GLTYAIR program' approach.
Among physicizts interest'ed in the concept, the most notable advocate was D-. N.
C'.-=_4tcfio's.
He was, as previously noted, an unrelenting source of'intrigu'rz high-r'sk, "far-out" tecnnological concepts, and is widely considered

"fat-er" of the S3AW concept.
e•^
concent, however, "was initially
sggeested t- a group of well-k-ncwn pnhysicizts not including Ch.ristofilos,
and was periouccally reviewed by equally prcminent pa2nels (often composed
cf jAS•:. members) who varied in their degree of optimism about it, but
almos invariably concluded that it merited continued suzport. This kind
Cf rarnort from influenti-2l scientists was never achieveYby -AA7,

.

and other exotic ABM ccncents that were curtailed enrly in the histor7 of
the DE'77ý-M
program.
Cn the second point, whilc optiizim rose and fell over the ro-gr-m's
h"story, thus maLkin. "C.AW•" an ironically appropriate code-nm-e, the
con.iderable technical difficulties encountered in the research were never
quite conclusive i.n provirg the concept infeasible. Christofilos -was particulaly influential in .roposing highly complex tech-nical "solutions" to
each major obstacle which arose; each 'such solution requiring :further
inteqnsive investigation. 'He died in the early 1970'.s, depriving the proJect of its foremost advocate and source of innovation, and his death
appeared to have contributed indirectly to the final transfer decision.
,echt-in said it seemed as if the charged Particle bead work had been going
(n forever as of the tiime he took over ARPA, but he kept it alive: "I
continued [it] probably bcyond the point of r-ason.."[.571 H.e was asked
i tho'uht it was high-rizk.
AnA that it was appropriate in the total A-RPA mix, that the dollars they
are asdnirg for wren't, that
urach, and the real risk
was the _maw;ement or financiýal risk of not spending
enough at the right time.
Wh.at I saw was the theoreticians were coming up with solutions and then more

problems,

and then more solutions, and then more
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problems, sort of indefinitely. And it was very
hard for .hem to know which problems were really
all that im-pcrtant.
It's
the old problem: If
you don't start to build something, you don't know
[Or] which
wLich problems are going to get you.
other ones you might as well forget about, because
So
they didn't turn out to be important anyway.
it's
very hard in that program. to know which problems count., And until you build something, you
didn't really have a 'feeling for the' [real problem] ....
I was still
worried that [I] wasn't generous ehough at the right time. Now, if Nick
alive,'would they "ave
[Christofilos] were still
found their answer by this time? I don't know....
At the le,,el it was going, nobody 'as making much
noise to absolutely wipe it out. '3ut it could, have
been below critical.... i would have over-stuffed
[the charged particle beam project] had the national
policy been one which said 'go for the' defense.'
Right now the international treatf.es say you are
not allowed to do that.
Heaven help us if the
Russians do figure it out.
But then we would have,
time enough hopefully, to madly scramble around
before anything overwhelmizig would happen.
An ALC report published in Decemrber 1972 revealed that cha.-ged
Darticl.e beam research never came close to producing an operational weapon
and that the thrust of research, as the AEC began to take over the program,
was still
at a relativel:- fundamental level:[591
It is difficult in aniy research progra= to
accurately judge the time required to achieve
sufficient understanding, but we anticipate
that July 1974.. is a reasonable target date for
completion of the above task to a degree that,
together with the theoretical codes, we can make
predictiorns about beam propagation ove- -ongedistances.
The accomplishments of the SEESAW program are diffict t c;o d.term.-ine
and evaluate.
Considerable theoretical and' experirnent& . research was cor.ducted, notably revolving around the Astron accelerator at the L&urence
Livermore Laboratory, and there was apparently considerable spincff to
plasma physics accelerator technologj and related fields. A modified research program under 'AEC sponsorship continues, not necessarily related to
BMD applications.
On the other hand there was considerible criticism of
program management throughout the effort. It.is
not at all clear that this
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field of research was. best supported througi focussing on a very high-risk
exotic weapons applization, particularly given the resultant restrictions
on professional access to data for purposes of peer group review, etc.
S=SAW was obvioasly an example of a high risk program of potentially
revolutionary impact and its ambiguous history raises a nunmer of questions
concerning the realism of organizing an agency mission arauna programs of
this type. The program concerned-did not reach its ultimate objective
during a very long period of support and it is very difficult to judge
what constitutes success short of achieving objectives.
In addition, the
project underscores the difficulty in reaching a logical termination point
in ".high risk' projects, since conclusively proving that something on the
fringes of advanced technology has absolutely no chance of working (or not
being cost-effective if it does work) is an extraordinarily difficult proposition. Of course, even BAMBI has been continuously revived as a potentia-lly viable concept, given changing technology.* What eventually seems
to have killed SEESAW as an ARPA project was a combinat"on of the loss of
the project's primary advocate, constrained agency budgets and the new
agency transfer philosophy, rather than an objective evaluation of the
productivity and payoff of investment in the technology.
its history is an
i.nteresting companion to ,ne laser effort:
two high risk exotic weapons
programs, one eventually blossoming and the other never achieving a final
breakthrough.
Tactical Technologist
Formation of the T-ctical Technology Office was essentic.lly a three
stage process.
The first step, reflected in the FY 1973 ARPA program
statement prepared in the spring of 1972, was simply a renaming of the old
Overseas Defense Research Office, w•hich contained the AGILE program and the
newly-designated IVORY TPEE.
The renaming had the immediate effect of
reducing the visibility of AGILE's foreign resea~rch emphasis and also
reflected the reality of program changes since the overseas component of the
office was, in fact, greatly reduced.
The second step involved merging the
disappointing Advanced Sensors and Advanced Engineering,-Offices with ODR-TTO,
creating a -uch larger and more broadly based office somewhat comparable to
S"O. The third step Was liquidation of most of the programs of the three
• merged. offices and their replacement ,rit.. new initiatives.
Az a consequence
of this latter process, the 1975'TTO bears scant resemblance to any of the
earlier efforts.
E.g., Dr. Herzfeld in 1967: "We think the time is getting ripe again
to look at the whole question [of BAMBI] because the costs of putting
things in orbit have gone down dramatically, the reliability of space
engineering has gone up dramatilcally, so that the overall cost of the
system ought to come 'down significantly (House Subcommittee oh Appropriations, DOD Appropriations for 1968, Hearings, 90th Cong.., 2nd Sess.,
Part 5, April 3, 1967, 143).
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To detail this latter process more closely, the ODR office inherited
by
Dr.
Lukasik contained the following major programs: counterinsurgency
research,
counterpart development, small independent action force
(SIAF)
research, border surveillance, and small arms research. Of those programs,
counterinsurgency research was basically dead when Lukasik' took over,
counterpart development mainly covered the time needed to phase out the
field offices through 1971, and the SIAF and border surveillance programs
struggled through 1972. Small arms research was supported at a declining
'fuxding level from about FY 1970 until it disappeared in FY 1975. Even
the last of the initiatives taken in CDR appeared to have relatively little
impact on the new TTO. Programs relating to low cost weapons development
and to tactical nuclear warfare received modest funding for a few years
and were all but terminated.
Advanced Sensor programs fared little better. The Vietnam-related
projects were rather quickly eliminated. Research on tethered balloons
lingered for awhi±e but was phased out by FY 1975. The Rechtin period
initiatives collected under Advanced Engineering shared a similar fate.
with the major programs on SEV's, floating platforms and Arctic research
all eliminated by 1975. In brief, the three merged offices served primarily
to provide a package of funds and some transitional~projects to tide the
office over while new initiatives were developed, and few of the eliminated
projects terminated with the kind of program transfer success desired by
Dr. Rechtin'.
Termination of the Overseas Defense Research Office. By 1971 Project
AGILE Ias clearly in process of termination, having been greatly cut back
under Congressional criticism during the Rechtin years (from approximately
$16 million in FY 1969 to $7 million in FY 1971).
In response to AGILE's
negative image, the name was increasingly deemphas'.zed and the work by 1971
was described ,under the more neutral office title of Overseas Defense Research. By'1972 (in the FY 1973 budget presentation) AGILE was to be formally terminated and the Overseas Defense Research Office transformed into
a Tactical Technology Office (TTb) with a, prograim emphasis outstde of the
counterinsurgency area.
In 1971, however, there was still interest in salvaging something
from the ruins of AGILE and to continue a meaningful overseas research
program. To attempt to justify a mission, ARPA returned to a rephrased
version of the AGILE rationale of the early 1960's, namely, the need to
develop indigenous capabilities for self-defer.se in the developing countries
including, in the jargon of the 1970's, "counterpart development."
The
attempted program revision, moreover, returned to the focus on hardware
development which dominated AGILE's early years. Ltkasik observed that
AGILE's historical evolution from hardware to environmental research to
sophisticated systems work was perhaps correct in theory, but that achievement was in fact moving inversely with that progression. He considered
the RSSP, as he inherited it, to be a complete disaster.[60] His statement
on the revised emphabis is as follows:(61]
,

.

÷
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For a number of years, ARPA has, as part of its
program in research and development related to counterinsurgency, undertaken work in the area. of counThe rationale was to assist
terpart development.
countries faced w-ith incipient or actiVe insurgency
problems to utilize or adapt the US techniques of
operations analysis, systems analysis, research
and development, and operational test and evaluation
to strtcture their forces, tactics, and equipment to
meet this problem. Such an approach, while it is
inherently a long range one, offers the possibility
of building up indigenous capability for both military research and development and also encourages
the utilization of in-country procurement and maintenance to provide a capability to meet this particular form of military threat....
This background ard experience related very, directly to the gospel of
the new Nixon Doctrine:[62]
[TIhat U. S. assistance will be oriented toward aiding the recipient nations to equip and defend themselves to meet external threats without the necessity of direct U. S. involvement or intervention.
From an R&D standpoint, there are a number of actions
that will be taken to continue implementation of
this policy.
These included the appraisal of the
particular problems faced by various countries,
the development or modification of U. S. invetntory
itens tailored to such needs, test and evaluation
of approptiate non-U. 8. items, the development of
app opriate procurement and maintenance specifications
and training requirements for the use of such equipmen , and the investigation of possible-third country
eqL Ypment sources.
Such items include, as examples,
veh dcles for ambush protection, detection and locatioa of caches, artillery spotting at long distances,
spe:ia.l aircraft for use in rugged terrain where airstr~ps are unimproved or unavailable, low maintenance
sm..L1 arms, border surveillance equipment, and cheap
ligatweight armor,
The emphasis in the program will
be n hardware items with little
emphasis on the
"so ýt" sciences/policy planning kinds of studies
tha, have been undcrtaken in the past in the counterprogram.

-ins'rgency
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As part of the return to a hardware emphasis, stress wac placed on the contribution of technology to border surveillance (intrusion detectors, lighting systems, etc.) and on the related concept of battlefield sensors. With
the exception of the final sentence in the above quotation, the language of
the Nixon Doctrine approach was basically the point that Godel was trying
to make in 1960-61.
This effort to maintain a major overseas research program centered
around counterpart development and a hardware orientation failed, however,
to impress the Congress.
Of the $27 million FY 1972 request for the Overseas Defense Research program, $11 million was not approved by the authorizing committees.[63] This cut virtually' eliminated any residue of explicit
counterinsurgency research, broke the back of the new counterpart development program (which might have maintained the Thailand and other field
offices at a significant level) and prohibited the development of major new
hardware programs abroad. The component of work still categorized under
the. heading of AGILE dropped from Just under $6 million in FY 1971 to
under $2 million in FY 1973, the latter sum essentially covering the orderly
phase-out of the ARPA field offices.
The remaining funds (collected together under a new project name,
IVOY. TREE) covered various previously, established border surveillance and
sensor projects, an-evaluation of several hardware and organizational options for small combat units, a small arms assessment project, research on
laser designators for tactical applications, and a study of tactical nuclear
warfare delivery systems. Most of these projects were on the fringes of
the original AGILE mission, if not completely unrelated, and many were
totally U. S.-based. 'The name Overseas Defense Research hence was inappropriate to the mix of surviving projects and was closely associat,.!d with the
formerly dominant AGILE program. This office title was eliminated within a
year of the FY 1972 b'idget disaster.
In many ways the most interesting aspect of the last days of AGILE/ODR
was the abortive attempt to return to a safer world of supporting indigenous
forces through "coiUnterpart development" 'focussed on hardware-related concerns, using the Nixon Doctrine as the policy justification for doing so.
The much-publicized Nixon Doctrine approach of substituting indigenous for
U. S. capabilities failed to persuade Congress of the need to support a'
renewed overseas defense research program in ARPA, Just as Vietnamization,
the major test of the Nixon Doctrine, ultimately failed to retain the continuing high level of support scaght by the Administration. Even with its
controversial behavioral science and counterinsurgency policy aspects removed, the ODR program fell prey to Congressional resistence to continuing
foreign expenditures in Southeast Asia.
.In
notably
or very
the war

retrospect, Dr. Lukasik feels that many of ARPA's Vietnam efforts,
in the AGILE and Advanced Sensors offices, were not w;l1-conceived
productive. He attributes the pressures of ."urgency" entailed in
as largely rerponsible:[6•4]

4
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You've probably heard the remark that the urgent
often drives out the important -- so I would worry
-a little
bit about urgency -- especially in an

agency like ARPA, because the urgent problem of
this year has got to be solved by people like the
military Services who have the problem and have the
resources and have the dollars.... That was, incidentally, one of the reasons why so much of the
money that ARPA put into the Vietnam War was not a
good use of ARPA resources.
Because there was very
little of a fundamental nature that was done, because we were working on the urgent not the important. This is. not to say that the War wasn't important from a national viewpoint, or even thalimited war is,4't an important problem, but one
wants to be careful aboat getting trapped too mzuch
by the urgent.
Advanced Sensors. The ARPA Advanced Sensor program continued in 1971
to undertake rather wide-ranging research and exploratory development activities in optical and electronic seniors, most of which xas tied to highly
-classified intelligence requirements and/or Vietnam applications.
The
heavily expurgated unclassified presentation of Fy 1971 accomplishments
(as contained in the Ff 1973 budget -request) suf>Ines to indicate the
breadth of program coverage.[65] The effort in optical programs contained
a "measurements and technology' program" in underwater imaging, a "laser
induced acoustic energy" program also related to ocean, applications, and a
battlefield night vision program which in'March 1971, was integrated with a
tri-Service program.* In electrunic and electromagnetic sensor technology
areas, emphasis was placed on advanced "moving target indicator" (MTI)
radars for various tactical applications as.d sensor technology for locating
hostile ele.ctronic sources such 'as, radars and radio transmitters. An
unclassified FY 1972 Director's statement indicates other areas of office
interest, notably development of remotely-piloted drone helicopters as
sensor platforms, or as combined surveillance-strike platforms, and the use
.of tethered balloons as sensor platforms (both discussed in Chahpter VIII).
The Director's FY 1.972 testimony, however, indicated that problems
were being encountered in this effort. Whereas the FT 1971 budget for
advanced sensors was some $20 million, Dr. Lukasik requested only $9 million for FY 1972. This reduction was placed in a positive light:J66]
In Advanced Sensors, we show a reduction of
som3 $12 million in FY 1972. This decrease is due
*

Cumiulative expenditures on "night vision" were very substantial over the
years and there is no doubt that continuing Service programs owe a great
deal to the 'earlier ARPA effort.
*.

k
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to the planned completion of several programs in
FY 1971, the transfer of a number of programs to
user agencies in the military services, and a
broad appreciation throughout the services of. the
value of sensors. The increasing support of sensor
ole
R&D elsewhere indicates that ARPA's catalyst -should be reduced.
In fact, however, Dr. Lukasik was quite critical of the conduct and -. nagement of the advanced sensor program. One of his first major effzr; after
appointment as permanent Director was a major overhaul of the Advanced
Sensors effort, resulting by 1973 in its abolition as an ARPA office* and
the dispersion of its remaining functions between the Strategic Technology
Office and the newly-formed Tactical Technology Office (depending on whether
the work was primarily tactical or 'strategic in orientation).
The problems of the advanced sensor program were multifold in nature.
First, as discussed in Chapter VIII, to the extent that Vietnam applications
were a central focus (or that Vietnam was used ac a test-bed for sensor
developments) the office was affected by some of the dissatisfactions and
irritations arising from that prolonged conflict. Some of the devices and
platforms tested in Vietnam, moreover, enco,'ntered problems and failures
which apparently led to considerable finger-pointing between ARPA and the
Services and exacerbated the already substantial tensions arising from the
unhappy war situation. Second, a number of the specific projects (suchas
NITE GAZLLE-and tethered balloons) were clearly ARPA initiatives with very
little Service or intelligence community demand for the-research and development effort.' These projects met some of the same sorts of resistance
encountered by various early AGILE efforts, with ARPA being regarded as
Third, in gathering tosomething of an interloper in others' preserves.
applicatibns, the
community
intelligence
obvious
with
technologies
gether
Advanced Sensors office may have been simply too "visible" to suit the
tastes of various potential users. Fourth, the Advanced- Sensors office
wap' headed by an aggressive and controversial director, whose style and
mode of operation was felt by a number of ARPA observers to.have created
difficulties with potential user communities. Finally, successive Directors enconmntered problems of quality control in this-office, largely because of its intelligence characterization and consequent immunity from
adequate peer group review. In any case, despite some specific technical
successes, the Advanced Sensor's office failed to 'achieve an overall record
of positive accomplishment and was regarded by some as a fiasco at the time
of its disestablishment.
*

Due to the timing of the reorganization, however, advanced sensors was
still contained as a line item in the FY 1974 request and disappears in
the FY 1975 presentation.

4
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The New TTO. As previously discussed, TTO was born out of the ruins
of ODR, Advanced Sensors, and AdvancedEngineering. By 1975, the major
program element in TTO was an aggregation of Navy-oriented research programs (about 40 per cent of an approximate $40 million budget), which had
few roots in any of the three "parent office" programs. Acoustic array
signal processing, a major part of this program, was inherited from the
Nuclear Monitoring Research office and a broad undersea warfare technology
program was transferred to it from STO. About half the naval warfare program •was developed from the inherited Advanced Engineering budget, but the
only significant program retained and expanded appears to have been research
on the design of a specific type of marine vehicle body initially conceived
in the Advanced Sensors office. Some work in ocean monitoring (e.g., submarine location) had begun in Advanced Engineering, but was greatly expanded and redirected following the TTO merger. The next largest program
in the 1975 TTO budget was a program in "target acquisition and identification," which conceptually relates back to the Advanced Sensors mission,
but contains few specific projects from that office.
Major projects by 1975 included work on low-cost remotely piloted
vehicles (RPV' s), a development which rose o,.t of Dr. Foster' s interests
and which was strongly supported by Dr. Lukasik, and a collaborative effort
with the Army on the so-called HOWLS system (fcr locating tactical hostile
weapons fire ).
Curiously, the latter was an area of work in which ARPA
had engaged in the late 1960's in the Vietnam context and then tre.asferred..
It returned anew to this problem at Army request. The former program,
low-cost "mini" RPV's, has elicited considerable excitement in DOD, as the
successful development of such cheap vehicles for battlefield reconnaissance and strike purposes has far-reaching implications for tactical warfare
strategies through increasing the vulnerability of expensive tactical radar
and weapons systems.
In 1975 the TTO work most directly related to the old ODE programs is
a $7 million research effort in "weapons technology and concepts," concerning advanced tactical weapons such as laser-guided anti-armor projectiles,
and a $3-$4 million program in "tactical analysis." The land-warfare component of TTO tracing conceptually to ODR is thus around $10 million,
, greatly reduced from the $20-$30 million budgets which that office enjoyed
at its peak.
In summary, by 1975 the TTO program had evolved to a point where it was
about evenly divided between naval and land warfare tactical research, 'with
a few programs applicable to both areas. Theý-e is considerable emphasis on
sensors, in thc broad sense of the term, a characteristic it shares with the
current STO programs. This emphasis also relates a significant portion of
the TTO program to the intelligence sectors of the Services, and program
visibility has been reduced as, a result. Most of the. programs in TTO are
quite new and their 4ignificance and, potential for successful transfer is
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difficult to judge. In contrast to many of those in its "parent offices,"
the TTO programs tend to be conducted in close collaboration with the
Services, many as joint endeavors. TTO is thus a fairly considerable
break with the past in terms of content and style of operation.
Throughout its period of evolution, TTO suffered from rapid turnover
in office directors, a factor that contributed to,what has become an hictorically difficult attempt to settle ARPA comfortably into areas of tactical R&D. Currently, however, the office seems to enjoy very high morale
and it is seen by some ARPA staff members as replacing STO/DEFENDER as the
"lead" ARPA office.
Nuclear Monitoring Research
During Dr. Lukasik's tenure, the nuclear monitoring research office
became involved in one of the most interesting public controversies of the
entire ARPA history. The controversy touched on the issues of what ARPA
had actually accomplished in the underground test detection field, its
frankness in disclosing accomplishments and the very propriety of the
assignment of the nuclear test detection mission to ARPA. The events and
issues involved in the debate will be discussed in the next section.
Before doing so, however, a review of the character of this program in the
Lukasik period is in order.
Basically the Nuclear Monitoring Research office in the 1970's continued the emphasis of the late 1960's. This is hardly surprising given
Lukasik's experience as the VELA office director. He maintained a continuing interest in the program as Deputy Director of the Agency. The changes
in direction instituted in the Rechtin period were, therefore, as much or
more Lukasik initiatives as Rechtin initiatives.
The principal change in the Rechtin-Lukasik office was a considerable
broadening of the. work program beyond the initial VELA assignment of developing means to detect and identify nuclear tests. By the time Dr. Lukasik
became Director of ARPA, VELA Satellite had been transferred to the Air
Force and ARPA's continuing role in this field was largely restricted to
the area of underground test detection, i.e., research O6 7_TiTeý vrification. By 1972 it -was down to an annual funding level of :p
--imateiy $10
million dollars, contrasted to $20-$30 million levels in s
earlier years.
ARPA research in this area was scheduled for terminatiuý. by by 1976.
The new program elements of the Rechtin period continued, namely,
research on evasion of test detection and identification and on huclear
diagnostic techniques, and a variety of programs not linked to nuclear
testing but located within the office because they somehow related to techniques or technologies which were associated with the VMA program. In the
1974 budget presentation[67] these included "acoustic array signal
1t
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processing" (which applied the seismic array signal processing techniques
developed in VEIA to acoustic signal problems in the Naval environment,
e.g., submarine detection) and "military systems sturvivability" (which
applied VELA's experience in the geophysical sciences, derived from both.
the seismic detection mission and from Rechtin's "military geophysics" program,. to such problems as rapid excavation of tunnels and hardening and
vulnerability of buried military structures). In addition, the FY 1974
request proposed a research program on the military use and'conservation
of raw materials and research.on technology exchange with the USSR, neither
of which appears to have been in any significant way related to prior office
missions or expertise.
Throughout the Lukasik period there were continuous problems in justifying those office programs that had no connection with nuclear testing.
Rechtin's initiative in earthquake research, for, example, failed to get
Congressional sanction as a problem of sufficient military relevance to
justify a Defense research program and was cancelled during Dr. Lukasik's
tenure. Lukasik's initiative in hard rock tunneling met a similar fate
and the entire "military systems survivability" program was phased out by
the time of the FY 1 9 74 budget request. The acoustic signal processing
work was eventually transferred to the Tactical Technology Office, where it
appeared as part uf a more coherent program concerning undersea warfare
Droblems.
The picture of the Nuclear Monitoring Research office in the early
1970's is thus clearly one of an office struggling for a mission. The
reason for this lies in the fact that the core test detection and identification mission was felt to be reaching the point of diminishing returns,
and termination of research on this problem waz clearly envisioned. ODDR&E,
in particular, had come to regard thle VELA work as a tacx that ARPA had to
pay each year, to keep vocal test ban proponents ha~ppy.[68]
In fact, the FT 1976 termination date mentioned above was a postponement of a much more decisive termination-planned in the spring of 1972.
At that time, the FY 1973 request asked only for a little over $7'million
for seismic verification and it was stated that "... most of ,the ARPA
identification research goal will be achieved by the end of FY 1973. The
program will be brought to conclusion during FY 1974."[69] Evasion research
was also scheduled for completion in FY' 1973. The remains bf the VELA
assignment were thus clearly set for termination. This development was,
however, abruptly curtailed by a controversy which made termination politically impossible. Without the controversy and its aftermath, and given
the difficulties encountered by the new initiatives, it appears very likely
that the office would have been disbanded by about 1974 and its residual
projects scattered to other offices, probably STO and TTO. The events
preventing this development are described below.
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The VELA Transfer Controversy.
In the summer of 1970 (July 20-23)
ARPA sponsored a series of meetings at Woods Hole, Massachusetts on the
subject of the state of the art in seismic discrimination.
This meeting
was intended to be simply another low-key technical conference of the
university seismology community similar to those sponsored by ARPA on
numerous occasions over the years.
Ultimately it led to one of the most
difficJilt public "incidents" encountered by ARPA in its history.
The conference itself was a forum for the presentation Of highly
technical papers concerning seismological improvements as they might relate
to nuclear test aetection and identification. To the layman the discussion
would have been highly abstruse, if not incomprehensible, and the Woods
Hole meeting received no more immediate public attention than would be
expected for any scientific conference, namely, none.
Over the months
following the meeting the papers presented were formalized and ARPA prepared to publish the proceedings as a matter of standard practice.
The
meeting had been conducted on an unclassified basis and there -wasno special sensitivity connected with this process.
-The ARPA program manager in charge of the conference mop-up operation
was, however, an exceptional and controversial individual.
A highly respected scientist credited with some notable developments relating to
s;ismic detection, he was also known to have a strong pro-test ban orientation. In the 1960's he had joined the military seismic detection program
and was associated with the national operational test detection system.
Possibly because of his test ban orientation (and probably also merely
because there were 'several strong personalities involved), his career
there was rather 'stormy, and in the late 196 0's he transferred to ARPA's
VELA program. In ARPA the individual's controversial role 'continued, e.g.,
he was a strong advocate of an unclassified "long period array" program
(which might have erhanced detection capabilities outside of currently
existing classified systems and might possibly have been used to buttress
pro-test ban arguments).
ARPA management, however, proceeded cautiously
on the long period array program, and various incidents and conflicts arose.
The' individual concerned was therefore something of a gadfly within the
nuclear test detection "establishment," but 6ertainli a man whose views
merited serious consideration and whose technical capabilities~were fre-

quently praised.
In any case, as publication of the Woods Hole proceedings reached
completion, the program manager in question drafted a brief Summary of the
meeting.[70] Couched in rather technical terms, the summary was optimistic
concerning the state of the art of nuclear test detection and thus tended
to lend support 'to test ban advocates (though the layman could most easily
have missed any such implications).
The proceedings, including the summary, were then given a fairly wide distribution, with the approval process
apparently neither totally adhered to nor eutirely ignored. 'Whatever the
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case, it appears clear that the ontimistic technical summary "'slipped
through" the normal procedures for public release, and would not likely
have been approved had closer attention to its contents been given by
ARPA management.
Following this release the Woods Hole report was picked up by the
press as evidence of a dramatic breaktLicough in nuclear test detection
and as an indication 1hat the last technical obstacles to signing a comOn April 11, 1971 the Washington
prehensive test ban had been removed.
Post reported, under the heading "T-.niest A-Blasts Identifiable Now,"
that: [71]
Such dramatic strides have been made in detecting
distant underground dtomic explosions that scientists can now discriminate between earthquakes and
the smallest nucleaz tests conducted either by the
United States or the Soviet Union. These scientific gains are expected to have a sweeping impact
on the diplomatic front and promise to remove one
of the last obstacles to a ban on underground testThat obstacle is U. S.
ing of atomic weapons.
insistence on as many as seven inspections a year
of the two Soviet test sites, and Soviet refusal
to allow any inspections. `'There is absolutely no
one conservative
need for on-site inspections'
U. S. arms expert declared. 'Any decision against
an underground test ban from here on -2s purely
political.'
Optimistic comments from Senators Church, Aiken, Gravel, Humphrey, and
M.skie were cited in the article.
Distribution of the questionablr-approved summary and the Post article
created a furor within ARPA. While the Post had clearly exaggerated the
conclusions of even the optimistic summa:--Twhich did contain qualifications
and' did not claim that all nuclear tests were detectable), ARPA management
felt that the summary was not balanced and reflected too much the views of
its individual author. Consequently, ARPA attempted to withdraw the initially distributed Woods Hole proceedings from circulation and to replace
the "unauthorized" summary with s carefully-drafted approved vezsion.[72]
The replacement summary was significantly more conservative on detection
capabilities, though it still reported seismic advances. Like the original
summary, it was couched in rather technical language. As a result of this
episode there were somewhat bitter personal confrontations within ARPA, resulting in the program manager leaving ARPA for a position in the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency.
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After the initial round of publicity, the "Woods Hole affair" apparently calmed down a bit, and in late June the ARPA Director left for Geneva
program to the ongoing disar-na.ent
to nrovide technical innut +rcm th-e ',,.A
talks. The morning he -was schedilled to give his-presentation, which emphasized that there were still unresolved seis,-c . :ection proble=s, a story
broke in the Washing-tcn Post and the interna .onal Herald Tribune that ARPA
7he story
was attempting to suppress information on seismic advances.
essentially reporte. accusations made by Senator Case of New Jersey and it
amnounted to an attack on the prcpriety of the ARPA Director'; Geneva presentation. To cite the international Herald Tribune:[73]
... In a speech prepared for delivery before the
.Senate today,, Sen. Case said that he was concerned
not only because the Pentagon's Advanced Research
Projects Agency had suppressed scientific data,
but because ARUPA's director would Le on the U. S.
delegation to the disarmament talks starting today
in Geneva.
'1 am concerned that the'U. S. r-nresentatives ...

might not be as forthcoming as they

might be,' he said.
His allegations grow out of the disclosure that
ARPA rewrote the suary of a report on a mid-1970
conference at Woods Hole, Mas:. vhere seismologists
disu4ssed the ability to distinguish undergrcund
tests from earthq'ukes. The new version substantially unndercut the reported scientific strides
discussed at the ARPA-sponsored cymposium..
... In a letter Sen. Case has released, three
se*smologists from the University of C--.ifornia at
San Diego, who saw both st-.aries, said: 'We feel
that the original s-m rfmore adequately represents our views as to The present status of the
discrimination problem.'
The most i~nediate repercussion of the above article was the severe, personal
embarrassment of 'the ARPA Director (which he views in retrospect as the
Returning to Washington folworst humiliation of his public career).[L'74
lowing the Geneva presentation, there were recriminations concerning personal responsibilities for this episode. ARFA-ACDA relations, at least
Those involvi'ng the ACDA division joined by the former ARPA program manager,
were quite sensitive for some time.
The public exposure of the seismic discrimination issue subsided for
a time following the June press articles. In October 1971., howcver, the
issue again Msxfaced at special hearings called by ',he Joint Committee on
.Atomic' Energ's Subcormnittee. on Research, Developir2nt andRadiation on the
"Ztatus of Current Technolo6y to Identify Oe'ismic Events as Natural or
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man YMade."[75] At these hearings Dr. 1uŽ-asik', the AEPAR! Diirectocr, presen-ted
(along With Dr. Romney of -the Air Force, later to become a.senifor ABA
staff mý_mher) what is probably the mos thorough uncl'assified. revi4ew of
seismic detection capabilities given to Congress since the si-gning of the
Limited Test Ban Treaty. 77hi~s is a nresenitation in which Dr. Z:,lkasik
takes considerable p~ride,[761 and whichý Dr. Ru~ina, generally pro-test ban
in orientation, cites as an unusually frank and high. quality exnposition. [771
Lukasik, while detailing various ,-",v'-,ces in seismolo~ry. emmhasized the
detection problems posed by te Ctin4g i aiu
ei hc
edt ~ fe
an e~xnlosion, and by various evasion techlniques. On the other s-ie of the
controversy, Senator Case appeared at the hearings to rest~ate his view that
A-RPA had downplayed advances in seismology, adding thatt a.constant-decline
in ARPA fundi~ng for V-=. from 19,63 ($41ri.4 million) to 1971 ($12.8 million)
i.ndicated that the field had not been given adeq~uate p~riority.[7,81 The
issue o-f -.
he ren-laced su--ary was discussed, and support for the original,
more optimistic, suzma=y by some of the ccni'erence participants was reiterated (only a small minority of the Woods Hole particinants, however, ever
7nbli-cly endorsed the originall silmary). One of' the Woods Hiole participamts anteared to argue for a strong new initiative 'to negotiate a comprehensive test ban, based on his unclassified reading of the state of seismic

detecti-on.

He went on to voice the opinion that tile true state of detec-

tion canabilities was likely to b: better than that revealed (including
the *oints covered in the T ukasik testimony) on an unclassified basis: [791

[2lt

is alm-ozt certain that the caloabilities of
the U. S. national monitoring system ... which are
classified secret, when combined with present unclassified data, are considerably better than for
the unclazssi.fied data &Llone.
We d.o not have
access to classified information -- military, political, and scientific -- which could drastically
affect, requirements for a monitopring system. We
cannot assess the Capabilities, o.'-onseismic'means
of intelligcnce gathering -- for ,,xa~mple, the. =Ltellite observations and espionage -- and we do not
ktzow the capabilities of' the present 11. S. national
monitoring system.
.

-

On balance, the government testi.mony at t~he JCAE hearings was iznpressive and- defonded the AR21A program well against its critics. The controveýrsy did not die at 'this point, howaver, as "Jenator Case pursued the matter
through, the Foreign Relations Committee. Thi~ culminated illtixrately in the
succesifuJ. introduction o'fan azlendin~nt into the. Committee-approved Foreign
Relations Authorization Act of' 1972 to transfer the 6.ntire VELA program and
its Pf 1'972 budget of $9,9'93,000 from ARPA to ACDA. 'Inaipproving the Case
Amendment (Ocction. 302 of' the Act) several arpguments were raised. [801
.Firzt,.it was-Iheld that ACDA had legal responsibility-for issu~ing,.
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arranging for and coordinating research relating to nuclear test detection
(eýxlicitly wriften into the act creating ACDA in 1963.) and that to fulfill
this mission ACDA should have operational control of the subject, research.
Second, it was argued that ARPA was in process of phasing out the research
and that this reflected a lack of ccitment to research that might lead to
a test ban. Third, it w4.s argued that there was a clear conflict of interest in locating IrZLA within the Defense Department in that this put DOD
"in the position )f controlling the development of the means by which underground testing c- be ended and serving as the advocate, of the military
imnortance of con .nued testing." The Woods Hole episode was frequently
cited as an exanple of the distortions created by locating VELA in the DOD.
With Co=iittee approval of the amendment posing a real threat of VELA
transfer, a vigorous ca---aign was mounted to head off such action. Extensive pro-ARPA arguments were developed and used to support the positions
of Senator= arguing for DOD retention of the program. Senator Dominick of
Colorado was to lead opposition to the Case amendment.
The pro-ARPA counterattack took place on several levels.[81]
First,
wt argued that ACDA simply could not ranage the VEA program, since
was
the $1C million effort was as large as the entire existing ACDA budget.
ARPA's ability to use DOD-wide resources was cited as esse~ntial to the
program and great disruption of the program was forecast if the VELA effort
were to go to ACDA, which would be unable to use these resources.
This
argnument was greatly s:renPgthened whýen the ACDA Director announced his
"strongest opposition" to tha program and emphasized
diSfficulties ACDA
"would have in administcrirmg the effort.[82] Second, the
it was argued that ACDA
already had thorough access to VELA program efforts and was fulfilling it'
research oversight function without requiring direct management bontro1..
The ACDA letter also accepted this position.
Third, it was strorgly
asserted that to the extent major advances in seismic detection had occ'ur.e-.
(as argued in the optimistic accounts of Woods Hole), such advances :mrre dua to' the ARPA program.
Claims that ARPA was suppressing resear'.n accomplishments wcre discounted with ACDA denials and +he critics' assertions that
there were major accomplishments were turned around to defend the program.
Fourth, declining 'ARPA budgets were shown not to reflect declining .priorities,
but merely the fact that major hardware investments were required in ea-lier,
years (e.g., VELA Satellite and LASA) and that the program was now concentrating on less expensive analytical tasks.
The final and 'in many rc-.pects .he most critical argument used to
defend program retention within RPA was a clear-cut DOD commitment to continue the VELA program.
This _:ommitment came through nearly. identic_.2l
letters to Senator Stennis and Representative Melvin Price from Dr. Woster',
outlining a vigorous cont-auing VELA effort.
The letter to Senator Stennis
read, in part:[83]
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[I]n dontinuing the VEA program, we will direct
the program to the following tasks:
Categorize the geographical areas which give
rise to anomalous seismic events and understand
the mechanism of those events with a view to reducing the false alarm problem Design a worldwide seismic monitoring network
utilizing options generated. by previous VELA seismic
research including automatic data processing of the
large number of events at low seismic magnitude.
Develop treaty evasion and evasion countermeasures concepts for incorporation into the design
of seismic systems and consider the impact of nonseismic means to deter the use of potential e*.asion
techniqaes.
As you observe, the thrust of our future research
will be directed toward urgent and relevant questions
concerned with verifying a Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty. We believe that this is an important function of the Department charged with national security and one which should not be delegated. The
Department of Defense has every intention, therefore, of pursuigr these activities vigorously and
to allocate the appropriate funding. I also have
every confidence that the quality and relevance
of the research will be consistent with the Advaniced Research Projects Agency's excellent record
in the V=z"A program to date.
Cn the strength of these opposing arguments, the Case Amendment was
defeated on the floor of the Senate on May. 0, 1972, by a roll-call Vote
of 45 to 33.[84] Almost two years after the Woods Role conference, the
ARPA VELA program was given a new lease on life.
In retrospect,. the transfer crisis seems both to'have revealed strong
points about the VJEA program's location within AEPA and to have touched
upon. some real p.-oblems.
Gn the first point, the argument that ACDA with
.t.s broad arms control and disarmament responsibiliti~es and limited budget
cculd not hope to maintain a $10 million zeismic detection research program appears highly realistic. Spurgeon Keeny, who was with ACDA at the
.time, said that his Agency actively and voltuaitarily opposed the transfer
on these grounds. J85] The VJEIA budget was about equal to the total ACDA
budget and ACDA knew that it could not protect the funds. ACDA also recognized that it lacked the people ne,ýded to manage the program and would not
be 1ble, bureaucratically, to establish such-a competence. The agency felt
4t
was doing other, more Important things and did not want to take on 0_1ything new that would interfere with or dizrurt that work. Finally,
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accord.ing to Keeny, ACDA believed that ARPA/VELA was not doing too bad a
job: ACDA had access to all the VELA data and felt that ARPA reacted
responsively to critic- sms. from ACDA. ARPA had been able to sustain the
program some fifteen years, and VEIA's location within a large R&D agency
and its access to DOD resources were undoubtedly factors in this longevity.
Though ACDA's opposition to taking the program may have reflected some
.natural Administration resistance to Congressionally-dictated change, there
was considerable substance behind its position.
Second, the debate did highlight ARPA's major role over the years in
advancing nuclear test detection technology, rangirg from support for basic
research in seismology to the VELA Satellite program.
Endorsements for the
value and objectivity of the ARPA program came from numerous sources including, for example, a strong letter of support from Dr. Ruina to Senator
Stennis.[86]
On the other hand, and despite assertilons that the decision had not
been made final, it is quite clear that ARPA had planned to terminate the
VELA program following FY 1973: ARPA's FY 1973 description states bluntly,
"the program will be brqught to a conclusion during FY 1 9 7 4 ."[87]
The
VEA program thus appears to have been given a new lease on life because
of the Case controversy and not despite it.*
Closely related to this point,
pro-ARPA arguments that declining funds did not mean declining priority
appeared particularly lame.
The FY 1973 budget (excising evasion research)'
was only about $7 million and there was clear sentiment within ARPA that
the work was of decreasing productivity.
The most difficult question by far is the basic issue of ARPA's objectivity in the MELA program and the distortions w4ch
7.ght have arisen out
of ARPA's lo'-.tion in the DOD.
With respect ro the Woods Hole epipode
specifically, it is clear that the initial press reports went far beyond
those proceedings in terms of optimism, for Woods Hole did not state that
all or "the tiniest" nuclear explosions were detectable, but rather discussed
seismic threchholds in complex tech~nicadl terms which left open the possibilities of undetected tests in various explosive ranges and in varying
conditions (whether or not such tests would b3 significant io another matter).
Regarding the issue of which report summary was most representative of the
tone of the conference, arguments on both sides can be presented.
The
original summary was evidently written by a single, rather controversial,
individual, and was not endorsed by more than a minority of the Woods Hole
conference members.
The second summary was more thoroughly reviewed, but
was certainly more a reflection of AAPA'.s after-the-fact view of the conference than a participant-generated, document.
Though it may not have been
• One cynic even offered the opinion that ARPM 'may ,have manipulated this
series of incidents in order to create a new program charter.
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politic To do so, ARPA appears' to have had the right to replace the view

of one of ito.- rmployees with another Agency view. The Woods Hole group
did not produce its own summarization or conference-approved, conclusions.
On the broader question of the objectivity of the VELA program, the
debate raised several issues. First, there is the question of whether
DOD interest in continued -weapons testing (which was indisputably present
throughout the late 19 6 0's and early 1970's) affected the direction of the
research. On this question there is evidence that work content may have
been influenced. ARPA came to place very heavy emphasis on research to
isolate evasion possibilities, and these possibilities tended'to be given
very considerable exposure, e.g., cavity decoupling, hiding in earthquakes,
simnlation of earthouakes.
On the other hand, rather modest exposure tended
to be given to the limitations or constraints on evasion techniques, particularly as applied to the Soviet Union, the potential partner in an
undergrotnd test ban agreement.
This is not to say that the technical
researcha was not objective, but the selection of research emphasis appears
to reflect very thorough coverage of problems which might arise in a comprehensive ban and relative silence on points which might serve to lessen
those problems. An example which has been discussed in unclassified form
is the issue of the muffling effect of testing in "dry alluvium," in which
media a 20 kiloton test might be conducted with perhaps the normal signature of a 1-2 kiloton test in hard rock, thus avoiding detection by current
instruments. 'What has almost always been omitted in discussions of this
point is that there is considerable evidence that this medium does not
exist in sufficient denth in the Soviet 'Union to pose a major threat (lacki
of depth meaning that the test would- leave a crater detectable by satellit
or other means).
In the Lukasik JCAE testimony this limitation was vaguelT
referenced in one chart, but received little emphasis.[88] The.Doint hera
is that the research may ,e quite objective, but public emphasis may have
been skewed somewhat out of sensitivity to DOD) reservations.
The case may be made,, and was made during the VELA tzarisfer d&bate,
that any such sensitivity concerning a test ban is in the national interes
because it,is of paramount importance that national security consideration
be thoroughly satisfied before signing an agreement. Indeed, the VELA of
1971 was not regarded by ARPA as a program directed toward facilitating a
test ban. .As stated in material prepared for use in the Senate debate,
VELA "has not been directed either to achieving a nuclear test ban treatyr
nor to frustrating a treaty -- 'ithas been directed towards providing the
tech~nicsi.1 data base from which decisions could be made concerning the extent to which it is possible to verify a trezty."[89] On the other hand,
the cýiginal mandate of VELA was to "undertake research, experimentation
and systems deve&opment to obtain at the earliest practicable date a systeem for the detection of inclear explosions both underground and at high
altitude."[90] The reason for this urgent development of test detection
systems was clearly, at the time, the facilitation of a test ban treaty.
\\I
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Whether one views ARPA's move away from striving for a system at the
"earliest possible date" to merely developing a "technical data base"
as more or as less objective depends on where one stands on the test
ban issue.
A Retrospective Assessment of VELA. The really remarkable aspect of
the VELA effort is the relative lack of criticism of ARPA's objectivity in
carrying out this research for almcst a decade. Being a DOD agency, one
might expect that ARPA's motives and performance would have been under constant attack. Aside from the Case incident, they were not. Successive
ARPA Directors were sc.±sitive to the problem, but apparently were not handiFollOwing is a typical response to the question "Was VEIA
ca.pe! by it.
ever constrained by DOD interest in continued testing?":[91]
Not really. That was not an issue. We had to be
very careful. All of the Directors and Deputy
Directors of ARPA had to spend time thinking
about how to present VELA results.

But we could

talk to whomever really mattered and we could say
whatever we w-cmt•d to them. I felt that we
never had to hedge on discussing detection capability; that is, what we could detect and what we
could not detect.
Spurgecn Keeny takes much the same position. He believed that ARPA walked
a rather narrow line, politically, between those who wanted a test ban and
those who did not, and was quite successful at it.[92]
For all of its success, substantively and politically, ARPA never
ý;trorg clientele for its work. The university seismic
seemed to generate
research community, for instance, didnot rise to the Agency's defense when
VELA came under attack., Perhaps ambiguity about VELA's purposes, the relatively rapid turnjover in program directors (in early years) and in program
content, and the broader and more emotional aspects of the test ban issue
each contributed to this phenomenon.
A final Judgment on the value of VELA results is exceedingly hard to
make because by the time the data were flowing in quantity, the subject
had more or less died, i.e., achieving a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, as,
a national objective, had at best become "neutral" in significance. The
The underground
satellite work was excellent, but limited in purpose.
research was probably quite successful, in ARPA terms. That is, VELA was
in many respec.s a good example of the typical ARPA "measurements" program.
Seismology was a primitive field, the techniques and instrumentation in use
"Jarged way behind the other sciences, and the small number of outstanding
people in it were not working on the issues of greatest interest to the
test ban issue. ARPA changed all that with its "centers of excellence"
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approach, provision of modern equipment, a wholesale attack on reducing the
signal-to-noise ratio, etc. ARPA has a2l-o claimed that its -VA program
was essential to the signing of the Threshold Test Ban Treaty, through the
advances made in test detection at teleseismic ranges. The criticality of
ARPA developments to the Treaty, however, is virtually impossible to determine since these developments took place over a period of more than a decade
preceding the Treaty, along with other non-ARPA advances, and the level of
risk associated with a 150 kiloton threshhold given varying detection capabilities is *subject to considerable debate.
VMA has bern criticized for taking an unduly broad-brush approach
and being too loosely structured or rmanaged. Keeny, for instance, argues
that VELA became "a business in itself," a sort of "timeless mission" with
inadequate focus.[93] Despite the tremendous range of R&D work undertaken
and the masses of complex dat%. produced, policy-makers felt that ARPA failed
"to put it all together," to develop "an integrated picture," and to propose a solution. Policy-makers saw a lot of technical inputs, but were
unsure about what to do with them. This position is reminiscent of Dr.
Ruinals retrospective view of V17=A:[941 ]
ARPA didn't push the underground test ban stronger
than [its executive agent] was willing to let it
go.... We didn't push it hard enough.... We didn't
insist on opening up the data to encugh people....
And we couldn't get large university groups and
individual scientists to really get out good data.
On the other hand, ARPA rarely took on the task of "integrating" final
systems solutions in any of its program. Roy Johnson got in trouble for
thinking too operationally and successive ARPA DMrectors tended not to
..eat
that mistake. Dr. Herzfeld took ARPA somewhat closer to oparational
issues in some areas and likewise generated controversy. If ARPA pushes
"solutiors," so this theme goes, it runs the risk that its over-all ,&D
mission and credibility could be reduced. Certainly in the late 1960's,
ARPA had enough credibility problems as it was. The closest ARPA came t6
an explicit test ban solution probably was the LASA concept, and it failed
as "the" answer. Lakasik was very clear that ARPA's VELA responsibilities
stopped at the 6.2 boundary:]95]
First, let me argue why it wasn't our job.... ARPA
is most useful when it's
essentially the cutting
edge, plowing into the unknown, cutting away the
fog, learning ...

things, throwing the facts

behind us.... [L]et's let the lesser people behind
us catch them and do the dog work. [Developing
operating systems] is a waste of ARPA manpower.
I will even argue that ARPA isn't terribly good
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at it.
[It's] totally un-ARPA like.... So I will
argue that we shouldn't have cone it, and we didn't
do it

...

and to the 'extent that we backed 'away

from it, we were being sensible people who were
sticking to our main job. [N]o one else was doing
our main job and there are lots of people designing systems.
As the Lukasik period drew to a close many observers felt that ARPA
had taken the R&D about as far as it could go, that the "technical" work
had been done, and that any decisions about achieving a test ban were
entirely in the realm of politics, i.e., it was a policy matter involving
assessments of comparative risks that were non-technical in nature. Iron-,
ically, Lukasik believes that ARPA succeeded, quite .inadvertently, in
creating the rudiments of a first class nuqiear test detection system.
In his judgment, the combination of the Worldwide Seismic Network, the
LASA installations, several Seismic Research Observatories, etc., in effect
compose a system: "And so, curiously enough, even though we would argue
on first principles that we shouldn't [design and build a system], it's
also true that we did it."[96]
Lukasik considers VELA a showcase of why an ARPA is useful. Conceding
the relatively amateurish position in seismic work from which ARPA started,
it proved What an advanced research group can achieve. He likens its
highly competent adversary in this field to a dinosaur which had, as noted
in earlier chapters, both a reputation and a system to protect. ARPA could
free lance and take risks, and did so. ARPA stuck its neck out and said
satellites would work. It said that 'iarge signal processors would work,
along with extensive computer support.. It spoke out for the large array.
Eventually most of the suggestions ARPA made were useful and they had
practical implications. The satellite success, in particular, gave ARPA'
scientific credibility; in addition, it raised management questions about
the need for a system of ground stations. The underground work had some
similar impacts. As he put it: "The narrow-niz!-ed guys always lose
because the broad-minded guys let new 'ideas it•to the antenna. "[97]
The VELA program, unlike all of the other early "Presidenti-al Issues,"
survives at a modest level of funding tn the current ARPA. Work continues
on wrapping up various loose ends relating to seismic detection of nuclear
tests, evasion possibilities and associated topics. Partially as a result
of the Case controversy and partialiy as an independent development, the
VETA s+taff has become closely invol.ved with the preparation of U. S. technical positions' on seismic verification fcr presentation to the Comzittee
on Disarmament at Geneva.[98] VELA is now small, closely linked to both
the negotiations-conmiuity and the seismic detection operational
settled•
have comn=nity
and, in the Lukasik mode, Very "low profile." It appeart to
into the role of a competent, neutral technical program of continuing
utility and modest ambitions,
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Materials Sciences
By 1971 the long-debated transfer of the IDL program from ARPA to
NSF was finally in process. The NSF committed itself early in the year to
picking up the major share of IDL fundizg in FY 1972. Delays occurred in
the transfer negotiations, howevsr, and an agreement was not finally
signed until December 24, 1971, with transfer effective on July 1, 1972.
The difficulties in completing transfer appeared to relate to the NSF's
own budgetary constraints and problems in fitting the IDL effort into the
NSF's priorities and methods of doing business. Dr. Lukasik felt that
Congressional action following-on the Mansfield Amendment was highly important in pushing the transfer thrcugh.[991
The key action was Section 205
of the House-Senate Armed Services Ccmmittee Report on the FY 1971 Military
Procurement Authorization Bill, which stated that the sense of Congress was
that a larger share of Government support of basic science be funded
through NSF. This made it very difficult for the NSF to resist transfer
since the IDL program fell so clearly into the area in which Congress
desired the NSF to play a greater role.
With the elf.m-ination of the IDL program, the thrust of the Materials
office during tke
'k2,ik
period shifted from broad institutional support
to a number of spe,, 4.-.c technology development projects linked to potential military a]>pLi:'zions.
The FY 1972 program,[100] for example,
included researc;. "-amorphous semiconductors, devices which were anticipated
to be less sensi

...-.

to radiation than traditional semiconductors and hence

would contribute d_ -ctly to nuclear attack survivability in many militarry
electronics systerzý'; irvestigations of high temperature- uperconductivity,
intended to permit military systems to take advantage of the superconductivity phenomenor' in operational hardware;* and research on polywater and
other polymerizea liquids, thought to have potentially unique properties
of utility in military systems. Another important, program consisted of
research and exploratory development on the concept of the ceramic gas
turbine. Ceramics could, be used for efficient, very high temperature
engines of obvious utility in aircraft and other military systems, provided
that the critical limitation of brittleness could be overcome. ARPA's work
on ce'eamics as structural materials has been credited with creating "interest
among all parts of the research community [that] is sufficient to make
ceramics succeed if it is at all possible."[l10] Research on materials for
use in various laser applications (notably laser "windows") was another
significant effort. This was closely coordinated with work at the Air
Force Materials Laboratory and other Service programs'.

*

Superconductivity at very low tempeiatures is a well established phenomonon but obviously impractical in military devices. ARPA's work was
devoted to investigatinig the feasibility of materials exhibiting this
characteristic (highly energy effiqient) at higher temperatures.
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These and other thrusts of the reoriented Materials Office illustrate
Dr. Lukasik's move toward "vectored" basic research, that is, basic research directed towarC. specific potential military applications. Much
of the supported research was, indeed, still very basic in nature, e.g.,
-the work on polywater and superconductivity, but the selection of materials
fields to support was clearly more focussed on specific military applications than in earlier years.
While elimination of the IDL program resulted 4n budget reductions,
the Materials office continued to recreive substantial support throughout
the Lukasik period, with fundibg consistently over $15 million.
Information Processing Techniques
By the beginning of Dr. Lukasik's tenure, the Information Processing
Techniques office had grown to be one of the largest and most prominant
ARPA undertakings.
In FY 1971 the total budget for the office stood at
close to $30 million, with $16.2 million in the 6.1 research category and
$12.5 million in the 6.2 exploratory development category. The latter
budget was expanding rapidly, reaching $18.9 million in F 1972 (the total
IPT budget approached $35 million). In addition, a new program element
entitled "advanced command and control and communications technology" was
established at the $4 million level in FY 1973 (and subsequently increased
thereafter).
It was administered jointly with STO and included exploratory
development work on military application of packet switching technology and
on command and control systems security. Dr. Lukasik claims credit for
"*
re-inventing" the phrase command and contiol in ARPA about a decade after
it was first used as a title for the IPT pxogram. [102]
IPT was thus to be the third largest Cffice within ARPA in the early
1970's, behind STO and the newly formed TTC.
it was probably the largest
effort in a single technology area and, since the bulk of the work was
unclassified,, it was one of the most visib e of ARPA's undertakings.
Though a proglam of considerable breac Th was supported by IPT, the two
dominant program areas were clearly the ex loratory development efforts in
distributed networks (,revolving around the ARPANET) and in parallel processing applications (the focal point being ILLIAC IV).. As described in
earlier chapters, each of these programs was developed in previous periods,
but Dr. :-'kasik clearly was a major suppor er of both. Just as Dr. Sproull
enjoyed the fruits of investments made dur•ng the Ruina and earlier periods,
Dr. Lukasik, in this area, also appears to ha-re reaped the harvest of earlier
ARPA support. In particular, the ARPANET tecame well-established as an
operating experimental computer network during his tenure and achieved
major impact. The ILLIAC IV (while remaint.-r considerably more controversial
than ARPANET) at last became operat.onal
was put to test in various
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applications.* The two programs tended to dominate the puOlic image of
IPT, much as laser research stood out among STO programs or as the timesharing efforts at NIT's Project MAC dominated earlier IPT work efforts.
The two programs were aJso somewhat unique in that ARPA'wr s itself a substantial user of technical developments from each. ARPANET was used extensively by Lukasik for computer-based management control; and ILLIAC I'V
served as the facility for a major program involving modeling of potential
inadvertent or intentional climatological modifications (resulting, for
example, from large-scale military or economic activity), and is also being
extensively employed in ARPA's ASW research (for use in processing data
These appear to be the first important
from underwater acoustic arrays).
instances of ARPA being a prime user of its own technologies.
While ARPANET and ILLIAC IV were the most obvious IPT programs of the
Lukasik era, much of the broad-based research effort of earlier years continued. MAC received substantial support 'throughout the period, as did
advw-nced "artificial intelligence" research at MIT, Stanford and elsewhere.
One does see throughout the Li -1_3ik period, however, an effort to give considerably increased guidance ard orientation to these programs, and hence
a progressively reduced tendency simply to underwrite broad institutional
research efforts aid to permit institutional directors great flexibility,
A primary example of this greater program focus is
in program development.
the work in "speech understanding" (i.e., developing methods by which a
computer can respond to verbal input), which was developed around a quite
specific set of systems objectives regarding size of vocabulary, target
demonstration date and so forth.[103] Programs in the development of
automatic programming techniques, computer picture processing techniques,
secure systems, voice compression, and others also gave far greater focus
to the IPT program than was typical of earlier years. The previously
described concerns with defense rdlevance and with discrete transferrable
output obviously contributed greatly to these .developments.

*

Dr. Rechtin's evaluation Of ILLIAC follows the more or less standard ARPA
pattern for explaining not entirely successful efforts, namely, expressing pleasure that certain technologies were "driven" while conceding
that initial goals were not fulfilled:
It turned out to be fairly expensive. By the
time I was finished we'd spent more than 35 million
[dollars], and I don't know how much they've spent
doesn't do what it was supposed
now and it still
to do. But it also helped drive MSI (medium
scale integration) and LSI '(large scale integrati6n) at the same time., It turned out LSI didn't
work at that time. (Discussion with Dr. E.
Rechtin, December 7, l974.)
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ARPANET.
Without doubt, the most prominant IPT program of tLe Rechtin/
Lukasik years was the ARPA Network, 'or ARPANET project. ARPANUET also
appears to have been highly successful, far less subject to technical
criticism than the ILLIAC IV program, and far-reaching in its impact on
advanced computer technology. Like ILLAC IV a relatively expensive program, ARPAIIET has had a much broader influence on the field than parallel
processing research, and almost any derailed reference to expanding computer networking technology repeatedly cites the importance of the ARPA
program. Only ARPA's earlier work in time-sharing appears to have had
comparable impact.
Computer networking, that is linking geographically separated computers for resource-sharing purposes, has a conceptual history going back
to at least the early 196 0's. Dr. Licklider, IPT's first director, developed an interest in networking as part of his broad approach to improving
the state-of-the-art of interactive computing.[lo4] Robert Taylor,
a subsequent IPT director, shared this interest.[105] Various s small programs relating to networking were consequently established in the mid-1960's.
The program which was to become known as ARPANET, however, was established only in 1968, shortly after Dr. Rechtin's arrival. The concept's
chief promoter, and by general agreement the individual with the most valid
claim to be the "father" of ARPANET technology, was Dr. Lawrence G.
Roberts.[106] Dr. Roberts came to ARPA in late 1966 from a position at
Lincoln Laboratory to be a special assistant to the' Deputy Director of
ARPA. His responsibility was to rrovide technical advice to both IPT and
other ARPA offices on computer m.tters. In mid-1969 he succeeded Taylor
as director of the Information Trocessing Techniques office. In the tradition of Licklider, he was to be a strong and influential IPT director
with a definite set of technical objectives.
In Roberts' words, he came to ARPA from Lincoln with the clear idea
that networking, "getting these machines to work together," was the next
big step in the computer field.[1071 At the time, he stated, the gulf
between physically separated computer facilities was resulting in very
inefficient resource use:[108]
[ E] verybody was busy copying software [ fzom
other facilities]

...

at Lincoln, where nothing

ever got out into the world, I saw that very
clearly -- that we needed some mechanism to move
things out more effectively and make them available to the world without having to have them copy
the text too .,.. and "ne-e was no basic commuication system for this to happea on ... none of.

the carrier offerings were adequate in am7 way to
support this, so I undertook the question of
networking.

;ii
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What Roberts did for the field of computer netwcrking was: (1) to
focus on a particular form of communications technology, "packet-switching,
which appeared especially suitable for computer rebource-sharing applications, and (2) to organize a substantial investment in this technology and
in the hardware and software necessary to build a sizable prototype demonstration network. The technical details of these developments are far
beyond the scope of this report. Suffice it to note here that the technology proved successful to the point that by 1973 the still-expanding
ARPA Network had linked more than thirty c.mputer centers, from coast to
coast, for resource-sharing on a co=n-,,•'ablee
.
.... ty of r.÷earch anL1
to an increasing extent, routine operatiohal app2ications. Only fifteen
"research nodes" were originally planned, but ARPAI'ET expanded far beyond
that number in response to requirements from potential users not engaged
in network research. Thus the program came to. contain a very subst8ntial
"service" function, while it continued to be operated and modified on an
experimental basis. -One net effect of the ARPANET demonstration was to
convince many that the computer business of the future rested with
interconnected mini-computers instead of with giant comp-.ters.
Like Project MAC's early CTSS time-sharing system (and later the
MULTICS system), the ARPANET investment resulted in a high visibility
demonstration of an advanced computer technology. As a result, it not
only supported technological progress within ARPA-funded. projects, but
inspired and contributed to greater efforts outside of the ARPA program.
Today, the technology is being widely developed commercially and considerable new work is being undertaken in academic settirgs.
Roberts sums up the contribution of ARPAPIT as' follows:
If ARPA had not been thinking ahead, people would
have realized in 1972 that netwcrks were absolutely
necessary, and nothing would have happened. When
I started the Network research, nobody believed it
was a necessary and critical activity. But it
turns out ... that '69 was the year it became'
economic to pursue networks, as opposed to just
pure conmmnications links, and within a few years
afterward it became absolutely economically mandatory to do so.... So [APPA's work] was clearly on
time as far as estimating -- not by trends as
:'ve done in retrospect, but by intuition -- the
need within the field. I .think the Defense Department has gained a number of years on that
basis. [109]
ARPANET has been a clear ARPA success story, and is no* widely- acknowledged.
as such by leading. caimputer scientists wiho at the time were skeptical off
the large investmonts (over $10 million through 1969 alone) and of potential
imbalance in the ARLA IPT program.

F-
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J". noting the ARFANET succe.;s story, however, it mu.'t be observed that
the prcgram typifies "•he ARPA dilemma in large-scale t.•chnology developLike miny of ARPA's 'successes, ARPANET "Was much easier to
ment programs.
init.iate than to transfer. 'Wh•ile early plans talked of % rathe-, quick
demonstration and rapid-spin off (possibly by 1970-71), ARPA -'as abl• to
transfer the program, to the Defense Cormmications Agency (DCA) onlS in
TXA provided a permanent home for manngement of the extensive service
1975.
ftunctirns provided by the net, was an alternative to spin-off to the private
sector (initially planned, but legally difficult), and permitted ARPA to
contirue networking research without the burden of maintaining a routine
servi•,e fJcility. The transfer, however, was accompanied by large misgivings f2t•m the technical community associated with the project, which
tended to ;ea ARPANET as still
in the experimental mode and more. properly
a ni,
st:ed
by a resparch agency.
RIPA s history thus again repeated itself -- a large-scale investment
achieved large-scale impact and was accompanied by problems of equal scale
in terný:nating the ARPA investment.
In this case, the transfer problem
derived ir± considerable part from the fact that the DOD does not have a
home fo t-omputer R&D beyond the preliminary 6.2 exploratory development
phase 1ocated in ARPA -- that is, there is no equivalent of 6.3 and 6.4 R&D
categories for weapons sj-stem development.
In the past these further development' stages simply fell to the private sector (e.g., Honey-well developing
the NIT MULTICS system commercially) and the DOD ultinately benefitted from
ARPA's investment as a commercial customer, i.e., when it eventually bought
improved computers on the market.
In the heavily-regulated communications
field this approach proved infeasible for disposal of ARPAflET, and DCA was
eventually asked to take over the Network despite the fact that it was not a
fully developed opeiatilnal system. Transfer of ARPA programs is thus
inhibited due to discontinuities in the R&D process beyond the Agency's
control, and the bigger the program in question the more such discontintuities are revealed.
Behavioral Sciences
By i971 the reorientation of the Behavioral Sciences office away from
controversial foreign area and cross-cultural research was complete.
New
efforts were quietly established in areas less likely to provoke strong
emotional reactions.
In conjunction with a DOD.•ide change in 1972, the
office was renamed the hIuman Resources Research Office.
This appeared to
be another effort to relieve the work of the sort of automatic "red flag"
reaction that the term behavi6ral sciences often gunerated in Congressional
committees.
Areas of research highLiighted in Congressional presentations were also
carefully chosen to reduce potential' controversy and to stress military
relevance,
In 1971, for example, Dr. Lukasik emphasized two programs:O[110]

JI
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(1) research in the psychological mechanisms of pain, which was justified
in terms of its relationship to the treatment of military injuries and
problems involved in the psychological suppression of pain during combat,
and (2) research on "self -regulation" of bodily functions, norrzlly thought
of as involuntary, with potential applications in such areas as "maintaining attentiveness and peak performance under difficult conditions." The
justification given for both programs was quasi-medical in nature and
rather far removed from considerations of either attitudes and values or
broad policy issues, factors waich were often at the center of controversy
in earlier behavioral sciences work.
Other post-1971 programs in Human Resources Research similarly attempted
to avoid the more controversial issues of earlier years. To illustrate'
research on "analysis and modeling of complex systems" (basically the Cambridge Project at MIT) was focussed on "the development of a computer facility and associated programming techniques," and was described as having the
purpose of improving data handling and analytical methods applicable to a
wide variety of straight-forward DOD problems involving large amounts of data;
examples include DOD personnel management, modeling of command and control
6ystems, and intelligence trend analysiz.[ill] Despite the Cambridge Project's highly technical flavor, it came under considerable campus attack,
in part related to general hostility toward DOD-sponsored unive:.sity
research and in part due to fears that improving the DOD's ability to manipulate large data bases could lead to various abuses. The project weathered
the storm, but only after its continued existence at NIT had been severely
threatened and at the cost of abandoning the planned official participation
of Harvard University. In addition, some early plans to develop a large
data bank of public opinion surveys in conjunction with the program were
eliminated due to their controversial nature. Still, by emphasizing the
development of computer data-handling techniques criticism was moderated.
and the program survived.
Another major program area, "training and manpower effectiveness,"
focussed on improvement of teaching machine technology in the context of
a joint Service program for which a major objective was to examine the
potential of teaching machines in reducing the-cost of Service training
programs. The program emphasized the development of both pqrtable low-cost
training devices and computer-aided instructional systems, e.g., in such
fields as vehicle repair. While the program had possibly major implications
in terms of training-cost savings, it'was hardly going to become the center
of a grand debate.,
*

Though even here there were some 'delicate moments. On one occasion, for
example, a university student participating in a computer-instruction
program using the ARPANET (involving a computer-aided conferencing approach)
misused the system during the height of the Watergate crisis to urge Nixon's
impeachment. After a' minor "flap" ARPA brought the incideat under control
with little publicity.

NJ
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The shift of emphasis in the Behavioral Sciences field thus was tenaitg
away from substantive research in social science and political science and
Ltoward research in data handling, analysis and. presertation tecnmiques, in
maz y respects toward problems that could have been treated as a logical subelement of ARPA's information processing office. To the extent that the
individual remained a subject of research it was lErgely through research
on "involuntary" processes (e.g., pain, self-regulation) unrelated to the
sensitive areas of attitudes and values, or on the individual's interaction
with computers, teaching machines, etc.
A second major program change, following an ARPA-wide trend, was to
give increased emphasis to 6.2 exploratory development work. This category
grew from essez.tially nothing in the late 19 6 0's to perhaps 60 per cent of
the HERO budget in the 1970's. In the view of the HRMO director, Col.
Austin Kibler, these programs were not only desirable in their own right,
but politically essential:Ill2]
[I1n a bureaucracy ...

it's

a dangerous game to

lead solely with basic research.... Unless you can
turn out some proximal products, you're soon going
to get into political trouble when the inevitable
questions come up as to "what good has this been
anyway' and end up suffering either in terms of
budget or the'very existence of the effort.,
In adding exploratorj development work, incidentally, the amount of basic
research funded by ARPA ims not reduced and, in fact, may have been somewhat
increased. But Col. Kibler has stressed the importance of achieving fairly
direct short-term research results in the human resources area:[113]
.1 believe the hard sciences can 'get away' with
more of the undefended high risk kind of things.
That is, undefended by some more proximal outputs.
The Congress and the public has come to expect
magic in the long term out of physics. They can
make big bombs. -'They can make magic computers,
and if you just let these people muck around long
enough they'll do that again. And I suppose. they
will. But the Behavioral Sciences don't have that
kind of backlog of major breakthrough successes
that will allow them the same operating license,.
ARPA's retention, and actual significant expansion, of behavioral
sciences research was not made possible solely by retreating to less contro-.
versial areas. In addition, both-Congressional and Service attitudes had
changed considerably from the bleak days of the l.ate 1960's.:-(U4]
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I sense now that the climate has changed a great
deal and some interesting things have happened
to help change it.
The social strife for one
thing ...

the drug problem ...

the change to an

all-;olunteer force that drove manpower costs sky
high. And there were two interesting sides to
that [the costs]: suddenly the engineering community that runs the Defense Department saw manpower costs eating into their goody bag, and [into]
the dollars available to them for R&D and to buy
hardware. So manpower problems became front and
center in their minds.... [TIhey were, therefore,
with more conviction representing behavioral science to the Congress.
In other words, whereas the constrained budgets of the late 1960's contributed to the attack on Defense behavioral sciences research as being marginally relevant, the continued budgetary constraints of the 1970's tended
to legitimize behavioral science work that could be justified on costsavings grounds. Skyrocketing manpower costs had replaced the Vietnam War
as the villain in current and projected military budgets. Behavioral
science --

or human resources research, to use the current nomenclature

--

thus came to be viewed from a considerably different perspective than that
which dominated the scene during the height of the Southeast Asia conflict.
LUKASIK'S DEPARTURE
Dr. Lukasik departed ARPA at the beginning of 1975, having served
in senior management positions since 1967, far longer than any other Agency
official. He left an ARPA with a budget. about 20 per cent smTaller than
that of 1967, but roughly equivalent in size in terms of professiona-l personnel (excluding foreign field offices) and numbers of contracts.
Compensating somewhat for its decreased budget, the 1975 ARPA was heavily involved
in joint programs vith the Services and other efforts closely- integrated
with ongoing Service programs, part of which would have undoubtedly been
funded internally under the old ARPA style of operation. Through tightened
budgetary and management controls (reduction of unobligated balances,
decreases in forward fundirg, etc.), the actual level of research effort
had been further sustained at a relatively constant level.
The ARPA left by tukasik in 1975 also appears to have become considerably less threatened thail it had been in earlier years. Politically
controversial programs, such as counterinsurgency and certain behavioral
science research areas, had been shed and replaced by new efforts of lower
public visibility and debate. New relations with Service organizations and
defense agencies had been created, working level associations between ARPA
staff and Service "customers" had probably never been better. Cbngressional
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criticism of ARPA declined and to the extent that difficulties in selling
the ARPA program to Congress persisted, they appeared to relate primarily
to general budgetary pressures rather than to specific objections to the
program.* ARPA relations with ODDR&E and the rest of OSD tended to stabilize and there were fewer bureaucratic disputes to worry about. All in all,
the ARPA of 1975 is much less visible than it had been throughout much of
its past history, though interestingly it begins to be mentioned more frequently in the technicaland trade press in the context of very specific
programs and projects, probably a product of the Agency's heightened focus
on discrete exploratory development projects with concrete programmatic
and hardware implications.
Dr. Lukasik's departure came as no surprise because of his unusually
long tenure as Deputy Director and Director. There had also bt.en a change
in the DDR&E over a year prior to his departure (Dr. Malcolm R. Currie suc,ceeding Dr. Foster), an event which normally presages changes in the DDR&E/
ARPA relationship.
Lukasik's successor, Dr. George H. Heilmeier, was appointed in late
January 1975. Reminiscent of Ruina's background, he is an electrical engineer who came to ARPA from a post in DDR&E (Assistant Director for Electronics) where he had served since 1971. In addition Heilmeier had a
lengthy pre-government career at RCA (1958-1970), bringing to ARPA a unique
background in industrial research and development. His first statement as
Director of ARP.k before the House Armed Services Committee included the
following: [115]
I bring to this job a sense of commitment, .a
low tolerance for bureaucratic shuffling, a record
as a market-oriented technologist and a determinaStion to give the country a fair return on its R&D
investment.
I also bring a unique perspective to
*the job in that, in addition to my industrial R&D
experience, I have also viewed ARPA from the vantage
point of a position in the Office of the Director
of Defense Research 'and Engineering where I was
involved in the management of Service R&D programs....
ARPA is a unique organization with a unique role.,
It is not another military R&D operation with the
same charter as those in the Services.
It was organized in 1958 to fill a need, and that need and
unique role still exist. In discussions with the
* Secretary of" Defense, the Deputy Secretary of
Defense, and the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering, I find that they feel as strongly
as I do about the role of ARPA. Within the
Most ARPA budget cuts recently have been geLere.1 non-directed reductions
(say, five per cent) and have hotabeen aimed at specific programs or,
projects.
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broad pu~rvew of potential' Defense applications,
they want an ARPA that ...

[T]ackles the tough,

the unique, the unconventional and is not afraid
of failure when the prospect of a major payoff in
national security is great....
There will be failurcs. The purpose of R&D is
to determine what will work, what won't, and why.
When the Congress reviews the balance sheet at
the end of each year, I invite them to examine
the failures as well as the successes. But please
look at the balance at the bottom. As Director, I
believe that I can guarantee to you that the bottom
line will show a clear gain in uiture national
security ...

a fair return for the public investment.

There clearly are overtones of Roy Johnson, Robert Sproull and Charles
Herzfeld in that portrayal of ARPA's role, but also a new emphasis in the
concept of a "fair return" on the ARPA investment.
Once again a change at
the helm has brought a new perspecti•;. to the Agency, and another chapter
in the history of ARPA has begun.
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Chapter X

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A REVIEW OF PERSPECTIVES
The preceding chapters in this volume make it clear that generalization about ARPA is especially difficult, if not impossible.
The Agency
simply cannot be tied up in a neat conclusionary package that purports to
represent the essence of its seventeen yepxs of operation.
Indeed there
appear to have been several ARPA's, each reflecting rather accurately the
tensions and/or opportunities of the, envir6nment within which it was set.
At most, about one-third of ARPA's lifetime .can be said to have been
"normal." Much of the time it functioned in the midst of considerable
bureaucratic stress. Outright abolition was widely discussed in 1959 'and
apparently quite seriously considered at the Secretary'- level a decade
later.
ARPA's tribulations have often been rather reliable indicators of
forces and trends external to the Agency, although frequently those working
within ARPA did not sense that fully at the time.
The. ebbs and flows of
ARPA budgets, for example, reflected very clearly the ebbs and flows of DOD
and RDT&E budgets generally.
The relative rise and fall of the scientific
elite and of the faith in science and technology.'s power to resolve all
major national policy issues definitely affected perceptions of ARPA and
what it was supposed to be doing. The evolution of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, especially ODDR&E, conditioned the uses to which ARPA
was put. Many political and policy debates in,,Congress and the Executive
Branch, e.g., ballistic missile defense systems deployment, nuclear testing
and arms control policies, and the role of the.United' States in Asia,
directly affected the Agency's programs.
During its first decade,. ARPA's leadership tended to..feel that the
Agency was a unique crganization in DOD with special-ties to the Secretary
and hence somehow imune f•'u the impact of many of the force-s 4nd decisions
that' shape the activities of the Z!vices and other parts of the Department.

The assumption concerning 6rganizationaii.aniqueness vas correct, but the
derivation of immunity was not. ARPA was far more =4
... Z•r nt of
the Defense Department than it cared to admit and this lesson was brought
home rather severely in the post-1967 period.
There- is no doubt that as the period under review in this study ended,
ARPA was a much more constrained agency than earlier models. In fact, since
1967 it has been consistently receiving and even asking for less money, year
by year. Figure X-1 illustrates this point, showing the downward slope of
ARPA budget requests calculated in constant (1967) dollars. In the first
ten years of AEPA's lifetime, the average Congressional cut in ARPA's budget

FIGURE X-1
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requests was $2.6 million, the highest cut was $7.0 million and in five of
those years there was no cut at %.ll. By contrast, in the period FY 1969
through FY 1975, the average cut if ARPA's budget requests has averaged
$18.2 million and the lowest of these annaal Congressional cuts was $11.9
million. Since _;y 1969 the ARPA program budget has averaged $205 million
per year.* Obviously ARPA has been cut back (as have many other DOD RDT&E
agencies and programs). A number of 7respondents' observations sprinkled
throughout the remainder of this chapter implicitly, if not explicitly,
are conditioned by this fact. A numberof them speak about ARPA in the context of an agency with considerably greater funding levels than the Agency
in fact now enjoys and with a "margin of flexibility" no longer available
in the form of unobligated balances, forward funding options, etc.
Changes in ARPA's status over time are not particularly surprising,
but we have been struck by the relative lack of discussion or debate either
in the Secretary's office or the DDR&E's office about how to use an agency
like ARPA, other than the essentially reactive attention that it has received when it was or appeared to be in trouble. Aside from the McElroy
Even
period, successive Secretaries have not paid much attention to it.
the DDR&E's have seemed to be faced with a wile range of problems far removed from ARPA. They were unable or saw no need to give ARPA much time,
especially Drs. York and Brown. Dr. Foster did for awhile, but the main
reasons seemed to be a felt bureaucratic need to bring the Agency under
proper management ýontrcl and to use it to meet Vietnam emergencies. This
absence of attention may correctly, reflect the declining importance of
crucial national security issues defined in P&D terms. At the least, the
Sputnik era tropensity to define issues almost entirely in terms of science'
and technology is clearly dead.
One may ask why Secretaries or the DDR&E's have not abolished the Agency.
Aside from the fact that ARPA has done a number of undeniably useful things,
If he so desires, a Secretary
'a principal reason is probably its budget.
or a DDR&E can rather strongly influence the use of that money; it permits
them, in theory, to handle things that "fall thr ugh the cracks;" and it
may help them to deal quickly with problems that come up overnight, -when
there is not time to go up to Congress for authority ami money. The phrase
"may help" is used advisedly because, at present, as Rechtin observes,'
"ARPA's original charter and ability to move qui kly, and take major amounts
of money and throw it into something.like [an emergency] -- and not have
everybody stand aru'mid and argue about it -- is ýeavily diluted right now."[l]
Service programs than they
DDR&E's also have had a much easier time stoppi
operly something that they
do in getting the Services to start and sustain
do not want to do. York, for instance, found
a' great convenience for
starting the Materials Sciences program. The Seices might have done it,
but ARPA did it: "There is just less argument wi h ARPA about'.getting
something like that going,, and doing it, than the e is with the, Services."[2]
* The moss recent ARPA funding history, from whic

is reproduced as Appendix A at the end of thl:

these data are derived,
hapter.
jL
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Foster drew un that characteristic even more intensively, though usually
for somewhat shorter range purposes. Note though that the usual DDR&E
outlook on ARPA is conservative, restrained, restrictive. It is basically
ARPA as a convenience rather' than a necessity. This outlook relates to
the discussion below of planning how best to use an ARPA.
The ARFA Role
A search for the essence of the ARPA role is an elusive one -- its
charters have been both imprecise and comprised of multiple components.
This has long been a sourc •of continued "why ARPA?" questioning and a
source of strength, in that it is impossible to pin down one single justification for the Agency that either makes it obviously indispensable
or, conversely, permits it to be categorized as obsolete. As is clear from
the preceding pages, ARPA has performed work of major interest to no Service, to one Service and to several Services.
It has undertaken both very
"high-risk" projects and institutional support programs for which the very
ccncept of risk appears inappropriate. It has served'OSD and the DDR&E
very directly, suppcrted work which OSD/DDR&E barely tolerated, and undertaken projects which interested no one outside of ARPA and the project
performers.
It has worked on issues of grand national policy debate, proble'as of interest primarily to some specific Service component, and projects
incomprehensible outside of a technical laboratory. Its portfolio' covers.
a wide range of both military concerns and scientific disciplines.
If pressed to reach a "definitive" definition of the ARPA role, we
would be tempted to state that ARPA is the agency which, in principle,
undertakes. programs that: (1) have at least one of the characteristics
usually attributed to ARPA work, namely, "high-risk," multi-Service, falls
bet7ieen Services, high OSD interest in central management, etc., (2) have
no alternative home in the contemporary R&D bureaucracy, .whether due to
roles and missions disputes, budgetary constraints, administrative complications. or lack of interest, and (3) have some promise of more than marginal significance either within a technical field or 'in terms of Defense
implications, or at least have a persuasive advocate to that effect. That
is- an ARPA program is typically a product of a positive rationale for its
assignment, a negative rationale for its not being assigned elsewhere (ARPA
as a convenr.ence), and a level of special interest in the substance of the
program. All three characteristics are essential. A "high-risk," multiService interest program can'be, and often is, undertaken on a joint Service
basis and the Services normally can make a stromg claim for this approach.
Therefore, for ARPA to receive a "multi-Service" assignment there must be
at least some transitory negative reason for the DDR&E not to choose this
option, either due to administrative inconvenience or to policy reservations. Since ARPA does not have a charter to support routine R&D on a
continuing basis, there is also normally a requirement to establish that
there is something unusual or important about the' prospective work (though
the definition and threshhold of what is deemed important may vary considerably).
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While the above may better describe the ARPA program than simply
declaring ARPA to be the DOD's "anti-4--prise" agency, it is obvious that
it leaves room for considerable programmatic heterogeneity and varying
emphasis. Not surprisingly, therefore, the numerous respondents who con.tributed to developing this history assessed the ARPA role from many different perspectives. Following below is a review, of some of those perspectives, including ARPA's role in responding to major technological opportunities, filling gaps in Service R&D, providing flexibility and quick
reaction capabilities, relating to "Presidential Issues," avoiding "technological surprise," and supporting basic research.
Responding to Technological Opportunities.
Virtually none of t'he senior
persons with whom we talked is prepared to say that without ARP., various
scientific and technological achievements would not have occurred. Such
black and white views are foreign to the scientific temperament. Respondents, rather, commonly say that ARPA may have expedited the appearance of
a particular technique,

device or technology -- perhaps by several years

but that one way or another most of the ideas supported by ARPA (or any
other technical agency) would have come along anyhow:[3]
[If you ask] how does it compare with other
vaguely comparable elements of the Defense
Department, in other words, how did ARPA manage
defense R&D compared to how the Air Force or the'
Army or the Navy manages defense RPD, I think the
answer is they [ARPA] do fairly well. On the
other hand, if they ýiad been eliminated, if they
had never been invented, would the United States'
defenses be weaker? I think probably not. Would
-they have cost more or less? Darned if I know.
But it was a competent group who did their job
reasonably well and who made some things easier'
for the other people in OSD.... I don't know
whether [ARPA had] a'better batting average [than
other agencies] or not. I think ARPA has done
fairly well in the past. I don't know whether
ARPA still does well or not. I'm really not thatclose to it....
I think then [early 19 6 0's] it
was pretty good, but other people's batting averages were not zero. They [other agencies] might
not be terribly high, but they weren't zero. There
were good and bad groups everywhere.
Sproull remains convinced that without ARPA there would not have been a
Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, but. other than that he tends to second
the point of view expressed above:f4]
I don't think you can say anywhere that 'without
ARPA you wouldn't have had this,' but I think-you
can say that the ABRES program was a much more

--
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effective program because of ARPA, in that the
Army ballistic missile Defense program [agencyl,
ABNDA, was a much more effective organization and
[made] much better use of federal funds because
of the existence of Project DEFENDER, and because
of the continued goosing and sort of technological
audit and 'keeping honest' role of ARPA.
The simple act of expediting good ideas, of course, can be exceedingly
cost effective, e.g., those who argue taat without DEFENDER's success in
highlighting flaws in ZEUS and suggesting an alternative approach, the
ZEUS system would have been built at immense cost. Moreover, the cost
effectiveness of accelerating such fields as computer time-sharing and
networking or various areas in materials science may have been enormously
significant, given the extremely broad potential influence of developments
in these fields to the DOD and the civilian sector of the economy. This
suggests that ARPA's role may be less one of supporting pure discovery or
innovation and more that of choosing selectively from a market basket of
ideas certain preferred items for accelerated development.
Dr. York, who is not one to argue that there must be an ARPA or that
ARPA stood head and shoulders above other R&D agencies in terms of performance, agrees that it was useful 'and that it wa* characterized particularly by an ability to recognize good ideas.[5]
The question of 'was there a pay-off?' can be
asked at so many levels.... One level is that in
a country like this with several million people
working on defense questions and defense'R&D (maybe
a million persons, or half a million, I guess) it's
just hard to imagine that if you take out any particular individual or any particular group of
individuals that those same ideas don't Just arrive
somewhere else anyhow

...

and probably not terribly

long after.... There; though, the question is whether
there is a management group that's listening and
that can understand what it is being told; that's
probably more important than where the idea comes
from ...

and there I think of ARPA, as being part

of management, rather than originating. It's
probably the ability of ARPA to' listen to ideas,
and to buy good ideas, that's more important than,
their ability to think up good ideas.
General Young, whom it will be recalled support'ed dissolution of ARPA in
late 1959, believes that the Agency was excellent at selecting ideas and.
developing a sensible program with regard to, outer space in the midst of
the pest-Sputnik chaos. ManrY space project 'ideas were floating around in
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1958. What ARPA did was to structure or order incipient programs. As he
said:[6] "ARPA picked the proper things to do, put the right amount of
money on them, shaped them into coherent programs, and eventually turned
them over." His characterizaticn of the Roy Johnson ARPA has in fact been
the ideal of most of Johnson's successors.
Dr. Spror:ll is very keen on this fmction of recognizing good ideas.
He believes that if an agency like ARPA is properly handled:[71
[I]t will keep a lightfootedness' that will enable
[the Department it is in] essentially to continue
to modernize itself, which a federal agency has a
terrible time doing. [Having an ARPA enables a
Department] to get a conduit for new ideas that may
be unpopular ideas, challenging ideas, uncomfortable
ideas, and contact with a world of ideas and people
who may not be all that accessible to the standard
part of the [Department].
As of the end of the period under investigation in this study Lukasik
characterized all ARPA staff members as "sponges," soaking up ideas from,
everyone, rarely limiting themselves to a restricted number of sources.[8]
The "high-risk" quality attributed to ARPA often has meant little more
than a better than average willingness and ability to recognize and support
ideas from unlikely sources that otherwise might not get through the "peer
review" committees at the NSF or the layers of review boards and groups
used in many R&D organizations," in the Services and elsewhere.
This ability to recognize good ideas ties in with York's view of ARPA
as plaking an important role in the "idea exchange mechanism" at high levels
within tne DOD and between DOD and the outside world. For many years ARPA,
was'willing to support neW or high risk areas of research and to make the
results widely available to those working in R&D. This, according to one
of our respondeiits, is the only way to advance the "technological culture."
[91 His model was the advanced BMD technical community that ARPA supported
and stimulated so successfully. Even though much of that work was classified, ARPA went to great lengths via paper circulation, information centers,
symposia, special study groups (with broad participation from university,
government, not-for-profit, and industrial people), supporting alternative
approaches to technical problems, and other devices to make the data available and to solicit debate.* The combination of ARPA's very low-profile
*

Thiz -was true even for the highly sensitive penetration aids work, e.g.,
ARPA arranged for relatively wide circulation of its compilation of experimental reentry vehicle performance data specifically to encourage a
"self-cleaning'! system, that is, one in which there were, incentives such
that corrections, modifications .nd up-dating would be &almstautomatically
forthcoming from the most knowledgeable participants.
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policy since 1968-1969 and its greater involvement in intelligence related
R&D in the 1970's has perhaps reduced this characteristic somewhat, but
ARPA is still generally regarded as superior to other agencies in arranging
the exchange of information and ideas within communities of interested
scientists and technologists. The absence of central program themes in
ARPA and the recent tendency to support relatively small, discrete projects
and program elements, however, might be expected to reduce this feature of
ARPA's style unless these projects come to coalesce around a few major
disciplines, fields or missions.
If recognition of good ideas is a reasonably continuous hallmark of
ARPA's performance over the years, it 'follows, as many contend, that "good
people" --

staff, consultants and contractors --

are the key to the Agency.

This is a truism valid for any organization, but many take it to be the
distinguishing characteristic of ARPA.
X-•-ery ARPA Director has unusually strong, positive words to say about
the quality of the ARPA staff he directed. We have also found, to almost
the 100 per cent level, that every ARPA professional considers his tenure
at ARPA the highlight or one of the highlights of his career. This includes some who left angry, or quit because they disliked a Director or
office chief, or resigned over the Vietnam War or other policy differences,
or who departed because of differences over program content or direction.
It is little short of amazing to find such consensus, expressed in such, a
forceful manner.
The common denominator runninig through the opinions of both the happy
and the disgruntled appears to be that each was able to immerse himself in
the substance of some work that he thought was significant and interesting,
feel that he had played a definite role in shaping, it or saving' it from its
detractors, and believe that the outcome of-his efforts would be of aboveaverage value to a scientific field and/or to the DOD. To illustrate this
point,, we cite at length an ARPA program manager who lived .through the
'Agency's most difficult days in the late,1960's and early'1970's, as-he
assesses his role and the Agency's role:rlo]
ARPA is growing older. There's no doubt about
it.
There's more red tape, more bureaucracy and
less autonomy and less rapidity of response than
there used to be.... [I]t's grown since I've iome
on board.... It's probably em unavoidable 'thing.
Whether or not it's a good thing depends on the
quality of people that you have. And I don't know
wnether ARPA's been lucky or whether there's something built into it that causes good people to be
here. I think its self-perpetuating to an extent.
A place that has- good people can handle the degree
of autonomry which ARPA has, which is still enormous.
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The power and authority of my position within
[my field] is quite significant.
I sit'here behind
a desk and make decisions about millions of dollars
a year, without any review boards, or advice or panels, or anything else that i don't specifically,
personally, want or request.
Now, I have to sell
that through ARPA, but I've had really very good
success in doing that.... With that amount of money,
which would be nothing in physics, you couldn't buy
a decert laser ... but in [my field] that has an
impact.
I have made a significant impact in several
areas....
[I]f I were really dumb or dishonest or something
that I hope I'm not, it would be too bad.
Then you
could point at it and say:
THow insane ... obviously
Now that
someone forgot to put in a review board.'
would make everything take a lot longer.
It would
be a lot less exciting work because you have to
please everyone .... or at least satisfy' them, and
you would knock off a lot of the interesting parts
of whatever it is.[you're proposing] ....
[I]t seems to me there ought to b'e a place [with
ARPA's freedom] ... whether'it should be in the DeSpartment of Defense I don't know. I tend to think
not -- but on the other hand, if it's
not buried
[could it survive?] ....
[Moreover this office] is a
tiny part of ARPA. Many people are just unaware of
its existence. And if it was.n't like that, if it
stood out there in the glare ... maybe it couldn't
exist. It would be so thoroughly scrutinized and
harrassed....
I was talking then about our office specifically,
but ARPA as a whole probably has an important place
within DOD.- The Services certainly aren't going to
stick their necks out.... [T]hey attract people who
are conservative and cautiouz and slow hnd concerned
more with bureaucratic process than with substantive
reseae.ch.... It seems to me that you badly need an
infusion of a little
more life and, activity.
ARPA
sparks things, you know [sowe personal examples here.
of pushing t .e Services to do things] ....
They [the
Services] would be taking a terrible chance to take
their money and put it into that kind of basic research.
If it didn't work they'd be in trouble; if
my stuff doesn't work,,nobody really.expects it to
anyway and nobody notices too much if it doesn't.
If nothing worked, Lukasik would have dumped' me long
ago I suppose.
But, ybu know, some of it works and.
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it's all interesting. And if it doesn't work then
it's good to know that it doesn't work.... So, it
seems to me that it serves an important purpose....
I think in general ARPA's ability to respond quickly
and take risks is an important thing and I don't see
how this could exist in any other agency. [In the
Servicds, any such budget] would just be sucked
away. You would never accomplish anything....
"rThe Service R&D people and ARPA's Service
agents] are from my exper'ience, well, dumb. That's
what it comes down to; not necessarily low IQ, but
not too much imagination or spark or aggressiveness.
Thley pi-k out these jobs, they spend their lifeý in
them

--

crats.
with ...

what the hell do you expect?

That's what ther are.

They're bureau-

They're more concerned

the bureaucratic aspects:

whether they' can

Ldt approval, whether it's going to make their office
look good, how it's going to' affect the way their
budget looks to Congress. I don't give a [damn]
about that.

It has to be attended to ...

[but]

I want to think up research and have a fine scientist bring my fantasies into reality. That's
what' s fun.
Thus despite tendencies toward institutional rigidity ARPA apparently
retains a spiritual heritage tracing in part to the space era and in part
to the Ruina renaissance. It -is a heritage that persists in maintaining
that ARPA is not routine, but rather concerned about the important, the
interesting and the innovative. Given the constraints on the Agency in
recent years, th- fact that some ARPA personnel still feel oriented toward
bringing "fantasies into reality" and tbward the "fun' of substantive technical accomplishment is probably remarkable. Lukasik paid tribute to the
quality of ARPA's people. Acknowledging that the Agency was theoretically
vulnerable to too much cronyism, incest, small in-groups, "shoveling out
the money," etc.,'he said that ARPA could be a gigantic scandal, but it
never has succumbed because of its "good people."[U.]
This feature also helps to explain ARPA's appareait success in finding
a'd attracting high quality outsiders to serve as consultants, advisors,
members of study groups, contractors, etc. And good people have been
attracted to ARPA, both to work within it or associate with it, because
compared to the Services and others, ARPA lacked vested interests. It
tended to call the shots as it saV them, and it was recognized that as
part of OSD, ARPA often was close to the sources of power and decisionIts obvious role in DEF•BDER, VELA and even APILE
making in the Pentagon.
for a time, confirmed its, status. ARPA could, more often ýhan the Services,
gain access to talented people who would not otherwise take an interest in
national security issues.
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ARPA's 6.1 research also played a special role in enablinr
press top flight people into service when needed in DOD:[121

it to

One of the great strengths [of ARPA's 6.1 research]
was that we were in first name, trust-one-anuther,
contact ,ditA people throughout the country ...

very

strong people in any field, that ?.ad any real [connection] with the Defense Department.... We had'
access at the end of the telephone to the best
wisdom, analyses, advice, criticism in the country.
PFart of this was that mutual tr')st that built up
that we always learned something from somebody coming
into the office.
ARPA developed a "flair to interact back and forth" and to "get the most
out of people as well a. projects" that Sproull, for one, considered one
of ARPA's most important attributes.[13] It was still
in place, and just
as highly valued, when Rechtin took over:[14]
1 thought that ARPA's contact with the technical
corm.nity was a major asset.

That was one that

was there long before I got there. I tried toretain [it]. I think it has been retained since.
It's a hallmark of ARPA, and that community is what
generates the ideas.
There is another side to the people issue. Many observers choose to
explain ARPA's troubles in the very ]•te 1960's and, afterwards la-.gely in
terms of a reduced ability to attract high quality staff. The reasons
cited are oovious: t=happiness with Vietnam policy; the particular disenchantment of vuniversity people with the Defense Dfepartment and a variety
of national zecurity policies; the alleged anti-science bias in government
symbolized by President Nixon's gradual dismantling of the White House
science apparatus; re-emergence of a significant gap in government and industry salaries at the highest grades; increased unemployment, which makes
those with a Civi.L Service appointment less eager to leave and those on the
outside more sensitive to retaining their positions in industryr or the
universities; the attacks on ARPA's existence; the Agency's low-profile
posture; diminution in funding flexibility and ability to free lance; a
perceived decrease in access to the Secretary or involvement in major policy
issues, etc. ARPA still attracts the outstanding individual for specific
projects, it is felt, but not across the board. Dr. Muina, amcng many
others, believes that the quality of people in government generaily has
"gone vsy down.",[15] ARPA is not immune to these trends and dealing with
them is expected to be one of its major challenges for the future.
Filling Service Caps. There is still a frequently expressed opinion
that an ARPA is needed to handle ptoJect-s of interest to the Secretary
which a Service might ignore, to manage projects involving more than one
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Service, to insure thpt alternatives to partictlar Service programs axe
actively pursued, and/or to challenge the Services. It is sometimes
difficult to know whether this is a reflex, by-rote response or is actually
firmly belikved. Rechtin and Lukasik routinely talked about working on
projects of interest to more than one Service, but because of funding restrictions, and their emphasis on transfer, ARPA tends to do less of that
now on an exclusive basis and seeks to make its influence felt by participating with the Services on programs of mutual interest. In the case of
lasers, Foster provided generous funding to the three Services and ARPA, a
reversal of the original 1958-1959 assumption that a Secretary or DDR&E
would usually be inclined to avoid multiple efforts. Programs of interest
to none of the Services were less likely to be picked up in the ARPA of the
early 1970's because the Secretary and DDR&E were no longer making such
assignments and ARPA as a matter of policy was tending to avoid initiating,
on its own, programs for which there was no clearly visible Service user.
Whether this condition is terporary or permanent is impossible to determine.
There seems to be a continuing consensus that ARPA can be very productive in stimulating or challenging the Services to do better R&D, but absent
solid support and protection by the Secretary and the DDR&E, "stimulation"
and "challenge" can quickly yield a backlash in which ARPA is' criticized
for interference, wasting funds, creating confusion, or worse. While
Foster was sensitive to the latter criticisms, he nevertheless insists that
ARPA exists as "a mechanism to instilJ.
a new range of scientific, and technological potentials" in the Defense Department and that he used it to do
things that "the Services wouldn't, couldn't or shouldn't do."[16] He
still asserts that ARPA's primary function .isto. excel in doing advanced
research; conversely the Services cannot be'expected to excel in that role
because they have so many other functions to perform. For him, "science and
technology can have veryr high leverage on military systems and therefore it
makes sense to concentrate on the leading edge," and that is ARPA's purpose.
[17] The words could have been uttered by Roy Johnson.
Rechtin would underscore this viewpoint' by arguing that in times of
'budget stringency, the. Services either do not or cannot protect their
budgets for advanced research. The great difficulty-one has in weighing
this "leading edge" theory is that during the Foster/Rechtin/Lukasik era
ARPA seemed to be moving away from the leading edge as often as it approached it.
Low profile,' quick-transfer oriented, "no scret¢ball ideas," obvious militaryrelevance agencies are not well suited to the achievement of revolutionary
breakthroughs or major developments.
Moreover, as Frosch suggests, ARPA
has not been especially successful in protecting its own budget foradvanced
research.[18] A case in point is ccmparison of the original ARPA role in
ballistic missile defense R&D and its 1970's entry into antisubmarine warfare R&D. ARPA's ASW work is much more intimacely linked to Service programs than were large parts of. DEFENDER. The' Agency has riot' been able to
get either a charter to match the open-ended DEFENDER assignment nor a
DEFE1DER-,cale budget. What Frosch calls "laboratory-scale financing"[19]
will not suffice, normally, to make major advances.
It is well to remember
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that the DE.-==R charter was virtually unlimited. As Sproull summed it
up: "we did pretty well what we ,wanted," and the program had funding to
match. [20]
In other fields as well, ARPA's ability to produce a "critical mass"
of support for a given 'area of work often appears t o be the dominant
factor behind its success, and without it Service relevance may mean little.
Thus one of the most pressing questions for the post-1973 tightly budgetconstrained ARPA is whetber it retains the ability to reach a threshold
level of support that can really "make a difference" in a given technical
area. Perhaps under the influence of stricter relevance requirements, and
definitely reflecting the pressures of the Vietnam War, the "leading edge"
in recent years increasingly has come to mean, in the view of several observers, some type of high technology "gadget" like lasers, NITE GAZELLE or
the arctic surface effects vehicle. Indeed to some, ARPA has come close to
being an "advanced procurement agency" rather than an advanced research
agency, rith occasional excursions into 6.3 (advanced development) and 6.4
(engineering development) territory.
Flexibil'.ty and Quick Reaction Capabilities.
ARPA has always laid
claim to being a flexible, quick-reaction agency.
Initially, that meant
being quick to recognize good ideas and to start them with a minimum of
red tape.
It did not "1ecessarily mean quick results.
Over time this feature of ARPA has been interpreted on occasion to mean "'quick to get a
result," e.g., the field test of the AR-15 rifle in Vietnam.
The subsequent Vietnam ZAP channel work was based, purq and simple, on ARPA's ability
to commit funds fast end the DDRP2E's power to mandate, directly, that the
necessary internal reprogranming be done to free up the finds.
Indeed Dr.
Foster describes ARPA as "a crisis agency,"[21] but the crisis, response
sought for Vietnam was considerably different from the Sputnik crisis
response .that stimulated McElroy to establish ARPA.
Prior ýo 1.968, ARPA tended to think more about technologies than 'end''
items.
It continued to be motivated, in fantasy if not in fact, by the
Roy Johnson mission of serving as the Secretary's personal agency in R&D
-quick, agile and efficient in the task of giving the Secretary an independent "technological audit" in fields of special concern to him. This
conception depends vitally on having Secretaries who think in such terms
(an issue discussed 'further below), but accepting that assmnption for the
moment, this was a rationale for ARPA in the mid-1960's and bne which
Dr. Sproull, for instance, would claim is valiu today:[221
One can move fast, can be responsive, one can be an
extension of the arm of the Secretary if he wants
to m=.ke' sure that the Armr program in something or
other is moving as fast .as it possibly can, and he
is uncomfortable about that, he can be talking with
ARPA people and putting some additional money in
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APPA, he cah get kind -f a technological audit of
that ... which would be more efficient than simply
putting more money into the first agency ... which
would have a tendency just to keep working at the
same ideas.
I think it's
a very good use of a
fraction of the money.
Lukasik's viewr of th( need for an ARPA to avoid "technology perception
gaps" was very close to this perspective.
The DDR&E's use of ARPA's quickness in the late 1960's was less to
perfora an audit for the Secretary than to respond to the enormous pressures
oa !is office for R&D contributions to the Vietnam War.
Lukasik uses the
phirase "the urgent drives out the important" to describe this period, but
the phrase reflects a persisten:;, built-in dilenma for ARPA.[231
The
Agency's virtues as a convenience to the DDR&E simply are not always mutuJ.lly supportive of other Agency missions. The Congress, for its part,
seems to prefer that ARPA function in the relatively large are& that falls
between an Arecibo project on the one hand and buying hardware for immediate
field combat testing on the other. ARPA remains vulnerable to unduly narrow interpretations, of its quick-reaction attribute.
"Presidential lsues."

The most obvious dividing line between the

ARPA Directors concerns feelings about Presidential issuas and ARPA's role
vis-a-vis the Secretary.
These differences are well-illustrated by their
reactions to the hypothesis that ARPA has served its purpose,. but now no
longer is needed, in 'part because there 'are no advanced "breakthrough" ideas
equal in significance to the missile/space/nuclear energy combination of
the late 1950's to work on and/or because the Secretary and the DDR&E can
now control Service rivalries and assign. them work iii full confidence that
it will be done.
In other words, perhaps events have passed ARPA by.
Surprisingly perhaps,

Dr. Killian rejects.,this notion':[241

I now feel that ARPA is a useful agency in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense but he )DR&L
should be heavily involved in the decisions in regard to its progrem.
I do not think that developments in the military services or in their roles
and missions indicate reason to give up ARPA.
Dr. Raina reacted to the same proposition with the comment:' "That sounds
not unreasonable."[25]
:,Ie
added the'caveat that if a Presidential iscue
were at hand, he would want an ARPA, but he sees none (i.e., scmething that
might significantly alter the strategic weapons situation) presently on the
horizon.
Presidential issues in which Service vested interests are involved
warrant an ARPA:
"[Iun VELA and BMD an ARPA was absolutely essential."[26]
Without such issue., an ARPA is questionable.
This leaves unsolved the
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problem of sustaining an ARPA.-like capacity "between issues" or attempting
to create a new one whenever an appropriate issue arises.
'Drs. Sproull and Herzfeld also fall clearly in the Presidential issues
camp, but are inclined to believe that there will always be such issues, or
Herzfeld, for instance, besomething akin to them, facing the Secreta1y.
lieves that "any technical enterprise over one billion dollars needs a high
quality, quick reaction shop" to handle that ten per cent of the problems
that the organization's "steady state management" system will not be able
to handle.[27] Dr. Heilmeier has also likened ARPA to a corporate R&D
activity.* This choice of analogy is somewhat similar to the McElroyJohnson "blue sky" tuiit.
Herzfeld's agency, however, is presumed to have very close links to
the top, i.e., in DOD, a close "coupling" to the Secretary and his problems
For these
as the dominant customer. VEIA and DEFENDER are his models.
issues: [28]
... it was a good thing for the OSD, on program[s]
this important, to have its own capabilities. And
I have come to be convinced that's the right answer.
So much so that I think any very large organization
really ought to have an ARPA in the office of the
president. Because, if the stakes are high, it [the
work] has got to be right, and it has to move as
rapidly as pos'sible.
Sproull's "'technological audit" function is based on the notion that it
makes sense for the Secretary and his DDR&E to devote some two to five per
cent of the Department's RDT&E funds to that purpose, and that having an
,ARPA "is an effective and efficient way of doing it."[29]
The harsh reality of the Rechtin-Lukasik period was, as previously
discussed, that the Secretary and his peers had largely lost interest in
ARPA, apparently did not see it as especial'v usefui. for resolving that
"ten per cent of difficult problems," and did not accept the need for an
ARPA-directed technological audit on their behalf. One can speculate that
during the McNamara era the growing conviction that new technologies were
driving the arms race helped to create negative feelings about the advanced
research agency. For instance: [30]
*

Heilmeier's ideal corporate R&D agency, and ARPA, are intended to serve
five functions: (1) filling gaps, by covering high priority problems
that cross Service lirxs, (2) doing unique or unconventional jobs, (3)
tackling "the revolrtionary rather than the evolutionary," (4).undertaking "high risk alternatives which may run counter to the conventional way
of doing business," and (5) behaving as an agency with no vested interest
in the status quo.
(Touse Committee on Armed Services, Military Posture,
Hearings , 4t
I,
Sets. "Research and Development Subcommittee
Title 11, H.R. 6674,-, Part 4, March
24, 1975,.4903-49004.)
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Secretary McNamara and other senior civilian
policymakers in the period after 1960 appeared to
feel that any radical new innovation in weapons
systems on the part of the U. S. defense establishment might destabilize what they hoped would be a
relatively static kind of symmetry in the major
weaponry maintained by the world's most militarily
formidable nations. In this sense, then, there
appeared to be conscious decision after 1960 not
to allow the armed forces to push ahead on inno-.
vative ideas conceivably leading to major new
departures in militarily useful technology.
ARPA, in its headiest moments, liked to think that it was chartered to do
just that, i.e., to "push ahead." One could even argue that York and Brown,
in concluding that there were many fewer exciting technical ideas with
breakthrough 'potential to work on, were permitting policy desires to color
their professional judgments. Such speculation is pointless, however, because the more "hard line" Nixon Administrations seemed no more interested
in ARPA than the Johnson Administration. They were intent on "tilting"
back toward the Services within DOD. Secretaries no longer assigned work
to ARPA. Moreover Rechtin confirmed the paucity of good scientific ideas
during his tenure. Thus ARPA Directors after 1967 could not operate on the
assumption that they were in fact the Secretary's agent.
ARPA staff during at least the first ten years of the Agency's existence identified very closely with the Office of the Secretary. This OSD
connection was a matter of great pride -with most of them. Their OSD identity, if anything, transcended their ARPA identity in importance.
For an
independent, flexible sort' of agency, ARPA was markedly free of unauthorized
flights -in directions purely of its own choosing, in the post-Roy Johnson
period.* The various Secretaries of Defense and their key associates probably
never realized the depth of this type of OSD loyalty and certainly failed to
exploit it as fully as they might have. Part of the tremendous readjustment required when the "Presidential issues" programs were transferred or
closed out was a function of the feeling of loss by ARPA staff of close
connection with the Secretary and his concerns, which they had assumed more
or less as a birthright.

*

For instance, Project PGTILE was created inpart because Codel believed
DOD needed to gzapple with the insurgency problem, knew the Services
would not, and felt that the Secretary would be forced by'events to take
the lead. Skeptical ARPA Directors tolerated AGILE because they believed
that "somebody" had to do it and, at least initially,'.the signals from
the Secretary's office were that it was important to him'and to the
President .
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The challenge to the ARPA of the future may be in defining and maintaining a non-Presidential issues role that is sufficiently unique and valuable to warrant retaining the organization. This problem appears to be
a real one: [31]
[W]e now have an ARPA ... with some 40 projects.
All of them quite good ... that is, the technical
quality is very good. The transfer problem is
licked; itworks very well into the Services. In
fact, on some projects you can't tell whether it's
an ARPA project or a Service project, and that's
good for many of these things.... However, it does
make it

a little

difficult ...

to figure out what's

going on, because there are no central themes of
large scale at the present time
There are 40 of
them, each of them [in the] $5 t.o $10 million
class.... But you can't say what central, national
problem is

this collection working on ...

that

isn't there.
New leadership personalities, of course., could attempt to change this
situation overnight. Nothihg legal has been done to foreclose re-creation
of ARPA's role in DEFENDER or VELA. Dr. Rechtin, however, believes that
it would be extremely difficult to do:[32]
If ARPA had tried to keep itself in the national
spotlight, perhaps there would have been national
problems that ARPA would have been handed [by now].
Who knows? I don't....
I'm not sure it's practical [to have ARPA work
on national-level problems].
The reason is, how the
hell are you going to get the Congress to OK it?
They've already insisted that ARPA's budget be
broken down in sufficient levels that you can follow all these projects at sort of the $5-$10
million class. And if somebody came in tomorrow
-morning... and said 'we want to aggregate a few
of these in the interests of better'management'...
we'd get shot right out of the saddle.*
Ironically, ARPA may be involved in a current Presidential issue, namely,
the role and implications of the strategic cruise missile. According to
one report, "the present incarnation" of the cruise missile uses a turbofan engine concept based on one developed by ARPA in the late 1960's for
a "Jet belt." This was the AGILE work aimed at using jet propulsion
packages to lift individual soldiers. (Deborah Shapley, "Cruise Missiles:
Air Force, Navy Weapon Poses New Arms Issues," Science, February 7, 1975,
416-418.),
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Nonetheless it might be argued that a return to larger-scale, "Presidential issue" problems could be worth the risk. This i's probably a debate
worth having, a quasi-philosophic thinking through within OSD of what an
institution like ARPA might best be used for, over time. We will return. to
this point below.
"Avoiding Technological Surprise." One mission claimed by some of
the ARPA Directors in both the Presidential issues and non-Presidential
issues camps is that of guarding against technological surprise. ARPA's
"anti-surprise" mission has always been a bit vague, frequently misinterpreted, but often repeated because the rhetoric has a resounding ring, as
does the companion phrase frequently used by Dr. Foster, "achieving technological superiority." Roy Johnson clearly started out with the task of
investigating outer space technology (including the ballistic missile
-defense problem) on an accelerated' basis in order to guard against other
Soviet surprises in that medium. Even the propellant chemistry and materials
sciences program assignments were. justified and discussed in terms of their
relevance to missile and space systems. Furthermore ARPA was consistently
described explicitly as a program-oriented or project-oriented agency. The
Services zealously monitored ARPA for several years to insure that it did
not undertake a whit of work without formal assignment, in part because of
the fear that ARPA might acquire a monopoly over important weapons R&D
and compromise their respective futures. Thus ARPA was in no position to
be a general purpose "anti-surprise" agency. General Betts has made it
crystal clear he believed that the Agency had no such mission when he
directed it (see Chapter IV). Nor apparently -did Dr. York, the DDR&Z at
that time. Asked if ARPA had caused him arny .particular disappointments,
measured against his expectations for the Agency, Dr. York replied:[33]
No, not really. I don't think so. Because I
didn't really expect any of the problems to actually' be solved. In other wo:rds, the fact that
ARPA didn't come through with any breakthroughs
was not a disappointment.
Dr. Sproull, however, was and is a very- keen supporter of an ARPA
"anti-surprise" mission:[3 4 ]
I regarded that [guarding against technological
surprise] as the heart of .our mission, as a matter of fact, I didn't regard those 'buzz words'
as pejorative at all. They are 'buzz words,' nc
question-about that; they were ....

in those days.

But the fact is that I regarded it as one, if not
the principal mission of the Agercy: - to make sure
that there wasn't something that hiad been turned
down by the Services as too risky, or-impossible
because. of the way. the Defense Department is
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divided up into Services, something that fell in
the cracks, that the Soviets were going to come up
with, or somebody else.... That ARPA would be the
people that the Secretary and the President would
have the right to say 'well' the reason I have AR.PA
is just to make sure that we don't get that kind of
shock.'
But note the assumption of Presidential and Secretarial involvement and
concern. Moreover there are additional qualifications crucial to Sproull's
conception of ARPA in this role: [35
The budgets that we had in those days -- which were
$300 million, give or take a little
-- were a hell

of a lot of money, if you played your cards right....
The type of surprise that we are trying to protect
against was the Soviets building a laser before we
even knew that a laser existed. And if we had good
enough contacts with the academic community and if
we put money out to goose the strong people in the
Service laboratories and in academic laboratories,
we couldn' t guaranty that, but we could work as hard
as we knew how on it and we could have had a fair
chance of success in protecting against [a] Soviet
success ...

that would be a definite change in the

balance of power, from a scientific invention. We
took that extremely seriously. It's true that a
lot of our money was poured into continuing programs
and wasn't all that flexible. On the other hand,
we kept some 6.1 money in almost every project,
some way or another. and we did a lot of bootlegging
of things in DEFENDER,

for example ...

you can't put

your money out to ward off techniological surprise
and not have mistake after mistake after mistake.
ARPA then played an anti-'surprise role largely within the confines 'of very
broad program assignments like DEFENDER and within a very large total
Agency budget (a third larger than present day budgets in current dollars
and much larger than that in constant dollars). The large programs and
large budgets permitted 6.1-type "gambling" and also provided sufficient
"background noise" to absorb mistakes. 6.1 work in DEFENDER, for instance,
w~as easy to justify as relevant simply by defining it as related to missile
defense R&D. ARPA was both confident enough and big enough in dollar, terms
in 1961-1967 to do high risk projects and not worry unduly if they failed.
Latter-day ARPA's appear to have lost much of that 'flexibility. Some
program titles suqh as Strategic Technology and Tactical Technology are
even broader than Ballistic Missile Defense or Nuclear Test Detection;
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however, the assignment within them of bite size program elements, very
discrete projects with reasonably, precise relevance or transfer rationales, and relatively low budgets, makes carrying out a true anti-surprise
mission somewhat unlikely. There is no margin for "glorious mistakes"
any longer; they are no longer as readily hidden or absorbed, although
intelligence-related projects sometimes offer scope awd justification for
doing so.
Some of our respondents consider discussion of whether ARPA is capable
of playing an anti-surprise role irrelevant because the concept itself is
faulty. Dr. Ruina, for instance, believes it is foolish:[36]
I never believed in a surprise.... The whole idea
of surprise is somebody is going to open the door
and out comes an operational system. It's just
madness. There's no history that that ever happened.... What you're surprised by is, sometimes,
an experiment that they do .... But the implications are that there's a surprise, that a door
opens up, and there is an operational capability

that you couldn't have.
it's

just fantasy.

That never happens.

And

Why dothey keep this tremen-

dous air defense structure? We are closing down
ours; why are they keeping their's alive? And
it's costing [them] billions a year.... That's
the nature of surprise.

But a technological sur-

prise changing the strategic balance is just madness. You know, I don't.think I ever felt'that way.
Dr. Rechtin, it will be recalled, sought to follow Foster's instructions to return to the fundamentals of the early ARPA, which they tended

to define as "anti-surprise" and "quick-reaction: "[37]
So I went back to the foundations of ARPA,

essen-

tially,, and said to avoid technological'surprise
[is] to do the things we weren't sure of what the
end military mission would be; you just knew that

there would be a military mission of value.

But

you couldn't tell us where the best value would

show up.

You almost never can.

You can't even

tell that in a weapon system, much less on something in research.
As noted, this was extremely hard to do in the context of-insisting on
relevance and rapid transfer. Looking back on the experience, Rechtin

adopts a much more Ruina-like posture:[38]

I;
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You can't do anything fast enough in this business,
that the other side can't compensate for before it gets
disastrous.
In other words you can't come up with
an overwhelming operational advantage in any short
time.
The systems are too big to do this. Now,
you can come up with a technological surprise. You
can come up with a Sputnik, or you can come up with
a new ASW technique.. But you can't make it effective for some years.
Three years minimum. Ten years
for some of these things. And in that time there's
a chance for a counter move, to keep it from being
a disaster.
Lukasik too, as noted elsewhere, said that given ARPA's circumstances he
found himself believing in the anti-surprise mission less and less: "I
found that that was an idea that didn't wear very well.:'[39]
Foster, alone among the many people interviewed for thiz study, remains a strong, essentially unconditional "anti-surprise" enthusiast.
He
observes that at the time of Sputnik the U. S. was putting two or three
times as much effort into science and technology as the USSR.
Now he
estimates that they are ahead of the U. S. on this measure and that perhaps 70-80 per cent of Soviet R&D resources is devoted to military capabilities; hence it seems reasonable to him to expect a crisis soon and that
it will be necessary to reinvigorate or reinvent an ARPA: "Today, much
more than 1958, you need an ARPA."[401 While a minority view in our sample,
it is not to be dismissed lightly. A Soviet demonstration of, say, some
strange new orbiting offensive weapon, could result in a reaction not unlike
Sputnik and a modest witchhunt to determine why the U. S. was caught so
unprepared.'
Basic Research Role.
Few things have consistently polarized feelings
aboutARPA, from 195d to the present, as clearly as the debate ever doing
basic and applied research (6.1). Betts, Ruina, Sproull, and Herzfeld for
instance, are very keen on*ARPA 6.1. Dr. Killian remains adamant that DOD
has an obligation to support basic research and that an agency like ARPA
is a good one to Oo it..[4l] Ruina today assesses the institutional value
of ARPA largely in terms of its performance in the 6.1 area, in part because it appears that "high quality research" and 6.1 tend, to be synonymous
in his thinking. Asked to assess ARPA's level of accomplishment over its
lifetime, he developed the following poptrait:[42]
Compared to what the rest of the Services did, my
guess is they [ARPA] did better. Compared to what you
really can do with that kind of money, I'd probably
given them a C minus.
[ARPA] should have been
pushirig more promising technologies and better
people all the, way.", I think the Arecibo titing
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could have been done ten times over in different
fields as far as the basic research end.
Rechtin and '.oster sought to remove ARPA from what they felt was an overconcern with 6.1. Lukasik moderated that tendency, but did not reverse
it, seeling to justify some basic research on the ground that it was the
best source of "breakthroughs," but retaining pride of place for 6.2 work
because it would produce more "successes." There are vast conceptual and
semantic problemsý in this subject beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice
it to say that 6 .1 is one man's definition of truly "advanced research,"
but another's idea of chasing rainbows -- both may be equally dedicated to
the search for revolutionary technology and using ARPA to support it.
Oddly enough, as ARPA has aged, the idea has been broached on several

occasions tc centralize all DOD 6.1 R&D in the Agency.*

ARPA itself has

never been the source of this suggestion and only one or its past Directors
would be inclined to support it.
Indeed ARPA has tended to be embarrassed
by such a notion because the Services believed that ARPA must be promoting

it.
General Betts has concluded that the idea has some appeal:[43]
It could be' done.... [TIraditionally it hasn't
been, [but] I guess if I were reorganizing the
whole operation right now I'd be just as happy
to. see a 6.1 effort managed centrally. [Provided] the Services are represented by people
who' know the Service problems in whatever staff
of DDR&E managed that central effort.... I
would do it in ARPA.
The remainder of his colleagues 'disagree. Herzfeld believes the Services
must be kept in direct contact, with scientists on the outside or they will
lose all receptivity to new, ideas, i.e., it is important to keep some 6.1
in each Service program.[44] Sproull did not think the idea was sensible.
Foster was not a proponent of expanding ARPA's limited 6.1 program, much
less an'advocate of assigning it the dominant 6,1 role in DOD. Like Herzfeld, he worried that consolidating all 6.1 in one place "would cut the
guts right out of the Services, and polarize and alienate them."[451' He
also felt, as do most of the ARPA Directors, that coupling the results of
*

For instance, at the time Dr. Sproull took over ARPA, the National Acadeim of Sciences (especially its President, Dr. F. Seitz) urged that ARPA
]
-seek to become the czar of DOD 6.1. The GAO has called for central
managemenv of DOD 6.1 based on the conclusion that the Services were
mismanaging such work, and the Laird/Packard Blue Ribbo± Panel on DOD
reorganization made a similar recommendation, designating ARPA for that
role.
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the hundreds of millions of dollars of DOD 6.1 work done annually to tae
engineers, operators, etc., in the Services was too big a job for one
agency. It would require ARPA to devote an immense amount of its effort
to managing an empire of largely routine work. "ARPA has to do mostly
6.2, it really does. It should be aware of 6.1, but do 6.2 mostly."[46]
Most of the ARPA Directors accept Foster's reasoning for rejecting the
idea of doing all DOD 6.1 research. There are still wide differences of
opinion over how much it should do.
Lukasik had to deal directly with the Blue Ribbon Panel Report' recommendation and opposed it.
He explained his position as follows:[47]
[Congressional committees asked about the desirability of ARPA centralizing control over-all 6.1.]
It was a typical case of whipsawing because what
they wanted me to do was say 'that was a fine idea
and ARPA wculd be a great place,.' and I was volunteering for the job.... [But] I would never bite....
[T]he amount of money va are talking about is some
$250 million, which was about equal to or slightly
larger than the size of ARPA. And you know that
you don't move $200 million in the Defense Department or any agency without a great deal of strong
[opposition]

...

the Services aren't going to lose

that kind of change.... So, I knew that 1 would be
'dead bureaucratically if I ever did....
Is [central management] a good idea? Ido
think yes. Should it be in ARPA? You could not
drop $200 or so million into ARPA --

double its

size
and keep ARPA the way it is.
We would
* literally 'kill the goose that's laying the goldien
egg' .... So you would have destroyed ARPA by doubling it, you would have gotten inefficiencies in
ARPA. Congress would not have given ARPA the
billets' to do it any way. The Services would have
killed ARPA, if ARPA had tried tu make that kind
of a grab. [F]urthermore, it would have badly
shifted the balance because now instead of having
ARPA 20 per cent 6.1, which meant that ARPA was
driven by the 6.2er's --

[in other words] was

driven by the tactical and strategic technology
office, and the VELA office, the guys [-ho] were
kind of 'in

the real world' -- now you would have

had basically, youknow, a $200-$300 million 6.1'
wiih kind of like a $100 million 6.2. It would
have become ARPA's NSF. It would have been a
great science operation all right. And then youwould have, had-those poor 6.2er's who ... , are''
critical to commumicating with the Services, you
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would have lost [them] in the noise.... Furthermore, if Congress is going to do it, it's because
they believe there are some inefficiencies in the
Services. Now, the way Congress works, is,' if they
see a $250 million pot of money in the Services
and they think it's inefficient and they decide
it's kind of one-third wasted ... They [will] take
the third off for inefficiency off the top and
keep that and pass on to us the $180 [million].
Expect us to do as much with $180 as was being
done with $250 ...

and leave us to sort out all the.

guys who were sopping up that remaining third of
the money who weren't getting it.
So we would have
gotten, you know, politicsl and bureaucratic hassles
up the gazoo and so.... [I]t's an idea that's better
in principle than it is in practice.
There seems to be little or no likelihood that ARPA will be designated
as central manager for DOD 6.1 research.
It is not clear just how much of
a 6.1 role it should play in the future. Granted the fTSF is more adequately
funded, will it or other agencies create something like the apparent elite
corps of materials sciences university centers, an Arecibo facility, or the
comp-uter sciences advances attributed to ARPA?'
Consider the following remark:[48]
ARPA is considered throughout, the field as
being the main supporter and perhaps the most important forca in the course of U. S. and probably
world hi tory in the computer. ... Although the
rest of ;he world has probably heard more of the
ARPANET han'[it has about 6.11 computer work,
['the lat eI was clearly one of the main reasons
why the I . S.

became dominant in the computer

field, b( cause it had these programs at the vari6t;r
universil ies that were developing people and concepts an( ideas, and time-sharing and various other
things. I think it's
had a tremendous impact, certainly in the early days when Lick was running it
...

the country would never have grown in the com-

puter fi ld the way it did if it had.i't been for
ARPA.
While ARPA ý.ýrevses the military value of developments like time-sharing
systems, MUJLTICS, ARPA
, etc., their greatest importance to the courtry
may lie in non-defense uses. Moreover, 'ARPA probably would not have had
ARPAINET's to crow about if it had not moved into generous support of the
then-risky 6.1 work which made them possible. in the early 1970's., one
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is hard pressed to envision ARPA taking that sort of plunge in an entirely
new area. One senses from the •-riad explanations given by our respondents
that the immediate reasons why ARPA reduced this role are quite clear, but
that serious post-crisis evaluation of whether DOD and/or ARPA should,
under some set of conditions, resume similar activity has not been attempted.
Deciding How to Use An ARPA
One of the strongest impressions an observer gains from a brief period of concentration on ARPA's history is the remarkably small amount of
time which has been devoted by senior policy-makers, e.g., the Secretary,,
Deputy Secretary, DDR&E,.and the ARPA Directors, to considering how best
to use this sort of institution. We are not referring to the annual budget
cycle and-the inevitable discussion of what is going to be done in the next
6-12 months. Rather the issue concerns determining what the most significant DOD problems are and communicating that in such a fashion that it is
relatively clear to an ARPA just what problems it should attempt to apply
its R&D resources against.
Conceivably one might conclude after undertaking such an exercise that
the Department did not need an ARPA, thereby justifying elimination or a
deliberately-chosen program designed to preserve and strengthen an ARPA
capability for future periods when it was anticipated such an agency would
be needed. On the other hand, the conclusion might be a far more direct
articulation of priority defense issues, as the Secretary sees them, to
guide the scientists 4nd technologists in devising an ARPA program. This
assumes, of course, the original ARPA connection to the special concerns
of the Secretary. The Rechtin/Lukasik experience indicates that this spe-.
cial connection was severed and in its place ARPA sought to develop problems
for attention on the basis of closer Service, JCS and unified co~mand relationships. This indeed may be the appropriate ARPA role, but as the period.
under review in this study closes, it is not clear from the record whether
this occurred as a matter of conscious choice by senior decision-makers or
by dint of special circumstance and/or default. There seems, however, to
be a strong circumstantial case for special circrmstance and default.
Apparently Dr. Foster mounted a campaign to identify important RDT&E
issues meriting treatment by DOD, inc7uding ARPA. He used the Ramo Subcommittee of the Defense Science Board, the science advisory committees attached
to theServices and other agencies, former associates in the DOD/AEC laboratory system, etc., and tried to "diffuse down" ideas that emerged into DOD.
He also made a crucial statement about the practicality of the procedure
by which problems are identified:4l9]
There is a hell of a lot of structure for this,
and it works, but it's limited by the number of
able people and how long they will work, and by
the willingness of the Secretary of Defense, Deputy
Secrctary of Defense and the DDR&E to work fit]).
Ouir research, suggests that too often this mechanism'has not "worked."
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The lack of serious discussion at high levels of what an ARPA should
do and how to use it applies not only to identification of appropriate' DOD
problems, but related policy questions such as the Defense Department's
and ARPA's future role in 6.1; the possible use of ARPA in 6.3 or 6.4, i.e.,
should ARPA's informal, entry into work of this type via :he Vietnam emergency be formalized under certain conditions; should a Presidential issues
focu3 be investigated again or firmly rejected, etc. Dr. Herzfeld confirms
the general absence of that sort of polizy debate and makes the highly
relevant observation that "every DDR&E [in the period under study] has
inhibited discussion of ARPA's future." It is as if ARPA over the years
was doomed to fulfill the stereotype of the temporary, stand-by, quickreaction agency, available to perform "conveniences." The Agency probably
deserves better, bearing in mind that one of the costs of a more explicit
consideration of its long-term .role and program could be termination.
Curiously the absence of institutional discussion of ARPA at high
levels has been mirrored in the Agency itself, with the possible exception
of late 1958-1959 when Roy Johnson's Policy and Planning Division developed
the controversial long-range plan for outer space research and development.
Other than that exercise ARPA itself has done remarkably little long-range
thinking or advance planning as to what it should be doing. The phrase
"advance plannirg" i. somewhat inexact: we do not mean iay-to-day' planning,
planning how to conduct an approved program, annual budget planning, routine
fcr-form' s-sake extrapolation of current program trends' for the next five
years, etc. Ab6ve all, use of the phrase does not connote erecting some new
bureaucratic obstruction that in all likelihood would serve to stifle the
flow of ideas from program, directors, contractors, consultants, etc., or
compromise those elements of the ARPA style most unique to it, e.g., providing support to controversial'ideas emerging from unexpected sources,
often on an accelerated basis. '.Wht "advance planning" is intended to
suggest here is an issue touched onby virtually all our key respondents,
namely, thinking beyond immediate program obligations to consider what
ARPA should be preparing to do or cease doing, a couple of years or more
hence.
Roy Johnson's excursion into these waters failed. The billion dollar
annual estimates for a long-range space exploration pr.ogran, while fair,
were considered absurd at the time. The shock was so severe that both
ARPA and "forward plarnizLg" were discredited. Johnson's'Policy and Planning
Division tended to concentrate on space policy issues and setting up programs and offices for the raft of new assignments that were made in late
1959 and 1960-61. The' "planning" function withered rapidly and the Policy
and Planning Division disappeared altogether under Ruina.
Dr. Ruina essentially did his own planning, more or less on a one-toone basis' with the DDR&E. He did not believe adequate planning could be
done by a group of non-scientist4 nor did he think strong technical people
would devote themselves excJlusively to a planning function. The Ruina
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solution was to seek ideas from good people, namely, his own and outsiders
such as PSAC:[501
Get better neople.
Nothing beats better people,
who are also connected with and listen to and
have a kind of peer relationship with better
people.
He tended to use his program
Sproull fell squarely in the Ruina: mold.
directors as a de facto planning oroup, notably Rabinowitz, Frosch and
Herzfeld. He never felt the need for a separate central planning staff
and indeed considered that one would be "redundant, possibly even embarrassing, if they came up with some report I didn't want to do anything with."
[513 Herzfeld's "number one job"'for Sproull precisely was to look at
problems from the perspective of the Secretary, e.g., "what is it that is
spoiling [the Secretary's] breakfast this morning?" Accor•._ng to Sproull,
Dr. Herzfeld had a "marvelous capacity" for planning things in the context
of the Secretary's concerns.
Reflecting the ARPA tendency to "ihternalize"
management functions, Herzfeld was AR.PA's planning staff and was able to
free people from D•D•
on an ad hoc basis t6 explore new ideas in a
moment's notice.
By reaching out to the staff, JASCN, visiting contractors,
IDA, etc., Sproull felt that ARPA could adequately cover future planning,
even in,program areas not assigned to ARPA. It was an informal approach and
he agrees that it conceivably might overlook some totally different area of
technology where ARPA did not have the right people, but, "if so, I don't
think a planning staff would have saved it [ARPA] ftom that."[52]
Lukasik's conception was much like Sproull's.
He doubted the wisdom
of having a planiing group, particularly' one that might develop momenttum
for ideas of its o,m at odds with.his own.
Accordingly his Technology
Assessments office was kept very low key and used primarily to test' and
develop hiL ideas.
He a&lso drew on outside sources such as RAID and JASON.
Basically, Lukasik, like Ruina and Rechtin, did his ownplanning.
The vast majority of Directors, then, preferred to institutionalize
planning in themselves, or in, key individuals in the Agency engaged for the
most part in managing substantive, ongoing programs.
Most of the Directors
averaged about two. years in office and a very good case can be made that
fluture planning could hardly'be expt-cted to be top priority in their eyes.
Moreover the early Directors were part of an era during which it was presumed that, normally, assignments would flow to ARPA, from the White House,
the Secretary or the DDM&E.
The special connection with higher authority
was taken for granted.
It was noted previously that the Directors also
tended to feel re';iccnt, as relative "short-timers," about committing their
successors nadvance.
, Ruina,- and Sproul! clearly saw themselves.
as transients, and Hrer-feld and Rechtin probably did too. Lukasik alone
had a long tenure,-but he Ievoted his energies more to internal restructuring and adjustments in current Agency relationships than to long-term
thinking about the atture.
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Two of the past Directors take exception to the pozition of the majority, although both handled this issue "on the job" much as t"e others did.
General Betts believes that ARPA has paid a significant price for its rele,tive lack of attention to consideration of the future:[531
I think that's the fundamental problem that ARPA
had all along.... It was a o'ontinuing prpblem for
the Director of ARPA.
I don't remember being terribly frustrated by that problem when I was there,
but I was only there a year and i guess I never
really got to the point where I was worried about
what the next program was that we [ARPA] should be
pursuing.
Dr. Herzfeld similarly believes that this issue has beer- "handled badly"
in ARPA. He, like all ARPA Directors, references the constant time pressure facing ARPA's leadership. A Director has to make a special effort to
push himself and the organization hard, if there is to be any looking ahead.
He also used organizations such RAWD and IDA as substitutes, but outsiders,
no matter how able and experienced, tend to lack the feel or touch required
to sense how best to make a particular agency relate properly to the dynamics of the highest level authorities and issues within a large department.
As a practical matter, think pieces prepared by outsiders never proved to be
influential.
Herzfeld believes that ARPA needs a policy and planning-type unit. He
did not have one when he was Director, accepting the rationale that positibns could not be spared. If he were to "do it again," he would restru.cture the organization to include such a unit, with three to five people
and a substantial budget, and endow it with influence within the Agen-y.[ 1541
ResoluticiA of this question is not a function of this study. The fact
that serious considerations of ARPA's future has so rarely been addressed
(in other than the "survival" crunches that occurred during the late Johnson, ea.-ly Betts, late Herzf-.d, Franken, Rechtin, and early Lukaiik periods)
remainb one of'the most intriguing aspects of the Agency's history.

.

Evaluating What the Agency Has Done. ARPA planning in the. more restricted, conventional sense of considering whether to dizcontinue, expand
or modify existing programs and projects is an issue that .surfaces in virtually every phase of the Agency's lifetime. Indeed the greatest selfcriticism that emerges from ARPA staff at levels below that of tne Director
and Deputy Director (but including some of them) is that ARPA has often
been very efficient at spending money, but weak at knowing, in detail what
it produced. Reference is made to volumes of unread research reports and
lack of quality control. With a small staff, it is clear that ARPA professionals cannot read every paper that their millions of dollars buy. The
ARPA agent is supposed to do so, and may, but agent performance is a mixed
bag.
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Dr. Ruina took the position that significant fV.rdings always filtered
through, were recognized as such and were promptly exploited, whereas
"those things that weren't lead, we knew weren't too important'."[55] But
he recalled that there were no formal evaluation procedures and considered
this problem inherent in the short tours of Directors. Few Directors ever
saw anything that they started through to completion. The same was true of
many program managers, at least in the 1960's. There was plenty of opportunity for unevaluated work to slip through.*
This lack of a formal evaluation system puts a premium on having very
high quality staff: to do adequate informal or formal evaluations, weed
out marginal or poor work and prevent continued funding of those who do
such work. ARPA has had some tendency to overlook work of marginal quality
and to continue funding the group in question in hopes that it will do
better later, or because it is doing well in some other unrelated ARPA program, or because of toleration (sometimes uncritical) of "failure" as a
price of doing R&D, or because the program manager is under pressure to
reduce his unobligated balance or else lose the mon :y (and the easiest way
to do that is to add funds to an existing contract). For all its success
n being flexible, locating new talent to support, and transferring programs, ARPA has supported many ideas, individuals and groups for long
periods of time. Today's generation of program officers sometimes do not
realize that they are supporting people or ideas that date back to the late
,1950's cr early 196 0's. The following view expressed by a program manager
in the late 1960's is typical of remarks made by staff who served in almost
all of ARPA's phases:[5 6 ]
When I arrived, the [deletei] part of the program
was aiready established, ani the contracts in it
had their own sets of relationships, and it"s hard
to turn people around. Dr. [deleted] had a consumer for some of his material [in another DOD
office] and he would relate to them and was impossible to reorient. Hence t •is part of the program
was out of control because :)f the powerful intellectual personalities involved. While I had a
tendency to want to cut peo;Ile off, I realized that

*

Perhaps the outstanding example of ARPA .asualness in this regard is -1.
crash effort undertaken in the early 197 )'s to evaluate all the transferred
DEFENDER programs retrospectively, in re -ponse to cQncerns about a Congressional inquiry. The over-$l billion spent on DEFENDER was categorized
and assessed as to percentage of funds "icell-spent" on various projects,
in a crash two-day period, using a combined internal staff and contractor
effort. The evaluation was essentially intuitive, as there was no file
of structured program assessments a-vailabl e for use.

--
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it was easier just to fund new things and leave the
old alone. I didn't want to make wtaves because I
had to go back to the [relevant university/industryJ
environment where research of this type was done].
All of this worked all right during periods of
adequate funding, but when the pie shrunk the
established old people got a larger and larger
share. It is an unfortunate reality that people
have just continued to be funded until they
got in trouble. It's a built-in problem.
As these remarks suggest, some contractors simply "outlast" their ARPA
monitors and manage to keep things going in a relatively unstructured way
because of the inevitable uncertainties and critical time lapses caused by
rapid personnel turnover and other bureaucratic pressures.
The Behavioral Sciences program provides an example, by no means unique,
of the linkage between inadequate evaluation procedures and future planning.
One program manager in that office, regarded as innovative by his peers,
felt very handicapped by the lack of an adequate in-house monitoring capability. His Service agents did a routine job at best, meaning that there
actually, was very little feedback on research quality from them. When the
program had been started, long before his arrival, the idea was to establish centers of excellence or "pockets" of excellence, gave them two to
five years to perform and then: (1) evaluate the significance of the work,
(2) determine whether there were prodactive potential interrelaticns, (3)
separate the sheep from the goats, and (4) reformulate or reshape the
program. The office directors who had this focus in mind, however, were
twice or thrice removed by the time such an evaluation should have been
undertaken. Their successors' attention was devoted elsewhere, reflecting
perhaps the tone of the remarks in the quotation above, namely, it is easier
(and more fun) to start new things than to evaluate or undo the old. At the
broader level, th'-re never seemed to be time to do an overall evaluation of
behavioral sciences results, to consider the value of the "centers," etc.,
and reconstruct new directions for the future. Of course, planning for the
Behavioral Sciences program rapidly became subject to serious distortion
frox, the bitter political battles 'over defense relevance and the program's
keynote, of necessity, became "what can be saved" and what types of work
are "safe" politically, rather than what might we wish to drop, m6dify or
expand based on technical results exclusively. The point, however, is that
historically ARPA has been relatively weak at dropping older work and strong
in starting new work, in large part because the office directors give priority to the 'latter activity.
Dr. Sprouli reacts hotly to criticism of inadequate evaluation. He
believes that there was sufficient evaluation during his tenure, without
He deeply believed that in the mid-1960's period that.
over-management.
he knewwell

--

when so many ARPA successes materialized

--

ARPA project
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and program managers as a rule knew far more about the substence of the
work they were supporting, and about the substance of work in their fields
generally, than their counterparts in any other federal agency.
Indeed
it was primarily because of that characteristic that he regarded ARPA as
strong and unique.[571
AEPA had that strength ... and I hope to hell it
had as much of that when I left as it did when I
arrived. But that's for somebody else to decide.
Anyway, there is no question but what it was a
very strong and unusual agency -- the word 'unique'
is overused -- but I think it truly was unique.

An ARPA could be reduced to an ordinary, stale bureaucratic agency if it
was forced to install detailed evaluation and planning systems. Indeed
some critics have said as much about ARPA in its later years as layers of
paperwork have been added, e.g., by the DOD Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS), increased Congressional demands for budgetary detail,
Mansfield Amendment requirements, and the Rechtin/Lukasik emphasis on recording and justifying relevance, transfer, etc.* Be that as it may, by
the end 6f'the period under review, Dr. Lukasik felt that ARPA had not yet
mastered the art of "concluding" its programs, that is more or less formally evaluating ahd recording what happened. GAO has also criticized ARPA
for failing to document the transfer of ARPA projects to the Services and.
determining their success or failure after transfer cxercises, paperwork
which probably would not contribute to a more effective ARPA in the slightest.
But a more rigorous review of the technical output of programs probably
would. To the extent that relevance and transfer, along with smaller budgets, do make it easier to track work and to impose the disciplind required
for adequate evaluation, this problem may be on the way to resolution. The
point, however, is that ARPA professionals strongly predisposed to the ARPA
idea are inclined to mention inadequate technical evaluation, leading to
wasteful support of contractors, as one of the most vexing internal ARPA
management deficiencies.
Presenting ARPA's Record
Intensive review of ARPA's lifetime reveals that the Agency has rather
consistently downplayed what it does. Given all the ccncern about "why ARPA?"
*

We have not addressed the advent of PPBS during the McNamara regime.
Management and technical people alike in ARPA found it to be a worthlez
numbers game. At best it was a scheme for rationalizing R&D decisions
aftei! the fact rather than contributing to the decision-making.
At worst
it inculcated a habit of lying or faking because normally it was impossible to predict results from research and exploratory development programs, and how they were going to be used, for five years into the future.
The exercise was regarded as foolish; the added worklcoad on a small agency
like ARPA was consequential.

X\
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questioning, it is remarkable that so little has been done to make clear
to its critics and potential supporters what it has accomplished. We are
not speaking here of crass public relations, the glossy "P.R.'" put out by
information office flaks; indeed, ARPA has no such office. The issue is
whether ARPA has given an adequate accounting of itself to those in authority
and the record suggests that it has not. Consequently when difficulties
arise, e.g., the AGILE problems with the Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Congress, etc., there often is an inadequate background of known successes
against which to weigh them.
In the Roy Johnson period, ARPA was hardly a wallflower when it came
to publicity and visibility. The Services bitterly resented ARPA getting
,credit for space projects and they constantly tried to publicize their own
involvement. As discussed in the early chapters of this report, ARPA was
under Presidential order to insure that the Services did'not plaster their
logos, literally and figuratively, on the space projects. This non-technical
responsibility greatly compounded ARPA's difficulties with the Services.
When the Johnson era ended and York sentenced ARPA to what then seemed to
be oblivion, this situation changed dramatically: "After Roy, the matter
of ARPA claiming credit for anything became a curse word."[58] The "low
key" ARPA from a public visibility standpoint became almost an article of
faith fýor the Agency from then on.
As noted previously, ARPA rarely sought to make clear who the sources
of its early assignments were. Space, ballistic missile defense, materials
research, propellant chemistry, and nuclear test detection all traced back
to explicit White House requests or endorsements. ARPA said littLe or
nothing about that legacy, except in the broadest generalizations.
Roy
Johnson's disdain for the Killian group and faith in his own standing with
the Secretary may explain his failure to do so. But long after Johnson
left, ARPA consistently failed to document for the succession of Senators,
Congressmen, Secretaries and Deputy Secretaries of Defense, Budget Bureau
Directors, etc., that the work it was doing was deemed important at the
White House, or in some instances, to-the Secretary, i.e., that the work
had a claim to national importance. The DDR&E's, more or less in line
with their low key acknowledgment, of ARPA, likewise hard relatively little
to say about it, what it was doing, or how significant its assignments may
have been. They almost never' volunteered to respond to "why ARPA?" questions, although logically the "why" of ARPA's existence and the structure
of its assigned workload would properly have been handled at that level.*
General Betts recognized' that York very much wanted to move ARPA out
of the spotlight in order to reduce USAF-NASA-ARPA bickering over space.
Betts was low key in temperament by nature and-preferred to-deal with the
Agency's adjustment problems in as sheltered an environment as possible.
Ruina and Sproull were not noted for horn-tooting. Ruina cornsiders this
*

This changed' for a time when Dr. Foster was in process of recasting
ARPA and reasserting DDR&E control over it.
'
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attitude "a failing in every job I've had ... I've played public relations
much too low key."[59] In those days ARPA seemed content to keep the DDR&E
happy and console itself with the fact that it knew that it was doing a
first rate job. There was also a certain feeling that the less Congress
and the Services knew, the less friction would result and accordingly ARPA
Its research results,
would create fewer troubles for itself and the DDR&E.
in other words, would speak for themselves. This admirable rationalization
resulted in a self-spun protective cocoon based on the belief that ARPA
should lie low, do good things, and eventually all the right people would
find out about them. It-proved to be short-sighted policy. Many outsiders
interpreted this. outlook simply as undue arrogance and it may actually have
reinforced the critics' propensity to find fault.
An excellent example of ARPA hiding its light under a basket is its
research related to penetration aids. Many in ARPA consider it a major
contribution to the national defense. Even discounting for the initial
high classification and limited access nature of the work, ARPA went out
of its way to say very little about it.
The following exchange is an
excellent example of the customary ARPA approach: [60]
A:

I don't think that pen aids officially identified
as such was ever more than 20 per cent of the
DEFENDER budget. On the other hand, in my own
personal view, which I shared with few people at
the time, the real raison d'etre for the reentry
program was pen aids. Therefore, the raison
d'etre for about half of the DEFENDER program was
pen aids. Therefore, I saw it mostly as a pen
aids exercise at the end. Now, I shared this view
with Sproull, with Ruina, with the DDR&E's, and
with McNamara.
I suggested it in Congressiona.l.
hearings, but always in a classified session.

Q:

But not [stated] flat out?

A, Not really flat out. But people who understood,
understood immediately. They said, 'yeah,. isn't
it great we happen to have all the right stuff in
place.' I said, 'yes, it's great.'
It was a lucky
accident. To a large extent, it was a lucky accident.
It was turned into -- that accident was.
worked very hard -- it turned into a very strong

policy.
Q:

We have been right, more or less, in inferring that
pen aids probably became the dominant justification
for continuing PRESS?

N
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A:

Absolutely, because while I thought it was very
important to find out the infinite details of the
reentry physics in order to get a laboratory, if
you will, discriminaticn capability, I had little
confidence ...

that that could be fielded very

effectively, for a lot of reasons.... Cu the other
hand, I was absolutely sure that that also allowed
me to understand what the other fellow would have
to do to counter our attack, and boy that was worth
every penny spent there.
The Presidential interest in this subject, or that of the Secretary and
the DDR&E, and their explicit decision to use ARPA in this area received
6cant attention, much less the work itself. It is important to lay such
groundwork. "Presidential issues" do not recur regularly, but 'if one is
to -have an agency available to cope with them there has to be recognition
in the "down times" that the agency has performed weil. ARPA did not do
a good job of sustaining that understanding, nor did successive Secretaries
and DDR&E's.
The "low profile" ARPA of the early 1970's carries on this policy.
with direct transfer of projects rated so highly, ARPA also believes that
it must be very careful to minimize the NIH (not invented here) factor
which can inhibit Service acceptance of ARPA results. Self-effacement is
considered essential to achieving that objective. ARPA's gradual .dditicof intelligence-related projects reinforces this policy. Indeed ARPA hasconsistently indulged a propensity to engage in intelligence-relat-(d R&D
from the early work on reconnaissance satellites to the present d4..
Such
work serves as sort of a surrogate for "Presidential issues" because the
aura of secrecy involved implies significance;' often comes 'With a built-in
user and relevance justification; minimizes review requirements; and provides an additional rationale for keeping a "low profile-"' Ca the other
hand, ARPA has consistently had management problems vith such work because
access limitations do impede ade~quate peer review.
In summary, in its attempt to survive, ARPA has simply made the "low
key" habitual. As Luksik puts it: "I don't believe, deep down, then and
now, that ARPA should advertise."[61]]
Related to the issue of establishing its record, we return to the
observation that ARPA has not .stimulated h broad following or clientele
in the scientific community, despite its reputation for flexibility, willingness to support far-out ideas, c6mmitment to long-term funding of basic
research (for a time), aad skill in managing advanced research. ARPA has
its loyal adherents in specific fields, e.g., advanced computer science
and technology and substantial segrents of the missile defense R&D community,
but somehow these have tended to remain pockets of support rather than.
becoming the basis for strong backing across the board. The early feuding

i
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with PSAC and the President's Science Adviser cost the Agency dearly,
creating a level of suspicion or disappointment that never was overcome.'
Ruina helped immensely with his personal rapport with the scientific elite,
but no serious institutional linkage between it and ARPA emerged. Sproull
maintained the level of civility attained during' the Ruina periods. Dr.
Ruina believes that ARPA failed to develop strong vocal backing among many
of the researchers it supported because the money was filtered through
agents (who were there before ARPA and would be afterwards) and because
they' regarded ARPA program managers, ARPA Directors, and perhaps ARPA itself as transitory. Thus rather than run the risk of offending the established bureaucracy, they tended to avoid testimonials.
ARPA certainly passed the stage of being transitory and it developed
a record of not being cavalier in its willingness to support good programs;
however, by that time the highly politicized issues that divided DOD and
many in the scientific community -- lallistic missile defense systems deplcyment, the Vietnam War, arms control and disarmament, etc., plus the
great debate regarding the role of science and technology in society
generally -- were at work, and tended to swamp any attempts at unraveling
a factor as specific as ARPA. Suffice it to say that the advanced research
a&ency stimulated by a scientific elite intent on modernizing and educating.
the military somehow failed to forge or sustain a lasting link with its
,progenitors of the scope and depth which might have been anticipated.
By and large, our respondents and the written record portray a most
inadequate performance in explaining ARPA. This is most unusual for an
agency with ARPA's budget levels. The complexity of much of its subject
matter undoubtedly complicates explanation. Greater exposure would likewise gelerate criticism and increase the vulnerability of some programs or
-projects, although that seems unlikely after the events of 1968 and subsequent years. Indeed those events tend to confirm the 'necessity of presenting an accturate and balanced story.
It remains to be seen whether the early-.1970's ARPA, based on relevance, transfer, small projects, and the low profile will succeed in the
sense of communicating satisfao torily with the higher authorities to which
it must respond. The Presidential issue assignments no longer exist. The
case see.ms to rest with the appeal of pregenting an. ARPA geared.increisingly to Service and to intelligence-related requirements.
THE READER'S CHOICE
In seeking a final assessment of ARPA over its various periods, the
observer is driven back to personal values and to highly subjective judgments concerning theAgency's influence on science and technology and on
the militarj establishment. Virtually every Director of ARPA and every
major program manager has been both praised and damned. The flash and
melodrama of Roy Johnson"s grand battles over space programs-were to many
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to others, those days
respondents the peak of the Agency's existence.
were. all motion a-nd l.ittle substance.
Dr. Ruina's emphasis on research
quality and broad suppcrt for technological advance was to many, espeshort of heroic -- the essence
cially participants in that period, little
of what has made ARPA unique.
To others, the Ruina approach was the height
of folly, leading to severe questioning of the legitimacy of the ARPA mission and ultimately to near-cancellation of the Agency; to these observers,
Rechtin's vigorous insistence on transfer andDefense relevance and Lukasik's
development of a solid base of Service relationships resurrected the Agency
and endowed it with a viable role.
To some, however, Dr. Herzfeld's proud
defense of a mascular, independent, free-wheeling ARPA, sensitive to the
major policy issues of the day, represented the last valiant attezpt to
maintain an Agency that could "make a difference" in the Defense establishment.
Yet to still
another group'the balanced Agency managemehit and
.spectacular technical project successes of Dr. Sproull's period were the
high point of the ARPA story.
On programs, as with Directors, the observer is'given a wide range of
choice.
Was VELA the hidden ingredient essential to the achievement of the
limited and threshold test ban agreements, or did its adjustments to the
Defense establishment comnromlise the nation's ability to conclude a truly
comprehensive treaty? Was AGILE a "glorious failure," a voice in the
wilderness which, if heard, could have moderated the traumas of Southeast
Asia; or was AGILE merely a symptom of Defense Department and ARPA confusion, ineptitude and inability to recognize or admit that they could not
cope with a problem? Did ARPA's broad institution-il support for materials
science, information processing technology, seismology, and other fields
fundamentally strengthen the nation's scientific infrastructure, or did it
simply postpone the evolution of a rational Federal program of support to
science? Was DEFENDER at the core of the development of modern strategic
offensive and defensive technology, or was it an expensive lutxury providing
unnecessary confirmation of the obvious and a scientific and technological
hobby shop for developments never to be deployed? The list
could be continued indefinitely.
What is in the end most unique abouit ARPA, 'taking an historical view,
is that there is no other techmology-oriented, agency ir. Washington to fnatch
it in the pretentiousness of its claims, the exposure of i#s work to
serious criticism and the colorfulness of its style.
The maximist view of ARPA credits the Agency with setting the course
for the evolution of U. S. space technology, strategic defensive technology,
strategic offensive technology, and the future directions of tactical technology and possibly'naval warfare.
In other words, outspoken ARPA advocates
sometimes claim that the Agency has establ.ished the key technological parameters for the Defense'Department and NAZA.
In addition,-,the maximist view
gives, the Agency credit for establishing the cutting edge of materials
science, coriputer science, radar technology, seismology and geophysics,
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laser technology, quantitative political science, and other areas, plus
intervening at crucial tLmes in aspects of radio astronomy, energy conversion, propellant chemist:y, climatology, atmospheric physics, and many
other fields..
The critics, on the other hand, can see expensive monuments to failure
or to irrelevance all over the landscape: the giant ILLIAC IV computer,
the sprawling LASA array in Montana, the Arecibo dish, many and varied
radars (e.g., PINCUSHION), an abandoned SATURN clustered rocket technology,
indirectly a non-operational Safeguard BI1 installation, and many others.
This is not to mention the many abandoned programs, projects and endless
study efforts not necessarily resulting in obvious hardware or results,
ranging from the counterinsurgency field units, through far-fetched systems
and sensitivity studies to aborted university-industry materials "Coupling"
programs.
As-tocolorfulness, there is no other agency thaLt could match a repertoire of investigations including a nuclear bomb-propelled rocket, a
"mechanical elephant," plans to orbit millions of bee-bees for BMD purposes,
man-computer communications via brain waves, laser and charged particle
weapons, and a multi-million dollar program sold through a djiagrem of a
Greek temple. And these are not necessarily even the most exotic entries
in ARPA's book of memorabilia.
This is an Agency which has designed bath
super-acceleration rockets and balloons tied to a cable. It is also no
surprise to find that Evel Knievel's steam-propelled rocket motorcycle was
designed by an ARPA alumnus.
In the end, the reader is left to search for his own net assessment
of ARPA's ultimate value, sorting amongst the triumphs,, failures, disappointments, and the flaky according to his own standards and expectations.
For our part, it does not appear possible to measure conclusively ARPA's
influence on the Defense establishment and broad areas of science and technology. The far more exciting proposition is to consider wl~at such an
institution might properly be charged to do in the future. If there is
a case for an ARPA, it must be because those in tuthority conclude that
the natin and the Department of Defense feel the need, par6phrasing Ruina's
words, for a place "that's for fun, not to make a living."
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ARPA FJi!,G HISTORY
TIOCUGH FISCA-L YEAR 1975

The following funding figures are b.sec.
on an internal budget table prepared by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
dated November 4, 1974.
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A.RPA FUMTDING HISTORY
(Dollars in Millions)

scal
ear

958

Amour!
Requested

(NOA)
Amount
Appropriated

Program
Approvediby
Congress

Congressional
Cut

Program
at End of
Fiscal Year
31.5

....

953

520.0

520.0

520.0

-0-

485.8

960

455.0

455.0

455.0

-0-

340.9

961

215.0

215.0

215.0

-0-

259.6

962

186.0

186.0

186.0

-0-

250.7

963

257.0

250.0

250.0

- 7.0

254.8

964

280.0

274.6

274.6

- 5.4

283.2

965

283.4

278.1

278.1

- 5.3

275.5

966

277.0

274.3

274.3

- 2.7

273.9

967

262.9

255.9'

262.9'

-0-

278.5

968

254.1

248.7

248.7

- 5.4

228.3

969
970

244.7
238.1

233.2
212.1

233.2
212.1

-11.5
-26.0

200.4'

971

222.7

209.0

209.0

-13.7

209.0

c72

228.0

2b6.5b

2 0 9. 8 h

-18.2

212.4

173

226.7

199.7

199.7

-27.0

199.7

974

210.5

194.2

194.2

-16.3

194.3

975

2n6.8

202.3

202.3

-14.5

202.3

216.0

RFPRODUCED AT GOVEHFNMENT EXPENSE
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Footnotes tc Table:
Prior to FY 1963 ARPA was not on a program year basis, and all umcommitted
funds as of June 30 were included in following year program totals.
a $38.0 million transfcrred to Dept. of Army for ABMDA Program.
b In FY 1972 Congress approved a program $3.3 million in excess of NOA.
$3.3 million was obtained by reprogramming FY 197. & prior year funds
into FY 1972.
c in i-T 1967 Congress approved a program $7.0 million in excess of NOA.
The $7.0 million was -supposed to be a reimbursement from Dept. of A. F.
for Atlas boosters.
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